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PREFACE 

For almost twenty years the Radiation Laboratory of The University of Michigan 
has been actively engaged in predicting the radar scattering behavior of a wide variety 
of targets, both simple and complex, and out of this work a wealth of material has 
grown. Much of it has been published in the open literature, but some has remained 
bound in the experience of the individual investigators or has appeared only in techni- 
cal reports with limited distribution. The suggestion that this material be collected 
together and, in conjunction with an exhaustive review of the literature, be made 
available to a wider audience, was the factor that led to the writing of this book. 

In considering the form that such a book might take, it was apparent that a rigid 
limitation of objectives would be necessary to keep the manuscript to manageable 
size. Because of the several treatmentb of the methods of scattering and diffraction 
theory that have appeared in recent years, it was felt that the main focus should be 
placed on the presentation of results, but even so, a further restriction on the type 
and material composition of the scattering body was still required to permit a reason- 
ably complete coverage of each particular case. We therefore decided to confine 
ourselves to bodies which are soft or hard in the acoustical sense, or are perfectly 
conducting to electromagnetic waves, and fifteen geometrically simple scattering 
shapes were selected for the study. Except in one instance (the wire), these shapes 
arc determined by the coordinate system in which the wave equation is separable, 
and are the ones for which extensive mathematical results are available. 

The information about the scattering behavior of these fifteen dilTerent shapes 
was collected, revised and systematically organized, and is here presented in chapters 
divided according to the shape. Many new formulae and computations are included, 
especially for the wire (Chapter 12) and the cone (Chapter 18). Fach section of »he 
book is as self-contained as possible compatible with a tolerable amount of repetition, 
and the contents of each chapter are presented in a standard, styli/ed format to 
facilitate ready reference, ['inphasis is placed on results in the form of formulae and 
diagrams, but a brief outline of the methods for the solution of scattering problems 
is given in the Introduction, together with the main properties of those special 
functions which are used extensively throughout the book. The bibliography is 
selective and critical, rather than exhaustive, and every elfort has been made to correct 
errors in the source material. It is our hope that a handbook such as this will prove 
valuable to radar und antenna specialists, and to all interested in scattering theory. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

unless otherwise stated, the symbols most commonly used in the book have the 
following meaning: 

n = electric permittivity (dielectric constant) in vacuo. 
/< - magnetic permeability in vacuo. 
1/vA'/' - velocity of light in vacuo (ä 2.9979 X 108 m/sec). 
Z - Y~l = yj'n/c = intrinsic impedance of free space (= 120/1 Ü}. 
(0 = angular frequency. 
i = V ~ ' ~ imaginary unit. 
c-'"' = lime-dependence factor (omitted throughout). 
A - 2n/A - lOyJ'm = wave number in vacuo (k = o;/r in the acoustical case, where c 

is the velocity of sound). 
v.H - Neumann symbol (ß0 = I; £„ == 2, for « = 1, 2, 3, ...). 
,v, \\ z =  rectangular Cartesian coordinates. 
/>, 0, r = circular cylindrical coordinates. 
r. 0, (f) = spherical polar coordinates, 
log = natural logarithm. 
V = grad = gradient operator. 
V- = div = divergence operator. 
V A = curl = rot = curl operator. 
V2 = V • V = div grad = Lanlace's operator. 
R = \r ~ r0\ = distance between the source point r0 and the observation point r. 
V1 = incident velocity potential. 
Vs - scattered velocity potential. 
i = r1-!- j s - i0(a| velocity potential. 
£' - incident electric field vector. 
W - incident magnetic field vector. 
Es - scaltercJ electric field vector. 
Hs  - scattered magnetic tleld vector 
£     /T^iT = total electric field vector. 
//     //' f //s     total magnetic li:!d vector. 
/'     far-field coetlicient in two-dmensional problems. 1       ..    .     ... 

.....       ,. . ..        -      .       L1 sec Section 1.2.4 
S     tar-tield coeliicienl in three-dimensional problems.! 
nifi)     bistalic  radar cross section,  with  separation  angle // i 

between transmitter and recei\ er. .. ,-. 
.scv Sec lion 1.2 5 

a     c[K))     hack scattering or monostalic radar cross section. 
n ,      tDi.il scattering cross seciion. 
/„      .'/-ih /en» of \i( - -/). 

/>'„       n-\h zero o!   \i (    />). 
sec Section 1.3.2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

J. J. BOWMAN, T. B. A. SENIOR and P. L. E. USLENGHI 

1.1. General considerations 

Various factors dictated the choice of the fifteen shapes treated in this book. 
Bodies such as the sphere, circular cylinder, wire, cone, wedge, half-piane, disc and 
paraboloid have important applications in radar and antenna theoii:s. Others, such 
as the elliptic cylinder and the spheroids, have often been used for the development 
and testing of approximation methods of general applicability, in both the low and 
high frequency limits. For all except the wire, the scalar wave equation is separable 
in some system of orthogonal coordinates. Shapes excluded from this book are the 
trinxial ellipsoid (STRUTT [1897]; MOGUCH [1927]), the elliptic cone (KRAUS and 
LtviNIi [1961]), the quarter plane (RADLOW [1961, 1965]), the torus (WESTON [I960]), 
the ogive (AR [1967]), the parallel-plate waveguide and the thin-walled half-cylinder 
(VAJNSHTEJN [1954]), among others. Composite shapes of great practical interest, 
such as the cone-cylinder and the cone-sphere, are also excluded. 

Acoustically soft and hard, and perfectly conducting bodies are considered. The 
fifteen scatterers are divided into three groups: (i) infinitely long cylinders with genera- 
tors parallel to the r axis, (ii) finite and (iii) semi-inMnite bodies with the z axis as 
axis of symmetry. The emphasis is placed on scattering rather than on radiation 
problems, i.e. the primary source is usually located off the surface of the scatterer. 
Radiating slots in the scattering surface are not considered, and although the case of a 
dipole on the surface is examined, no general discussion of the equivalence between 
dipoles and slots is given. The primary field is that of a plane wave, a point source or 
a dipole: in Part One. line sources parallel to the generators of the scatterer are also 
considered. 

The choice ot time harmonic fields (with time-dependence factor e n" omitted 
throughout) is justified by the fact that this is an important case in practice, that most 
of the literature does indeed considi-r this type of field only, and that an arbitrary 
tielil can always be decomposed in'o the sum of monochromatic waves by Kniricr 
analysis. It should be noted, however, that the high-frequency results quoted in th.^ 
hook are v.ilid for real positive frequencies, and cannot in general be extended to the 
who!-; complex frequency plane (m particular, they cannot in genera! be analyli- 
i.illv continued to negative •e.:! Ifwijiic.'H.'ies). 

The scattered Held or the lot il 'vid is given at an arbitrarily located observation 
point I xplieit results are also exhibited for the I 'tal field at the surface of the scatterer 

t 
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(especially important in antenna applications) and for the far field, from which the 
radar cross sections are derived. 

1.2. Fundamental concepts 

This section is not intended to be a comprehensive treatise on methods, but rather 
a brief survey of the most widely used techniques in which the reader may lind some 
useful formulae and the most relevant bibliographical references. 

1.2,1. MaxwcWs equations 

The electromagnetic field at a time / and at any point in a linear, homogenous 
and isotropic medium of electric permittivity c, magnetic permeability /* and zero 
conductivity is described by the homogeneous Maxwell equations 

VAH = ed--,      VAE=-/( —, (1.1) 
dt dt 

which govern the behavior of the electric field E and of the magnetic field H at all 
ordinary points in space, but do not describe the field at the source poims. By taking 
the divergence of both sides of eqs. (1.1) and with the convention that at some time 
the fields may become solenoidal (which is certainly the case if, for example, £,-_. _ » = 
!/,= _„ = 0) one finds the auxiliary equations 

V//-V-£ = 0. (1.2) 

If a scattering body is embedded in the medium, eqs, (1.1) and (1.2) arc satisfied 
by the incident or primary fields £' and //', by the total (incident plus scattered) 
fields £ and W, and therefore also by the secondary or scattered iiclds E% and H\ 
which represent the disturbance added to the primary fields by the scatterer, 

fn the following we shall consider only the particular case of monochromatic 
radiation. The wave number A' and the intrinsic impedance Z of the medium surround- 
ing the scatterer are given by 

k = (osfcn = 2n!X ,       Z = Y~l = v//V/r, (1.3) 

where o) is the angular frequency and A the wavelength (in free space, / - 120 rr ohm). 
The time dependence factor c\p(~'w)t) is suppressed throughout the book. By 
replacing the operator C/tt with the multiplicative factor - uo, it is seen that eqs. (I.I) 
become: 

V A // = - iA: Vf,       V A £ = \kZH. (1.4) 

1.2 2. Amusiiail ctftMtitms 

U ihc medium surrounding the scatterer is a gas, such as aii .with negligible \ iscosity, 
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in which small perturbations from the rest condition occur, the equations that describe 
the motion of the gas at all ordinary points in space are Newton's equation 

^07 = -Vp (1.5) 
ot 

and the continuity equation 

= -(5OC2V-II.       (c2 = ypoASo), (1.6) 
dP _ r     . 
dt 

whert d0 and p0 are the density and pressure respectively of the gas at rest, y is the 
ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume (y = 1.4 for 
air at normal temperature and pressure), u is the gas particle velocity, p is the excess 
pressure (i.e. the difference between the actual pressure and /70), and i is the time. 

It is customary to introduce a velocity potential V such that 

w = VK; (1.7) 

then from eq. (1.5) and the fact that /? = 0 at rest: 

dV 
P= -<5o-. (1.8) 

at 

The symbols V\ V* and K « K'-f- V* will indicate the incident, scattered and total 
velocity potentials, respectively. 

For harmonic vibrations with time dependence exp(-ia)f), eqs. (1.5), (1.6) and 
(1.8) become: 

(1.9) 

(MO) 

(Ml) 

1,2.3. IV'iic propagation 

In the electromagnetic case, it follows from eqs. (I.I) that 

|VAVA-H:/I ^\E = 0,        |VAVA+^ !\) H = 0. (f.12) 

or 

|V:-^ [\E = 0. (V:-^ ' 2)H =0, (1.13) 

whore V2 operalCN on the rectangular Cartesian components of E and //. For har- 
monic lime dependence, eqs. (1.13) become 

{S': \-k2)E = 0,       (V:U:)f/ = 0. (1.14) 

II = 
1 

1^0 
Vp, 

p = c2V- «, 

p = iayÖQ V 
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In the acoustical case, it follows from eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) that 

In the following we shall work with the velocity potential V, from which p ana u 
are obtained through simple operations of differentiation as indicated in eqs. (1.7) 
and (1.8). We therefore consider the wave equation 

('■-; ,v) ^ - »■ 
which for harmonic time dependence becomes 

(V2-fA2)|/-0,       (k^ioji'l (f.17) 

The solutions of eq. (1.17) represent sound waves of angular frequency OJ and 
velocity c (for air at N.T.P., c ^ 340 m/sec). Similarly, the solutions ot each of the 
six equations (1.14) represent waves of angular frequency w and velocity l/vV 
(in vacuo, l/\ c/< ^ 2.9979 x I0H m/sec). It is thus evident that a certain correspon- 
dence exists between the solutions of scalar and vector boundary value problems, and 
this correspondence takes a particularly simple form for two-dimensional problems 
(see Chapter I). 

1.2.4. Bowulary and railiation conditions 

In the electromagnetic case we limit our considerations to perfect conductors, i.e., 
we require that the tangential component of the total electric field at any regular point 
of the scattering surface be zero: 

E-{E'h)h =0, (1.18) 

where h is the jiil normal to the surface directed from the body into the surrounding 
medium. It is seen from Maxwell's equations that condition (I.1H) implies that the 
normal component of the total magnetic field is zero at any regular point of the sur- 
face of the scatterer. 

Some components of the electric and magnetic fields become infinite at those points 
of the scattering surface where the Gaussian curvature is infinite. To ensure the 
uniqueness of the solution one must then invoke an additional boundary condition, 
the Meixner integrability condition: the electromagnetic energv contained in any 
finite volume about the surface singularity must be finite (MIIXMR [I949|) Tor 
example, in the case of the wedge with aperture angle 212 shown in I ig. 6.1 (ii 0 
for the half plane), it can be shown that the components of the electric and magnetic 
fields parallel to the edge behave like /»v and those perpendicular to the edge like /** ' 
as /» -♦ 0. where /> is the distance of the observation point from the edge of the wedge 
and v = n (2*-2(i) (VAN BIAIMI  [1964]). 

A generalization of the boundary conditioii (IIS) winch is not cxplicilh conslJcrcd 
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in this hook and which has many priictical applications is the so-called impedance 
boundary condition or Leontovich condition: 

E~{E'H)fi = tjZhAH. (1.19) 

where i) is the relative surface impedance (fj ~ 0 for a perfect conductor) A nonzero 
surface impedance may account for the finite conductivity of the scatterer (see, iV.r 
example, StNioR [1960a]), for the roughness of its surface (SrNJOR [I9^0b]). for the 
presence of highly absorbing coating layers (WESTON [1963]), or for an oveniense 
plasma. 

If the scatterer and all the primary sources are located within a finite distance from 
a fixed origin r - 0, the fields E and H are required to satisfy the Silver-Miiller 
radiation condition 

lim[rA(VA) + ifcr]E = 0 
uniformly in   K (1.20) 

lim[rA(VA) + iAT]f/= 0 
r-» t 

In the case of plane wave incidence it is necessary to separate incident from scattered 
fields; the scattered fields £" and H* are required to satisfy condition (1.20). 

If the scatterer is an infinitely long cylindrical body with generators parallel to the 
r ax;s (z ~ rcosO) and the primary sources are at a fmite distance from r - 0, 
then condition (1.20) is to be satisfied for all 0 in the angular range 0 < S £ 0 £ n~ü 
with d arbitrarily small and constant, ff the primary source is a line source parallel 
to the z axis (two-dimensional problem) condition (1.20) must be replaced by 

limW-  -*)£- =0 
miformly in   </>; (-21) 

V\mp*(d- -\k]H: = 0 

when the primary source is a plane wave at broadside incidence, only the scattered 
fields E* and HI are required to satisfy condition (1.21). 

In the acoustical case we only consider scatterers that are either perfectly soft or 
perfectly rigid. At the surface of a soft scatterer, the excess pressure p is zero; it 
follows from eq. (1.11) that the boundary condition for the total velocity potential is 

r = 0. (1.22) 

At the surface of a rigid or hard scatterer, the normal component u • n of the particle 
velocity u is zero; it follows from eq. (1.7) chat the boundary condition for the total 
velocity potential is 

']- = 0. (1.23) 
cn 

Conditions (1.22) and (1.23) are also known as Dirich'el and Neumann boundary 
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conditions, respectively. A more general boundary condition is 

(l+i^o)K = 0t (I24) 

where ^0 is the density (mass per unit volume) of the medium surrounding the scatterer 
and q is the normal acoustic impedance, i.e. the ratio of the excess pressure to the 
normal component of the particle velocity at the surface of the scatterer (in partici.lar, 
»/ = 0 f or a soft body and;; ~' - 0 for a hard body). Condition (1.24) is not considered 
in this hook; for a noteworthy application to the scattering of sound by circular cylin- 
ders and spheres, see LAX and FESHBACH [1948]. 

The radiation conditions for scalar scattering problems are similar to those pre- 
viously stated for vector problems; namely, that 

lim r i iW K = 0   uniformly in   P (1.25) 

for three-dimensional problems, and 

lim /)* ( i^j K = 0   uniformly in   0 (1.26) 

for two-dimensional problems. If the primary field is a plane wave, than V is to be 
replaced by V* in eqs. (1.25) and (r.26). 

If the primary sources and the scattering body are given, the boundary conditions 
at the surface of the scatterer and the radiation condition at infinity are sufficient to 
ensure the uniqueness of the solution to the (scalar or vector) wave equation. 

In three-dimensional problems, the far scattered field may be written as 

eitf 

Vs ~       S      (r - oo) (1.27) 
kr 

in the acoustical case, and as 

r -       Se       (r ~> oo) (1.28) 
kr 

in the clcctmmagndic case, so that in both cases only the expression for S - S{iK </>) 
needs lo he JMH'M explicitly. Similarly, the far scattered fields in two-dimensional 
piollems in,i\ he ssnlten as 

/VA)!/   2   c14"-^       (/>- co). (1.29) 

In the lollowinjJi, ihe use ol th • ir field coelllcients S and /> is restricted to the case of 
plane wave mculemv, 

I inally, it should be pointed out that conditions (1.20) and (1.25) are sulhcient 
hm not necess.uA, and can he replaced by weaker requirements (Wncox [1956a, b]). 
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1.2.5. Raihr cross sections 

The radar cross sections are defined for plane wave incidence, and are closely 
related to the far field coefficients S and P of the previous section. 

In the three-dimensional case, the differential scattering cross section or bistatic 
radur cross section (T{0, $) is der  ?d by 

<T(ö^) = lini47rr2m (130) 

where |£i2 = \EX\2 -fl^yl2 4- |£r|
2, and Es is the scattered electric field at the observa- 

tion point (r, 0, 0). For an incident electric field of unit amplitude, eqs. (1.28) and 
(i.30) yield: 

An 
.7(0. «A) = *; |S(0, tf.)!2. ([.31) 

The total scattering cross section a, »s defined by the ratio of the time averaged total 
scattered power to the time averaged incident Poynting vector, and is related to the 
bistatic cross section by the equation 

crT =  l  (       (      a{0,(j>)s\n0d0(\it>. (1.32) 

A relation between (7r and the far field coellicient $(?) ol eq. (1.28) is provided by the 
forward scattering theorem (see e.g. BORN and WOLF [1959]): 

aJ = 4*\mS(t0)(e'c) (1.33) 

where ru is oriented in the direction of propagation of the incident wave, c gives the 
direction of the incident electric fiei 1, and S is normali/ed to the amplitude of the 
incident field. 

in the case of broadside incidence on an infinitely long cylindrical body with genera- 
tors parallel to the z axis, the bistatic cross section a(r/>) per unit length is defined by 

r 2 
a(<l>) = limlT/),    . | , (1.34) 

*' ' ' '   I     ; 

where P'' - K]'1 if the electric field is parallel to the : axis, while rN,i - //!'* it 
the magnetic Held is parallel to the : axis. If I'* lus unit iimplitude, it follows Irom 
eq. (1.29) ihit 

fr(r/i)  ■-- V('/')|:. (1.35) 
/\ 

fnc lota! scattering cn^s section per unit length is delined b\ the ratio •»! the time 
au'raged total scattered power per unit length of cslmder to the nine a\craved incident 
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Poynting vector; if l^'l = I, then 

^T= - jReP(tfo), (1.36) 
k 

where (p0 is the azimuth of the direction of propagation of the incident wave. 
The definitions of radar cross sections may be modified to take into account the 

polaiization of the receiver. Thus, for example, the three-dimensional bistatic cross 
section can also be written as 

(7(Ö,0) = ^|S(Ö,0)|2(^/|2, (1.37) 
k 

where e is the unit vector of eq. (I 28) and/ represents the pol?rization of the receiver; 
if \e -f] = I, result (1.37) reduces to eq. (1.31). 

1.2.6. Electromagnetic potentials 

ft is often convenient to represent the electromagnetic field in terms of a scalar 
potential <P(r, t) and a vector potential A{r, t)\ 

dA 1 

dt ft 

where 0 and A are required to satisfy the Lorentz condition 

V-^+e/4—= 0. (1.39) 
dt 

This condition has the advantages of assuring a relativistic covariant relation between 
<P and A and of making both potentials satisfy the wave equation, namely 

v2^-€/i   ■; = -'-, (1.40) 
.V c 

^A 
V*A-m ;f= -///, (1.41) 

where p and J are the charge and current densities of the primary and/or secondary 
sources, depending on whether the potentials represent the primary and/or scattered 
liclds. The particular solutions of eqs. (1.40) and (1.41) are expressible as integrals 
over the charge and current distributions; the retarded solutions are: 

./.(rt/)=   '.(■^■■'-1'—■'l''')dr. (l.42) 

Mr.l)=t,{J(r'-,-]r'-r'U\r\ (1.43) 
47^., \r-r'\ 

where <    - (/;/t)   ]. The advanced solutions, corresponding to {t^-\r~r'\ c) in the 
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argument of the integrands, must be disregarded on the basis of causality. For a 
discussion of the dependence of 0 and A on the field sources in the time-harmonic 
case see, for example. VAN BLADEL [1964; Section 7.8]. 

For given fields E and //, the potentials <f> and A are not uniquely defined; in fact, 
if 0 and A satisfy eqs. (1.38) and (1.39), the same is true of all potentials 0' and A' 
related to 0 and A by the gauge transformation 

<p' = <P+d/,       A'^A-Vf, (1.44) 
dt 

where/(r, /) is any solution of the homogeneous wave equation 

V2f~W* =0. (1.45) 
1 i 

The potentials have the advantage of being "more regular" than the electric and 
magnetic fields. 1 his regularity can be further enhanced b' introducing other functions, 
the so-called superpoi jntials, fivm which the fields are obtained by higher-order 
differentiations. The most widely used superpotentials are the electric and magnetic 
Hertz vectors /7C and /7m, also known as polarization potentials. The vector potential 
/7C originates fields 

£ = VAVA/7C,       H = sVAdnc, (1.46) 
dt 

whereas the vector potential /7m gives rise to fields 

E = -fiVA ^ nmi       // = VAVAi7m. (1.47) 
dt 

The electric and magnetic fields in a region where c and ft are constant and p ~ J = 0 
are the sums of the partial fields of eqs. (1.46) and (1.47). Observe that E and // 
remain unchanged when the gradients of arbitrary functions of space and time are 
added to the Hertz vectors. The fields determined by eqs. (1.46) and (1.47) satisfy 
the Maxwell's equations (f.l) provided that 

(vAVA+cti(\nc =vj\ 

(UH) 

where /"(r, /) is an arbitrary scalar function of position and lime. 
In particular, the potentials 0 and A may be derived from Hertz vectors; thus, 

one may choose either 

<l> = -V   H,,       A = qi '   //c (1.49) 

'/> - 0. A  - //VA//,,,; (1.50) 
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the fields are then given by eqs. (1.38), the Lorentz condition is automatically satis- 
fied, and/« V • nc in eq. (1,48) for /7e. 

A general theory of the Hertz vectors and of the associated gauge transformation 
is to be found in NISBKT [1955]; see also MCCREA [1957]. For the relation of the 
Hertz vectors *i> the sources of the field see, for example, STRATTON [1941; Sections 
1.11, and 8.3 t( 8.6], BORN and WOLF [1959; Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3], PANOFSKY and 
PHILLIPS [1962: Sections 14.5 to 14.9] and VAN BL\DEL [1964; Section 7.2]. It is here 
suflkicnl to n;;all that, in the time-harmonic case, an electric dipoie located at the 
point r0 with i moment 

47181 (i.51) 
k 

produces a field that can be derived from eqs. (f.46) in which 

IkR 

/7, = e_c,       (Ä = |r-r0|), (1.52) 
kR 

whereas the field of a magnetic dipoie located at r0 and with a moment 

4n 
-c (1.53) 
k 

can be derived from eqs. (1.47) in which 

nm = *~ i (1.54) 
kR 

In the time-harmonic case, an especially important class of Hertz vectors is obtained 
bv setting 

ne = ur,       nm = vr (1.55) 

where the scalar functions of position // and i\ the so-called Debye potentials, satisfy 
the wave equation 

f\'2 + k2)v =0, 

and r is the radial vector from a fixed origin, livery electromagnetic field defined in a 
source-!ree region between two concentric spheres can be represented there by two 
Debye potentials (Wii cox (|957|); the components of the field au. 

/, 

I    r:   /    v     \kZ   a 
I.,, iru)\ 

r rnn(l sin 0 Ctji 

i:4 /,  int)   \k/,,' 
r sin 0 r /•< r/j t'i) 
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Id2,.     ikY   du 

r drdO sin 0 d<l> 

//^ =         —irv) + ikY   - . 
*     r sin 0 drd(t> dO 

The Debye potentials can be expressed in terms of the current density distribution J 
of the sources: see BOUWKAMP and CASIMIR [1954] and VAN BLADEL [1964; Section 
7.7]. 

1.2,7. Green s functions 

Consider the equation 
Lf~~g ([.58) 

subject to certain boundary conditions, where L is a differential operator, g(x) is a 
given continuous function,/^) is the unknown function, and x may be considered as 
a vector in an //-dimensional space. Its solution may be written as 

/(*)=Jc(4xW)d.x'; (1.59) 

here G{x\x') is the so-called Green function for the boundary value problem under 
consideration, and satisfies the equation: 

LC(Aix')= -<){x-x), ((.60) 

where <> is the Dirac delta function. Thus, formally: 

G(x|.v')= -L-^.v-.v'HCo, (1.61) 

where G() is any solution of/.(70 = 0. 
Green's function has the following properties: I) it is symmetrical in x and A': 

G(x\x') - G(.V'|A), (1.62) 

and 2) it is the solmion of the homogeneous differential equation LG = 0 at all 
points except v ~ v', where a singularity occurs. The physical meaning of eqs. (1.58) 
and (1.59) is that the source </ originates the lleki/ Green's function represents the 
field produced at v by a source of unit intently located at x' (here .v and x' represent 
both space and lime coordinates). Therefore, the field/ is given by an integral over all 
the space-lime positions of the source. 

We uish to point out thai since we are here concerned only with macroscopic 
phenomena, the principle of causality musi be respected; this implies that lime 
reversal must !>e introduced in ihe reciprocity relation satisfied by a time-dependent 
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Green function. For example, the Green function for the scalar wave equation 

('S a- 
must satisfy the reciprocity relation 

CMr',r') = G(r\ -1% ~t). (1.63) 

For /' = 0, eq. (1.63) becomes 

C(Mf',0) = G(r',0|r,-0, 

that is, the effect at the point r and at the time / of an impulse started at r' at time 
zero equais the effect produced at r' at time zero by the same impulse started at r 
at the time ~-t. For a detailed discussion of time-dependent scalar Green'c functions 
see, for example, MORSE and FESHBACH [1953; Section 7.3]. 

The Green function (/(fir') for the steady-state wave equation (1.17). i.e. the solu- 
tion of 

(V2-f/c2)G - -fK*~-r'), (J.64) 

is investigated e.g. by MORSE and FESHBACH [1953; Section 7.2]; for a bounded region 
of space, see SOMMERFELD [1949; paragraph 27]. In free space, the solution of eq. 
(1.64) which obeys the radiation condition is 

WJ = «P(*I'-''I) (,.65) 
An\r~r \ 

for three dimensions, and 

G(r\r)^l\H\l\k\r-r\) (1.66) 

in two dimensions. The corresponding free space Green function for the Laplace 
equation, i.e. the solution of 

V2G - ~(Kr-r?), (1.67) 

•s 

G(f|fr)- (1.68) 
4^|r-r'| 

for three dimensions, and 

G(rlr') --- -      ln|r-r'| (1.69) 
2rr 

lor two dimen>ions. 
Green'- tunction technique is also applicable to the solution of vector problems 

such as 

//--  -9- (1.70) 
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Now, Kowever, it is in general necessary to use nine scalar Green functions to express 
the three components of/in terms of the three components of ^. These nine quantities 
constitute a tensor of rank two, the so-called dyadic Green function ^(XIJC'), which 
satisfies 

L^(x|x')= -^(X-JCV. (1.71) 

where / is the identity. Thus, the solution of eq. (1.70) is: 

/(*)== JV(x|*').0(*')d.x'. (1.72) 

The dyadic formalism enables one to discuss the solutions of vector scattering prob- 
lems without actually calling into play the inevitably complicated representations 
of solutions of particular problems. The dyadic Green function of free space has 
been discussed by VAN BLADEL [1961]; also available are the dyadic Green functions 
for the half plane (TAI [1954a]) and for the circular and elliptic cylinders, wedge, 
flat ground, sphere and cone (TAI [1954b]). Some fundamental properties of dyadics 
are listed in Appendix B. 

1.2.8. Reciprocity theorem 

Equations (1.62) and (1.63) of the previous section already constitute reciprocity 
relations. A reciprocity theorem for time-dependent electromagnetic fields in vacuo 
has been given by WELCH [I960]. If Maxwell's equations are written in the form 

VA// = / + </E, 

01  PH (f-73) 

VAE = -im-/"< 
dt 

where a magnetic current Jm has been introduced for reasons of symmetry, then: 

Pdf f        [£r • J'+H* • J^dv = - Id/ ( [r  J+H*  rjdv,       (1.14) 
•Mi       «-'all space vlj       •'all space 

where £r, Hr are the retarded fields produced by sources Jr and /„, and £u, //" are 
the advanced fields produced by sources Ja and Ja

m\ in deriving eq. (1.74), it has been 
assumed that the sources were switched on at some time after ^. The reciprocity 
theorem (1.74) can be modified for time-harmonic fields, yielding (see VAN BLADEL 

[i%4: Section 7.5]): 

|      [r • rif • j*m]dv - f     [Ea ■ r-ir - /^dr,       (us) 
•■'all space * all spate 

where i:\ ir and li'\ H* are respectively generated by sources .ir, il
f
n and J\ J*n 

operating at the same frequency. Reciprocity relations for propagation in a homo- 
geneoiis anUotropic medium and for the scattering matrix have been respectively 
derived In RIMSIV [1954] and by I)i H(M)P []%()]; see also VAN BI ADI I (l%4: 
Seetiofis S.3 ;IIK1 S.7]. T'iC relationship between transmitting and receiving properties 
of an antenna has been discussed by Dl H<M)|> [|%S]. 
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f. 2.9. BabinetV principle 

Babinefs principle enables one to derive tbe electromagnetic field diffracted by a 
set of apertures A in an infinite metal plane of zero thickness from the field scattered 
by a plane metal screen S of zero thickness having the same size, shape and position 
as the apertures (A = S). Here we follow the presentation of Babinet's principle 
given by BOUWKAMP [1954], where a comprehensive bibliography on this subject is 
also to be found. An extension of Babinef s principle to screens that are not perfectly 
conducting has been attempted by NEUGEBAUHR [1956]. 

Let (F, G) denote any incident electromagnetic field, where the first vector repre- 
sents the electric field (£' = F) and the second the magnetic field (#' = G\ and 
define the *'complementary incident field" to be {~ZG, YF)y i.e. E{ = -ZG and 
H1 = Kf. For example, if the incident field is a plane wave, the complementary 
incident field is obtained by rotating the plane of polarization through a right angle 
counter-clockwise when looking in the direction of propagation. Both incident and 
complementary incident fields satisfy Maxwell's equations for free space. 

Firstly, we consider the scattering of the field (f, G) by a perfectly conducting 
plane screen S of zero thickness, located in the plane r - 0. Secondly, we consider 
the ''complementary diffraction problem", that is the scattering of the complementary 
field (-ZG, YF) by the apertures A in a perfectly conducting plane screen of zero 
th'.kness located at z = 0, such that the apertures A in the second problem extend 
over that portion of the z ~ 0 plane which was occupied by the screen S in the first 
problem. In both problems, the sources of the primary field are supposed to be located 
in the half space r > 0, so that r > 0 is the "illuminated" half space, whereas r < 0 
is the "shadowed" half space. The rigorous form of Babinet's principle states that the 
solution of either one of these problems can be obtained at once from the solution of 
the other. 

In the first problem, let the total field at any point in space be gwen by (f' + £s, 
C + //s), where (£', f/s) is the scattered field due to the currents induced in the screen 
by the incident field (F, G). In the complementary problem, we distinguish between 
the fields in front of and behind the aperture. Let (£0, H0) be the total field that 
would be present in the illuminated half space r > 0 if there were no holes A in the 
perfectly conducting screen r - 0, and let (f11, f/d) be the dilTracted field when the 
apertures A are present. Then the total field behind the apertures (z < 0) is (£d, H6), 
whereas the total field in front of (he apertures (z > 0) is (£'0 -f £

d, H^ h f/d). Accord- 
ing to Babinet's principle: 

£d = T7.H\       H* = ± > £s,       (r ^ 0). (1.76) 

Finally, observe that in the portion of the r = 0 plane that is not occupied by the 
screen, 

i:: ~ //; r= //; Ä{), (1.77) 

from which it follows (hat in the ape tureslhe tangential magnetic field and the normal 
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electric field are not disturbed by the presence of the screen. Also» the components 

r-F-i       £d-£d  r,       H*'z,      H*  z 

are even functions of z, whereas 

Hs-/r  2,       Hd-Hd   z,      Ez.       £d   z 

are odd functions of z. 

1.2.10. Integral equations 

For an acoustic or electromagnetic wave incident on a body, integral equations 
can be derived from which to determine the fields induced on the surface of the 
scatterer. Although these are capable of exact solution for only a limited number of 
geometries, they do form the starting point for most numerical methods (see Section 
1.2.14.4) and are also valuable in the derivation of low and high frequency approxi- 
mations 

It is convenient to confine attention to a three-dimensional, closed and bounded 
body whose surface S is regular in the sense of KELLOGG [1929], and to treat successiv- 
ely the cases in which the body is acoustically soft or hard, or is perfectly conducting. 

If V1 is the velocity potential of an incident acoustic field, the total velocity potential 
V at a point r in the space surrounding S is 

V(r) = r(r)+ I ( [Vir,) -d- (*'") - ^ f- V(r,)\ dS (1.78) 

where fi is a variable point on 5, R = k-rj, and^i = /l(rj)isa unit vector normal 
to 5 directed out of the body and into the surrounding space. From this representation» 
integral equations for either the field or its normal derivative on S can be derived. 

For a soft body (K = 0 on S), cq. (1.78) reduces to 

y{r)= y\r)~ \    '-V(rt)dS (1.79) 

which in turn leads to two integral equations for the unknown surface field. The first 
of these follows on allowing r to be a point on S and is 

4*F,(r)=        -  -     KOdS,      (r.r.eS). 
Js R   cto, 

(1.80) 

The singularity of the kernel R~ tQikR at r = r, is integrable. The second equation is 
obtained by differentiating eq. (1.79) in the direction Ä = Ä(r) of the outwards normal 
towards the point r and then allowing r to lie on S: 

2<   l'(r)=      Kr)+ 'Mr,)' dS,       (r, r, c S),       (I.8I) 
Cn en 2nJs (>/, fn \ R f 

where the asterisk denotes the taking of the Cauchy principal value \x\ r - ri. The 
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kernel is no longer singular at r = rj and is continuous as r -► iv Eq. (1.81) is 
particularly useful for existence and uniqueness theorems (MULLEK [1952]), and is 
also amenable to solution by iteration. 

For a hard body (OV/dn = 0 on 5), eq. (1.78) reduces to 

V{r) = K'(r)+ -* f Vir,) ^ (e^) dS, (1.82) 

and as in the previous case, two integral equations can be derived for the unknown 
field on S. For the first of these, r is allowed to approach S to give 

2KV) = V(r)- A     Kr,) -^  i-  dS, (1.83) 
27r»/s any \ R / 

where the asterisk again denotes the Cauchy principal value. The kernel is continuous 
at r = fi. The second equation follows as in the corresponding Dirichlet case and is 

4":- »'W = - v- f K',) vÖ fO dS'      ('•r' e S'- ('-^ C;H ("«Js        dut \ R / 

Since the derivative t7t?/i cannot be taken inside the integral, eq. (f.84) is actually an 
integrodifferential equation. 

In the electromagnetic problem in which the field (£', H1) is incident on St the 
derivation of integral equations again proceeds from a representation of the total field 
in the source-free region surrounding S (STRATTON [1941]): 

£(r) = £'(r)+ ~jjs [^(Ä, A/!)-*- +(/>, A£)A V ^J) +(*> ' t)V (CJ)j dS 
(I.S5) 

H(r} = H\r)-     J    iU'^.AS)-     -(«jAlDAVr    j-iArHWl      Id.S 

(1.86.) 

in which the dillerentiation is with respect to the coordinates of the surface point r,. 
If the body is perfectly conducting, an integral equation for the surface current 

density J -= üAH follows immediately from eq. (1.86) and is (MAUE [1949]): 

I  C / fc,kR\\ 
2ii(r)A//,(r) = y(r)- Ä(r)A   /(r^AVl dS,       (r, r, e 5). (1.87) 

2^.'.v I \ R n 

An alternative form of Maue's integral equation is 

4-/f(r)A£,(r) 

ÄWA^r,)       -   JVW^.MrUVf    I  d.V.       (rr.c^), 
..si K       A2 " R n 

(1.88) 
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where Vs • is the surface divergence operator at rt. Analogous equations for surfaces 
at which an impedance boundary condition is fulfilled have been derived by MITZNER 

[1967]. 

[.2*11. Separation of variables 

The solution T of the scalar wave eq. (1.17) can be considered as a function of any 
system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates ult u^ u3. There is a limited set of 
coordinate systems in which ^ne can find a set ot particular solutions V that can be 
expressed as products of three functions: 

K(Wl,W2,iJ3)=Kl(Ml)K2(ti2)n(ii3). (1.89) 

where Vi[it)(i = 1, 2, 3) is a function of M, only, and satisfies a second-order ordinary 
differential equation. The general solution of eq. (1.17) is a linear combination of the 
separated solutions (1.89). There are eleven separable coordinate systems for the 
scalar wave equation: the triaxial ellipsoidal coordinates and their ten degenerate 
forms; the coordinate surfaces are confocal quadric surfaces or their degenerate forms 
(for details see, for example, MORSE and FESHBACH [1953; Chapter 5]; MOON and 
SPENCER [1961]). 

In passing from the partial differential eq. (1.17) to the three ordinary differential 
equations with independent variables w,, «2» M3 ^Y nieans of the substitution (1.89). 
two separation constants A{ and A2 are introduced. The separated solution takes one 
of the following six forms: 

V = \\(uxxk.ks.k2)V2(ul\kx)V,(u^kl) (1.90) 

for rectangular Cartesian and circular cylinder coordinates; 

T- VM{:k,X,)V2(u1'AxrA1)V,{u^k2) (1.91) 

for spherical coordinates; 

V = \\(ux: k. A,) V2{u2Ux, ;2) V'3(M,; Xl, A2) (1.92) 

for parabolic cylinder coordinates; 

V = r1(r/l;A!)K2(w:;^A),A2)l3(w3;A-,At,A2) (1.93) 

for elliptic cylinder, prolate spheroidal, oblate spheroidal and parabolic coordinates; 

'• - rl(u1;^AJ,A2)r2(w2;A1.A:)MM3:Al,A2) (1.94) 

for conical coordinates; 

T - r,(H,; k. A,, AO r2(i/2; k. A,. A:) I ,(i<.,; k. A,, A2) (1.95) 

for paraboloidal and ellipsoidal coi»rdinatcs. 
With respect to the separation constants, the soKnion I is completely separable 

in cases (1.90) and (1.91). due to the high degree of symmeir> in the coordinate 
systems; it is only partially separable in cases (1.92) and (1.93), and it is nonseparaHc 
in cases (1.94) and (1.95). 
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The allowed values for the separation constants may form a discrete or a continuous 
spectrum» and are to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions for the 
specific problem on hand. Thus, for example, the field scattered from a circular cylinder 
must be periodic with period 2K in the azimuthal variable 0, and this requirement 
restricts the separation constant Xi to integer values ^i = 0, ± 1, ±2,.... The spec- 
trum for the other separation constant, A2, is determined by the type of primary field; 
for a plane wave incident at an angle a with the cylinder axis, only the value X2 = 
k cos a is allowed; for a point source, A2 can be any real number. 

The general solution of eq. (1.17), which is a linear combination of all the separated 
solutions (1.89) that correspond to different values of ^ and X2, is represented by a 
double infinite series if both ^ and A2 have discrete spectra, by a double integral if 
both Xi and X2 have continuous spectra, and by an infinite series of single integrals if 
one spectrum is discrete and the rfher continuous; only in particular cases will the 
general so! cion be represented by a single infinite series or a single definite integral. 

The combination constants that appear in the general solution of eq. (M7) are 
found by imposing the boundary and radiation conditions. The explicit determination 
of these constants is possible for all scatterers whose surface is a coordinate surface 
in any of the eleven separable coordinate systems, provided that the scatlerer is either 
perfectly soft or perfectly hard. If the scatterer is penetrable to the radiation, or if it 
has a finite, nonzero surface impedance, then the explicit determination of the combi- 
nation constants is straightforward only if the separated solution.. (1.89) are completely 
separable for the separation constants A, and ).2, i.e. in cases (1.90) and (1.91); for the 
other eight coordinate systems, the explicit solution of the boundary value problem 
requires the inversion of an infinite matrix or the solution of an integral equation. 

The particular case in which A = Oineq. (1.17) givos the Laplace equation V2y~0. 
In two-dimensional problems, the Laplace equation separates in any coordinate sys- 
tem which is obtained by conformal mapping from the rectangular Cartesian system 
(xty). In three dimensions, the Laplace equation obviously separates in the eleven 
coordinate systems for which the scalar wave equation separates. In addition, however, 
there are some coordinate systems in which any separated solution of Laplace's 
equation is of the form 

y(ut.U2.ui)^
y^)V^)y^K (1.96) 

B(WMM2,M3) 

where /?, the so-called modulation factor, is independent of the separation constants 
/.i and A2 and can therefore be factored outside the summations over the allowed 
values of/i and X2 in writing the general solution of V2K = 0. The Laplace equation 
in three dimensions separates in the sense of eq. (1.96) in all the cyclidal coordinate 
systems, which include the ellipsoidal coordinates and all theii degenerate forms; 
the coordinate surfaces are confocal cydides. In particular two important coordinate 
systems in which the Laplace equation separates with a nv dulation factor B that is not 
identically equal to unity are the toroidal and the bispherical coordinates. 
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The vector wave equation 

(V2 + fc2)F-0 (1.97) 

could be solved by taking three solutions of the scalar wave equation (1.17) as the 
three rectangular components of the vector f, and in this sense eq. (1.97) would 
be separable in the same eleven coordinate systems in which eq. (1.17) is separable; 
in most cases, however, it would then become impossible to fit the boundary conditions. 
In the following, therefore, we consider the separability of eq (1.97) only in the restrict- 
ed sense of HANSEN [1935] and STRATTON [1941] (see also SENIOR [1960c]). 

The solution f of eq. (1.97) can always be written as the sum of a longitudinal part 

L = V^ (1.98) 

and of a transverse part 

T = VA/I. (1.99) 

Consider a system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates ul,U2, u3 with metric coeffi- 
cients hx, hly h) defined as in Appendix C, and for which the scalar wave equation 
is separable. Supposethat thesurijceof the scatterer is described by Wj = a, where a 
is a constant. The transverse p.irt Tcan be derived from two scalar fields, and in order 
to satisfy the boundary conditions it is convenient to choose these two scalar functions 
so that the partial field derived from one scalar is tangential to the suiface ul - a, 
whereas the partial field derived from the other scalar is perpendicular to u^ = a. 
This is possible if one of the metric coefiicieijt'i is unity, and if the ratio of the other 
two metric coefficients is independent of the coordinate corresponding to the unity 
metric coefficients; these conditions are met by six of the eleven coordinate systems 
for which eq. (f.17) Is separable: rectangular Cartesian coordinates; circular, elliptic 
and parabolic cylinder coordinates; spherical and conical coordinates (see MORSE and 
FESHBACH [1953: Chapter 13]). For these six coordinate systems, the solution ¥ of 
eq. (1.97) may be written as the sum of three vectors/., M,/V, withigiven byeq. (1.98) 
and 

M-VC/^AM,, (1.100) 

(1.101) 
/V = kf(P2ü{+k ■vrA(/*2)i. 

LP», J 

where 0, 0, and 02iire solutions of the scalar wave equation,/ = 1 for the rectangu- 
lar and the three cylindrical coordinate systems (with Wj as the coordinate varying 
along the cylinder generators), and/ = r (M, = r is the radial distance from the origin 
of coordinates) for the spherical and conical systems. 

Of coiTse, solutions can also be found to certain vector problems which, because 
of their symmetry, reduce to the solution of a scalar wave equation in one of the 
eleven coordinate systems in which it is separable. For an extension of the Hansen- 
Stratton vector wave function method to spherically inhomogeneous media, see e.g. 
MARCUVITZ [1951], TAI [1958] and GUTMAN [1965]. 
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Finally, we observe that for certain scatterers whose boundary extends only to a 
portion of a coordinate surface (such as a thin-walled semi-infinite circular pipe), 
a rigorous solution can be obtained by combining separation of variables and func- 
tion-theoretic methods (see Section 1.2.14.3). 

1.2.12. Low frequency methods 

The first attempt to obtain low-frequency solutions of the steady-state wave equa- 
tion from the solutions of the corresponding static problems is due to STRUTT, 

Lord Rayleigh [1897]; a comprehensive survey of Strutt's contributions to scattering 
theory is presented by TWERSKY [1964]. In general, the term "Rayleigh scatterer" 
is applied to a body whose characteristic dimensions are small compared to the 
wavelength, but authors often disagree with one another on the precise definition. 
Thus, for example, to BORN and WOLF [1959] a Rayleigh scatterer is one that does 
not change the frequency of the incident field in forming the scattered field, whereas 
to other authors it is one whose scattered far field is linearly polarized, or is pro- 
portional to k2. For our purposes a satisfactory definition of Rayleigh scattering 
has been given by KLEINMAN [1965a]: for a given scatterer, the "Rayleigh region" is 
that range of values of k for which the quantity of interest, e.g. the scattered fiir 
field, can be expanded in convergent series in positive integral powers of k. For 
three-dimensional scattering by smooth finite objects, such series exist and have 
finite radii of convergence, as proved by KLEINMAN [1965b] in the scalar case and 
by WERNER [1963] in the electromagnetic case. These expansions are known as 
"Rayleigh series", or "quasi-static series", or "low-frequency expansions". 

In keeping with Rayleigh's original work, some authors restrict the Rayleigh region 
to the wavelength range in which the Rayleigh series is not only convergent but is 
well approximated by its first term. To this order, the backscattering cross section 
of a thin, elongated, perfectly conducting body of revolution on which a plane electro- 
magnetic wave is axially incident is 

(7=4k4V\ (1.102) 
n 

where V is the volume of the body. As the body is made less elongated, the approxi- 
mation (1.102) becomes worse; however, it can be improved somewhat by multiplying 
the right-hand side of (1.102) by a shape factor (SIEGEL [1959]). and anyhow, eq. 
(1.102) is in error by only 27 percent for a sphere. 

in the scalar case, the determination of the low-frequency expansion by the ex- 
tension of Rayleigh's method consists of two steps: the terms of the expansion are 
found fbr the near field, and then they are continued into the far field. The dctaiN 
of this procedure may be found, for example, in NOBLE [1962] and KLEINMAN [1965a]. 
When applied to soft (hard) scatterers, the method consists of a series of steps which 
require the solution of the same Dirichlet (Neumann) potential problem, but with 
different boundary values at each step. This inconvenience has been eliminated in a 
new method developed by KLEINMAN [1965b] (see also AR and KLEINMAN [1966]), 
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which produces successive terms iterative!)', without requiring the solution of a new 
problem at each stwp. 

In both RayleigK's and Kleinman's methods, the solution of the potential problem, 
i.e. the static Green's function for the scatterer under consideration, must be known. 
For a limited number of shapes, potential problems can be solved by separation of 
variables (see Section 1.2.11). DARLING (I960) has proposed a method of solving 
potential problems for surfaces which are intersections of separable surtaces, and 
DARLING and SENIOR [1965] have applied it to a spherically-capped cone. 

The extension of Rayleigh's method to electromagnetic scattering by penetrable 
three-dimensional bodies was performed by STEVENSON [1953a]; a detailed account 
may be found in VAN BLADEL [1964; Sections 9.4 through 9.6]. The calculations re- 
quired for obtaining each successive term in the low-frequency ser es, however, rapidly 
become so intolerable (see, for example, STEVENSON [1953b)) that Stevenson's 
technique does not seem to have been employed in deriving more than three terms. 
KLEJNMAN [1965C, 1967] has achieved some simplification and removed some of the 
ambiguities in Stevenson's work. Low frequency electromagnetic scattering by two- 
dimensional bodies has been studied by VAN BLADEL [1963]. 

The extension of the method of KLEINMAN [1965b] to two-dimensional scalar 
problems as well as to electromagnetic problems might possibly be achieved by 
combining it with an cx^nsion of a variational approach due to SCHIFFER [1957]; 
however, no results are presently available. A survey of low-frequency scattering 
for both scalar and vector problems has been given by KLEINMAN [1965a]. 

f.2.13. High frequency methods 

The relationship between ray optics and wave n < )agation was well understood 
after the works of Huygens in 1690andof Fresnel. vi 8, and the connection between 
electromagnetism and optics was established by Maxwell in 1873. For a rigorous and 
extensive discussion of these and related matters, the reader should see the books by 
BATEMAN [1915], LüNEBURG [1944], BAKER and COPSON [1950], BORN and WOLF 

[1959], SOMMERFELD [1954], and KLINE and KAY [1965]. 
When the wavelength is small compared with the characteristic dimensions of the 

scattering body, asymptotic high-frequency methods must be employed. This is true 
even if the solutions of scattering problems can be written exactly as series of eigen- 
functions, because at high frequencies the convergence properties of these series 
;ire generally very poor. 

For a given scatterer, it is intuitive that as the wave number k tends to infinity, 
the scattered field tends to the values predicted by the simple laws of geometrical 
optics. It is on this observation that the methods of geometrical and physical optics 
and the geometrical theory of diffraction arc based. In that portion of space which 
is illuminated by the primary wave, one would expect the scattered field to be given 
by the geometric optics value plus higher-order correction terms; indeed, starting 
from the wave equation, it is possible to derive a complete asymptotic expansion in 
inverse powers of A\ the so-called Luneburg-Kline expansion, whose leading term is 
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the geometric optics field. The transition region between light and shadow, or penum- 
bra region, near the surface of a smooth opaque convex body has been investigated 
in detail by Fock. A different high-frequency method, known in its original form as the 
Watson transformation, is applicable to those canonical shapes for which an exact 
solution to the scattering problem is available. All these techniques are outlined in 
the LJowing subsections: for general surveys, see also KOUVOUMJIAN [1965] and 
FELSEN [1964]. 

1.2.13.1. GEOMETRICAL OPTICS 

In geometrical optics, the propagation of energy between two points Q and P 
occurs according to Fermat's princiole that the optical distance between Q and P 
must be stationary; in particular, therefore, the optical rays in a homogeneous iso- 
tropic medium are straight lines. The variation of the intensity of the geometric optics 
field along a ray is dictated by energy conservation: the energy flux in a tube of rays 
must be the same at all points along the tube. Let us consider the vector case, and 
specifically the electric field E; with reference to Fig. 1.1, we have that 

|£(P)I = |E(Q)I l/^9. 
f dSp 

(1,103) 

Fig. 1.1.   Astigmatic tube of rays. 

where d-Sg and d.S'p are the cross sections of the elementary tube of rays at Q and P 
respectively, and are inversely proportional to the Gaussian curvature of the wave- 
front. Thus, if we denote by s the oriented distance of the observation point P from 
a fixed origin Q, and by />, = AQ and p2 - BQ the distances of the astigmatic lines 
A and 3 from Q, and if in addition we assume that the polarization of £ is unchanged 
along the ray, then 

£(P) = E(Q) r (Pl+5)(/?2+s) 
J*v (1.104) 

This geometric optics result yields an infinite value of the field at the caustics A and B, 
where either />, = -5 or />2 - ~ *' the field in the vicinity of a caustic has been 
determined by KAY and KELLER [1954], Note, however, that formula (1.104) gives the 
correct phase jump of \n that occurs when the observer passes through a caustic. 
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The first problem that arises when a wave is reflected at the surface of a body is 
the determination of the reflected field at the surface, for a given incident field; we 
consider the vector case only, since the scalar case is trivial. Let the incident fields 
be given by 

Ei = EV**,       /fi = //V^ (1.105) 

where «? obeys the eikonal equation (V*)2 = I, and the incident fields E0 and H0 

at the surface of the body are assumed to be slowly varying functions of coordinates. 
Let £f and HT be the reflected fields at the surface of the body. Let t, fcr> A and 0 
be respectively the unit vectors representing the directions of propagation along the 
incident and the reflected rays, the unit normal to the surface oriented from the body 
into the surrounding space, and the angle of incidence, such that 

k,- A = -/E/i = cosÖ. (1.106) 

The reflected fields at the su face are (FOCK [1965; Chapter 8)): 

Er =   "^ {Ä1(£
o-Ä)(/lcos204-iEcosö)-ZÄ2(f/o-Ä)ÄAiE},      (1.107) 

sin 0 

Hr = - "L {R^H0 • a)(Ä cos 20-f-iE cos 0)+ YR^E0 • A)«A*},      (1.108) 
sin  0 

where /?1 and Ä2 are the Fresnel reflection coefficients: 

e'cos0—yfßV- sin2 0) 

c'cos0 + v/(£y- sin20) 
Ä^v^-y^r..-"^, (uo9) 

,'cos0-v^y-sin20) 

/rcos04-v
/(e>'-sin20) 

and v.' and ft' are the relative electric permittivity and the relative magnetic perme- 
ability of the reflecting body. In particular, for a perfect conductor (//' = l,|e'| = oo), 
/?, = +! and R, = -1. 

The second problem that arises when a wave is reflected at the surface of a body 
is the determination of the reflected field along the reflected ray as a function of 
the reflected field at the surface. This problem has been solved by FOCK [1965; Chapters 
6 and 8] by taking into account the geometry of both the incident wavefront and the 
reflecting surface at the point of incidence. Fock's general results will not be repeated 
here: however, a simple formula which is useful in many applications is given in the 
folio wing. 

Consider a scalar point source located at P0, such that 

r =   e (I.I II) 
*(PoQ) 

is the field incident at Q on the surface of the scatterer. Let />i be the radius of curva- 
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ture of the convex scattering surface in the plane of incidence at Q, and let p2 be 
the radius of curvature in a plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence md containing 
the normal to the surface at Q. The geometric optics scattered field at a point P along 
the reflected ray is: 

r    =  ,exp{i/c[(P0Q) + (OP)]} 
f0- fe(PoQ) 

r, .   (QP)       2(OP) 

L     (PoQ)    ^cosOJL     (PoQ) P2      J' 

where the upper (lower) sign holds for a perfectly soft (hard) scatterer, and 9 is ihe 
angle of incidence. 

1.2.13.1 KELLKRS THEORY 

A significant extension of classical goomctnctl optics, was provided by KFI.MR 

[1953, 1958, 1962], who proposed and systemutLally developed Ihe ßeometrical theory 
of dilTraclion. Keller postulates that along v.ith the usual rays of geometrical optics 
there exists a class of diflfracted rays which accounts for the phenomenon of diffrac- 
tion. These rays are produced when incident rays hit edges, corners, or vertices of 
scattering surfaces, or when the incident rays impinge langentially on smoothly 
curved boundaries. DitTracted rays may also arise at caustics and foci, or when total 
rcllcction takes place. Some of the diffracted rays penetrate into the shadow regions 
and account for the existence of fields there; other rays modify the 1 eld in the illu- 
minated regions. The initial value of the field on a diiTracted ray is obtained by multi- 
plying the field on the incident ray at the point of diffraction by an appropriate 
dilTraclion coetlicient. By hypothesis the diffraction coefficient is determined entirely 
by the local properties of the field, the media, and the boundary in the immediate 
neighborhood of the point of difVraction, Away from the diffracting surfaces, the 
diffracted rays behave just like the ordinary rays of geometrical optics. Since only 
the local properties near the diffraction points are important, the diffracted ray ampli- 
tudes may be determined from the solution of the simplest boundary value problems 
having these local properties. Such problems are called canonical problems, and many 
of them are included in this book. Alternatively, experimental measurements on canon- 
ical configurations can yield the diffraction coefficients. As in the case of classical 
geometrical optics, the geometrical theory of diffraction is basically a heuristic theory: 
nevertheless, the theory has been confirmed in a wide variety of cases by comparison 
with special problems for which rigorous solutions are available. Because of its 
similarity to geometrical optics, Keller's method can be expected to yield good 
results wiien the wavelength is small compared to the obstacle dimensions. However, 
it has been found that in many cases the results are useful even for wavelengths as 
large as ihe relevant dimensions of the scatterer. An important advantage of the 
method is that it does not depend on separation of variables or any similar procedure, 
and it is therefore especially useful for shapes not easily subjected to rigorous treat- 
ment. 
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KULLER [1958] presented his extension of geometrical optics in two equivalent 
forms. The first is the explicit form, in which the different species of diffracted rays 
are enumerated and an explicit characterization of each is provided. The second 
fonnulation is based upon an extension of Fermat/s principle to include discontinuous 
media and classes of curves which may have arcs on discontinuity surfaces and 
points on edges or vertices of these surfaces. The equivalence of the two formulations 
follows from considerations of the calculus of variations. A comprehensive bibliog- 
raphy and a discussion of previous work are also contained in his paper. Later, 
Kii.i.iR [1%2] reviewed the ray theory of diffraction with particular attention paid 
to specific applications and experimental confirmation of the theory. Today the 
literature concerning Keller's theory, its many applications and refinements, is so 
extensive that a complete bibliography here is precluded. A detailed summary of the 
theory is presented by LLWIS and KELLER [1964] with applications to representative 
problems involving rellection, transmission, and diffraction in homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous media. KHLLUR and HANSEN [1965] have provided an exhaustive 
survey of the theory of high-frequency diffraction by thin screens and other objects 
with edges, and have compared the results obtained by other methods with those 
obtained by means of the geometrical theory. For lucid treatments of the theory as 
applied to diffraction by smooth convex objects, consult the now classic papers of 
KULLER [1956] and LEW and KELLER [1959]. In this connection it should be mentioned 
that diffracted rays on convex surfaces were termed '*creeping waves*' by FRANZ and 
DEPPERMAN [1952] and by FRANZ [1954], and this terminology is now widely used. 
The geometrical theory of diffraction as applied to smooth transparent objects of 
arbitrary shape is discussed by CHEN [1964], although only scalar fields and two- 
dimensional problems are considered explicitly. By introducing the concept of com- 
plex rays, KELLER and KARAL [1960] have dealt with the excitation of surface waves 
by a line source above an impedance surface, and they have checked their results 
against certain special configurations for which exact solutions are available. For an 
application concerning diffraction by an absorbing infinite strip with arbitrary face 
impedances, along with experimental data, see BOWMAN [1967]. Recent detailed 
comparisons of the theory with experiment have been made available by BECIITEL 

[1965] for finite cones (also included are additional corrections to KELLER'S [I960, 
1961u] results) and by Ross [1966] for rectangular flat plates; in both cases the angular 
variations of the monostatic cross sections are evaluated. See YEE et al. [1968] and 
FELSEN and YEE [1968a, b] for treatments concerning geometrical diffraction tech- 
niques and their relation to canonical problems with parallel plane-geometries (e.g. 
the parallel plane waveguide, which is discussed in Section 1.2.14.3). 

The simple ray fonnulation t>f Keller is restricted to the calculation of fields in 
regions that exclude the vicinity of caustics, focal points, shadow boundaries, and 
other transition regions. Within such transition regions - which delimit the domains 
of existence of the various ray species - more elaborate procedures are required. 
FELSEN [1964] has given a comprehensive review of the transition phenemena which 
cannot he described by simple ray optics. The analytical description of the field in 
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a transition zone is generally achieved by means of a uniform asymptotic solution, 
and boundary layer or transverse diffusion techniques, among others, have been 
extensively employed in this connection. For discussions involving edge diffraction 
see BUCHAL and KELLER [1960] and WOLFE [1966, 1967]; for treatments involving 
caustics see BUCHAL and KELLER [1960], KRAVTSOV [i964a, b] and LUDWIG [1966]; 
for diffraction by smooth convex bodies see BROWN [1966], FOCK and WAINSTAIN 

[1963], LEWIS et al. [1967], LUDWIG [1967] and ZANDERER [1964a, b; 1967]; and 
for diffraction by a smooth convex interface between two different media see RULF 

[1967, 1968]. 

I.2.I3.3. LUNEBURGkLlNE EXPANSION 

This is a method for obtaining the high-frequency field reflected by an obstacle of 
arbitrary shape, and can be applied to both scalar and vector problems. Assume that 
the scalar wave function V, which satisfies the reduced wave equation (V2 -f k2)y - 0, 
has an asymptotic expansion of the form 

^-e^ft^i/cP,       as   it-oo, (I.I 13) 

where the ^„'s are functions of the coordinates of the observation point, but are in- 
dependent oi k. By inserting eq. (1.113) into the wave equation and by equating to 
zero the coefficient of each power of k, it is found that 

(V0)2 = 1, (I.I 14) 

2VtvV4» + i>,1V
20= -VVi,       (" = 0, 1,2....;^., =0).     (1.115) 

The eiconal equation (1.114) determines the phase function *, whereas the i^'s arc 
obtained frcn eqs. (I.I 15) by iteration. Us denotes the arc length along an optical 
ray, that is a curve orthogonal to the wavefronts <P - constant, then the solution of 
eq. (1.115) can be written in the form (LüNEBURG [1944]); 

vn{s) = rn(50) rMl*-i[G(s)]* r[C(0r4VV,(0df, (KII6) 
LC(s0)J JSO 

where G(s) denotes the Gaussian curvature or, in two dimensions, the ordinary curva- 
ture, of the wavefront 4> = constant at the point s on a ray. In particular, it is easily 
seen that v0 varies along a ray as the inverse of the square root of the cross sectional 
area of a narrow tube of rays, as was found in Section 1.2.13.1 by energy conservation. 

The construction of the asymptotic expansion (1.113) requires the determination of 
a phase function 0 satisfying eq. (I.I 14) and of the associated system of optical rays, 
which are the straight lines orthogonal to the surfaces <P = constant. Let us introduce 
the surface coordinates A^ , -V3 on the wavefront 0 - 0 by means of the two families of 
lines of curvature of* = 0. If5 is the distance from 0 = 0 along the oriented normal, 
then the orthogonal coordinates (5, X2, .V3) uniquely locate a point, and we may choose 
0 = +5 as a solution of eq. (f.113). Thus eq. (I.I 16) becomes (KELLER ctal. [1956]): 
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vh x    v)-v(S    x    x) r^ + So)(p3 + s0)l* Vn\S> X2 » Xi) -  Vn\S0 » X2 » X3J     - -   - —        - 
L(P2 + ä)(P3 + 5) J 

J SQ 

(1.117) 

where p2(x2, ^3) and pi(x2, Xi) are the principal radii of curvature of the surface 
5 = 0 at the point (0, ^2, A^), anci 

ds2 

1 +  

+ 

4- 

r L 

\p, + s/   Lr.x 

s        dpj 

PiiPs + s) dx2 dx2. 

(JL>V ['" _ 
W+s/   Uxf 

s        (7)2   f? 

p2(p2 + s) VX2 iX2 

S i]p2     t1 

PiiPz + s) dX) cXi     p^pt+s) 
4- 

flxj dxj 
(1.118) 

Observe that r0 becomes infinite at the points s ~ ~p2 and s = -^3 on each ray 
(^2, .V3); the locus of these points is called the caustic surface of the system of rays. 
On a caustic, the expansion (1.113) is not valid and V is asymptotic to a positive 
fractional power of A' (KAY and KKLLER [1954]). 

Detailed applications of eqs, (1.113) through (i.118) to various scattering bodies 
when the primary field is that of point sources, line sources and plane waves are given 
in KELLER el al. [1956]. The first two terms of the series in eq.(I.l 13) are given explic- 
itly by SCHENSTED [1955] for the case of a plane wave axially incident on an acousti- 
cally hard semi-infinite body of revolution. 

Results analogous to eqs. (1.113) through (1.118) have been obtained for Maxwell's 
equations (KUNE [1951]), and the analogues of eqs. (1.114) and (1.115) are also 
availabk for more general linear equations (KLINE [1954]). The first two terms of 
the asymptotic series for the field reflected by a perfectly conducting semi-infinite 
U)dy of revolution vhen the primary field is a plane electromagnetic wave at axial 
incidence have been derived by SCHENSITD [1955], and are given in the following. 
The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1.2: s is the distance along a ray from some 

I in. ! 2.   (ieomctry for body of revolution. 
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reference plane 0 = 5 = 0 to the field point P, x2 = p is the distance of the incident 

ray from the axis of symmetry of the body, and X3 = 0 is the rotational angle 

about the axis. The incident electric field 

(1.119) 

(1.120) 

(1.121) 

E« = jceiks 

produces the scattered field 

r-e^o+H./c-'+o^r2)], 
where (ScilliNSTiiD [1955]): 

li 
(-cos (j)p + s\n $$), Eti - P 

IhJh 

/:, = i 
"I 5 IP-/I P 

5/I-/C 
6 

.2   l,T/i 
"(2) 

2/u'   W,2     fc/l+/("V      \ 2/,2'  ' 4,, 

<i><>)+ ' ( '    '!? ' VVU,' ' „ 1 (' +/<l,1)(«>s 0p-sin 

„(/'■"+1))  270 '") "r6v<"'(r'T
+i)J

C0S^+ 

L   2/I,(/'2' 2M.     M/"^!)     2,V/'!!, + l)J       ^ I       ^       ^ 

the equation of the body's surface is s = f{p), f{n) is the w-th derivative of/(p), 
the coordinates (JC, v, z) and (5, pt $) of the observation point are linked by 

2/(,) 

.v = p cos (pi- (s-f)cos(j), 
f{) +1 

y = />sin(/>4 (.s-/)sm0, 
/(U +1 

(1123) 

lac two sets of unit vectors are related by 

5r 
cosAi+     ..      sind>p+       .—s, 

/'"'-I . cos <f> J? - 
/,l,Jfl 

(1124) 

^ -  - sin (/»i + cos (/».v. 
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and the metric coefficients are: 

hs =1, 

^-^W^-A (M25) 

When eqs. (f.120) through (1.122) are applied to the paraboloid, the exact scattered 
field is obtained in closed form (see Chapter 16). 

1.2.13.4. PHYSICAL OPTICS 

The term "physical optics" denotes an appioximatc method for the determination 
of the field scattered by an object through an assumption about the specific form of 
the field distribution on the surface. Explicitly, it is assumed lhal the field there is 
the geometrical optics surface field, implying that at each point on the geometrically 
illuminated side of the body the scattering at the surface takes place as »hough from 
an infinite tangent plane at the point, whereas over the shadowed portion of the hod> 
the surface field is zero. For a perfectly conducting body the postulated current 
distribution is therefore 

p/JA//' on the illuminated side, Sj . 
\     0 on lac shadowed side 

where iJ is a unit vector normal drawn outwards as regards the body, and when sub- 
stituted into the exact integral representation of the scattered field, the magnetic 
vector in (for example) the far field is (KOUVOUMJIAN [1965]). 

/T« -~-    f {Ä(f •//')-(f-/»)//'! expi-iAr-i-JdS. (1.127) 
An  krJSl 

In contrast to the geometrical optics expression for the scattered field, the integral 
in eq. (1.127) is frequency dependent, and it is therefore possible that physical optics 
provides a more accurate estimate of the scattering. 

For bodies which are acoustically soft or hard, physical optics is defined in a like 
manner. Thus, lor a soft body such that F = 0 at the surface, the postulate of physical 
optics is 

-.•       - ^ <m the illuminated side of the surface 
,    = (f.l2X) 
tn      [   0 on the shadowed side of the surface 

and similarly, for a hard body such that Tl Cn = 0 at the surface, the assumption is 

\2yl on the illuminated side of the surface . 
I 0 on the shadowed side o( the surface. 
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The extension to the case in which the surface is characterized by an impedance 
boundary condition, with the impedance representing an acoustic rigidity or an 
electromagnetic surface impedance, is obvious (sec, for example, USLENüHI [1964]), 
and the use of physical optics as a m^ans of estimating the scattering from a dielectric- 
or plasma-coated body has recently received some attention (BLORE and MUSAL 

[1965]). 
In all of the above cases, physical optics reduces the determination of the scattered 

field to quadratures, and for perfectly conducting bodies at least, it is probably the 
most widely used of all methods for estimating the scattering. It is particularly 
convenient for machine computation, and because of this the recent years have seen 
a growing tendency to credit physical optics with an accuracy which is in no sense 
justifiable. It is therefore unfortunate that necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
validity of the method cannot be stated and, indeed, several of the most fruitful 
applications have been in circumstances where prior justification would be difficult. 

Physical optics is a natural extension of geometrical optics (see Section 1.2.13.1) 
and as such is a high frequency approximation. Given a finite, smooth, perfectly 
conducting convex body, the geometrical optics estimate of the cross section is 

a^^-nR.R. (1.1:0) 

where /?, and R2 are the principal radii of curvature at the points of geometrical 
reflection. The corresponding physical optics integral has a saddle at this point and a 
steepest descents evaluation retaining only the leading term yields 

<V>. = <Vo. (1.131) 

which is simultaneously the correct leading term in the high frequency asymptotic 
expansion as derived by the Luneburg-Kline method (see Section 1.2.13.3). If a 
more accurate evaluation of the physical optics integral is attempted, the correction 
terms may or may not be mathematically correct. Thus, SCHENSTED [1955] has shown 
that for a smooth body of revolution symmetrically illuminated the first two terms in 
the asymptotic evaluation of the integral for back scattering are in agreement with the 
Luneburg-Kline expansion for a perfectly conducting body, but only the first term 
agrees for a hard body. If the physical optics integral is evaluated exactly, either analyt- 
ically or numerically, care nust be taken to exclude any coninbution resulting from 
the end points of the range of integration corresponding to the shadow boundary. 
Here, the non-physical discontinuity of the physical optics current gives rise to a 
contribution which is erroneous and is generally of thr same order as any correction 
to the geometrical optics cross section. 

If a body has one (or both) of its radii of curvature infinite at the specular point 
(as, for example, with a cylindrical section or flat plate), the geometrical optics 
cross section is infinite, and a particular advantage of the physical optics method is 
that a bounded (and wavelength dependent) estimate of the scattering cross section 
can now be obtained. With increasing frequency, this estimate of the specular return 
becomes more accurate, a fact which, can be attributed to the diminishing importance 
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of the contribution of the current elements in the vicinity of the edges where the 
postulated current is seriously in error. In contrast to geometrical optics, physical 
optics also provides a non-zero estimate of the scattering in directions other than the 
specular one, and if interest is confined to directions which are not too far from 
specular (through, perhaps, the first side iobe of the pattern), the estimate can be 
valuable certainly as regards the structure of the pattern. But even here, the predicted 
cross-polarized component is of the same order as that provided by the error in the 
specification of the surface field in the vicinity of the edge, and at wider angles of 
scatter the entire field is erroneous. Indeed, KOUYOUMJIAN [1965] has noted that 
physical optics in general fails to satisfy the reciprocity theorem everywhere except 
in the direction of a specular return. 

In spite of these shortcomings, physical optics is still an approximation technique 
of considerable utility that can be expected to provide an accurate estimate of the 
scattering whenever this arises from a portion of the surface where the actual surface 
field is adequately approximated by the postulated distribution. In some car.es at 
least we can gauge this in advance. Thus, for example, the physical optics estimate of 
the axial back scatter from a semi-infinite cone agrees with rigorous calculations for 
large and small cone angles (SIEGEL et al. [1955]) in spite of the presence of a vertex, 
and this can be attributed to the 'ict that the surface within a wavelength or so of the 
tip contributes little to the sc? tering (ÜBERALL [1964]); and similarly if the cone is 
smoothly terminated, the estimated return from the ring singularity at the junction of 
the cone and the base is in excellent agreement (SENIOR [1965]) with experimental 
data. 

Several possible extensions of the physical optics method have been proposed. It 
has often been suggested that the accuracy could be improved by successive iteration 
using the standard physical optics estimate of the scattered field as a first approxi- 
mation. There seems little (if any) theoretical basis for this belief, however (see, for 
example, FRANZ [194';], SCHFXKUNOFF [1951], BOUWKAMP [195*1]), and we are not 
aware of any case where the numerical accuracy of the estimated scattering has been 
increased thereby. To remove the non-physical discontinuity in the postulated surface 
field distribution at the shadow boundary, which discontinuity is one of the major 
sources of error in the physical optics method, ADACMI [1965] has proposed that for 
a long thin body at axial incidence, currents be defined over the shadowed portion 
of the body in exactly the manner as they are for the illuminated portion. The results 
obtained are in reasonable agreement with experiment, but this is certainly a conse- 
quence of the fact that no deep shadow exists under the circumstances described. 
In cases wht.e a deep shadow does exist, the only rigorously-justifiable continuation 
of the physical optics distribution is provided by Fock's theory (see Section 1.2.13.5). 

I.M.V5. JOCK'S THEORY 

The principle of the local field in the penumbra region established by FoCK [1946a] 
is basic to the analysis of the high-frequency diffraction by a convex, perfectly con- 
ducting object with continuously varying curvature.  Reasoning from the exact 
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integral equation for the induced sirface current, Fock concluded for high-frequency 
scattering that the current distribution in the transition region between light and 
shadow depends on'y on the local curvature of the body in the plane of incidence and 
on the incident (locally plane) electromagnetic wave. Fock gave, as an estimate of the 
width of the penumbra region, the relation 

d = iXR2olK)K (1.132) 

where R0 is the radius of curvature at the geometric optics boundary. He then pro- 
ceeded to determine a ''universar function for the current near the shadow boundary 
of a general convex body by considering the particular case of diffraction by a parab- 
oloid of revolution. Fock argued that by virtue of the local nature of the di'Traction 
process, the formula obtained for this particular case would hold for any other 
convex body having at the point considered the same values of the principal radii of 
curvature, and that the paraboloid of revolution was sufficiently general to possess 
.:my prescribed radii of curvature. The current distribution was derived in terms 
of a contour integral involving Airy functions and asymptotically gave the physical 
optics current distribution in the illuminated region and a creeping wave type of cur- 
rent distribution in the shadow region. The Fock theory thus provides the transition 
from light to shadow for points on the surface of a smooth convex body whose 
dimensions are large compared to the incident wavelength. The "universaF* current 
distribution in the vicinity of the shadow boundary obtained indirectly by Fock for a 
locally parabolic surface was later obtained directly by CULLEN [1958] who employed 
an asymptotic analysis of the exact integral equation. 

In a second paper, FOCK [1946b] extended his results (by a different method) to 
give the field distribution not only on the surface of the body, but also in the neigh- 
borhood of the surface. Moreover, the body is no longer assumed to be perfectly 
conducting, but is regarded as a good conductor in the sense that the Leontovich 
impedance boundary condition (eq. (1.19)) is imposed oa the surface. By means of a 
physical argument concerning different scales for horizontal and vertical distances, 
Fock gives a description of the field in th^ region of the geometrical shadow boundary 
ii^ar the surface in terms of a parabolic differential equation. Again the transition 
from light to shadow is provided. A collection of Pock's papers is available in English 
(FOCK [1965]): they are lucid and well worth reading. 

fn Pock's original formulation, the ^universal" current distribution contains a 
distance parameter that measures distance along the direction of propagation of the 
incident field rather than along the surface of the body. The difference between these 
distances is small for observation points near the shadow boundary, but it may be- 
come appreciable for locations deep In the shadow region. As suggested by Keller the 
correct distance parameter is the actual path length measured along the ireodesic 
on the body, and GOODRICH [1959] has provided an exposition of Pock's theory which 
includes (he generalization required to bring the creeping wave interpretation into 
agreement with Pock's results. LOGAN and Yi;i: [1962] (see also LOOAN [1959]) have 
performed extensive computations of the "Pock functions", and have provided a 
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significant unification of tfie theory. See LOGAN and YEE [1962] also for an extensive 
bibliography. 

WESTON [1965] investigated, by a method akin to that of CULLEN [1958], the 
modification required when the surface possesses a discontinuity in curvature in the 
penumbra region. In particular, Weston considers the important case where a plane 
wave is incident on a cylindrical surface with a flat section smoothly joined to a convex 
parabolic section, the position of the join coinciding exactly with the shadow bound- 
ary. The electric field is assumed polarized perpendicular to the surface. By means 
of a high-frequency asymptotic analysis the exact integral equation is reduced to a 
Volterra type which is solvable by standard Laplace transform methods. When the 
incident plane wave is propagating along the flat portion towards the parabolic 
section, the surface field in the transition region between the join and deep shadow 
is expressed in the form of a contour integral involving Airy functions. Deep in the 
shadow region, the surface field is expressed in terms of the creeping waves launched 
onto the convex section. Due to the particular geometry near the shadow boundary, 
the launch weights associated with the creeping waves are different from those ob- 
tained in ordinary Fock theory. On the other hand, when the incident plane wave is 
travelling in the opposite direction such that the parabolic section is in the illuminated 
region, it is shown that far along the flat section, the total f(elc is comprised of the 
incident field plus a travelling wave whose magnitude deoeasej as the square root of 
the distance from the join. 

The significance of WESTON'S [t965] paper is that me author has treated a new 
canonical problem wherein the local geometry of the penumbra region diifers in an 
essential way from previous investigations The treatment has been extended by 
HONG and WESTON [1966] to include the case where the join of the flat plane and the 
parabolic cylinder no longer coincides exactly with the shadow boundary. The new 
modifieti Fock function describes the current distribution as a function of two variables: 
one is the distance between the shadow boundary and the observation point, and the 
other the distance between the shadow boundary and the join. Boih analytical and 
numerical methods are used to obtain the modified Fock function, and the results 
are applied to estimate the backseattering cross section of a cone-sphere. 

For a smooth convex body of arbitrary shape. HONG [1967] has discussed an 
integral equation approach which can yield not only the leading term but also succes- 
sive terms in the asymptotic expansion of the ditTracted fields. Hung considers both 
electromagnetic and acoustic (Neumann boundary condition) ditTraction and intro- 
duces a geodesic cooidinate system to describe the geometry of the diflracting surface, 
although he assumes that the surface is symmetric wiih respect to tlic shadow bound- 
ary and that the geodesies are torsion-free (axial incidence on a body of revolution). 
By means of a high-frequency asymptotic analysis, the exact scalar and vector integral 
equations governing the surface fields arc reduced to one-dimensional Volterra 
equations which are solved by the use of Fourier transformation. Explicit expressions 
for the leading and second-order terms are derived for the penumbra and shadow 
regions. The leading terms are the same as those of FOCK [1946a] for the penumbra 
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region and those of LEVY and KELLER [1959] for the shadow region. In the solution 
for the shadow region, the ray convergence factor for the creeping waves, usually 
obtained by physical reasoning in the geometrical theory of diffraction, is now justi- 
fied mathematically. Except for the ray convergence factor, the leading term in the 
shadow is independent of the curvature in the direction transverse to the geodesic. 
The second order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the surface fields are the 
new results. These depend on both radii of curvature in a more complicated way, 
and the effect of transverse curvature on the electromagnetic creeping waves differs 
from that on the acoustic creeping waves. For an alternative approach based on 
boundary layer theory see ZANDERER [1964a, b] and BROWN [1966], see also LUDWIG 

[1967] and ZANDERER [1967]. 

1.2.13.6. WATSON'S TRANSFORMATION 

In the early history of radio propagation, a problem of considerable importance 
was the determination of the field of a transmitter beyond the line of sight and into 
the region of geometrical shadow of the earth. The model generally adopted was that 
of a vertical electric dipole in the presence of a metallic sphere of radius a representing 
the earth, but due to the extremely large values of ajk at all frequencies of interest, 
it was impractical to compute the field from its known expansion in terms of spherical 
harmonics because of the slow convergence. The difficulty was overcome by WATSON 

[1918] who used a method related to that of POINCAR^ [1910] and NICHOLSON [1910] 
to convert the series to a residue series and hence to a contour integral in the complex 
plane. He then showed that the contour could be deformed so as to enclose a new 
set of poles and, by evaluating the residue series associated with these new poles, 
was led to a series which was rapidly convergent for large ajk. The procedure for 
converting the original expansion (convenient for small ajk) to the residue series 
appropriate for large ajk is now known as Watson's transformation. 

The method can bi illustrated by considering the problem of a plane acoustic 
wave incident on a soft sphere of radius a. In terms of spherical polar coordinates 
(r, 0, (f)) with ü measured relative to the backscattering direction, the total field can 
be written as 

^ = f i> + i) [h^ikr)- Jv'J^JÄ|i!'(*r)) P„(-coS0) (1.133) 

where the spherical Hankel functions and Legendre polynomial are as defined in 
Sections 1.3.1 and I 3.5 respectively. The eigenfunction expansion of eq. (1.133) 
has the alternative representation 

y = I f lh[2>{kr)- hf}ka)h^ikr)] Pv(-costf)e-ii<l'-,>«(v + -)dv (1.134) 
2*'c I hyXka) sin VTT 

where C is a path which encloses in a clockwise sense the zeros of sin VTT on the positive 
real axis of the complex v plane (see Fig. 1.3). Since the integrand is an odd function of 
(v + i), the lower portion of the path may be reflected in the point v =  ~\ to give an 
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integral over a straight line path from v = -oo + ie to oo + ie, £ > 0.  If|ö-7r| < 
in-arc cos (flr/r), i.e. within the geomeirical shadow, the integrand is expoiicntially 

Imv 
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•V, 

•h 

H9P 

Fig. 1.3.   Poles and contour in the complex v plane. 

attenuated as |v| -> oo, Im v > 0. The path can then be closed in the upper half plane 
and the held expressed as the residue series 

y = *Lk*\ka) ! {h^ika)} 
Lvv 

I W<r)Pyn(-cos 0)*-*'"** ^~i    (1.135) 
Jv=vfl; sin v^n 

where the vn* n = !, 2, 3,.. . are the zeros oni[]){ka) in the upper half v plane (see 
Fig. 1.3). 

In respect of the dipole problem, WATSON [1918] examined the convergence of the 
residue series in the shadow and verified the exponential decay observed experimentally. 
His "proof" of convergence is incorrect in certain details and a valid proof has been 
given by GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963]. URSELL [1968] has recently investi- 
gated the behavior of the series in the shadow region of circular and elliptic cylinders 
and has shown that there are portions of the shadow where later terms are expo- 
nentially large, implying a rate of convergence which is even slower than for the 
original eigenfunction expansion. It was verified, however, that the convergent residue 
series is also an asymptotic one, thereby justifying analyses of the field behavior based 
on the initial terms of the expansion. 

When the observation point is outside the shadow region, the original contour 
integral nvist be modified before the Watson transformation is applied. The significant 
extension of Watson's technique necessary in this case, whereby the solution is de- 
composed into a contour integral (containing the reflected wave) along a path of 
steepest descent, plus a residue series analogous to that in eq. (M35), has been 
credited to While [1922]. 

A\ method for obtaining the residue series directly, rather than by transformation 
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o( the harmonic series, was provided by SOMMERFELD [1949]. The method is based on 
subjecting each radial function to the boundary condition at the surface of the scat- 
terer as well as to the radiation condition at infinity, and was exploited by MARCUVITZ 

[1951] and FELSEN [1957] to provide alternative field representations for the Green's 
functions appropriate to various radial and angular domains. Whereas the angular 
cigcnfunction expansion is convenient at lower frequencies, the expansion in terms 
of the radial eigenfunctions is effective at higher frequencies. A detailed application 
of the direct method to a study of propagation in radially inhomogeneous media was 
provided by FRIEDMAN [1951], and the validity of the method in general has been 
discussed by PFLUMM [1960], COHEN [1964, 1965] and FISCHER [1966]. The com- 
pleteness of the (orthogonal) radial functions, and sufficient conditions for such 
expansions to exist, are still open questions. 

As demonstrated by GOODRICH [1959], the results obtained from the Watson trans- 
fomrition when the zeros and residues of the Hankel functions are asymptotically 
approximated for large ka are equivalent to those provided by Fock theory. The 
application of the Watson technique to potential scattering in quantum mechanics 
has been considered by REGGE [1959]: see NEWTON [1964, 1966] for an extensive 
review and bibliography. 

The complex poles of the residue series are variously named after Watson, Sommer- 
feld or Regge. In acoustic scattering by soft or hard bodies, or electromagnetic 
scattering by perfectly conducting shapes, these poles arc the roots v = vrt, n - 
= 1; 2, 3,.. ., of the equations 

//v(z) = 0,        --//v(z) = 0, 
dz 

'? [;**//,(;)] = 0, 
dz 

where //v(z) is the cylindrical Hankel function of the first or second kind. A more 
general version of these equations is 

f//v(z) + »///v(r) = 0 
dz 

where, for example, q may represent a surface impedance. Detailed studies of the 
locations of these zeros and their trajectories in the complex plane have been made by 
MAGNUS and KOTIN [1960], LOGAN and Ym [1962], KELLER et al. [1963], STREIFER 

[1964] and COCHRAN [1965]. 

1.2.14. Otier methods 

1.2.14.1. CONFORMAL MAPPING 

The exact solution of two-dimensional scattering problems is known only lor a few 
simple shapes of the cylinder cross section, such as ihose treated in Part One of this 
hook. For more general shapes, various approximanon methods have been developed 
which, in the high frequency limit, require a certain degree of smoothness of the 
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boundary (usually, the continuity of the curvature). The special cases of a wedge-type 
singularity and of a discontinuity in the curvature were considered by KELLER [1961 b] 
and WESTON [1962], respectively. 

Certain types of singularities of the boundary can be handled by mapping that 
region of the plane which is external to the cylinder cross section into another region 
with a geometrically simpler boundary. Such a conformal transformation preserves 
the right angle between the direction of propagation of the wave and the wavefront. 
Moreover, the order of the singularity of the mapping function on the boundary is 
proportional to that of the geometry of the boundary itself (WARSHAWSKI [1935]). 
The scattered field satisfies a transformed wave equation and boundary conditions, 
whereas the radiation condition remains invariant; this transfcrmeü boundary value 
problem can be formulated in terms of a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind governing the transformed scattered field (GARABEDIAN [1955]). Detailed 
applications to a soft cylinder have been made by HONG and GOODRICH [1965], 
who have solved Garabedian's equation by successive approximations under the 
hypotheses that both original and transformed boundaries have continuous tangents 
and that the distance between the two curves is sufficiently small compared to the 
wavelength. HONG and GOODRICH [1965] have considered two problems: the scattering 
of a plane wave by an almost circular cylinder with smooth periodic corrugations, 
in which case they found the result previously obtained with a different method by 
CLEMMOW and WESTON [1961], and the scattering of a plane wave by a cylinder whose 
cross section has a finite number of edges, i.e. points of discontinuity in the curvature 
or in a derivative of the curvature of the boundary. An application of conformal 
mapping to the scattering by an elliptic cylinder has been given by UDAGAWA and 
MIYAZAKI [1965]. 

1.2.14.2. VARIATiONAL TECHNIQUES 

The scattered field in both scalar and vector cases can always be expressed as an 
integral involving the value of the field at the surface of the scatterer (see Section 
1.2.10). The problem is thus reduced to the solution of an integral equation for the 
field at the boundary; unfortunately, this docs not diminish the difficulty of finding 
the solution. There is, however, an advantage in the integral equation formulation, 
in that it enables one to construct stationary expressions for many quantities of interest; 
thus, for example, the first-order variation of the far field coefficient is zero with 
respect to similar variations of the field at the surface of the scatterer. 

The principle of Schwinger is based on a remark due to VOLTERRA [1884] that an 
integral equation can be formulated as a variational principle. Schwinger's principle 
can be applied to both scalar and vector problems, and is outlined in the following 
(see JONIS 11955a]). Consider the in homogeneous equation 

Lg**f (1.136) 

where L is a linear symmetric operator, such as (V2 +Ä2),/is a function determined 
by the incident field, and </ can be regarded as a distribution of secondary sources. 
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Equation (1.136) is supposed to have a unique solution. The far field coefficient S 
may be written as 

S = (/o^)=J/o(r¥r)dr (1.137) 

where/o corresponds to a suitable incident field, and tAe integral is over the secondary 
sources, e.g. it extends to the aperture area in the scattering from an aperture in an 
opaque screen, or to the surface of the scatterer in the scattering from an opaque body. 
If ^0 is suchthat 

Lgo~fo (1.138) 

then one has the reciprocity theorem 

S = (/o^) = (/^o) (1-139) 

from which it follows thai 

5  - WO * 9)(f* do) /r  j^Qv 

(9, Lgo) 

li can be proven that the necessary and sufficient condition foreqs. (1.136) and (1.138) 
to be satisfied is that expression (1.140) be stationary for small independent variations 
of g and gQ about their correct values: this is Schwingels principle. 

The essence of this method is that if a good approximation for the field is inserted in 
the variational expression, an improved approximation for S should result. LEVINE 

and SCHWINGER [1948b] expanded the field in a set of functions and solved the set of 
linear algebraic equations for the unknown coefficients which is obtained from the 
variational principle; JONES [1955a] has shown that his technique is equivalent to 
solving an integral equation by Galerkin's method. Another approach consists in 
inserting in the variational expression an approximation for the field which is mathe- 
matically simple and physically plausible. Both ways of approximation satisfy the 
reciprocity theorem, and it therefore appears that the main function of Schwinger's 
principle is to ensure that reciprocity is not violated; in fact, the analysis can be carried 
out directly in terms of reciprocity, without introducing the variational principle 
(JONES [1955a]). 

Other variational principles besides Schwingers have been developed and applied 
to the non-self-adjoint problems of scattering theory (see e.g. fvUrFARLANt [1947], 
KOHN [1948], ALTSHULER [1958]): often, however, the stationary points obtained are 
not minima and a convergence theory of successive improvement is lacking. In high- 
frequency scattering, for example, the works of WEiztt. [1957] and KODIS [1958] 
proved that it is very difficult for a variational method to provide even the first correc- 
tion term to geometrical optics; thus, this first correction term for the total scattering 
cross section of a soft circular cylinder as obtained by PAPAS [1950] with the Schwinger 
variational method is in error by about 30 percent. At the present time, it would ap- 
pear that only the principle of GARABEDIAN [ 1955] rests on firm mathematical grounds. 
For a malhema>:«l survey and citicism of variational methods see DOLPH [1961 ]. 
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A few boundary value problem:, which have been solved by variational methods 
are listed in the following. Two variational principles for the determination of the 
far field diffracted by an aperture in a plane hard screen when the primary field is 
a plane harmonic sound wave have been given by LEVINE [1950]. The variational 
theorem of KORNHAUSER and STAKGOLD [1952] for the scalar wave equation in two 
dimensions constitutes a rigorous proof that for a perfectly conducting cylindrical 
wave guide of arbitrary cross section, the dominant mode is always an //-mode. 
A variational study of the propagation of dominant mode plane sound waves within 
an open-ended, semi-infinite cylindrical tube of arbitrary cross section is found in 
LEVINE [1954a]. A variational method for the study of the scattering of plane sound 
waves by soft obstacles with spherical and circular cylindrical symmetry has been 
developed by MONTROLL and GREENBERG [1952]. 

Variational methods for solving various vector boundary value problems have been 
given by LEVINE [1954b], whereas the caseof the vector wave equation describing the 
field due to an arbitrary source located in the neighborhood of an inhomogeneous 
absorbing medium has been studied by WAGNER [1963]. New variational principles 
have been developed by GOBLICK and BEVENSEE [1960] for periodic structures in 
waveguides, and by TAG [1966] for the fundamental equations of electromagnetism. 
A monograph devoted to variational methods for cavities and waveguides, and for 
scattering and radiation problems with conducting boundaries has been published 
by CAIRO and KAHAN [1962]; see also MORSE and FESHBACH [1953; Section 9.4] and 
KODIS [1954]. 

Formulas were derived by FLAMMER [1957] for the first variation of the total scat- 
tering cross section, and for the first and second variations of the electric and magnetic 
dyadic Green's functions under the deformation of the boundary of a conducting 
body from a form for which the quantities are known; the formulas for the variation 
of the cross section are given below. Suppose that both the total fields 

(M41) 
f/( + )= -      VA£m 

k 

due to a plane wave propagating in the direction k and incident on a perfectly con- 
ducting body with surface A, and 

£'-' =*e^-|>£,-)\ 
lY (1.142) 

k 

due to a plane wave propagating in the opposite direction - t and incident on the 
same body, are known. Suppose thai the surface A is deformed by shifting each point 
P a small amount dn - (P' - P) • Ä along the outward normal H to a new position P\ 
as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
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Fig. 1.4.   Geometry for perturbation of surface A. 

Such deformation of the scatterer produces a small variation S(TT in the total scattering 
cross section (TT corresponding to the direction of incidence k; to first order» this 
variation is: 

Soj = Im Ifc ff [E( + ) • tf-' + Z2/*^ - H^nd/tj ; (1.143) 

formula (1.143) is valid provided that the normal A to A :' p and the normal to the 
deformed surface at P' form a very small angle, and that E and H have continuous 
first derivatives on both A and the deformed surface. Formula (1.143) simplifies for 
the two-dimensional problem of broadside incidence on an infinitely long cylinder 
with generators parallel to an axis z. If E is parallel to r, 

£(±) = £V;(±), (1.144) 

then Vl
t
i) = 0 on A (soft cylinder), whereas iff/ is parallel to r, 

H(±)= ±YtV<*\ (1.145) 

then dV^/dn = 0 on ^ (hard cylinder); both ^±) and V^ satisfy the scalar 
wave equation (V2 + ^2)^ = 0. The variation ^T of the total scattering cross section 
per unit length is (see also GAP.ABEDIAN [1955]) 

(foilou = ~lm he"1        c  -      c    (5nd/ (1.146) 
l      Ji   Cr.       fn ) 

in case (1.144), and 

(^rC = Im I*-'JWr' • VC-^C'C']^d?} (1147) 
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in case (1.145); the line integrals in eqs. (1.146) and (1.147) are taken along the 
boundary / of the cross section of the scattering cylinder in a plane perpendicular to z. 

Finally, applications of variational techniques to the scattering of electromagnetic 
waves by thin wires of finite length are presented in Chapter 12. 

1.2.14.3. FUNCTION-THEORETIC METHODS 

Most of the scattering problems treated in this book yield to direct solution by 
separation of variables with the subsequent application of appropriate series or 
integral transform techniques. In these "simple" boundary value problems the appli- 
cation of the transform theorem immediately determines the unknown coL.Ticients or 
functions by algebraic equations. There is, however, an important class of diffraction 
problems susceptible to closed form solution when the customary transform metnods 
are supplemented by function-theoretiw techniques. Perhaps the most widely known 
technique to be applied to this special class of diffraction problems, and to many 
other problems in mathematical physics, is that due to WIENER and HOPF [1931] 
for the Fourier transform in the complex domain, although it is now recognized 
that the more general method of singular integral equations of the Cauchy type 
(MUSKHEUSHVIU [1953]) contains the Wiener-Hopf method as a special case. The 
essence of these methods is to reduce the consideration of certain integral equations 
to the consideration of the Hubert boundary problem in the theory of analytic func- 
tions. The whole apparatus of complex variable theory - the basic tools being analytic 
continuation, Liouville's theorem, and factorization of analytic functions - thus 
becomes available to yield new solutions in closed form. Since the literature concerning 
these very powerful techniques and their application to physical problems is so exten- 
sive, we content ourselves with a brief survey of the more important contributions to 
diffraction theory. 

An integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type has the general form 

ö^x) =/(x)+ I   ^(.x')K(x~x')dx',       x > 0 (1.148) 
Jo 

where/(x) and A.'(x) are known functions, and ^(x) is unknown. The homogeneous 
case/*(x) = Ü, was first examined by WIENER and HOPF [1931] (see also PALEV and 
WIENER [1914], TITCHMARSH [1948]), while the theory was extended to the non- 
homogeneous case/(x) / 0 by FOCK [1942, 1944]. Integral equations of the type in 
eq. (1.148) generally arise when boundary conditions are prescribed on senr Infinite 
structures such as semi-infinite planes or cylinders, and the formulation of such 
diffraction problems as Wiener-Hopf integral equations is generally attributed to 
Schwinger (see CARLSON and HEINS [1947]) and independently to COPSON [1946], 
For reviews of the Wiener-Hopf theory and bibliography see BOLWKAMP [I954J. 
KARP [1950]. HEINS [1956], MORSE and FESHBAUI [1953] and NOBLE 58]. The 
Wiener-Hopf equation considered as a special case of Cauchy-type singular integral 
equations is discussed by SPAHENB RO [1956], WESTPIAHL [1959] and HONL el al. 
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[1961]. We may note that in practical applications, systems of simultaneous Wiener- 
Hopf integral equations frequently occur. 

The significant feature about cq. (1.148) is the convolution character of the integral. 
If, in addition, the range of integration and of validity of the equation were (- oo, oo), 
the application of a Fourier transformation would reduce the problem to an algebraic 
one. Based on this observation, the usual procedure is to extend the domain of 
definition of eq. (1.148) to embrace all values of ;c by writing 

/•oo 

<H*) + #(A)-/(*)+        \p(x,)K(x-x')±x\       -OO<A<OO      (r.149) 

with the conventions 

^) = 0      for   x<0. 

ft>ix) - )      for   * > 0. v       / 

Fourier transformation now results in a single equation between two unknown trans- 
form functions, both of which are deduced by function-theoretic arguments (factori- 
zation, analytic continuation, Liouville's theorem). Rather than enter into these 
details, however, we shall indicate (following WESTPFAHL [1959]) how integral 
equations of the Wiener-Hopf type may be reduced to singular integral equations of 
the Cauchy type. 

Let Ä:(a) and ^(a) be Fourier transforms defined by 

/C(a)= r K(x)e"iaxdx, (1,151) 
J -on 

Jo 
(x)e-,ajfdx, ([.152) 

then cq. (1.148) vvi'l be satisfied if the dual integral equations (TITCHMARSH [1948]) 

I     0(a)[^(a)-t7]elajfda = -2rt/(.x),       x >0 (1.153) 

/; 
if(a)eiajfda = 0, * < 0 (1.154) 

are satisfied. Multiply eqs. (1.153) and (1.154) by cxp(-ia'jc) and integrate over 
0 < .v < oo and - oo < .v < 0, respectively. By means of the well-known relations 

-iajt« e-'^d-v = 27rc5_(a) = nS(ot)+P    , 

(1.155) 
-lax d.v = 2nö + (x) = nS(*)~P   - % 

ia 

where the symbol P denotes the Cauchy principal value, we obtain two singular 
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integral equations of the Cauchy type 

-L(a)??(«)+ A P f*   ^^^da' = 2/(a), (1.156) 
Tri   J~o>    a' —a 

^(a)+-pfa   ^da' = 0 (1.157) 
m    J-OOOL' — OL 

where L(ot) = Kfy-a and 

/(«) = f'/We^^dx. (1.158) 
Jo 

The whole apparatus of singular integral equations (see e.g. MUSKHITXISHVIU [1953], 
GAKHOV [1966], POGORZELSKI [1966]) is now at our disposal to achieve a solution. 

We assume that L(a) is holomorphic and non-zero in a strip |Im a| < c and that 
the condition arg logL(a)|f x = 0 is satisfied. Basic to the solution is the decom- 
position of the function L(a) into factors L*{%) and L"(a) such that 

L(o() = L+(a)/r(a) (1.159) 

with 

l+,,        r i r~u logL(a'). ri 
L (a) = exp h   ; ^ da    , 

._. .        r i r+ir logL(a'). ,1 
L (a) = exp - da    . 

L2;riJ_xH<.   a-a        J 

(1.160) 

The factors A+(a) and L"(a) are analytic and non-zero in the half-planes Im a > -c 
and Im a < c, respectively. If for |a| -► oo we require 

L+(a) = 0(a''),       \p\<U (Il61) 

r(a) - 0{OL%       \q\<\, 

then the solution to eqs. (1.156) and (1.157) is (WESTPFAHL [1959]; see also FOCK 

[1942, 1944]) 

ms=mr Mi?L+cL», (i.i62) 

where the Mhook" on the integral sign means that the path of integration passes above 
the pole a' = a. By Fourier inversion, 

iH-v) =    l,   ^ dar {(a) JT   L-(a)ciax   da    +   l  C f' L-(a)ci3Vda,    (1.163) 
4n*\J   ,      L (a') ^ _r a'-a      In    J-x 
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where for the a integration the contour passes below the pule at a = a'. The term 
involving the arbitrary constant C represents the homogeneous so;iition correspond- 
ing to f(x) = 0. For 0 ^ /? < 1 or 0 g ^ < I, the constant C must be set equal to 
zero and the non-homogeneous solution is then unique. 

As a simple example, consider the diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave 

El » exp {-i/c(x cos ^o + y sin ^0)} (1.164) 

by a perfectly conducting half plane (see Chapter 8) .v = 0, .v > (X The integral 
equation for the su: Tec current is (COPSON [1946]) 

^(.t')Hc
0
n(Aix--x'|)dx' = ~2i exp (-i/cx cos ^0).       x > 0      (1.165) 

'o 

and is of Wiener-Hopf type. The corresponding dual integral equations are (CLEM- 

MOW [1951]) 

_. rw     eiavda = -27tiexp(~i*xcos(£0),       x>0 
J-*>>/&-**) . (L166) 

if (ay** da =0, x < 0 
/; 

and finally we are led to the singular integral equations in eqs. (1.156) and (1.157) 
with (WESTPI AHL [1959]) 

L(a) = 0c2-a2)-*,      /(a) - (a-f/ccos Wl (1.167) 

where it is assumed that Im (a-f A: cos (/)0) < 0 in order to secure convergence of the 
integral in eq. (1.158). With the assumption Imk > 0 (later allowed to vanish) the 
factorization can be performed by inspection; thus 

L+(a) = (fc-f a)"*,       r(a) = (k-a)\ (1.168) 

The branch such that Im (^2-a2)* > 0 has been chosen. Since in eq. (1.161) we have 
p ~ -i» <? = i» the constant C must be zero and the (unique) solution is 

^j'-^r jfe+a')!..i?L.       (I,69) 

where the path of integration passes below the pole a' = -k cosOQ and above the 
pole a' = a. The contour may be closed by a semi-circic in the upper half a'-plane 
(encircling the pole *' == ~k cos ^0) to yield 

^)=-(fc-a^-^C0SA)!. (1,170) 
a + k cos (^0 

Introducing cylindrical coordinates (p, <^), one can show that for p -* oo, </> ^ 7r± </>0 

the diffracted field in the far zone is given by 
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where from eq. (1.170) 

^coS^)=-.2si"i^S',l?Ao. (I172) 
cos 0 + cos 0O 

This result is in agreement with eq. (8.20) ot'Chapter 8, and illustrates how the Fourier 
transform ^(a) is related to the far field amplitude. 

It is significant that the method of Wiener and Kopf can be formulated from several 
different points of view, and many authors have solved the same diffraction problems 
by means of alternative approaches to the theory. In the earliest applications (e.g. 
COPSON [1946]) Green's theorem was employed to formulate the boundary '.alue 
problem as an integral equation for the unknown surface current, and if the cqujjon 
was of Wiener-Hopf type, Fourier transformation together with function-thecreric 
considerations in the plane of the transform variable were applied to gain a solution. 
The approach due to JONES [1952a], and embraced by NOBLE [1958], is to apply a 
Fourier transformation directly to the partial differential equation before applying 
the boundary conditions. The complex variable equation in the transform plane is 
thereby obtained directly without the necessity for form dating an integral equation, 
although it is then not always obvious whether the transform equations can be re- 
duced to the Wiener-Hopf form. In still another approach, the cumbersome derivation 
of integral equations is circumvented by employing the method of separation of 
variables to formulate dual integral equations for quantities related to the far field 
amplitude. This separation of variables procedure was utilized to full advantage by 
VAJNSHTEJN [1954] and is expounded by KARP [1950] and by CLEMMOW [1951]. 
Finally, the method by which certain two dimensional diffraction problems are reduced 
to singular integral equations of the Cauchy type is treated by WESTPFAHL [195^] 
and HÜNL et al. [1961], All of the techniques described here have one main feature 
in common. At some stage in the solution, a given function of the complex transform 
vmable must be decomposed as in eq. (1.159). For most applications this is the diffi- 
cult task and can be done by inspection only in certain cases (notably the half plane). 

One of the earliest applications of the Wiener-Hopf method to diffraction theory, 
other than to diffraction by a half pUine, concerned the problem of plane wave scatter- 
ing by an infinite set of staggered, equally spaced, semi-infinite plates (CARLSON and 
HEINS [1947], HEINS and CARLSON [1947], HEINS [1950]). Concurrently, the radiation 
and transmission properties of a waveguide consisting of a pair of semi-infinite parallel 
plates were studied by HEINS [1948] (see also CHESTER [1950]), but a more compre- 
hensive (and simpler) treatment is provided by VAJNSHTEJN [1954]. The problem of 
scattering of plane waves by a pair of semi-intinite parallel planes is treated by 
CLEMMOW [1951], while diffraction by a finite set of parallel half planes is investigated 
by ICJARASHI [1964]. 

It is interesting to compare the field diffracted by two parallel half plane« with that 
diffracted by a single half plane. We consider a plane electromagnetic wave given by 
eq (1.164) incident upon two half planes described by y = ±a, x > 0 as in Fig. I.?. 
By combining the results of CLEMMOW [1951] and VAJNSHTEJN [1954], we can write 
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rvV<v^^Vv^v\'v\<v^^*v^^^v^'vV 

Fig. 1.5.   Geometry for parallel plane waveguide. 

the far diffracted field (p -► oo) obtained from the exact solution in the following 
manner: for 0 < 0O < ;r and f •£ 7t±(t>0, 

„d     Qxp(ikp + iin)  sin i^sin i0Or.+/}        i\r+/,        .\, 
£* -     ' r\r -       .       ; lL^k cos ^)Li ^cos *o)+ 

(271^)* COS(p+COS<po 

+ sgn (sin 0)L2(^ cos ^^(/c cos ^o)] exp {-i/cfl{|sin 01 + sin <t>o)}* 
(1.173) 

where /-^(a) are Wiener-Hopf factorization functions analytic with no zeros in 
the upper «-plane and defined by 

L\{*)L\(~*) = Uexp[2ia(/c2-a
2)*], (I 174) 

L*2(*)L\i~*) = 1 ~exp [2\a(k2-*2)*] 

with the branch Im (A:2-a2)1 > 0 for Im A' > 0. The signum function sgn (x) is 
defined as sgn (x) = ± I for * £ 0. Clearly eq. (1.173) yields the half plane result 
in eqs. (1.171) and (f.172) when the separation of the plates la shrinks to zero. 
We are interested, however, in the case for which ka> \. From VAJNSHTEJN [1954] 
we have, for instance, 

L+(kcos<t.) = \e:    ,. ,    C0S9>r     (''") ic]\ cos ^ > 0 
1(1 -f exp {2iiv'fl|sin ^^e",       cos ^ < 0 

where 

V**   ]   flog(l+exp{2i^cosT})    C0STdT    , (1.176) 
2ffiJc sinT-cos</> 

the contour C starting at in - ioo, passing through the origin, and ending at - j/r + ioo. 
For Ä'fl> 1, VAJNSHTEJN [1954] has shown that a steepest descent approximation 
yields 

V ~ I. f log(l +cxp (2i/ca-ir2})       . /^      A , (M77) 
27riJ-x f-v

/2Atfei,Kcos(/) 

and this we can expand in the form 

V - i sgn (cos 0) f ('X)m c2imka G(s\7fikä icos 0 ) (1.178) 
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where 

CW^^e"2^ e'^d/f, (1.179) 

|G(w)| < 1       for   w > 0,       G(w) = i       for   >v = 0. (1.180) 

Similar results are obtained for Lj(/rcos^), except the (-I)1" in eq. (L178) no 
longer appears. 

It may be noted that the results quoted so far are valid for all (j) except in the 
vicinity of the geometrical optics shadow boundary (j) = 7r-f-(/>0 and the reflection 
boundary ^ = n-~<l>0. In these directions the asymptotic expansion in eq. (1.173) 
would have to be modified, and in the region 0 < 7r~</>0 the geometrically reflected 
field would have to be added, to obtain the full scattered field. Let us take, for example, 
cos 0 < 0, cos (^o < 0 (both source and observer confined to the left half space). 
Since for »v -> oo, 

GM-e^V^jr)-1, (1.181) 

it follows from eq. (1.178) thai 

ev - 1 -   r .e!,ff-       T (~ ^ e2imfcJ +0 (-*-) (1.182) 
yjAnka cos 0 m=o   m* \ kaf 

with similar results corresponding to Ll(k cos (j>)\ eq. (1.173) then yields for ka> 1: 

^ ^l/._2.'eu,+ ii.2Sin^Sin^o [cos[ko(sin^+sil10o)] + 

r nkp cos 0 + cof   'o   ' 
eJiff      /     j j       \      »    ei(2m+l)2*fl 

*   >A*r\ 1+      T    ^   ,,      ^ cos^sin^-sin^l- ^^TrAra \cos 0     cos 0o' m=() (2m +1)1 

eii«    /   j I    \   ^  e*2mnka I i \} 
-    A i   \      A+       7    2- -.rvrcos[Msin0 + sin0o)] + O   r     . 

(1.183) 

This result, although simple to derive, does not seem to have appeared in the literature 
(see, however, BOWMAN and WESTON [1968]). The first term in eq. (1.183) consists of 
a superposirion of edge waves from the two half planes, each in the absence of the 
other and excited by the incident field alone. The infinite sums correspond to successive 
interactions between the half planes. These mutual interaction terms may be derived 
on the basis of ray optics as described in YEE et al. [1968]; however, when the ray 
optics calculation is carried out, the quantities (2m -f 1 )* and (2m)* get replaced by 
2lm(lm+ I)1 and 22',t"l(2m)*, respectively. The simple ray optics result thus under- 
estimates the asymptotic result in eq. (1.183) and would have to be modified to obtain 
more accurate expressions. For other results concerning ray optical techniques and 
their relation to canonical problems with parallel plane geometries see FELSEN and 
YEE [l%8a. bj. 
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The Wiener-Hopf method has also been applied to yield solutions to the important 
problems of scattering and radiation from semi-infinite circular cylinders. LEVINB 

and SCHWINGKR [1948a] (see also JONES [1952a, 1964]? MORSE and FESHBACH [1953], 
NOBLE [1958]) investigated the radiation and reflection of sound waves in an open- 
ended cylindrical tube, while VAJNSHTEJN [1934] treated the problem in more detail 
for boih acoustic and electromagnetic radiation. The reflection and transmission 
properties of electromagnetic waves {Hn-modc) in an open-ended circular pipe has 
also been studied intensively by IiJfMA [1952], although his report does not seem to be 
readily available. The problem of scattering of electromagnetic plr.tC waves by a semi- 
infinite circular tube was treated by PEARSON [1953] for axial incidence and by BOW- 

MAN [1963] for general incidence; these results may be found in the exhaustive review 
of EINARSSON et al. [1966]. The scattering of sou^d waves by a solid semi-infinite 
circular cylinder with a plane end surface -/as investigated by JONHS [i955ö] (also 
MATSUI [I960]), and the treatment was extended to include the electromagnetic case 
by EINARSSON et al. [1966]. In all of these problems concerning semi-infinite circular 
cylinders, the fundamental step is to find the split functions L*{(x) and A/„+(a) (n - 
= 0, I, 2 .. .) analytic in the upper half plane and defined by 

iiWLK-a) = «iy.[a(ft2-«2)*]//<"[a(k2-a2)*]. 

<(«)<( -») = nU'laik2 - aW »'^(fc2 - a2)*], 

where a denotes the radius of the cylinder, and Im^'2-«2)* > 0 for Im^ > 0. 
For ka > 1 and ka > n the functions L*{k cos Ö), M*{k cos 0) can be expanded 
asymptotically in terms of a "universal" function V{s, q) closely related to V in eq. 
(1.177) (VAJNSHVEJN [1954], BOWMAN [1963], EINARSSON et al. [1966]). This opens 
the p( ssibility, at least for axial incidence, of obtaining diffracted field expansions 
analogous to that in eq. (1.183) for the open-ended parallel plane waveguide. The 
case ka < 1 finds application in the problem of scattering by a long thin wire (Chapter 
12). For a semi-infinite hollow cylinder of elliptical cross section, problems of acoustic 
radiation and scattering have been solved by BLASS [1951], and for tubes of arbitrary 
cross section an approximation technique based on the Wiener-Hopf method is 
discussed by LEVINE [1954a]. 

Another class ol problems that yield to exact solution by function-theoretic 
methods concerns electromagnetic or acoustic diffraction in wedge shaped regions 
where the boundary conditions are of the mixed or impedance type (see Section 1.2.4). 
In connection with obstacles with a single constant impedance, solutions for diffrac- 
tion by a half plane were obtained by SENIOR [1952, 1959a], WILLIAMS [1960] and 
MARCINKOWSKI [1961], and for the wedge by SENIOR [1959b] and WILLIAMS [1959]. 
More general problems were solved by MALIUZHINETS [1950: 1957a, b; 1959: 1960], 
who proposed and developed a method of solving diffraction problems in angular 
regions. This mclhoj is based on representing the field in a wedge-shaped region \ j 
a Sommerfeld integral (sec Chapters 6 and 8) tor which an inversion formula exists 
(MALIU/.IIIM is [195Sa]), and thereby reduces the diffraction problem to a functional 
equation for integrands. Solutions to the functional equations were obtained in many 
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interesting cases by the use of integral transforms of the Fourier type or Laplace type. 
In particular, the problem of plane-wave diffraction by a wedge with different surtace 
impedances on i*s two faces is solved in closed form (MALIUZHINETS [1959, I960]). 
MALIUZHINETS [1958b] further notes that his inversion formula for the Sommerfeld 
integral reduces in certain cases to the inversion formula of KONTOROVICH and 
LEBEDEV [1939], which has also been applied to problems associated with wedges and 
cones (see e.g. JONES [1964], KARP [1950], KONTOROVICH ar^d LEBEDEV [1939], 
LEBEDEV and SKAL'SKAVA [1962]). The solution of MALIUZHINETS [1959, 1960] for 
a wedge with two face impedances contains the solution of the shoreline problem 
(see e.g. GRüNBERG [1942, 1943, 1944], FOCK [1944], BAZER and KARP [1952], 
CLEMMOW [1953]) as a special case. An alternative method suitable for wedge-shaped 
regions was developed by PETERS [1952], who treated a hydrodynamic problem arising 
in connection with water waves on a sloping beach. This method which still involves 
the factorization of a function into two parts with overlapping regions of regularity 
was later adapted by SENIOR [!959b] to the problem of diffraction by an imperfectly 
conducting wedge. 

Many other diffraction problems have yielded to either exact or approximate solu- 
tion by means of function-theoretic techniques. WESTPFAHL [1959] (see also CASE 

[1964]) presents an asymptotic solution to the singular integral equations arising in 
diffraction by a perfectly conduclinß strip (sec Chapter 4), hut his results were vastly 
improved by KHASKIND and VAJNSIMIJN [1964] and by FIALKOVSKIY [1966]. FAULK- 

NER [!965] employed an asymptotic factorization theorem of KRANZER and RADLOW 

[196?] to treat the problem of diffraction by a wide imperfectly conducting strip, 
and his results were found by BOWMAN [1967] to be in agreement with the (simpler) 
ray-optics calculation. For diffraction by a semi-infinite plate of finite (although small) 
thickness, see JONES [1953], and for diffraction by a parallel plane waveguide of 
finite length, see JONES [1952b]. WESTPFAHL and WITTE [1967] have treated the acoustic 
diffraction by a large circular aperture or disc, and have also included an extensive 
bibliography. An interesting generalization of the Wiener-Hopf method appears in 
the papers by RADLOW [1961; 1964a, b; 1965], who found solutions to the diffraction 
problems associated with the quarter-plane and the right-angled dielectric wedge. 
In obtaining these solutions, a new function-theoretic technique employing two 
complex variables was introduced; however, the solutions arc sufficiently complicated 
that no useful physical results, such as a diffraction coefficient, are available, and the 
solutions have not met with general acceptance. 

1.2.14.4. NUMERICAL METHODS 

The integral equations for the field at the surface of the scatlercr which were present- 
ed in Section i.2.10 have been solved exactly for a few simple scattering shapes only, 
and in all these cases the solution could have been obtained by some other method, 
such as separation of variables. For bodies of complex shape, the scattering problem 
can be solved numerically by dividing the scattering surface in portions over each of 
which the amplitude and the phase of the surface field can be considered as approxi- 
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mately constant, or as varying in an approximately known way. The integral equation 
is then replaced by a set of linear algcDraic equations, to be solved numerically by a 
computer. Computer programs based on this method have been applied to the study 
of radiation and scattering from wire structures (BAGHDASARIAN and ANGELAKOS 

[1965]. MEI [1965], RICHMOND [1965], HARRINGTON [1967]), from two-dimensional 
bodies (MEI and VAN BLADEL [1963], ANDREASEN [1964, 196;a]) and from three- 
dimensional bodies (ANDREASEN [1965b], WATERMAN [1965]). 

The numerical integral equa ion method is well suited to problems in the low- 
frequency and resonance regions. If the dimensions of the scatterer are very large 
compared to the wavelength, also the number of linear algebraic equations becomes 
very large and difficult to handle by presently available computers. 

Although the integral equation approach is the most logical one for numerical 
solutions because boundary and radiation conditions are automatically taken into 
account, other methods have also been applied; thus, for example, MutLiNetal, [1965] 
have studied the two-dimensional scattering from infuite cylinders of almost circular 
cross section by assuming a scries expansion in terms of circular cylindrical wave- 
functions for the scattered field, and by imposing the boundary conditions at a finite 
number of points on the stuttering surface. 

1.3. Special functions 

1.3.1. Besscl functions 

Bessel functions arc solutions of BessePs differential equation 

z2     - +z — +(2
2
-V

2
)M ^ 0, ([.185) 

dz        dz 

where the parameter v is an unrestricted complex number. This differential equation 
has a regular singular point at z = 0 and an irregular singular point at z - oo; all 
other points are ordinary points of the differential equation. In defining the solutions 
of Bessel's equation we shall adhere to the notations used in WATSON [1958]. Detailed 
properties of the Bessel functions may be found in ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN [1964], 
ERDELVI ct al. [1953], GRADSHTEYN and RYZHIK [1965], MAGNUS and OBERHETTINGER 

[1949], MAGNUS et al. [1966] and WATSON [1958]. For numerical tables consult 
ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN [1964] and WATSON [1958]. 

When v is not ai. integer, eq. (1.185) has two independent solutions yv(z) and 
y_v(r) where 

m-0 Hl!/ (V +W+ 1) 

The function Jv{:) is known as the Bessei function of the first kind and v-th order. 
It h single-valued throughout the z-planc cut along the negative real axis from 0 
to - /_ and for fixed z (^ 0) it is an entire function of v, w hile for fixed v the function 
r  V,{r)isan entire function of z. When v is equal to a non-negative integer n, the 
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Bessel function JR{z) has no branch point and is an entire function of z; however, 
because of the linear relationship 

J..n(z) = MRCz), ([.187) 

a second independent solution to eq. (1.185) is now required. This second solution, 
known as the Bessel function of the second kind or the Neumann function, is denoted 
by Yv{z) and defined for all v by 

v-»n 

In particular, the Neumann function of non-negative integer order may be given as 

y,(2) = V-)iog(ir)-' "i {n~m-l)](izr-' - 
n 7t m = o       m! 

nm%i~\fmm[lß + m)l 
where for non-negative integer m, 

^m) = -C+ f - ,      ^(0) = -C       C - 0.5772 ,.. (Eulcrs constant). (1.190) 

The finite sum in eq. (1.189) is to be omitted if « = 0. The Neumann function is 
single-valued in the cut r-plane and for fixed z( ^ 0) is an entire function of v. Equation 
(1.187) is also valid for Kn(r). The function* V (z) and Kv(r) are real If v is real and r is 
positive. 

Two functions of frequent occurrence are the Bessel functions of the third kind 
H[l)(z) and H[2){z), also called the first and second Hankel functions, respectively. 
These are defined as the linear combinations 

H[l)(z) = Jv(zH\Yv(zl 

H[2\z)~JAz)~\Yv{z). 

For v ^ /; where n is an integer, it follows from eqs. (1.188) and (M91) that 

H[l\z) = (isin vTrrV-vfrW^e-n l9 

H[2\z) = (isin vnyV<(z)eiv*'J-Ml 

whereas for v = /; (n - 0, L 2, ...) application of eq. (1.189) to eqs. (1.191) yields 

//',M:,U) = l± f-«og(ir) 
71 

,<(l)7.^(«-m:1)!(lr)2_- 
TI w - o       m: 

Kquation (1,187) is also valid tor H*Jha\z). 
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Equation (1.185) is unchanged if v is replaced by -v, and the following linear 
relations exist: 

F_.v(2) « Jv(z) sin vn+ Yv{z) cos VTT, 

H{IlA2)(z) - e1'^//^'12^), (1.194) 

2y_v(z) = c^Hi^+e-^H^iz), 
2ir>v(z) = eiv,l//t1)(z)-e-|v,l//l2)(z). 

The Besscl functions are single-valued for all points z of the principal branch 
]argz| < n. The transition to different functional branches across the cut (-oo, 0) 
can be made by means of the relations 

Jv(zemK) = e-iMVVv(z), 

nize'-) = t-'^YM+li sin (mm) cot (v^K(z), 
- sin (v;r)f/(v

,)(zelw,,) = sin [(m- l)v7t]if<,)(z)+e"lv'r sin (mv;r)i/<2)(z),   {       j 

sin (v7t)H[2\zeim*) = sin[(m-f Ov^H^^+e^^sin^vTr)//^^), 

where m is an integer. 
Various Wronskian determinants can be derived. Define ^{w^z), W2W} - 

W1(Z)M2(-)-W2(Z)M'I(Z) where the prime denotes (d/dz), then 

W{JM>J~M} = -2(äZ)~1 sin VTT, 

W{Jv{z)tYviz)}~2(nzr\ 

W{JMHilU2)iz)} = ±2i{nzrx. 
It follows from the first Wronskian in eq. (1.196) that 7v(z) and J.v{z) are not linearly 
independent solutions when v is an integer; the remaining Wronskians never vanish 
and therefore the corresponding pairs of functions are always linearly independent. 
Still further Wronskians can be deduced by means of eqs. (1.194) and (1.196); for 
example 

IV{yv(z), r_v(z)}= -2(7rz)-Isinv^ 

indicating that Yv(z) and K-V(z) are linearly independent except when v is an integer. 
The following recursion and differentiation formulas hold: 

jv-1(.')+yv+1(2) = ?vjv(2). 
Z 

Jv-1(z)-Jv+1(z) = 2d^(r), 
dz 

(1.198) 

while for w = 0, 1, 2. . ., 

(1.199) 
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The siime relations are also valid for Bessel »unctions of the second and third kind. 
DilTerentiation with respect to the order leads to 

^=^)iog(iz)-1 tjm±E^f:,      (im) 
dv m=o       m!r(v-f m-H) 

dYv(z) 

dv 
= cot (vn)dJv(~z) -cosec (v^) f^W ~nY-,v{z)\ ,     (L201) 

dv i    dv J 

where ij/ is the digamma function 

iKv)= -logr(v + l). (1.202) 
dv 

For non-negative integer arguments in ^ see eq. (1.190). 
When v is fixed and |z| -> oo Hankel's asymptotic expansions of the various Bessel 

functions arc 

H["(z) ~ |/A exp [i(z-iv7r-i*)] f ^^ m),      (-^ < arg z < 2*), 
f nz m = o     (7iz)m 

(1.203) 

Hi'Az) ~ l/lexpr-Kz-ivTr-iTT)] I 5-^,       i~2n < arg z < n), 
f nz m-o(2izr 

(1.204) 

205) 

Jv(z} ^ y       cos(z-iv^-^) J v    -~\i--J - 
f nz i m=o      (2z)2m 

-sin (z-ivn-in) % v -    ^-~J   ,      (|arg z| < *),   (I. 
m= (ZZ) J 

r/ ^     l/2  f-   /      i        i ^ (-!)>, 2m) . >v(') - y       sin(z-ivn-in) X        /^r-, ; + 
f nrl m=o      (2z)m 

+ cos(z-iv^-W l (~^(^v+1)l ,       (largzl < nl   (1206) 

where (v, m) is the Hankel symbol defined by 

v, m) = -      v, (1.207) 
m!r(i-fv-m) 

(v.O)^l,   (v,^^^2-12]--^2-^^)2]       lor   „.,,2 (l.2()8) 
22mm\ 

I or discussit^n of the remainders in cqs. (1.203) through (1.206) ;it"tcr the .U-!h 
lerms sec WMSON [1958] and MNJIR [1932]. Tor real positive values of z and v, 
the renuinders arc less in absolute \alue than the absolute value of the first discarded 
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term. If v = #+ i (« = 0, 1, 2,...) the asymptotic series in eqs. (1.203) through 
(1.206) terminate and the Hankel symbol becomes 

(n+1,w) = J?+I?)L. (,.209) 
m\(n — m)\ 

In this case the Bessel functions reduce to elementary functions. 
For z fixed and |v] -> oo: 

JM - ]/-~ l-Yu+0(v-,)l |arg v| < n, (1.210) 
' 2nv \2v/ 

J.v(z) - sin (v^) j/-2 (^\  V[l + 0(v-1)],       larg v| < n.       (1.211) 

From these one can obtain asymptotic expansions for Kv(z), H[u'(2)(z) by means of 
eqs. (1.188) and (1.192); for example, if v -♦ +Oü then 

YM -y~-{~y\i+o{v^)].        (1.212) 

The DEBYE [1909, 1910] asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions have been 
discussed in detail by WATSON [1958]. These are expansions valid when both v and z 
are large and complex, although z is supposed to be restricted such that |arg z\ < \n. 
The ratio v/z is restricted to lie in certain regions of the complex (v/z)-plane and the 
results are useful only if |v-zl > |v*|. Auxiliary angles y, a, /?are introduced by the 
relations 

y 
- = coshy = cosh(a-,-ij3), (1.213) 
z 

where a may have any real value and ß is restricted by 0 < ß < JTI. Because of 
Stakes1 phenomenon, the complex (v/z)-plane must be divided into separate regions 
as illustrated in Fig. 1.6. The continuous curves that start at v/z = 1 are prescribed 
parametrically by the equations 

Re I - J = cofh a' cos ß\ 

Im I   I = sinh a' sin ß\ 

(«.214) 

where *', ß' are restrained by the relation 

I--a'tanh *'-/*'cot/:■'' = 0, (1.215) 

whereas the continuous curves that begin at v/r ~ - 1 are determined by eqs. (1.214) 
except that now a', ß' are restrained b^ 

1-a'tanh *'-f (?r-/T)cot/r = 0. (1.216) 
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lm(v/i) 

Fig. 1.6. Regions in the complex (»'/')-plane (WATSON [1958]). 

It is convenient to introduce the functions S[}\z) and 5(
v
2)(z), where these arc given 

asymptotically by the formulas 

S(u(.| ^ exp(v(ianhy-y)-ik} y  r(m + i)        Am 

(-iivxrtanhy)*      «.=0    r(i)    (ivtanhyr' 

S(2)(rj^ expi-v(tanhv-y) + Jnc}  ^ r(m4-i) ^m 
(-Jiv^tanhy)* nf?o    r{\)     (-^vtan tanh y)" 

(1.217) 

(1.218) 

with 

arg (~}iv7r lanh y) = arg r -f arg (-i sinh y),       |arg {-i sinh y)| < \n.   (1.219) 

The values of ^0, Al and A2 are 

Ao = \%   /I, = H - 24 coth2 )\ ,l 220. 

^: = 12 H - lit toth2 y + ;;5
5
6- cothv y. 

The asymptotic forms of the Bessel functions in the various regions of the (v'/r)-p!ane 
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TABLH 1 1 (WATSON (1958)) TABJ.H 1.2 (WATSON (1958J) 

Regions s["u) Regions S\2Hz) 

1, 3,4 H^Hz) 1.2. 5 H[?Hz) 
2.6a Uyiz) 3. 7a 2Jv(z) 

5.7b 2c-W_vU) 4, 6b 2eiv«y..v(z) 

6b cilVv«^M)(ze-lW«) 6a eiMv«//(2)|,ei,\fjt) 

7a e-iMvK//n)(re-iMn )                           7b e-iNv*H[2HwiN*) 

are expressed in terms of S(
v
n(z) and 5(

v
2){z) by means of Tables I.I and 1.2. In these 

tables, M and N are positive integers such that M is the smallest integer for which 

l~atanha + [(M + l)7r-/rjcot/? > 0,       0 < ß < in ([.221) 

and N is the smallest integer for which 

l-atanha-(iV7r + /?)cot/^ > 0,       {n < ß < n. (i.222) 

In the critical case /i - JTT, the expansions appropriate to region 1 are valid. For 
regions 6 and 7 the circuit relations in eqs. (1.195) can be used to express the Hankel 
functions in the forms given in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. For sufikiently large \\ the terms 

TABLE 1.3 

Regions sVHz) 

6b        (isini*)-Uc2WvV-v(r)-e-iv«yv(r)l 
7a        (i sin rrr)1 [/_/::) - c-HlM+i)v«/v(r)] 

TABLE 1.4 

Regions S[2Hz) 

6a (isinr.-7)-,[ei^M+l>v't7vü)   J„y{z)] 

lb (isinrrr) 'fc^VJr)   <i~iiMvnJ„J2)\ 

involving M and .V in Tables 1.3 and 1.4 become subdominant with the result that 
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 may be replaced by the simpler Tables f.5 and 1.6. From the tables 
asymptotic expansions of any fundamental system of solutions of BessePs equation 

TABLE 1.5 1 ABLh 1.6 

Regions S\}Hz) Regions S[2U:) 

1. 3. 4 U[]hz) 1,2, 5 N\2U:) 

:, 6a, 6b ?Jvi:) 3, 7a. 7b jyv(--» 

\ 7a, 7b 2e "UV.,V<.:) 4, (>a. f>b 2c,v"./_v(.') 
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can be constructed when v and z are both arbitrarily large complex numbers, the real 
part of z being positive. For an alternate summary of the Debye expansions see 
CAMPOPIANO [1957], and in the case of real positive z but complex v see HONL et al. 
[1961] (NUSSENZVEIG [1965] notes that HöNL et al. [1961] contains several mistakes). 

When v and z are both large but |v-z| <> |v*| the Debye asymptotic exparsions 
are no longer valid, and it is necessary to employ expansions suitable for the transi- 
tional regions. In the following, it is supposed that z = *, * > 0 and the parameters 
w, t are defined as 

m = (ix)*,       / = (v-x)/m, (1.223) 

chen form -> oo: 

Ux) ~ - ^ U)- -~L [4ft(0+/V(/)]4- - J— [(IL/^26r2M/)-f 
mjn \ 60m2 2520m4 

+(6f3 + 18K(0]+O(m'6)|, (f.224) 

fix) ~ -4 [v'itH ÄA
! 2 [4/.'(/)+(6-/3).(/)]+ ——i liit5~16t2)v'{t)+ 

60m 10080m m s'n 

■f(3/4-168/)r(/)]4-0{m~6)), (1.225) 

-i 

60m 2520m ms n 

+(6f3+l8)vv;(/)] + 0(nr6) , (1.226) 

//;"(.v) ^    2   _ lw'M+   A-- [4„v;(() + (6-/>1(0] + 

+       1     J(^5-76/2)vv;(0 + (3/4-168/^,(0]+ 0(m-6)! , (1.227) 
l()080m4 ) 

where Ihe RKK [1945] notation for the Airy functions has been used, 

«(r) = N ffBi(0,      r(0= v^Ai(f), 
^,(0 = N4Bi(0 + iAi(r)l, (1.228) 

ns(0= x4B.'(/)-iAi(0]. 

Sec Section 1.3.2 for definitions of the Airy functions. Kxpansions for Yv{.\), y'v(
x) 

arc obtained from ./v(.v), J'v(.\) upon replacing r(/) by -//(/) in eqs. (1.224) and (1.225), 
while expansions for //(

v
:,(.v), Hl

v
2i'(x) arc obtained from //^(.v).//(v

n'(.v) upon 
replacinii ii',(/)b> - u:(0ineqs, (1.226)and (1.227). Tor other asymptotic expansions 
sec the referertces alreads cited, to which may be added LANCIIR [1931, 1932], CillKRY 
[1^50]. Oi MR [1^52, 1^54] and Scfiöm. [1W]. 
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Modified Bessel and Hankel functions, /v(z) and Kv(z), respectively, are often used. 
They may be defined by 

Iv(z) = c-^^ze*1-),      (-^ < argz ^ ^ 

/v(z) = e^Uze-***)*      (in < arg z <; TT), {' Z) 

KM = ink*'tvnHi"(ze*in), (-^ < arg z g fr), 

Kv(z) = -i™riiv,7/i2)(ze-*h'),      {"in < arg z ^ n). (L230) 

For all values of z, /v(z) and /^(z) are linearly independent functions. Each is single- 
valued throughout the z-plane cut along the negative real axis, and for fixed z(/ 0) 
each is an entire function of v. When v is equal to a non-negative integer «, the 
modified Bessel function /„(z) is an entire function of z. Both modified functions are 
real when v is real and z is positive, and if in addition v > -1, then both functions 
are positive. Other properties of the modified Bessel functions can be deduced from 
those of ordinary Bessel functions by the application of eqs. (1.229) and (1.230). The 
function Afv(z) is sometimes called the Macdonald function of v-th order 

The spherical Bessel functionsyv(z), >>v(z), h[l}(z) and h[2)(z) are defined in terms of 
ordinary Bessel functions by the relations 

AW = )/£ W)- 

^(z) = j/-"-yv+i(rX (1.231) 

fct,M2,(r) = ^J tf:ViU,(4 

These functions satisfy the differential equation 

z2^ +2zdM +[z2-v(v+!)> = 0 (1.232) 
dz dz 

or 

(£2+.)(.u) = ^,)
M. (1.233) 

The properties of the spherical Bessel functions follow from those of the ordinary 
Bessel functions. For v = /i (« = 0, 1, 2,. ..) the spherical Hankel functions may be 
represented by the finite series expansions 

m-o ml{n~m)'. 

/^,(--)-i""--''f,:i ("+"',! (21--)-'". 
n o »i!(;j-m)! 

(1.234) 

and expansions (or],{:), .r,(ri lolluw upon application of 

2U:) = h':\z) + li:'{:).      2i.,(.-) = hl'^-h'SH:). (1.235) 
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The representations in eqs. (1.234) are clearly useful when \z\ -■♦ oo. Alternative 
expressions are 

fci'^z)=**■•(-4)" ~< \    zdz/    z 

j,(z)~2'(.±y™I, (,.236) 
\    zdz/     z 

/ v « /      d X" cos z 

sometimes known as Rayleigh's formulas. Ascending series representations may also 
be obtained; in particular, 

,M_,vy (-l)> + m)!zJ- 
m=o m!(2n+2m-l-l)! 

-1     *   r{2n-lm + \)zlm (L237) 

^    Ä2"z"+,««o   m!r(n-m + i) 

Equation (1.232) is unchanged if v is replaced by - v-1, and the following linear 
relations exist: 

j-v-xiz) = -/v(z)sin V7c->\.(z)cos v/r, 
j'-v-iW =;v(z)cosv^->'v(z)sin v/r, (1.238) 
^j'JfV) = ±ie±ivVj(

v
,M2)(z). 

It is clear that tnese relations simplify if v is an integer. 
For the Wronskian determinant, define ^{^(z), u2(z)} to mean M,(Z)M2(Z)~ 

--M2(Z)M;(Z), then 
W{jJiz\yv{z)}~z-\ 

w{jAz\h(:^\z)] = ±\z-\ 
\V{yx(zlh\^l\z)}=-z-1. 

Al! the paivs of functions in eqs. (1.239) are linearly independent. 
The recursion formulas in eqs. (1.198) become 

.     ,  ,    .     ,  x      2v 4-1 . ,  v 

vjv.1(z)-(v+l)7v+1(r) = (2v+l)dj;(r), 
dr 

while for m = 0, 1, 2,.. . the differentiation formulas in eqs. (1.199) become 

I   d 

(1.240) 

1.241! 
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The same relations are also valid for spherical Bessel functions of the second and 
third kind. 

The functions defined by 

U*) = UM      Ct0' (2)(z) = zftf >• '2>(z), (1.242) 

and known as Riccati-Bessel functions, are also in common usage. The properties 
of these functions follow directly from those of the spherical Bessel functions or of 
the ordinary Bessel functions. It is worthwhile here to write out the asymptotic ex- 
pansions in the transitional regions corresponding to eqs. (1.224) through (1.227). 
In particular, for ;c > 0, m = (i-*)*, / = (v-*)//« and m -► oo: 

tf^W ~ m* Li)- -L [4/.(0+'2'''(')]+ ^-4 [(Ä'5+26rX0 + 
\ oü/M 2j2\)fn 

+ (6*3+18)i/(0] + O(m-6)}, (1.243) 

l 60m 

+ .Jn  4[(;''-34»2Ki<)+3f4.>(')] + 0(«|-6)), (1.244) 
10080m ' 

Cl'JiW - -i'^ k(0       , , [4^,(/) + r2w;(/)]+ ^  4[(27o'5 + 26r2)w1(i) + 
y bitnr 2520m 

+ (6rJ+18)>v;(/)] + 0(m {,){ , (1.245) 

ClL^.v) - im^ |w;(f)+ J i [4nv;(f)-(9+r2)W|(0] + 
l 6()»i 

+ „vl  4[(5'5-34l2)H.;(/)+3/4iv1(0]+O(»r')L (1.246) 
10080/?/ ' 

where ((/). »»,(/) are defined in eqs. (1.228) along with w(/), »^(O- Expansions for 
C(v-j(v), Cl-^v) follow those of Cl-^v), Cl-iC^) upon replacing u,(/) by -H^/) 

in eqs. (1.245) and (1.246). It shv>uld be noted that interchanges of notations for the 
spherical Bessel and Ricvati-Besscl functions, as well as other notations for these 
functions, appear in the literature. 

1.3.2. Airy /'unitions 

The Airy functions Ai(r) and Bi(:), detineJ a:, in MMJIR [1946], are linearlv 
in.lepejHlenl solutions of the dillerential equation 

^"-r^O, (1.247) 
dr 

.nui nus\ be expre^ed as linear ci mbiiKitionN o\' Hesse! hinciuwu of order  t \- m 
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particular, 

Ai(z) = K/*['-*(i**W*«**)] = l JWi**)* (1.248) 
n 

Bi(z) = v/iz[/.^z*) + /i«z*)], (r.249) 

where /y(z) and Kv{z) are the modified Bessel functions defined in Section 1.3.1. 
In terms of ordinary Bessel functions: 

Ai(-z) = iv/rJJ.t(iz*)+^(^)] 

= iv/iz[e,1X)«z*)+e""'w<+2,(^1)]- (1-250) 

Bi{-r) = Jfzy.^z^-J^)] 
= iiv/Me'i"«V,(i-'■)-e"ii"Wi2,(l-',)]. ((.251) 

The Airy functions Ai(z), Bi(z) are entire transcendental functions of z and are real 
for real values of z. Their derivatives are expressible in terms of Bessel functions of 
order + ]: 

Ai'(z) = UU-*&*)-!*(&)] = -7; ^ii:1)* (1252) 
ny/3 

Bi'(z)=  %V-*(&)+1 *&% (1.253) 

AiVz)= -WS**)-^*)] 

= Ji. [iT^WW^iiz*)], (1254) 
2V 3 

Bi'{--)=   '  ^-^i) + ^(^)] 

« ~. [e-4"wy,(iS«)-c-""H</'(|r*)]. (1.255) 

Other properties of the Airy functions are readily obtainable from those of the Bessel 
functions. 
Integr il representations for the Airy functions are 

Ai(z)= cxp(ir'-z0d/, (1.256) 
2n'\J , c   *'* 

Bi(r) = cxp{l/'-r/)dr4' cxp^r1-^^  .      025 57) 

which ti»r -"      v ( v rcil) m;i\ he written as 

\\{.\) -     1   cos(U3 + A7)d/, (I.25X) 
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BiW = - r[cxp(-ity + xl) + s\n(it3 + xt)]dt. (f.259) 

The integral in eq. (1.258) is closely related to the integral first introduced by AIRY 

[1838] and thus bears his name. 
An important relation between Airy functions is 

AiCze^*') = ie^AKzl + iBKz)], (L260) 

from which it follows that 

Ai(z) W*iAi(2e*',i) + e-*,,iAi(2e-*',i) = 0f (1.261) 

Bi(z)+e*,liBi(ze^i) + eM',iBi(2e"4Ri) - 0, (1.262) 

Bi(z) - einiAi(zeiriHe-iRiAi(ze-*Äi). (1.263) 

Various Wronskian determinants can be derived. Let Jf^w^z), Uiiz)} denote 
w1(z)Mi(z)~M2(2)w'i(z) where the prime means (d/dz), then 

^{Ai(z), Bi(z)} = I/K, 

^{Ai(2), Ai(ze1},ri)} -  l eTiK'\ (1.264) 
In 

^{AKze^'^AKze"^)} =   ~. 
2n 

All the pairs of functions in eqs. (1.264) are linearly independent. 
The functions Ai(z), Ai'{z) have zeros, denoted — «„, - ßH respectively, on the 

negative real axis only, while the functions Bi(z), Bi'(z) have zeros on the negative 
real axis and in the sector in < |argz| < in. LOGAN [1959] has tabulated the first 
fifty zeros of both Ai and Ai'. For real x the functions Ai(^) and Bi(.v), their first 
derivatives Ai'(.v) and Bi'(,v), and also ±M(x) and ±N{x), where 

[M(x)]2 = Ai2(.t)4-Bi2(.x),       [N(x)Y = Ai'2(x)-f Bi'2(x), 

are plotted in Fig. 1.7 as a function of .v. Numerical tables of Airy functions may be 
found in MILLER [1946] and in ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN [1964]. 

Normalized Airy functions as defined by FOCK [1945, 1965) are frequently used. 
These are: 

,/(z) = N/*Bi(z),       r(z) = N^Ai(z), 
ul(r) = N"[Bi(r) + iAi(2)], (1.265) 

^(z)-x^(Bi(z)-iAi(z)], 

and obey the Wronskian relationships 

\y\u(=).v{:)\ = - I, 
^i»v,(z), M'.(Z)[ = 2i, 

. (f.266) 
irj«(zKH^2(z)J - TL 

l»;r(r), n!>:(:);  = I. 
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-16        -14        -12        -10        -8 -6 

Fig. 1.7. The Airy functions (MILLER [1946]). 

For .v real numerical tables of w(.x), v(x) and the derivatives w'(jr), v (x) are supplied 
by FOCK [1965]. 

1.3.3. Fock fmet ions 

Th .J functions owe their first extensive application to diffraction theory to 
FOCK [1946], after whom they are named. Here we limit our consideration to 
the definitions and expansions of those Fock functions and related functions which 
are used in this book. An exhaustive treatment including numerical tables and dia- 
grams is to be found in the two reports by LOGAN [1959], whose terminology is adopt- 
ed: see also the survey article by LOGAN and YEE [1962). 

The Fock functions are: 

f(i}=f<"\i)=    \   \    C      d/=e * dL 

i   r   jit pü« r      ji' 

(1.267) 

(L268) 

where F is a contour which starts at infinity in the angular sector JTT < arg / < n% 

passes between the origia and the pole of the integrand nearest the origin, and ends 
at infinity in the angular sector -JTT < i.rg r < J^. These functions can be generalized 
as follows (n is an integer): 

r'n) = .«*» 

Nff.'/   u,!/) 
d/. 

.. ;:•'/    w'.{t) 

(1.269) 

(1270) 
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For large negative values ol {: 

1.3 

/({)~2i{e-^jl-i3 + 2l- + ...j. (1.271) 

9U)~2c-^(i+4L-r'+...). (1-272) 

For positive values of s, the Fock functions/^'(f) and giM){i) may be expanded in 
series of residues: 

/(«>(£) TT fj-^2*W*y ty* exP^^ *) (F273) 
/        Ai'(-a,) 

(1.274) 

where x, and //< are the /-th roots of the equations Ai(-.v) = 0 and Ai'(-A:) = (), 
respectively (see Section 1.3.2). Functions closely related U>/({) and #(<;) are: 

FH) =m)e™\      6(0 = g(i)e™\ (1.275) 

which have the asymptotic behavior: 

10, fcr   c -* + oo; 

(2, for   i -+ ~ oo, 
b, for   f -► +oo. 

Amplitude and pluse of/((f) and (/(c) are shown in Fig. 1.8. 

GH) 

(1.276) 

(1.277) 

I tii  1.8, AnipliUKlc (al and phase lb) of the Kofk functions />i) und v(«"> (Lociw (195^)). 
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The reflection coefficient functions p{i) and q{i) are defined by: 

m = IP»«) = -L f  *'l e'*di = e^ f -Ai% e'*d/, (1.278) 
v

;7rJr w,(/) 2N/7r Jr Ai(/eihl) 

?({) = «(0)«) = ± f ^ e^d/ = - ^ f -^ e'^dr,     (1.279) 
,/jrJr w;(r) 2v/7t./r Ai^e*1*) 

where r(/) is given in the Section 1.3.2; they can be generalized as follows (w is an 
integer): 

<') e*d,, 
(') 

(1.280) 

(1.281) 

(1.282) 

For large negative values of s: 

m - K/:::^exp[-i(^ + i,r)]{I-2ir3 + 20r6+ ...}, 

m~ -iv
/:^exp[-i(TVf3 + ^)]{l+2ir3-28r6+...}.    (r.283) 

The amplitudes of p(^) i\ndij(Q) are shown in Fig. 1.9. 

3.?n 

Fig. 1.9. Amplitude ot the reflection coeftiuent functions^(c) and ,'/(:) (LIKIAN [1959)). 

Rctkvtion coeflicient functions which arc closely related to /)(.;) and ij(c) and arc 
frequently used are: 

pii) - P{i)+ 

(/(:-) - </(CM- - 
i 

(1.284) 

(1.285) 
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their real and imaginary parts are shown in Fig. 1.10. 

1.3 

(a) (b) 

hig.I. 10. Real (-)and imaginary ( -) parts of the reflection coefficient functions/»(c) and </(:), 
(a) and (b)t respectively (LOGAN [19591). 

The following functions often appear in the Soviet literature (here the caiet does 
not mean unit vector): 

Hi) ~ Pii)*^ y(i)-m^\ 
tiix       e*" 

2^n 2isn 

The '*universa^, Fock function V^a, r, t]) is defined as: 

y^a.x.n) - je1" | eil,,Ai((^T)e*"4i*)+ 

(1.286) 

Ai'(/e-4,',) + ^,'tAi(le4,,,) 
d/.    (1.287) 
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This is valuable in the treatment of bodies whose surfaces are characterised by an 
impedance (proportional to i;), and aJso finds application to the perfectly conducting 
parabolic cylinder, where tj ~ 0. 

1.3.4. Fresnel integrals 

The Fresnel integral F(w)i v ith u' denoting a complex variable, is defined as 

F(»v) = Te1^, (r.288) 

where the path of integration is subject to the restriction 0 < arg/i < \n as n -♦ oo. 
The function F{w) is an entire transcendental function of »v and is related to the 
complementary error function Erfc(H) originally introduced by KRAMP [1799] (see 
ERD^LVI et al. [1953J); in particular, 

F(\v) = eii,cErfc(e '*%) (1.289) 
where 

Erfc( (1.290) 

A factor 2/y/n on the right-hand side of eq. (f.290) often appears in the definition of 
Erfc(M). The following series representations converge everywhere in the finite u- 
plane: 

II^O w!(2f?-^l), 

(~2iw2r 

^) = iv7reiiR-vvX 

'V «=ol-3...(2w-M) 

From these it is clear that F(w) satisfies the symmetry relation 

For »• --» x> and - ^ < arg w < n, an asymptotic expansion of F{w) is 

1-3... (2«-1)1 

(1.291) 

(1.292) 

F(w) - — ew2 fi + f 
2»v       L     --I        (2iw2)', ']• 

(f.293) 

(1.294) 

Asymptotic expansioni for other ranges of arg u* can be obtained from the combined 
use ofeqs. (1.293) and (1.294). 

The function F(w) may be written as 

where C(u) and S(u) are the FRESNEL [1821--22] integrals 

r(w) =    cos(^r2)d/, 
* 0 

S(u) = ( sin(i^2)d/. 

(1.295) 

(1.296) 
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For real u, the curve represented parametrically by 

x = C(W).      y = S(u) 

isthe well-known spiral of CORNU [1874] (see e.g. SOMMERFELD [1954], Rossi [1957]). 
For a list of numerical tables consult ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN [1964] and HENSMAN 

and JENKINS [1957]. 

1.3.5. Legendre functions 

The Legendre functions are solutions of the differential equation 

dz dz      L 1-z J 

where the parameters v, ^ are unrestricted complex numbers. The differential equation 
(1.297) has regular singular points at z - ± 1, oo and these points appear as ordinary 
branch points in the solutions. The variable z is therefore generally distinguished into 
two categories: first, the variable z may be an arbitrary point in the complex z-plane 
with the exception of points on the cut along the real axis r'rom +1 to - oo; second, 
the variable z is a real number x lying in the interval -1 ^ * g 1. For complex z 
the Legendre functions will be defined as in HOBSON [1931], whereas for real z be- 
tween -1 and + 1, we adopt a definition that differs from HOBSON [1931] but coin- 
cides with another commonly used definition (e.g. STRATTON [1941]). Many different 
definitions and notations for the Legendre functions have appeared in the literature 
and therefore, when a reference is consulted, great care should be exercised to deter- 
mine what definition is employed by the author. Detailed properties of the Legendre 
functions may be found in ERD^LYI et al. [1953], GRADSHTEYN and RYZHIK [1965], 
HOBSON [1931], MACROBERT [1948], MAGNUS and OBERHETTINGER [1949], MAGNUS 

et al. [1966] and ROBIN [1957-1959]. The last reference also contains an extensive list 
of numerical tables to which may be added ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN [1964]. 

In the complex z-plane the Legendre functions P*(z) and (??(z) of the first and 
second kind, respectively, are defined by 

P"(-") = n/.'      ("""iV'^-v.v+l; I-,,:«"--")). Il-=l < 2   (1.298) 

«<-■'=^!;::i;'
K.""'>''F(! ^^•■»^^- 

\z\ > 1     (1.299) 

where 

|arg(z±l)| < *,       |argz| < n (1.300) 

and A IN the lupcrgcometric function defined by 

.,   .     ..v n«+«)r(/>4ii)r(cr      ,..    , M .nn f (d. />: <; J = > ~     ,       (J < 1. (1.301) 
no   V{a)V{h)!{vMi)n\ 
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The functions defined in eqs. (1.298) and (1.299) are single-valued and regular in the 
z-plane cut along the real axis from +1 to -oo. They may be uniquely continued 
without restriction to other complex values of z outside the cut by means of the 
transformation formulas for the hypergeometric function. Altogether, there are 72 
different ways to represent a solution of Legendrc's differential equation (1,297) in 
terms of the hypergeometric function with 18 different arguments. 

Equation (1.297) remains unchanged if// is replaced by -//, v by ~ v- I, or r by 
—r, and the following linear relations exist: 

P.-'W = S^^ TW- * e-'"" sin Möfc)! . -v 1.302) r(v+n+\)l n J 

Q:'{z) = e-
2"-' fc'i+lJgJK,), (,.303) 

r(v+p+i) 

Pl,.,^) = P{!(.-), ([.304) 

ö"-v,,(r) = {sin [(y+ß)nmz)-*<** (v«)e""/';(:)}/Sin l(v-,,)nl (1305) 

!*(-:) = eTi,"i*(2)- 2e-i"" sin [(v+uWQtiz), (1306) 
n 

ßW-r) =-e^'^z), (1.307) 

where in the last two formulas the upper or lower sign is taken according as Im z ^ 0. 
The Wronskian relation is 

P!(z) -f- QW-QSiz) -d P*v(z) = /t
C-~^£t\ (1.308) 

dz dz (l-z2)r(v-/z+l) 

and by means of eqs. (L302) through (f.307), still further Wronskians may be derived, 
such as 

Pt'z) ? Prtf-P^z) f- PKz) = 2- M, (,,309) 
dr d: n r — 1 

6«.-) j1 ?;"(.-)-P-(-) f e«.-) = p-, (rjio) 
d; d: r*—1 

prod n-D-pri-r)d p^ =2 ^[^'M^+ji+il. (,.3,,, 
dr dr n     (r2-l)r(v~/i+l) 

Kri»iii those it may be concluded thai P^z). Q*{z) are linearly independent except 
when v~/< or v t /< arc negative integers: PJ(r). P^^r) are linearly independent except 
when // is an integer; CVv(r)' Pv"(-) a^L, linearly independent except when v-H* is a 
negative integer (in which case (#(-)Js ru>l defined): and Pv(rK PJ(-r) are linearly 
iiulcpendeni except when //    v or // f v+ I arc positive integers. 
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The following recurrence relations are valid for both Py{z) and Qtiz). FA varying 
order: 

it ~ -'-1)n:) = {z2 ~ ^^'M' <,-3l3) 

and for varying degree: 

(z2-i) f p;(z) = vzPW-iv+tW.jz) 

= -(v+l)zP;(z)+(v-/i+1^,(2). (!.314) 

Many other contiguous relations can be derived from these. 
For /i = m, /H = 0, 1, 2,. .., eqs. (1.302) and (1.303) simplify to 

r(vH-m + l) 

Q;m(j) = r(v-w+i)Q :(r) 

r(v + m + l) 

(f.315) 

Also for // = m, A» = 0, U 2,. .., we have 

dzm 

Q:(=) = {=2-\)im^mQv{=). 

(1.316) 

For v = //, /i = 0, I, 2,... and // ^ 0, 1, 2.. .., the function /^(r) is a polynomial 
of degree n multiplied by an elementary function. On the other hand, for // - m, 
m = 0, 1, 2, ..., the function /'"(r) is a polynomial of degree «-m multiplied by an 
elementary function, and if m > n then P"^) = 0. The functions P^z) and Q*(z) 
satisfy the relations 

(1.317) 

and may be represented by 

P:(r)=l-     i;      a       (r2-!)", (1.318) 
2 V      drfl 

(2«-1)! d.-'^L J.-  («2-I)-MJ 
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For purely imaginary argument z - ± i{, { > 0 a useful expression is 

'     e±1,('+""^(v+i)({+V?+7^',+, 

xF(v-,(+U-.:v+i;(i+;Ti_).        (,,20) 

This representation also converges at <J = 0 provided Re /i ^0; in particular 

Q?(±io) = m^+i))s^-expüi(2^v:FI))i}i       32l) 

ör(±i0) = m^+V^np {W^n}, (1.322) 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument. 
For Legendre functions in which z = x = cos Ö, where -1 < x <\ and 0 < 0 < TT, 

it is convenient lo introduce slightly modified solutions of eq. (1.297) since the limits 
of Pt{z), Qtiz) differ in general according as r -► x+iO or z -♦ jc-iO. These modified 
solutions are denoted by PJ(JC) and Q^x) and defined by 

P:(.x) - ie-^^^P^x + ^ + e^^P^x-iO)], (1.323) 

Q;(.V) = ie-^^e-^^Q^x + ^+e^^ß^x-iO)], (1.324) 

where/(x± 10) means iime^0/(x±ie). The function Pv(x) may also be written as 

P'lx) = ' e-2i^[e-ii,1Ke!;(x-f-iO)-eiiMRQ;(x-iO)]. (1.325) 
71 

The definitions (1.323) through (1.325) for the Legendre functions P*(x)t Q*(x) 
on the cut differ from those in HOBSON [1931]; the definitions here contain an extra 
factor exp ( —i/m). 

Convenient alternative representations for ß^cos O±i0) are given by 

(WCOS^MO) = I      n     r(v+/l4"l)ei^exp{4:i[(v+i)ö+i7r]} 
1 2 sin 0    r(v + i) 

xf-(j+/U-^v + i;;,e^). (1.326) 
\ 2 sm 0/ 

C>r(cos^±i0) = N-'MV + ^+I) sin.0e^eXp(Ti[(, + /i+1^_i/m]} 
/'(v + J) 

x/l^/i+L/^iM + Jie'21*), (1.327) 

and the application of these equations to eqs. (1.324) and (1.325) leads to trigono- 
metric expansions of P^cos 0) and Q^(cos 0)\ for example, for 0 < 0 < n: 
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n™S) = ^i^1) sin-fle-S ^-iM^iL+il. 
Vnr(v+J) Ä       s!(v + i)s 

xsin[(2s+v+m-l)0j, (1.328) 

r(v + J) .fo      5!(v+J). 

xcos[(2s+v+/j+l)e] (1.329) 

where the symbol (a), means 

(a)s = r(a + s)/r(ot). (1.330) 

For |JC| < ),eq. (1.298) yields 

PJ(x±iO) = £_(i±i     f(-v. v+1; l^/iiKl-x)). (!.331) 

For 0 < 0 < n, therefore, eqs. (1.323) and (1.331) lead to the trigonometric series 

Pv-(cos 0) = e"« tan« W) f L^M+l+ilEL^), (,.332) 
5=0 s!r(v-s+i)r(/i+s+i) 

/-P-(cosö) = e'-tan'ttfl)! ^M!±i±i^(MWv+s)^(v-s)], 
^v S=ü   s!r(v-s + l)r(u4-s+l) 

(1.333) 
where 

^(v)= --log^v + l). (1.334) 
dv 

In particular, for // = 0: 

P^0) = t^'r^St^'m. (,.335) 
s = o (s!)2r(v-s+i) 

For 0 ~ n, Pv(cosO) displays a logarithmic singularity, and an expansion suitable 
for ^ ^ TT is 

^ sinvTr f (-iyT(v + S+l)cos2l(iO) 

n    *% (5!)2r(v-s+l) 

x[logcot2(U;) + ^v)-f^(-v-l)-2^s)], (1.336) 

or alternatively 

/'%(cos(') = > 
z     s^o (.v!)-r{,-v-i. I) 

x [log cosMWUi^v+ >.) + «//(- • + .s-l)-25//(5)]. (1.337) 
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For the Legendre functions on the cut, the linear relations in eqs. (1.302) through 
(1.307) become 

p:,{x) = ,:.,, fcff+ij fcos (/«t)P;(x)- ? sin (M«)Ö:W1 . (1.338) 

O.-'W = e2"" g^1''—) [cos (/Mt)ß;(x)+i* sin (^)PJW], (1.339) 

r.v.,(*) = p«w) (1.340) 

Q1V. .W = {sin [(v+/j)B]ß;(x)-jrcos(vjt)cos(/««)?;(.x)}/sin[(v-u))i]. (1.341) 

Pr(-x) = cos [(v+^]P;W- ? sin [(v+^rrMx), (1.342) 
n 

Q>{-x) = -cos [(v+^]ß;(x)-i« sin [(v+ß)n]P*{x). (1.343) 

The Wronskians given in eqs. (1.308) through (1.311) become 

p;(.x) ^ e;(x)-e;(x) ~ p;(x) = P'Ti^^-1.! ■ dJ44) 
d.x dx (l-ÄJ)r(v-/i+l) 

P:(.x) i1- P.-'W- P.-^x) ^ Pftx) = -2 M, (1.345) 
dx                         dx              n x ~i 

Q?(x) -? P-W-P-W ^ a?W = ^. (1-346) 
d.x dx' ^        xJ-l 

P:(X)/ P;(-X)-P;(-X)^ p?(x) = 2 e:^L»K^3iIv+P+l)     (I.347) 
dx dx TT (x--l)r(v-/4 + l) 

From these it may be concluded that /^(x)» ßi(v) arc linearly independent except 
when v-/^ or r-f/^ are negative integers; /^(x), /'T"^) are linearly independent 
except when n is an integer; ÖJ(x), Z'^^C^") are linearly independent except when 
/H- v is a negative integer or when fi is half an odd integer; and /^(x), P^(-x) are 
linearly independent except when /i- v or /i + v+ I are positive integers. 

The recurrence relations given in eqs. (1.312) through (f.314) become, for varying 
order: 

(1.348) 

(~ ^cot^ PKcosö) = [v(v+l)~^-l)]P!;-,(cos0), 

(d  -ficoiö) PftcosO) = -P;4,(cosÖ). 
\d^ / 

ai^d tor varying degree: 

sinf d P^osO) = vcosflP;(cosö)-(v+/i)jP;-l(cos6) 

= -'(v+l)cosÖP;(cosf/)+(v-/f+l)P^1(cos(/)>        (1.349) 
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The recurrence formulas (1.348) through (1.349) are also valid for ß;(cos 6), Many 
other contiguous relations can be obtained from these. 

For /i = 0, 1, 2,... and arbitrary v, the function P~+v(cos 6) is given by 

P;;v(cos 0) = e "SlnV Ö F(-H, 2w-f/J-M ; v+1; sin2 ±0) (1.350) 
2T(v+l) 

art! obeys the relation 
p;;¥(~Cos 0) = (- irp;;v(cos 0). (usi) 

An alternative representation is 

/>;;v(-v) = (   [   {] X')   d-(i-.x?rfv. (1.352) 
2', + T(« + v-Hl)     dx" 

It is clear that (1 -*2)"*^V+vW »s a polynomial in x of degree n and remains finite 
at x ~ ±1. For Re v > -I (not necessary when v is an inieger), the following 
orthogonality relation is satisfied: 

/ 
! P^MP^Mdx = ön   ^    ^ 2n^~K~ (1.353) 

(2M + 2v+l)r(rti-2v-}-l) 

where d„n = I and ()„„, = 0 for w ^ «'. 
For // = m, m = 0, I, 2 eqs. (1.338) and (1.339) simplify to 

/';%x) = (-ir2v"m+!!^W. r(v+m + l) 

c;^ = (-ir:(v"^|Je:(x). 

Also for /< = w, w = 0, 1, 2t ..., we have 

p:(x) = (\-x2r^mpv{xi 
dxm 

dx 

(r.354) 

(1.355) 

It should be emphasized here that HOBSON'S [1931 ] definition of the Legcndre function 
on the cut results in an extra factor (-l)w on the njht-hand sides in eqs, (1.355). 
Both forms are in common usage. 

For v = /i.« = 0, L 2 and /4 # 0, 1, 2 the function Pi{x) is a polynomial 
of degree n multiplied by an elementary function. On the other hand, for /< = w, 
/>i = 0, 1, 2 the function P*(x) is a polynomial of degree /i-/w multiplied by an 
elementary function, and if m > n then P*(x) = 0. The functions P^(x) and Q*{x) 
satisfy the relations 

/>:(-.v) = (-ir^/>:(.vi, (|3$6) 

o:(-v) = (~i) o:(.v), 
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and may be represented by 

TO=(L/J_.A_^_!r, (r.357) 

Q'(X}        (2.-1)!      dx-^r    'Joo-^r'J'   (   ^ 
The functions P^ix) are finite at .* = ±1 whereas the functions Q^ix) are not. The 
following orthogonality relations are satisfied: 

J-i     l-.x m{n-m}l 

.'oldO   dö      sin2!)        I (2«+l)(n-m)! 

For hi -► JO, |arg v| g n-c, S •£ 0 g TI-S, where 0 < (e, S) < n: 

P/cosO) ^ (-    2   Y'/l-A) cos[(v + i)ö-^]- 
\^v sin 0/   y \      4v/ 

- C^sin [(v4-i)ö-W + O (v
l
2J] .     (1.362) 

Ör(cosfl)-(-   *    ]*[h- l)cos[(v+W + in]~ 
\2vsint?'   \\      4v/ 

- C^sin [(v+i)0+^] + 0 (^j .     (r.363) 

On the other hand, for |v| -♦ oo, Ö-► 0, such that the product (2v+1) sin J^ remains 
finite: 

Pv{cos0) - ^(.v) } sin2 \0 \iuJi(u)-J2(u)h ! /,(«)] +0{sin4 jö). (1.364) 
L 2w        J 

Q^osO)^ -1^ jn)(M) + sin2l^Uw>3(«)->2(w)+  '  ^(w)] +0(sin4i^)K 

(1.365^ 

vvhert w = (2v+ 1) sin $0. Expressions valid for 0 ~* n may be obtained from c^s. 
(1.364) and (I. 365) by the application of 

/McosO) = cos(v7:)^(-cosM)- " sin (v^)öv(-cos fO. 
71 (1366) 

CMcos 0) ■--- -cos (V7r)<?,( -cos ^)- U sin ( VT: ) ^ - cos 0). 
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A uniform asymptotic expression for |v| -► oo has been given by SZEGö [1934]: 

Pv(coS0) ~ (---)S I^0)(v+i)-VI[(v+i)e]. (f.367) 

ev(cos 0) ~ -i* IJ-X f AMy+ir'Yjay+m*     ii-m 
\sin 0/ s»o 

where the As(0) are elementary functions, regular in 0 <> 0 < a. In particular, the 
first three coefficients are 

,40 = 1,   Al~Ucot9~~]t   /l2 = -1-/-^+ -cot0+-V~lV    (1.369) 
8\       er        m\   e2   e        sm26    )   y 

The expansions (1.367) and (1.368) reduce to those in eqs. (1.362) and (1.363) when 
|(v + i)Ö| ~> oo and are also valid for 0 -» 0. For other asymptotic expansions see 
ROBIN [1957-1959] and THORNE [1957]. 
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PAKT ONE 

INFINITE BODIES 



CHAPTER I 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The following seven chapters are devoted to infinite bodies which are two-dimen- 
sional in the sense that their surfaces are described by an equation of the form 

p~m>      0^0     2n (1.1) 

independently of r, where (p, 0, z) are cylindrical polar coordinates. As such, the 
bodies are cylinders formed by the motion of a generator parallel to the z axis, and 
comprise the largest class of shapes included in this volume. 

Although the bodies are two-dimensional, the ability to characterize the associated 
scattering problem as two-dimensional depends on the nature of the source: in 
particular, on whether the excitation field is independent of the z coordinate. Four 
types of sources will be treated: plane waves whose directions of propagation are 
perpendicular to the z axis, and which are polarized with either the electric vector 
parallel to this axis (£ polarization, or TM waves) or the magnetic vector parallel 
(H polarization, or TE waves); electric and magnetic line sources parallH to the z axis 
with strengths independent of r; electric and magnetic dipole sources arbitrarily orient- 
ed, and point sources. 

Consider an E-polarized plane wave propagating in a plane perpendicular to the 
z axis and incident on a perfectly conducting body whose surface is defined by eq. 
(I.I). The incident field is therefore 

k \   dy dx / 

with 1:1 independent of J, and since the boundary conditions on the scattered field 
are likewise independent of z, the scattered field must also be ^-polarized and of the 
form 

r = £/•;,    /r = - i^ (if?£' -yPE']. (i.3) 
k  \    (?r ex I 

The soluiion of the scattering problem now reduces K> the determination of a scalar 
function /:"; satisfying the wave equation, the radiation condition at infinity, the 
boundary condition 

E! - -£i   at   /)=■/((/)), (1.4) 

and. in the case of a body whose radius of curvature can be zero, an edge condition 
.9 
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at this point (see Section 1.2.4). These are identical to the conditions imposed on the 
velocity potential of an acoustic field scattered by a soft body, and accordingly the 
axial component of the electric vector for an £-poIarized electromagnetic wave inci- 
dent on a perfectly conducting cylinder in a plane perpendicular to the axis also 
represents the velocity potential for the analogous acoustic wave incident on a soft 
cylinder. Similarly, the axial component of the magnetic vector for an //-polarized 
electromagnetic wave incident on a perfectly conducting cylinder represents the veloc- 
ity potential for the analogous acoustic wave incident on a hard cylinder, and it is 
trivial to show that this correspondence between vector and scalar problems extends 
to the fields arising from electric and magnetic line sources parallel to the z axis. 

Although the only type of plane wave excitation that we shall treat explicitly is 
incidence in the plaae normal to the z axis, the solutions for oblique incidence in- 
volving arbitrary three-dimensional plane waves are deducible from the results for 
normal incidence. To see this, we note that any two-dimensional solution of the wave 
equation gives rise to a three-dimensional solution on replacing k by k sin ö0 and 
multiplying' y exp (- i^ z cos 00). If K is such a three-dimensional solution, an electro- 
magnetic field can be derived from it by taking V as the z component of an electric or 
magnetic Hertz vector whose x and y components are zero. In this way we obtain two 
fundamental types of field: 

(i) £-polarized in which Hz = 0, 

£m= - ' cos 
k \vx        vy   f k \v\        ex   J 

(1.5) 
(ii) //-polarized in which £2 - 0, 

£"■ = - f (^ i- f y),      //<" = j cos 00 F j + f y] -sin2 00 VL(l.b) 
k \oy       vx   f k \vx       vy   J 

The solution of the wave equation which corresponds in the above manner to 
exo{-i/:(;ccos (i>Q+y sin </)0)} is exp{-i/c(.vcos ^osinß0 + vsin 0osin ÖQ + ZCOSÖO)} 

in terms of which 

£(l) = -sin Oo{cos0ocosöoi + sin (/»ocosöo^-sin fy)*) 
x exp {- i^(x cos (^o sin 00 + y sin (j>0 sin ö0 -f z cos Ö0)}, 

H(i) - - y sin ^0(sin <M-cos 0oy) 

xexp {-iÄ:(xcos 0o sin ÖQ + J sin ^0 sin 0o + z cosÖ0)}.   (1.7) 

E{2) = -Z sin O0(sin </)oX-cos (/)0<y) 

xexp {-iA(.x cos </>0 sin 0o-\-y sin <j)0 sin ö04-z cos ^0)}, 

H{2) = sin ^0(cos 0ocos(?oi + sin ^ocosöojj-sin Ö0£) 

xexp {-i/i(.vcos 0O sin ö0-f >'sin 0O sin^0 + zcos ^0)},   (i.K) 

When 0o = \n these reduce respectively to £- and //-polarized fields in two dimen- 
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sions, suggesting that for a two-dimensional body the solutions of the scattering 
problems for the incident fields of eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) can be deduced from those in 
the case OQ ~ in. This proves to be so when the body is perfectly conducting. Thus, 
in the two-dimensional solution for £r, replace k by ksin0o and multiply by 
exp(-iA:zcosö0). When substituted for Kin eq. (1.5), this forms the solution of the 
scattering problem for the incident field of eq. (1.7). And similarly for H polarization. 

There are several features of the above technique for deriving oblique incidence 
solutions from those for normal incidence that should be noted. In the first place, 
the method breaks down for 0O = 0 when the direction of propagation is along the 
z axis and when the physical realizability of an incident plane wave is in question 
anyhow. This case apart, it may be used to deduce the solution for an incident plane 
wave of arbitrary direction and polarization by appropriate combination of the 
basic £- and //-polarized fields, and hence, by superposition, to build up the solution 
for a point or dipole source (see, for example, SENIOR [1953]). The applicability of 
the method is, however, limited to those cases in which no coupling between the £- and 
//-polarized waves (i.e. between the TM and TE modes) arises as a result of the 
presence of the scattering body; i.e. to two-dimensional scatterers which are (i) per- 
fectly conducting, or (ii) inhomogeneous with no discontinuities in refractive index in 
0 < p < cc (USLENGHI [1967]). In general, such coupling does occur and the two- 
and three-dimensional solutions are no longer directly related. 
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CHAPfER 2 

THE CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

T. B. A. SENIOR and P. L. E. USLENGHI 

Among the two-dimensional structures considered in this Part, the circular cylinder 
is undoubtedly the simplest and, perhaps for this reason, has received the most inten- 
sive study. It has, in particular, proved valuable as a model for the development of high 
frequency techniques applicable to more general shapes. 

2.1. Circular cylindrical geometry 

The circular cylindrical coordinates (p, (/>» z) shown in Fig. 2.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (.v, v, z) by the transformation 

x = p cos (j), 
y = /> sin 0, (2.11 

^o'W 

I ig. 2.i. Circular cylindrical gctimclry, 

*2 
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where 0 ^ // < x, 0 ^ (j) < 2n, and - JO < r < +00. The r-axis is the axis of 
symmetry, and the surfaces p = constant, </> = constant and r = constant are respec- 
tively coaxial circular cylinders of radius /;, semi-planes originating in the z-axis, and 
planes perpendicuhr to the r-axis. instead of the azimuthal angle </), it is sometimes 
convenient to Intro 'ice the angle ty, -n < \j/ ^ n, related to 0 by: 

|0, for   0^0^., 
V " \(t>-2n,       for   n<(t) ^ 2K. [     ' 

The scattering body is the cylinder with surface p ~ a, and the primary source is a 
plane wave propagating along the negative .v-axis (and therefore perpendicularly ro 
the axis r of the cylinder), or a line source parallel to the r-axis and located at (p0 ^ a, 
00 = 0), or a point or dipole source located at (f)ö ^ ct, <j)0 = 0, r0 = 0). 

Dehnitions, notation and bibliographical references to numerical tables for Sessel 
and Hankel functions, and for the various functions which occur in the asymptotic 
developments, are given in the Introduction. In particular, the quanuty /;/ which 
appears in the high-frequency approximation formulae is given by: 

m = iika)\ (2.3) 

The inlinite series representing the exact eigenfunction expansions o! the fields 
are numerically useful only if ka is not too large compared to unity. If ka is very 
large (e.g. ka = 100), at least the first ka terms of the infinite series are needed in 
order to obtain a result with a relative error of the order of one percent. 

2.2. Plane wrve incidence 

2.2.1. E-polarizauon 

2.2.1.1. »XACT.SOLUTIONS 

for a plane wave inciüenl in the direction of the negative .v-axis, such that 

£'= ie-'**,       W = yYt-[k\ (2.4) 
1 hen 

K =   - Sa-O"^",^ Wi1^)^«^. (2.5) 

Koois I li>s2J and KING and Wu [1959] have computed E\ in amplitude and phase for 
ka     .11, 6.3 and 10, at various positions of the field point. Additional data have been 
published l»y Ani.v [1958] and are shown in Fig. 2.2. 

On the surface p -- a: 

2)  -    Mr 
";♦";="  1c. .,„„:. ^ ««A- '2-6> 

I'his expression has been computed as a function of 0 for sele ied values of Ä'(/. and its 
• nnpliiude and phase are shown in l;rg. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.2. Scattered field El produced by a plane wave with £• parallel to the cylinder axis. Amplitude 
£!, at (a) $   - rr, (b) ^ - ^.T, (C) <i>-0; (d) phase at 0 - nr (ADEY [1958]). 

In the far field (p --» X)): 

P - COS /70. (2.7) 

Amplitude and phase of Pas functions of 0 for three different values of fo? are shown 
in Fig. 2.4. For the particular case of back scattering {<t> = 0), arg P is plotted as a 
function of ATZ in Fig, 2.5. The normalized back scattering cross section is shown as 
a function of Aa in Fig. 2.6. In the case of forward scattering (</> = n), arg P is plotted 
as a function of Aö in Fig. 2.7, and the normalized forward scattering cross section is 
given in Fig. 2.8. The total scattering cross section per unit length is 

4   ' Jn(ka)   2 

(TT —        }   K* -      • 
kn%n   H^ika) 

(2.8) 

The quantity aTli4a} is plotted in Fig. 2.9. 

2.2.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative .v-axis, such that 

E1 ^ ze'ik\      H* ~ fYc'"*, (2.9) 
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4> , degree* 

600-1 

t«C 

4> . degfees 

I ig. 2.V Amplitude (uJund phase (b) of surace field produced by a plane wave with C parallel to the 
cylinder axis. 
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$,  c)egr«fr: 

120 

Fig. 2.4. Amplitude tor (a) ku      I, lb) ka      5. Ic) A(/      10 and (d) phase ofbUtatic far ticld citcffi- 

cicnt P, tor plane wave incidence with C' parallel to the c>linder axis. 

low frequency expansions may be obtained either tlirectly (SiRun [ISl>/): NOBU 

[I%2]: VAN BI.ADI t. [l%3]) or by power scries tle\eiopnienls t>f the radial cylitu'rical 
I unctions »ippe.irnui in the exact solutions. In particular, in the far lielJ (/»   ♦ /-): 

F 
7   log (

r^f2i)| 
i: in) 
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I ig. 2.5. Phase of back scattering coefficient P for £' parallel to the cylinder axis. 

-. I 

"T 

! t^   ^ (•   NvMinali/wI tvuk mattering ^toss sc*.lii'n tv.r li1 parallel to the kShnJcr axis 
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Fig. 2.9. Normali cd total scattering cross section TT/(4a)fc £' parallel to the cylinder axis iKisoand 
Wu (1959)). 

where y = 0.5772157 ... is Eulen» constant. To this order, the scattering cross section 
is independent of </>; as ka -♦ 0: 

(7 -w (3rT -w (2.11) 
k(\og ka)2 ' 

Low frequency expansions of P through 0[(^ö)4] are given by STRUTT [1907]. 

2.2.1..V HIGH FREOLENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

hor a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative .v-axis, such that 

£' = ic",u.       H* = >re "'u. (2.12) 

high frequency expansions may be obtained cither directly, e.g. by the Lüneburg- 
Kline method (KELUR et al. [1956J), or by asymptotic evaluations of contour integral 
representations of the exact solution. 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the reflected portion of the scattered ibid at 
a point I »cated in the illuminated region is (Kti UR et al. [1956]): 
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(^)rcf!. " . I H cosi>, expOfs-jacosiA,)] 
2 1 2s 

v.       in       n 

X 

H 

I    I   iaw,(16ifcflcos^-"(-)''(coslM''2'.      (2.13) 
1 = 0   (i-0   (^=0 '■'■'/ 

where: 

fl1„. = /.-'{(2/i + 4/ + 2n-3X6/I-4;-2«-l)fl),-!.,,..,+ 
+(2/i-4/-2n + 5)(2Ä-4/-2n + 3K-,.,,,.._,+ 
+ [24(/.-l)(/1-2/-n)-6]a),.;.,..,+ 

+ 12(l-/.K2/i~4/-2n + 3K.2.1-,..-,+ 
+9(2ft-5)(l-2A)(ak.J,,,,-1-fl,_J,1.,.,.,);.       for   /, / 0, 

in 

a0ln —   ""  L aÄ'« * ^OOO  —   — 2, 
h « I 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 5 = P, P+lacosi/»,, 

and P, P is the distance between the reflection point P|((/. i//,) of the optical ray and 

f ;g. 2,10. Geometry for the rcfJeclcd field. 

the utacrvation point P(/). «>) (see Kig. 2.10). Kxplicilly. the first few terms of the 
series (2.13) are: 

i... * r * 
' 25 '       l6An Leos »>,      cos ^, 

."(     ',       -3)^fW    6     -9cos^) + 

-I'M nscoji'v,-is)U     !. 

In p.irtieutar. in the !jr tieU (>»   • / ): 

a 
(/:!irif,   -   tl       cosh!* c\piikip~2in:os\&}]t 

(2.t7| 

(2 IS) 
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MI-l+;;-v-rJ r~ --Vf. +—.—) + 
34IL - _72il    J?1! 

(16^)2 \cos2 #     cos4 iij/     cos6 Wrj 

where (KELLHR et al. [1956]): 

1      ( 

The leading term in eq. (2.18) is the geometrical optics far field: 

(£*), 0 = - [/ — cos i^ exp {\k(p - 2a cos 4»}. 
f 2p 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The creeping wave contribution is not included in eqs. (2.13) to (2.20), but is account- 
ed for in all formulae in the rest of this section. 

On the illuminated portion of the surface (p = a, |^| < \n) (FR^NZ and GALLE 

[1955]): 

H^ + Z/J ^ 2^ cosiAexp(-i/.öcos^) 1 + 
1+3 sin2 ^ 

2ka cos3 ^     2(ka cos3 if/) 
-f 

+ ye^m"! T Dn 
exP QMjf I ^)] + exP ^iv"(^ + W\ 

n 1-exp(2i7rvn) 
(2.21) 

where 

60 

^\ 
*" m'1       ~-ll- ^jm"3 

1^ 
+ 

2fil„4\.„-5 + e*,V2iüo(29^-2^>-5+ .. .,    (2.22) 

Dn~ 
1__ t SQ-y2 

! + e    ~~ m    + e      ----- /?!    + mro I37 - -rra
rt )^    + • • ■ 

1Ü Izoüü 

(2.23) 

The first group of terms in eq. (2.21) represents the optics contribution to the surface 
field, and the first term itself is the geometrical optics field; this development is 
numerically useful only if AT/ cos3 (/> > 1. The summation over n represents the creep- 
ing wave contribution to the surface field. 

On the shadowed portion of the surface (p - a,\<\>-' ii\ < \n) (FRANZ and GAI.IJ: 

[1955]): 

f/UWi ~ ye-^.-' SDrt
e^iv^"M±^P^^^-^],        (2.24) 

n 1-exp(2i7rvfl) 

where v„ and Dn arc given by eqs. (2.22) and (2.23). Near the shadow boundary, the 
creeping wave series (2.24) is no longer useful for computational purposes. 

An alternative r jpresentation of the siTlace field, which is appropriate in the 
transition region about the shadow boundarv, i.e. 

m-\A <„,-'. (2.25) 
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where the creeping wave series of eq. (2.24) fails, is the following (GORIAINOV [1958]): 

//;+//; - lYm-1 f U^mnW^+f^Xmfi^'l (2.26) 
/=o 

where 

ft = 0-i^ + 2^/,       ft = in-^-tlnl. (2.27) 

and the function/(0,(0 is described in the Introduction (Section 1.3.3). 
A representation of the surface field, which provides results less accurate than those 

obtained from cqs. (2.21) and (2,26), but which is useful in the entire range 0 ^ $ < in, 
is the following (GORIAINOV [1958]): 

//;+//; - irwr^/^mft»)«*? {iMol + ^cosfa-^exp {i/cacos(n-^)}], 
(2.28) 

where the function F(i) is described in the Introduction (Section 1.3,3). 
At large distances from the surface (p > a) (FRANZ and GALLE [1955]): 

^ ^ _ 1/     cos ^ eXp [i^(p-2a ^os ^)} 
2p 

1+i 
.(2^sini^)2-l 3i 

8A'p 

I 15 33 5 

2ka cos31^     512(^ cos i^)2     32(^ cos2 i*//)2     4(ka cos3 i^)2 

i6ka cos i^f 

+ 

+ 

4-m(27rM~5exp!i(A7) + VI7r)}lQ 
exp [ivn(7t + ^)] f exp [ivn(ff-^)] 

1 -exp(i27rvH) 

x(l+i4,'--| + 
\ Hkp 

whore 

<-,~[Ai'(-»„)]"' 

..,). (2.29) 

30 1400 

+ <rL«W-W-*i)"i'6+...   .   (2.30) 
J 

and vn is given by eq. (2.22). The first group of terms in eq. (2.29) represents the 

optics contribution to the far field, and the first term itself is the geometrical optics field 

of eq. (2.20); this development is numerically useful only if kacos3 {tp > I. The 

summation over // represents the creeping wave contribution to the far scattered field, 

and is practically applicable only for \<t)~n\ > m'l (but see eq. (2.33)). 

In the far field (p -* oo) and in the back scattering direction ((p = 0): 

P ^ - i/nAtf cxp(-2iA</ + li7r]i ( 1-f      '    -f       *"       + . . . 1 -f- 
\      !6A('     5\2(kay I 

H sin (7rvn) 
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In particubr, the geometrical optics back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

(7g.0. = na, (2,32) 

In the far field (p -* oo) and in the angular region |^-7r| < m'1, the dominant 
contribution to the scattered field is (GORIAINOV [1958]): 

p      ^ sin [ka{(t>~n)] .^^„^(^.^M^m^^^^^MK-^^       (233) 
(t>-n 

where the reflection coefficient function /?(<£) is described in the Introduction (Section 
1.3.3). For the particular case of forward scattering (0 = TT), a more refined approx- 
imation is (Wu [1956]): 

P ~ -fcfl-AV"-^'""'*!^ + 
+ 58-Tl2^(7361M1 + 7-ifrM4)m-7+ .. .   (2.34) 

where 

MQ = 1.25507437eiiR,       M, = 0.53225036eiiK, 

M2 = 0.0935216, M3 = 0.772793eiiR, 

M4 = l.0992eiiR. (2.35) 

Thus, the total scattering cross section crT per unit length is (Wu [1956]): 

(Tj - 441 -f0.49807659(/cfl)*2/3-0.01117656(/ca)"4/3-0.01468652(/ca)"2 + 

+ 0.00488945(/ca)-8/3 + 0.00179345(/cfl)"10/3+ . ..].   (2.36) 

The first three terms in (2,36) give an excellent approximation to the exact value of flrT 

for all ka 7: 1. Various authors have attempted to derive approximate expressions for 
(TT by variational methods; the results obtained have not been satisfactory. 

2.2.2. H-polarization 

2 2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative jc-axis, such that 

Ex - -yZe~ik\       H1 = 2c"ikt, (2 37) 

then 

W: = - I a-ir ji(^), !AUikp)cos n<t>. (2.38) 

KING and Wu [1959] have computed HI in amplitude and phase for ka = 3.1 at 
various positions of the field point. 

On the surface p = a: 

//! + //:-   "    y\cn\t\       cosn*. (2.39) 
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This expression has been computed as a function of <j) for selected values of ka, and 
its amplitude and phase are shown in Fig. 2.11. 

180 

fcO 120 8C 

^     dfcj'ft» 

Fig. 2.11. Amplitude (a) ami phase (b) of surface field produced by a plane wave with //• parallel to 
the cylinder axis. 
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I ui. 2 12. Amplitiulc for (A) ka      I, ib) ka      5, (c)Au      10 and (d) pha>c ofbivtalic tar licld coclVi- 
wicnt /'. fi'i plane \\a\c mciilcncc with /f' paralicl lo the c>lindcr axis 
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45-1 

-90 

-1 
10 

ko 

Fig. 2.13. Phase of back scattering coefficient P for H{ parallel to the cylinder axis. 

• 5n 

Fig. 2.14. Normali/cd back scattering cross section for //^ parallel to the cylinder axis. 
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180-1 

10 

HO 

Fig, 2.15. Phase of forward scattering coefficient P for //' parallel to the cylinder axis. 

lO-i 

r 
0 

ho 

li;, 2.1^. Normali/cd forward scattering cross section for A/' parallel to the cylinder axis. 
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In the far field (/> -* GO): 

»=o H],l)(ka) 
(2.40) 

The amplitude and phase of P as functions of 0 for three diiierent values of ka are 
shown in Fig, 2.12. For the particular case of back scattering (</> - 0), arg/* is 
plotted as a function of Aa in Fig. 2.13. The normalized back scattering cross section 
is shown i's a function of ka in Fig. 2.14. [n the case of forward scattering (0 = /r), 
arg P is plotted as a function ofka in Fig. 2.15, and the normalized forward scattering 
cross section is given in Fig. 2.16. The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

K n = 0 

Kika)   ;2 
(2.41) 

The quantity (rTl{4a) is plotted in Fig. 2.17. 

, ?* J 

40" 

I iy. 2.17, Normalized toUl scattering cross section nj i \ii) for W» parallel to the cylinder axis (KIM. 

and Wi   [1959]). 

.2.2.2. LOW FRtQtTNCY APPROXIMATIONS 

I or a plane vv;i\e incident in the direction ol the negative v-a\is. such that 

E   =   - v/e iii //' - zc ikx. (2.4:) 
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low trcquencv expansions may be obtained either direUly (SFRUTT [1897]; NüKI.L 

[1962]: VAN BLADI L f 1963]) or by power series developments of the radial cylindrical 
functions appearing in the exa.-t solutions. In particular, in the far field (/> ~* x): 

P - -i\Kika)20+2cos<l)), (2.43) 

and to this order, the hack scattering cross section a and the total scattering cross 
section <Tr per unit length are: 

ff -        (ka)\ (2.44) 
4A: 

aT~
}n-(ka)\ (2.45) 

4k 

Low frequency expansions of P through 0[(/fr'y4] are given by STRITT [1907]. 

2.2.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative v-axis. such that 

£' = ~)Ze ,k\       Hx = ZQ~'ik\ (2.46) 

high frequency expansions may be obtained either directly, i.e. by the Luneburg-Klinc 
method (KIIITR et al. [1956]), or by asymptotic evaluations of contour integral 
representations of the exact solution. 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the reflected portion of the scattered field 
at a point loc ited in the illuminated region is (Kn.ii.R et at. [1956]): 

(ttr)mi  ^ , 1/ ^ c«s «>, cxp \\k(s~\a cos iAt)] 
2 F 2s 

*I   I   ia,(,(16jfca-os^,)-"(^y(cos^lr
2,. (2.47) 

where ükln is given by eq. (2.14) for h # 0. 

^- - I K/^16(2/ + »-lK_li,tl,_1-fl6(4-2/~n-2^K,lil.,.,..,],   (2.48) 

t'oou - +2, (2.49} 

the distance v is given bv eq. (2.16) and the angle ty{ is sliown in Fig, 2.10. Explicitly, 
the first few terms of the -eries (2.47) are: 

(//•)fcn   ^l   ^ cos»//, e\p[iMs-Jflcos^,)]   1-     *     I       ,       -^ + 
?   TV ' I6^ti  LC0SJ f/f,        cos»^, 

:N '       ct.s' yx'      ^1^ y cost/,'      ^2v' J ) 

(2.50) 
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In particular, in the far field {p -* oo): 

(W;)rcri. ~ ß L" cosi^cxp Mp-lacosW)}, (2.5!) 
2p 

where (KELLER et al. [1956)): 

.„.      , ^      /  3477 6642 3049  \ ^ e^ 
0-1+ 5|     3      -      A ~   +      k        + .... 2.52 

(l6A:(i)2 Vcos2^     cos4i0     cosM^r/ 

Tne leading term in eq. (2.51) is the geometrical optics far field: 

{W:)go = I a cosWexpliktp-lucGsW)}, (2.53) 
f 2p 

The creeping wave contribution is not included in eqs. (2.47) to (2.53), but is account- 
ed for in all formulae in the rest of this section. 

On the illuminated portion of the surface (p = a, \tp\ < JTt) (FRANZ and GALLL 

[19551): 

Wi-f/T. - 2exp(-i^cosiA)r|- '   t     - ' 4"3 S1f ^ + ..,    + 

y D exp[ivJI(i7r-iA)] + exp[ivB(i^ + *)]^ (2 54) 

l-exp(2i^vj + L."* 

where 

v,-^+e^%m-e-ii^VfC,+A^)mM + 2U(ß;^ 

-^'zoUß;5~ lßn~2 + V;ß*+in!*ßt)n-5 4- ... (2,55) 

ß^ß J   ßJ
;-^,il1^3,o^)m-^e-*^i0(-3^%^1--^^  ^ 

ßmAii-ßn)l y\0ß; f 

+ tUiß:-loß:5~tti + >liß>r*+...].    (2.56) 

The first group of terms in eq. (2.54) represents the optics contribution to the surface 
field, and the first term itself is the geometrical optics field: this development is 
numerically useful only if ^a cos3 4' ^ 1 The summation over n represents the creep- 
ing wave contribution to the surface field. 

On tne shadowed portion of the surface [p = a. I^-.TJ < \n) (FRANZ and GALIJ 

(19551): 

//; + //; ^ Iß<"p[i'.(<*-i;r)]*cxp[iv,(^-0)] (257) 

T 1 -expllmv^) 

^hcre \\ and 1>K are given by eqs. (2.55) and (2.56). Ne.ir the shadow bound iry, the 
creeping wave series (2.57) is no longer useful for computational purpo>ev 
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An alternative representation of the surface fluid, which is appropriate in the 
transition region about the shadow boundary, i.e. 

Il^l-^l ^m"1, (2.58) 

wficrc the creeping wave series of eq. (2.57) fails, is the following [GOBIAINOV [1958]): 

H[ + H] ~ £ Ig^mri^' + g^imrj^'l (2.59) 
1 = 0 

where ^ and ff, are given by eqs. (2.27) and the function gi0)(i) is described in the 
Introduction (Section 1.3.3). 

A representation of the surface field, which provides results le^s accurate than those 
obtained from eqs. (2.54) and (2.59), but which is useful in the entire range 0 g ^ < ^, 
is the following (GORIAINOV [1958]): 

Hl + H) - fif(O)Mo)exp(i^o) + G(mcos{^~0))exp{ifeacos(?r-^)}, (2.60) 

where the function G(f) is described in the Introduction (Section 1.3.3). 
At large distances from the surface (/> > a) (FRANZ and GALLE [1955]): 

H] ** I'     cos i^ exp {i^~2ö cos i^)} 

.    .(2/tflsini^)2~l 3i i 
8/cp \6ka cos ty     Ika cos  i^ 

2p 

'[ 
15 + 33 7 ^^      ] 

5l2(/cfl cos i^)2     32(fcfl cos2 ty)2     A(ka cos3 i^)2     ' * J 

.    /i i   v-t       f/i       »    \) v ^ expri^^ + ^jl+expriv.^-^)] + m(lnkp) * exp {i(^p-I- rXrt)} 2, L„    K L r^A. _r L_ "^ __. r'J 
n l-exp(2i7rvrf) x(,+it;,+-)- (2-6,> 

where 

(2.62) 
and vM is given by eq. (2.55). The first group of terms in eq. (2.61) represents the optics 
contribution to the far Jielo, and the first term itself is the geometrical opiics field 
of eq. (2.53): this devebpment is numerically useful only if /lacos3 J^ ,>- I. The 
summation over n represents the creeping wave contribution to the far scattered field, 
and is practically applicable only for |<^-7r! > m'' (but see eq. (2.65)). 

In the far field if) -* x) and in the back scattering direction (0 = 0): 

I!i 353 
P ^ L nkacxp l~2\kü + iin] i\-~ ~ , r... | + 

M       16^      5l2r^)2 / 

J"»^      ^- + }mc,,,lX       "     •   ^-63) 
* sindrvj 
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In particular, the geometrical optics back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

Vo. = na. (2.64) <7, 

In the far field (p -► oo) and in the angular region |0-7ü| < m~\ the dominant 
contribution to the scattered field is (GORIAINOV [1958]): 

sin [Aöf^-«)] 

- \n*m[q{m(<i> - 7t)) exp {\ka(t - n)} + ^(m(7r - 0)) exp {ifcj(;r - ^)}],   (2.65) 

where the reflection coefficient function ^(<f) is described in the Introduction. 
For the particular case of forward scattering (0 = n\ a more refined approxima- 

tion is (Wu [1956]): 

P- -^-Mom-A(Ä7_2 + iA71)m'-1+Jö{l--Jii7.A4-TVW2)m-i- 

where: 
(2.66) 

*70 = -1.088874119^''*, /;?, = - 0.9348649 le*u, 
M2 = -0.1070199, Wj = -0.757663eil«, 
.V?4= -l.I574e^*, W,2=  -3.70409389c^ig, 

M.y = 0.41682138eMlÄ, .tf.4 = 3.17579652, 
M.5 - 2.55965945 + 3.12247506e-iiÄ, M_b = 2.06575721e-,'^ 
M_8 = - 1.36515171-2.94764$28e"iit. (2.67) 

Thus, the total scattering cross section aj per unit length is (Wu [1956]): 

aj - 4ö[l-0.43211998(/cö)"23-0.2137l236(/ctf)"4J4-0.05573255(il'a)-2- 
-0.00055534(^0)-H 3 ■f0.02324932(/cä)-,ü'J +...], (2.68) 

The first three terms in eq. (2.68) give a very good approximation to the exact value of 
<TT for all ka j 4, Various authors have attempted to derive approximate expressions 
for <TT by variational methods; the results obtained have not been satisfactory. 

2.3. Line sources 

2.3.1. E-polarisation 

2.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the axis s of the cylinder and     :atcd at 
Ov ^o = 0)» suchthat 

£' = sH^URh (2.69' 
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the total electric field is 

Ü+El = fa, lukp*)- ^M- /fi,,(fcp<)l //!!
1)(/cp>) cos «0.     (2.70) 

On the surface p - a: 

";+«>--f'-SS"»«*. (2.7i) 
nka n=o    HWka) 

whereas in the far field (p -+ oo): 

El + El = l/— exp(i/cp-4^) 
r 7r/cp 

Texp (- i/cpo cos 0) - f £|)( - i)« A(^L //< • )(^0) cos „4,1 .   (2.72) 

If the line source is on the surface (po = ö), the field is identically zero everywhere. 
ZITRON and DAVIS [1963] have computed a quantity proportional to the amplitude 

of the summation over n in eq. (2.72), as a function of 0 and for ka - 1.0 with 
kp0 = 2, 5, 10, 20; ka = 3.4 with kp0 = 6.8, 13.6, 17, 68; and ka = 10.0 with 
kp0 = 100, 200, 500. Some of their results are displayed in Fig. 2.18. 

nkp 

x 

l-ig. 2.1«. Kar scattered field amplitude (product of \ kpn and modulus of summation over n in 
cq. (2.7:)) for electric line source and (a) ka      1.0, (b) ka     3.4 (Z:TRON and DAVIS [1963]). 
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2.3.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the 2-axis and located at (p0, <t>0 » 0), 
such that 

E1 - MPikR), (2.73) 

low frequency expansions are trivially obtained from the exact solution. In particular, 
in the far field (p -* oo): 

P^        J^ H^ikpol (2.74) 
y + log{fca/(2i)} 

where y = 0.5772157 ... is Euler's constant; if, also, kp0 < 1: 

P„„y+io*i*p*im (275) 
y + log{/ca/(2i)} ' l '   ; 

2.3.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Per an electric line source parallel to the 2-axis and located at (p0, <£0 - 0), 
such that 

£' - iH^ikRl (2.76) 

high frequency approximations may be obtained by Watson-type transformations of 
the exact series solution (FRANZ [1954]). The total electric field at a point (p, 0) is: 

Hin(/cp>)elv*dv+ El + K ~ \ f  r//i2)(/cp<)- ^l H^kpS 
2Jc L HyXka) 

Hmt** I CnH[l\kp0)H<:\kp) lxPM2?r^lt^M^«] ,      (2.77) 
l-cxp(2i7rvfl) 

where C„ and vn are given by eqs. (2.17) and (2.11), respectively, and the contour C 
of integration runs from minus infinity to plus infinity just above the real v-axis. 
Equation (2.77) is valid for all |^| < TT, but in the shadow region, a more rapidly 
convergent expression is: 

El + K ~ ime*'"ICX'(iW<'(M^^ (2.78) 
n 1 ~exp(2i7rvp) 

On the illuminated portion of the surface p ~ a: 

HUHl~2Y f ^!^)ei^dv+ 
f      *     nkaJc H[])(ka) 

+ m-' Y^ I DXl\kPo)eXP [iv"(~2ff "^]+ CXP ^2n^.        (2.79) 
n 1-exp(2i7rvrt) 

where Dn is given by eq. (2.23), and on the shadowed portion, 

//i+H; ^ m-ye""lDXWo) eXp{iv-*)tS*HW*-'t>Ü . (2.80) 
« 1-exp(2i7rvn) 
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A less refined approximation, in which only the physical optics surface field is re- 
tained, is: 

(H;+H;)p.0, = -2iyW<"{fe*.) ^^ (2.81) 

with 
Ri = (pl + a2-2ap0 cos 0)*, (2.82) 

on the illuminated portion of the surface p = ö, and (/^ + //J)p.0. = 0 on the shad- 
owed portion. 

In the far field (p ~* ao) and in the illuminated region: 

E.+£. ^ ej^Ei^L) jjc |-H.«(itpo)_ |^//<"(fcPo)j expO^-^dv + 
exp{ifcp-ii 

V(2«kp) 

+ We*'" I CXi\kp0) eiPJ!viJIZfa +exP Civ.jj'Ltl)]), (2.83) 
n l"'-exp(2i7rvn) j 

whereas in the shadowed region: 

i expO/cp+^ijc)    v       (l)      N exp [iv^-jff)] -f exp [iv,(iff-0)] 
sj{2nkp) n l-exp(2mvrt) 

(2.84) 

If the line source is located at a large distance from the surface (p0 > a), the 
following approximation may be introduced in th J preceding formulae of this section: 

H[iU2\kp0) ~ ]/-l- exp[±i(fepo-iv^^)] (l+i4^1 +O[(/cp0)-
2]) .(2.85) 

F nkp0 \        8/cp0 ) 

If the line source is on the surface (p0 = a), the field is identically zero everywhere. 

2.3.2. H-polarization 

2.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the axis r of the cylinder and located at 
(Po» ^0 = 0)» suchthat 

H1 = zH(
0
l\kR), (2.86) 

the total magnetic field is 

Hl + Hl = tün lukp*)- M^   H^kp*)] Wi,)(fep>)cos«0.    (2.87) 
n-0    L H„}(ka) 

On the surface p = a: 

/n + H!=   f Ic^^Jcos^, (2.88) 
nkan^o   HK

n
l}{ka) 
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whereas in the far field (p -► oo): 

//; + //: = ]/— cxp(iitp-iijr) 
f r.kp 

.-. [exp (- \kp0 cos 0) - f eB( - i)" -J^- //i« »(^o) cos n^\ .   (2.89) 

If the line source is on the surface {p0 = a): 

H'.+Hl-^l -fa- H\l\kp) err n*, 
nkan^o Hy (ka) 

and in the far field (p -► oo): 

(2.90) 

Hi + HI = A |/-f cxp (ikp - iiTt) f a,, -i-if- cos «0. 
Trkfl r nkp «=o   H{

tt
l){ka) 

(2.91) 

ZITRON and DAVIS [1963] have computed a quantity proportional to the amplitude 
of the summation over n in eq. (2.89), as a function of (j) and for ka - 1.0 with 
kp0 = 2, 5, 10,20; ka = 3.4 with ^Po - 6.8, 13.6, 17,68; and ka « 10.0 with Arpo = 
100, 200, 500. Some of their results are displayed in Fig. 2.! 9. A diagram of the far 
field amplitude as a function of (j) for ka = 3.4 and kp0 = 6.8, 10, 50 has been given 
by FARAN [1953], SHENDEROV [1961] has plotted amplitudes of both scattered and 
total far fields as functions of 0 for ka = 2, 6, 10 and p0 = 1.2<7, and has compared 

Fig. 2.19. Far scattered lidd amplitude (product of \ A/),, and modulus of summation over n in eq. 
(2.89)) for magnetic line source and (a) ka      1.0, (b) ku      M (ZIIRON and DAMS (19(0J). 
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numerical and experimental diagrams of the amplitude of the total far field for ka - 6, 
10 and pv = 5.2a. 

2.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the z-axis and located at {p0, $0 = 0), such 
that 

W = iH^ikR), (2.92) 

low frequency expansions are trivially obtained from the exact solution. In particular, 
in the far field (p -* co): 

P - -i^ka)2[Hi
o
i)ikpo) + 2lH\l)(kp0) cos 0]; (2.93) 

if, also, kp0 < 1: 

f-i(k<i)2[y+log(-|2)l. (2.94) 

which is independent of </>. 

2.3.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the z-axis and located at (p0, (j>0 = 0), 
such that 

H1 - zHÜikR), (2.95) 

high frequency approximations may be obtained by Watson-type transformations of 
the exact series solution (FRANZ [1954]). The total magnetic field at a point {py (j)) is: 

2JC L HI '(ka) 

+ ime^IC,41'(^0)<'(fep)!iRB^-^3+«P[i^+^ .   (2.96) 
n l~exp(2i7rvl,) 

where Cn and vrt are given by eqs. (2.62) and (2.55), respectively, and the contour C 
of integration runs rom minus infinity to plus infinity just above the real v-axis. 
Equation (2.96) is valid 0oi all !^| < xc, but in the shadow region, a more rapidly 
convergent expression is: 

HUm ~ ime^ir.Hil^Po)^^,)^^"^^^"^-^. (2.97) 

In particular, if the source is located on the surface {p0 = a): 

//:+//;. XZJ.^^^^P^^+^POV.U«-«)] (298) 
n I-exp(2irtvfl) 

where DH is given by eq. (2.56) (see also the literature on axial slots, e.g. SENSIPER 

[1957], WAIT [1959], HASSERJIAN and ISHIMARU [1962]). 
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On the illuminated portion of the surface p ~ a: 

jrfcaJcW(,li(fco) 

+ IZ5.H0'(^^pC^s^ltexPM^+i»i  (2.98) 
n l-exp(2i^vn) 

and on the shadowed portion: 

W^tf!~Ig,tf-^p0)eXp(ig^)+eXp[i^-^]. (2.99) 
n l~exp(2i7rvn) 

In particular, if also the source is on the surface (p - p0 = a): 

H[ + H\ ~ 2 e-^y£.gP^-i)-texPP^2g-^. (2.100) 
m « l-exp(2i^vrl) 

where: 

£, ~ ^'[1 -e^'Virf/U /»;J)m-2-e-ll"^Tf(3/?;*+i/?.-l+-VlA2-iV/'.5)'«'4+ 
+xi ö(/'; 

6 - J/J; 
3 - w+Ji^.3 - ^A-oß>"6 + ■ • •]• (2ioi) 

A less refined approximation, in which only the physical optics surface field is retained, 
is: 

(//l + //JU = 2ff(
0
l)(fcÄl) (2,102) 

with Rl give    by eq. (2.82), on the illuminated portion of the surface p = a, and 
(//j + //J)p.0. = 0 on the shadowed portion. 

In the far field (p -► oo) and in the illuminated region: 

H> + Hl~T^-J$. [ f [^.(W- ^//l"(A-p„)l exp {iv(^i«)}dv+ 
yi(2nkp)     Uc L H^ika) J 

W" I C.«<l'(fc/»0)?
P-[i^^]+exp P^ilt^O.   (2.103) 

n 1--exp(2i7rvn) 

whereas in the shadowed region: 

//! + //! - exp(,A7,+ ^i7r)my ^ Hii>(^o)CXP WM~^)] + exP['^^~^H 
y/{2nkp) n 1-exp (2171^) 

(2.104) 

In particular, if the source is on the surface (p0 = ö): 

it>A a-     I'  2 /•/      !• J 2i   f expfiv^-iTr)] . 

+ y^ cxp[ivn(i7r-^)]-fcxp[iv(l(^ + (A)]l    (2 ,05j 
« 1-exp(2i^v:

(,) ) 
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in the illuminated region, and 

H>+H] ~ l/Acxp(ifcp-im)ID.^.[iW-Ml+^P[«.(»»-»)]     (2il06) 
r Tr^p M 1 -exp(2i7rvB) 

in the shadowed region. 
If the line source is located at a large distance from the surface (p0 > a), the 

approximation of eq. (2.85) may be introduced in the preceding formulae of this 
section. 

2.4. Dipole sources 

2.4.1. Electric dipoles 

2.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole located at rQ a (p0 ä #> 0o» zo) w*^ 
moment (47t5/fc)c, the total electric field is: 

fcV)+^W=:47r/c^e(r|ro)^, (2.107) 

where ^.(iir0) is (he electric dyadic Green's function for the circular cylinder (TAI 

[1954]): 

Wo) = ~ f dr I --^2 {MlJ>(r, r)[AI<l>(-r, r0)+fl||AliJ>(-l, r0)] 

+ AC(r. OtMiW-/, ro)+fl,Mä)(-», r0)] + 
+ Ä OEiVÜ^ - r, r0) + t.NÜ'C - /, r0)] + 
+ <'(», O^'C-f. r0)+fc1,N

(
0

3;(-J, r0)]},      for   p > p0. 

».(••Iro) = j f drf -/"- 2 {[M<i,(f.r)+a1,M»»(r,r)]MlJ,(-».r0) 

+ [M(o!t
)(/, r) + flBM^(/, r^M^C-r, r0)-f 

■f[iVÜ)(/,r)+^N(
eJ>(/lr)]NiJ>(-r,r0)+ 

+ [/V(o,n
,(/, O + ^CnV^ OJiV^-r, r0)},       for   p < p0. 

+ 

(2.108) 

+ 

with 

./:K(/c3-f2)) 

»«"•(a^fc'-»2)) 
/>. = - 

HlVj*2-'2)) 

(2.109) 

(2.110) 

iw:;;«. r) = e"- + "zi.Jw(^-'2))!,""0p- .    <1ZlJ,(pv(': -'»CCIS 

cos 
<■1/' 

sin 

(2.111) 
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o k      !_ fip sin p cos 

Hk^t^XpJik^t2))^^   (2.112) 

7=1,3   and   Zi,)(x) = yM(A-),Z;3)(x) = //!I
,)W. 

For a longitudinal electric dipole at (po» 0o - 0, r0 = 0) with moment (4;r£/A:)z, 
corresponding to an incident electric Hertz vector (el*il/Ai?)z, such that (EINARSSON 

et al. [1966]): 

£i = _/.2 5  /|+i|__ 3 \z(p-p0cos(t>) 
' ' kR \      kR     k2R2J R2 

£i=-"«('+s-Ä):'"r- 

'     kR \      kRl      R 

H^-kiy^U+iy-?*™*, 
* kR \      kRl        R 

H[ =0, 

the total electromagnetic field components can be derived from the total electric 
Hertz vector (OBERHETTINGER [1943]; WAIT [1959]) 

nt = nj = 2^, f £ncos(W0)f'J //;A/W(K-
2
-/

2
)) 

L wi'^vCf -' )) J 

by the relations: 

rJn i   rfn i n2 
£„ = ''^,    E#='"^ ^ = (£J^

J)".- 
W   = ~ ,A V '-/7*,       //. = \kY {1/7t,       //. = 0. (2.115) 

On the surface p = a: 
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In ^e far field (p -* oo): 

e r £^4 El = -   -  k2 sin 0   e\p(-lkp0 sin 0 cos 0)- 
AT L 

- f a-i)" ^^-li "il)(^o sin 0) cos #1 ,   (2.117) 

£; + £;-0, (2.118) 

where the spherical polar coordinates (r, ö, ^) are shown in Fig. 2.!. A quantity 
proportional to the amplitude of the summation in eq. (2.117) has been plotted as a 
function of 0 and for 0 ~ in by LUCRE [1951] for fo* = 0.5 and kp0 = 1.5, by 
CARTER (1943) for p0 = 0.24A with a/X = 0.0016, 0.16, 0.24, 0.318, 0.8, and pQ = 
0.878Awitha/>l = 0.383, and by OBERHETTINGER [l943]fora = Aandp0M = hhi^- 

If the longitudinal dipole is on the surface (p0 = a)y the field is identically zero 
everywhere. 

For a circumferential dipole at (p0, 0r = 0, z0 = 0) with moment {Amlk)y, the 
far field (p -* oo) in the plane z = 0 is: 

£i + E^ = -k1 — cos ^ exp(- '\kpQ cos 0) - 
kp L 

~ iM-ir'  -^-//^'(^cos^l ,   (2.119) 

El + E =0. (2.120) 

If the circumferential dipole is on the surface (pQ » ö), the field is identically zero 
evwy where. CARTER [1943] has plotted a quantity proportional to the amplitude of the 
far field of eq. (2.119) as a function of (p, for a - 0A6X and pQ = 0.24A. 

For a radial dipole at {p0, <^0 = 0, z0 = 0) with moment (47re/£)x, the far field 
(p ~* oo) in the plane z = 0 is: 

£•; + £; -0, (2.121) 

sin (j) c\p(-\kp0 cos 0)— 
, cikp r 

-2Z(-ir-, ^\   ."-^'(^sin^l ,   (2.122) 
«=i H{

n 
}(ka) kp0 J 

and, in particular, if the dipole is on the surface (/)0 = a): 

4   e1^ ^    n{-\) 

na1  kp nh H{
n
l)(ka) 

4 + ^ = A   .     I  f"
l

lT.;
,:sin«0 (2.123) 

WAIF and OKASHIMO [1956] have computed a quantity proportional to the amplitude 
of the tar field of eq. (2.123) as a function of ^ for five values of A^, and have compared 
it with the experimental values of BAIN [1953]; these results are shown in Fig. 2.20. 
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Fig. 2.20. Shapeoftiie far field am- 
plitude [£^ } ££{ in the azimuthal 
plane z 0, for a radial electric 
dipole at (^ a, </>0 -- 0, r0 - 0) 
ard   (a/ «/;.     0.0315.   (b) a/A 
o.i25, (c» a/;   0.335, (d) «/; 
0.915, (e) <JM -   1.54 (   -numerical 
(WAIT    and    OKASHIMO    [1956]), 

- experimental (BAIN (1953J)). 
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LEVIS [1959] has published numerical tables of the real part, imaginary part and 
amplitude of the two components of the far electric field as functions of 0 and ^ 
for the case of a radial dipole on the surface of the cylinder and for ajk = 0.05(0.05) 
0.50; some of his results have been plotted for comparison with experimental data 
(LEVIS [1959; I960]). 

The far field in the plane z = 0 due to an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole at 
(Po» ^o = 0, ZQ = 0) can be easily derived from eqs. (2.117) to (2.122). 

2.4.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency approximations for the 
far field can be easily derived from the exact results of the preceding section. 

2.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available. 

2.4.2. Magnetic dipoles 

2.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole located at r0 s (p0 ^ a, 0o»zo) 
with moment (4n/k)c, the total magnetic field is: 

H^+Wir) = 4nk9n(r\r0) • c, (2.124) 

where &m(r\r0) is the magnetic dyadic Green's function for the circular cylinder, 
which is related to the electric dyadic Green's function of eqs. (2.108) and (2.109) 
by (TAI [1954]): 

SWo) - ~ VA{[V0 A^(r0|r)]T}; (2.125) 
k 

here V0 A operates on r0, and T indicates the transposed matrix. 
For a longitudinal magnetic dipole at (p0, 0O = 0, z0 = 0) with moment {4nlk)z, 

corresponding to an incident magnetic Hertz vector (eikRlkR)z, such that (EINARSSON 

et al. [1966]): 

2(p-pocos0) 
P kR \      kR     k2R2J R2 

//. = -^
eikR(,+ 

3i _    3   \^sin* 
# kR \      kR     k2R2l      R2 

^=^C;17<(i+^2^cos0)+   i   (l+   ^(l-^)], (2.126) 
kR IR2 \      p2       p '      kR \      kR/X      R2 U 

kR \       kR'      R 

kR \      kR' R 
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the total electromagnetic field components can be derived from the total magnetic 
Hertz vector (WAIT [1959]) 

nm = nj = Z*L l^cosin^r H[x\p>%l{k2~t2)) 
2kn=o J.^ 

x k(p<V(*2-'2))- j^^r^^^^^2-'2»! el'-'df (2127) L Wiu(av(fc -r)) J 
by the relations: 

E,JkzdIL*,    E^-ua8^,    £j = o. (2',28) 

p    dtf) dp 

On the surface p = a: 

tfi + H: = - 4   I e-cosM) f20  ^^Zty^-I^d,.       (2.130) 

:n the far field (^ -♦ oo): 

£;+£; =e j 
r r 

'    ^2Z sin Ö   exp (- ikp0 sin 0 cos ^) - 
kr L 

«=o //;u (Casino) J 

If the longitudinal dipole is on the surface (p0 = a): 

and, in particular, in the far field (p -> co): 

e*r 2\k2Z y (-i) 

kr   nka nh** Hl
n
u\kasinO) 

£i + £i = I.     !...     I ^ .(.,'.:.:- n. COi "^ (2-133) 

A longitudinal magnetic dipole at pQ = a is equivalent to a narrow axial slot (see, for 
example. WAIT [1959]). 

Apart from the general formulation ot eq. (2.124), no specific results are available 
for circumferential and radial magnetic dipoles. 

2.4,2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available: however, low frequency approximations for the 
far field can be easily derived from the exact results of the preceding section. 
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2.4.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available. 

2.5. Point sources 

2.5.1. Acoustically soft cylinder 

2.5.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at (p0, (^j = 0, z0 = 0), such that 

kR 
then 

V* = — , (2.134) 

2kn=o J_w L 

" j^^f'^^'^^v^2-'2))! H^(p>yj'(k2-t2))^dt,    (2.135) 

On the surface p = a: 

l(r + n = -!    fe-cosCw^f  ^«^"f^e^dr.      (2.136) 

In the far field (/:>-> CJO): 

7        n. Casino) 
H^^kamO) 

x//m(/fPosinÖ)cos#J,   (2.137) 

l7' + r/s = exp (- i^0 sin 0 cos 0)- V efl( - i)' 
kr L .1 = 0 

where the spherical polar coordinates (r, Ö, 0) are Jiown in Fig. 2.1. If the point 
source is on the surface (p0 = a), the field is identically zero everywhere. 

2.5.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency approximations for the 
far field can be easily derived from the exact result of eq. (2.137). 

2.5.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at {p0, (p0 = 0, r0 = 0), such that 

V1 = '     , (2.138) 
kR 

asymptotic evaluations of the exact solution are not available. The geometrical optics 
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scattered field at a point (p, <t> < n, z) located in the illuminated regicn is: 

v:,. = -1((f2
+zf)(i+VG/7)\i+U    f   ]\ 

k[ IF     acos^,^«^) 

xexp {i/c^FM r?) + N/{C2+(2-21)
2}]},   (2.139) 

where 

a = arcsin j- ^n c^, j, (2.140) 

zt =z{\ + JGIFy\ (2.141) 

F = (pj + fl(2-2flpocos^1)
i,       C = [p2-fa2-2^008(^,-0)]*, 

(2.142) 
and 0! is that root of 

^siii01+^sin(01-0) = O, (2.143) 
F G 

which is less than \n. 
The geometrical optics field is zero in the shadowed region, i.e. at all points such that 

i^| > arccos- , (2.144) 

p < Po[cos ^+v/{(PoM2-l} sin my1. (2.145) 

2.5.2. Acoustically hard cylinder 

2.5.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at (p0, <j>0 = 0, z0 = 0), such that 

JAR 

kR 
then 

r 

r = -—, (2.146) 

Ikn^O J ..^  . 

- jnv'^"'2!^'^^^-2-'2«! «I'W^-'V'd'-   (2.147) 

On iKc surface /» = <;: 

r+r=-  '   I«.cosM)j" «I'^'ovU-2-''))    c"r ^ dr.        (2,148) 
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In the far field (p -► oo): 

exp {- ikpo sin 6 cos ^} - 
kr L 

-1 ^(-o" jSr'"^ "i'^osin e)cos B*I • (2•,49) 
If the point source is on the surface {p0 = a): 

and, in particular, in the far field (p -► oo): 

Vi+V' = T-lT^-a ^e" »imJ- mcosn^ (2-15,) 
/cr 7rfcasin0n=o   f/)l

u (ka sin Ö) 

2.5.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency approximations for the far 
field can be easily de-ived from the exact results of eqs. (2.149) and (2.151). 

2.5.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at (p0, 0O = 0, z0 = 0), such that 

V1 =  - , (2.152) 
kR 

asymptotic evaluations of the exact solution are not available. 
The geometrical optics scattered field at a point (p, <^ < TT, z) located in the illumi- 

nated region is: 

Ko. = I [(F2 + z])(\+s;Gin \l+-c+    -^   -IP 
k[ IF     acos(<l>i+a)ji 

xexp {ik[V(f2+2?)+>/{G2+(2-Z|)2}]}.   (2'53) 

where a, Zi, F, G and 0! are given by eqs. (2,l4t) to (2.143). The geometrical optics 
field is zero in the shadowed region, i.e. at all points for which the inequalities (2.144) 
and (2.145) are satisfied. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ELLIPTIC CYLINDER 

P. L. E. USLENGH! and N. R. ZITRON 

The elliptic cylinder is the most general scatterei of bounded cross section for 
which the exterior boundary-value problem for the two-dimersional wave equation 
can be solved by separation of variables. 

The fat elliptic cylinder is an obvious generalization of the circular cylinder, 
whereas the thin elliptic cylinder may be used as a model for the strip. In general, 
the elliptic cylinder is a means for testing approximation techniques applicable to 
convex cylinders with variable curvature. 

3.1. Elliptic cylinder geometry 

The elliptic cylindrical coordinates {u> v,z) shown in Fig. 3.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (JC, y, z) by the transformation 

x = \d cosh u cos i\ 

y = i</sinh w sin v, (3.1) 

r = 2, 

where 0 ^ w < oo» 0 ^ r < 27r, and -oo < z < oo. Instead of u and v, it is often 
convenient to use the quantities 

f = cosh w,      t] - cos v, (3.2) 

with I ^ { < oo and - 1 1* *} tk 1- The (,v, z) and (>', z) planes are planes of symme- 
try and the surfaces £ = constant, |^| = constant and z = constant are respectively 
confocal elliptic cylinders of interfocal distance </, eccentricity f"1, major axis dl: 
and minor axis dj(i2 -1); confocal hyperbolic cylinders of two sheets with 'nter- 
focal distance d, and planes perpendicular to the z axis. 

The scattering body is the elliptic cylinder with surface w - W|, and the primary 
source is a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the axis z 
of the cylinder and forms the angle 0O with the negative x axis, or a line source parallel 
to the z axis and located at (i/0 ^ u{, v0), or a point or dipole source located at 
("o .^ wi* r0' -o)- Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the coordinates .v0 and 
r,, of the source are non-negative; thus, in the case of plane wave incidence one has 
that 0 ^ 0O ^ JTT. The ratio between major and minor axes of the elliptical cross 
section of the scaUerer in a plane r = constant is equal to si/V(sf-l)' values ot 
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Fig. 3.1. Elliptic cylindrical geometry. 

(J, = cosh Ui corresponding to a few typical ratios are tabulated in the following: 

major axis ^ ^^ 
10:1 5:1 2:1 

minor axis 

{, = 1.0000500       1.0050378      1.0206207     1.1547005 

The definitions and notation for the M.'thieu functions are those of STRATTON 

[1941]. Thus, the even and odd radial functions of the first, second and third kinds 
are indicated by /tej^c, {), where; = I, 2 and 3 respectively, whereas the symbols 

o 
5eM(r, q) are used for the angular functions; m ^ Ois an integer, and So0(c, rj) - 0, 

o 
so that all the terms in the summations over m of the following sections which con- 
tain functions Som are to be taken equal to zero for m = 0. The parameter c is the 
product of wave number and semi-focal distance: c = {kd. The quantities /Vj^0 

which appear in the following sections are functions of m and r, and are defined 
by STRATTON [1941]. Numerical tables for Mathieu functions and related quan- 
tities with notations which at least partially agree with that adopted in this chapter 
are given by STRATTON et al. [1941], WILTSE and KING [1958.1, b] and the National 
Bureau of Standards (1951) A list of numerical tables, and a comparison of notations 
used by ditferent authors, are given by BLANCH [1964]. Recent results on asymptotic 
expansions are found, for example, in DINGU and MüLLI:R [1962], in MÜLLliR 
[1962] and in SHARPLIS [1967]. 

Although no precise information on the rapidity of convergence of the infinite 
eigenfunction series representing the exact solutions seems to be available, it is prob- 
able that the series converge at least as rapidly as the corresponding eigenfunetion 
series for a circular cylinder of diameter d^ . 
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3.2. Plane ware incidence 

3.2.1. E-Polarzation 

3.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, 
and forms the angle ^o with the negative x-axis and the angle (i7i~0o) with the nega- 
tive ^-axis (0 g 0O ^irc), such that 

then 

H1 = zexpl-i/^xcos^o + ysin 0C)}, 

f/1 = y( - sin 0O i + cos <}>0y) exp {- \k(x cos 0o + ^ sin 0o)}, 

^ÄeL3^.^) 
Sem(c,cos0o)Sem(c.»/) + 

+ —rr— ,7; ^©-(c, cos OQISOJC, n) 

In the far field (c; -► oo): 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

fct £  f I     Re',"(f,€,)c   , ,    '2 

Kor incidence along the major axis (0O = 0): 

T. = -vS^I (~ir Re"',(f-'5,)Rei;,,(<,^Scm{<-,^. 

On the surface s = s, : 

(3.3) 

£!. = -s/in £ (-i)"1 f-L ^^ i?e!.3,(c, «Sem{c; cos ^0)Sen(c,,)+ 

+ i ST! äO" YC' «)SO-(C- COS ^O)SOM(C, J .      (3.4) 

On the surface i5 = f): 

c r i\ — r\ m=o 

(3.5) 

"^Sl:^0^005^0^^-  (3-6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 
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Amplitude and phase of the surface current density have been plotted by MANDRAZHI 

[1962] for c = Is/l and axes ratio {i/V({*-l) = 6.7. The normalized amplitude 
of //„ given by eq. (3.9) has been computed as a function of v by BARAKAT [1969] for 
c = 1 and four different values of {j, and is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Fig. 3.2. Amplitude of surface field produced 
by a plane wave with £' parallel to the cyl- 

inder axis; case &, ^ 0 (BARAKAT [19691). 

Fig. 3.3.   Normalized total scattcrjrg cross 
section for Bx parallel to the cylinder axis and 
incidence along  the  major  axis  (BARAKAT 

(1963]). 

\n the far field (£ -♦ oo): 

P = 
m-o   Nm    Keffl (f. c,) 

(3.10) 

The total scattering cross section per unit lenpth is: 

ST:  I     1      Äci/V.fi)12 

k AN? Rc^ictt) 
(3.11) 

The normalised cross section <TI7J has been computed as a function of c and for 
eight ditferent values M' J, by BARAKAT [1963j, and is shewn in Fig. 3.3. 
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For incidence along the minor axis (#0 ~- in): 

£», = -v'^Zj-T p2^ J^^^'W*^'»!) - 
m = 0 

-' <t7- ^-M1)
R02"+,(^)S02"+i(c''',J•   (3-,2) 

On the surface { = i1- 

Se2m(c,0) 

f r ;, -?/ m=o L    yv2m 

1 

2w ^e2m(C'^l) 

1 

Se2m(c, rj) - 

iSo2w,+ l(c,0) (^»/)]. (3.13) 

For axes ratio iiMii - 0 = ö-7» MANDRAZHI [1962] has plotted the amplitude of 
the surface current density for c = |, and the phase for c = 2y/2; 2; *J2; |. The 
normalized amplitude of Hv given by eq. (3.13) has been computed as a function of 
rby BARAKAT [1969] fore = 1 and four different values of ^j, and is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

2H 

I ig. }.A. Amplitude of surface held produced 
by a plane wave with E1 parallel to the cylinder 

axis; case</>„      i.-r (BARAKAI (19691). 

Fig.   3.5,   Normalized total  scattering cros«. 
section for fc*1 parallel to the cylinder axis and 
incidence along the  minor   axis   (BARAKM 

11963)). 
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In the far field ({ -► oo): 

_ s^tiM) J^üML) SOlm+ l(c>,)] .     (3.,4) 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is. 

ReiUM.) 
ffT-i.?.teU^^1)

Se,"(c,0) + 

So23J+i{c,0)|     .       (3.15) 

The normalized cross section arlä has been computed as a function of c and for 
eight different values of d by BARAKAT [1963], and is shown in Fig. 3.5. 

3.2.12. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicula»* to the z-axis, 
and forms the angle ^0 with the negative A-axis and the angle {{n 0O) with the 
negative ;'-axis (0 ^ ^o ^ i^)» suck ^at 

£' = f exp {- \k{x cos ^o+^ sin ^0)}, 
H1 = y(-sin</>oi+cos0oy)exP{-^(xcos^o + .vsin0o)}»        (3*16) 

low frequency expansions may be obtained either directly (STRUTT [1897]; NOBLE 
[1962]; VAN BLADEL [1963]) or by power series developments of the Mathieu func- 
tions appearing in the exact solutions (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]; BURKE et a! 
[1964]). 

In the far field (i -► oo; t? ^ 0) and through 0(c2) (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]): 

-i Pf (1-20K/({J-1)+ L2(cos2^+coc20o) 

-^(l+<r^/(^-l)Xcos^cos0o + ^-\/{f-lsin0sin^o)lj, (3.17) 

where 
fi\ -i 

0~(l+~2y < (3.18) 

L »y + logUc^.+v«}-!))], yJA9) 

and v = 0.577 215 7 ... is Euler's cimstan«. BURKE and TWERSKY [19641 have derived 
a closed form for/* correct through 0(('b), and have expanded it through 0(r,?) 
(BURKE and TWERSKY [I960]) The normalized bistauccrosssectii n nerunit length for 
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Fig. 3.6. Normalized bistatic cross section ika(<f>) for El parallel to the cylinder axis with ^0 = 45 
and axes ratio iJVi^-l) - 2 (BURKE and TWERSKY (1964]). 

v^?«.-' 
Fig. 3.7. Normalized bislali'.- cross section jjArrf^) for £' parallel to the cylinder axis with 4>0 - 45 

and r5|      I.I (BLRKE and ^*«.ERSKY (1964]). 
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<t>0 = in and different values of the axes ratio and of c^ is plotted as a function of ^ 
in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. BURKE et al. [1964J have plotted the normalized bistatic cross 
section per unit length ika{<f>) as a function of 4> for ip0 = in; c^ = 0.3, 0.7, 1.1 

and axes ratio V^J - !/<£, = 0, J, i, J, 1. The normalized back scattering cross section 
per unit length is shown in Fig. 3.8 as a function of 0O for cf l = 1.1 and in Fig. 3.9 
as a function of cfj for <t?0 = JTC, for five different values of the axes ratio. 

V60' 
1.0-=-=^ 

0.5 ^ 

Fig. 3.8. Normalized back scattering cross section ika for El parallel to the cylinder axis and cif, ~ 
1.1 (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]). 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is 

or - *D-MK,)2 [2^-,>(|_D)+^-=C0S2^Jj . (3.20) 

The normalized total scattering cross section per unit length corresponding to the 
closed form derived by BURKE and TWERSKV [1964] is shown as a function of <j>0 for 
cii = LI and uiffertnt values of the axes ratio in Fig. 3.10. 

For incidence along the major axis (0O = 0), in the far field (i ~+ ao; v = <t>) and 
through 0{c2): 

"-(-tH^TI: a    W(l-D)^cr2(l-fcos20) iP- 

-i!"^ (l-2D)N(;f-l)+ L^(l4-cos2(/.)-^(M;r\(^-l))cos J{. 

(321) 

J 
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Fig. 3.9. Nor.-ial £eü back scattering cross section for El parallel to the cylinder axis (BURKE and 
TWEASKY 11964]). 

Fig. 3.10. Normalized lotnl scattering cross section |A7TT for El parallel to the cylinder axis and 
c^      1.1 (BikKEand TWFRSKY (1964)). 

BüRKt et al. [1964] have published diagrams of the normalized bistatic cross section 
per unit length ik<T{(j)) as a function of (p for c^ = 0.3, 0.7. 1.1  and axes ratio 

^f-i;, =<U,ii i. 
The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length as a function of c^ and 
for ditferent values of the axes ratio is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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*' 

1.0- <*> =0° T0 ^«f-'A- s / 

T 
/ > 

y 

0.5- 
S 1^^ Jt- -- 

- //Z^-   \ 

0- 

jT—— 
U—, ,. , , , , , , T.-. r    _| 

0.5 
c*. 

1.0 

Fig. 3.11. Normalized back scattering cross section for £' parallel to the cylinder axis, and incidence 
along the major axis (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964)). 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

<TT - ^0 jl-CK.)2 pÄ^O-D^r2]). (3.22) 

For incidence along the minor axis (0O = \n\ in the far field (<J -» ac, t' = 0)and 
through 0(c2): 

P~0 (-!+ Y) +(^.)2 }[-V-^"^{l-D)-^2(l-cos2w] iD- 

-i r2-~(l-2D)v'(^-l)-~(l-cos2^)-^(l-^2 + «rlv'{^-l))sin J|. 

(3.23) 

BUKKE et al. [1964] have published diagrams of the normalized bistatic cross section 
per unit length \ka{$) as a function of ^ for <•{, = 0.3,0.7, I.I and axes ratio 

N\SI-I/«I =0,i,i,}, I. 
The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length as a function of fiJi and 
for different values of the axes ratio is shown in Fig. 3.12. 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

-, ^oli-üc',)2 2v(«-l) (i-t))-{r2 (3.24) 
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Fig. 3.12. Normalized back scattering croiS section for £' parallel io the cylinder axis, and incidence 
along the minor axis (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]). 

3.2.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the r-axis, 
and forms the angle (po with the negative A-axis and the angle {i7r ~0o) WM the nega- 
tive j-axis (0 <; 0O ^ irc), such that 

E* = z exp {- ik{x cos <t>o + y sin 0o)}» 
/f1 = yr(-sin0oi + cos0oy)exp {-i^xcos^o + ^sin^o)},        (3.25) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

(r-Vo. = - 1 + -^ Prl   * exP {i/c[(p>P)- ^ cos ^->'i sin Mh     (3.26) Dcos^jJ 

where (?iP) is the distance between the reflection point P, 3 (x,, ;•,, z) s (iuriiyz) 
and the observation point P ^ (.v, r, z) == (£, rj, 2), 

(P,P) = [(.x-.x1)
2+0-yl)

2]t. (3.27) 

D is the radius of curvature of the scatterer at ?!: 

D^id^'^*   , (3.28) 

the re.  clion angle 0, of Fig. 3.13 is given by: 
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(3.29) 

Fig. 3.13. Geometry for reflected field with plane v/ave incidence, 

and ^ is a root of: 

where 

a - ±l,for.v, ^ 0; 

1 + 1, if v and >', have the same sign; 

l - I, if j and >•, have the opposite sign. 

In the shadowed region, (£r)g,0. = 0. 
Formula (3.26) is a good approximatioi if A:Z)> 1; this condition is satisfied a 
fortiori if: 

^,-^,)>l. (3.3!) 

(3.30) 

For incidence along the major axis (0O = 0) and in the illuminated region: 

i £;)..„, 

and the back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

exp{^-2^)]. 

(7 U.o.    -       .     vS '        '»If* 
K 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

For incidence along the minor axis (0(, = \K) and in the illuminated region: 

(r.iK„ = -^[2-^+:, |(;--i)(v:f-i)i] 1cxp;il(s(4--i)-2N(^-i))}. (3.34) 
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and the back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field ai a point Pi(f i, '/i, z) 
on the surface { ~ ^ is: 

2Y 

Wv)p.o: 

.{rii \ftf-i cos (frott^1 i-n] sin fa) 

xexpf-ic^,^, cos^o + vUcJ-lXl-^^sin^o]}      (± if>', ^ 0), 
in the illuminated region, 

= 0, in the shadowed region. (3.36) 

In the far field (t -► oo) (BURKH and TWERSKY [I960]): 

x exp [i'm + lkit Vl -^T2 sin2 i^ + ^o) cos i(t?-^o)] + 

+icA [cos (.-v)-cos (*0-v)] ^[^iiPiK^y-y) cos Kg-^o)] 
2cA sin (i(t? + ^o) - y) cos i(v - 0O) 

(3.37) 
where: 

V = arctan [^ . (3.38) 

-^ 
tan2^0 + (l-c72)2 .33^ 

tan2*0+l-{r2 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is (BURKE and TWERSKY [I960]): 

((TT)P.0. = 2^/cos((/)0~v) = 2/, (3.40) 

where / is the distance between the two rays at grazing incidence, i.e. the "thickness" 
of the cylinder ^ = Ci as seen from the direction of incidence (see Fig. 3.13). In 
particular, for incidence along the major axis, 

[(*TV*1**O  ~4~yjXt2i~i)> (3.41) 

whereas for incidence along the minor axis, 

[(^)p.oj#a = 90   = jfl- (3-42) 

A better approximation for the total scattering cross section per unit length is 
available for incidence along the major and minor axes (Wu [1956]): 
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KW ~ 2cfV^-1{1 +0.498076595[c({1 -fi"')]'^ • • •}.        (343) 

("TWO- ~ 2«. jl+0.498076595 [-^J 
-i 

+ ...]. (3.44) 

An approximation in which an expression for the diffracted field is retained, may 
be obtained either by an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution or by Keller's 
geometrical theory of diffraction. In the latter case, the scattered electric field is 
written as: 

3 = (£:)g.o.+(£)<,. (3.45) 

The diffracted ^eld {El)d at a point P(J, rj, z) away from the surface { = ^ is (KELLER 

[1956]): 

(^)d-Z[|(P2P)"i^(P.R(P2) 

xexp   ik[(P2?)-xPl cos (l>o-y?l sin ^0} +     (ik + Sn)dl   4- 

+ (Q2P)^ßrt(QI)ßrt(Q2) 

xexp   i/c{(Q2P)-x0l cos (t>Q-yQl sin (M+ I   (^' + <5«)dM 

x jl^exp^(i/c + ^)d/]j   '], (3.46) 

where the points P^ P2, Q! and Q2 on the surface £ = ^ are shown in Fig. 3.14, 

Fig. 3 14. Geometry for diffracted field. 

the line integrals Jp|, J^J, and § are evaluated along the optical rays from P, to P2 
and from Qi to Q2, and around the entire ellipse f = 4|, respectively. The aidength 
element d/ is given by 

(a;)'= ^-"2V(di,)J. 
1-'; 

(3.47) 
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The decay exponents Sn and the diffraction coefficients Bn may be written in the forms 

^ = 50^B,       Bn~B0nynt (3.48) 

where 

SM = ifc [2{|   '  _J "* exp {IhtKtf -I2)-', (3-49) 

^ - [«7in)],exp{ÄiÄ} (iä-TCAi'(-a-)r''   ^ 
and /i„ and yB may be taken equal to unity in the first approximation, whereas in a 
second approximation (KELLER and LEVY [1959]): 

»M = 1+^«flrr-;- ,J «f-vr [i+sSif^l. (3.51) 
60    L2{lVU?-i)J L     «({i-iy 

>^) = exp {W^Wtä - i)V ^Vj . (3.52) 

Tlie diffracted field near the surface ^ = ^ is of the order c* greiter than the field of 
eq. (3.46) (see KELLER [1956]). 

A rigorous asymptotic expansion for the field at f = {| is (WEINSTEIN and 
FEDOROV [1961]): 

H«~    fiS—T,   t  Biv+lnJito), (3.53) 

where 

L{t-cos «J 
xexp{-i[fcJ|l+(-inT-T1|l)]}f      (3.54) 

J^ =       cos 0O cos uu, (3.55) 

x = c\ >/(ff -cos2 i?)dt\       T^ = cj    jitf-cos2 v)di\ (3.56) 

(3.57) 

(1.       for   a > </>,, . 
12.       for   a < 0O, 

the Pock functii>n /Kl is defined in the Introduction, and rn and rI2 are the angular 
coordinates of the points of grazing incidence, as shown in Fig. 3,15. 
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K%1 

MJ 

3.2 

\ ,g. 3.15. Geometry for surface fidd and far field (WEINSTEIN and FEDOROV [1961]). 

If the argument (- O^CCi/i^C) of/is large and negative, eq. (3.54) must be replaced 
by: 

B(a; 0o) = ~2ic(Vc?-1 cos a cos ^o + f i s,n a sin 0O) 

xexp[-ic{Ci cos a cos </>o + v<jf-l sin a sin ^0)].       (3.59) 

A rigorous asymptotic expansion for the far field coefficient (<J -♦ oo) is (WEINSTEIN 

and FEDOROV [1961J): 

P~jin*iin I y{i>+2nj;il>Ql (3.60) 

where 

7(a: ^) = - v'2 F      ,'.   , 1 Kf-cos2 v^-cos2 f„)]* 

x/[(-ini;.M~fM)]exp[-i^+2f,)+i(-ir(T„-f„)],     (3.60 

J^, fM and f,M are obtained from JM, T,^ and C^ respectively, by replacing vlfl with 
r,M in eqs. (3.55) to (3.57); ft is given by eq. (3.58); the function/[{] is deftned in the 
Introduction: r,, and r, 2 are the angular coordinates of the points at which the rays 
leave the scattering surface (see Fig. 3.15). If (- inCi^-CiJ "* iarge and negative, 
cq. (3.61) must be replaced by: 

r(*;<M--|/       '2     Rl-cos^JVcosH^o) 
r -Ci v(«»i"~i; 

xexp j-icfij, cosr,(cosr+cos0o)+\'{f~l s?n i^sin r + sin ^o)]}»      (362) 
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where vl is given by; 

,/     . \      Vcf-l cos Vi 

^{f-C0S  Vi) (3.63) 
•   i/     i \ Ci sin u, 

sini(i' + 0o) =   ,,' -   • 

An approximation for the surface field which is sufficiently accurate for practical 
purposes may be obtained by an extension of Fock's method (WETZEL [1957]; 
OOODRICH [1958]; KING and Wu [1959]). 

A series which may be of some usefulness in numerical computations can be derived 
by substituting the appropriate asymptotic representations for the angular and 
radial Mathieu functions directly into the exact series solution. If the direction of 
propagation of the incident wave forms the an^le a with the pctitive jc-axis, so that 

E1 = f exp {\k(x cos a-I-> sin a)} (3.64) 

then at a point P(w, v) (ROBIN [1965]): 

r coshw       n~onlcosn*1 acos^1 \j/ 

xCcos^^^a + i^sin^^^ + iTij+sin^^^ia + i^cos^^^ + iTr)] 
x {exp [ - if sinh u + i{2n +1) arctan (tanh iw)] - 

-exp[ic(sinhM-2sinhM))-i(2n + l))']},     (3.65) 

where 
/ tanh iM-sinh w, \ /mt „. 

y = arctan '-   , (3.66) 
\l +sinhMl tanh htf 

__ (r, for   0£v<in> 
*~|r-2^      for   in<v*2n; M7) 

formula (3.65) is valid in the angular sectors: 

-J7t < a < i^,     -\n < \j/ < ^n. (3.68) 

.1.2.1.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

For an elliptic cylinder whose surface i = ii is defined in terms of the circular 
cylindrical coordinates (^ , 0,, r) by the equation 

sin2 0, 

where 

.-(.-tM- i>*» 
i;2     I. (3.70) 

i.e.  the elliptic cylinder  departs only inlinitcsimally from the circular cylinder 
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Pi = a, the scattered field may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for 
this circular cylinder. 

For incidence at an angle <t>0 with respect to the negative ^-axis and (in - ^0) with 
respect to the negative .v-axis, such that 

Ei = f exp {-ik{x cos ^0+^ sin ^o)}f (3.71) 

the scattered field at a point P(p, ^, z) is: 

K - - Za-i)" F^S +^o){r2l HPiWcotlnit-Ml+m4), 0.72) 
«=o IHyXka) J 

where 

2?: L      2H{
n
lJ2(ka) 2Hi

n\
)
2(ka) J 

In the far field (p -* co): 

P~-t a- D" T^-: +fl,(^72lcos W*-^o)]+0(f r4). (3.74) 

The previous formulas may also be obtained as particular cases of the resalts 
of HONG and GOODRICH [1965] and CLEMMOW and WESTON [1961 J; in the latter paper 
and in a paper by UDAGAWA and MIYAZAKI [1965], high-frequency expansions are 
also give:i. 

3.2.2. H-Polarization 

3.2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the i-axis, 
and forms the angle <j>0 with the negative x-axis and the angle (i^-^o)%y^ ^he nega- 
tive ^-axis (0 ä 0o ä in), such that 

Hi = z exp {--iA'(.*cos <t>o + y sin ^))}, 

El = Z(sin 0O^-cos ffrop) exp {-i/c(x cos 0o + >' sin ^o)}, (3.75) 
then 

«: = -^IC-if f— ^,^'| ÄeI,J>(c. i)Se.(c. cos ^Sejc.,) + 

On the surface * = i,: 

"« = ]/■,~    I (-0""' |r-;. '   M. ^m(r, cos <t>o)Scm{c. if) + 

+    , -^ Sojr. cos 4>u)SoJct q)   .       (3.77) 
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In the far field ({ -♦ oo): 

1   ifc^M,) P- -2nl(-\r\ 
«■o L 

1   Äo^'M.) 

Se^c.cos^Se^c.^H- 

^'Äw50^008*0^'^]-   (3-78) 

The toujl scattering cross section per unit length is: 

(3.79) 

For incidence along the major axis (0o = 0)- 

"•■ - —"i.^ ^',,',t-",-{'st-("*   (3•8o, 

On the surface i = ^i 

The amplitude of //2 given by eq. (3.Si) has been computed as a function of i; by 
BARAKAT [1969] for c = I and four different values of f,, and for c = 2 and t/i = 
0.4, md is shown in Fig. 3.16. 

Fig. 3.16. Amplitude of surface field produced by a plane wa\e with W parallel to the cylinder axis; 
case 4     0 (BARAKAT (1969)}. 
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In the tar field ({ -> ao): 

The total scattering cros section per unit length is: 

The normalized cross section (TTld has been computed as a function of c and for eight 
different values of ^ by BARAKAT [1963], and is shown in Fig. 3.17. 

10- 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

o.? 

Fig. 3.17.  Normalized total  scattering cross 
ection for N1 parallel to the cylinder axis and 

incidence along  the   major   axis   (BARAKAT 

(1963]). 

270 

Fig. 3.18. Amplitude of surface field produced 
by a plane wave with /f' parallel to the cylinder 

axis; case (i()      fa (BARAKAT (1969]). 

For incidence along the minor axis (</>0 = \n): 

■Se2w(f.O) R^'(c,^) Re£{c.i)Sc2mlc.>i)~ H) - - N Hn I ( - i I" 
TO      0 

jSo^.jCrJ)) RoV^^c,)     (3) 1 (3.84) 
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On the surface { = {p 

": - y-2 -. Z-v-u    -770" ra/V-^D^o)/  c v5e2^t',/^ 

+ 5o2fll + ,(f,0) 

N (o) 

1 
 So 

(r/^o^.M,) 2m+l(c^)|  - (3.85) 

The amplitude of Hs given by eq. (3.85) has been computed as a function of " by 
BARAKAT [1969] for c = I and four different values of ^, and for c ~ 2 and w, = 0.4, 
and is shown in Fig. 3.18. 
In the far field ({ -* oo): 

So + iM)]. 
-oL    NX     ReiJKc^) 

_So^l{c,0)Ro<2
l:'+l(c,tl) 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

8;: ^   [  1      Rc^'ic^,) !2 

/c ^oLtt^iKeäCc £,) 
1       Äo^.fcc,) .     v

2] 
Ä^-   ^3>'   (c l ^02«+l(^üV     " /v2w+l i ^02in+llC» Si/ i   J 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

The normalized cross section <Tj/d has been computed as a function of c and for eight 
different values of 5, by BARAKAT [1963], and is shown in Fig. 3.19. 

I ig. 3.19. Normüliml total scattering cross section for //' paraücl to the cylinder axis and incidence 
along the minor axis (BARXKAI (1963)). 
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3.2.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, 
and forms the angle ^0 with the negative .v-axis and the angle {±n - 0O) with the nega- 
tive ^-axis {0 £ <t>0 £ in), such that 

Hl = zexp {-ifc^xcos^o + ysin^o)}-, 

El = Z(sin ^0f-cos fay) exp {-ik{x cos ^o+y sin 0O)}, (3.88) 

low frequency expansions may be obtained either directly (STRUTT [1897]; NOBLE 

[1962]; VAN BLADEL [1963]) or by power series developments of the Mathieu func- 
tions appearing in the exact solutions (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]; BURKL et al. 
[1964]). 

In the far field {£ -> oo;v = <l>) and through 0(c4) (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]): 

x^Tv^-l cos 0 cos 0O + sin 0sin0o)] + 

+ Ä(ic{c)
4}-rr(l-{r2)+^l- -L HVM-l)) 

x [(1 -ii2) cos ^ cos (t>0 + sin <t> sin q^] + 

. i+ii V(ihi) 

x {^f Vijf-Ucos (fi cos 3(^0+cos 3^ cos 0o)4-sin 0 sin 3^0+sin 3^ sin ^o} + 

+ (l- — +{rV({i-0)j{rViM[7+2{r'V{f-l(2L-l)]cos^cos«0 + 

+(7{r1v'(^-l)-2+4L)sin 0 sin ^o + ^r'^f-l cos2^ cos 2*0 + 

+ (l-i)sin2«sm20o) ]. (3.89) 

where 

and y = 0.577 2157 ... is Euler's constant. BURKE and TWERSKY [1964] have derived 
the closed form for P which yields the explicit expansion correct through terms 
0(cH) (BURKI; and TWERSKY [1960]). The normalized bistatic cross section per unit 
length for (/)0 = in and different values of the axes ratio and oi csJi ^ plotted as a 
function of ^ in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21. BURKL et al. [1964] have plotted the normalized 
bistatic cross section per unit len^ih |Aa(^) as a function o\ tp for (fru --= ]r, i\} - 0.3, 

0.7, 1.1 and axes ratio N c;~ I ;, ~ 0, 1, ^ j, I. 
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Fig. 3.20. Normalized bistatic cross section \kai<ft) for Hl paralici to the cylinder axis with (f>0 = 45° 
and axes ratio 5,/\/(^J-l) = 2 (BURKF and TWERSKY 119641). 

The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length is shown in Fig. 3.22 
as a function of </>0 Tor cZt ~ 1.1 and in Fig. 3.23 as a function of c^, for <^0 = in, 
for five different values of the axes ratio. 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

47r2      „   4 i-{r2+(i-2l2+{rVKf-o)(i-{r2cos^o)].   (3.91) 

The normalized tv)tuj scattering cross section per unit length corresponding to the 
closed form derived by BURKE and TWERSKY [1964] is shown as a funcoon of 0O for 
c;, - 1.1 and different values of the axes ratio in Fig. 3.24. 

For incidence along the major axis (</)0 = 0), in the far field (i -> XJ:V = (i>) and 
through 0(c4): 

p ^ -^(UiI)
2;r,NsBf-i[i+(i+fr,N'(d-i))cos0]4- 
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Fig. 3.23. Normal zed back scattering cross section for H[ parallel to the cylinder axis (BURKE and 
TWERSKY [1964]). 

6 =90* 

0.5- 

I ig   V24.   Nt>rmali/cd total scattering cross section ]A<TT lor Hl parallel to the cvhndcr axis and 
r«,      l.MBiRKr and IwtKsKV (I^Ml). 
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+ i±iI^irl)(cos*+cos3«)+ (l- i-2 +«:,V(4?-1)) 

x {cos24> +[7 + 2(Jr1V{M(2L~l)]cos0}l|.      (3.92) 

BURKE et al. [1964] have published diagrams of the normalized bistatic cross section 
per unit length ika((t>) as a function of <j) for c^ = 0.3, 0.7, l.l and axes ratio 

V^I/f^O.iiil. 
The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length as a function of rf, and 
for different values of the axes ratio is shown in Fig. 3,25. 

Fig. 3.25. Normalized back scattering cross section for/f1 parallel to the cylinder axis, and incidence 
along the major axis (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]). 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

"T ~ v (K1)
4(l-4r3)(2- ,-1 +irV(tf-')) (3.93) 

k \      ^| / 

For incidence along the minor axis ((/^ = J/t), in the far field (i -> x; v = <t>) and 
through 0(c4): 

p ^ ~m(}fM'[ssr\'(f?-i)+(i+4riv
/(if-i))sin^]+ 
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+ Lt«rMlL-J)(sin3^-sin^)+ (i- -L +frv«?-o) 

x {(7{r V(«i-0-2+4L) sin ^-{-^{fT] Cos 20}J j.    (3.94) 

BURKE et al. [1964] have published diagrams of the normalized bistatic cross se^üon 
per unit length ikefy) as a function of (p for c^ = 0.3, 0.7, 1.1 and axes ratio 

VijfT[/{l=o,i,i,il. 
The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length as a function of c^ 
and for different values of the axes ratio is shown in Fig. 3.26. 

Fig. 3.26. Normalized back scattering cross section for Z/1 parallel (c the cylinder axis, and incidence 
along the minor axis (BURKE and TWERSKY {1964]). 

The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

ffr-4^ (k^2H;r2+crV(s;-")) (3.95) 
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3.22.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, 
and forms the angle <£0 with the negative Ar-axis and the angle (in - ^0) with the nega- 
tive ;'-axis (0 "g ^0 ^ in), sucn that 

H{ = z exp {- \k{x cos ^o + ^ sin (J>Q)}, 

E* = Z(sin (^o x-cos 0O^) exp {-i/f(x cos ^o + .K sin ^0)}, (3.96) 

the geometrical optics scattered fick* at a point P located in the illuminated region is 
(see Fig. 3.13): 

(HIU = [l + -^-^-l   * exp {^[(P, P)-^, cos (t>0-yl sin ^0]},   (3.97) 
L     ^cos^J 

where (PiP) is the distance between the reflection point P = (*i, .v,, z) s ({,,»/!, z) 
and the observation point P = (x.y, z) = ({, rj, z), and Z), fj)l, ifx are given by eqs. 
(3.28), (3.29), (3.30) respectively. 
fn the shadowed region, {Hz)g0 = 0. 
Formula (3.97) is a good approximation tfkD > 1; this condition is satisfied a fortiori 
if: 

cCf.-fr1)»!. (3.98) 

For incidence along the major axis ((j>0 = 0) and in the illuminated region: 

(« :,'0■   bttt-si 
i 

exp (^-2^)}, (3.99) 

and the back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

",.0. = ^.-{r')- (3.100) 

For incidence along the minor axis (^0 = \n) and in the illuminated region: 

(/';U = ^[2-{f+2N
/{((J2-I)({f-l)}]-l^p{ic(v'({2-I^ (3.101) 

and the back scattering cross section per unit length is: 

k x(i'f-i) 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic fielt4 at a point ?(ii, //i, -) 
on the surface s = si i^-' 

(2 exp [-ü[S"I>/I cos^o±N |(;I-l)(l-r/f)J sin(/>0]l, 
(//rlprt (± if vf ^ 0), in the illuminaled region,      (3.103) 

0.       in lhe shadowed region. 
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In the far field (f -► oo) (BURKE and TWERSKY [I960]). 

PP.o. = v/{Mf.-Jr,)|cosi(r--0o)l}[l-fr2sin2(i{t; + ^o))]^ 

xcxp[ii^ + 2ic{l\/l~-{J'"2sin2(i(^ + 0o))cosi^-0o)] + 

2cA sin (i(^+0o)~r) cos i(v-(l)0) 
(3.104) 

where y and /4 are given by eqs. (3.38) and (3.39). 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is (BURKE aüd TWERSKY [I960]): 

((TT)P.0. = 2^cos(*0-7) = 2/, (3.105) 

where/is the distance between the two rays at grazing incidence (see Fig. 3.13). In 
particular, for incidence along the major axis, 

k 

whereas for incidence along the minor axis, 
4c 

k 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

A better approximation for the total scattering cross section per unit length is 
available for incidence along the major and minor axes (Wu (1956]): 

M*o*o - 2./vTf-i{l-0.432ll998[^l--fr,)]"*H- ..•}.     (3.108) 

(3.109) (TTW-OO - 2dti (1-0.43211998 f" jf1--] + ... . 

An approximation in which an expression for the diffracted field is retained, may 
be obtained either by an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution or by Keller's 
geometrical theory of diffraction. In the latter case, the scattered magnetic field is 
written as 

The diffracted field (H'),, ai a point P(^,»;, r) away from the surface i = si is (KELLER 

[1955]): 

(«;)..-I r!fP:P)'!5.(l>,)S,(P2) 
n    L' 

> .rxp   iA [(P2P)-.vP|cos0o-rpl sin0o}+     (iA-Mjd/ 
L Jp, J 

+ 

+ iQ2r)-iBH(Qt)BH{Q2) 

r fQi    .  ii xcxp I IA!(Q2P)-.YQI cos(/)()-y0l sin ^1 + I   (iA+^)d/J 

x ,1-exp If (iA+fl 
r 

)d/ (3.111) 
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whers the points ?lt P2, Ql and Qj on the surface i-ii are shown in Fig. 3.14. 
and the line integrals J^J, J§J and § are evaluated along the optical rays from Pj to P2 
and from Qj to Q2, and around the entire ellipse {« ft, respectively. The arclength 
element d/ is given by eq. (3.47). The decay exponents S„ and the diffraction coefficients 
Bn may be written in the forms 

5-«A.A..      B^^y,,, (3.112) 
where 

U») -lt[-—.—^papU»}«!!-!1)-'. (3.113) 

s"-("" kfe-J'"1'iAk! (;-sr),WAI(-«r'  (3"4, 

and /?„ and y,, may be taken equal to unity in the first approximation, whereas in a 
second approximation (KELLER and LEVY [1959]): 

«,,..^.[^J«wr(.+.toi>+ 

m - «P(»"■ (l + i) [MÜSf-l)]-'*5^) • (3.116) 

The diffracted field on the surface { = f, is (KELLER and LEVY [1959]): 

"^ - kif-i)]",;'"-Ai'1 (iF?,')'?4"-«»-"'» 
x   ^„(Pt) cxp   J  (üt+ajcU-iltfo, cos ^o + yp, sin ^o)| + 

-f-fi^Q.) cxp [J (i* +«.MZ-i^Q. co* &+>*«*, sin *o)]j 

x jl-cxpi *(i^4-^)d/ll    . (3.Ü7) 

A rigorous asymptotic expansion for the field at s = ii is (WIINSTEIN and FEDOROV 

[1961)): 

//, -   I   B{v + 2nj;4>o)* (3.118) 
j - - - 

where 

L si ~cos' -i J 

^w r' ^i«' C. CiH and // arc given by cqs. (3.55) to (3.58),the Kock function </(;] is 
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defined in the Intieduction, and i^ j and vl2 are the angular coord.in*tes of the points 
of grazing incidence, as shown in Fig. 3.15. If the argument (-^(Ci^-C) vf Q 
is iargc and negative, eq. (3)19) must be replaced by: 

^(a;4>0) = ?exp[~ic({, cosacos^0W<!;J-l sinasin^o)].      (3.120) 

A rigorous asymptotic expansion for the far field coefficient (<J; -^ oo) is (WEINSTEIN 

andFEDOROV [1961]): 
c3 

P= v'iTe*1- £ y(v^2nj;4>0)f (3.121) 

where 

L2si% (si ""l/J 
^T(-ir(f,.-C.)] expC-i^+JJ+K-in^-f,,)], (3.122) 

J,,, f,^ and CiM are obtained from dß, T^ and f^ respectively, by replacing vllt with 
y,p in eqs. (3.55) to (3.57); /* is given by eq. (3.58); the function ä[i] is defined in the 
Introduction (Section 1.3.3): the angular coordinates Vn and r^ of the points of 
grazing incidence, and t^ l and t"i 2 of the points at which the rays leave the scattering 
surface, are shown in Fig. 3.15. 
If (- ly'C^-C^) is large and negative, eq. (3.122) must be replaced by: 

xexp {-ic[f, cos r^ccs i;+cos 0o) +v tf ~1 sin t'^sin y + sin ^0)]}» 

(3.123) 

where r, is given by eqs. (3.63). 
An approximation for the surface field which is sufficiently accurate for all practical 

purposes may be obtained by an extension of Fock's method (WETZEL [1957]; 
GOODRICH [1958]; KING and Wu [1959]). in particular, the surface field ({ = {J 
in the shadow region for incidence along the minor axis (0O = $n) is (GOODRICH 

[1958]): 

Hg - eikL9(A)+eikL'g(A'l (3.124) 

where 

L   = ^{,[£(1^ it)-E{in-ß, {,)], (3.125) 

L = iäUW** ii) + Ett*-ß< ii)l (3.126) 

.1 = [Wi>-;;l)Vlr(^ii)-nirt-ß.ii)l (3.127) 

1' = Uc{il~t;l)y[Fiin.ii)+F{in~ß,ii)]. (3.128) 

(2^r,       if   in^vZln, 
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the elliptic functions E and F are 

£(*,£,)= fv'l-?r2sin2udW, 
Jo 

d« 

*'o v(l-fi ^in2«)' 

(3.130) 

(3.131) 

the function ^({) is defined in the Introduction, and L and // are the path lengths 
measured along the ellipse f = ft from the shadow lines to the observation point 
P«,^) (see Fig. 3.27). 

Fig. 3.27. Geometry for the Fotk-Goodrich approximation. 

For incidence along the minor axis (0O = \n\ the surface field amplitude \HZ\ and 
phase (arg //2 + c v/(^-1)) have been plotted as functions of the arc distance from 
the center (u = ux, v - \n) of the illuminated side by KING and Wu [1959], who 
compared the experimental results of Wetzel with the Fock, Fock-Goodrich and 
Wetzel approximations for cix = 12 and ixl^{i]-\) - 1.2 and I 6, and by WETZEL 

and BRICK [1960], who compared their experimental results with the Fock approxi- 
mation for ^f,-fr1) = 8.3 with s

Kr: - 0.552, f^-fr') = 4.7 with c,"' = 0.780, 
andcOJi-fr') = 2.2 with i,"1 =0.910. 

A series which may be of some usefulness in numerical computations can be derived 
by substituting the appropriate asymptotic representations for the angular and 
radial Mathieu functions directly into the exact series solution. If the direction of 
propagation of the incident waves forms the angle a with the positive .v-axis, so that 

H1 - z exp (iA:(.xcos a + >sin a)}, (3.132) 

then at a point P(w, v) (ROBIN [1965]): 

25"+2{icr 
// I   2 

1 cosh i/ 
-2c I 

acos""1^ 

x |exp [-it'sinh u + '\(2n + 1) arclan (tanh J«)] + 

4cxp[i((sinhi/~2sinh i/,)-i(2/?-f l)y]}, (3.133) 
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where 

/ tanh iu-sinh M, \ 
y = arctan 1                            -), 

\l-f sinh M, tanhii// 

jv\             for     0 ^ i; < in, 

\v-2n,       for   JTT < t; ^ In; 

formula (3.133) is valid in the angular sectors: 

-JTU < a < iTr,        -^TT < ^r < in. 

3.2.2.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

161 

(3.134) 

(3.135) 

(3.136) 

For an elliptic cylinder whose surface i = ii is defined in terms of the circular 
cylindrical coordinates (p,, «^, z) by the equation 

P\ 
■•(-*#) 

where 

i\>U 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

.e. the elliptic cylinder departs only infinitesimally from the circular cylinder 
P, = a, the scattered field may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this 
circular cylinder. 

For incidence at an angle 0O with respect to the negative jc-axis and (in-fa) 
with respect to the negative v-axis, such that 

W ^ z cxp (- \k(x cos ^0 + >' sin $0)}, 

the scattered fcid at a point P(/>, 0, z\ is: 

J'n(ka 

(3.139) 

11 = 0 

where 

.H\r(ka) 
+ hM ok',"2] H!,"(fc (M)coS[n(<p-^0)]+o(cr*), 

(3.140) 

eii*o + 

+ 
I'/i'^CA«) L (A<.): 

+ 2)' -2i*o| (3.i4i; 

In the tar field 0» -• x): 

'' - - I «.( - 
n     0 _ /1 „      ( K (/ ) J 

(3.142) 
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3.3. Line sources 

3.3.1. E~Polarization 

3.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

THE ELLIPTIC CYLINDER 3.3 

For an electric line source parallel to the axis z of the cylinder and located at 

(Co. noX such that 

E{ = zH{
Q
X){kRl (3.143) 

the total electric field is 

x R£\c, {>)SeB(c, »to)Sem(c. »;) + 

x RoifV-, 1J>)Son(C, »/0)So„(c'. ,)|.      (3.144) 

On the surface ^ = f,: 

+i4 llltJs,,*'")so-(")]- ,3■l45, 

In the far field (£ -+ oo): 

Ez = I/'-2 e'^'V^ I (-i)"(-Je) r/?ei,'>(c.{„) - R^-Ato»^' tt] 
f net m-o l/Vlf' L Rene 41) J 

x Sem(4'. »/o)SeM(f,»;) + 

SoJc.^So^cr,)].   (3.146) -^[""■""•«-S.^;!""-'"-" 
If the line source is in the plane y = 0 at (f0, ^0 = 1): 

£' - 4i ^ K,(c'f o- fefe':! '?e" ^ ^Rc",(f' ^ )sc"(i% ^ 
On the surface i = £t: 

H =.„4y ^ _LROi-«o)Se(   , 

(3.147) 

(3.148) 
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In the far field (£ -* oo): 

1 • = l/A t^yr* I Ij: hWc, W- ^4) RCic, d Sew(c, ,). 
r Tief m=o N^  L Ke^Xcf,) J 

(3.149) 

If the line source is in the plane .v = 0 at (i0, ^0 » 0): 

x/?e(
2>^>)Se2m(c^) + 

^02ff(+1(c.O) T      ,,)     , .       Ä02M+,(C, {,)       ,3,     , . 1 

x Ro^^^SOi^^t^ . (3.150) 

On the surface <; = {p 

4^ ^   rSe2m(c, 0) /?e(
2
3J(c, J0) 

+ T::.m:.,:,., ---_ ^J^/ S02m+1(C} ^j t So2w+IU\0) ÄoimVrMo) (3.151) 

For axcsratia J,/v((jf-l) = 6.7 and u0 = 0.7213, MANDRAZHI [1962] has plotted the 
amplitude of the surface current density for c ~ 2s/2, and the phase for c = 2v

/2: 
i, %/Ä, 5. 

In the far field (J -♦ a)): 

E^^Ae^-i'^/g^^-ir 
r   TTCj m = 0 

v (Se2m(c,0) 

"2m 

Ke2w(c,{0)    ^g—^Re2n(c,t0) Se2m(f, »1) - 

-1 
.^o2m+1(c,0) 

V'0' 

(3.152) 

3.3.i.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results arc available; however, low frequency approximations can be 
easily derived either from the exact formulas of the previous section or by general 
methods (see, e.g., NOBLI: [1962]). 

3.3.1.3. HIGH FKIQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an electric line source parallel M the r-axis and located at (c0, ^0), such that 

E'- £//</>(W?)f (3.153) 
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and so far from the surface <J = ^ that at the surface 

E'-fl/JLe^-^ (3.154) 
r nkR 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

i 4- 

Dcos0,     (PoP,)J r^PoP.) 
'exp^ECPoPJ+CP.P)]-^}, 

Z> = ^^1   ^^, (3.156) 

(3.155) 

where (PQPI) and (Pi P) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and 
the reflection point P^^, /h, z) and between Pi and the observation point P, 

the coordinate rji is determined as a function of <Jo» ^O' 4»r/ anci ^i ^y ^e relation 

V [(PoPi)+(P.P)] = 0, (3.157) 

and the reflection angle e^, by 

cos^, =- (ioVo'/i-fJv^f-l+^v^o-l sin^sini', ,3 15 

v^-'/?[{io^o-M^t)2^(\^o~l sint'o-vif-l sinr,)2]1 

Formula (3.155) is applicable if kD > 1; this condition is satisfied a fortiori if 

<•({,-£;")> 1. (3.159) 

In the shadowed region, (£,)g.0. = 0. 
In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at a point P, on the 

illuminated portion of the surface c = <?i due to the source of eq. (3.153) is 

(tft.)p.0. = 2iK^,,(«PoP,))cos^, (3.160) 

where </>, is the angle of incidence; on the shadowed portion of the surface. (Hv)p,0, - 0. 
If the approximation (3.154) applies, then the surface field (3.160) becomes 

(//,.)PO. - 2Y\/      2       expMPoP.J-li^cos^. (3.161) 
1 nkiPoPt) 

An approximation in which an expression for the diffracted field is retained, may 
be obtained either by an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution (Lnvv [I960]; 
WiiNsniN and FMXJROV [1961])or by Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction. In 
the latter case, the scattered electric held is written as: 

E:~{h:\+(E])d. (3 162) 
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The diffracted field (£*)<, at a point P((J, f;, z) away from the surface { = {, and 
corresponding to the incident field ofeq. (3.154) is (KELLER [1956]): 

^M)/wpp^pp^ß"(p')ß»(Pi) 
if ^(PßPiKPjP)» 

-im+iA{(P0Pl)+(P2P)} + JV+^)'l'] + xexp 

1/ 2 
+ 1/ TBn(Qt)Bn(Q2) 

xexp[-ii7r + i^(P0QI) + (Q2P)}-f J W-f^)d/ j|l-exp T^ii/c-l-^d/ j   ' 

(3.163) 

where the points P,, P2, Q, and Q2 on the surface i = i'j are those shown in Fig. 
3,14 (but now the incident rays originate at the point PQ^QI *JO) an(l no longer at 
infinity), and the line integrals/^, JQJ and § are evaluated along the optical rays from 
P, to P2 and from Q, to Q2, and around the entire ellipse i = i',, respectively. Thc 
arclength element d/ is given by eq. (3.47), and the decay exponents ^ and the dif- 
fraction coefficients Bn by eqs. (3.48) through (3.52). The diffracted field near the 
surface c = ^ is of the order c greater than the field of eq. (3.163) (see KELLER 

[1956]). 
In the particular case of a thin elliptic cylinder for which 

cc^l,       W^.-^MV    'I, (3.164) 

the total magnetic field on ll;? surface ^ = Ci» due to a line source located at a large 
distance from the sjatterer (w0 > 1) and of strength proporti.>nal to (A>R)~i, is 
(GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963]): 

{c]-n2yl \t,        y 
("      G(r,r();-r<"), (3.165) 

where N is a non-negative integer much smaller than Cs, but otherwise unspecified, 
and 

^"=-1(4/1 + 3)+       8c'",       (-ITe-1". (3.166) 
n\r{-n-[) 

If 

r0 = 0,       r > 0,       rsinr,!, (3.167) 

then 

G'(r,0: -co) -     ' J\-RfcAii)'1 

x I^P;Mi-^sr)!(ianirr, + Ki exp!u-(3-fcosr)J(tunJr)aj ;   {ym> 

^ sin \r cos \v 
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if 

then 

if 

then 

C(^t;0; -CJ) 
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t'o = 0,       jf-Til^l,       c|sinr|<c:l, 

C(i?,0; -cff) - -L (i_/?V
ic)",eic(,"C0St'); 

8er,2 

0 < i^o ^ i^»       -ir < ^r < 0,       c|sin u| > 1, 

i(Äll-KI)e
lc(,"{0) 

3.3 

(3.169) 

(3.170) 

(3.171) 

8c(l-RIV
i0(i-*,,e4,c) 

x jo + R^ne4-) 
relc(l+co»^)  glc^o + no) 

_   COS^       COS ^2 
(tani^2tani^)a- 

JCO-CM;»  JcUo-riQ) 

HR,+Ruy
,c [' 

sini^ 
-?—— (tani^ntanW cos ißl J 

+ 

eic(l+coj^) glcUo-io) 

cos W    cos ißi 
(tani^tani^)'- 

eic(l-coi^)  eic{«o + ifo) 

sin ^     cos iß2 

and in particular, for vQ = JTI: 

C(r,^;-c<r)~ ^n"«^ 

(tani/^tanWO-jj.   (3.172) 

if 

then 

2*0(1-R.e'^Xl-ÄMe2^) 
expiicd+c^))(tan#),_ exp_{ic(l-cos^}(ian^.J . 

cos i^ sin # J 

fo = Jn.       IfK 1,       f|sint!|>; 1. 

CM«;-ca) JCXpM,+C0S*)}r ' +      2sin^    1; 
2V [7,(1-«.c2")     THCI-RHC'^J 

where 

r, = 

R, 

;t*(4(fe_li" 
HKl+a)) 

-JI» 

r,, - 

mci+^e-^ 
22'+'f'+if(-^) 

'2c*r(l+i3t)    " 

(3.173) 

(3.174) 

(3.175) 

l3.l76) 

(3.177) 

(3.178) 
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R" - rT^Fm^*))' (     ' 

l!;-27r,       for   r > n, 
(3.180) 

«»«ter-l), (j.181) 

cos/?, = ^0^1,      (^-a (3.182) 

(3.183) 

GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963] also give a physical interpretation, in terms of 
traveling waves, of the first term n - 0 of eq. (3.165) for r0 = 0 and v0 = \n. 

3.3.2. H-polarization 

3.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the axis z of the cylinder and located at 
(f0i //o), such that 

Hx = zH(
0
l}(kRl (3.184) 

the total magnetic field is 

x /?elI
3)(c,c>)5eJr,/;0)Sem(c^) + 

x Rol3\c. i^SoJc, >io)SoJc. rj)] .    (3.185) 

On the surface i = ;,* 

%••■(,7."S?■'{,,S°J'•'",S0■(t■',]■     ,■U86, 

In the far field (; -• /.): 
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r ff^ «=o IN**' L Keifte«?,) J 

x Sem(c,?;oK<»em(c,^) + 

+ Jo T^V^o)- ^)vCv!,!ÄO«,(c^o)l Sow(c^0)5ow(c^)l. (3.187) 

[f the line source is in the plane ^ = 0 at (f 0, ^0 = 0: 

"■ - 4i «r [Re-'"• {-)- M. tl "'"'^'-'] "'■'"■ {■,St-,"■ ■"■ 
On the surface ^ - 4i' 

(3.188) 

(3.189) 

In the far field (c -* 00): 

"- ■ ü''"-^8'.?.(ir H'"-i",- «ft:",,c-'"-"]su"* 
(3.190) 

If the line source is in the plane A* = 0 at ({0, r}0 = 0): 

m --1) /v 
xKe,

2
J„,(c,<J>)Se2l„(c.>?) + 

+ Sojm+l(f,0) 

^+ 2m + 1 

x Ro^^c-^JSo^^Cf,»,)).   (3.191) 

On the surface i = iy'- 

//  =      4i       V  fSe^cO)      Rei>,{0) + 

(3.192) 

In the far field (; -» x): 

(5c2Bf(c,0) 
1 

2m 

*•':!>. <„)- 
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Äe^M,) J 

1 (0, \^02m^y[c^o)^D-(3y-/——.'<02m+\{i^o)\b02m^\[c,ri)). 

(3.193) 

3.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency approximations can be 
easily derived either from the exact formulas of the previous section or by general 
methods (see, e.g.. NOBLE [1962]). 

3.3.2.3. HI^H FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the z-axis and located at (i0, ^0) such that 

ff1 = zH{
0
l)(kRi (3.194) 

and so far from the surface i ~ ii that at the surface 

H^z]/2   e'**-1'*, (3.195) 
nkR 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

'    ^'(PoP,) 
1 +  ^ P)   + 1P1P)1   '  exp (iA[(P0Pl)+(P1 P)]-ik}, 

Dcos^),      (PoP,). 
(3.196) 

where (PQPJ and (PjP) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and 
the reflection point P|(f i, ^h , 2), and between P, and the observation point P; £>, f/i 
and ^j are given by cqs. (3.156) to (3.158). Formula (3.196) is applicable if A/) > 1, 
and this condition is satisfied a fortiori if r^ - ii"') > I. 
In the shadowed region, (//r)g.0. = 0. 

in the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at a point P, on 
the surface i « £, due to the source of eq. (3.194) is 

(2f/<
0
u(A'(FüP1)),   in the illuminated region. 

(   -^ ~ 10, in the shadow. [Xl    * 

An approximation in which an expression for the diflructcd field is retained, may 
be obtained either by an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution (KA/ARINOH 

and Rirr [1959]; Li vv [I960]; WniNsniN and FIDOROV [1961]) or by Keller's geo- 
metrical theory of diffraction. In the latter case, the scattered magnetic field is written 
as: 
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The diffracted field (//J)d at a point ?({, tft z) away from the surface ^ = ^ and 
corresponding to the incident field of eq. (3.195) is (KELLER [1956]): 

(HD* ~ j|/-T,TT^T^^B"(Pl)B•(PJ) 
U   Äk(PiP,)(PiP)  n 

xexp [-iw+ik{{P0P1)+(P1P)} +jV+?Jdl] + 

+ )//-r?r7n?7rs^5"(Q,)5"(Q2) 
'   ^fc PnOiKOjP) « 

xcxp[-im+ifc{(PoQl)+(Q2P)}+j Ofc+S^ljjjl-exp^O/c-f^/jj"" , 

(3.199) 

where the points P^ P;» Q, and Q^ on the surface f = f i are those shown in Fig. 
3.14 (but now the incident rays originate at the point PoOJo« ^o) an^ no longer at 
infinity), the line integrals JpJ, J§J and § are evaluated along the optical rays from P, 
to P, and from Q, co Qj, and around the entire ellipse { = <J|, respectively. The 
arclcngth element d/ is given by eq. (3.47), and the decay exponents Sn and ^hc dif- 
fraction coefficients Bn by eqs. (3.112) through (3.116). 
The diffracted field on the surface { = f j is (LEVY and KELLER [1959]): 

(^42w(^1)]"Vll'#)i?Ai(-m(P)x 

M)/^)B-(p')e'tp[ifc(p»p')+r,{i'c+Hi
+ 

(3200) 

In the particular case of a thin elliptic cylinder for which 

c{,»l.      ic{it~t7l)V<U (3.201) 

the total magnetic field on the surface { = 4i, due to a line source located at a large 
distance from the scatterer (uQ > I) and of strength proportional to (A/?)*, is 
(GOODRICH and KAZARIKOPF [1963]): 

H, - 8i ^-C ^ I IJL G(v, vQ; -€<,?>), (3.202) 

where iV is a non-negative integer much smaller than c^ but otherwise unspecified, 
and 

(^ = -i(4n-H)irH-      2c Ul      (-ire"41"!, (3.203) 
L      rt!r(-fl~i) 
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and G is given by cqs. (3.167) through (3.183). GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF (1963) 
also give a physical interpretation, in terms of traveling waves, of the first term 
w = 0 of eq. (3.202) for v0 = 0 and v0 = $n. 

3.4. Dipole sources 

3.4.1. Ekc/nc dipoles 

3.4-»   , EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole located at r0 s ({0 ^ {i,»7o,^o) with 
moment {4nelk)c, the total electric field at r = (f, q, z) is: 

£(r)s=47rlc^e(r|r0)-c, (3.204) 

where &t(r\r0) is the electric dyadic Green's function for the elliptic cylinder (TAI 

[1954]): 

Wo) = ~r 72^ I r~{Afä^r)[MiiY-iPr0)+a^Mä>(-r,r0)] + 

+JO, r)[0-'. ro)+^^)(-'. ro)]} + 

+ Jo, {**»('. OCMÜ'C-f, r0)+aonMi:,(-»,r0)] + 

+N'0
3J(t, r)[N<l>( - /, r0) + b^N^i - U ro)]}] .      for   { > f0, (3.205) 

^.(rlro) = ~ f*   —, I Ti, {[Mli.V, r)+atmM^(r, r)]Alii'(-l. ^0)+ 

+ [JVii.'«, r) + 6emiViJ,>(/( r)]NiJ,>( -(, r0)} + 

+ Jo, {[Mil'C ^)+flw.M»,(f, r)3A#ü'(-J, r0) + 
01 

with 

+ [Nil,(f.r)+b0„Ni3
m>(/,r)]N^(- '.»-o)}].       for   {<{0, (3.206) 

fl'" = ~^'(^1)'   
a- = -^^7)' l3-207) 

and the prime indicates the derivative with respect to f^ 

fc ^'»(y,«,) _     go^y. {,) ,       , 

ßL" = f2'[SeB(y. cos v)Y<\v,      Cl™ = f "[So^y. cos v)fAv, (3.209) 
Jo Jo 

y = cvl ~727k2, (3.210) 
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(therefore, in particular, [Q{*)Ao)]^Q = ACMo>), 

M^ ') =     v.2     2J ^e-^ «) r Se«(^ ^)-^em(y, /?) 1 Rtfiy, {)   . (3.211) 
c fyXi'-iy ) L      O ^    O O ^M     O J 

+ tocl^y. f);- Sejy, ^)1 + ^--L e^Äci/^y, «Scjy, ^),       (3.212) 
o dv   o j Ic o o 

y = 1 or 3, and the unit vectors & and i are given by: 

Ü = (^-^"VS^cositf+ {sin ttf), (3.213) 

e = (<j2_^2j-i^2—j cos Vf_£ sin ^j p 214) 

In particular, for a longitudinal electric dipole at (io» fo» *o) w*th moment 
(4^e//f)z, corresponding to an incident electric Hertz vector {eikR/lcR)z, the total 
electromagnetic field components can be derived from the total electric Hertz vector 

r_      Rr">' 
x 

|e) ^»(y, f >) \Ro<:U {<)- ^rirr f'J ^oL3VA {<)] 5ow(v, ^0)Som(y, ^1, 

(3.215) 
by the relations: 

(3.216) 

cN({2-if2) tip cN/u
2-^2) e« 

On the surface I; = £,: 

//..=     2i;V 2 f dre-—i ( '   Re-!,(^0,SeB(y,(,.,SeJy.,) + 
is^y-n )J~' m=o\iim  y<em(v,Ci) 

^5v!'!0!So"('-''»,So"('-'',r    ,UI7) +
 a1:' Ro^y.it) 

If the longitudinal dipole is on the surface (:0 = (Ji), the field is identically zero every- 
where. 
If the longitudinal dipole is at (s

c
0, r/0, z,, - 0), the t >lal tar field (s -» x ) is: 
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— e,*r « fir 
£, = - 2v2»r ^-k2 sin 0 1 (-if U-   ReL"(c sin 0, f0)- 

- ?H!C Sin !' l'i Re^c sin "' ^)1 Se^c sin e' "»^(c sin 0,,)+ 

+ - i^rM.«,-«*; Äo^'Ccsinö.^) Äo^^sin^wj 
(csin^f,) 

x 5om(c sin P, rio)Som{c sin ö, /;), 

where 

(3.218) 

(3.219) 

(therefore, in particular, [Öil
f,,<c,Jfl.ilf = iV'l,0'(o))» and r and Ö are spherical polar 

coordinates; r is the distance of the observation point from the origin, and 0 is the 
angle that the straight line from the dipole to the observation point forms with the 
z-axis. The shape of \E9\ as a function of v has been computed by LUCKE [1951] for 
0 = in and special values of the other parameters, and is shown in Fjg. 3.28. Radia- 
tion patterns in the azimuthal plane 0 = ±K have been published by KOCHERZHEVSKI 

[1955] for longitudinal dipoles located at r0 = 0 and v0 = i/c, with various values of 
c\ {, and iQ. 

v*90o 

vMeo0 

v«270c M mVi 
/^- 

Wjj 
vl80o- 

v»90e 

m m 
m ü v«00 

Pig.3.2S. Shapcof the far Meld amplitude Ft in 
the a/imuthal plane r 0, for a longitudinal 
electric dipole located at (r\ (cj II 1.50; 
»„ W;^, 0). with fSt 1.12 and axes 

ratioi, s {:]    I)     2.24 (Hot (1951)). 

v - 270° 

Fig. 3.29. Shape of the far field amplitude Ht 

in the a/imuthal plane : ~ 0, for a radia' elec- 
tric dipoh located at (£„   - I,; »„    0 ; r0 -~ 0), 
with  tSi - 1.20  and  axes ratio c,/\ (|J- I) 

1.79 (UC"KMI95I1). 
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The total electromagnetic field components for an electric dipolc parallel to u 
(radial dipole) or to » (transverse or circumferential dipole) can be derived from the 
general result (3.204). The far field patterns may also be obtained from the results for 
plane wave incidence by using the reciprocity theorem (SINCLAIR [1951]). 

The shape of the far field amplitude \HZ\ as a function of v in the azimuthal plane 
z ~ z0 has been computed by LUCKE [1951] for a radial dipole at ({0 = ^, r0 = 0) 
and for a particular cylinder, and is shown in Fig. 3.29. A comparison between 
theoretical and experimental radiation patterns in the plane z = 20 has been given 
by SINCLAIR [1951] for a radial dipole at (<JC ~ f,, tJ0 - 0 or in) with c^ = 1.2747r, 
c>/((jf-l) = 0.780 TT, and a frequency of 1500 MHz. Radiation patterns in the 
azimuthal plane z = z0 have been computed by KOCHERZHEVSKI [1955] for transverse 
dipoles located at ^ = 0 and v0 = fTt, with various values of c, ii and £0. 

3.4.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency expansions can be derived 
from the exact results of the previous section. 

3.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical and physical optics approximations to the scattered 
field are derivable by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 

3.4.2. Magnetic dipoles 

3.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole located at r0 == ((J0 ^ fi,^o>zo) 
with moment {4n/k)£f the total magnetic field at r = (^, rj, z) is: 

ffW = 4nk&m(r\ro)' *> (3.220) 

where ^„»(rko) is the magnetic dyadic Green's function for the elliptic cylinder, 
which is related to the electric dyadic Green's function of eqs. (3.205) and (3.206) by 
(TAI [1954]): 

VM'o) = A V A {[Vo A ^(rok)]1}; (3.221) 
k 

here V0 A operates on r0, and T indicates the transposed matrix. 
In particular, for a longitudinal magnetic dipole at (io^o^o) Wl^ nioment 

{4nlk)z, corresponding to an incident magnetic Hertz vector (elkR/kR)Z, the total 
electromagnetic field components can be derived from the total magnetic Hertz 
vector 

nm = nmi = t * f d/c"1'-'«' l U- Reif»(y. {.) 

x [Re!,1 >(y, {<)- f^' I'] Rc'J'(y, i.)] Sejy. ^)ScJh r,) + 
L Rtm   (7»Sl) J 
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Om L AO_ (y, C.) J ) 

by the relations: 

ik2Z     «in. 

"   cjtf-n1) dudz 

On the surface { = cJi: 

E ^ _      ifc2Z      M„ 
£, = 0, 

(3.222) 

(3.223) 

H-SHfc2K 

cV^-^J-« ^olßL"(Ö/a«r)Re<.1)(y,i!) 

x Sem(7, Uo) | Seiy.,)+ -i-   -Ml^i?!-.- SoB(y, ,0) J SoM(y,,)!, 

(3.224) 

"■=- U>,-'!)' -llä ÄeL3)(y, W -Sefft(y^0)Semj,^) + 

+ 1 

ßL0) (did 

If z0 = 0, in the far field (<J •-* oo): 

«ORoif^y, {,) ) 

Ev = 2V/2^2Z sin 0 e'- f (-if (^-T IR^C sin 0, f0)- 

- o^)? ^ !' li k^c sin Ö' ^1 S^c sin 0' ^^„(c sin 0, »1) KeL3,(csin0,^) J 
+ 

+ 
Q 

(o) 
'^J V sin 0. i0)- f^

C S!n ^Ro^ic sin ö, i0) 

x Som(c sin ö, Wo)Sow(c sin ö, q)  ,       (3.226) 

where OjJ),(0> are given by eq. (3.219), and r and 0 are spherical polar coordinates; 
r is the distance of the observation point from the origin, and 0 is the angle that the 
straight line from the source point to the observation point forms with the z-axis. 
if the longitudinal dipole is on the surface ((J0 = {,): 

nm - - ;      dK"-*" I     ' ,        Ke' ' ;, ' t   Sejy. ,0)Sem(y. „) + 
k,'-. "--»'«I,   ((■/(■u,)Rc^-'(y, se,) 

+ Jo,, -,-     " V;(/   , , S0"(V. IclSoJv, ,) ,       (3.227) 
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and, in particular, in the far field («f -► oo) with ZQ ~ 0: 

S kr m*o I (KHdldu.WJHc sin 0, £.) C^/^.^e^csin^^) 

5ow(c sin 0, r}o)Som(c sin Ö, >/); 

The total electromagnetic field components for a magnetic dipole parallel to A 
(rndial dipole) or to » (transverse or circumferential dipole) can be derived from the 
general rtsjlt (3.220), The far field patterns may also be obtained from the results for 
plane wave incidence by using the reciprocity theorem (SINCLAIR [1951]). 

A comparison between theoretical and experimental radiation patterns in the plane 
2 - z0 has been given by SINCLAIR [1951] for a longitudinal and a transverse dipole 
at (i0 = fj.fo = 0) with cfi = I.2747C, cv(^-l) - 0.780^, and a frequency of 
1500 MHz. 

The equivalence between magnetic dipoles at i0 == ^ and slots is not discussed 
here; the reader interested in radiation from slots is referred, for example, to WAIT 

[1959] chapter 13. 

3.4.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency expansions can be derived 
from the exact results of the previous section. 

3.4.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical and physical optics approximations to the scattered field 
are derivable by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 

3.5. Point sources 

3.5.1. Acoustically soft cylinder 

3.5. M. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at (f0 ;> ^, rj0>z0) such that 

\kR 

r = -~ , (3.229) 
kft 

then 

r+r^fdre^-^f f±R£\yti>) 
K J ~ au m = ) I Um 

(3.230) 
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where ß^)(0) and y are given by eqs. (3.209) and (3.210); observe that (K'-f K') 
equals/7e of eq. (3.215). 
On the surface { = ^ 

^S^l^-^^ ,3■23,, 

If the point source is at ({0, ri0,z0 = 0), the total far field (£-»00) is: 

r + K' = 2s/2n - - H-iyl—   Re«,1 >(c sin Ö, {0)- 

- ?SC sin M1! Re^c sin o' ^«'1 se"(c sin ö' "o)5^0 sin ö' i)+ 

x 5om(c sin (?, ^o)5om(c sin 0, ?/)  ,     (3.232) 

where fljj),<0) are given by eq. (3.219), and r and Ö are spherical polar coordinates; 
r is the distance of the observation point from the origin, and 0 is the angle that the 
straight line from the source point to the observation point forms with the z-axis. 

If the point source is on the surface (f0 = ^1), the total field is identically zero 
everywhere. 

3.5.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency expansions can be 
derived from the exact results of the previous section. 

3.5.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical optics approximation to the scattered field is derivable 
by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 

3.5.2. Acoustically hard cylinder 

3.5.2.!. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at ({0 ^ fi, fo* ro)» such that 

\kR 

r =  - . (3.233) 

then 
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+ i ÄoL3^, {>) [/^(y, ^<)- ^;^ ÄoL3^, {<)] Som(y, ^So^, ^1, 
$? L Äo^^i,) J ) 

(3.234) 

where Q{*)Ao) and y are given by eqs. (3.209) and (3.210); observe that (K'+K*) 
equals nm of eq. (3.222). 
On the surface <!; = c^: 

irz0 = 0. the total far field ({ -> x) is: 

r+ r = 2^2« '     I (-i)" "7)   Rel."(c sin Ö, {„)- 

- ?o!l"-n!'r!R^csin0' wl s6^1 sin 0'^s^csin"'")+ 

+ -1 \Ro^{c sin 0, W- ^p^M Ro^\c sin Ö, {0)" 
ß!n0)L ÄoJI

3,(csinö,{1) J 

x Soffl(c sin 0, r]Q)Som(c sin Ö, ^)  ,     (3.2J6) 

where i^),(o> are given by eq. (3.219), and r and 0 are spherical polar coordinates; 
r is the distance of the observation point from the origin, and 0 is the angle that the 
straight line from the source point to the observation point forms with the z-axis. 
If the point source is on the surface (<J0 - ^Y 

v'*r- - '/> "it wÄf,,*-,"^",+ 

and. in nmicular, in the far field (^ -♦ /J) with r0 - 0: 

Vx+Vs~rt   ^n**' y/_i)mf5cm(c'sin0,^o)Scm(csinÖ^;) ^ 

+ 5om(r sin iK Vo ^^(r sin 0, ^)| ^ 238j 
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3.5.2.2, LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency expansions can be derived 
from the exact results of the previous section. 

3.5.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical optics approximation to the scattered field is derivable 
by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE STRIP 

J. S, ASVESTAS and R. E. KLEINMAN 

The strip is the limit of an elliptic cylinder as the eccentricity tends to unity and, 
as such, the exact results for the elliptic cylinder apply directly. Because the strip is 
the simplest shape which exhibits multiple diffraction by (or mutual coupling between) 
edges, it has been the object of intensive study (e.g. BOUWKAMP [1954]; HöNL et al. 
[1961]; KELLER and HANSEN [1965]). Of the many attempts to achieve a closed form 
solution comparable to the elegant integral representations for solutions of the half 
plane problem, none has been successful to date. 

4.1. Strip geometry and preliminary considerations 

The strio, of width dy is defined in terms of rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
(JC, y\ z) as y = 0, \x\ g \d. The edges are therefore parallel to the r-axis. In terms 

Fig. v.l. Geometry for the scrip. 

of the elliptic cylindrical coordinates (u, v% z) shown in Fig. 4.1 and related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (*. y, z) by 

x = it/cosh u cos i\ 
y =■= it/sinh u sin i\ (4.!) 
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where 0^M< oo,0^v<27t and - oo < r < oo, the strip is the coordinate surface 
« = 0; 0 < u < ä designates the upper face and n < v < 2n designates the lower. 
Instead of u and v, it is often convenient to use the quantities 

{ = cosh u,      fj = cos v, (4.2) 

with 1 ^ f < oo and -1 £ rj ^ 1. In addition to the circular cylindrical coordinates 
(p, ^} z), used for expressing the far field behavior (w -► oo, t; -> 0, and ±dsinh u~ 
id cosh u ~ p), it sometimes proves convenient to introduce a pair of cylindrical 
coordinates with origins at the edges of the strip (see Section 4.2,1.3). 

The primary source is a plane wave propagating in the plane perpendicular to 
the z-axis and in a direction making an angle 7r + 0o with tne positive ^-axis, or a 
line source parallel to the z-axis and located at (p0, 0O) [or (w0, v0) or (x0yy0)] 
or a point or dipole source located at (p0, 0O, z0) [or (M0, v0t z0)]. For convenience 
and without loss of generality it is assumed that 0 < ^0 g $n. 

The elliptic cylinder coordinates and Mathieu function notation are the same as 
employed in Chapter 3 and discussed in Section 3.1. This discussion will not be 
repeated here except to note that the parameter c is the product of wave number and 
half strip width, i.e. 

c = ikd. 

The resuks presented for the perfectly conducting strip for plane wave or line source 
excitation may be used to obtain the fields scattered by a slit (of width equal to that 
of the strip) in a perfectly conducting infinite screen through Babinet's principle (see 
Introduction). 

It has been the experience of the authors that errors in transforming formulae for 
the strip are minimized by avoiding the use of trigonometric identities involving half 
angles. Thus, VO +cos0) appears consistently in place of V2ICOS J0I, and this is in 
contrast to the terminok <?y adopted in Chapter 8. 

4.2. Plane wave incidence 

4.2.1 E-polurization 

4.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, and 
foirns the angle (/»y with the negative .v-axis and the angle OTT- ^0) with the negative 
r-axis (0 < f/>(, g j/r), such that 

£*  = £ cxp I - \h{x cos 00 +■>" sin <t>o)\y 

W~ V'( -sin 0oi + cos0o>')exp{~!/c(x',os0ü +y sin ^o)}^ (4.3) 

liK scaUcrcd electric held is: 

' ■ = -N ^ I '   '     * -.   '   '«el3'(<-. {)Sc.(«-. cos MS^c, n).      (4.4) 
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An alternate expression for the scattered field is (GRINBERG [1958]): 

fl  d tr* 

E'.(x, y) = ■ 

where 

I?z{x, 0) = 

1 11 f'   EKv, 0)//<o,>(k/{)dy + f £;(y, O)^'»^^- 
2idy{J.„ Jiä 

_r    e-,",,"*'W<
0
,,(l(Ä)dy|.      for   y^O,    (4.5) 

£;(x,->-),      for   ygO, 

R-Jiix-yf+y1), (4.6) 

with 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

<a±(T) = lim «^'(T),      (T k 0), 

< (X) = « i      LJ-f ±e j ^ 

and 

<(r)-<(T)±^7WpÄ».      („,.).       (4,0) 

On the portions of the ^ = 0 plane not occupied by the strip, the scattered electric 
field is given by eq. (4.7), whereas the scattered magnetic field is zero. On the strip 
(w « 0) the total magnetic field is: 

Hv = - sgn (sin v)Hx 

_ II/ 87r_  T (   ir pSewfo cos M^m(ct tj)    Som{c\ cos <t>o)Som(c9 g)1 

In the far field (^ -^ oo): 
(4.11) 

P « -2* f 1^^:^ Sem(r. cos ^o)Sem(c, ^). (4.12) 
«=0  iV^Ke^V, 1) 

WATE-RMAN [1963] has computed \P\2 and arg P as functions of (p for ^0 = $n with 
c = 1, 2, 5 and 10. typical results are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

STT  *     1   \R^){c1\)c   , . ,i: 

k^oNFlRtficl) 
(4.13) 
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c 
o 

u 

0. 

o 

^, radions 

^l radians 

2n 

Fig. 4.1 Far field amplitude ( ) and phase { ) as a function of ^ for £-polarization with 
^o  - J-T (WATERMAN (1963]); (a) c - I, (b) c - 10. 
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and some numerical results based cm this formula are shown in Fig. 4.3. 

185 

Fig. 4.3. Normalized total scattering cross section per unit length as a function of c for £-polarization 
(MORSE and RUBENSTEIN [1938]). 

At grazing incidence (0O = 0): 

£••■--,^?.!i#felo',e-','•{,Sc-('■■',■ 
and on the strip (u = 0): 

Y-a I   Q"-       m ( \}m 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

MANDRAZHI [1962] has plotted the amplitude and phase of the surface current density 
for c = 5, v 2, 2 and 2^2 The normalized amplitude of Hv has been computed as a 
function of r for v - 1 by BARAK AT [1969] and is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
In the far field ({ -+ oo): 
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T 
v, radians 

Fig. 4.4. Normalized amplitude of the surface 
field for ^-polarization with ^0 ~ 0 and c = I 

(BARAKAT [1969]). 

TT 

X 

v» rodians 

Fig. 4.5. Normalized anplitude of the surface 
field   for ^-polarization with  ^0 « fa  and 

c = 1 (BARAKAT [1969]). 

The tota! scattering cross section per unit length is: 

RC(C, i) 
8«  "     1 

k m% N™ 

and some numerical results based on this formula are shown in Fig. 4.3. 
For broadside incidence (0O = in): 

£J- -v/8^I 
-  (~\rSc2m(c,0)RcWc,\) 

m = 0 N it) 
2m «c 1) 

and on the strip (w == 0): 

C   '    1 -1/    ^ = 0 

Se2Jc,0) 
iN^RcfJUct) 

Se2„(c, ri) - 

-i 
So2M+1(c,0) 

<» N^iRo^Ad) 
So2m*l{i;i) 

(4.17) 

Äe^{c, {)Se2n,(c.,).       (4.18) 

(4.19) 
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4, rodiont 

Fig. 4.6. Far field ampütude (-     ) and phase ( ) as functions of ^ for £-polarization with 
6,     h (WATERMAN (I963J); (a) r - I, (b) r - 10. 
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MANDRAZHI [1962] has plotted the amplitude of the surface currciu density for 
c = y, and the phase for c - -J, ^2, 2 and 2J2. BARAKAT [1969] has computed the 
normalized amplitude of Hv as a function of y for c = 1 and the results are shown in 
Fig. 4.5. 
In the far fteld (<J -► oo): 

WATHRMAN [1963] has computed \P\2 and arg P as functions of $ for fa     ±n with 
c = 1, 2, 5 and 10. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

(4.21) 

and some numerical results based on this formula are slv.wn in Fig. 4.3. 

4.2.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, 
and forms an angle fa with the negative jc-axis and an angle (in ■- ^o) with the neg- 
ative y-axis (0 g 0O g in), such that 

£' ~ i exp {- ik{x cos (fro + y sin fa)}, 

H1 = V(-sin 0ox + cos ^0.v)exp {-iA:(xcos ^o + y sin 0O)}, (4.22) 

low frequency expansions have been obtained either directly (STRUTT [1897a,b, 191.3]; 
MILES [1949]; -ONL and ZIMMER [1953]; MüLLER and WESTPFAHL [1953]; SOMMER- 

FELD [1954J; BOüWKAMP [1954]; DE HOOP [1955]; PIMENOV [1959]; MILLAR [I960]) 
or by expansion of the Mathieu functions appearing in the exact series solution (JONES 

and NOBLE [1961]; BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]; BURKE et al. [1964]). 
For arbitrary incidence the total magnetic field on the strip (u = 0) is (MILLAR 

[I960]): 

Hx « ~sgn (sin <;)//„ 

- - r sin </)0 exp {-k-cosr cos f/>oK — - [ I/^,6 + o(c6)],    (4.23) 
rsin.   II=O 

where 

p = logic + y-im, (4.24) 

V - 0.577 215 7 . . . ib EulcrV constant, 

and 

to - , (4.25) 
P 

/, = i cos fa cos i\ (4,26) 
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,.      sin2 4>0     I r    2 ^      1 /i      1VI 

/s - -"iiEi cos 30o~{P + i) cos 0o] cos t-Mcos3 ^o-i cos 0O] cos 3^, 

-| cos4 0o+ ; (; + ~ I cos2(/)o+ ; |; - —) | cos 2t,+ 
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(4.27) 

(4.7.8) 

(4.29) 

/■j = - ii[i cos 'Vo - (P+i) cos M cos '■'_ i'Ccos1 ^o - i cos 

^[-*^HKHH(ri)]< 
+ - -   ~cos4</>o-f f cos20o+ - |1+ —| I cos4t>, 

48 L 8 I      4p/J 

/s = T 5 J[i cos5 (fro - i(p + i) cos" 0O+(p2 - ip+if) COS (/>0] COS V + 
+ TT8^[cos5 0o-i cos3 0o-(P+l) cos 0o] cos 3y+ 
+ yir^cos5 0o ~i cos3 0o ~i cos 0o] cos 5v% 

cos6 0o       1   /i     U     4^       1   /.     3        3 \      2 J 
/---230?-S-4(1-p)CO3^+768(1+4p-27)CO^ 

768 \      \2p     2p2/ 

(4.30) 

—   j cos6 0o- -(- + -) cos4 0c-f (p + — j cos2 

256 L 2\p     3/ V     24     2pf 
(t>o 

- - IP + + •—r       COS 2U + 
2\       8      16p     2p2ü 

+ T: I TT cos6 0o-^ cos40o - 

— 1- - -1   cos4r-|- 
32 \p     S/J 

+ 
3840 

In the far field (<£ 

- -   cos60o - i cos4 0o - i cos2 0o - 
o'tU L 

1/1 4\ 2 A i n 
— - + cos20o+-- - 
32 \p     15/ 32 \p 

    cos 6v. 
16] 

[I960]); 

5 
96p      . 

-> oo) and for arbitrary incidence (MILLAR 

3 

P = itl7'2.(^^0;p)c2" + o(c7), 

where 

I 

2p 

T2 - - I [cos2 0 sin2 0o"i 
- cos 0O cos 0 - 

4 L   2p 2p   J 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 
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_       cos4 ^i . 3 j      1  /sin2 ^A 2 i       1       1 \       2 i 
128p 32 \    p 2     4p/ 

+ ITM COS
3
 ^o+(P+J) COS *0] cos 0+ f—o^ -H n f1 - .") C0S' ^0 + 

L \2Sp      64 \      2p/ 

.,.L(J2+1_2)1,   (4.35) 
256 V     2p     /J     V      ' 

_ cos* A      . ,       s.l   /3sin2A0        , ,       1      1\     * . 
4608p 384 \    4p 4p    2/ 

-TiT[-cos30o+i(3p+l)cos^o]cos3</>- — U— - -j cos4^o + 

2\3     pf 4\2p2     4p    3/j        ^ 

+^[TT COS
5
 ^O - i(P+T) COS

3
 ^o+(P1 ~iP+H) cos 4»o] cos ^+ 

1   r   cos6^0     /,    1\     4.      l/1jL 3       3 \     2 . 
768 L       6p \      p 2\     4p     2p2 4p    2p 

^l/i^^   Ml.   (4. 
2\      12p     2p2/J 

36) 

An expression equivalent to eq. (4.32) was used by BURKE and TWERSJCY [1960] to 
compute the bistatic cross section per unit length as a function of ^, as shown in 
Fig. 4.7. 

Fig. 4.7. Normalized bistatic cross section per unit length, JAr/, for £-polarization wilh^0« J^and 
f « 1,1 (BURKE and TWERSKY (!964]). 

Additional computations for <t>0 » 0, i^r and JTT, and c = 0.3» 0.7 and 1.1 are given 
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by BURKE et al. [1964). The normalized back scattering cross section per unit length 
is shown in Fig. 4.8 as a function of ^0 for c = 1.1 and in Fig. 4.9 as a function 
of c for <t>o - 0, JTI and in. 

Fig. 4.8. Normalized back scattering cross section per unit length, \kaf as a function of 0O for E- 
polarization with c = 1.1 (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]). 

2(1     cq 

The normalized total scattering cross section per unit length is (MILLAR [I960]): 

1 - ic2 cos 2<t>0 4- yfjc4   1 +   - - + f(<? - 3) cos2 ^0 + 8 cos4 (pQ   - 

""^ [m " *+ I1? ' (^ 2)^cos2^+i(^f)cos^0+ 

+ |cos6^0]j +o(c6),   (4.37) 

where: 

S = p + ±in,       q=:n2+4S2. (4.38) 

The normalized cross section given by eq. (4.37) is plotted in Fig. 4,10; the discrepancy 
between these curves and the exact ones of Fig. 4.3 is less than 5 percent for 
0.5 < c < I, and increases as c decreases below 0.5. An independent calculation based 
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Fig. 4.9. Normalized back scattering cro.s section per unit length, }ktj, as a function of c for£- 
polarization witMo ^ 0 ( ), ^o ~ i-t ( ). and ^o = fa(——) (BURKE and TWERSKY (I964J). 

Fig.4.10. Normalized total scattering cross r   tion per unit length as u function of r for f.-polari/ation; 
MILLAR [I960J. - - ■ ■ Mo<st and RUBENSTEIN 119381, 
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on an exact anal)   „ for broadside incidence (SKAVLEM [1951]) gives results which 
are in better agreement with those of MILLAR [I960]. 

For grazing incidence (^0 = 0), the total magnetic field on the stnp is (MILLAR 

[I960]): 

Hx = -sgn (sin v)Hv = ---- [ Z/^+ofc6)], (4.39) 
rsmu «=0 

where: 

/o^1. (4.40) 
P 

/, = i cos i\ (4.41) 

/j = - iKi - P) cos v-^i cos 3D, (4.43) 

/4 = 1 (l -|p+ \] +  - - /- 1 + A) cos 4t;, (4.44) 
64 \     4      2p2J      128 \ 4p/ 

fs = iTfKre ~ Jp + P2) cos t; + ylfi(i - p) cos 3ü + joW cos 5t', (4.45) 

i-        !   /        17      27        1 \       ^ 1     /.      1\       .        •* Ä^ h~ — IP + ,1 cos 2t;-f 11 1 cos 6r      ,4.46) 
512 \        8      16p     2p2/ 12288 \      6p/ 

In the far field (^ -► oo) and for grazing incidence (MILLAR [I960]): 

/> = ^ir2fl(0,O;p)c2n + o(c7), (4.47) 

where: 

To = I , (4.48) 
2p 

T2 = |(cos^-C0^), (4.49) 

cos4 ^ I  ™3 

1 ( ' - 5 

128 \2/)2      4p 

^^ A(.    - U COS2 0+,^-1)008^ + 
64 \2P      / 

+        (',-■    +■)• (4.50) 
28\2/):      4n       / 

_ COS6 (j) i .   , 1/. 1\ A   , i/.,^        A, 
7t'   '"   ~    „no      +^«C0S    ^  ^ol1"   ,        COS40-f3i4(l~3p)COS3^- 

4608/) 768 \       2p/ 

"<|J^-.5  +I)C^2^ + -6,4(P2~^P+IV)COS^. (4.51) 
512 \2p*     4p      J 
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BURKE et al. [1964] have plotted the normalized bistatic cross section per unit length, 
ika(<l>)t as a function of 0 for c = 0.3, 0.7 and 1.1. The normalized back scattering 
cross section per unit length as a function of c is shown in Fig. 4.9. The normalized 
total scattering cross section per unit length is (MILLAR [I960]): 

2d    cq\ \      3  (j        / 

+Äc6 \&-U+ («- -) *]) +o(c6).      (4.52) 

At broadside incidence (^o - i71)» the total magnetic field on the strip is (MILLAR 

[I960]): 

Hx = -sgn (sin v)Hv = - y + -^- [ ^hy^o^l (4.53) 
c sin t?  /i = o 

where: 

/o = - , (4.54) 
P 

4p     4 \      2pl 

/4 = -L (1 + ~ -l) f  - (- - -) cos 2t»+ — /1 + -3-\ cos Av, (4.56) 
128 V     Ip     f     16 \3     2pl 384 \      4p/ 

/•        !   /i     29        3 \       1   /      13       5 1 \       ^ / = —   1 + —r \p + — + ---  cos2i>+ 
768 \      12p     2p2l     512 \       8      16p     2p2/ 

+ — /---) cos 4v — (~~l] cos 6v. (4.57) 
2048 \p     5/ 61440 \6p      / 

In the far field (i ~> oo) (MILLAR [I960]): 

/> = i* I T2H{<t>, in; p)c2-+o(c7), (4.58) 
« = 0 

with 

Ti = ,'- , (4.59) 

T2 =  y , (4.60) 
8p 

I28p      64 \      2p 256 V     2p      / 
(4.61) 
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7 .. _ cos6^ 
6  " 4608^ 768 \p  /      512 \3 4p     2p2/ 

+ _L(1_.??.+ M. (4.62) 
1536 \ 12p     2p2/ 

BURKE et al. [1964] have plotted the normalized bistatic cross section per unit length» 
$ka{(t>), as a function of ^ for c = 0.3, 0.7 and 1.1. The normalized back scattering 
cross section ptr unit length as a function of c appears in Fig. 4.9. The normalized 
total scattering cross section per unit length is (MILLAR [I960]): 

T2 

2d     cq \ \       3  q 

4.2.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the r-axis 
and forms the angle ^o w^h the negative x-axis and the angle (in-M with the 
negative ^-axis (0 ^ <t>o ^ in)> such that 

E1 = f exp {-ik(x cos (po+y sin ^0)}, 

ffl = K( - sin ^o * + cos <t>oy) exP {- Wx cos ^o + .V sin ^o)}» (4.64) 

the scattered electric field is (KARP and KELLER [1961 ]) 

rt ,.l/~2~ \/{(1+cos^i)(1+cos^o)}       f.       ,.     •        ±1 
f nkp{ cos ^j^cos ^o 

(      2kpi (cos^i+cos^o) ' 

+ii y ^-i> —^ ^-^^ exp {\kp2-i\n + \c cos (t>0} 
f nkpj cos^2+cos0o 

x f,- J ._ .'+cos^co^   ^^l (4i65) 

/i + COS^of I 2kp2 (cos^j 

where: 

pU2^>d%       t^z * n±(t>o*       to^O, (4.66) 

and the geometric variables are defined as: 

Pi cos i/^, - J</(cosh u cos u-1) - /> cos </>-{(/, 

/>, sin ^,  = ^d sinh u sin v - p sin (/>, 

/)2 cos ^2 =s ^/(cosh u cos r + 1) = pco$(p + Ul, 

P2 sin ^2 = M sinh M sin r = /; sin </>, 

(4.67) 
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as illustrated in Fig. 4,11. 

o<^1 2<Zir 

Fig. 4.1!. Strip geometry for the geometrical theory of diffraction. 

The expression in eq. (4.65) is based on analysis of singly diffracted rays only. An 
expression of the scattered field which includes contributions from multiply 
diffracted rays but to a lower order in kpu 2 is (KARP and KELLER [1961]): 

£* = ]/~2~ei*Pi-ii« LlJe-iccc^o >/{(l+cos Ml 4-cos 0o)} + 

r nkpi I cos^,+cos<^0 

+ ±]/Ze2ic+iiÄ /l+   ie4iC V1 JiLt^lt}) /sin^o cicco^o 
ncfnc \     256ncV       1-cos^,    Icos2 i0o 

cosi^o exp{2ic-ii7r-iccos^o}\     Q/ 1 \1 
sin2 i^0 i6c^nc 

+ ]/   2     cl^-^L'elcCos#0V{(i--COS^2)(l~COS^o)} + 

* nkp, I cos^2+cos ^o 

32c r rrc \      256^c3/        1 +cos ^2    Isin2 i0o 

l)+o(J-)),,«.. sin i^0   exp {2ic~ii7c + ic cos ^o}"1 

cos2 i^0 16cv/7rc 

where 

Pi.2>^'       ^i,2 / ^±0oiO, TT, 27r;       ^o # 0. (4.69) 

On the strip (w = 0) the total magnetic field for non-grazing (c sin (^ > 1) but 
otherwise arbitrary incidence is (LüNEBURG and WESTPFAHL [1968]): 

Hx = -ysin^oc~if''cos^+Vsgn(sinr){-sin0oe'
if,,Cu^o + 

+ Z[Mcos0o^) + /;fl(-cos(/>o^)]c-i'' + O(c-i)},     (4.70) 
n~0 
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where 

h0{cos<t>o^) = ->/l-cos0oe,cco"^[-cos^o.c(l + »7)], (4.71) 

Mcos&)^) = -V VÜ+C0S fo)exp {2ic-iccos <l>a+iin}Al~U c(l+iy)],  (4.72) 
S^/TT      1-COS 0o 

/i2(cos0o^) = O, (4.73) 

/i3(cos $0,1) = —F — I^- exp [2ic -1^ cos 0O - im} 
Slyjn    1-cos </>0 

x ((; ^ r-^r) ^[-"i,c(i+^)]+B[-i, co+^l,    (4.74) 
l\4     1-cos 0o^ ' 

/![«, fl = ^ - ? e^-*Vl^ n>/flF3a (4.75) 

«[-!» fl = -W^e1^*1^ ^-^e-^-^F^), (4.76) 
yj2n 

and F(T) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. Neglecting the summation 
in eq. (4.70), the geometric optics approximation to the magnetic field is obtained. 
The above expressions are valid uniformly in q; however, they may be simplified in 
restricted regions of the surface. In particular, away from the edges, such that 
c|sin t?| > 1 (LüNEBURG and WESTPFAHL [1968]), the magnetic field on the sur- 
face is given by eq. (4.70) with the summation replaced by: 

3 

I 
ii = 0 
I [«„(cos4>a,r,hU-co* to, -ir)]c-«»+J>+0(c-i)) (4.77) 

where: 

Mcos ^n)~ ^l^^^^Ml^^^ , (4.78) 
lyfn (H-cos0o)O-W 

/?1(cos^0,^) = 0, (4.79) 

Mcos^) = Z*C ^^^^{^+^0+^)}^        (480) 

4^ (l+cos^oKl+'/r 

fi3(C0S ^0 , ,) = ei"  ^I + C0S ^ eXP f-l^-t^i«-'?)} | (4 g , ) 
32^ (l-cos^oXl+'/r 

On the other hand, near the edges, such that c(l +^) < I, the magnetic field on the 
surface is (LüNEBURG and WESTPFAHL [1968]): 

W, = - y sin 4)0e~u?KOS^+ Y sgn(sin v)h, (4.82) 
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where 

Ä = ir^;~^U^(cos^0)V(l+ »/)!,      for   c(l-H)«landc»l,    (4.83) 
c L V(1+?/) -1 

/l=U^^T)+^(cos0o)>/(l^)l>      for   c(l^)«l^Hc»l,   (4.84) 

with 

tAcosfa) = 1/- (1-cos 0o)exp {iccos0o+}i7r}- Vl +cos»o) 
r n 87cc{l-cos<p0) 

x exp {ic(2 _ cos ^0)} fl - ^i (1 + —J-—)1 ,      (4.85) 
L     4c \4     l-cos<^0/J 

^2(cos (fro) ~ - c 1/ - (1 - cos 0o) exP {Jc cos ^o+iirc}[l - 2(1+cos ^o)*] - 

1    ^(l+COS^o) f  /^ .   vi 

STT    1 - cos <po 

■<K>-|[(V2-.)(! + ~^-)-J]).(4.8S, 

Altcrr^ate but equivalent representations of the surface field are given by MILLAR 

For arbitrary incidence, the scattered electric field on the portions of the plane 
^ = 0 outside the strip (|*| > id) is (GRINBERG [1958]): 

E\ = ieKV4-l[a;+({-l)±w.({-l)],       [+for t> = 0,(x > id); 

-forv = A,(;c<-i<0], (4.87) 
where 

e^JV^p/(p+2)a,'±
0>{p)dp 

<ü±(T) ~ (U,
+

0)(T)+ —!L?_      _    , (4.88) 

with 

tü.O•(T)=-2f,    f'^T^' (^ 
7tJ-i  (T + p-hl)v/(/l+!) 

c^W^-^f   ^*Mcpcos*o)^ (4>90) 
TTJ-I (T + ^+lV^+l) 

The order of the approximation in eq. (4.88) is difficult to assess, but the error is at 
least O(c^). 
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In the far field (f -♦ oo) and for arbitrary incidence (FIALKOVSKIY [1966]): 

P- 
2(cos 0 + cos (p0) 

- {exp {ic(cos 0o+cos <t>)}J{{l -cos 0O)(1 -cos 0)} 

x [I + r(c, cos 0)][1 -f-r(c, cos 0o)] ~exp {-ic(cos ^o+cos 0)}^! +cos fa 

x Vr+cos^Cl +r(c, -cos 0)][1 +r(c, -cos 0o)]} + 0{c-2), (4.91) 

where: 

r(c, cos 0O) = K(c, cos (t>o)~2c l/i±C-^i0- e"21—^[//!)
i)(2c)-i//(

1
1)(2c)],   (4.92) 

r 1-cos <fo 

X(c, cos <t>o) = yj\ -cos2 0O 
J 00 

-21» cos ♦0dr, 

and 
/C(c,l)= -1,       /C(c,-1) = 0. 

(4.93) 

(4.94) 

The far field result of eq (4.91) is valid uniformly in 0 and 0O. Computations of the 
backscattered far field have been made by UFIMTSEV [1958J for c = ^28 and c = V8Ö 
using a cruder version of eq. (4.91), in which the quantity F differed from the value of 
eq. (4.92) by a factor varying monotonically from 1 for 0O = 0 to 2 V2 for fa ~ irr. 
The results are shown in Fig. 4.12. 

1.0 

0.75 

tlP 
0.5 

0.25 

30 60 90 
♦o, degrees 

Fig. 4.12, Normali/cU back scattered far field coefficient as a function of ^u for ^-polarization with 
c     \ 28 (—   ) and r - \ 80 ( ) (UFIMTSEV [I958J). 

Away from grazing angles, (r|sin (f) i ::■ 1, c sin</>0 ;}> I),  the   far field   is  (LÜNf-- 
IU KG and Wisrpi AML [1968]): 

P - A.fc"-/)1+t"5p2 + r-V3 + 0(t-J), (4.95) 
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where: 

THE STRIP 4.2 

p0 {y/{(i -cos 0)(1 -cos <t>o)} cxp {ic(cos 0+COS 
2(cos^+cos^o) 

-^{(1 +cos ^)(1 -I cos </>o)} exp {-ic(cos ^ + cos 0o)}}» 

px =* __ >ü^      ^ --v^iexp{ic(cos^"cos0o)} + 
\6yjn  \  (l+cos0)(l-cos0o) 

^/{(l+cos^Xl-cos^o)}       ,   .,      , , xl +   T^ rr;r~       /" - exp {- ic(cos 0 - cos 0O)} 

0o)}- 

(l-COS0)(J+COS0o) 

P2 
-COS0 

(1-COS0)(J+COS0O) 

= 3iüÜ^ (V{(1-cos 0)(14-COS 0O)} /I + 1 
64^7r   I   (1+COS0)(1-COS0O)    \4     l+c( 

 J exp {ic(cos <j> - cos fa)} + >^i--- 
1-COS0O/ (l-cos^X^+c08 

(_ 4. _ + j 0Xp {-ic(cos 0-COS (j)0)}\ , 
\4     l-cos0     H-cos0o/ ) 

'M 

\4        1-COS0        H-COS0O/ 

e4if U{{\ -cos 0)(1 -cos fa)}       ,. ,      . .        , u . 
-77 -;,  -~- exp {ic(cos 0+cos fa)} + 

156n\  (I+cos0)(I+cos0o) 

^0)} 

2567rl   (I+cos0)(I+cos0o) 

71(1 + cos (/>)(]+cos 0O)}        ...       . , 
^-"—   Ü/J exp {-ic(cos0+cos 

(1-cos 0X^-cos0o) 

A result equivalent to that of eq. (4.95) was givei 
/?0, was obtained by KELLER [1957] using singly 

(4.96) 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 

(4.99) 
(1-COS 0)(I-COS0O) 

that of eq. (4.95) was given by MILLAR [1958bl. The first term, 
SELLER [1957] using singly diffracted rays. 

lAA^c^-^- 
3...  Tf 

I 
Zw 

^, rocions 

Fig. 4.13. First order far field coefficieni as a function of 0 a. broadside incidence (^u    J.'r) for B- 
polarization with r - 8 ( ) and c ■-- lOrr ( ) (KELLER I1957J). 
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The second and fourth terms/»! and/?3, were given by KARP and KELLER [1961 ] using 
multiply diffracted rays; however, their treatment did not produce the third term 
P2. The amplitude of^0 is shown ^s a function of 0 for broadside incidence (0o ^i71) 
with c = 8 and c = IOTC in Fig. 4.13. 
In particular, for backscattering ((/) = 0O) and non-grazing incidence (c sin 0o > 0» 
the coefficients in eq. (4.95) become: 

sin (2c cos ^n)    1 •      /»        ± \ p0 = 1 ~™' - ji cos (2c cos <t>oh 
2 cos 0o 

Pi = 
S^'TT sin 0O 

Pz = 
•f*ht    /I 2    \ 

32^71 sin 0o \4     sin2 0o/ 

3     256^ L(T+cos0o)2 (l-cos0o)2 J* 

which for broadside incidence (0o = in) reduce to: 

Po = ~c~iif 

27e2lc+ihl 
n     as    __ 

128v/7r 

e4ic 

P3 = 128^ 

(4.100) 

(4.101) 

(4.102) 

(4.103) 

(4.104) 

(4.105) 

(4.106) 

(4.107) 

On the other hand, for forward scattering (0 = 0o + n) and non-grazing inciacr.ce 
(c sin 0o > 1), the coefficients in eq. (4.95) become: 

I 
p0 = -(•sin0o-      ;-r , 

2 sin 0O 

Pi = 

Pi 

t2ti - iin 

2 sin 0o 

1+COS0Ü    c-2Jrm#o+     ^-COS 0o    c2ifco^1 

l-COS0o)2 (l+COS0o)2 J 

(4.108) 

(4.109) 

C:,,4iU T   l+COS0o     n 2 \-2u^4o 

Ms n    L( 1 - cos 0o)2 \4      1 - cos rh0/ 

4- cos 00)' '4      1 -f cos 0O' J 

Pi 

(l+COS0o) 

c 

I2K^ sin 01, 

(4.110) 

(4.111) 
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which for broadside (^0 » in) reduce to the values given in eqs. (4.104) through 
(4.107). 

The physical optics approximation to the far field coefficient is: 

P = _ sin<Min[c(cos<Hcos<M] /4 112) 

COS 0 +COS 0o 

which differs from p0 of eq. (4.95) except for forward scattering, and for back 
scattering at broadside incidence. 

The normalized total scattering cross section per unit length for non-grazing inci- 
dence (c sin 0O » 1) is (SESHADRI [1958b]): 

?I = (T04-(71C-f + (T26'-i + (T3C-44-O(c"'1), (4.113) 
2d 

where: 

<T0 = sin 0o^ (4.114) 

sin 
(7,  = 

sin2 00 fcos[2c(t-fGOs 0o)+i^] , cos[2c(l-cos 0o)+i«]l (4 n5) 

\6Jn\      7l+cos0o)3 (l-cos0oj3        / 

3 sin2 0O ( (9 + cos0o)        r^ /. J \    , n 

32^7E    18(1+cos 0o) 

+ ^-C0S^)  cos[2c(l--cos0o)-^]l, (4.116) 
8(1-cos 0o) ' 

cos 4c / J ..tv 
<T3 = -   •- (4.117) 

128^ sin0o 

The factor sin 0O in the denominator of the coefficient o^ of eq. (4.116) reprc cnts a 
correction due to LüNEBURG and WESTPFAHL [1968]. Results of computations based 
on cq. (4.113) are shown in Fig. 4.14; although the incorrect expression for <7, was 
used, the error docs not affect the curves appreciably. 
In particular, for broadside incidence (0O = Jn), eq. (4.113) reduces to: 

a, ^ | + coM2c + i.)+ 27cos(2r-^)_ cos4c . 

2il 8c\nr mc\fcn i28^4 

Extensive coniput;«tH>ns of <T|/2(/, including terms through r ¥, have been given by 
Wu fll)58); hinvever, Wu's term in c'5 disagrees with thai in eq. (4.118), which was 
also independently derived by MILLAR JI957] and LÜNim RG and Wism MH. [1968J. 

On the other hand, \'or grazing incidence (</>0 - 0) the normaji/ed tol,il scattering 
erosh section is (SISIIADRI and Wu [I960]): 
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2(/     r TTC I      24c     29c2     27c3 L26 71^2     J      2uc4L 28  " 
- 21cos(4c+H1 _ J__ r6615 ^ 861^(40+^)1 ^ 0(c.6)j      (4 j 19) 

Tty 2        J     2   c   L 2 Kyjl        J ) 

The curve for grazing incidence {<l>0 = 0) in Fig. 4.14 has been computed using the 
first five terms in eq. (4.119) (KING and Wu [1959]). 

Fig. 4.14. Normalized tota) scattering cross section per unit length, ffT/2rf, for E-poiarhdlion as a 
function of c for various angles of incidence (KING and Wu (I9591>. 

4.2.2. H-polarization 

4.2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the r-axi-, 
and forms the angle ^0 with the negative .v-axis and the angle (i^- ^0)Wl^ the neg- 
ative r-axi  (0 ^ 0O ^ JTI) such that 

W1 = f exp [ -iK(.v cos 0o + .v s>n ^0)}» 

£' = Z(sin 0o * - cos 00 >') exP {- ^(x cos 0o + >' s>n ^o)}» (4.120) 

lie scattered magnetic field is: 

/;; -- -N fe t ("')" Ro;''('''1)
KO'^V-OSojc.COS</.„)*>,.(<•.i,). (4.121) 

An altcntutc expression lor the scultcrcd ticld is {GRINBURU [1957]): 
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Hl(x9y)~) 

where 

THE STRIF 4.2 

i r'^HifoS)        H<0"{kR)dy+ i f t-ITM       H'0'\kR)dr- 

-ik sin <i>0 (    H{
0
],{kR)c-ikY€0i4o6y%      for   v ^ 0, 

(4122) ~H*z{x, ~y)t      for   y ^ 0, 

(4.123) 

a//;(v, 5) 
dö i = 0 

iky 

^h(!-)-(f-)]' '- -"■ |2v/(2y/rf--l) 

Srnh (-?-)-(-!-)]•   -'-« 
(4.124) 

^V(-2y/rf-l) 

w±(r) = limw(
±"H      (TSO), 

a/±
0) (T) = ri/:fin *<? f    e "ytiP*^ [e^^^+e'^^^dp, 

7t J«,     T-l-p+1 

(4.125) 

(4.126) 

and 

CO ?>(t) = <(T)? ^r    ^^l/^^«^)^.      (n ^ 1). 
TT Jo (T+p+2)r    /) 

(4.127) 

For normal incidence, cy. = 0. In this case GRINBERG [1957] has calculated the 
first two iterates in eq. (4.127) for c = n. The results appear in Fig. 4.15. 

Fig. 4.15. Real ( ) and imaginary ( ) part.-» of (.7 2k H»f (T) Tor 6»      J.i and .1 (CiKINIIi?(. 
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Fig. 4.16. Scattered magnetic field, //*(.v), on the strip as a function of A: for //-polarization for 
4     i.T  (---), X   - i*  ( ), <f,0 - *rr  ( )  (Ksu  [I959J). 

(a) //; « for J    0.45;.; (b)  //; ^ for rf - 1.2?;.; (c) arg //; for </ -•= 0.45^ (d) arg HI for d -- 1.27;., 
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Since 

THE STRIP 4.2 

m*. y) 
dy 

= ~ifcy£i(x,0), (4.128) 
y = 0 

the scattered electric field on the portions of the .v = 0 plane not occupied by the strip 
is given by eq. (4.124), whereas the scattered magnetic field is zero. On the strip 
(w = 0) the total magnetic field is: 

m = 0 

m-l Sem(c, cos ^o)5e(fl(c, rj) 

W ~ Rtfic cosh II) 
du 

+ 

lii = 0 

Som(c, cos (t>o)Som{cy rj) 

N<:>~R<£>(cfGoshu)\ 
du \u=o 

(4.129) 

Hsu [1959, 1960] has computed !//;|2 and arg H] on the strip for c = 0.457r, L27n 
and 2.21 TT, and (t>0 = in.^n and i;i. Some of these results for the upper face 
(y = 0+) are shown in Fig. 4.16; on the lower face (y = 0"), |//'|2 is the same as that 
shown, whereas arg F* is obtained by adding 180° to the values in Fig. 4.16. 
In the far field (<J -♦ oo): 

p - -2\i 1$ itfj ^cos *•>*>"<'• ")•   w 
The total scattering cross section per unit length is: 

ffT " k Jio N? 
(4.131) 

The normalized total cross section is shown as a function of c for various values of 0O 

in Fig. 4.17. 
For grazing incidence (0O = 0): 

^ = 0, (4.132) 

thus 

• ' r, 

(4.133) 
m»0 

For broads; le incidence (</>0 = }7r) the scattered magnetic field is: 

^2^1      RoVJi+l((\\) m-0 
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Fig. 4.17. Normalized total scattering cross section per unit length, rrT/2rf, as a function of c for 
//-polarization (MORSE and RUBENSTEIN [1938]). 

while on the strip (u = 0) the total magnetic field is: 

Se2w(A0)Se2w(tM?) H: = ^nli-\r 
m^O 

+ 
A'£ ; Ke'^V, cosh u) 

(U ;« = 0 

+ So2m+l(r,0)5o2BI+!(c\^) 

CM u = 0 

(4.135) 

The amplitude and phase of Hi on the strip are shown in Fig. 4.16 for r = 0.45^ 
and 1.27;: The amplitude of the total magnetic field H, is shown in Tig  4.18 for 
various values of r. 
In (he far field (» ~* x ): 

P=2ÄV       '       ROf'('-,)-So,„,M(c-.„). 

Tne total scattering cross scctim per unit length is: 

k«-.vy:,, Äo'/'.iff, i) 

(4.136) 

(4.137) 
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v, rodions 

Fig. 4.18. Amplitude of the total magnetic field, \Htl on the strip as a function of P for Af-polarization 
at broadside incidence (^o = \x) and c = 0.5 ( ), c = 1.0 ( ), c ~ 2.0 ( ) (BARAKAT 

[1969]). 

and some numerical results based on this formula are shown in Fig. 4.17. 

4.2.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis, 
and forms the angle 0O with the negative ^-axis and the angle (^TT - 0O) with the nega- 
tive >'-axis (0 ^ (^0 ^ i?:), such that 

W ~ z exp {-i/c(x cos Qo+y sin ^o)}» 
(4.138) 

£' = Z(sin 0o * ■" cos 0o y) exP {-&{* cos 0o + J sin 0O)}, 

low frequency expansions have been obtained either directly (STRUTT [1897a, b, 1913]; 

GROSCHWJTZ and HöNL [1952]; HöNL and ZIMMER [1953]; MüLLER and WESTPFAHL 

[1953]; BOUWKAMP [1954]; SOMMERFELD [1954]; TRANTER [1954]; DE HOOP [1955]; 

PIMENOV [1959]; MILLAR [I960]) or by expansion of the Mathieu functions appearing 

in the exact series solution (BURKE and TWFRSKV [1964]; BURKE et al. [1964]). 

For arbitrary incidence, the scattered magnetic ficiu on the strip (w = 0) is (MILLAR 

(I960]): 

//; = cI^fo(c6), 
« = o 

where: 
p = logic-f-y-JiTr, 

7 = 0,577215 7 ... is Euler's constant. 

(4.139) 

(4.140) 
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and 

g0 ~ -isin^osin^ (4.141) 

Qi = ~j sin 20o sin 2vt (4.142) 

02 = Ji sin 0o(p-Hi cos2 0O) sin v+j^i sin </>o(i + cos2 0o) sin 3t?, (4.143) 

i/3 « -4V sin3 0o cos 0o sin 2i?-}- 5^ sin 20o(i+cos2 0o) sin 4v, (4.144) 

^4 = - iV«sin ^o[p2 - Mi - cos2 0o) + Ä - y cos2 0o+IT cos4 0O] sin ü - 
-p^gi sin 0o(p-|+i cos2 0o +j cos4 0O) sin 3v~ 

""TiVö*sin Ml +T cos2 0o"Hf cos4 0o) sin 5r, (4.145) 

95 = TOT? sin 20o(P -1+1 cos2 0O -1 cos4 0O) sin 2v + 
+JJT6Ö sin 20o(3 ~ cos2 0o-2 cos4 0o) sin 4t? - 
-Thhö sin 20o(| + i cos2 0o+cos4 0o) sin 61?, (4.146) 

96 - r5Tisin0o[4p3-7p2 + YrP-T%+(2p2-fp+M)cos20o + 

HiP-ij) cos4 0o+3V cos6 0o] sin v+jiji sin 0o[p2-|p+11+ 

+(±P~Tf) cos2 0o+TO cos4 0o+TO cos6 0o] sin 3t;+ 
+ 61440' sin 0o(5p-fl + i cos2 0o + y cos4 0o + f cos6 0o) sin 5i; + 

+ 3^560'sin WA+i cos2 0o+i cos4 0o+cos6 0o) sin 7v. (4.147) 

In the far field (<J -► 00) and for arbitrary incidence (MILLAR [I960]): 

P = i^2 S r2n(0,0o; p^'+ofc8), (4.148) 
n = 0 

where 

To = -i sin 0o sin 0, (4.149) 

T2 = ^ sin 0o sin 0Q cos2 0 + i cos 0o cos 0 + (p - J + i cos2 0o)]» (4.150) 

^4 ~ '~ Ti sin ^0 sin 0{T
i2 cos4 0 + ^ cos 0o cos3 0 + [j cos2 0o + ip ~ y] cos2 0 - 

-^ sin2 0o cos 0o cos 0 + O2 -p(J-l cos2 0o) + 
+ 1\-}cos20o + Acos40o]}, (4.151) 

Tb = is* sin 0o sin (t>{rhcos6<p + 4
J
8 cos 0O cos5 0 + 

+ i(ip-24 + icos20c)cos40- 
- if [sin2 0o cos 0O - J cos 0o(i + cos2 0o)] cos3 0 + 
+ i[p2-ip(?-cos2 0o)+|J- A cos2 0O +J cos40o] cos2 0- 

- ^ cos 0o(p ~ g +1 cos2 0O - ] cos4 0O) cos 0 + i[4p3 - 7p2 + 
+ ^P-y^ + (2p2-4P+li)cos20o + ](/?-2)cos40o+3Vcos60o]}. 

(4.152) 
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An expression equivalent to eq. (4.148) was used by BURKE and TWERSKY [1960, 
1964] to compute the bistatic cross section per unit length as a function of 0 as 
shown in Fig. 4.19. Additional cor?rutadons for <t>0 = 0, in and ^TC with c = 0.3, 
0,7 and 1.1 are given by BURKE et al. [1964). The normalized back scattering cross 

$ »120# 

^■330* 

4> ■ 240e ^•300* 

Fig. 4.19. Normalized bistatic cross section per unit length, JAfT, as a function of^ for /f-polarization 
with <f>0     In and c     1.1 (BURKE and TWERSKY [I964J). 

section per unit length is shown in Fig. 4.20 as a function of 0O for c = 1.1 and 
in Fig. 4.21 as a function of c for ^0 = in and {n. 
The normalized total scattering cross section per unit length is (BOERSMA rl964]): 

G' = i
,
2-JrVsin2^0{H.lV

2(l-^-fco82«o) + 
2a 

+ H',4[24 cos400- (i;-(5)cos2 0O+ ^(109-336(5 +288<52-247r2)]-(- 

+ t   l~itO   t2s6d   -titit + ö*11 d+2949l:l~ IOT471  + 

^-(-^4^6l4.-)cos40o-47JV8cos60o]} + O(c,o), (4.153) 

where 
Ö = p-f Ji/r. (4.154) 
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V900 

Fig. 4.20. Normalized back scattering cross 
section per unit length, }Aa, as a function of 
<^, for  //-polarization with r = I.I  (BURKE 

and TWERSKV [1964J). 

Fig. 4.21. Normalized back scattering cross 
section per unit length, |A<y, as a function of 
r for //-polarization with <ß0 = fa ( ) and 
^o - I« ( ) (BURKE and TWERSKY [1964]). 

The normalized total scattering cross section calculated using the first three terms 
(including 0(c7)) of eq. (4.153) is shown in Fig. 4.22 as a function of c for various 
values of 0O whereas the closed form results of BURKE and TWFRSKY [1964] are shown 
in Fig. 4.23 as a function of </>0 for c = 1.1. 

For grazing incidence ((^0 = 0), no scattering occurs: HI s 0. 
At broadside incidence (^() = in)% the scattered magnetic field on the strip (M = 0) 

is givei by eq. (4.139) in which the coefficients g^+i are identically zero and 

(j0 = -i sin r, 

ft2 - iitp-j)sin r + ^i sin 3r, 

<U = ~i,6i(p2-Ir+iV)sini,-iy8Hp-8)sin3r-5-1
,2ö»sin5i;' 

r 12 ] HHUP- I':) sin 5r+ , olr5, i,2i sin 7r. 

(4.155) 

(4.156) 

(4.157) 

(4.158) 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
C 

Fig. 4.22. Normalized total scattering cross se;tion per unit length, Ojlld, as a function of c for 
//-polarization (MILLAR [I960]). 

*« = *>• 

0.75 

V60Ä 

0.25 

Fig. 4.23. Normali/al total scattering cross section per unit length, rtjlld, as a function of <£„ for 
//-polarization with r      I.I (BURKE and TWF.RSKV (1964)). 
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[n tiio far field (£ -* oo) (MILLAR [I960]): 

P = inc2 f T2B(0, in; p)c2*+o(c*), (4.159) 
n = 0 

with 

r0 = -Jsin^, (4.160) 

T2 = ^sin^icos^+p-j), (4.161) 

r4 = -Äsm^[T
1
Tcos4^+(i/?-i)cos2^+(p2-|p+1^)]. (4.162) 

T6 = -2bsinl>[TiTcos6^ + T
i
T(p-|)cos40 + Kp2-fP + ii)cos20 + 

+ i(V-7p2+-1
JV-p-f?i)]. (4.163) 

BURKE et al. [1964] have plotted the normalized bistatic cross section per unit length, 
ika((t>), is a function of $ \or c = 0.3, 0.7 and 1.1. The normalized back scattering 
cross section per unit length as a function of c ij shown in Fig. 4.21. The normalized 
total scattering cross section per unit length is (BOERSMA [1964]): 

ar = ^2^{l + iV2(l-^)+T51T6^(109-336<5 + 288^--24^) + 
Id 

+ c•6(-T^3+T^V2-^^ + 6,4"2<5+T^^-^--1-o^'t2)} + 0(c,0).       (4.164) 

A plot of the first three terms of this expression appears in Fig. 4.22. 

4.2.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is perpendicular to the r-axis, 
and forms the angle 0O with the negative ;c-axis and the angle (i^-^o) WM ^c 

negativ e r-axis (0 g 0O g in), such that 

H1 = f expf-i^xcos^o + ^sin^o)}, (4 165) 

E1 = Z(sin 0oJf-cos^o^)exp {-i/c(.v cos^o + y sin (^o)}, 

(he scattered magnetic field is (KARP and KELLER [1961]): 

us    ,•        /•    , \l\/   *           vi         i«                  x , v/{(l-cos^,)(l~cos0o)} //r = JI sgn (sin $x)\\ exp {\kp{ -im -if cos 4>{)] 
N "i^—:  

ir  nkpy cos^j+cos^o 

r,       i    l+cos^cos^o    0{(kpirJ}l 
L      Ikpt {cos ^j +cos 0Or J 

-i 

where: 

2 ... ,. ,  , v {(1+cos^2 {l+COS0o expli^-iiTr + iccos^} NU /2/ ZVi 
nkp, cos^2 + cos<Pü 

xfl-    '     '+TOS^COS*0
J+O!(^)-'}l|. (4.166) 

L      Ikp, (cos^2-}-cos^0)z J) 

t'i.2     <**       ti.: * K±<t>0'       </>u ^ 0. (4.167) 
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and the geometric variables are defined in eqs. (4.67) and illustrated in Fig. 4.11. 
The expression in eq. (4.166) is based on analysis of singly diffracted rays only. 
An expression of the scattered magnetic field which includes contributions from 
multiply diffracted rays but to ;i lower order in kpXt2 's (KARP and KELLER [1961]): 

HI = sgn(sin^) \y:Le^-^{-iie-''^Slz^J^-^M + 
U nkpi \ cos^,+cos^0 

4 f nc \      \6nc/ 

x (^
0i*: - ^p{2ir + inr-iccos^}^ +0/[ \\ + 

\cosi0o 4x/7rcsini^o /' XkpJ) 

■f ]/   2    c^-ii« f|ieicc08»a VKl +cos ^)(1 +COS ^Q)} + 

+ i 1/2 e2"-!'" (l- ~T (1+cos^)-* 
4 r nc \       \67tc/ 

x (Li^ . «P{2!£+ii!Lti£i^oh +0 /Ml, (4,68) 
\sini^0 4>y7rccosi0o / \kp2/f 

where: 

Pi,2>^;      ^it2 9fe«±*o.O,Ä,2R;      4>o 9^ (4.169) 

An expression which is still approximate but includes terms of all orders in £/>, > 
based on successive interactions of half plane fields, is (KARP and RUSSEK [1956]): 

//! = 

/expl-i^cos^ + ^l + ^i + ^i + C.K^ + Q^,, 
| for   0<:(t>^n {0^\l>it2<n),     (4.170) 

\-Hs
:{2n-(t>. In-tt, 2ä-^2), 

1 for   ^ ^ 0 ^ 27r (TT g ^l)2 ^ 27r),      (4 171) 

where: 

Q*"'   

^ii=    - [exp ;-iA:/)cos(^-0o)}^(v
/2A7),cosi(^l-0o)) + 

+ cxp {-i^)cos((/> + ^0)}f(-N2^1 cosiC^.+^o))],       (0<:tt^ rr).      (4.172) 

hi =        [^p !-iA7>cos(0-^o)}r(N2A7),cosi(^2-0o)) + 

+ cxp|-i^cos(0 + ^o)}f(N2^cosl(^2 + ^o))I       (0 ^ «//, ^ TT). (4.173) 

11: = - 2e^ f'       ^y        , m = 2 l/^'0^05 ^', (4.174) 
Jm   N(/r + 2^2) F    ^1+^2 + ^ 

ei'
Ä 
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(4.175) 

PLANE WAVE INCIDENCE 

'2l = -2^ r -/7^. «•=21/^^1 

C   = - , ["l- ie4ic]"')exp{iccos^0} _ exp{2ic + ii3T~iccos^0}) .^^ 
nl      4ncj    \     cosi0o 2^710 sin i0o )' 

C  ^ - l [i- '^'n'^xpl-iccos^o} __ exp{2ic-fji«4-iccos</>o}^     ,4 177) 

TT L      47rcJ    I       sin i^0 2^71^005^0 ' 

and F(x) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. The geometric variables 
are given by eqs. (4.67) and illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Eqs. (4.170) and (4.171) arc not 
valid for grazing incidence. On the strip (u = 0) the total magnetic field for arbitrary 
incidence is (MILLAR [1958a]): 

//, = exp {- ia; cos ^0} + sgn (sin i?){exp {- icrj cos 0O} 4- 

fl = 0 
(4.178) 

where: 

/i0(cos 0O, ^) = - 
yj 7i sin <t>o 

2 exp {-ii^ic, cos ,W fU/{f(1 _cos M1 ^       (4 |79) 

v/ n sin </)0 

*,(«»«„.1,) = «P!2ic+iccoS^0} [2/lo|:2e(1.;.cos^)]ir,'{2c(l-fl)}] + 
Ks/C \ 

If/,        2       .^U/^lT^^i,.^^ 
/ 1 + COS ^0 (I,- cos 0O 

cos0o)]Cw]K       (4.180) 

it       Li      -exp   im + 4ic-iccos0o} L r-» /1 x nr-r /fi/i      \)i . /i2(cos(/)0,^) = ^-     - Mo[2c(l-cos^^[x [2^(1 ->;)}] + 
7rv nc \ 

+ ^„-cos^,+. ^„.^ r   '(i/ 2  -,) + 
4c c L2( 1 - cos dr.) \ M + cos (bn      / c L2( 1 - cos 0O) \ M + cos 0O 

4- ^,[2^1 »cos 0O)]- .'^^(l -cos 0o)]l}.       (4.181) 

Mavu/w,) = iexp f6i^itCOS^} /lo[2,(|+Cos0o)]F[N'{2c(l-^)}],      (4.182) 
2n\c 

- [^l^;)-ii]A[Nl2c(l-^)}]e-h(,-''>-i2  ^l-z/e^'-'" 

.^...^  -:i* V/u*]. 
I.lx) --   -2-4i^c-,,F[Nx], (4.1 

and /(r) is the Krcsncl integral defined in the Introduction. Higher order terms may 
be demed following Mil lAK [1958a]. By neglecting the summation in eq. (4.178), the 

Gin) (4.183) 

4.184) 

(4.185) 

nay 
the 
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geometric optics approximation to the magnetic field is obtained. The above expres- 
sions are valid uniformly in P;; however, they may be simplified in restricted regions of 
the surface. In particular, away from the edges, such that c|sin P| > 1, the fie-d on the 
surface is given by eq. (4.178) with the quantity sin ^0 £^. j replaced by: 

c"^"^ I" exp{ic(cos^0+^)}   + exp{-ic(cos0o + ^)rj ^ 
' ^c    [^{(1 +cos <k))(l +ri)}     ^{(1 -cos 0O)(1 -n)}] 

i sin <t>oQMc r exp {ic(cos ^o~2i?)} + [n 2nc       L(l +cos <t>0)y/{{l~cos 0o)(l ~'/)} 

exp^iefcos^^)).       1 +        , 
(1-COS^o 

Fcr arbitrary incidence, the scattered electric field on the pöÄi&as of   he plane 
v = 0 outside of the strip (|A:| > i(/) is (GRINBERG [1957]): 

F = iZ --' 
*     k   By 

= z-/^7K(f-i)±w.(^i)], 

( + for r = 0, (x £ \d)\ - for v = *, {x g -^J)),       (4.187) 

where: 

(,y+» = s,n^^,   ..CJ!„ v/pTicos(rpcos0o)dp, (4.189) 
n   J_, T + p+I 

w(o,(T) = i sin 00 r'      e^      , — sin (^ ^ ^^ (4 190) 

TT       J., T-f/)+l 

and ^[T] is the Frcsnel integral defined in the Introduction. The order of the approxi- 
mation in eq. (4.187) is not known. 
In the far field ({ -> oo) and for arbitrary incidence (KHASKIND and V/,INSHTEVN 

(1964J): 

-i sgn (sin 0)   !exp j.^^ ^+cos ^)}^{(1 +cos m +cos ^ 
2(cos 0 f cos 00) 

x [I 4- r(r, cos 0)][ I + r(i\ cos 0o)] - 

-cxp j - u(cos 0-i-cos 0o)iv {{1 -cos 0)(1 -co* ^0)i 

x[l t r(r. -cos0)][l+r(<', -cor %)]}■¥0(rx),    (4.191) 

where: 

/(<.*) = N l-^(t//y,(:f)e-:i"df. (4.192) 
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and 
r(c,i)= ^i,    r(c,-i) = o. (4.193) 

The expression in eq. (4.191) is uniformly valid in <t> and <t>0 and equivalent results 
are given by MILLAR [i958a]. Computations of \P\ as a function of ^ for ^0 = {n 

+% rodiont 

Fig. 4.24. Normalized far field amplitude, \P\[c, as a function ^ for //-polarization with c ^\ 28» 
0« = \n ( ) and fa -- \n ( ) (UFIMTSEV (1958]). 

4 , rodions 

Fig. 4.25. Normalized back scattered far field, \? \c as a function of ^o for //-polarization with 
f - \ '28 ( ) and c      \ 80 ( ) (UFIMTSEV [1958]). 

and \n and c - v'28 arc shown in Fig. 4.24, whereas Fig. 4.25 presents the backscat- 
tered üeld as a function of (/>0 for c - ^28 and c - v'80. These results are rigorous 
(UFIMTSEV [1958]); however» the method of derivation has not been indicated. 
Away from grazing angles (c|sin 0| :> 1, c sin $$ > I), the far field is: 
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P= -sgn(sin^) -' 
l2(cos^ + 2(cos0+cos0o) 

x [exp {k, DS </>+cos 0O)}\/{(1 +cos <p)(\ +cos <t>0)} - 

-exp {--ic(cos 0 + cos <l>o)]J{(\ -cos ^)(1 -cos 0o)}] + 

-I- 
(4.194) 

+ - e
2ic ii,c f exp {i«'cos 0o-cos ^)}   + exp {- ic(cos 0O - cos tt))}! +0ic-* c-^* I" expji« 

COS 0)(1 +COS 0o)}      VU1 ""cos ^oKl +COS (j>)}. 

The first term, O(c0), in this expression was obtained by KELLER [1957] using singly 
diffracted rays; its amplitude is the same as the corresponding term for f-poiarization 
(eq. (4.96)), which is plotted for <t>0 = in and c = 8 and c = lOr in Fig. 4 13. The second 
term in eq. (4.194) of order c"* has been obtained by KARP and KELLER [1961], 

12.5r 

$, radians 

Fig. 4.26. Amplitude of the far field coefficient, T*!, as a function of ^ for /f-polarization with c = 8 
(KELLER [19571). 

and it can also be obtained by specializing the results of either eq. (4.170) or eq. 
(4.191). The amplitude of P for broadside incidence, computed from an expression 
which agrees with that of eq. (4.194) to ordere"1, is shown in Fig. 4.26. In particular, 
for back scattering {<t> = ^o) anci • ^-grazing incidence (c sin 0o> 0» ^e far field is: 

P = 
sin {2c cos 0O) 

-iicos(2ccos^0)- 
^lic-iin 

2 cos 0O x
fnc sin 0O 

■fOff-'),       (4.195) 

which for broadside incidence reduces to: 

P = t-ii- 
a2ir- ii» 

'nc 
+ 0(c•-,). (4.196) 

On the other hand, for forward scattering (</> = <Po + n) and non-grazing incidence 
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(c sin 0o > 0* ^c far field is: 

219 

P=-csin0o+ +--_-_- +          -fOtc-1),     (4.197) 
Ijnc   U+r 2 sin 0C -cos 0O       1-COS0OJ 

which for broadside incidence (0O = \n) reduces to the negative of the result of 
eq. (4.196). 

The physical optics approximation to the far field coefficient is: 

D          t •   x\ -   J. sin[c(cos0-fcos0o)] 
P = sgn (sm 0) sm 0o —      . 

COS 0 + COS 0o 
14.198) 

which differs from the leading term in eq. (4.194) except for forward scattering, and 
for back scattering at broadside incidence. 

The normalized total scattering cross section per unit length for non-grazing 
incidence (r sin 00 X  i) is (SESHADRI [1958a]; KIEBURTZ [1965]): 

(Tr 1     (cos[2f(l-fcos0o)-i7r]     cos[2r(l-cos0o)-l7r]l 
=: sin(po~ —y   \ "i * ■"" ■ — j + 

2ii 2c^nc\ 1+cos 0o l-cos0o I 

+ cos 4c I       jcos[2c(34-cos0o)-l-i7r]     cos [2c(3-cos 0o) + lrt] 

2^c2 sin 0o     87rc2
N nc 1 + cos 0O 1 -cos 0o 

7T(7 - cos 0O) cos [2c( 1 + cos 0o) + in] _ 7r(7 + cos 0o) cos [2c( I - cos 0o) + in]]^ 

4(1+cos 0o)2 4(1-cos 0o)2       ) 

-HO(c-3).  (4.199) 

Results ot computations based on eq. (4.199) are shown in Fig. 4.27. 

I ig. 4.2'.   Normali/cd total scattering cross section per unit length, a, 2<A as a function of r for 
//-polan/ation and \arious angles of incidence JKls<i and Wt   jl^^lf. 
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For broadside incidence (0O = in), a higher order approximation is (MILLAR 

[1958a]): 

2ä 

cos(2c-i7r)     cos 4c 1 

c^/nc 2nc2      4nc2y/nc 
2—= [cos (6c + in) - J« cos (2c 4- in)] - 

 Ta [sin 8c"" i* sin 4c3 + 0(c~^^       C4-200) 8^ c 

Near grazing incidence, conflicting expressions for the total scattering cross section 
have been obtained by MILLAR [1958a] and KIEBURTZ [1965]. 

4.3. Line sources 

4.3.1. E-polarization 

4.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the z-axis and located at (//0, v0), such that 

E1 = zHl
0
l)(kR), (4.201) 

the total electric field is: 

x Re'^ic f >)Sem(ct t,o)Sem{c, >,) + 

+ -L R0O .(f> tjRo^, i^so^c, no)som(c, n)]. (4.202) 

An alternate expression for the scattered field is (GRINBERG [1958]): 

1    d fr-V 

EHx.y)~ 

where: 

I ~ ( f     El(y, 0)H<o
l\kR)öy+ CEfr, 0)//i>

,>(^)dy~ 
hdy\J-x Jy 

~j    Hl
0
l)(kR0)Hl

0
l\kR)dyy      for   y Z 0,  (4.203) 

r.(.v, - )•),       for   y g 0, 

R~s{(*~y)2+ylh (4.204) 

(4.205) 

L:{.\, o) = 

(4.206) 
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W±{T) = lim ca^i), (4.207) 

co(
±

0)' 
1 /*' f*icp 

(t) = _ i 7--7r?r- -,[Hi,,(V{(^P+^o)2+^})± 

± Wi' WHidp - x0)2+yS})]dp,      (4.208) 

and 

CO?" 
_2Jc /»oo    -2icp / 

W = ^±
0)(T)± i--     -e— y-L.mTl)(p)dp. (4.209) 

TT JoT+p + 2 r ö + 2 

The quantity ^'(x, 0) given in eq. (4.206) is the scattered electric field on the portions 
of the >> = 0 plane not occupied by the strip, whereas the scattered magnetic field is 
zero there. 
On the strip (w = 0): 

4y   ^ r i   RtfHcio)^ <    ^ <   ^ 
r|sinr|m=o IN^ Re^^cJ 

+   1    Ko^Mo), 

In the far field U-* oo): 

£. = (/Tt«-.".,r._s(-ir|i[^v.{.)- 

+ -J- ÄoL'V, {0)SoJt-, »,0)Som(c, ,)|. (4.211) 

If the line source lies on either portion of the >' = 0 plane not occupied by the strip 
then: 

£- = 4 I  TL [äCLV {<)- f);^ || Mm%. ;<)] RtfHc i>)Scm(c, 1)* (4.212) 

and on the strip {u = 0): 

f/r = --4y     £     ^    ^^^Sejc^). (4.213) 

MANDRAZHI [1962] has plotted the amplitude of thi surface current dMsity for 
c = 2 and the phase for r = *, % 2, 2, 2N 2, with u0 = 0.4. For a line source at 
(!v0| > K,r0 = 0), the scattered magnetic field on the strip is (GRINBIRO [1960)): 
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//> 
K Y 

-Jix+id, ~x0~id).      for   x0 < -\d. 

Y 
± -;(-x+Kx0-it/),      for   x0>id, 

ik 

(4.214) 

where the plus sign is to be used for the upper face of the strip, the minus sign for the 
lower, and 

(4.215) j(y% R) = lim/% Ä),   {0^y^d;R> 0), 

where: 
-)i , /D  JkiR + y) 

ny.Ä)=-2-7---   . 
n f y   /? + >• 

/%/?) =/%Ä)-f - fV"0 ((/-7, R)l/ *- ^ 
7rj0 r /? + (/ R 

ik(R+p + d) 

+ pJrd 
dp. 

(4.216) 

(4.217) 

In the far Held (^ -♦ aj): 

.. \' — e 
TTCf 

(4.218) 

(f the line source lies in the half plane i'0 = in (i.e. .Vo = 0, r0 > 0), then: 

£■=41 \Seit
Cß ItoWc {<)- f*;?' y*%{c,i<)\R#J:(c,t>)Scac,>l)+ 

""»'    W^i     L Rc'zmicJ) J 

+ So2„tl(f.O) 

/v2«i+ 1 

RoVIi+,(f.{<)/?o,i,
+ l(f^>)SoJ(11+I(c.if)]. (4.219) 

On the strip {u = 0): 

".S-e,„(c, 0) Äci'.Kc. {„) 

dsin rl « o 
Sc2lw(i%^) + 

5o2m+l(c-.0)KoVL!
M{c,{0) + 

^+i       *0</J+1(O) 
^2w + l(c^)l. (4.220) 

MANDRA/MI [1962] has plotted the amplitude of the surface current density for 
c --- 2S 2andtheph:iseforf ■-= J and 2N 2, withiio - 0.7213. In the far field (; -♦ /J): 

t.. = |    :  e'^   '■'..K.il-ir'-^'-0' 
'    TTlJ m    I) I    Wi 

^•'.■J( t%*o)- 

,(<■■ 0) RoV.,; .(<• 
r 
S( )^>:m f .(<■ "1 

m f  1 

(4. 221) 
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4.3.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the z-axis and located at (II0, t'o), such that 

iE1 = iH^ikR), (4.222) 

the total electric field in the static limit /: = 0 is: 

£. = j log^i^^Z^illZft) +o(/c»). (4.223) 
n      cosh(u + w0)-cos(ü~t;0) 

No other explicit results are available; however, low frequency approximations 
can be obtained either from the exact results of the previous section or by established 
techniques (MILLAR [I960]; NOBLE [1962]; PIMENOV [1959]). 

4.3.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the z-axis, located at {u0l v0)y and sufficiently 
removed from the strip so that near its surface 

T = iH\!\kR) (4.224) 

can be approximated by 

El~ty—Gik*'ki\ (4.225) 
f nkR 

then, for non-grazing incidence (c sin v0 > I), the total field derived using Keller's 
geometrical theory of diffraction and taking into account only singly diffracted rays is: 

(//o^WO+C, in regions la and Ib, 

H^ikR^H^ikR^+G,      in region II, (4.226) 

G, in region III, 

where 

c ^ e1^1^0^ r('-cos^2)(l-cos^)} _ 

nk\p2t)02       (cos^2 + cos<#?) 

_ t^^ x/{(l+cos^)(l fc s^)} +0(ri)( (4227) 

nkM^p^        (cos «A, + cos ^Y) 

the regions are defined as (see Fig. 4.28): 

region I,:     rr-f^" <«//,< 2;T or n < t/^ < 7r + 0;, 

region I,,: 0 < i^. < 7r~</)?     or     n-tfl < ty, < K, v.      v. (4.22S) 
region 11:     r-ij)" < \pi < n and 0 < i>: < n -(p", 

region 111: r <(//,< ^f^1,'   and    TT + C/K < (//: < 2^, 
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Fig. 4.28. Strip geometry for a line source. 

and the geometric variables are given by: 

Pi cos ^j = p cos <t>~id,      p? cos 0? = Po cos ^o~ 1^' 
/>, sin ^, = psin 0, 

f>2 cos ^2 = pcosfi + id, 

p2 sin ^2 - P s'n 0' 

& = \ {^2 + Po-2^ocos(0-^o)}, 

p?sin</>? - /)osin0o, 
pj cos (^J = p0 cos 0O + J(A 

p2 sin ^2 := Pos'n 0o^ 

(4.229) 

Ä' = \/{^2 + Po-2/^ocos((/) + 0o)K 

as illustrated in Fig. 4.28. HANSEN [1962] has shown eq. (4,227) to be the leading term 
in an asymptotic expansion of the field in the geometrical shadow (region III). In 
the far field (f-♦ oo): 

e^^^r./Ul-cos^Kl-cos^o)} 
G - _   N u rA ^'explicfcos^-f-cos^o)}- 

n^\ PPo L        cos 0 -f cos 00 

- ^(,+-c«s*Kl+coS^)}exp{_i(.(cos0+cos^)}-| +0(/,..1)       (4230) 

COS 0 + COS 00 J 

For an incident field given by eq. (4.225), the total magnetic field on the surface of 
the strip is (GOODRICH and KAZARINOFK [1963]): 

-yl/8< If. 
^'«■(so- 1) 

111
(::^('-•-—-")• |sin«ix(s

s;-l)1.'"« n!2" 
(4.231) 

J 
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where JV is a non-negative integer much smaller than c but otherwise unspecified, and 

(4.232) 
rr 

then 

<7<'>= -i(4* + 3). 

i>0 = 0,       v > 0,      csin i;> 1, (4.233) 

GM;-n7)- -L^l^Ä.V^)"1 

8cT,2 

(exp{ic(I-cost;)} >      , x-« . „ exp{ic(34-cosi>)}/4     , v< 

I sin iv cos iv 

if 

then 

if 

then 

fo ~ 0,       \v-n\<\,       c\sinv\<\. 

C(i',0; -ca) - —^ (l-ÄjV^'1 exp {ic(l-cos t;)}; 
öC7| 

0 < r0 g JE,       -?r < ^ < 0,       tisin v\ > i, 

(4.234) 

(4.235) 

(4.236) 

(4.237) 

8c(l-K)
2e4lr)(l-Äiie4'r)t 

[exp [in 

C( 

(l+coS1A)}exp{ir(f0 + t,0)!(tan^tanW._ 
cos i^ cos i//2 

_ exp {ir(l -cos i//)} exp {ir({0-^o)} 
sin i^ cos J^, 

+ (tani/Wani^rj 

HR^RuW'" reXp {^O+cos^)! exp (u«o-^)}(tan i/?i lan w^ 
L cos J^ COS J/f, 

_ exp (Ml-cos W exp IMs..-^,)! ((an j^^,^ j^-.lj <      (423g) 

sin J^ cos J//2 J) 

and, in particular, for r0 = JTT: 

G{i\ In: -co) 
2MI~K1e

2i')(l-ÄIIe
2") 

exp lu(* -f cos tjß) 
(tan Jt//)1- ,    exp [idl-cos^)} 

if 

cos lij/ sin Ji/' 

r(, = \n*       &      I,       (jiin r] ■    I, 

(tan W) ■]■ (4.239) 

(4.240) 
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then 

2*c L7;(i-/?,e2ic)     71,(1-Äne
2lc)J    V       ' 

where 

_ fft(4c)iV*^ 
m(l+a))   ' 

(4.242) 

22cr+,caf+ir(-ia) V        / 

71, =     l 4 (4.244) 
2^r(l+ia) 

4V+*r(Kl-a)) 

/y, for   i>< TT, /. _.r. 
^ « (4.246) 

|i;-2^,       for   r > TT, 

a = i(i(r-l), ((T = ff;
,)), (4.247) 

cos/?, »^o"1, (/?, ^Vo)% (4.248) 

cos/?2 = - ^0'/() + 1 f      (/?2 - n~vQ). (4.249) 
fo + '/o 

For an incident field given by (.ov (4.224), the scattered electric field is given by 
eqs. (4.203) through (4.209), v*iie£*3 now all quantities of^x) can be approximated 
by (GRiNBtRG [19581): 

e2irfn0v/W(/> + 2)e2l^(fV)<i/> 
^iV) - W±{T) = a)(

±
0,(T)± Jo . .   (r > I), 

^W    ^^2){lT[(ii + 2c)//i,,(2r)^2ir//V,(2c)]} 
(4.250) 

which is independent of/i. The order of the approximution is not known. 

4.3.2. H-polarization 

4J.1I. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Fi>r a magnetic line source jaiallel to the r-axis and located at (;v(>, r(>), such thai 

W - *//!."(*/?), (4.251) 

the total rn.ig ictic field is: 
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^ = 4 £ U . Rcil^c, f<)KeL3)(r, (S>)Sew(r, r|0)Sew(c, >/) + 
m = 0 INLC' 

+ 
NL0) L äOL3)C,I) J ) 

(4.252) 

An allernate expression for the scattered magnetic field is (GRINBERG [1957]): 

2!J_r_ dö \d = 0+ 2\Jiddd ^0 + 

-W;(x.->'),      for   y^O, 

+ 

+ ~ r H(
0

x\kR) -- Hi
Q
lXkR0)dy1      for   y ^ 0,       (4.253) 

2iJ_id 

where: 
/? = %/{(x-y)2+A 

Ko^^o-vr+yoK 

(4.254) 

(4.255) 

tor   .v ^ ic/, 
)2N{(2x/i/)-l} L     U       / \d      J] 

( C'" Lj-^-l) —(-1V-l)l       for.x,-K l2N{(-2.v/(/)-l} L     \     d       I \     d       Jl 
(4.256) 

(4.257) 
«-♦ac 

."'(r) - - ' |"      C"', , N p+l [/  H,o,,(/cv'!(i''/' + -Vo)2+^l)± 

±   "  H'o'^, !(i^-.v0)2 + .vj;)l dp,       (4.258) 

avd 

;r.'0 (T + /* + 2)r    /> 

Since 

r//;(.\,«>) 
(o 

= -ifeV£:(.v,0), 

(4.259) 

(4.260) 

the quaiuiix in eq. (4.256) is proportional to the sc.itt^red electric field on the portions 
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of they = 0 plane not occupied by the strip; in contrast, the scittered magnetic ♦Veld 
is zero there. 
On the strip (u ~ 0): 

"-4i.?.bW /^)/?ei,3,(c,coshu)!B=0 

ivJ.0»(5/'öM)Ro<f'(c,cosh«)|..0 

So„{c,r,0)Som{c,ri}\.      (4.261) 

In the far field ({ -» oo): 

H, = ]/-2 e^-*\/E | (-if ljit) R^ic, to)Sem{c, i;0)Ä1.(c.,)+ 

+ i \Roi^ W- ^ w4!Ko"'(^ fo)l SoM(c, i;o)SoM(c, ir)j.      (4.262) 

If the line source lies on either portion of the y - 0 plane not occupied by the strip 
then: 

m=.o yvie; 
'm 

and on the strip (w = 0): 

"= = 4 I ^ l) Rtfic {0)SeB(r.,). 

In the far neld {^ -► x*): 

* Iff 

If the line source lies in the half plane vQ = {n (i.e. .v0 - 0,y0 > 0), then: 

So2M+I(c,0)r   (l)  .. . xÄoi^.Cfj)    ol  r      ] 

(4.263) 

(4.264) 

(4.265) 

XäO^.C^^)^^ ,((•,»;)}.       (4.266) 

On the strip (u « 0): 

//. - 4i V Se2Jv.O) RcWcio) 
y,::   inr^Re^u^Q^u)], „ Sejjf.»/)+ 

.So.^MCf.O) r:;r';,l^ll ^^-»l- .vy:.,     (r.-MlKo'/J^f.-.coshii)!. „ 
(4.267) 
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and in the far field (<!;-► oo): 

//, = |/_2 e«-i'V8Ä I (-1)" (*2^RWc i0)Stim{c, l)- 
f net ^=o y    Nim 

.So2m+t{c,0) 

(4.268) 

4.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No explicit results are available; however, low frequency approximations can be 
obtained either from the exact solutions of the previous section or by established 
techniques (MILLAR [I960]; NOBLE [1962]; PIMENOV [1959]). 

4.3.2.3. HIGH I XEQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the z-axis, located at (w0, i^)» an<i sufficiently 
removed from the strip so that near its surface 

H1 = M^ikR) (4.269) 

can be approximated by 

H^fl/Äe^^, (4.270) 
r nkR 

then, for non-grazing incidence (c sin v0 > 1), the total magnetic field derived using 
Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction and taking into account only singly diffract- 
ed rays is; 

/H|)
,,(fcR)+C, in region I,, 

H(
0
,,(fcR)-C> in region Ib, 

H(
0'\kR) + H(

0
l)(kR')-G, i.i region II, 

lc. in region III, 

«==.....'.',■„.„.   .        .   _.!       ' (4-271) 

where 

G^ _ exp{iMp,-fp?)] vfd-cos^Xl-cos^)} + 

nk^PiP* cosi^+cos^? 

+ cxp{iA'(/»2 + ^)) x'!(l+cosj/f2)(l+cos^)} +0(k~i^ (4#272) 
nk\p2fi02 cosiA2 + cos02 

the various regions and the geometric variables are defined in eqs. (4.228) and 
(4.229), and a^ illustrated in Fig. 4.28. HANSEN [1962] has shown eq. (4.272) to be 
the leading term in an asymptotic expannjon of the field in the geometrical shadow 
(region HI). 
In the far field (; -* /.): 
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c ~ «P W^/o» \>W±™ *Hi+?os ^o)} exp {ic(cos ^+cos ^)} _ 
nkylppQ L COS(/> + COS(/»0 

_ > JV_ T/V Tü/' exp {-ic(cos ^ + cos ^o);    +0(fe *).       (4.273) 
cos ^-fcos </)0 J 

For an incident fteld given by eq. (4.270), the total magnetic field on the surface 
of the strip is (GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963]): 

Ht . gi fi ^-j^-i» I ^ Civ, v0; -c^>). (4.274) 

where A^ is a non-negative integer much smaller than c but otherwise unspecified, 

<#>= -i(4n + l), (4.275) 

and G is given by eqs. (4.233) through (4.249) with a = ffj,2*. 
For an incident field given by eq. (4.269), the scattered magnetic field is given by 

eqs. (4.253) through (4.260), wherc now all quantities COJ^T) can be approximated 
by (GRINBERG [1957]): 

wf{x) - CO+(T) = OJT{T)T JO V ,       (n ^ 1)   (4.276) 
- V '    7r(c + 2)(l±2Ä-ie-2't-i,RF[2vr]) 

which is independent of //. r(T) is the Fresne! integral defined in the Introduction. 
The order of the approximation is not known. 

4.4. Dipole sources 

4.4.1. Electric dipoles 

4.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole located at r0 - {u0, r0, r0) with moment 
(47rr/A')£, the total electric fteld at r ~ (M, r, z) is: 

£(r) = 4^^(r|r0) • *, (4.277) 

where ^c(r|r0) is the electric dyadic Green's function for the strip (TAI [1954]): 

•<>|i-„)=  '  f '    d' , I  [ '1{M^('.r)M,J(-/.r0)+ 
2^.' _, k'-r m-o Lß;„ 

+ N^U. rlM - (, r0) + b,mN{£{ - (. r0)]} + 

+ Mi'C r^Vi -1. r0)}l .       for   M > .<„.       (4.278) 
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^(r|r„) =  '  f   " -/--, I   \^- Mr, r)MiJJ(-f, r0) + 

+ W:,(', r) + /.emN^(f, r)]JV^(-(,r0)} + 

+ Ni:)(f.»-)''Vli,(-'.»>o)}]-       for   IKHO,       (4.279) 

fi1- 

with 

"n-, = - 
Rol,"(y,l) . Re«,'VA 1) (4.280) 

M^C r) = 

^'(vJ)' 

flir = ['"[Sojy, cos r)]^.,       Öl," = 1 '"[Sejy, cos r)]2dr,        (4.281) 

(4.282) 

iiKe(
m

J,(v, sc) , Sejy, cos r)- iSem(y, ^) ^   Ke^(y, cosh 
t,v(r-'/ )L    o rr  o o t»   o 

^;.i'(■■■ ■-) --   ■-, 4     i\ ,iSe^>'' ") -   /?e"^' ™^ «)+ JRe"'(>'. C).   Se„(v, cos t.) 
o Cytc —»( )L   o pw   o o ii!   o J 

(4.283) 

4- 

+ ik*i 
r2ei,sRe^(y,0Sem(y,^ 

k o o 

j = I or 3, and the unit vectors ü and r are given by: 

11= (v^2_ | cos v3t + £ sin u P), 
\(i -n) 

v = (N'i2— 1 cos i'^-c sin v&). 

(4.284) 

(4.285) 

(4.286) 

! i particular, for a longitudinal electric dipole at {u0, v0,:0) with moment (4nr.lk)z, 
corresponding to an incident electric Hertz vector (e>krlkr)z9 the total electro- 
magnetic field components can be derived from the total electric Hertz vector 

A2i ' + T 

k J - . m-o \Qy
m 

R^"(v. i) „.,.„ 
Rc|."(yJ) 

RC(y. i <)-'":.:." '.[W(y,t<) Sem(y,tt0)SeJ,)\i}) + 

+     Ro!„3l(v. MRol,"(v. c. isojy. »ro)SoM(r..;) (4.287) 
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by the relations, 

(4.288) 

_       ik2Y    ent ik'r    on. 
i\!{e-n2) dv cj(e-n2) Su 

On the surface w = 0: 

+iKÄoSo-<'-")So-<'-4 (4■2", 

If the longitudinal dipole lies on the strip (w0 = 0) both the electric and the magnetic 
fields are zero everywhere. If the longitudinal dipole is at (MG, v0y Z0 = 0), the total 
far field (£ -> co) is: 

Jkr  c
tkr * Mr 

£„ = -2^2n      k2sm0l{-if ^   R^'{csin0,^0)- 

- leousm!' I! Re'^c sin o' w I se«(c sin o' lov^sin o-'')+ 
ReifVsmO. I) J 

+ ~- Ro^ \c sin 0, {o)Soln(c sin Ö, r,0)Somic sin 0, i;)j. (4.290) 

where 
ß^.Mo. = [ofjM«)]^^,.,, , (4.291) 

and r arid (^ are sphericul polar coordinates: r is the distance from the origin to the 
point of observation and 0 the angle measured from the positive z-axis to the line 
between the origin and the observation point. Radiation patterns in the azimuthal 
plane 0 = ±n have been published by LUCKE [1951] for a longitudinal dipole at v0 = 
\n and by KOCHERZHI-VSKI [1955] for longitudinal dipoles at i;0 = 0 and i»0 = in 
and special values of c and u0. [There appears to be a discrepancy between Lucke's 
figure and Fig. 8 of Kocherzhevski; the source of the error can only be determined 
by computation of eq. (4.290).] 

The total electromagnetic field components for an electric dipole parallel to u 
(radial dipole) or to v (transverse or circumferential dipole) can be derived from eq. 
(4.277). The far field patterns may also be obtained by using the reciprocity theorem. 

The shape of the far field amplitude pattern, |/7r| as a function of r, in the azimuthal 
plane 0 = tn has been computed by LUCKE [1951] for a radial dipole with M0 = 0, 
r0 = \n and c = 0.2, 1.0, 2.5 and 4.5. The shape of the far field amplitude pattern, 
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\EV\ as a function of v, in the azimuthal plane 6 ~ in has been computed by Ko- 
CHERZHEVSKI [1955] for a transverse dipole with i;0 = 0 and JTT, and special values of 
c and WQ . 

4.4.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; low frequency expansions, however, can be derived 
from . .e results of the previous section. 

4.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available although geometrical and physical optics approxi- 
mations are derivable by standard techniques. 

4.4.2. Magnetic dipoles 

4.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole located at r0 s (w0, t?0, r0) with mo- 
ment {4nlk)c, the total magnetic vector at r = (M. I>, z) is: 

H(r) = 47r^m(r|ro)-c, (4.292) 

where ^m(r\r0) is the magnetic dyadic Green's function for the strip, and is related 
to the electric dyadic Green's function of eqs. (4.278) and (4.279) by (TAI [1954]): 

^n(r|r0) = - VA {[V0 A Wo)]T}; (4.293) 
k 

here V0 A operates on r0 and T indicates the transposed dyadic. 
In particular, for a longitudinal magnetic dipole at (WQ, VQ, Z0) with moment 

(Anlk)z> corresponding to an incident Hertz vector {tXkrlkr)z, the total electromag- 
netic field components can be derived from the total magnetic Hertz vector 

llm = nBf = ^ pdre*-*' £ U- Re<?>(r, {>) 

x ReiI
,»(v, i<)Sem(v( tiü)StJy,»,)+ ~ Ro<*\y, {,) 

x [^"(y, {<)- 1°*^' [\ Rolf'fr, {<)] Son(v, t,0)SoJiy, n)\ (4.294) 
L ^'(c, l) J I 

by the relations: 

E =    \k2z    rnm     E =   -i(c2z   (in.,     E =0 

tN(c ->/ ) cuCz t\(<J ->| ) fA'tz ^nz / 

(4.295) 
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On the surface u -- 0: 

1 R^(y,i0) Hv= --2i     f   '/dre""--»'! (4-, 
flsin v\j -r »-o Ifiif' -t-o Iß«," (dßu)R$\y, cosh u)U0 

'o;^ fl<r'(5/Öü)Roif,(y>coshu)|11.0 

roc UM. x SoM(y, »/0) - Som(y, cos v) , (4.296) 
ov ) 

U-o. ».t'olQif'(a/eH)/!ei3,(y.cashu)|.=0 

(4.297) 
If Tg = 0, in the far Held (£ -► OD): 

kr m~o [Qy„} 

x Sem{c sin 0, no)SQm{c sin 0, //)+ ™   Äo^'^c sin 0, £0)- 

" for!' Sin VII ^^^sin Ö> fo)! 5om(c sin Ö, ^0)Som(r sin Ö, //)[ ,   (4.298) 
RO^'(CSiH 0,\) J I 

where ß^e)'(0) are given by r*q. (4.291) and r and 0 are spherical polar coordinates: 
r is the distance from the origin to the point of observation and 0 the angle measured 
from the positive r-axis to the line between the origin and the observation point. If 
the longitudinal dipole is on the surface (w0 = 0): 

/7M = - J pd/e1"—> £ U    ---    o^
3)(^ {)

u Sem(y, ^o)5ew(y, 0 + 
A-J - x «t-o !*#> (^M^eifVjN cosh M)L .0 

+ J«. , v. ^^;)(7, '!    „      S^(% rjo)Somiy. „)],       (4.299) 

and, in particul.ir» in the far field (£ ~> oo) with r0 = 0: 

/•   = "»i   2nk2Z sin Ö ^^ 7 (-i)"1'    ^Sin ^ ';o)5e'"(1, sin (K ^     -f 
' N " kr m = o \^{dldu)R^\c sin 0, cosh u)|M. () 

^     Som{c sin Ö, ^o^ojc sin 0% n)    \        ^ ^ 

Q^idltuW^ic sin Ö, cosh w)|H=o' ' 

The total electromagnetic field componc.its f^r a magnetic dipole parallel to ii 
(radial dipole) or t > v (transverse or circumferential dipole) can be derived from the 
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general result öf eq< (4.292). The far field patterns may also be obtained by using the 
reciprocity theorem. 

4.4.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; low frequency expansions, however, can be derived 
from the results of the previous section. 

4.4.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available although geomeuical and physical optics approxi- 
mations are derivable by standard techniques. 

4.5. Point sources 

4.5.1. Acoustically soft strip 

4.5.1.). EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at (M0, r0, ?0), such that 

eikR 

^ =        , (4.301) 
kR 

then 

kJ - * m-0 IßL' 

+ Jot Ro'J'(y. URoWy, i<)Som(y, >,0)So„(y, t,)], (4.302) 

where Q%
)AQ)

 and y are given by cqs. (4.281) and (4.282). 
On the surface // ~- 0: 

+ ..o, „ al    " So^ 1o)SoJy, n)\.      (4.303) 

f (r +1") = 2 f   'd, c'- - ="' I (J., Rf^' W SeB(y. ,0)Sem(y, n) 

d':' Ro'»{y,\) 

If the point source is at (M(), r0  ..„ = 0), the total far field (^ -► oo) is; 

r+r^i.inf t(-ir [*\RU\cm0>io)- 
kr m-o \Q^} L 

5em(c sin Ö, ^o)^em(c sin Ö, ?;) + 
_Ke    csinM) 1 

Reif'JcsinO. 1) 

+ . ^ Ro1: "(c sin 0. <.t
0)Som(t- sin Ö, »j0)SoJf sin 0. »j)J . (4.304) 
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where 0£),(0) are given by eq. (4.291) and r and 0 are spherical polar coordinates: r 
is the distance from the origin to the observation point and 0 the angle measured 
from the positive z-axis to the line between the origin and the observation point. 
If the point source is on the surface (M0 = 0), the total field is identically zero every- 
where. 

4.5.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results ure available; low frequency expansions, however, can be 
derived from the results of the previous section. 

4.5.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available although the geometrical optics approximation is 
derivable by standard techniques. 

4.5.2. Acoustically hard strip 

4.5,2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at (UQ, V0, Z0), such that 

.' = --, (4.305) 

then 

ri+ ^ ^ A!|-Jdrel,(='S0) Jo U) J?e!"3,(v' «>)Äe^' «<)Sc^ '/o)SeM(y, ^) + 

«IT L Äoif^y, 1) J ) 
(4.306) 

where fli;K(0) and y are given by eqs. (4.281) and (4.282). 

On the surface w = 0: 

ReL3'(v. {„) 
ki-.. mvoWfWi lcu)Re^{y.Coshu)\^0 

x Scm(v. ,0)ScB(y. ,) + j^ R^,(V; f^ Sojy. floJSoJy. ,)] .    (4.307) 
&'' ((■/ri/jRo'^'l)', coshi/)|u = 0 I 

II" the point source is at (u(). r(). .-„ = 0), (he total far field (i — rj) is: 
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r + r = 2V 2lt ---t(-if U., ReL1 '(c sin 6, ^)SeB(c sin 0, t,0)Sem{c sin 0, i,) + 
kr m% lo<; 

x SoM(c sin Ö, ^o)5ow(c sin Ö, ?;) ,       (4.308) 

where ß^),<0> are given by eq. (4,291) and r and 0 are spherical polar coordinates: r 
is the distance from the origin to the observation point and 9 the angle measured 
from the positive r-axis to the line between the origin and the observation point. 
If the point source is on the surface (w0 = 0): 

r + r = ^f'dre^-20*   Y [-]-    *^'i) 5em(7^0) 
kJ - x m% Ißi." {dldu)RC(y, cosh u)\u*0 

x S^>' ">+ olo, r . j£^ ^i- ,     5o«(^ '/o)Som(y, ^)j,      (4.309) 
ßi1

0, (cV£?ii)i?oif,(y,coshM)|M=0 I 

and, in particular, in the far field (^ -> oo) with z0 = 0: 

i'ixi>     ->;   -w^ W   a«(    5em(c sin Ö,/;o)Sem(c sin Ö,»/) 
x      kr m = o IßU^ujÄcJ»3^' sin (?, cosh i/)|H=0 

+     5om(c sin Ö, ?;o)Som(c sin Ö, rj)     \ ^ 310. 

ß^V/^OKoifV sin 0, cosh w)|M = 0 r 

4.5.2.2. LOW FRt^UENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results «re available; low frequency expansions, however, can be derived 
from the results of the previous section. 

4.5.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available although the geometrical optics approximation is 
derivable by standard techniques. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE HYPERBOLIC CYLINDER 

P. L. E. USLENGHI 

The only exact result presently known for the hyperbolic cylinder is for the field 
produced by a line source parallel to the generators of a convex hard cylinder. A 
few high-frequency approximation formulas are available; numerical data are non- 
existent. 

The hyperbolic cylinder becomes a wedge in the limiting case of an interfocal 
distance equal to zero. 

5.1. Hyperbolic cylinder geometry 

The elliptic cylindrical coordinates have already been introduced in Chapter 3, 
and are sho'vn in Fig. 3.1. The reader is referred to Section 3.1 for the definitions of 
the coordinate systems and of the primary sources, and for definitions, notation and 
bibliography on the Mathieu functions. However, the only Mathieu functions needed 
in this chapter are non«periodic in the angular variable, and their definitions and nota- 
tion are explicitly given in Section 5.3.2.1. 

The scattering body is the hyperbolic cylinder of one sheet with surface rj = rjt *z 0. 
The primary source is usually located on the convex side of the cylinder (jy0 ^ ^,); 
thus, in the case of plane wave incidence one has that t?j < ^0 s' TT, where ^ = t?i is 
the angle that the asymptotes to the hypcrboia tj - nt ^orm w^h the x-axis. An 
exception is made for the case of a concave hyperbolic mirror with a line source at 
the focus (JC0 = jt/, ;'0 « 0). Without loss of generality, it will be assumed that 
r0 ^ 0. We shall depart from this notation only in Section 5.3.2.1. 

5.2. Plane wave incidence 

5.2.1. E-polarization 

No exact results are available. For incidence at an angle ^0 with respect to the 
negative .v-axis, such that 

£' = ? exp {-\k{x cos ^0 + y sin 0O)}, (5.1) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

(£;)|0 = - fl-H  2(P'P)]     exp^OP.PJ-x.cos^-^sin^]}.      (5.2) 
L     Ocos^jJ 

240 
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where {?i?) is the distance between the reflection point ?,(.*,, ;•,, 7) and the obser- 
vation point P(JC, y, z), 

(?,?) = [(x-x.^+^-y.m (5.3) 

the reflection angle </>! of Fig. 5.1 is given by 

x-x, =(?,?} cos (00 + 20,)^       y-yi =(P1P)sin(0o + 201X        (5.4) 

and D is the radius of curvature of the scatterer at Pji 

D = id «l-^.. 
WO-»».) 

(5.5) 

Fig. 5.1. Geometry for the reflected field with plane wave incidence. 

Formula (5.2) is applicable if /:/)> I. In the shadowed region, (£r)g.0. - 0. Ff 
0o = t —tJi. there is no shadowed region. 

[n particular, for incidence along the positive x-axis (0O = ^) the back scattered 
field (r = 0) is 

(Ell0, = - 1   exp(-i/c.x-}-2ic7/1). (5.6) 

[n the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at the surface ?; = >/i 
is 

("«v., = 
,     . (±;\ l-^/i cos^o-^/^ ^2-l sin0o) 

N(S'--^) 

xcxpI-icf^.cos^ofNi^-Dd-^jsin^o]},     (5.7) 

in the illuminated region, (± if y, ?■ 0), 

C,       in the shadov/ed region. 
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A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field in the shadowed region is retained, can be derived from the results of KELLER 

[1956]. The total electric field at a point P^,^, z) located in the shadowed region 
away from the surface q = Jh is: 

x exp W2^^ik[{P2?)-xl cos <t>o-yi sin ^0] + ic j       dj 1/^Y^-1 

t [Ai'(-«„)3-2 exp Liicn^ii-rtW exp {ii^} f       —-r- d« 
i*MM2-m2~m 

(5.8) 

where Pi = (^»^»z) = ({j, »/^z) and  P2 s (x2,^2.z) s (^»ly^z) are the 
points of Fig. 5.2 at which the incident ray, and the diffracted ray passing through P, 

Fig. 5.2. Gccmetry for the diffracted field wilh plane wave incidence, 

are tangent to the scatterer»; = ^ a„ are the zeros of the Airy function (Ai(~an) = Oh 

{P2P) = [.{x-x2)1+iy-y2)1V. (5.9) 
and 

r«> 
r I       *       if   y\ and Xz have the same sign, 

V      + I   • " ^i anQ yi have opposite signs, 

where i<(<J>) is the smaller (greater) of {, and ^2- A correction to the leading 
tf rm (5.8) that depends upon the derivative of the curvature has been found by 
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KELLER and LEVY [1959]. The total field in the shadowed region near the surface 
fy = ffj is of the order Ä* greater than the field of eq. (5.8) (see KELLER [1956]). 

5.2.2. H-polarization 

No exact results are available. For incidence at an angle 0O with respect to the 
negative .v-axis, such that 

Hx = zexp{---i/c(xcos0o-f.Ksin^o)}, (5.10) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region 
is 

WU = [1+ ^—1   4exp{ifc[(P1P)-xlcos0o~^1 sin0o]}, (5.11) 
L     Dcos(/>,J 

where the distance (Pi?) between the reflection point P,(JC, , v,, z) and the observa- 
tion point ?{x,y, z), the angle 0! of Fig. 5.1 and the radius D of curvature of the 
scatterer at Pi are given by eqs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5,5), respectively. Formula (5.11) 
is applicable if/</) » I. In the shadowed region, {Hl)g,0t = 0. If 0O g 71 -vlt there 
is no shadowed region. 

In particular, for incidence along the positive x-axis ((t>0 = n) the back scattered 
field (y - 0) is: 

(H :U=[lf ri\+(4riild)\x\] 
exp(-iLx-f2ic77i). (5.12) 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at the surface q = ril 

is 

r2exp{-ic[^1cos0o±V{(f2-l)(i-iyf)}sin0o]}» 
(^Jp.o, = >n the illuminated region, (± if .y, g 0),     (5.13) 

V0,      in the shadowed region. 

A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field in the shadowed region is retained, can be derived from the results of KELLER 

[1956]. The total magnetic field at a point ?(.*, >', z) located in the shadowed region 
away from the surface r/ = r}l is: 

1      r     c     v 
:"x[27rA(P2P)}L2^V(l-^?). U, [({!-^)({i-^)]* 

xexp[1
,
ii7r + i/v[(P2P)-xlcos^0-rlsin^0] + R'|       d{ JT 2   ^j 

,  expk(ic)^,v(I-lf))*cxpUin}f If       
d^2 

v •'(PiPji v 1'' —'He — x y 

(5.14) 
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where P| s (JT,,>',. z) s ({,, 17,, r) and P2 = (^2»>'2^) s Hz^i^) are the 
points of Fig. 5.2 at which the incident ray, and the diffracted ray passing through P, 
are ungent to the scatterer /; = /;,;/?,, are the zeros of the derivative of the Airy 
function (Ai'f-Ä,) = 0), (P2P) is given by eq. (5.9), and j(piPi) must be computed 
as indicated in Section 5.2.1. A correction to the leading term (5.14) that depends 
upon the derivative of the curvature has been found by KELLER and LEVY [1959]. 
Information on the damping of the diffracted waves on the scatterefs surface can also 
be obtained from the general results that FRANZ and KLANTE [1959] derived for an 
arbitrary convex cylinder. In addition to the well-known damping factor depending 
on the radius of curvature Dt a first-order correction term yields an amplitude factor 
/)"*, while the second-order correction term results in a change in damping depending 
on D, dD/di and d2D/di2. The results of Franz and Klante are valid if (ikD)* > ^y, 
and if the relative variations of l/D and (d/di)(l/D) are small within an arc-length 
of the order D. 

5.3. Line sources 

5.3.1. E-polarization 

5.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Although a method similar to that used by BLOOM [1964] for the hard cylinder is 
applicable to this case, ro specific results are available. 

5.3.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCV APPROXIMATIONS 

For an electric line source parallel to the z-axis, located at ((J0, /;0) on the convex 
side of the cylinder, such that 

E'1 = zH(
0
{)(kR), (5.15) 

and so far from the surface u = J/J that at the surface 

E'-fl/Ae1**-*1«, (5.16) 
r nkR 

the geometric optics scattered iield at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

r TT^POP,) L      Dcos^,      (P()Pi)J 
(5.17) 

where (P0 P,) and (P, P) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and the 
reflection point P,, and between P, and the observation point P; D is given by eq. 
(5.5), the coordinate <J, by the relations 

/  [(PoP,)-f(P,P)l=0,       Cl2
2[(PoP,) + (P,P)]>0, (5.18) 
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and the refiection angle 4>l by 

6t - arcsin (^ D Z^:.   ~2J(co^o^   ^K/^-O ^i v'Wo   0(1 -^)(l-^)}ll 

(± if y, § 0).      (5.19) 

Formula (5.17) is applicable if £Z)> 1. In the shadowed region, {Ex)t.0. = 0. If 
the line source is in the angular sector 

x0 ^ 0,       |>'0| g |^0| tan r,, 

there is no shadowed region. 
For a line source of strength (5.15) located at the focal line (x0 = -id, y0 = 0), 

the scattered electric field is given by the Luneburg-Kline expansion (KELLER C\ al. 
[1956]): 

v(MQP)w) «=o j=o lk(QP)wJ   ( = 0 

where QP is the distance between the focal line (id, 0) and the observation point P 
(see Fig, 5.3)» 

Fig. 5.3. Geometry for the reflected field with a line source ai P0{~^ 0). 

27, *= '+   "".(»»,-cos Ö), 
I-iff 

(5.21) 

0 is the angle that the reflected ray Pi P forms with the positive x-axis, 

">o. = I I-(2; + /)('+I)fl;-.l.r+t.n-i + 

l~1i J 
(1 ^; g w;0^ / i<; 2n-j],      (5.22) 
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».. = f?^(-o-(:)-iiV(^)(-.r-. 
(0 g ? g 2n; i ä 1),      (5.23) 

<iooo--|/J. (5-24) 

and the binomial coefficients (jj) in eq. (5.23) are understood to be zero unless 
0 S ß S %- The first few terms of the expansion (5.20) are: 

-I ^ - iZ-irl^r exP (iWQ^ + ^i -i^]} r 7r/l'(QP)M; r/c(QP)M; 

xr1+j_(,_i)(Lt!?j_n__j_(4i±4-i) + ..i. 
L      löfv.V      w/Vl->;f      w/     8fe(QP)H'\   l-»;f      ••■/ J 

(5.25) 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at a point Pi on the 
illuminated portion of the surface rj = tji is 

(//,)„.,. = -2iyHV,(*:(PoP1)) cos *,, (5.26) 

where </>! is the angle of incidence; on the shadowed portion of the surface, (H^)^, = 0. 
A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 

field in the shadowed region is retained, is easily obtained from the results of KELLER 

[1956]. For the line source (5.16), the total electric field at a point P located in the 
shadowed region away from the surface q ~ rji is: 

Xexp(-if7r + ifc[(P0PI)+(P2P)]+ic f     dfl/^-^l 

xi[Ai'(-^)]-2exp{an(ic)^!v'(l-^exp{|m} f f; |. 

(5.27) 

where the various quantities have the same meaning as in eq. (5.8). A correction to 
the leading term (5.27) that depends upon the derivative of the curvature has been 
found by K^ LtR and LEVY [1959]. The total field in the shadowed region near the 
surface »/ = ^ is of the order k* greater than the field of eq. (5.27) (see KtLLtR 
[1956]). 

Finally, a line source of strength (5.16) located at P0(jCo = M ^o - 0) on the 

concave side of the cylinder originates u geometric optics scattered field: 

r KWPOP,) L    D 

r,   2(P,P) , (p.pn-* 
COS^),        (PoP,)J 

cxF{ifc[{P0P1)+(P1P)]-ii>t}. 

(5.28) 
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where Pj is the reflection point and $1 is the angle of incidence at ?l (see Fig. 5.4). 

Fig. S.4. Geometry for the reflected field with a line source at Po(M. 0). 

5.3.2. H-polarization 

5.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

In this section, the notation of Buxw [1964] is used. We introduce the angular 
variable 

. _ iVy for   0 ^ L' :^ TT, 

\v-2n,      for   K < i; g In, 

and the scatterer's surface $ = ±1^, with i?! < i^i < ^, as ihown in Fig. 5,5. 

^"^ 

\ 
A 

^«ir                     \ 
A 
X 

^■-tr             |    / ^«0 

S    H  '2 

Fig. 5.5. Geometry for exact solution *vith a magnetic line bourcc. 

Vox a magnetic line source parallel to the r-axis and located at (t/0, i^o)0" the con- 
vex s«dc of the cylinder, such that 

W = zWJ\kR)> (5^29) 
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the total magnetic field in the region (u ä 0, -^i S ^ g ^i) is (BLOOM [1964]): 

H, = -4i Y T1HP',)(iH<:T1(m)) --^--f"^'-^- 

(e/d^p[i)^; T) 

L(^7#5T)P(U(^;T)J^=^1 

m-i n''(0;Tz(in)) 

fJpj)-] /''2'(^0;tJ(m))P(2,(^;T2(m)).    (5.30) 
L(52/#c)t)P,:!,(^;T)J*=#, 

The equality in eq. (5.30) is valid in the sense of £2(-i/'1, ^i). The angular functions 
P{t)(^;x) and P(2)(^;x) are, respectively, the even and odd principal solutions of 

d2P 
dif2 ;-- +(T2-C2COS2^)P = 0 

normalized as follows; 

The eigenvalues T^W) and r2(Aw) are the roots of the transcendental equations 

[^ P"^; T.Cm))]        = 0,       \l P(2\t; t2(m))]        = 0,      (m = 1,2,...). 

(5.31) 

The functions //fl)(w, T) are those solutions of the associated Mathieu equation 

d2H 
du2 + (c2cosh2w-T2)// = 0 

which are analogous to Hankel functions of the first kind. 
The total magnetic field of eq. (5.30) has the following integral representations 

(BLOOM [1964]): 

//. = -    \xP(±'m<[t) 

H{U(u>:x)P(±4,.:x)P^>.x) ^ {Sn) 

i{t:?u)H*%nx)]u^i^^ 

where cither both upper signs or both lower signs must be chosen, 

'A:=^n
x(^^). (5.33) 
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P(^; T) = P(,»(^; T) [^ P(2^; T)1       -P(2^; T) [1 P(,>(^ t)]       .       (5.34) 

and the path C of integration is either a straight line running parallel to the real r-axis 
and just above it from minus infinity to plus infinity, or a contour that encircles the 
positive real r-axis in the clockwise sense. 

If source and observation points are both on the surface (^0 = ±$1', ^ = ^1), 
the total magnetic field is 

Jc Ud/Cu) 
//"•(«> It) T/'(±iM<;T) 

which has the residue series representation (BLOOM [1964]): 

dr, (5.35) 

T H("{ + H<;T(m))       ff,"(u>;T(m)) //«"(i^,;^/»)) 

"'■    4«?1
T(",)[(^u)W,"(H;T(m))]..,  //(,,(0;T(m))  [(S'/ÖMÖt)«'"^;t)],.,^ ' 

t = T(m) 

(5.36) 

where T(/?I) are those rooCs of 

.c)u 
H(>;T) = 0 (5.37) 

M^ tiAl 

that lie in the upper half of the T plane. The series (5.36) was derived under the as- 
sumption that the roots x{m) are all simple; it is uniformly convergent with respect 
to Wy and u in every closed region 0 ^ (w0, w) 5* A/< 00, |M-W0| ^ (5 > 0. 

If source and observation points are not both on the surface ±^|, the residue 
series representations for Hz do not, in general, converge to //z; however, they are 
asymptotic expansions of Hs as r -* 00 in the geometrical shadow (for details, see 
BLOOM [1964]). 

5,3.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the r-axis, located at (i0, ^0) on the convex 
side of the cvlinder, such that 

H1 = tHÜUR), 

and so far from the surface q - //, tha; at the surface 

1/   2 
r nkR 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region is 

(//:) 
^:n)i>,) 

cxpli^fPoP^ + IP.Pfl-im}, 

(5.40) 
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where (PoPi) and (PjP) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and 
the reflection point P,, and between Pj and the observation point P; D is given by 
eq. (5.5), the coordinate f, by eqs. (5.18), and the reflection angle (j>i by eq. (5.19). 
Formula (5.40) is applicable if A:/) > 1. In the shadowed region, (H2)9.c. ~ 0. If the 
line source is in the angular sector 

^o ^ 0,       l^ol g |x0| tan y,, 

there is no shadowed region. 
For a line source of strength (5.38) located at the focal line (x0 = -~^d>y0 = 0), 

the scattered magnetic field is given by the Luneburg-Kline expansion (KELLER et al. 
[1956]): 

v^(QP)w} ^O
V
      

/,y    A U(QP)WJ    rto   ^ K       ' 

where (QP) is the distance between the focal line (i*/, 0) and the observation point 
P (see Fig. 5.3), w is given by eq. (5.21), 0 is the angle that the reflected ray forms 
with the positive jc-axis, ajtn is given by eq. (5.22) fory ^ 1» whereas 

12 

n     2',~J /    I   \ n-l   2n-J-2 

^^-l.[;a|(,i.):(1j:1)]-(J+!.(,i:il)j. 
(0s' t S2n\n^ I),       (5.42) 

«ooo - +^21*. (5.43) 

The first few terms of the expansion (5.41) are: 

f nk(Q?)w 

L      16(7;, 11-^/f      vv(l-^f)     wV     ik{QP)w\   \-ri]     wl 

(5.44) 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field at a point Pj on the 
surface rj ~ rfi \s 

ni /2//!J
n(A'(P0P,)),       in the illuminated region, ..... 

(0, in the shadow. 

A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diflVactecJ 
field in the shadowed region is retained, is easily obtained from the results of KtLLtR 
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[1956], For the line source (5.39), the total magnetic field at a point P located in the 
shadowed region away from the surface q = rjl is: 

«k>/{(PoP|)(P2P)) L2i>IV(l-ff)J 

xexp (-im+ifc[(P0Pl)+(P2P)]f ic f      dfl/falj 

d{  
; '    -J)(f2-»?i)}^     . 

where the various quantities have the same meaning as in cq. (5.14). A correction to 
the leading term (5.46) that depends upon the derivative of the curvature has been 
found by KELLER and LEV/ [1959] (see also FRANZ and KXANTE [1959]). 

Finally, a line source of strength (5.39) located at Po(^o - W .Vo = 0) on the 
concave side of the cylinder originates a geometric optics scattered field: 

(«;),... ~ 1/ -----i fi - ^4 + nTpd exp {ifc[(p''p')+(p'P)]-^}- r n<c(PoP,) L      Dcos^,    (PoP|)J 
(5,47) 

where P| is the reflection point and 0, is the angle of incidence at P! (see Fig. 5.4). 

5.4. Point and dipole sources 

Although geometrical and physical optics approximations are easily obtainable, 
no explicit results are available. 
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CHAPTfcR 6 

THE WEDGE 

J. J. BOWMAN and T. B. A. SENIOR 

The boundary value problem for the wedge of arbitrary angle can be analysed in a 
variety of coordinate systems including hyperbolic (elliptic) cylinder coordinates» 
but the consideration of the wedge as the limit of a hyperbolic cylinder as the inter- 
focal distance shrinks to zero proves to be of little use. The solution, originally ob- 
tained as a generalization of that for the half-plane (see Chapter 8), has many appli- 
cations to problems involving edge phenomena and other diffraction effects. 

6. i. Wedge geometry and preliminary consideration: 

The wedge is defined in terms of the rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x, }\ z) 
by the equation \y\ = JC tan O, A > 0, where 2Ü is the closed angle of the wedge. 
The edge is therefore coincident with the z-axii. The wedge is also defined in terms of 
both the circular cylindrical coordinates (p, ^, z) and the spherical coordinates 
(r, Ö, ^) by the equations (j> = Q (upper surface) and 0 = 2n-Q (lower surface). 
It is convenient to introduce a parameter v related to the open angle of the wedge and 
defined by: 

v^ = 2*-20. (6.1) 

The primary source is a plane wave propagating in the plane perpendicular to the 
r-axis and in a direction making an angle 7r + ^owM the positive x-axis (and therefore 
making an angle 7r + $0 - ß with the upper face of the wedge), or a line source pa- 
rallel to the z-axis and located at (p0> ^0), or a point or dipole source located at 
(po* 00. -o)- These configurations are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In each case both & 
and //-polarized excitations are considered, and. in addition, the dipole source may 
be of arbitrary orientation. For convenience, and without loss of generality, it is 
assumed that Ü 5Ü ^0 g n. 

The distance from the point of observation io ?he source is denoted by /?, so that, 
for a line source, 

* = N l/':+7^--2W)cos(^-0o)| -- N !(A'-.VU)
2
+(V-VO)

2
1. (6.2) 

whereas for a point or dipole source, 

K = > l/>:: + /»o-^'/>oCos(0-^o) + (r-ru):! (6 ^ 

= N llv-.Vo^+Cr-.iv)2 hir-Zo)2!, 
?52 
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253 
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Fig. 6.1. Geometry for (a) plane wave illumination, (b) line sources and (c) point sources. 

We also introduce the parameter Ä, associated with the edge diffraction where, for 
a line source, 

R^P + Po* M) 

and for a point or dipole source, 

*,  - v{(P + Po)2H2-2o)2}. (6.5) 

Two step functions of frequent occurrence in the sequel are the Heaviside step 
function ^(^), where 

(1       for   «A > 0 m = lO       for   ip <ö 

and the signum function sgn(^) = ± 1 for ^ < 0. 
For any type of source the complete field can be expressed as a contour integral of 
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the form 

i Ci+Ca 
{/(a)5(a-f 0)da 

(see, for example, TUZHIUN [I963J), where Cj undCi are known as the Sommerfeld 
contours in recognition of the original contnbuiior. of SOMMERFELD [J896]. In the 
integrand j(a + </>) is proportional to the sum (or difference) of two cotangents, and 
the kernel (7(a) is determined by the source. The contours C, ^d C2 ^e shown in 
Fig. 6.2, where the shading indicates those regions where G{(x) vanishes exponentially 

Fig. 6.2. Sommerfeld contours. 

as |Ima| -> oo on the upper Riemann sheet. When the source is at a finite distance, 
the kernel has branch points at a = (2//-f 1)^ ±ic, « = 0, ± 1, ±2,.. ., where 

c = 2 cosh -i 

ZyJpPo 

Except in the case of plane wave incidence (when c = oo), the a-plane then has branch 
cuts extending to infinity as shown in Fig. 6.2. 

For wedge angles such that v = l//i, where «is a positive integer, the above contour 
integral can be evaluated as a sum of 2w residues. The resultant field is a superposition 
of the fbld due to the primary source and its 2n~ I images, and therefore consists 
entirely of geometrical optics contributions. An experimental verificaiion of this fact 
has been provided by GRANNLMANN and WATSON [1955J. 

6.2. Plane wave incidence 

6.2.1. E-polarhation 

For incidence at an angle 0O with respect to the negative x-yxis, such that 

F = f exp {- ikp cos (</>-0O)}, (6.6) 
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a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (MACDONALD [1902]; 
WIEGREFE [1912]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

Ez = ± (      e— (cot ^ri±*o _cot ^Z^lM??) da, (6.7) 
4mvJCl+Ci \ 2v 2v ) 

where C, and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative 
representation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is: 

£, *     Z €„ sin 
V n = 0 

.n{(l>-Q)   ,n{<t>0-Q) 
sin L~=VC n/v » 

where (MACDONALD [1902]): 

5r = r^Ukp). 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

For Ö = 22i0 with 0O = 671° and 112jt0, and Q = 45° with 0O = 90° and 135°, 
HEDGECOCK and MCLAY [1959] have given schemaiic presentations of \EZ\

2 as mea- 
sured using probes moving along 8 trajectories 7.5 A in length spaced A apart in the 
direction of propagation. The region of space probed is approximately rectangular 
in shape with the upper right hand corner of the rectangle at the vertex of the wedge. 
Additional data has been obtained by WATSON and HORTON [1950] for the case 
Ö = Hi0 and <t>0 = 78J0 with p - 11.9 A (approx.), and the measured pattern is 
reproduced in Fig. 6.3. 

270* 

Fig. 6.3. Measured amplitude of the total electric tie.d L, for Q      11J1 and ^     78]' with p 
M.9A (WATSON and HORTON [1950]). 

Expressions tor the surface field A/p are trivially obtainable from the above, and 
simplified forms of the contour integral representation are possible for certain values 
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oi v lii particular, for a right-angled wedge (v = i), the field on the upper surface, 
<j) - in, is (LEBEDEV and SKAL'SKAYA [i960]): 

Hp~ -2sin((-'o~i7r)cxp{-i/c/>cos(0o-i7c)} - 

- ^e ^« jsini(0o-W [cos(*0-lJr)Wii,(M+ 

+ sin2(^0-wj%in {(^/cp)cos(^o-i«)}^n(4)df] - 

-1 cos ifao - in) sin (<t>0 - in) fcos {({ - kp) cos (^ -- i«)}^1 ^) ^ j, 

(6.10) 

and on the lower sarface, ^ = in, 

Hp = -2iK0o- i7f)cos(^o-Hexp{i^sin(0o-i7r)}- ---e"*1'1 jcosi^o-H 

x rsin^o-WH^M + cos2^-^) rsin{U-Msin((/>o-W}//^«)^    - 
L Jfcp J 

- i sin i(0o - i?r) cos (^ - i^r) J%os {({ - kp) sin (0O - i*)}//'1'({) -|j.        (6.11) 

For grazing incidence on the lower face (that is, for ^0 = in), eqs. (6.10) and (6.11) 
reduce to 

//,= -2 + ie-^fV^)^ (6.12) 

and 

Hp - -cr^H^ikp), (6.13) 

respectively. 
If Ap < 1, a small argument expansion of the Bessel functions in eq. (6.8)gives: 

Ez =     4- (iM,/ve'ii,l/vsip ^~?sin ^~ -f 0[(/cp)min,2/v2 + ,/v)], (6.14) 
r(i/v) v v 

which makes explicit the edge behavior. 
For Ap > I a convenient decomposition of the field is 

E: = £?04?z
d, (6.15) 

where E!e and Ef are the geometrical optics ami diffracted fields respectively. The 
geometrical optics field is 

El0      ^ exp{iA:p cos 3tfl!)-^ exp(iA.7)COs ^B,), (6.16) 
«i tj 
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where 
«n. = 7r-^ + </)0-2«,v^ 
<xn2^ n-(t>-(t>0 + 2Q-2n2vn, 

and the summations extend over all integers «! and /^ satisfying the inequalities 

i0 + (/)o-2ß + 2H2V7r| < TT, 

respectively. The diffracted field E* can be written as (OBERHETTINGER [1956,1958]): 

-{^(-^-0-00 + 2(2)-r'd(7r"0~^o + 2ß)},   (6.19) 
with 

W) = -'   f "exp (ikp cosh r)     ,.--j"-^^ -- - d/. (6.20) 
2^vJo cosh (r/vj-cos (^/v) 

For ^ near 2nvn where /7 is an integer (TUZHILIN [1963]; but see also OBER- 

HETTINGER [1956], for the case n = 0): 
TT 

W) - I {^»(/». v)~am(/?-2«vrr)}/m + sgn (ß-2nvn)l. (6.21) 
m = 0 

where 

Q-y**   
/ = -7.   exp {Ikp cos (ß~2nv7:)}FU2kp\sm i(ß-2nvn)]l (6.23) 

and ^(T) is the Fresnei integral 

f(T)= le^dj« (6.24) 

whose properties are described in the Introduction. The coeificients am(P-2n\n) are 

iij:;-2nvn) = l      ; , (6.25) 
2m+,7r{sin](/i-2m^)!2'"+, ^ 

and the coefficients Am{fi,v) are (TUZHILIN [1963]): 

AJIuv)-   l   cotf I (sinf)   ^ICT./V2', (6.26) 
Ixv      2vii- o \      2v'     it 

where the expression for the C ", given by TUZHILIN [1963] can be further reduced to 

fl-,-(2/)!2--%V"Mpl^-^VAU-/J(2s+2/)! 
xV     '■""■' r, f (-!)'(</-2^'^ (627) 

.~. 2.v + 2; + ./ (2s- (/)!(2.v + (/)!r~     /■!       ((/-r)! 
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Explicitly, the first coefficients Aj^ß.v) are (OBERHETTINGER [1956]): 

AQ(ß>v)~   *   cotf, 
Irv      2v 

. /«   N 1 ^ (5      / 259 7 2  \/ .   ^\ 
Mß* v  =  cot -     - 4- - - ■   ■   +      J sin ' 

IöTTV      2vll6     \360v2      18v4     45v6/\     2v/ 

M^-v)(^.)"*+:.(-r.)-r 

-2 

+ 

The representation given in eq. (6.21) describes the asymptotic behavior of Vd{p) 
in the vicinity of the geometrical optics boundary ß = Invn, and displays the dis- 
continuity in VJß) necessary to compensate for the corresponding discontinuity in 
El0'. Of the four values of/? implicit in eq. (6.19), not more than two can correspond 
to a geometrical optics boundary. An alternative but less convenient desciption of 
the diffracted field in the vicinity of a boundary has been given by PAUU [1938] using 
confluent hypergeometric functions. 

For values of ß away from a geometrical optics boundary such that the argument 
of the Fresnel integral in eq. (6.23) is large compared with unity, 

Vm - 1 Am(ß^)fm. (6.29) 
m = 0 

and from the leading term in this expansion, 

£: - -sin     (cos    -cos^      ü       -   cos    +cos . 
^(Inkp)  v      v l\      v v    / \      v v       I    \ 

(6.30) 
This h:is the appearance of a cylindrical wave with 

P~     sm       cos    -cos^-    0       -   cos    + cos        r   r l6.3l) 
2v      v l\      v v    / \      v v        /    J 

emanating from the edge. Computed values o\ \P\ for »' -• \ and three ditferent ^o 
are shown in Fig. 6.4. 

On the geometrical optics boundaries the total electric iield has the following 
asymptotic representations where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that Q < JTT. 

(i) 0 = n~(l)0 + 2Q with ß < (/>0 < TT (boundary for geometrical reflection from 
the upper fuee): 
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10 n 

4>t degrees 

Fig. 6.4. Far field amplitude of the diflfracted wave for <f>Q — 55  ( ), ^0 = 135° ( ) and fa 
180° ( ). 

Ez - exp {ikp cos 2{(t)0-Q)}-\eikp + 
gHK^ + i«)    / sin (nlv) 

yj(2nkp) lcos(7r/v) + cos [(3^-20o)/v] 
.„,•1. (6.32) 

(ii) 0 = 37r-(/>0-2ß with /r-fl < $0 < TT (boundary for geometrical reflection 
from the lower face): 

£. - exp {\kp co: 2(^0+ ß)} - ie1^ + 
t   pHkp + i*)  i sin (rr/v) 

\ 4-Jcot- 
v yj{2nkp) (cos(Tr/v) + cos [(TT^^/V) vl 

(6.33) 

Eqs. (6,32) and (6.33) are also valid when (fro = n provided ß > 0. 
(iii) </> = 7r + 0() v/ith Q < (pQ < n-Q (boundary of the geometrical shadow): 

£. - I e
^l^ + i;M sin(./v) +icotrr| 

v ^(Inkp) lcos(^/v)-f cos [{n-~2(t>0)lv] vl 
(6.34) 

For the particular case of a right-angled wedge 0' = ^) an expression for £"? 
alternative to that given in eqs. (6.19) and (6.20) has been provided by REICHE 
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[1912], and can be wriiltn as 

Et = ^-0c)-fd(^o-i^ (6.35) 
where 

v*{ß) = ~ ^ [sin ß sin lßj*cos {{(-kp) cos ß]H\lt(t)dt + 

+cos iß Tsin {(£~kp) cos ß}H[l}{() -^l .       (6.36) 

The function vd(ß) is discontinuous at the geometrical optics boundaries in order to 
compensate for the discontinuities in £,J•(^ and its behavior on the boundaries ß = n. 
In is determined by the relations 

pd(»r+fi)-isgn{{)e^+0(e), {637) 

rd(27r + £)= -isgn({)e^ + 0(e). 

6.2.2. H-polarization 

For incidence at an angle 0O with respect to the negative x-axis, such that 

H1 = f exp {- ikp cos (^ -<t>0)} (6.?8) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is (MACDONALD [190/.J; 
WIEGREFE [1921]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

H. = J_ f       e— (cot *-*~<t> + <l>o +cot *~y.-<l>-<l>o + 2Q\ ^        (6 39) 

4invJCt+C2 I 2v 2v ) 

where Cj and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative 
representation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

„      2 ^ n((t>~Q)      /#o-«)c HAM 
//-=     2-e"cos cos 5«/v' (6.40) 

v«= 0 v v 

where (MACDONALU [1902]): 
5r = e-^Vt(M. (6.41) 

WATSON and HORTON [1950] have measured \HZ\
2 for Q = Mi0 and <j>0 = 78]' 

with p = 11.9A (approx.)» and their data is reproduced in Fig. 6 5, 
Expressions for the total magnetic field on the surface are trivially obtainable 

from the above, and simplified forms of the contour integral representation arc pos- 
sible for certain values of v. In particular, for a right-angled wedge (v - ^), the 
field on the upper surface, (/> = irr, is 

2 r" 
//, = 2exp ;--iA7)Cos((/)()-J;r)l-   "  ch'' I sin ((/)0-^) sin S(0()~i^^ 

\ 3        L 
I« / 

cos l(i-^)cos(0o-]^)l//V>(;)dss + 

dc' 
+ cosJ(^-J^     sin;(;-^)cos((/>0-i^}//;,>(;)   s (6.42) 
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180 

270* 

Fig. 6.5. Measured amplitude of the total magnetic fieid Ht for ß ^ Wy and fa — 78|0 with 
p - 11.9A (WATSON AND HORTON [1950]). 

and on the lower surface, ^ = ^7t, 

W2 - 2rj((t>0-in)cxp[\kps'in(<t>0-in)}-   ^e11"   cos(0o-Wcos J{</>o-W 
V3        L 
*« 

x     cos {({ - M sin (^0 - i»)}/^''({)d| - 

-sin K^o-i^pin {({-Msin^o-iTr)}^1^)-^ . (6.43) 

For grazing incidence on ^he lower face (that is, for <jf>0 = JTT), eqs. (6.42) and 
(6.43) reduce to 

and 

H. - 2-   1  e*1« \   H\l)(i)di (6.44) 
^3      Jkp 

//s = 1+   Uil- {\in(i~kp)H\l){i)^ . (6-45) 
v 3      ^ky C 

respectively, where, in the derivation of eq. (6.4i>), the ^jump1* discontinuity of the 
first integral in eq. (Ö.43) must be taken into account. 

If kft < 1, a small argument expansion of the Bessel functions in eq. (6.40) gives: 

//. = 2 +     4    (JA/»)' V*1" ^^^"^cos*0""0 +0[(Mmi,H2 v'i)] (6.46) 
v    niv) v v 

which makes explicit the edge behavior. 
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For £p > 1 a convenient decomposition of the field is 

Hz = Hl*'+Ht (6.47) 

where //J0, and H* are the geometrical optics and diffracted fields respectively. 
The geometrical optics field is 

HI9 = £ exp (\kp cos «„,)+ £ exp {ikp cos aB2), (6.48) 
Ml 112 

where 

and the summations extend over all integers nl and /I2 satkrying the inequalities 

|^ + ^o-2ß4-2n2Vrt| < TT, 

respectively. The diffracted field //J can be written as (OBERHET FINGER [1956,1958]): 

+ {Kd(-7r-^-.fo + 2ß)-Kd(7r-0-(/>o-H2ß)},       (6.51) 
with 

2rtvj< 
sinWv) 

0 cosh (r/v)-cos (/J/v) 

For ß near 2«v^ where n is an integer (TUZHILIN [1963]; but see also OBORHETTINGFR, 

[1956], for the case/I = 0): 

W) - 1 lAm{ß, v)-amiß~2iivn)}fm+sgn (ß~2nvn)l (6.53) 

where/M and / are as defined in eqs. (6.22) and (6.23) respectively, and am(ß-2nvn) 
and /4„,(/?, v) as defined in eqs. (6.25) through (6.28). The above representation describes 
the asymptotic behavior of yd{ß) in the vicinity of the geometrical optics boundary 
// = 2nvn% and displays the discontinuity in Y^ß) necessary to compensate for 
the corresponding discontinuity in HI'0'. Of the four values of ß implicit in cq. 
(6.51), not more than two can correspond ^o a geometrical ootics boundary. An 
alternative but less convenient description of the diffracted field in the viciirty of a 
boundary has been given by PAULI [1938] using confluent hypergeometric functions. 

For values of/? away from a geometrical optics boundary such that the argument of 
the Frcsnel integral in the expression for/(sec eq. (6.23}) is large compared with unity, 

W)-I/<»(/». v)/,. (0.54) 

and from the leading term in this expansion. 

..d     c
,u"'",  1.^1/      n <t>-4>o\'1     i      n 2n~<t>-<t>0Y

l\ //. ^ sin       cos    -cos [     f Icos    -fcos I      . 
^{Znkp) v       v l\       v v    ' \       v v '     I 

(6.55) 
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This has the appearance of a cylir.   ;cal wave with 

i   .   TT (/      n 0-<^~!     /      n 
P =   - sm     I cos - - cos -—    j    4- (cos 

2v      v l\      v v    / \      v 

2n~<^-^0 
4-cos 

V      / \ V V n (6.56) 

emanating from the edge. Computed values of \F\ for v = } and three different ^0 

are shown in Fig. 6.6. 

10-1 

10 H 

/ \    / 

45 
T 
90 135 180 225 

<£, degrees 
270 

Fig. 6.6. Far field amplitude of the diffracted wave for <f)0 ~ 55° ( ), (f>0 = 135° ( ) and 

^= 180° (---)• 

On xh: geometrical optics boundaries, the total magnetic field has the following 
asymptotic representations where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that Q < \K. 

(i) 0 = 7:-(/)0-f 2fl with Q < <l>0 < n (boundary for geometrical reflection from 
the upper face): 

H: - exp li/v7)cos2((/)0"ß)}4-le^ + 

+ ,c^.'| _Sin>/vL        n{ 

v N (2nkp) (cos (^/v) + cos [(37r-2^0)/v] v) 

(ii) (/> ^ 37r-./)0-2fi with ^-Q < ^>o < ^ (boundary for geometrical reflection 
from the lower face): 
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Ht - exp {ikp cos 2(00 + 0)} + ^*' + 

+ i ^- j ^^ i co. ü|. (6.58) 
v y/(2nkp) lcos(7r/v)+cos [(7r-2^o)/v] w 

Eqs. (6.57) and (6.58) are also valid when (t>Q - n provided fl > 0. 
(iii) $ = n + (t>0 with Q < <l>0 < n-Q (boundary of the geometrical shadow): 

. iko    J e*^**"* ( sin(7r/v) ,      n\ „ e^ 
Hx ~ ie,M-H - ■-     > -'-^ -i col     .       (6.59) 

v y/(2nkp) lcos(7t/v)-fcos [(^-20o)/vl v) 

When 0O = 7r-ß (grazing incidence on the lower face) and 0 = 2n~Q (observa- 
tion point on the lower face) the last two equations are replaced by: 

/f,^c^-—— icot^ (6.60) 
yjylnkp) v       v 

and this is also valid when ß = 0. By reciprocity it is further valid for (j>0 = Q and 
$ = n + Q. 

VOT the particular case of a rght-angled wedge (v -^ J) an expression for //, al- 
ternative to that given in eqs. (6.31) and (6.52) has been provided by REICHE [1912], 
and can be written as 

Ht - rd(0~0o)-Frd(ß:+0o-i7r), (6.61) 
wh^re 

*>*(ß) = - e-" [sin/i sin iß f'cos {{^kp)cosß}H^i)d^ 
^3 L hp 

+ cosiß f^sin {(t-kp)cosß}H\l\i)d4] .       (6.62) 

The function vd{ß) is discontinuous at the geometrical optics boundaries in order to 
compensate for the discontinuities in //f0*, and its behavior on the boundaries j9 = 
7t, 2n is indicated in eq. (6.37). 

6.3. Line sources 

6.3.1. E-polarization 

For an electric line source parallel to the edge and located at (p0, 0O) such that 

£' = iH(ol\kR), (6.63) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (MACDONALD [1962]; 
WIEGREFE [1912]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

E^-1    f       /yr[^)]fcot^a-^^o~cot^a-0^o + 2^da, (6.64) 
4i?rvjci+c. ( 2v 2v 1 
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where 
R((x) « (p2 f po + 2ppo cos a)* (6.65) 

and Ci and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative repre- 
sentation of the tOval field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

_      2  "      .   n(0-ß)  .   i#o-ß)c r>^v £- =     2-e«s,n s,n       —  S*/v' (6.66) 
Vn=0 V V 

where (MACDONALD [1902]): 

Sr = JXkpJH^ikp^ (6.67) 

which may also be written (TUZHILIN [1963]): 

(ifcpPo)2s+t  mi^M^ ^Po)) 
stos!r(S4-T+l)     [y/tf-rpl)] 

Using a simulated line source and wedge angles Q = 221°, 45°, Row [1953] has 
measured ]£.| along a trajectory parallel to the upper face of the wedge. 

Expressions for the surface field Hp are trivially obtainable from the above; no 
simplified forms of the contour integral representation are available. 

Ukp< < 1 the eigenfunction expansion (6.66) is rapidly convergent. In particular, 
for kp < 1: 

£. = ^-(i^m)'''^-^^sin^^sin^« +0[(fcpri"<J'-2+""]. 
'C/v) Wip+pi)]1 V V 

(6.69) 
which makes explicit the edge behavior. 

For kppJRi > 1 (sourr and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the field is 

E2 = £|0+£jf (6.70) 

where £f0' and Ed
2 are the geometrical optics and diffracted fields respectively. The 

geometrical optics field is 

£»• = I H'o' W*,,)]- I Hi''[kRi«.,)]. (6.71) 
"I «2 

where 
««, = n~(l> + (t){t-2n}\'n, 
an2 = Ä-(/>-(/)0 + 2ß-2»2vr. 

and the summations extend over all integers w, and Af2 satisfying the inequalities 

10-00 + 2^*; < ff, 

|0 + 0o-2ß+.2«2v7i| < rt, 

respectively. The diffracted field £"; can be written as 
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Et - {Kd(-K-^o)-K.(«-* + *o)}- 

_(Kd(-Ä-^-^0+2O)-Kd(ir-*-^o+2Ö)}.      (6.74) 
with 

27tvjo cosh (//v) - cos (j?/v) 

For ß near 2/iv7r where « is an integer (TUZHILIN [1963]): 

W) - I {^M(/?. v)-am(/?-2nv7r)}/m + sgn {ß~2nvn)I, (6.76) 
m = 0 

where am(ß-2nvn) and ^m(/?, v) are defined in eqs. (6.25) through (6.28), and 

^JMM^/^rV'i^.). (6.77) 
^2 \/cppo/ 

^j    .fcfi(/f-2Bv«) f00     C^  

TT JWyJtf + lkRiß-lnvn)} 
I « - l!e^^-2«v«)        —    __*     d;|) (6 78) 

with 

M = 2V(feppo)sini(/?-2iiv?r) (6 79) 

Eq. (6.76) describes the asymptotic behavior of Kd(/?) in the vicinity of the geometrical 
optics boundary specified by the integer n, and display: the discontinuity in Vd{ß) 
necessary to compensate for the corresponding discontinuity in £f0'. For |M|>1, 
i.e. away from the boundary, 

y*(ß) - I A^ß, v)/w (6.80) 
«1 = 0 

and from the leading term of this expansion, 

^        eik'0       Qikp    I   .   n E% ^ „s,n _ 

\'{^Po) sj(nkp) v      v 

x   I cos - -cos --^J    - I cos - +cos—   —   ^0|       .      (6.81) 

This has the appearance of a cylindrical wave diverging from the edge. 
On the geometrical optics boundaries, the total field has the following asymptotic 

representations, where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that Q < \n. 
(i) 0 = 7i-4>0-f 2ß with Q < <t)Q < n (boundary for geometrical reflection from 

the upper face): 

E^Hwm-mkR.H* ^""M       sin(*w        +icot*]. 
v n*:v'(pp0) (cos(n/i')+cos [(3Tr-2^0)/v] v) 

(6.82) 
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(ii) (f) - 3n-~(t>0~2Q with n-~Q < (l>0 < n (boundary for geometrical reflection 
from ths lower face): 

v nkJ(pp0)\cos(nlv)+cosl(7t-2ij>c)lv] vl 

(6.83) 

Eqs. (6.82) and (6.83) are also valid when ^0 — n provided Q > 0. 
(iii) (j) = TT + ^O with Q < (t>0 < n-Q (boundary of the geometrical shadow): 

E.-iHWkR.)-*   ^-j -Wl)  +icot«l. (6.84) 
v ^^/(ppo) lcos(7r/v)-|-cos[(7r-20o)/v] vl 

6.3,2. H-polarization 

For a mnornphV If no ^"»ürcc parallel to the cJ^c auu loutted at (p0, </>0) such that 

H{ = 2Hl
0
l)(kR), (6.85) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is (MACDONALD [1902]; 
WIEGREFE [1912]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

Hz = -:1- f       /# W)] (cot ^5.1*1*0 +cot *~±Z^1^™\ da, (6.86) 
4i7cvJci+c2 I 2v 2v I 

where 
A(0t) = (p2 + p2 + 2ppo cos a)i (6 g^ 

and C, and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative re- 
presentation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

„      2^          n(*-ß)       n(^o-ß)c fA*Q\ "* = - I ß« cos -^ -~t cos -^-5 ^ s^, (6.88) 
V n -= 0 V V 

where (MACDONALD [1902]): 

Sr « Uk^H^ikp^ (6.89) 

which may also be written (TUZHIUN [1963]): 

s _y  (iWo)Jl+'  /^'..(M^+PJi) (690) 
'    .%sins+r+l)    Qip'+pl)]1'" 

Expressions for the total magnetic field on the surface are trivially obtainable 
from the above; no simplified forms of the contour integral representation are avail- 
able. 

\\,kp< >: i the eigenfunction expansion (6.88) is rapidly convergent. In particular, 
for kp   v 1: 
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HZ ~2HWkj(p2+p2
0))+ r±-akpp0y* 

v r(i/v) 

x "vms+po»cos tzEcos hz?+o[(Mmin(2/v-2a  (6.91) 
W(P +Pl)],v v V 

which makes explicit the edge behavior. 
For kppQIR{ > 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 

decomposition of the field is 

Hs = H*0+Ht, (6.92) 

where Hf0 i.:.» :/^ are the geometrical optics and diffracted fields respectively. The 
geometrical optics field is 

Hf0 = I H\)
1)[kR(*J']+ I HVXkRfaJl ^6.93) 

where 

<xni = n~<i)-<i)0 + lQ~2n2vn, 

and the summations extuid over all integers Wj and W2 satisfying the inequalities 

|0 + 0o-2ß + 2w2v^| < TT, 

respectively. The diffracted field //, can be written as 

^ = {Kd(-/c- H0o)-Ki(f *+*o)} + 
+ {|/d(-7r-0-0o+2O)-Kd(7r-0-0o+2O)},      (6.96) 

with 

W) = ,- f '«V'[^("O]     ,;''"(/?/v) lai ,dr. (6.97) 
27rv'J 0 cosh (//v) - cos (/j/v) 

For ^ near 2w\^ where n is an integer (TUZHIUN [1963]): 

W) - I M„W v)-am(/y-2/iv7r/}/m-f sgn (ß~2nvn)I, (6.98) 
m= 0 

where/w and / are as defined in eqs. (6.77) and (6.78) respectively, and am{ß~lnxn) 
and A^ß.v) as defined in eqs. (6.25) through (6.28). The above representation de- 
scribes the asymptotic behavior of V4(ß) in the vicinity of the geometrical optics 
boundary ß - Invn, and displays the discontinuity in Kd(/y) necessary to compensate 
for the corresponding discontinuity in //f0 . For values of ß away from a geometrical 
optics boundary such that the lower limit of integration in the integral expression 
for / (see eq. (6.78)) is large compared with unity, 

W)- tAJß,v)Jm, (6.99) 
m - 0 
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and from the leading term of this expansion, 

ljd        eikp0       Qikp     I      n 
H* — —        sin - 

v(^Po) \/(nkp) v      v 

V V 
x   I cos    —cos »)' +(cos^+cos2"-^--^" j.      (6.100) 

This has the appearance of a cylindrical wave diverging from the edge. 
On the geometrical optics boundaries, the total magnetic field has the following 

asymptotic representations where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that Q < \n< 
(i) ^ = 7r--(/)0-f 2ß with Q < (t>0 < n (boundan for geometrical reflection from 

the upper face): 

H.~«yW+^'^OH-i^v-'( -     sin('I/v,        -M- v 7r/cv/(p/j0) (cos (7r/v) +cos [(3^-2^0)/v] vj 

(6.101) 

(ii) </> = 3n~<l>0-2Q with 7r-ß < <^0 < TT (boundary for geometrical reflection 
from the lower face): 

H, ~ Wm + iHWkRt)+ '   f ;'0' (     i i    ™Jf   ^ y , - loot *j. 
v nkjippo) (cos (7r/v) + cos [(n~2(t>0)lv] v) 

(6.102) 

Eqs. (6.101) and (6.102) are also valid when (j>Q ~ n provided fl > 0. 
(iii) (/> = 7r + (^0 with Q < </)0 < 7i~ß (boundary of the geometrical shadow): 

*. ~ W\kRM ' .eik,:"-- ( ™^ -i cot").        (6.,03) 
v 7rA:v/(^0) lcos(^/v) + cos [(7r-2^0)/v] v) 

When <^0 = 7i-ß (grazing incidence on the lower face) and 0 = 2/1 - ß (observation 
point on the lower face) the last two equations are replaced by 

IL~~ H^kRt)- cot   , (6.104) 
nkyj(ppQ) v       v 

and this is also valid when ß = 0. By reciprocity it is further valid for </>0 = ß and 
<t> = n + Q. 

6.4. Point sources 

6.4.1. Acoustically soft wedge 

For a point source at (/%, ^ -o) such that 

ikR 

K' = -   , (6.105) 
kR 
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a contour integral representation of the total field is (WIEGREFE [1912]; MACDONALD 

[1915]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

K = -L f       5^ (cot *_-J^±to _cot -«-A-jAt^| da, (6,06) 
4invJc^C2kR(ix){ 2v 2v I 

where 
R(a) = {p2+^0

2+2ppocosa + (z-zo)2}i (6.107) 

and Q and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative re- 
presentation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

K   =  -  2. £n Sln Sin Sn/v ' (O.JÜÖ) 
VB=0 V V 

where (OBERHETTINGER [1954]): 

which may be written as (TUZHILIN [1963]): 

s% S!r(s+T+1) "(Vi^+po+^-zo)2}) 

and may further be written (\fACDONALD [1915]): 

S, = ie-2l"f ^it^l)(2s+2t+l)yj+t(fcr<)/iJi',(fcr,)Pl7t(coSö)/';;t(cos0o). 
s=0        i! (6.111) 

Expressions for the surface field dV/dcj) are trivially obtainable from the above; 
no simplified forms of the contour integral representation arc availible. 

If ^p< < 1 the eigenfunction expansion (6.108) is rapidly convergent. In particular, 
for kp < I; 

v ^i  i-aAm),/vÄ{l^>/{p2^+ + 

+o[{kprni2iv'2+ifv)i   (6112) 
which makes explicit the edge behavior. 

For kppJRy > I (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the field is 

V = ^° + j/d (6.113) 

where F*'0, and Fd are the geometrical optics and difTracted fields respectively. The 
geometrical optics field is 

rg.o. =: y exp {'ikR{*J\ _ y exp !iAÄ(afl,)} (6 114) 
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where 

<xn2 = n~(j)-~(i>0 + 2Q~2n2vn> 

and the summations extend over all integers n{ and rti satisfying the inequalities 

10-^0 + 2/1^1 < 7t, .6116. 
|0 + 0o-2ß+2w2v^| < TT, 

respectively. The diffracted field Kd can be written as 

V* = {Kd(-^-0 + 0o)-^-0 + 0o)}~ 
-{K1(-7r-0-0o4'2ß)-Kd(7r-0-(/>o + 2ß)},       (6.117) 

with 

27rvJ0 itÄ(i/) cosh (f/v)-cos ()ff/v) 

For /? near 2//v^, where n is an integer (TUZHILFN [1963]): 

V*(ß) - f MW(A x)~am(ß~lnvn)}fm + sgn (ß~2nvn)[, (6.119) 
m = 0 

where am(ß~lnvn) and /im(^ v) are defined in eqs. (6.25) through (6.28), and 

'l/jL/^-jV^,), (6.,20) 
'  pnn \kppj 

_i(-l)-r(m+i) 

witn 

2k f pf)0 \kpp0 

i^irm^mti^^        (6.121) 
J\M\ ^{n2 + 2kR(ß-2nv7:)} 

M = 2\(kPPo) sin K/?-:2wv7r) ^ 122j 

Eq, (6.119) describes the asymptotic behavior of Kd(//) in the vicinity of the geomet- 
rical optics boundary specified by the integer //, and displays the discontinuity in 
l'^iß) necessary to compensate for the corresponding discontinuity in I *0'. Tor 
|A/| :> I, i.e. away from the boundary, 

I'dW-I/UM/«.. (6.123) 
m ^0 

and friMii the leading term of this expansion, 

I    ^ sm 
s{2r:kRl) ks(w0) v      v 

v     cos     -cos' -(cos    4-cos /u .       (6.124) 
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On the geometrical optics boundaries, the total field has the following asymptotic 
representations, where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that Q < ±n. 

(i) (j) = 7r-0o + 2ß with ß < 0O < TT (boundary for geometrical reflection from 
the upper face): 

y ,-v — 4. „ 
kR     2kRt     v JpnkRJ ky/ippo) 

x (     iLlWjl  +i cot ^j.      (6.125) 
(cos (TT/V) + cos [(37r - 20o)/v] v) 

(ii) 0 = In-(fro-IQ with n-Q < (j)0 < n (boundary for geometrical reflection 
from the lower face): 

V + _ _     . w_/ 4.1 cot_   . 
kR      2 kRt      v JilnkR^ kj{pp0) lcos(^/v) + cos [(7r-20o)/v] v) 

(6.126) 
Eqs. (6.125) and (6.126) are also valid when </>0 = 7t provided ß > 0. 

(iii) (/> = ^ + 0O with Q < (/>0 < ^-ß (boundary of the geometrical shadow): 

leiA*.      j  ei(*Kl+i.)        ,       | sinWv) 

-4-1 cot-1.(6.127) 
2 M,      v y](lnkRx) kyjippo) lcos(7r/v)+cos [(7r-20o)/vl 

6.4.2. Acoustically hard wedge 

For a point source at (p0, 0O, r0) such that 

V1**-   , (6.128) 
kR 

a contour integral representation of the total field is (WIEGREFE [1912]; MACDONALD 

[1915]; CARSLAW [1920]): 

V . .1. f        f^'lU*-*-**** +CoS~*~*-** + 2Q\^ (6.129) 
4mvJc,+Cai5cÄ(«) ( 2v 2v J 

where 
R(*) « {p2 + ^ + 2^0cosa+(r-r0)2}i (6.130) 

and C, and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. An alternative 
representation of the total field as an cigcnfunction expansion is 

^ = 2fr,coS"
(*-ß>coS"

(^-fl)S..v- (6.'3I) 
V««=0 V V 

where (Om-RMLrriNGfR [1954]): 
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which may be written as (TUZHIUN [1963]): 

s =iy  (ikpPo)u+z h£UkJ{p2+plH2-20)2}) (6 m 

'      shsWis+c+l)   mp'+pl+iz-zo)2}?'*' 

and may further be written (MACDONALD [1915]): 

S, = ie-^'f ^±^)(2S+2T+l);.+#r<)ftiVI{*:r>)p;;t(cos0)Pr;t(cos0o). 
J'0        s! (6.134) 

Expressions for the total field on the surface are trivially obtainable from the 
above; no simplified forms of the contour integral representations are available. 

If^p< < 1 the eigenfunction expansion (6J31) is rapidly convergent. In particular, 
for kp « 1 

V = - C(/cV{P2+Po+(*-Zo)2}) + 77^(i'W/v 

v /(1/v) 

x m^^^Z^ cos til cos tr± +0[(Mmin<2/v'2a   (6.135) 
(V{P +Po+(^-Zo) })/v v V 

which makes explicit the edge behavior. 
For kppQJRi > 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 

decomposition of the field is 

V = yi-'+y* (6.136) 

where K8 ^ and V* are the geometrical optics and diffracted fields respectively. The 
geometrical optics field is 

yto. = y txp {ikRidJ} + y CXp {J/iKfaJ} „ ^ 
'it      kRM ti"   kR{*Hl) 

where 

<*fit = ^~</> + 0o-2n,v7r, ^ ^8j 

and the summations extend over all integers «, and «2 satisfying ;hc inequalities 

\(j> + (t>0~2Q + 2n2vn\ < n, 

rcspcctiscly. The diffracted Held rd can be wriilcn as 
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with 

•"" • iH 
e *3SEt>) d, (614]) 

0 A-R(ir) cosh (r/v) - cos (/J/v) 

For ß near 2nvn where n is an integer (TUZHIIX« [1963]): 

W) ~ I {AJiß, v)-aj(fi-2nvn)]fm+sgfi (ß-2nm)l, (6.142) 
m = 0 

where fm and / are as defined in cqs. (6.120) and (6.121) respectively, and 
am{ß-2nvn) and AJ^ß.v) as defined in eqs. (6.25) through (6.28). The above repre- 
sentation describes the asymptotic behavior of VJß) in the vicinity of the geometrical 
optics boundary ß = Invn, and displays the discontinuity in V^ß) necessary to 
compensate for the corresponding discontinuity in V*0'. For values of//away from a 
geometrical optics boundary such that the lower limit of integration in the integral 
expression for / (see eq. (6.121)) is large compared to unity, 

Vt{ß) ~ t Am(ß^)fm, (6.143) 

and from the leading term of this expansion, 

— - sin - 

x j^cos? -cos^-0)",+ (cos^ +cos2't-Ö2J' }.      (6.144) 

On the geometrical optics boundaries, the total field has »he foliowittg asymptotic 
representations, where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that ^ < ^TT. 

(i) 0 a TT ~0O + 2Ö with Ü < <I>Q < n (boundary for geometrical reflection from 
the upper face)* 

ei*K     lei*Ä:     j ei(*K.n.)       |      , sinfr/v) ,      n\ 
V ~ — + + - ;   i cot -  . 

kR      2 kRi      v yJ&nkRi) kjippo) kos (TT v)-l-cos l{3n~2(t>0)lv] vi 
(6.145) 

(ii) (ft = 1K-(J)0~2Q with n~Q < 0O < n (boundary for geometrical rejection 
from the lower face): 

HA     Iei*j»:     j    KM,**»)       ,      ( sin(ff/v) ,      n\ 

kR      2 kRi      v ^{2nkRl) ^(^o)'cos(7r;v) + cos ((ff-20o) v] vl 
(6.146) 

I qv (6.145) and (6.146) :irc also valid when </>„ ~ n provide   ii > 0. 
(in) </> - TT + 'AO with Q < </>o < ff-0 (b^'indary of the geometrical shadow): 

r - 4 - HIIMJTU -Uot      .(6.147) 
2 kRi      v N CrrAK.) ks\pt>0} 'a S(T V) *-COS ((r--20O)'V]     "        vl 
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When (/)0 = n—Q (grazing incidence on the lower face) and $ = 2;r — O (observation 
point on the lower face) the last two equations are replaced by 

y „ „cot - f (6.148) 
fcjR,      N

/(27:^1) kyjippo) v      v 

and this is also valid when ß = 0. By reciprocity it is further valid for 0O = Q and 

6.5. Dipole sources 

6.5.1. Electric dipoles 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole at (p0. 0Oy r0) with moment {An&lkfi, 
corresponding to an electric Hertz vector 

nl~t-~ (6.149) 
kR 

wher? 

t = J?sin0cos^-l-j>sin6)sin<l> + £cos0, (6.150) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric Hertt vector is (MALYUZHINETS 

andTuzHiLiN [1963J): 

u =   tf(7r"a--(/> + 0o-^)cot —-—T~ - 
4iv7rjc,+c2 fc/?(a) I 2v 

^e>-a>0^^o + 0)cot^-Ä-^:A±^)da,      (6,151) 
2v j 

where 

Ä(a) = {p2+p2o+2pp0 cos a+(r-z0)2}*, (6.152) 

e(a) = Ä sin 0 cos «-.P sin 0 sin a + f cos &> (6.153) 

and C, and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. Expressions for the 
total electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from eq. (6.151) by application of 
t:.w usual differential operators in Cartesian coordinates to /I (MALYUZHINETS and 
TuzmuN [1963]). Alternative expressions for the fields have also been given by 
TEISSEYRK [1955a. b, c; 1956]. In the case of a f oriented dipole, 11 reduces to ty\ 
where V* is the point source solution for an acoustically soft wedge (see Section 6.4.1). 

A representation for the total electric field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

E(r)~4nk&t(r\r0)'L (6.154) 

where $c{rir0) is the electric dy« lie Green function for the wedge. In circular 
cylindrical coordinates (TAI [1954]): 
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k \p d<l>       dpi\p0 d<t)0        dpj 

-3 .o ._.f!2_ 
p0 d^0dz0 

dpdz     p d(t>dz       \dz />{    dp0dz0 

where 

0 = -2- £, cos -^  cos -^ / TH!V , (6.156) 
Vii = 0 V V 

f.     2  *      .   n(^--ß)  „   ^o-ß)», ,, ^ 
^ == _ Z £«sin       s,n ^^ ^i/»» (6.157) 

Vii = 0 

r. = ,7 f"   ,#1 ei,,'-I',,A[p<V(fc2-'2)l^l)[P>v/(fc2-«2)]-    (6-158) 
2kJ~vk -t 

Since 

{^)U^V, (6.159) 

the solution for a f orie ited dipole (that is, 5 = f) again follows immediately from 
the point source solution. On the other hand, in spherical coordinates (TILSTON 
[1952]): 

4-^e(r|r0) = (A A -«All A_ A ^0 A] o + 
fe (sin 0 d(t>       dOihin 0O d<t>0        cÖ0/ 

\   \cr2       I     r crdO     rsinO drddW    \drl        I drd<t>}\     \vr0 

r0 crod0o     ros\n0o dr0d(t>0f  k2 +   - " ^  + —r-- T-rr\-7j->     I6-160) 

where 0 and U are as given in eqs. (6.156) and (6.157) respectively, but with eq. 
(6 158) replaced by 

. -2it,v n* + 2T + l)      25-f2T+I 
J MM        1^ J • — 1  ' 

i-o s! (5 + T)(S + T + 1) 

xA.tiA^^Vr^^^Vcos ^)P;;T(cos Ö0),       (6.161) 

Since 
, ■» 

'■ü(.% +it2)(r0l/)= 1\ (6.162) 
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the solution for a radial dipole (that is, ^ = ^o) now follows immediately from the 
point source solution. 

Ukr < I and kr0 > 1, the representation in equation (6.160) is rapidly convergent 
and leads to (FELSEN [1957]) 

_        2ik    expükrn-iinfv),,.     .   „^/v-ii* .  0-ß . ♦      ^-ßl £ = ——     ry ^(ikpsmütr   l{psm^— +^cos^— 
v^il/v) r0 I v v   I 

x i{e0 -1) cos 0, fin ^~? +(#o ' «) cos ^C-j + 

+ Ol(kr0)-
l{kr)mitt(2'v-1'1/v' l\ (kroy

2l (6.163 ) 

„      2ikY   exp^/cro-Jm/v)... . M/V-I f ^      ^-ß    i  •   <I>~Q\ 
H - -—-     FV    0   z  / '{\kp sin ^o),/v * Pcos ^ 0sm ^  

vr(l/v) r0 I v v   / 

((Ö0.a)sin^—+(^0^)cosöocos^^| - — ~-f(^0^)sinöo + 
I V V      I V        To 

vr(l/v) r0 

x  i  

+ O[(fcr0)-
,(^r)mln(2/v-1'1/y'1), (krQ)'

2l (6.164) 

where 

^o ' ^ = cos 0O ^in Ö cos (0o —#)-sin 0o cos <9, ., t ,-v 

$o' t = -sin <9 sin (0o~^)« 

The above equations make explicit t'ie behavior of the electromagnetic fields near to 
the edge. 

For kpf)0/Ri > 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the total electric Hertz vector is 

n~n*o+nd (6.166) 

where /7g0 and /7d arc the geometrical optics and diffracted contributions respective- 
ly. The geometrical optics contribution is 

where 

^ = ^0 + 00-2«^^, (6168) 

a„2 = 7r-0-0o + 2ß-2fi2v7t, 

and the summations extend over all integers n{ and /.», satisfying ihc inequalities 

|0-M£o + 2«,v7r| < ff, (6 169) 
10-1-(/>0-2ß +2«.VTTI < ff, 
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respectively. The diffracted contribution /7d can be written as (TUZHILIN {1964]): 

~i7i2)(7r-^-0o + 2ß)},   (6.170) 
where 

i      /■«     iltR(ir)   r n 
n*\ß) = -"      7-^\   sin " W-*)+{cosh r- l)[f A *(/?-*) A I]} - 

2/rvJ0 kR(\t) L     v 

-sinh -sinh r[f AW-0)]1 ** — (6.171) 
v J cosh (r/v) - cos (pjv) 

ard n^\ß) is obtained from n{
A
l)(ß) by replacing eO?-^) by e(/?+0-2ß). For ^ 

near 2nvn where w is an integer (TUZHILIN [1964]): 

n[X)(ß) ~ f {TTL1^ v)~aJ/?-2nv^(2m'7r-*)}/m+^(2m-7r~^)sgn(/?-2nv7r)/, 
m = 0 

(6.172) 
with 

and, for /?/ ^ I, 

n^ = ^(/?, v)Siß-4>)-hAm^(ßi v)[f A<?(0--*)Af] + 

+ __1_ ^-'^v) [f A^-^)].      (6.174) 
2w-l        dß 

In the above equations ajß-lnvn) and ^m(^, v) are as defined in eqs. (6.25) through 
(6.28), and/m and / are as given in eqs. (6.J20) and (6.121) respectively. Similarly 

n(
d
2>(ß) - J {nl2)(ß,v)-aJß~2*n'n)e{2rivn + <!>-2Q)}fm + 

m = 0 

+ i{2nvn + * - 2ß) sgn (ß - 2nvn)l,      (6.175) 

where n^iß, v) is obtained from n^iß, v) by replacing e{fi-<P) by c(/? + 0-2O). 
Eqs, (6.172) and (6.175) describe the asymptotic behavior of Tl^ß) or /7j2)(/?) in 
the vicinity of the geometrical optics boundary specified by the integer n, and dis- 
play Hie discontinuity in n[X)(ß) or n{

d
2)(ß) necessary to compensate for the corre- 

sponding discontinuity in J78'0. Away from the boundary such that |A/|> 1 in the 
expression for /given in eq. (6.121), 

^"•':'(/?)-I «i,"" :,(M/m. (6-176) 
m = 0 

and from the leading term in this expansion, 

11   ^ sin 

s{2nkRi) f<\iPf\>) *•      v 

|       e(7:-(j) + (l)K)-<l>) <?(7r~ 0-00 + 0) | 

I cos {n v) - cos [(0 ~ f/»0) i')     cos (rr V) -f cos [(2 r - 0 - 0O )'v ] I 
(6.177) 
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6.5.2. Magnetic dipoles 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole at {p0, ^^ ro) wM moment (47r//:)£ 
corresponding to a magnetic Hertz vector 

AkR 

11' = *— (6.178) 
kR 

where 

£ = * sin 0 cos tf> + i> sin 0 sin 0 +f cos 0, (6.179) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic Hertz vector is (TUZHILIN 

[1964]): 

4i7rvJct+cafcR(a)l ^   vo     y ^ 

+i{n^it)-(t>0 + <l>)coi *J^±^<>.t™\ ^     (6 180) 
2v j 

where 

K(a) = {p2 + p2+2ppocosa+(z-zo)2}*, (6.181) 

«(a) = isin0cosa-^sin0sina + f cos0, (6.182) 

and Q and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 6.2. Expressions for the 
total electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from eq. (6.180) by application of 
the usual differential operators in Cartesian coordinates to FI. Alternative ex- 
pressions for the fields have been given by TEISSEYRE [1955a, b, c; 1956]. In the case 
of a f oriented dipole, ft reduces to tVh, where Vh is the point source solution for 
an acoustically hard wedge (see Section 6.4.2). 

A representation for the total magnetic field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

H(r) = 4Ttk&mir\r0)-t. (6.183) 

where $m(r\r0) is the magnetic dyadic Green function for the wedge. In circular 
cylindrical coordinates (TAI [1954]): 

p c(j)       ?p}\p0 d(i>Q vp0) 

I   cpcz     p '"(pdz       Xdz"        n\     0p0dz0 

p0 C<PQCZ0       \(Z0      n k 

where 0 and i' are defined by eqs. (6.156) througli (6.158). Since 

({'2+fc2) 0 = rh. (6.185) 
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the solution for a £ oriented dipole (that is, ^ - f) again follows immediately from 
the point source solution. On the other hand, in spherical coordinates (TILSTON 

[1952]): 

4~* Wo) = (-^ ^ -^1(^ A -00 A] u + 
k \sined(t>     densine0d<i>0      do0l 

\   \8r2        I     r drdO     rsinO drd<t>}\    \dr2
0        I 

+ 9j_?_ + _h__*L)rl!!0t   (6186) 
r0 dr0d60     ros\n0o dr0d(l)0l   k

2 

where 0 and t/ are as given in eqs. (6.156) and (6.157) respectively, but with eq. 
(6.158) replaced by (6.161). Since 

ro[~+k2)j(r00)=V\ (6.187) 

the solution for a radial dipole (that is, 2 = /V) now follows immediately from the 
point source solution. 

If AT < 1 and /r/o > 1, the representation in eq. (6.186) is rapidly convergent and 
leads to 

H = ——- —^ 7   U^kp sin 0oy
iv  , \p cos ^ 0 sin?— 

v/(l/v) rQ I v v   i 

x hßo • a) cos 0o cos ^-^ ~(0O • t) sin ^--j - 

-tit- f(ö0 . t) sin (?o + O[(AT0)-
,(itr)m,B(2/v-'',/v',), (Ar0)-

2],       (6.188) 
v    ^o 

2iAZ   exp(iA'r0--Ji^/v) .   „ v|/v-, f.   .   (fr-Q t t      (t>~Q\ 
E = --—-     -?   -^—" (iA/J sin 0O)1/V     \p sin ^    - +<t> cos ^- - 

17(1/v) r0 ( v v   I 

x ((d0 ♦ a) cos ^^ -(0o • c) cos 0o sin ^~Q\ 4- 
t V V      I 

+ O[(AT0)-,(A'r)min(2/v-|',/v,n,(Arü)-2],       (6.189) 

where (00-t*)and (0O -^ are given in cq. (6.165). The above equations make explicit 
the behavior of the electromagnetic fields ne:ir the edge. 

For A/J/J,,//?,    ■ I (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the total magnetic Hertz vector is 

/7 = /P0+/Jd (6.190) 
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where ß*0' and /Id are the geometrical optics and diffracted contributions respec- 
tively. The geometrical optics contribution is 

where 

and the summations extend over all integers nt and n2 satisfying the inequalities 

|^ + (/)O-2£?+2/I2V7T| < n, 

respectivelv. The diffracted contribution ild can be written as (TUZHILIN [1964]): 

/j" = {i7S'>(-K-^+0o)-ii<>-0+M+ 
+ {/7i2,(-7r-(/.-</.0 + 2ß)-/Ii2)(rt-^-^o+2fl)},       (6.194) 

where 

JW) -  "L y^--     Sin? W-0)-f(cOSh/--l)[ZA^-0)Afl}- 
27rvJo  kR{\t) L     v 

-sinh'sinh/[fAe(/y-<f>)]l      u^ f      /fl/ ^       (6.195) 
v J cosh (?/v)-cos (/?/v) 

and n{
d
2){ß} is obtained from IPJ^P) by replacing e(ß-(p) by e{ß + <P-2Q). For /? 

near 2wv7r, where /? is an integer (TUZHILIN [1964]): 

^rW - 5 {n^\ßiv}^aMi-2nvn)e(2nvn-0)}fm+e(2nvn'-<P)sgn{ß--2nvn)!. 
m = 0 

(6.196) 
with 

n(
0
l)~AS<vm-*)< (6.197) 

and, for w ä I* 

«1." = /l„(A. v)e(/3-*)+^.,(/?. v)[«A^-*)Af] + 

+    ..2__ '^"-'^[f A^_*)].       (6.198) 
2w -1 <"/' 

In the above equations am(ll ~ 2/tvff) and /<„(/(, v) are as detineJ in eqs. (6.25) through 
(6.28). and /„ and / are as given in eqs. (6.120) and (6.121) respectively. Similarly. 

/#'(/') - 1 {nl
m

!\ß.Y)-am(ß-2,nn)i{2nvn + <l>-2imm + 
m -Ü 

+i(2nvn + <l>-2ü)sgn{lt~2nvn)!%      (6.199) 
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where n{
m
2)(ß, v) is obtained from n(

m
l)(ß, v) by replacing i{ß~<P) by e(ß + (t>~2Q). 

Eqs. (6 196) and (6.199) describe the asymptotic behavior of Tl^iß) or H^iß) in 
tne vicinity of the geometrical optics boundary specified by the integer //p and display 
the discontinuity in /IJ1^/?) or n(

d
2){ß) necessary to compensate for the corresponding 

discontinuity in H*0'. 
Away from the boundary such that |A/| > 1 in the expression for / given in eq. 

(6.121), 

n^\ß)~in^2\ß,v)jm> (6.200) 
»» = 0 

and from the leading term in this expansion, 

Ua ~ ~ sin - 
^(InkRt) kjippo) v     v 

Sin~0 + 0o-*0        + e(n~(p-<t>o + <P) j     ^ 20^ 
cos(7r/v)-cos l((l)~<t>o)lv]     cos(^/v)+cos [(2^~0-</>o)/v] 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE PARABOLIC CYLINDER 

P. L. CHRISTIANSEN 

The parabolic cylinder is the simplest shape of var>.ng curvature for which the 
exterior and interior boundary value problems for the two-dimensional wave equation 
can be solved by separation of variables. As a consequence, the parabolic cylinder 
has been used for testing approximation techniques applicable to smooth cylinders of 
arbitrary shape. For low frequencies where the wave length is large compared to the 
focal distance, no specific results are available. The limit of the parabolic cylinder as 
the latus rectum tends to zero is the half plan . 

7.1. Parabolic cylindrkal geometry 

The parabolic cylindrical coordinates ((J, >/, r) shown in Fig. 7.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (,v, >", z) by the transformation 

.v = l({2-*2),     y = Sn,     r = r, (7.1) 

where - rj < i < XJ, 0 g ^ < oo and -   c < r < GO. The z-axis is the focal line 
for all the parabolic cylindrical surfaces |f| = constant and rj - constant. 

Fig. 7.1. Parabolic cylindrical geometry. 

The watUTing body is the parabolic cylinder \sith surface tj = »/,. and the primary 
source is cither a plane wave propagating in the plane perpendicular to the j-axis and 
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in a direction making an angle 71 + (^o with the positive ,v-axis, or a line source parallel 
to the z-axis and located at ((Jo^o § Vi)- Interior plane wave incidence occurs when 
0O = 0. In this case the high frequency approximation can be obtained by appli- 
cation of the reciprocity theorem to the high frequency approximation of the solution 
for a line source placed at the focal line. Although the primary field due to a point 
source ca^ be expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder functions (MAGNUS [1941-42]), 
the scattered field has not been studied in this case. 

For convenience the following notation is introduced; 

(Co      for   |<f0|>|{| (72) 

'k       for   \i\>\{o\i 

f< = {,i>l , (7.3) 
s> 

IM 

rj^l"        "»">'". (7.4) 
(f/o       for   rjo> ft 

,< = f       f0r   " < "• (7.5) 
^o       for   rjQ < tj 

The results are given in terms of the Weber-Hermite function Dv(z) (ERD^LYI et al. 
[1953J). If v = /; is a non-negative integer 

DHiz)^2'^-^Hn{2^zl (7.6) 

where Hn{r) is the Kermite polynomial of nth degree. If v = ~n~\ is a negative 
integer 

D...,(.-) = v'fc-*'" ti)" e-*--J f [c»'sf(2-M"Z)]. (7.7) 
nl dz 

where ^(T) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. For r = 0: 

pv.(0) = - v ^z    ..       D:(0) = - N nZ-   ~ . (7,8) 
r(i(i-v)) r(-iv) 

Numerical tables for Weber-Hermite functions V(a. x), l'(a, x) and W{a, x) are 
given by ABRAMOWITZ and SIEGLN [1966). The relationship between these functions 
and />v(r) is also found in Ihis reference. 

7.2, Exterior plane wave incidence 

7.2.1. E'polarization 

7 :.M. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For incidence at an angle ^(0 < </>o = 7r) with respect to the negative .v-axis 
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(7.v. 

(7J0) 

286 

such that 
£' = Ä exp {-i/c(x cos ^o+J sin 0o)}» 

a contour Integra1 representation of the total electric field is: 

^/Sn sini^0Jf-i5> L 

where -1 < c < 0. An alternative representation of the total electri.- fiei<i is 

E, = —=- cxp { - ikp cos (^ - ^0)}f (- s/2kp cos i((/> - 0O)) - 
v« 
- -U -i- (cot i^o)v 

yjon sm f^oJc-ioo 

*DX-ie-*\!rk)D.,.:(v-*'\/2k) »r-Ap^yW _±_ ,      (7.11) 

where F(T) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. The circular cylindrical 
coordinates of the observation point are denoted by p and 0. On the surface q = rji'. 

w{ = ^ 
V2»rsin^0 VWf 

In the far field (p -* x): 

P  = 
8 sin i0o sin ^ 

cot i0o cot J0)' 

0.,.1(i»1e-»,V2ife) 

D.,.I(-^1c-*,V2*>)   dv 

(7.12) 

D-,.1((j1c-»,V2fe)   «nvrt 
r—■ (7.13) 

For Jrt < ^0 g re the total electric field can he written as a harmonic series (f' ANOV 
[1963]): 

£. = 
1     | uco^)^,^  {e.ii%/2-:)r  {/jcli /2T)_ 

_     Di??'_c_*"v2Ä)     D.,.,(^-l".2it)l    (7.14) 

and, in particular, on the surface q = >i\. 

sini^0  N !/(<;2 + ^)}i. = ( 

For axial incidence (0O = TT) eq. (7.14) reduces lo (LAMB [1906]): 

(7.15) 

£. = c I- 
Fin x A)J ' 

(7.16) 
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where x ~ iii2-*}2); in particular, on the surface ^ =» »h: 

H = y^pm^Wx)} ll l7) 

and in the iar field {p -♦ oo) (KELLER et al. [1956]): 

P « ijn i-p- , (7.18) 
sini^FOhV*) 

where /"(r) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. KELLER et al. [1956] 
have plotted a function related to the far field of cq. (7.18). 

For 0 < ^0 < \n, or ^0 = $n with ~i > rj, the total electric field can be written 
as (RICE [1954]): 

Sin $(p0 r=l 

D^n^'y/Vc)    D_^_fye-i\/2k),    (7.19) 

wKere v, {^ = 1,2,...) are solutions of 

0.„.,(»,1e-ilV'2*) = O. (7.20) 

On the surface q = tii'. 

H = Vii-*'       l       yr(-v vcot u )"-   DJ-t^yui {     sin^0  <ml+n2i))'->  ' (dldv)D.,.l{nie-i'\/2k)\y^ 
(7.21) 

In the limiting case »h = 0: 

(£.)„.„ = - L {D0[(f sin 10o-i, cos M^yTc] 
V2K 

x/).I[(-{cosi0o-»fsmi0o)e-*lV2*] - 

-O0[({ sin i0o + ^ cos i0o)e'Ji"v'2*l 

xCK-^cos^o+^sin^oje^'V^]}.      (7-22) 

which is identical with the total electric field of eq. (8.10) for the half plane. For 
};i< (^u £ r.. the total electric field can be written as a harmonic series: 

N'27r sin \(p0 n = 

xCD.,.^-^"1'", 2A-)-D.n.,(»,e-ii\ 2^)].    (7.23) 

and on the surface IJ ~ 0: 

(tf4)„  o = :-Cii')- ' I ' ( "COt -^Dj-ic-^Ü).   (7.24) ,,' sk    U:! sin }</.,,".)/•(}(«+1)) \     s2     ' N 
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For 0 < <^0 < iTr, or ^0 = JTC witK -{>//, the total electric field can be written as 
a harmonic series: 

(£r)„=o = ]/--r^i(coti<l,0)-
2'D.J-^-ii\r2k)D2..l(^-ii'y/2k) (7.25) 

and on the surface ^ == 0: 

(^«o- -^ —— f n^i)(-~coti0o) ' D.J-fe-^V^)-(7-26) 

7.2.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the scattered electric field for incidence ill 
the direction of the positive ,v-axis (^0 = n) is (KELLER et al. [1956]): 

£. ^ e«"-J'"f (ifcp.r £ a;.. r_-^--ly+i. (7.27) 
n=o j=o       Ipsin i<t>J 

where: 

«y.« = iO-iK- ..«-M       (; > 0,^ > 0); (7.28) 

n 
ao.n= -Iaj,n>      (« > 0);      ao.o = -1, (7.29) 

P = Ks+'J2)» anci ^e focal Itngth pj = i^J. Explicitly, the first few terms of the 
series are 

£ ~ - ]/ei JL e^-^) I", + J_ U.ei _4_) +...].   (7.30) 
' p sini(/> L      4/cp, \       p sin* \<t>/ J 

of which the first term is the geometric optics approximation. KELLER et al. [1956] 
have plotted a function related to the far field which can be derived from eq. (7.30) 
when p -> X). The case of arbitrary incidence (^o ^ n) has been examined by 
HOCHSTADT [1959]. 

For arbitrary incidence and on the illuminated portion of the surface rj = rily 

such that (i sin (pQ-rji cos 0O) > (//i/A)* (IVANOV [1963]): 

H. - 2Y cos 4' exn {-ifc(,/0).}+ .... (7.31) 

where the angle of incidence «// anofhe distance {d0), in the exponent of the incident 
plane wave al the point of incidence are given by 

;;. cos0o-csin(/)o 7 ^ 
cos $ - 

c2+^) 
and 

(^o), ^ ^r sm0o + J(s-"-f/f)cos0o. (7.33) 
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On the shadowed portion of the surface rj = rfu such that (-f sin ^0+/;, cos 0O) > 
ft,/*)* (IVANOV [I960]): 

x I -T^— exp(exp{iin}{kpt)**,log(zi+V«^^)^^ \| + .<M 
f=i Ai(-ar)       i \ ly, /) 

(7.34) 

where Ai(t) «s the Airy function deftned in the Introduction. The phase of the incident 
plane wave at the point of tangential incidence is -k(d0\lCot^Q and the arc length 
from the point of incidence to the observation point is J* co,^,. As a consequence 

sU^-C'U.co.* = Pi log ("^iV^-t^cot^e) -^/(^„J). (7.35) 

In eo. (7.34), tf log [';r1(~^ + v/((S2 + '/f))cot i^0] is the radius of curvature to 
the power -f integrated along the path ^.coi^o- ^n alternative representation, 
which is also valid in the transition region about the shadow boundary {rj = >/,, 
K sin 0o^'/i ^t)s 0O| ^ *~i '/I), is (IVANOV [1963]): 

x/ [(kp,)* log (-«M^.tl?) cot i*,,)] + ...,     (7.36) 

where the modified Fock function/(r) is described in the Introduction. 
Near the cylinder surface ([y2 -pi ^ (pjk2)*) and in the shadow region, such 

that (-{ sin </>0+/; cos ^0) > {rjilk)*, the total electric field is (IVANOV [I960)): 

x|(tAi'(-a,)]-2 exp jexp {|mK^,)*^ log ("^^^"^cot ^0)j 

xAi{-2,+e-t"(A-2//',)^}»;2-p1)I + •••■ (7-37) 

An alternative representation, which is also valid in the transition region about :he 
shadow boundary {O;2-/'! ^ (Pi'k2)** U *'" ^o-'/ cos 0o{ ^1 Oh^)*)« is (IVANOV 
[l%3]): 

^ -      .   ^^A     2U exp {iki^^-ldo),^*)] 
N sm (/>„(; +^I), 

xl', W.)*lag(    ^^"^^^'Ot^oU^jur;-/!,), X 4- . . ., 

7.38) 
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where the function Vi((Ty T, q) is described in the Introduction. 
At observation points not asymptotically near the surface in the umbra region 

{in + \/{(i2+*12i){l2~n2i)} < nl cot ^0), the total electric field is (IVANOV [1963]): 

yflnk    N/Sin WKr+ww -fi)J 
x  Z [AiX-ar)]'2 exp exp (liTtKlcp,)*«, 

r = l I 
c2  , ^.2 

£. 'V 

M^g^^-h- <"'> 
The phase of the incident plane wave at the point of incidence is -^(^o^icot^o an^ 
the arc length from here to the point where the diffracted ray leaves the surface is 
•^f cot^o w^ere the {-coordinate of the diffraction point is 

«d = i(W{(MX*W)}). (7.40) 

The distance from the diffraction point to the observation point is 

idh = nlW+nW-rtm'isKf+rtHtyftf-rt)).      (7.4i) 
As a consequence 

V col ^0"" V^o)^i cot to + Wid ~ 

- ^ l08 ('C"+ff+Trcot ^») -i^2+'/f)+W(«2-'??)-    (7-42) 

In eq. (7.39), 

is the radius of curvature to the power -3 integrated along the path 4icoi*o- ^ 
alternative representation, which is also valid in the penumbra region 
(ft + v/K'J' + '/fX»;2-'??)} * Vi2 cot ^0), is (IVANOV [1963]): 

' k v«n^o[(v +'?;)('!-fi)]* 

x P [(fcp,)' log (-{+.Ap^l Cot ^0)1 + ...       (7.43) 
L \ '/ + v('/fc~'?i) /J 

whc;e the function p(x) is described in the Introduction (see eq, (1.278)). 

7.2.2. H'polarization 

:.:.:.i. rxACT SOLUTIONS 

Tor incidence at an angle </>„ (0 < </>„ < ,T) with respect to the negative .v-axis, 
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such that 

/T = f exp {-i^(x- cos <l>0+y sin 0O)}, (7.44) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is: 

yJSn sin J^oJc-ix L 

H- |F^g#) ^-v-^-V^l A- ■    (7.45) 
1)1^,(^,6 * yjlk) JsinvTt 

wh^rc - 1 < c < 0. An alternative representation of the total magnetic field is 

H. = —=- exp {- ikp cos (^ - 0O)} F{ - 2kp cos i(0 - ^o))+ 

i        1     /•c+la0 

yöTC  Sin f9o*/c-too 

DLv«,(>?Ie * yjlk)   sinv^ 

where F(T) is the Fresnel integral defined in the Introduction. The circular cylindrical 
coordinates of the observation point are denoted by p and (j>. 
On the surface f] = q^, 

~ r ^(coti^y   ^-t^y^L r(-v)dv. (7.47) 

In the far field (p -* oo): 

p=- --1 - rvcci^cotw fcteii^a ^L. 
8sin^osini0jc-i» D'_v_i(^,e"i,R

>/2Ä')   sin VTT 

(7.48) 

For \n < $0 <* n the total magnetic field can be written as a harmonic series 
(IVANOV [1963]): 

"* -   r[A   t ^COt^Dfl(-ce-*'V2*) k^V^)- 
siniö>0n-o       nl L 

and, in parlicular, on the surface tf = ;/j: 

H  ~~      {      y i-totiM yni~P\l\ML (7.50) 
sini^o"^        n\ Dln-i{>ue-i,\2k)' 

2^ sin 
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For axial incidence (^o = n) eq. (7.49) reduces to (LAMB [1906]): 

7.2 

FMk) 
(7.51) 

where x = i(<J2-^2); in particular, on the surface I? « *h: 

Hs = .-L- expa^^ + i,?))!^!v^)- ~7f exp(i^2)l 

and in the far field (p -♦ x) (KELLER et al. [1956]): 

-i 

(7.52) 

P = iy/n -— 
sin i$ 

[F^, V^)- —jf expO^f)]   '. (7.53) 

KELLER ct al. [1956] have plotted a function related to the far field of eq. (7.53). 
For 0 < 0O < i/r, or (/>0 = JTT with -^ > /;, the total magnetic field can be 

written as (RICE [1954]): 

— i 

sin i9>or=,i 

D^n^yik) 
D.v.r.,{ne-li\/2k), (7.54) 

(WD'.,.l(,fIe-i,V2fc)Uvv 
where y'r{r = I, 2. • ■ •) are solutions of 

O'-,v.,(»f,e-*'V2fe) = 0- 

On the surface q = //^ 

sin i0o r=i 

In the limiting case Vi = 0: 

1 

(a/^DU^^.e-^VÄ)!^,, 

(7,55) 

-. (7.56) 

(^^=0 - --     {Doiiisin i0o-'/cos^o)e-iiV2^P_:[(-ccosi0o- 
N27r 

-^ sin i^o^'^V^l+^oK«; sin 10o4-v cos itfote'^s 2*] 

xD,.([(~;cosi0o-f^sin}0o)e"ii\2A:]}, (7.57) 

which is identical with the tucal magnetic field of cq. (8.2vH) lor the half plane. For 
\JI < (l>t) ^ n the total magnetic field can be written as a harmonic scries: 

s 2.T   Sin  \(j)0n    0 

x[D..,.r(-,,e-i^2*) + 0_,.^-i,V^)]      (7.58) 
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and on the surface tj - 0: 

("z^o --T^rrt ^r1^ (~COtMnDX-^\m (7.59) 

For 0 < (/>0 < \n, or $0 = %n with -; > ^ the total magnetic field can be written 
as a harmonic series: 

{AU,=o -l/- -A- f(cot^0)-
2«+,D.2.+ 1(-{e-1'V2l)D2l,.2((,e-*iV2*) 

r n sin i(po'«=> 
(7.60) 

and on the surface »; = 0: 

(^),3 = o = -^rr f r(/i-i) (-^cot^o)      V2(l+1(-c^V2*).     (7.61) 

7.2.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the scattered magnetic field for incidence 
in the direction of the positive .v-axis ((/>0 - n) is (KLLLER et al. [1956]): 

H\ ~ ^""^iiikpX'io^ f—rrriT^. (7.62) 

where: 

Hn = iO-iVi,-n      (7 > 0, n > 0); (7.63) 

«o.« = I <0.«'       (" > 0)'       ao,o = U (7.64) 

P - Ks2^2) arui ^e focal length /;, = U/J. Explicitly, the first few terms of the 
series are 

//; - 1 ''' - L c^-.v.» f", _ A . A + P. „,_J. -) + ...],   (7.65) 
'   />  sin !</) L      4^, \       /?  sinM^' J 

of which the first term is the geometric optics approximation. KlXU-R el al. [1956] 
have plotted a function related lo the far field which can be demed from eq. (7.65) 
when /' -♦ x\ 

For arbitrary incidence and i • the illuminated portion of the surface // = >/,, 
such lh.il (isin 0,»-»;, cos 0J > (//, A)* (IVANOV [1963]): 

II: - 2cxp{-ik(J0).} +..., (7.66) 

where the distance («/„). in »he exponent of the incident plane wave at (he print »>! 
incidence i-» given by 

(«/(»)•   " ^h sin ^o^^s^-'/^cos^u. (7.67) 
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On the shadowed portion of the surface q = tin such that (--(!; sin ^o•♦-•^ c^s ^o) > 
(i/JJt)* (IVANOV [I960]): 

x I fi-A-;- v. exP lexP H^K^i)^ iog (-^^2+^) cot Wo)| +.... 

(7.68) 

where Ai(T) is the Airy function defined in the Introduction. The phase of the inci- 
dent plane wave at the point of tangential incidence is -A'(</0)9lCOI^0 and the arc 
length from the point of incidence to the observation point is s^ cot^0. As a consequence 

4co^-(rfo)fllcot*o = ^ l0g ^-^^cot^e) -KV(«2+^)- (7.69) 

In eq. (7.68), vft log [t^x (~4 + V(<52 + 1i))cot i^ol is ^e radius ofcurvature to the 
power -i integrated along the pathjJiCOt^0. For ^0 = {n (KELLER and LEVY [1959]): 

IV+nU r=ißPAi(~-ßF) 

xexp [exp {|m}(Wft log ~i-+^2±-rj*) + 

+iVell"(^,)-1 [W.2 fV + ^rJ(8/2-7^)dr-f i f---^1 +...) + .... 

(7.70) 

An alternative representation, which is also valid in the transition region about the 
shadow boundary (rj = ^J^sin ^Q-'/I cos 0O| ^ ('h/^), is (IVANOV [1963]): 

Nsin^0(s--f»/;)1 

xf/ [(^.^ log (*^Ä+^)cot j^l + ...,    (7.71) 

where the modified F:ock function (/(r) is described in the Introduction. 
Near the cylinder surface (\f}2-p\ ^ (pi!k2)*) ^nd in the shadow region, such 

that ( -v ^in ^o + 'Z cos (t>0) > (tijk)1*, the total magnetic field is: 

N sm(/)0(r fvl) 

x t ltrh.!    .vrexp!exP[:i.}(^1)VUog(-'"^vU2',/;)cot^0)| 

xAi;WUeM,^/OW--/'.)!+...• (7.72) 
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An alternative representaton, which is also valid in the transition region about the 
shadow boundary (ir]2-pl <; (pj/c2)*, |<J sin $0->;cos ^0| ^ (^/i/A)*), is (IVANOV 

[1963]): 

H V^i 

.   ,.   .MI-^V^2+»/?), ...\ MV, '. [(fcpi)*log(- 
»Jl 

lcot^o)>(-)(^2-p)).0 +..., 
(7.73) 

where the function K^o-, r, q) is described in the Introduction (see eq. (1.287)). 
At observation points not asymptoticall'' near the surface in the umbra region 

(tn + s/tt^ + rfKv-l])} < ll cot ^0), the total magnetic f.eld is (IVANOV [1963]): 

.,  . exp^m}          (fcp.)*  exofifef^      -(d\        +(d) )\ 

x i- nrlTlfrtexp(exp^W"'^ !o3("i+/(f+f co,i*«.)! + • • " 
(7.74) 

The phase of the incident plane wave at the point of incidence is -^(//o)i„cot*, an^ 
the arc length from here to the point where the diffracted ray leaves the surface is 
-^cot*, where the ^-coordinate of the diffraction point is 

The distance from the diffraction point to the observation point is 

As a consequence 

(7.75) 

(7.76) 

4U<**>~ttXc<**>+iä)u = Pi log(- 

In eq. (7.74), 

-C + v,U2 + ^) 
--' COt i^o) 

(7.77) 

is the radius of curvaiurc to the power -5 integrated along the path ^c,^,. An 
alternative representation, which is also valid in the penumbra region 
(>;'/ K {(-r *'/fK'r-if)} - n\ cot oj, is (IVANOV [i%3]): 

1 k s sin (froli* +qi)\n -ffiU 

1 l '/j-x(r-'?t) f- 
+ .... (7.7S) 
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where the function q{x) is described in the Introduction (see eq, (1.279)). 

7.3. Exterior line sources 

7.3.1. E-polarization 

7.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an exterior electric line source parallel to the axis z of the cylinder and located 
at (<J0 i: 0, t\Q > tji), such that 

£' = tH^ikR), (7.79) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (ROBIN [1964]): 

£. = i r+,\(|{>|e-i,'V^)0-.-:(fl>c-*V^)^-f-:!-fi^ 

x[D.,.,(i;,e-iiV^)ö-,-.(-»?<e-1,V2*)- 

-D-v-1(-^e-*iV2fc)D_v.1(),<e-i"v/^)]TdV   .    (7.80) 
sin v^ 

where -1 < r < 0. On the surface ^ = f |.' 

^a-^e^V^ 8 

The far field amplitude for the total electric field can be obtained from cq. (7.80) 
upon letting p -> x. The result is identical to the plane wave solution given in eq. 
(7.10) with f, t] and cos U/)0 replaced with c^. //0 and |cos lr/>|, respectively. 

In the particular case !{>!-{< < ^>~//.;, the total electric field can be written 
as a harmonic series: 

£. = -2l f r-l)"D.(|{>|e-1'V2A)D.,-l(i,>c-1,V2A) D"{   i<e'>''^k) 

n.-o D.,_l{)jle-1,V2A) 
*lD...l(nte-ii\ 2k)D.n.l(-n<e-"\/2k] - 

-D...I(-i,1e-"V2A)D...((i,<e-1,V2*)].       (7-82) 

and on the surface *t ~ tJi'. 

N ,TS(;' + IJJ)J» n   «! 
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Alternatively, in the case |{>|-^< > ri>+ii<-2rjl, the total electric field  can be 
written as the series (ROBIN [1964]): 

£x = -2if DjI^le-^V^D.^^C^e-^V^^vX-^e^'V^) 

xD       in e"***/2fc)     ^-vr-^-"^»6    V2^) ?___ (7 84) 

where vr is defined in eq. (7 20). On the surface tj = rji'. 

V{»fc(r+(?i)}-i 

(Ö/Öv)D.,.1(,1e-i'V2*)lv=„ 
In the limiting case I/I = 0 (ROBIN [1964]): 

-^^ r(-vr).    (7.85) 

(EX-* = - r ,"^|{>|e-*',,VÜ)D.,.I(if>c-*1V2*)^-{<e-*,V2*) 

x[D.v.1(-n<e-ilV2*)--D-v-.(l<e'tlV2^)]^1-. (7-86) 
sin V7i 

which is an alternative representation of the total electric field of eq. (8.46) for the 
half plane. On the surface ^ = 0: 

(Ht\,-o = —/- ]/\ f'Vd^le-^V^D-.-.^oe-^'v'^) 
Kl     ' nkJc~icc 

yD,(-t<e-*"j2k)--*—-- ^L.       (7.87) 
r(t(v+i))siii vn 

In the particular case I4>|~<J< < »?> -^<, the total electric field can be written as 
a harmonic scries: 

(EX-o = - - i(-l)'D.(l{>|e-liV2k)D-..1(-?>e-iiV2k) 
Jl n = 0 

xD.(-^c-*,V2*)[D-.-1(-if<e-«lV2Ä)-D...l(,<e-»iV2*)]. 
(7.88) 

and nn the surface i) = 0: 

|:|      f XK u o r(4(« + l)) 

xZ>./l.l(i/üe-
ii\2A)DB(-w:.c-ii\2X).    (7.89) 

Altcrnalivcly. in the case \: .\ - i.   > t}> -r-v<' the total electric field can he written 
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as the harmonic series (ROBIN [1964]): 

xD.J-«<e-11VÄ)D2l,-1(^e-»,V2*).   (7,90) 

and on the surface rj *= 0: 

xD2^i(no^i\^2k)D^(-i<t'^\/2k).    (7.91) 

7.3.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a line source off the surface and in the umbra region 

io1o±MoWM^2i)} § tltstHf+lW-ti)}-       for   S0 g c, 

the total electric field is (KELLER [1956]): 

xI[Ai'(-«,)]-: 

(7.92) 

with the upper or lower signs according as so > i respectively. The focal length is 
P\ = itfi' The Airy function Ai(T) is defined in the Introduction. The arc length from 
the point of incidence where the incoming ray strikes the surface tangenti illy to the 
point where the di'racted ray leaves the surface is s^, where the f-coordinates of 
the point of incidence and the diffraction point aie 

{. = - ttonot^toWM-ti)]) (7.93) 

und 

i* = -itn+M2**!**2-'!])))* (7.94) 

respectively. The distance from the source foint to the point of incidence is 

(doh. = itK'Kil+M-n*,)}^ (Co + 'J?)±<Jos (fo-ff)}-        (7.95) 

This distance from the diffraction point to the observation point is 

(A, = ^rV {(^+n\)(n2 -n])]lns{t: ^rit+ts.ir -nvi- (7.96j 
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As a consequence 

Tit^UlWihtooxH-rimtsKf+rfHfa'tf-rt)- (7.97) 
In eq. (7.92). 

is the radius of curvature to the power - J integrated along the path sf*. 

7.3.2. H-polarization 

7,3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an exterior magnetic lin^ source parallel to the a -iS z of the cylinder and located 
at ((J0 ^ 0, ;;c > //,), such that 

H{ = tH{
0
X){kR\ (7.98) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is (ROBIN [1964]): 

H, =x- rt'^i{>ie-*v^)^->-^>e-tV^)i!'(~^e"-t..>/St TrJc-ioo ö.v_,(»;ie * .J2k) 

x[D'.v.I(,1f-*i"V^)D.v.1(-v<e-ii'VÜ)+Dlv.1(-,,1e-*iV^) 

xD^.^^e^'VU)]-^-,      (7.99) 
sin vn 

where -1 < c < 0. On the surface /; = </i: 

//. = -1/- f 'V(|{>ie-iiV2*)D.>.1(^e-iiV2Ä) 

x Mi.l<JL1'V5lr(-v)d'.   (7.100) 
D'_v.,(^e-*'V2^) 

The f^r field amplitude for the total magnetic field can be obtained from eq, (7.99) 
upon letting p -* co. The result is identical to the plane wave solution given in eq. 
(7.45) with {, tj and cos i^0 replaced with ^< , ^o and |cos i0|, respectively. 

In the particular case |<J>| -(J< < r}>-r\<, the total magnetic field can be written 
as a harmonic series: 

Ht = -- f (-l)"D.(|{>|e-*'V2*)D.._I(-?,e-*'V2*) ^rj^f^V^) 

x[D'.,B.,(,,e-,lV2Ä-)D „..(-^e-^V^) + 
+D'-,-1(-^Ic-»V2*)D.),.I(i,<e-liV2*)3.     (7.101) 
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and on the surface rj = rj^. 

HZ -r-f-i (^D.(|^|e-*''VäF)p..-1fae-*''Vü)^-;<e".^y^. 
r 7rn=o    n\ DLn-x(t\xt *ny/2k) 

(7.102) 

Alternatively, in the case !f>|-f< > r}> +rj<—2rji, the total magnetic field can be 
written as the series (ROBIN [1964]): 

xD.,. .1(,<e-*'V^):-^^^Ä- A ■ (7-103) 

where v^ is defined in eq. (7.55). On the surface»; = »ji: 

"z =2il/- IMl^le'^V^ß-v-i^o«"*"^) 

x_i).v(-{<e-*V2g__ 
(^v)DLv.1(i,)c-*'V2*)l...v 

In the limiting case »h = 0 (ROBIN [1964]): 

{HX-o = - P VdMe^'V^Ö-.-.C^e^'V^^-^e^'V^) 

sin V7t 

which is an alternative representation of the total magnetic field of eq. (8.68) for the 
half plane. On the surface ^ - 0: 

(Hz)„=o = ]l2 f 'VoUe-^^ß-v-iOfoe-*'"^) 

xDA-t^-^U)-^-- T—,   (7.106) 

In the particular case |{>|-^< < ^> -^^ , the total magnetic field can be written 
as a harmonic series: 

CUMM. = "- I(-l)"D„(|c,|c-iiV2*)D-,-1(';>e-iiV2^)D»(-«<e-liV2^ 

x[D-l,.l{-ti<e-i"si2k)+D.,.l(ti<e-il*j2k)l     (7.107) 

and on the surface i; = 0; 

(//..)„.„ = -2\]/2 l (~V2) ."D.(kMc-ll\^)0...l^oC-llV2*) 
f   TT ff   « / ( } /I + I ) 

xDJ-c^e^'V^).      (7.108) 
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Alternatively, in the case |<J>| -s< >'/>+'/<» the total magnetic field can be written 
as the harmonic series (ROBIN [1964]): 

71       71= » 

xD.2ntl(-(;<e-,lV2*)ß2»-2('/<e"1,V2*).      (7-109) 

and on the surface rj = 0: 

N/7r «=1 r(i~n) 

xD.^t-^e-tyU).       (7.110) 

7.3.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a line source off the surface and in the umbra region 

tolotM+qWo-rf)} $ C> + V{«2 + ^XV-^)}.      for   £> § {, 

the total magnetic field is (KELLER [1956]): 

X ^ «pi?1 ^exp h {^^'^ l0s [(^rF^r) 

/±iMtoL))l} + ...    (7,n) 

with the upper or lower signs according as {0 ^ ^ respectively. The focal length is 
Pi ~ i'/f- The / iry function Ai(T) is defined in the fntroducdon. The arc length 
from the point of incidence where the incoming ray strikes the surface tangentially to 
the point where the diffracted ray leaves the surface is si;', where the ^-coordinates 
of the point of incidence and the diffraction point are 

fi= Uiono±s/{iil+n2M'~tf)}) (7.112) 
and 

^'--«^M'+iW-n'M (7.113) 
it 

respectively. The distance from the source point to the point of incidence is 

(do)t, = n^MlWM-rtVinoM+riHtoM-ri)]-     (7.114) 
The distance from the diffraction point to the observation point is 
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As a consequence 

+iSoM^+tooM-'l*)±ity/(t2W,)+toy/i'li-*l2t)-    (7.116) 
Ineq. (7.111), 

„i loo U+Io±M^j}\(M+^jt!!jT\] 

is the radius of curvature to the power -| integrated along the path sff. 

7.4. Interior line sources 

7,4.1. E-poiarization 

7.4 1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an interior electric line source parallel to the axis z of the cylinder and located 
at (fo ^ 0, ^0 < //,), such that 

& ** iH(ol\kRl (7.117) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (HOCHSTADT [1957]): 

•t   /»ei + ico 

TT Jf|-ioo 

x[D_,.1(n>e-*'V2*)ö-,-i(-'?1e-*,V2/f)-D-v-1(-iJ>e-*iV2*) 
xZ)-v.1(,1c*iV2X;)]{[0.v.1(>/,e 

liV2^4-    ..(-ij.e-41"^)] 

x [D.,.,(-?, e-^1 V2l)-.D-v- .(-^.e^'V^)]}*' 

-D-v-1(7<e-äiV2A:)D-v-,(-/;le-liV2A:)] + 

+ Dv(-C<e-liV2Ä)[D-v-,(»?<e-»lV2Ä;) 

xD.v.1((,lC-*iV2*)-0-v-i(-'/<e-llV2*)D.,.l(-»,1e-J,V2*)]} --   • sin v^ 
(7.118) 

where - i < r, < 0. On the surface // = //,: 

H = -2?-*" ^--^7 2-, f  "Dl(kMe-J'\'2A)![D.l,.,((/lc-*iV2*)+ 

+D-l.1(-V,c-*V2A)][ß-v-1(vle-ii\'2A)-ü.,.1(-,,e-11VÄ)]}-1 

x[D1(^e-liV2A)[D.,.,(-,/oe-1'\'2A)D.,.,(,;,e-liV2A)- 

-D.l.1(.;,1c-
ii\'2A)0-,-,(->,1c-i'\2A)l + 
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+Dv(-{<e-*V^)[ö-v-i('?oe-4,m
>/n)D-v.1(»7le-*lV^)- 

-D-v-^-^oe'^V^-v-iC-^iC-^V^M-v^v. (7.119) 

In the particular case where the two conditions |<J>| + ?< < ^>+//< and 
l<E>|-{< < rj>-rj< are both fulfilled, the total electric field can be written as a 
harmonic series: 

£• = — I(-l)"i5„(lf>le-liV2*){[0-,,-1(';,e-*!V2Ä)+D.,.l{-v1e-liV2*)] 
Tt    n = 0 

-/).,.,(-/,> e^'V^-.-.^c'1"^)] 

x{D.{{<e-*lV2Ä)[D.„.1(-^<e-*iV2it)D---i('/.e"iiV2*)- 

-D...I(»f<e-liV2^-.-.(-'?.e_iiV2*)]+^(-f<e"1,"v/2*) 

-D...1(-»j<c-llV2't)ö-.-1(-'J.e"ilV2Ä)]}. (7.120) 

which is a generalization of a result by GRINBERG el at. [1957]. and on the surface 

H< = -■/TrSriu t --1
,):0n(!c>|e-iiV2A;){[i?-n-,(^e-iiV^) + v/{t/c(r+»»i)}»-o   "! 

i -i +D.r.1(-,le-iiV2A:)][D-,-,('?,e-liV2~Ä?)-D-n-1(-'/1e-liV2A;)]}- 

x{D,(f<e-1V2Ä)[ß-.-l(-»?oe-iiV2it)D-,-1(»j)e-liV2Äf)- 

-i)-.-1(iJoC-liV2*)D-.-i(-»;1e-,iV2*)]+fl.(-«<e'1,\;2'fc) 
x[D.,-1(^e-iiV2J)D.,.,((,1e-*iV2it)- 

-D.n-1(-(;0e-liV2*)D.n.1(-^e-liV2*)]}- *7|21) 

An alternative representation of the total electric field of eq. (7.118) is: 

£- = Vi i0-<l^>le'i'V^)[0-.,-.('J>='llV'2»+D-,„-1(-';>e-li\ 2A)] 

xEOJ^e-^V^^J+OJ-^e-^V^)] 

x[D-il,-1(»f.e-1'V2A)+ß.)r.I(-l,<e-»"v/2it)] 

x jJjD.^-.Oje^^^j+D.,,.,!-^-1"^)]1^}   'r(-/0.     (7.122) 

where //, (r = 1.2....) are solutions of 

ü.„r.,(/,,e-Ji\2A) + ü.,1,-,(-,,le-liV2A;) =0; (7.123) 
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all solutions have Re /tr = -i (MAGNUS [1940, 1941-42]). On the surface q = i^: 

x[0-(.-.(';oe-ilV2Ä?)+ß-.,-.(-'/oe-1'V2*)] 

x r:'[D.,r.1(,e-*'V2*)+D-.,-.(-';e-liV2*)]2^r'^^.   (7.124) 
Jo /     /(l+//r) 

7.4.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the scattered electric field when the line 
source is at the focal line (i0 = fo = 0) has been examined by KELLER et al. [1956]. 
Explicitly, the first term of the scries is 

£! ~ _ l/A 5."''"    _ . ei»(x + 2p,)+ _, (7.125) 

which is the geometric optics approximation. The focal length is /^ = ^/J. The 
more general problem of a line source in the focal plane off the focal line has been 
considered by HOCHSTADT [1957] and EPSTEIN [1956], 

7.4.2. H-polarization 

7.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an interior magnetic line source parallel to the axis z of the cylinder and located 
at ((J0 ^ 0, //0 < ^z,), such that 

W = iH{
0
l\kRl (7.126) 

a contour integral represemation of the total magnetic field is (HOCHSTADT [1957]): 

ns = - 1 f ,\(|^|e-iiV^)[/)_v.1(^e-iiV2^)/)Lv„1(-^e-iiV^) + 

+ D....1(-,;>e-liV2*)0-.-l(l1e-liV2^)] 

x{[DLv.1(»/le-»lV2J)-D'.v.l(-^1e-"V2*)] 

x[D'.y.I(i?Ie-i'\/Ü)+D'.,.l(-»/Ie-*,V2*)]}" 
x{Dv({<c-«l«v^)[D.v.l(->,<e-1,V2Ar)D'.v.1(^e-1"v2it) + 

+ D.v.1(,<e-,iV2*)D'-.-.(-';,e-iiV2*)] + 

+D,(-{<e-%'2Ji)[D.v_1(,;<c-»"N'2A)D'_,.l^1e-li\2A) + 

+U.,-1(-//<c-»lV2A:)D-.-.(-';1c-1"v2A)]}  ,dv   . (7.127) 
sm VTT 
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where -i < c, < 0. On the surface ^ = ^: 

Hs = - - /- Dv(|^|e-*'V2A:) 

xCOl.-.^.e-'V^+D'-v-.C-if.e-^V»)]}"1 

+ß-,-1(';(,c-liV2*)D'.(.1(-,1c-*'V2*)] + 

+^-{<e-J,V2*)[0-v-1(»?oe-*l's/Ü)D'_,.1(^e-*'V2l)+ 
+ D_v-l(-),0e-*iV2A;)Dlv.,(-,,|e-^V2A:")]}r(-v)dv. (7.128) 

^ In the particular case where the two conditions If>! + ,%<,,.+,,« and 
,v>i s< <il> '•>!< are both fulfilled, the total magnetic field can be written as a 
harmonic series: 

x[0-,-('/.c-JiV2A)+DL,.l(-^e   ,iV2^)]}-, 

'<[0-.-.{»;>c-1,\^)D'...1(-,1e-i'«V2]t)+ 

+ D.,_1(-';>e-JiV2A;)D:„.,(,,,e-Ji\'2A-)] 

><{D»(^e-^V2A)[D^.l(-,;<e-^V2Jt)ß'-„-,(»he-J'\^)+ 

+ö-.-.('?<e-JI\M)D'...!(-,1e-ä'V2A:)]+ 

+ On(-;.e-'iV2A-)[0.n.,(^e-^\'2l)D'_,_1(Vle-'i\2A-) + 

+^-n-,(-^c-ii\2A)DLn_,(-),1e-i\/2A)]}, (7.129) 

and on the surface i) = ni- 

H. = -2i)/rt,-;)"DB(kMc-iiV2A.) 

xtD-»-.(';1«-l"1,V2A)+01..1(-),lC-i..v/2A)]}-1 

x{0,(c<e-'iV2A)[D.,_l(-^c-^N/2/t)Dl„.,(^c-"\2A) + 

+ »-B-1('/«e-liV2A)D.„.,(-,|e-i'V2A-,] + 

+ ün(-i<e-"V2A)[D.n_l(t,()c-^\2A)Dln_,(„le-'i\2A) + 

+ /)..,_1(-)/(;c-'i\2A)Dln_,(-),,c-i\'2A)]}. (7.130) 

An alternative representation of the total magnetic field oleq. (7.127) is 
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*~iin   oo 

yjnk r=i 

x[i).,v.1(i,<e-*t"V2*)+D-,v-t{-f<e'*'V2*)] 

x (£,[D.<lV-l(ije-*,"V2*)+!)_(lV.1(-i,e-*,V2*)]2^j   n-rf).  (7.131) 

where ^ (r = I, 2,...) are solutions of 

ö-,v-1fo.e"iiV2*)-ß-..v-1(-'/.e'iiV2*) = 0; (7132) 

all solutions have Re /^ = ~\. On the surface ?/ = t]x'. 

x f ,[I).,v-i(^^V*)+^-.v-.(-^-*V^)]2d/7j"'^^^  . (7.133) 
Jo /        ^(/^r + l) 

7.4.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

The complete asymptotic expansion of the scattered magnetic field when the line 
source is located at the focal line (c0 = Vo ~ 0) hus been examined by KHLLHR et al. 
[1956]. Explicitly, the fir.>t term of the series is 

"' cu(v + 2^)+     M (7|34) 

which is the geometric optics approximation. The focal length is />, = U]\. The more 
general problem of a line source in the focal plane off the focal lirv has been consider- 
ed by Hoc IISTADF [1957]. 

'   ink ^y^p,; 

7.5. Point and dipoic sources 

No explicit results are available. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE HALF-PLANE 

J. J. BOWMAN and T. B. A. StNIOR 

The half-plane is the limit of a parabolic cylinder as the latus rectum tends to zero 
and is also the limit of a wedge as the interior wedge angle vanishes. It was one of the 
earliest structures for which an exact solution of the boundary value problem was 
obtained, and has since been subject to a variety of analytical treatments. The solu- 
tion, notable for the comparative simplicity of its representation in terms of the 
Fresnel integral, has formed the basis for many studies of edge phenomena and dif- 
fraction effects in genera!. 

8.1. Half-plane geometry and preliminary considerations 

The half-plane is defined in terms of the rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
(.v, v, z) by the equation v = 0, ,v ^ 0. The edge is therefore coincident with the z- 
axis. The half-plane is also defined in terms of the circular cylindrical coordinates 
{p. (p, :} by the equations 0 = 0 (upper surface) and (j) = 2n (lower surface), and in 
terms of the parabolic cylindrical coordinates ({, ^ z) where 

£ = x 2pcos {(j),       -oo < ^ < oo, 

?; = % 2p sin 40,       0 ^ ^ < oo; 

the half-plane is the complete coordinate surface /; ~ 0, This last coordinate system 
is not cmployeu in this chapter, out in addition to the rectangular and circular cylin- 
drical coordinates, we shall also use the spherical coordinates (r, 0, 0), where p = 
r sin ^ and z = r cos 0. 

The primary source is a plane wave propagating in the plane perpendicular to the 
:-a\is and in a direction making an angle n + fio with the positive .v-axk or a line 
source parallel to the r-axis and located at (p0, 0O), or a point or dipole source located 
at (/V^o.-o)- These configurations are illustrated in Fig. 8.1. In each case both 
I:- and //-polarized excitations are considered, and. In addition, the dipole source may 
he of arbitrary orientation. For convenience, and without loss of generality, it is 
assumed that 0 <; 0O <; n. 

The distances from the point of observation to the source, and to the image of 
the source in the plane> - 0. arc denoted by R and R' respectively. Thus, for a line 
source. 

R  = \ [/>:-H^~:m.cos(0-0o)} « N [(.v-.v0)2-f(y->o)2}. (8-1) 
308 
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Fig. 8.1. Geometry for fa) plane wave illuminalion. (b) line sources and (c) point sources. 
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R' - V{P2+/)o-2ppocos(0 + *o)} = J{(x~x0)2+{y + yo)2}>       (8.2) 

whereas for a point or Uipole source, 

R   m .J{p2 + pj -. 2pPo COS (</» - <W + (^ ~ ^o)2} 

- <J{(*-*o)2Hy~yo)2+iz-zo)2}, (8.3) 

R' - v/{p2 + p^2ppoCOs(^ + ^o)+(2-^o)2} 
- y/{i*-*o)2+{y+yo)2+{z-zo)2}. (84) 

We also introduce the parameter /?, associated with the edge diffraction where, for a 
line source, 

K, «P+Po» (8.5) 

and for a point or dipole source 

Ri =v{(P + Po):+(2^o)2}. (8.6) 

A function of particular importance in the sequel is the Fresnel integral 

-]>■ f(T) = l   e'-'d^ (8.7) 

whose properties are discussed in the Introduction, and we also make use of the Heavi- 
side step function, ^(^), where 

»#) = 
^ )1      for   (i* > 0 

|0      for   y < 0 

and the signum function sgn(^) -- ± 1 for i// ^ 0. 
For any type of source the complete field car be expressed as a contour integral of 

the form 

• Cj ^C: 

(see, for example, TL/HILIN [1963]), where C, and C: are known as the Sommerfeld 
contours. In the integrand s{2 + (t>) i^ proportional to the sum (or difference) of two 
cotangents, and the kernel G(7) is determined by the source. The contours C, and C2 

are ^»hown in Fig. 8.2, where the shading indicates those regions where G(x) vanishes 
exponentially as |Ima| ~» /. on the upper Riemann sheet. When the source is at a 
tinitcdisiance. the kernel has branch points at 2 = {2n r\)z±u,n - 0, z 1* ±2,.. ., 
where 

.=:cosh-1    R]    . 
\ (pPo) 

Except in the case of plane w,i\e incidence (when c = / ). the x-plane then has branch 
cuts extending to mlimts as showi in Fig. S.2. Complete uniform asymptotic cxpan- 
sions of the above contour iiiieuir.il m.iy be i>bt.iined as special cases o( the results 
given in Chapter 6 and \v,ll n« t he repealed lii the present chapter. 
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Fig. 8.2. Sonimcrfeld contours. 

8.2. Plane wave incidence 

8.2.1. Epolarization 

For incidence at an angle 0O with respect to tKe negative .v-axis, such that 

E1 = f exp {- xkp cos (</> - 4>0)K (8.8) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (SOMMERFELD [1896], 
CARSLAW [1899]): 

f^ = -L f       e,k'co,a {cot i(7r-fl(-~^ + ^o)-cot i(^-a-^-^0)}da        (8.9) 
Si^Jc+C: 

where QK and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above ex- 
pression reduces to (SOMMERFELD [1896], CLEMMOW [1951]) 

e"*u ( 
E? = ~-~ exp{~ifcpcos(0-</>o)}F[~v/2A:pcosK^-0o)]- 

Jn  \ 
-exp {- ikp cos (0 + 4>Q)}Fl - jlkp cos i(> + *o)]|.      (8.10) 

An alternative representation for £. in terms of parabolic cylinder functions follows 
^Vom theeigenlVnction expansions in Chapter?, and still another representation is 
MACDONALD [1902]): 

Ez = X £»sin (iw*) s»n U"0o)^V 
n = 0 

where 

S.-e^^/cp). 

18.11) 

(8.12) 
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A symmetry relation th;   'olds is 

£.(#) - Ez(2n -(p) = exp {- iko cos (0 - 0O)} - exp {- ikp cos (^ + ^0)}.   (8. J 3) 

Field calculations based on eq. (8.10) are easy to perform using tabulations of the 
Fresnel integral. Typical of the results available are the amplitude and phase curves 
shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 respectively. 

On the surface 

Hx = y 1/ eiiK sin ^{Tei*x + 2iv
/2^x cos i^, exp (-i&.x cos 0O) 

r nkx 
x F[Tyj2kx cos i^c]}      (8.14^ 

with the upper or lower sign for 0 = 0 or 2n respectively. If y/2kx cos i0o < I 
(which includes the immediate vicinity of the edge), insertion of the small argument 
expansion of the Fresnel integral gives 

Hx » y|/AeiiÄsini^o{Tel*x-V2^e"il'tcosi0oexp(--i^cos0o) ± 
f nkx 

±Aik . cos2 i(t>oCikx+ 0[(2kx cos2 i^o)2]}.      (8-15) 

lig. KJ, Amplitude of tot. ' electric licld £, for 4     j.T and .v      -.V. (CLENfMOW [1959]). 
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Fig. 8.4. Phase of total electric field'£, for 0,,  -- J-7 and y = -3A (HARDEN [19521). 

The singularity at the edge is here made explicit. On the other h.i^d, i(J2kxcos±<t>0^l 
(far from the edge) 

- 2 V sin 0o ^* P (- ikx cos {/>o) + 
Mkx-in) 

Hx~ 
+        %  .- ^Ml+Ot^vcos2!^)'']}.   (0=0) (8.16) 

2i-.v  v/2nfcx cos 'J^0 

v'   e','X"i", sin^o {l + 0[(2k.'ccos:Wo)"']}.   (0-2«). 
2A:.x  s/2nkx  cos* i0o 
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The amplitude and phase of the surface field component Hxi normalized to Hl
x and 

computed from eq. (8.14), are shown in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 for <j>0 =i7t and ^ = 0, In. 
If A'p <C 1, a small argument expansion of the Fresnel integrals in eq. (8.10), or 

of the Bessel functions in eq. (8.11) gives 

Et=2 |/i*£ e-*1* sin W sin i0o+O(fcp sin ^ sin ^0). (8.17) 

If fy> » 1, a convenient decomposition of the field is 

E%**EF*+Et> (8.18) 

where £f0* is the geometrical optics field given by 

£J'0- = fi{n+4>0~<j>) exp {~ikp cos (^-^0)}-fi(n~4><i~<l>) ^P {~ikp cos {<j>+^o)} 

(8.19) 

and E\ is the diffracted field, which is discontinuous at ^ = 7r± 0O in order to com- 
pensate for the discontinuities in E\0'. In the immediate vicinity of these directions, 
the actual transitional behavior of £z is provided by the Fresnel integrals in eq. (8.10). 
For kp > 1 and ^ not too close to 7r± ^0, 

^ ^ 1/ 2  ei(4p+iJ[) sin |j sin j^p 

r nko cos 6+cos 6* cos <^+COS <^o 
(8.20) 

3-1 

2- 

Hi 

I- 

'-^^^ 

10 
kx 

15 20 

Fig  8.5. Amplitude of normalized surface field for ^0     j:i and ^ ^ 0 ( ), ^ = 2rr (---). 
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Fig. 8.6. Phase of normalized surface field for <f>9 - in and (ft ^0 ( ), 4> =* 27i ( ). Note tnat 
a phase term kx has been subtracted from the phase computed for the lower surface (^«- 2^). 

This has the appearance of a cylindrical wave with 

P -i 
. sin i^ sin i^o 

cos </> +cos e^o 
(8.21) 

emanating from the edge- SAVORNIN [1939] has computed \6\P\2 as a function of <t>t 
n < <!> < 2n> for <^0 = \n. Similar computations, but for a variety of ^0, have been 
made by MARCINKOWSKI [1959] and TAVENNER [I960], and some of the data is repro- 
duced in Fig. 8.7. 

As c/> approaches ;t±0o, the approximation implied by eq. (8.20) breaks down. 
Eq. (8.10), however, indicates that for 0 = 7E-0O 

%-iin 

Ex = exp [ikp cos 20o)-icl*p- ^7=r- exp (\kp cos 2(j>Q)F[y]lkp sin ^0], 

whereas for 0 = 7r + 0o, 

s»-iiR 

£. = \txkp y- exp (i^-p cos 2<t>Q)F[^lkp sin ^o]. 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 
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For edge-on incidence (</>o = TT), eq. (8.10) reduces to 

E2 = e^cos* (l -2 ~ fyikp sin 10] j, 
\ Jn ) 

and on tKe surface in this case: 

Hx = +Y ]/— c1^^*^,       + for   0 = 0, 2n. 
r nkx 

For grazing incidence (0O = 0), £r = 0 everywhere. 

10 n 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

60 120 160 

4», degrees 
240 300 

—i 
360 

Fjg. 8.7. Far field amplitude of the diffracted wave (MARCINKOWSKI [1959]). 

8.2.2. H-polarization 

For incidence at an angle 0(, with respect to the negative jc-axis, such that 

W = f exp{-i^cos(>-^0)}, (8.26) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is (SoMMERFtLD [1896], 
CARSLAW [1899]): 

//: = ' r   c^^xrcoli(7r_a__</>+^o)+coti(T_a_.(^„^)jda   (827) 

8i7rJci+C: 

where C| and C: are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expres- 
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sion reduces to (SOMMRRFELD [1896], CLEMMOW [1951]): 

Hz = —p- {exp{-ifcpcos(0-0o)}f[-^2^005^-^0)] + 

+exp{-i^cos((/> + 0o)}/r[-V2/cpcosi(0 + 0o)]}.      (8.28) 

An alternative representation for //. in terms of parabolic cylinder functions follows 
from the eigenfunction expansions In Chapter 7, and still another representation is 
(MACDONALD [1902]): 

■ij 

Hz = X c, cos (in^) cos (^0)Sin, (8.29) 
« = 0 

where Sv is given in eq. (8.12). A symmetry relation that holds is 

Hz((t>) + H:(27:~(t)) = exp{-ifc/)cos((/)-0o)}+exp{-i/:pcos(^ + 0o)}.   (8.30) 

Field calculations based on eq. (8.28) are easy to perform using tabulations of the 
Fresnel integral. Typical of the results available are the amplitude and phase curves 
shown in Figs. 8.8. and 8.9 respectively. BRAUNBEKand LAUKIEN [1952] have computed 
the equi-amriitude and equi-phasc contours and lines )f average energy flow within a 

1.5-1 

1.0- 

0,5- 

Fig. S.8. Amplitude of total magnetic field //, for ^      i.7 and ;■      -3A. 
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400-1 

T- 
0 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 

% 

Fig. 8.9. Phase of tola! magnetic field H: for ^o — i.T and ;• -■• -3A. 

region bounded by a square of side 2/. centered on the edge for the case <t>o = in. The 
first two plots are reproduced in Figs. 8.10 and 8. II. 

On the surface 

n-k** 
H* = 2     _- cxp (- \kx cos ^o)^[ + yjlkx cos i^o] 

s/ff 
(8.31) 

with the upper or lower sign for 0 = 0 or In respectively. If yjlkx cos J</»o   ' 1 
(which includes the immediate vicinity of the edge), insertion of the small argument 
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expansion of the Fresnel integral gives 

Hs = exp (-i/cx cos <^0)±2 ]/—-1-*'1* cos i0oeikjc + C[(2/cx cos2 i^o)*].      (8.32) 

On the other hand, if yjlkx cos i0o > 1 (far from the edge) 

,' kx + U) 
2 exp (- i/cx cos (^o) 7^=- sec i<Ml + 0[(2fcx cos 2i^o)"l]}» W> = 0)» 

H. J(*x + in) 
^/Inkx 

1-^-^ seci0o{l + O[(2U cos2 i^)"1]},      (<t> = 2n). 
sjlnkx 

(8.33) 

The amplitude and phase of the surface field component Hz computed from eq. (8.31) 

lig S 10. I qui-amplitudc contours of //, for ^      \i (BRSINBEK and LAUKIEN (19521). 
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Fig. 8.11. Equi-phase contours of //, for ^     J.-r (BRALNBEK and LAUKIEN [1952)). 

arc shown in Figs. 8.12 i:nd 8.13 for r/)0 = \n and 0-0, 2n. 
It'A'/) K I, a small argument expansion of the Fresncl integral in eq. (8.28), or of 

the Bessc! functions in eq. (8.29), gives 

//, = IH-21/   ^e^^cosi^cosJ^o + CK^cos^cos^o). (8.34) 
r   n 

(8.33) 

If A/>      I, a convenient decomposition of the field is 

where //f" is the geometrical optics held given by 

//?" ^ nin + to-it)) exp ] -Ikp cos (0-0o)j + 

+ ^(7r-(/)0-(/))cxp [-ikf)COs((t> + <t>Q)}       (8.36) 
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Fig. 8.12. Amplitude of surface field for 0O = irr and ^ ^ 0 ( ). (ft - 2.-r ( ). 
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Hg. HIV Pha>c of surface field for 6«      \n and «A     0 (        ), 6     2.-r ( ), Note that a phase 
term k\ ha-» been subtracted from the phase computed for the lower surface («i      2^) 
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and H* is the diffracted field, which is discontinuous at (^ = n±4>0{n order to com- 
pensate for the discontinuities in H\0'. In the immediate vicinity of these directions 
the actual transitional behavior of H1 is provided by the Fresnel integrals in eq, 
(8.28). For kp > 1 and <\> not too close to ?t± 0O, 

/f J^ - Wj_ei(*p + i«)COS^MCOSi^p 
r nkp cos 0+cos 0O 

K his has the appearance of a cylindrical wave with 

COS 0 +COS 0O 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 

emanating from the edge. SAVORNIN 11939] has computed 16|?|2 as a function of 0, 
n < $ <2nt for 0o = \n. Similar computations, but for a variety of 0o, have been 
made by MARCINKOWSKI [1959] and TAVENNER [I960], and some of the dita arc re- 
produced in Fig. 8.14. 

tO n 

—i— T— 
120 ftO 

0, degrees 

—r— 
240 

—I  
300 

—» 
5«0 

Fig. 8.14. Far field amplitude of the diffracted wave (MARCINKOWSKI [1959]). 

As 0 approaciiC:: TI±4>Q, the approximation implied b>    ^ (8.37) breaks down, 
ilüuation (8.28), however, indicates that for 0 = 7r-0o 

,-i«« 
Hs « cxp (ikp COS Utf + ie*4"- —_  cxp (\kp cos 20o)f [v 2^ sin 0O], (8.39) 
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whereas for (/> = TT + ^O» 

Ht » ie1*^ ^ exp {ikp cos 2<t>o)F[J2kp sin 0O]. (8.40) 

For edge-on incidence (^o = n)> eq. (8.28) reduces to 

Hz - e^^-^ (8.41) 

so that the scattered field is zero everywhere. For grazing incidence (^o ^ 0), 

//, = 21—'e*^601^-J2^ cos W]. (8.42) 

8.3. Line sources 

8.3J. E~polarization 

For an electric line source parallel to the edge and located at (p0, (^0) such that 

E1 = tH{
Q
x\kR\ (8.43) 

a contour integral representation of the total electric field is (CARSLAW [1899]): 

£, = -i f      ^o ^(«^{cot J(Ä-«-^+^0)-coti(7c-Ä-^-^o)}<ia      (844) 
SmJci+cz 

where 
i?(a) = (p2+pl+2pp0 cos a)* (8.45) 

and C, and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
reduces to (CLEMMOW [1950]): 

o: /        /»oo piß* -.GO in* \ 

£ = _ l1 e'"' f du-e1*"'       —^ du        (8.46) 

with 

m = 2 j/i^?-cos J(*-*o) = t-Jki^-R),       ± for  cosi(*-0o) ^ 0, 

m' « 2]/J^lcosK* + *o) = ±VMäT
1
^

7
),       ± for   cosi(0-f 0o) § 0. 

The form of solution given by MACDONALD [1915] can be obtained from eq. (8.46) by 
a change of integration variable: 

H ^JTkSsinhit,      S = R   oi   R'. 

An alternative representation which has found some use is 

Ex - I ^ sin Unt) sin {in(t>0)Sin (8.47) 
n   0 
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where (MACDONALD [I902J): 

Sv=yv(^<)//(
v
,)(/cp>), 

which may also be written (TUZHILIN 11963]): 

V      .tis^S + V+l)     ly/ip2+pl)]2S** 

The following symmetry relation holds: 

EM-m*~*) ~ H<0
l>(kR)~H<iXkR'). 

If the observation point is on the surface (implying R' ~ R) 

8.3 

nk R  f x 

{TeikRl + 2i . %/(Ä,—Ä   )    IkR 

/; 

ti2 + kR 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

e^d^       (8.51) 
Rl J ±v{k(Rt-R)} yJ{ti2 + 2kR) 

with the upper or lower sign for 0 = 0 or 2n respectively. An alternative (series) form 
is easily derived from eq. (8.47), and MOULLIN fl949] has used this to compute the 
real and imaginary parts (in-phase and quadrature components) of the normalized 
total current 

nZ{Hx{0)~**x(2n)} (8.52) 

I.O-i 

0.5- 

15 

K 
I 

I ^    o- 

X 

N 

-0.5 - 

-1.0 

Fig. 8.15. Real (     —) and imaginary ( ) parts of the normalized total current for Ap,, = 7, 
60      60, 
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borne by the half-plane as functions of kx, 0 ^ kx g 4, for ky0 = 0.603 and kx0 = 
0,0.804 and 1.95. Similar computations, but for \/n times the above quantities are 
given for other values of A'.Y0 and A:r0 by MOULLIN [1954]. The results of a recomputa- 
tion of one of the latter cases arc shown in Fig. 8.15. 

If A(/?, -/?) < 1, a Taylor expansion of the integral in eq. (8.52) gives 

"' = T 11/-sin i*o l + e^'-im/c ~ •jRf-RzH\'mt) ± 
nk R2ix \ R{ 

± 2ik{R, - R)eil'R• + 0[)l2(R, - R)2]l      (8.53) 

which makes explicit the field singularity at the edge. If, on the other hand, r(/?, - R) 
»I, 

R kx s!{2nkp0) v/(2nfc.\) cos" i^0 

H,~ x{l+0[k-,(Rl-A)-1]},       (0=0),   (8.54) 

kx si{lnkpQ) yjXlnkx) cosfc i0o 

and the modification to the infinite sheet result now has the character of a cylindrical 
wave. 

ff ^(Z?!-/?), Är(Äi-/?')< •' a snia^ argument expansion of the integrals in eq. 
(8.46) gives 

£, = -- --   JppoSiniiPs'micPo + OlkiR^^H^kR.lkiR^R'^ikR,)] 
71   /?, (855) 

and this holds for either the source or observation point, or both, near to the edge. 
For A(/?1 -/?), A'(Ä, -/?') > 1, a convenient decomposition of the field is 

£, =£f-0--f£?, (8.56) 

where E8,0, is the geometrical optics field given by 

Ef0- = ti{n+$0~v)HV\kR)-fi(n~$0~-(t>)Hi
0
u(kR') (8.57) 

and E'i is the diffracted field, which is discontinuous at (^ = n±(j)0 in order to com- 
pensate for the discontinuities in E*.0. in the immediate vicinity of these directions, 
the actual transitional behavior of E is provided by the integrals in eq. (8.46). If 
A/?, ^ 1, a first order approximation to E* is (CLEMMOW [1950]): 

£^ -   sgn(:r + </>0-(*) F[v/{/c(/?1-/?))] - 
x \ N {kiRi + R)} 

sgn(7r-^o-0)-io;B -- „^rtsl^Ä,-/?')}]. (8.58) 
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If, in addition. A'(/?i -R), /:(/?,-/?') > i, asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel imo- 
gral gives 

eikPo       eiM    2sini0sin^o 
£e- 

y/{nkp0) s/(7:kp)  cos^+cos^f, 
(8.59) 

and this has the appearance of a cylindrical wave diverging fron) the edge. 
The far field amplitude for the toU'l electric field can be obtained from either 

eq. (8.46) or eq. (8.47) upon letting kp ~* oo. The result is identical to the plane wave 
solution given in eq. (8.10) or eq. (8.11) with p replaced by p0. MOULLIN [1949] has 
used the representation 

Z5 = I W-Vj^kpo) sin (W) sin (iii0o) (8.60) 
« = 0 

to compute the far fiekl amplitude as a function of (p for a variety of kp^ and 00. 
Some results are shown in Fig. 8.16. 

Fig. 8.16. Far neld amplitude for xu JA, vtf     C (        ) and .Vo » 0, }0 « |A ( ). 
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On the boundaries 0 == TT ± ^0 of the geometrical optics regions, eq. (8.46) assumes 
the following forms: when $ = n~(t)0i 

n      JjikiHi-R)) yJ(fr + 2kR) 

whereas for ^ = TC -f ^o» 

£. = WnkRiH -el"'■ f" TZ-SUT d^- (8.62) 
TT        ♦Vl*(Ki-/r)} ^/(/r+2/cK ) 

For the line source on the continuation of the half-plane (i.e. ^0 = TC), eq. (8.45) 
reduces to 

E: = //ii>(^)+ - e^ —4 d/i, 

and if the observation point is on the surface in this case 

(8.63) 

Hx=+ly-~ ]/£° e1^,       T for   0 --= 0, In. (8.64) 
^/cl? f x 

For a line source on the half-plane itself (</)o - 0), £r = 0 everywhere. 

8.3.2. H'polarization 

For a magnetic line source parallel to the edge and located at (p0, 0O) such that 

W = ifWikR), (8.65) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic field is (CARSLAW [1899]): 
-    » 

tf. = _ 1       ^^(«^{cot J(n-a-^+^o)+coti(ff-a-0-^o)}cla      (8.66) 
SiTrJci+cz 

where 
jR(a) = (p2 + Po + 2pp0 cos x)* (8.67) 

and C, and C2 ^re the Sommerfeld c«.ntours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
reduces to (CUMMOW [1950]): 

//. = - 2i [cikR r -    v'---     d/^eUÄ' f*   -   ,e"'- -   d/ij      (8.68) 

with 

m   = 2 1  uPPj>n cos i(*-«o) = ±N [M^i-K)}. ± Tor   cos i(«-*o) 5 ^ 
A, + A 

m' = 2        ^,u   cos i(0 + <lM = ±N IMRJ-ä1)},       ± for   cos l(^ + 0ü) ^ 0- 
A i T A 
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The form of solu^'on given by MACDONALD [1915] can be obtained from eq. (8.61) by 
a change of integration variable: 

H = yJlkS mh K,      S = R   or   /?'. 

An alternative representation which has found some use is 

it 

Hs = 15B cos (irttfO cos (in(t)0)Sin 
n = 0 

(8.69) 

where Sv is given in eq. (8.48) or equivalently in cq. (8.49). The following symmetry 
relation holds: 

Ht(<t>) + Hz{2n-(t>) = H^Xkty + H^XkR'). (8.70) 

If ths observation point is on the surface (implying R' = R) 

//, = ekR | 2 d/i 
n      »TjmHt-R)) sj(n

z + 2kR) 
(8.71) 

with the upper or lower sign for (^ = 0 or 2n respectively. An alternative (series) 
form follows immediately from eq. (8.69), and this has been used to compute the real 

1.0-1 

It 
(M 
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-05" 

-1.0 

-^ *,"' 

kx 

F:ig. S.I 7. Real (        ) and imaginary ( ) parts of the normalized total current tor kpn     7, 
4,   ^ (f0\ 

andim iginaiy parts (in^phascand quadrature components) of the total current sh >wn 
in h'ig. S.I7. If A(/?, - R) -: I, a TayU>r expansion of the integral in eq. (8.71) gives 
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H. = //'„"(it/?)? - V-1-^e""^! + OWR, -/?)]}. (8.72) 

If, on the other hand, k{Ri-~R)» 1, 

H, - 
IH^ikR)- -J------     1       seci^{l + 0[r »(K^/?)-1]},   (0 = 0), 

eikpo J*x 

vV^o) VC71^) 
seci^oll+O^"1^.-^"']}.   (0=2^, 

and the modification to the infinite sheet result now has tht character of a cylindrical 
wave. 

If k{Rl-R), k(Rl — R')<K 1, a small argument expansion of the integrals in eq. 
(8.68) gives 

Hz = //<n(A'/?,)--- --   Vppocosi0cosi0o-f- 
n   R* 

-i-OlkiRi-RWWkRt), KRt-RW^ikRj] (8.74) 

and this holds for either the source or observation point, or both, near to the edge. 
For k{Rl - R)y ^(/^ - /?') > 1, a convenient decomposition of the field is 

Hz - //?*0+Hz
d, (8.75) 

where Hf0 is the geometrical optics field given by 

m* = r|(n + (t>0-(|>)H[l\kR)i•t|{n-<p0-<t>)H,
0'\kR,) (8.76) 

and //,d is the diffracted field, which is discontinuous at (j) - K±(l>0in order to com- 
pensate for the discontinuities in //r

8,0'. In the immediate vicinity of these directions, 
the actual transitional behavior of Hs is provided by the integrals in eq. (8.68). If 
kRi    > I, a first order approximation to H* is (CLEMMOW [1950]): 

^i ( ptkR 

Ht ~ -   sgn(n + ^-^) T-y- -, FCVWK,-«)}] + 
7i I s!{k(Rx + R)} 

+Sgn (n-to-4) --  e rCVWR.-K')}]  •   (8-77) 
v(A:(Kf+K)) f 

If, in addition, A(/?j - R), A^/?, -Z^'); 1, asymptotic expansion of the Tresncl inte- 
grals gives 

H^_    ^"...^    2cosJ^cosl^ (878) 

sinkpo) \t{nkp)   cos </>-f cos </)„ 

and this h is the appearance of a cylindrical wave diverging from the edge. 
The far tield amplitude for the total magnetic field can he obtained from either eq. 

(8.68) or eq. (8.69) upon letting A/» -> /.. The result is identical to the plane wave 
solution gi\en in eq. (8.2S) or eq. (8.29) with /* replaced by />u. 
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On the boundaries (j) = 7r± ^o of the geometrical optics regions, eq. (8.68) assumes 
the following forms; when 0 ~ ft-^o» 

Hg = H^ikRHiH^ikR^ ^e^ ^ *!!L—dM<       (8.79) 

whereas for (j) - TT + ^o» 

H: = iWikR,)- * ***■(* f'       dß. (8.80) 
K       Jy/mnt-R')} ^{n'+lkR) 

For the line source on the continuation of the half-plane (i.e. 0O = n), cq. (8.68) 
reduces to 

Hs = H(
0
l)(kR), (8.81) 

so that the scattered field is zero everywhere. For the line source on the half-plane 
(0o = 0), 

Hs = - 4J e,M —i-  d/x. (8.82) 
n      J-y/mRi-R)) ^{fi +2kR) 

8.4. Point sources 

8.4.1. Acoustically soff half-plane 

For a point source at (p0, 0O, z0) such that 

„ikR 

K1 = ^- , (8.83) 

a contour integral representation of the total field is (CARSLAW [1899]): 

1   C       e
ikR(*y 

K ^^ — ;{cotKÄ-a-0+0o)-coti(7r-«-0-0o)}d«    (8-84) 
SITUC+CJ A'/?(a) 

where 
Ä(a) - f/7^p2 + 2pp0cosa+(z-z0)2}i (8.85) 

and Cj and C^ arc the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
reduces to 

.C* H<S)(n2+kR)A     .Cx   H\uiti3+kR') 
J~m j{ji

2 + 2kR) J-*' ^-hlkR') 
(8.86) 

with 

in 2 (/  kp-Po cos i(r/>-0o) = ±j{k(Rt -/?)), ± for   cos i('/>-</>o) ^ 0. 
Ri+R 

'"' ^ 2 ',' o"Pl'' cos H0 + 0o) = ±N {«.(«i -«')}.       ± for   cos K^ + 'Ao) ^ 0. 
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The fomi )f solution given by MACDOKALD [1915] can be obtained from eq. (8.S6) by 
a change of integration variable: 

H = \2kS sinh if,       S = R or R'. 

An alternative representation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is 
00 

K = £ e. sin ({n<t>) sin {{n<t>0)Sin (8.87) 
»1 = 0 

where (VANDAKUROV [1954]): 

sv = ~ f" drei'(2-0Vv[p<V(fc^r2)]f/(
v
,>[p>V(/c2-^)],        (8 88) 

which may be written in the form (TUZHILIN [1963)): 

s   = j y   (ikpPo)2sZ WMtf + pl+jz-Zp)2}) 
V      st'asirCs + v+l)   (V/{P2+PJ+U-.'0)2})2S+V 

and may further be written (MACDONALD [1915]): 

S. = ie-2"" J ^±^1-)(2s+2v+l)jJ+#r<)MV.(fer>)P.7v(cos0)Pr;v(cosOo). 
s = 0 SI 

(8.90) 
The following symmetry relation holds: 

„ikR ikR' 

^-»'(W) =.----. (8.91) 

If the observation point is on the surface (implying R' - R) 

f-i^l/^sin^ji/ZV^.,-^'-«!) 
5v        R2 1   x \ Rx 

x f' fi\+kR    H\]yUt2 + kR)dv\       (8.92) 

with the upper or lower sign for (/> = 0 or 2;r respectively. If k{Rl - R)      I, a Tay- 
lor expansion of the integral in cq. (8.92) gives 

^^^ e^ 
i \sl(R2

l-R2)^RT 

IkiRt-RWV^R^ + Olk^-R)2]]      (8.93) 

which makes explicit the field vinrnLirily M the edge. If, on the other hand. 
k(R,--R)  - I, 
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dV 

R2 \      kR! 
e'*11 sin 0o + 

i   H{J\kRx) sin^c 

4fex  V(Po^)    cos2 i0o 

xfl+O^-1^,-/?)-1]},   (0=0),     (8.94) 

i   HV\kRt) sin i0o -{l + OCr'^.-A)-1]},   (0=24 
,    *kx   SKPQX)   COS2 WO 

If A(/?, -/?), /:(/?,-/?') < I, a small argument expansion of the integrals in eq. 
(8,86) gives 

V - 2i//V,(Mi)^-sin i0 sin i0o + O[^(/?1 -Ä^V^K,), ^(Ä^Ä'^V^i)] 

(8.95) 

and this holds for either the source or observation point, or both, near to the edge. 
For A'(/?1 - /?), A'(/?j - /?') > I, a convenient decomposition of the field is 

y = F80'+Kd, 

where K8,0* is the geometrical optics field given by 

AkR ikR' 

V = »^+00-0)— -^-0o-^) ;— 
kR kR 

(8.96) 

(8.97) 

and V* is the diffracted field, which is discontinuous at 0 = 7r± 0o in order to com- 
pensate for the discontinuities in Kg0. [n the immediate vicinity of these directions, 
the actual transitional behavior of V is prv>vided by the integrals in eq. (8.86). If 
kRx :> I, a first order approximation to J/d is (MACDONALD [1915)/ 

AkR 

-sgnin-to-*)    J f^dJ.-R)}]  .      (8.98) 

If, in addition, A(/?j -/?), A(/?, - R)  - I, asymptotic expansion of the Frcsncl in- 
tegrals gives 

\ 
' TTAK, N {kpu) s{kf>) c 

1 1      sin 10 sin ]0o 

cos 0 + cos 0O 

(8.99) 

On the boundaries 0     .T t u>  ol the geometrical optics regions, eq- ^8.H6) assunjes 
the foilowing foims: when 0     n   0O. 

kR     2 kR{      AiAiK.  K.   x(/r + 2A7?) 
1    -!< (8.100) 
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whereas for ^ = TC 4- 0o ♦ 

For the point source on the continuation of the half-plane (i.e. ^0 = n), eq. 

K-l^'-if' &^mdll. (8.101) 

(8.86) reduces to 

K=e-_2.p H\Y+kR)^ (8102) 

kR JviMR.-RM V^  +2/cÄ) 

and if the observation point is on the surface in this case 

dI =±1]/?* H^ikR),       ± for   0 = 0,2n. (8,103) 
dy Rfx 

For a point source on the half-plane itself (<£0 = 0), K = 0 everywhere. 

8.4.2. Acoustically hard half-plane 

For a point source at (p0, <t>o, r0) such that 
JkR 

K1 = -- , (8.104) 

a contour integral representation of the total field is (CARSLAW [1899]): 
1       f ikR(2) 

K = — r {coti(7r-a-04-0o)+coti(^-.i-^-^o)}cia      (8.105) 
SwrJci+Ca ^/?(a) 

where 
Ä(a) = {p2+p? + 2p/>oCosa+(2-20)2}* (8.106) 

and C! and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
reduces to 

with 

y = .r Hp£+_kR)     r Wt^) (8107) 

m 

m 

~2\/~~C0SM-<t>J ** iv'WÄi-Ä)}. ± for   cosK^-^o) § 0, 

' = 2 Fi^l-cos i^ + ^o) - ±N {fc(«i -K')}.       ± for   cos J(^ + ^o) ^ 0. 
Aj "f A 

The form of solution given by MACDONALD [1915] can be obtained from eq. (8.107) by 
a change of integration variable: 

/* = \ 2/:Ssinhi{,       S = /?   or   R'. 
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An alternative representation of the total field as an eigenfunction expansion is 

V = I*, cos (in0)cos {in(t>0)SiH (8.108) 

where 5V is given in three equivalent forms by eqs. (8.88) through (8.90). The follow- 
ing symmetry relation holds: 

ikR \kR' 

F(^)+n2*-^)=— +f-. (8.109) 
kR       fcR 

If the observation point is on the surface (implying R' = R) 

v = 2.r       HW+kR)dit (8110) 

JTV{MäI-ä)) sf(ti2 + 2kR) 

with the upper or lower sign for ^ = 0 or In respectively. If/:(/?! - /?) < 1, a Taylor 
expansion of the integral in eq. (8.110) gives 

V=l^ +2il/^H(,1\,-R1){l + 0[fc(Ä1-Ä)l}. (8.111) 
kR A j + K 

If, on the other hand, <:(/?,-/?) > !, 

y„]     ^      2^M (8.11?) 

'—T^iWl+OCr'CÄ.-Ä)-]}. (<P=2n). 
2kyi{p0x) 

If k(Rl-R), *(/?, -/?') ■ ; I. a small argument expansion of the integrals in eq. 
(8.107) gives 

V = --' +2iH,
1"(fcÄ1)^-—o)cosi^cosi0o + 

kR | A | 

+ OmRl~R)h\l>(kRl),k{Rl~R')h\l\kRl)]       (8.113) 

and this holds for either the source or observation point, or both, near to the edge. 
For A(/?, - /?), k{Rl -/?');> La convenient decomposition of the held is 

r = rB0-f rd, (8.114) 

where l'i0 i^ the geometrical optics field given by 

\kR ikR- 

AK AR 

and rd IN the dilfractcd held, which is discontinuous at 0 = nl (/)0 in order to com- 
pensate for the discontiiuntiCN in I *0. In the immediate vicinity of these directions, 
the actual trariMiional hehaMor of I  i> provided by the integrals in eq. (K.|()7). If 
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kR, » I, a first order approximation to Vd is (MACDONALD fi9151): 

+m(«-^-ft       C F[,/W/{.-«)}] •      (8.116) 

If, in addition, ^(Z?!-/?), A^Äj-/?')> 1, asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel 
integrals gives 

kÄ.n»)     1 1     cosi^cosi^0 

2 ^z?,    K 

^ ^ - l/   2    eWi^iii)     i f_ cos lgcos t^o (8 n7) 
' TT/Cä, \UPo) \(^p) cos^+cos^o 

On the bouad^ries <t> = n±(t>0 of the geometrical optics regions, eq. (8.107) 
assumes the following forms: when <j> = n~<p0, 

K^V^-if W±^d,, (8.1.8) 
/c/?      2kRl      JV!*(äI-ä)) v(p' + 2/c/?) 

whereas for ^ = n + (t>0, 

-   p      Ät^)d,. (8,19) 

For a point source on the continuation of the half-plane (i.e. </)0 = TT), cq. (8.107) 
reduces to 

ikR 

F=~, (8.120) 
kR 

so »hat the scattered field is zero everywhere. For the point source on the half-plane 
itself (0O = 0), 

K=2ifX ^V^'^d,. (8.121) 
J-v(MR,-R)}s

/(/i24-2il'/?2) 

8.5. Dipole sources 

8.5.1. Electric Jipoh's 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipolc at if){). f/)0, r(1) with moment (4rx k)i\ 
corresponding to an electric Hertz vector 

ikR 

n^t (8.122) 
kR 

\s here 
c - k*\\\0 cos 0-f /• sin Ö sin * +.: cos Ö, (S.I23) 

a cofUour integral representation of the total electric Hertz vector is (MAI vi /MIM IS 
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and TUZHIUN [1963]): 

j     £ QtkR(a) 

Si/rJc+Ci kR{*) 

-e{n-oi~(t)-<t>0 + <!>)coxi{n-z~(t>-(l)o)}d*      (8.124) 
where 

R(3t) = {p2 + p2
0 + 2pp0cos*+(z~z0)2}\ (8.125) 

e(a) = i sin 0 cos a-^ sin 0 sin a + f cos 0, (8.126) 

and Cy and C2 are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
may be reduced to (BOWMAN and SENIOR [1967]): 

+ 

/Ks+ —! //^(^.K/sin^o-mcosi^sini^l + 

p \mVh 1— f/(
0
n(*K,X' sin i^o-w cos ^0) cos ^1 4-fnKs, 

L MPPO) -I 
(8.127) 

where / = sin 0 cos 0, w? =- sin 0 sin 0, // = cos 0 are the directional cosines 
ofc, and K" and V*1 are, respectively, the acoustically soft and acoustically hard point 
source solutions in Sec. 8.4. The following symmetry relation holds: 

ikR i*K' 

nW-n(2i:-4>) = e(-*) (-D -K*)—; • (8-128) 
kR kR 

The form of solution (8.127) is remarkable in that the previously-derived scalar 
solutions K* and l/h are explicitly involved along with certain additive correction terms 
which obey the source-free wave equations. If / = m cot }i<p0, these additive terms 
vanish and the electromagnetic field is determined by rs and yh alone. If, further- 
more, / = /?i = 0, the field is determined by V* only. In the case of other dipole 
orientations, however, the additive terms are necessary to provide the correct edge 
behavior. In general, all the functions /7, £ and H are of order />"* as /> -»O. The 
additive terms for the Hertz potential are equivalent to those derived by VANDAKLROV 

[1954] and are analogous, but not equivalent, to those presented for the electromag- 
netic field quantities by SENIOR [1953] in the case of the vertical (v-oriented) dipole 
and b> WOODS [1957], WILLIAMS [1957] and JONIS [1965] in ihe case of the arbitrarily 
oriented dipole. In these last references, the electromagnetic field quantities are ex- 
pressed as derivatives with respect to both source and observer coordinates, and the 
consequent additive correction terms are not immediately derivable from a Hert/ 
potential. 

The components of the total magnetic field derived by vector operations on //are 

//, = A3)' j[/«(2-r0)-/i(y-y0)]/R + [m(r-ruH//(r + yu)]/Ä -- 

-2     l-       " [u-roHlsin ^„-/n cos U^)-/^ sin U;v| cos U^   .(.s.i:9) 
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//, = k3Y j[n(x-x0)-/(2-2c)]/J,-[n(x-Xo)-/(z-Zo)]/K- 

-2 ^'"y^ [(2-r0)(/sin ic^o-m cos Wo)-Pon sin MJ sin 1^1, (8.130) 

+ 2 -^-V^-pC/sini^-mcosi^cos^ , (8.131) 

where 

/jI = r._^U(^±^_. (8.,32) 

= r jv±**:>*_ (8,33) 
J-m^ + fcÄ'V^ +2fcR') 

and 

j» = 2 l/i^». cos i(^~0o) = iv'WR, -K)}, ± for   cos i(*-0o) ^ 0, 

m' == 2l/-^o-cosi(0 + ^o) = ±VWÄ1-^)}'       ± for   cosi(0 + 0o) ^ 0. 

The above result, with a slight modification of the integrals, has been given by 
VANDAKUROV [1954] in the case/; = 0, TQ = 0. The corresponding expression fV-r the 
total electric field is considerably more complicated in form and will be omitted. It 
may be noted, however, that the integrals appearing in the result are of the type 

/. 

H<3
l\ti2 + kR)dn (8134) 

]~m(n2 + kR)\'{n2 + 2kR)' 

A representation of the total electric held as an eigenfunction expansion is 

£(r) = 4^^c(r|r0)-c («.135) 

where ^t(r|r0) is the electric dyadic Green function for the half-plane. In circular 
cyJindrical coordinates (TAI [1954]): 
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where 

THE HALF-PLANE 

0 **%**cos iin<l>) COä (in<t>o) Tin, H-0 

CO 

1/ = X £«sin (M)sin (iw^o) T^n , 
«-0 

2kJ -aa K   -t 

8.5 

(8.137) 

(8.138) 

(8.139) 

Fig. 8.18. Normalized .adiation patterns in plane z ~- z0 for Jt-orientcd electric dipoles with (f>0 ~ 10' 
and (a) p0 « ^A, (b) pn = 2;. (TAI (19541). 

\       (a) 

I !g S.ll>. Nornuli/cd radiation patlern> in plait- , 
and (a I />„      ,'/. (hi 

' -  •■ .    i     - 

:„ for f-oucnlod civetriw dipolt^ vsuh 'V      10 

2/ (IM liw:4|». 
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Fig. 8.20. Normalized radiation patterns in plane z = z0 for z-oriented electric dipoles with ^0 = 10' 
and (a) po = &> (b) p0 --= 2A (TAI [1954]). 

Since 

(S ^)v • *•■ (8.140) 

the solution for a z oriented dipole (that is, 2 = f) again follows immediately from 
the point source solution. On the basis of eq. (8.136), TAI [1954] has computed nor- 
malized radiation patterns in the principal plane r = r0 for .v, y and z oriented di- 
poles with a variety of values of kpQ and 0O. A selection of the data is reproduced in 
Figs. 8.18 through 8.20. 

In spherical coordinates (TILSTON [1952]): 

0 d(l>       dOihrnOod^        c0ol        \   \dr2       I Isin 
+ 

+ 
r vrCO     rmO drtyft 0 \dr%        /      r0 dr0dOQ 

+ 

Ai C2    \rr0U 

where 0 and U arc as given in cqv (8.137) and {8.138). rospecuvely, but with eq. 
(8.139) replaced by 

T      -.:.,<• I{sl2x^\)     2s-f2r4-l 

>   .' >1 (.s I :)(> f T+l) 

Si IK;' 

.:/s.:(/sr. )//;M
:(Ar.)/V.r.(cos^)/\7:(cos^).      (K.142) 

< ''.. 
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the solution for a radial dipole (that is, t = Z^) now follows immediately from the 
point source solution. 

If AT < 1 and kr0 > lt the representation in eq. (8.141) is rapidly convergent and 
the dominant term leads to (FELSEN [1957]): 

E y -~  [p sin 40+ ^ cos i0} 
r       f no sin On np sin t;0 

x {(d0 • t) cos Ö0 sin i0o+(*o' *) cos i^},      (B.144) 

Jkro + iin-i/       ^ 

H ~ Y V -   -~~- {p cos if-# sin i^j 
r0    

r np sin 60 

x {(0O • i) tin i^o + (^0 • t) cos 00 cos i<t>0},     (8.145) 
where 

0o ' ^ = cos OQ sin 0 cos (0o-4>)-sin 0o cos 0, 
(8.146) 

^o ' ^ = -sin 0 sin {(l)Q~<P). 

The above equations make explicit the behavior of the electromagnetic fields near to 
the edge. 

For kpp0IRl > 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the total electric Hertz vector is 

n = n*o+nd (8.147) 

where /7g0" is the geometrical optics contribution given by 

11'° = fa+^-W-Q)       -fa-fa-WW — (8.148) 
kK. kK 

and /7d is the diffracted contribution, which is discontinuous at 4> ~ n±<j){} in order 
to compensate for the discontinuities in /7go". If kRx : > 1, a first order approxi- 
mation to /7d is obtained by combining the results of TUZHILIN [1964] and MACDO- 

NALD [1915]: 

^(InkRt) 2ks/(pp0) I cos i(^-0o) co? M + M       i 

f nkRf l N/{4(Ä,+/?)} 

^sgn(^(/;ü-0)     ^ F^WRr-R')}]] ■ (8.149) 
\ (^(^i +^ ); ' 

If, in addition, A( A*, - /?), k{Rx -/?')» I, asymptotic expansion of the Frc.Miel inte- 
grals gives 

//^   _^^n) 1 |i'{^r/)ü-(/)-0)_^(.T-0((-0f0)| (KI5()) 

N(:^AKS) :/vN(/>/.0)l   cos K^-f/io) COsl(rH'Au)   '' 
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8,5.2. Magnetic dipoles 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole at (p0, 4>Q, Z0) with moment (4n/k)t, 
corresponding to a magnetic Hertz vector 

ft1 «a— (8.151) 
kR 

where 
t = & sin 0 cos <!>+p sin 0 sin (P + & cos 0, (8,152) 

a contour integral representation of the total magnetic Hertz vector is 

8i7rJc,+< 

e\kR(2) 

{^(Ti-a-0 + ^o-0) cot i(n-ü-<j>-ryoj-t 
fc2 kR{cc) 

+e(n~(x-<t>~<t>0 + <P)cot\(K-OL-<t>-<t>o)}6<x       (8.153) 

where 

/?(«) = {p2 + pj + 2ppocosa+(z-z0)2} , (8,154) 

e{<x) = J&sinöcosa-.Psin 6?sina4-f cos0, (8.155) 

and Ci and C, are the Sommerfeld contours shown in Fig. 8.2. The above expression 
may be reduced to (BOWMAN and SENIOR [1967]): 

/I = i \lVh+ —1— H^ikR^l cos i^o + m sin J^0) cos i^l + 
L kyjlppo) J 

+ ^ LFS+ —-— HÜXkRMGOsMo + msmiOo) sini0l+fwKh, 

(8,156) 

where / = sin 0 cos </>, m = sin 0 sin 0, /i = cos 0 are the directional cosines of ?, 
and Ks and Kh are, respectively, the acoustically soft and acoustically hard point 
source solutions in Sec. 8.4. The following symmetry relation holds: 

aU>)+n{2n-<l,) = «(-«)eiD +*(*)-tD; • (8.157) 
kR kR 

The form of solution (8.156) is remarkable in that the previously derived scalar 
solutions I" and l'h are explicitly involved along with certain additive correction 
terms which obey the source-free wave equation. If / = -/« tan \(j>0, these additive 
terms vanish and the electromagnetic field is determined by V* and V* alone. If, 
furthermore. / m - 0, the held is determined by Vh only. In the case of other 
dipole orientations, however, the additive terms are necessary to provide the correct 
edge behavior. All the functions //, E and H are of order />  * as /> -* 0. 

The component of the Iota! electric field derived by vector operaiions on // 
are 
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£, = "-fc3Z j[m(z-2o)-h(>'-Jo)]/|l-Wz"Z0) + «{);-f^0)]/Ä< + 

+2     ' v    ^ [(z-zo)(/cosi0o + m sin i0o) + Po« cosi^0] sin^  , (8.158) 
kRiyf(ppo) j 

E, = -fe3z|[n(x-x0)-/(z-z0)]/Ä + [«(x-x0)-/(z-Zo)]/R- 

~2 . J   //     x [(2-zo)(' cos i^o + m sin i0o)+ Po« cos i^o] cos i^j ,(8.159) 
kRiy/iPPo) > 

Et = "fc3Z j[/(>'-^0)-m(x-x0)]/Ä + [/(>' + yo)+m(x-~Xo)]/Ä> + 

+2 -^L_M»i p(/ cos i* -f m sin i0o) sin }^j. (8.160) 
^iV(PPo) J 

where 
/•üO 

,(72 + kR)N/(^T2fei?)' 

_ r    /f(
2'V+fcft-)d^ 

/< = p  ^v+yd, i (8161) 

and 

/?! = 21 ^p cosl(*-*o) = ±N/{fc(/?,~Ä)},    ± for   cosi(^-0o) ^ 0, 
Ri + R 

m' = 2 y^-0
B; cos i(0 + *o) = +v'{*(R1 -R%      ± for   cos i(^ + 0o) ^ 0. 

The above result, with a slight modification of the integrals, has been given by 
VANDAKUROV [1954] in the case // = 0. r0 = 0. The corresponding expression for 
the total magnetic field is considerably more complicated in form and will be omitted. 
It may be noted, however, that the integrals appearing in the result are of the type 

J-m{ti2 + kR)\'Ur + 2kR) 

\ representation for the total magnetic fic:d as an eigenrunclion expansion is 

H{r) =4r^:<Ur|rllW (SJ64) 

»here /'m(r r,,J is the magnetic dyadic Green fum.iion tor ih: half-plane. In circular 
c>lindncal coordinates ( fxi |lt»54j): 
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7 w°) = (- .4 "* rl(- .-!- -^ .-1 ^ (^ +" i-+ 
/c \p d(p       dp}[p0 d<t>0 dpQ)        [   dpdz     p dq>cz 

\5z2        J]\    dp0dz0     Po HQOZQ WO        //fc2' 

where Ü and f/ are defined by eqs. (8.137) through (8.139). Since 

(S+'')" - "'■ (8"6, 

the solution for a z oriented dipole (that is, i = i) again follows immediately from 
the point souice solution. On the other hand, in spherical coordinates (TILSTON 

[1952]): 

k hin 0 d<t>      eelhia 0o d(l>0        d90i       \  \dr2       I 

.11    WS       /     /•„ 5r0ÖÖ0 r 5r5ö     rsinö5r50.H    \?ro       '      r0 5r03öo 

+ _Jo_._^_J!l!L?, (8.167) 
r0sinöo dr0d<t>Q)   k* 

where 0 and (/ are as given in eqs. (8.137) and (8.138) respectively, but with eq. 
(8.139) replaced by (8.i42). Since 

ro(~2+k2)j{r00)~V\ (8.168) 

the solution for a radial dipole (that is» c? = PQ) now follows immediately from the 
point source solution. 

If AT < 1 and A:r0 > I, the representation in eq. (8.167) is rapidly convergent and 
the dominant term leads to 

H - V -±     {ß cos i^-^ sin i^} 
r0     

r np sm 00 

x ((d0 • t) cos ^o cos i0o-(*o * *) sin i<M»      (8.169) 

gi^o + iiiW       2it 
£ - Z — [/ {p sin i^-l-^ cos i^} 

r0      r jrp sin ÖQ 

x {(d0 • t) cos 10o-(*o ' *) cos 0o sin J0o}.      (8.170) 

where (Ö0 • c) and (0O • 2) are given in eq. (8.146). The above equations make explicit 
the behavior of the electromagnetic fields neir to the edge. 

For kpp0, Rl: > 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient 
decomposition of the total magnetic Hertz vector is 

fl -/J80 f/7u (8.171) 
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where /J8*0, is the geometrical optics contribution given by 

/I»--- = fa + to-Wi-*) '- +*l(*-<t>o-m4')—l (8-172) 
kR KR 

and nd is the diffracted contribution, which is discontinuous at 0 = n±(t>0 in order 
to compensate for the discontinuities in fl*0. UkRi > I, a first order approximation 
to /7d is obtained by combining the results of TUZHILIN [1964] and MACDONALD 
[1915]: 

y/ilnkRi) Ikyjippo) \ cos Ht-M cos i(0 + ^o) 

+sgn(n-<l>0-t)   ^ FyikiR,-*),}*        (8.173) 

If, in addition, /:(/?, « /?), A^/?, -/?')» 1, asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel inte- 
grals gives 

jilnkRt) 2k^pp0)\  cosM-tpo) cos M + fa)  i' 
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CHAPTER 9 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The next five chapters are concerned with bodies which are finite in all dimensions 
and are, in consequence, physically achievable configurations. With one exception 
(the wire), the surface of each body i> an entire coordinate surface in one ofthe coor- 
dinate systems in which the scalar wave equation separates; and even the wire, which 
is included because of its practical importance, can be regarded as the limiting case 
of a prolate spheroid as the minor axis tends to zero. But only in spherical coordinates, 
and hence for the sphere, is the vector wave equation separable. 

In general three types of sources will be treated; plane waves with arbitrary inci- 
dence and polarization, point sources and electric and magnetic dipoles arbitrarily 
oriented. The wire, however, is again an exeepcion inasmuch as we shall here confine 
ourselves to a perfectly conducting body vvih an incident plane wave whose electric 
vector is in the plane of incidence. In each case particular attention is paid to the far 
field scattering behavior, and the reader is referred to the definitions of the far field 
amplitude Sand the scattering cross section ^in Sections 1.2.4. and 1.2.5, respectively. 

In the three-dimensional problems considered in Part 2, the differential acoustic 
scattering cross section G((K (f)) is defined by 

a(0,6) = \im4r.r    -    ; (9.1) 
r— x I 

it then follows from eqs. (1.27) and (9.1) that for an incident sound field of unit 
amplitude; 

(7(0, (?) = ** |S((?, 4>)i2. (9.2) 

The total scattering cross section <7T is still related to the histatic cross section G{tK ö) 
by eq. (1.32). 

The emphasis put on far field results ^justified not only by the practical importance 
of radar cro>s sections, but also by the fact that the near field U obtainable from the 
far field; fhe most important results presently available on tins latter topic are outlined 
in the following. Let us firstly consider the scalar case. By u^ing notation and results 
of Sevtior. 1.2.13,3, the following asymptotic expansion is obtained (Kiii.tRelal 
[1956]): 

I   - Q     ili^P'^IMlr-1, (9.3) 
r    no i^U 
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where 

flM=^[/('-U+B]«i-i..-i.      (Ul.nSl). (94) 

«o» = ro{0, t) v,[ro{0, *), 0. 0] - f a„ rj',      (n g I). (9.5) 
1=1 

<*oo = r0(ft 0) ro[ro(0, 0), ft ^]f (9.6) 

and 

ß=    ^   smÖ — M-—^ , (9.7) 
sin 6 cO \       dOJ     sin2 0 dd2 dp 

is Beltrarnfs operator. The quantities rrt are those appearing in eq. (1.113). The quan- 
tity a00 remains constant as r varies on the ray 0 = constant, 0 = constant, i.e.: 

ro(ft 0KI>o(0> 0). Ö, t] = r(ft *)r0[r(ö, 0), ft ^], 

and t7n(r0, ft (p) is the value of vn at the point r0 on the ray 0 = constant, 0 = con- 
stant. The result (9.3) is obtained by using 0 = 5 = r and G(r) = r~2 in eq. (1.116) 
and by substituting the resulting r^s into cq. (LI 13). If the expansion (LI 13) is given 
on a surface r = r0(ft 0), i.e. if all the t'n(r0, ft </>) are known, then the asymptotic 
expansion (9.3) gives the field everywhere. 

While expression (9.3) is only asymptotic, an exact result has been proven by 
WiLCox [1956b] for the region exterior to a sphere of given radius r = rl that encloses 
the scatterer. If Ksatisfies the scalar wave equation (V2-f-^2)F = 0 in r ^ rl and the 
radiation condition at infinity, then 

KM.^-'f7-^. (9.8) 
r » = 0     r 

where the series converges absolutely and uniformly in r, 0 and (p in any region 
r}zrl+d>ri. The series can be differentiated term by term with respect to r, 0 and (p 
any number of times, and the resulting series are all absolutely and uniformly conver- 
gent. The quantities/„(ft 0) with n > 0 are determined from the radiation pattern 
/o({K (p) by mea-js of the formula: 

W,<P) = ~    [«(«-D + BlA-.Cft*),       (n ^ 1), (9.9) 
21 A.71 

where B is given by eq. (9.7). Recursion relation (9.9) can be iterated to obtain/„ 
in terms of/0: 

mt) = [CiArn!]-1 n[^H.-i) + B]/o{ft0). (9.10) 

Wiuox [1956a] has also studied the vector case. If .4(r) satisfies the vector wave 
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equation (V A VA -A:2),4 = 0 in r ^ /^ and the radiation condition (f.20) at infinity, 
then 

ikr    x 

/«W = — £ 4,(0, #•-. (9.11) 

where the series converges absolutely and uniformly in r, 0 and $ in any region 
f ^ r1 +^ > r^ The series can be differentiated term by term with respect to /% 0 and 
0 any number of times, and the resulting series are all absolutely and uniformly con- 
vergent. The radiation pattern Ao(0, (f)) is tangent to the spheres r = constant: in 
general 

An{0, t) = AJO, W+AJB, 0 + A^e, <t>)4>, (9.12) 

where: 

AOr~0, (9.13) 

CAQJ 

sm 6 Idd ccp   . 

2ifcn/l.+ ,,r = [n(n-l) + S]/l,.„ (n ä 1), (9.15) 

2iknAn) = in{n-l)i-Bl4,.,,,+D$A„.t,      (« ä 1), (9.16) 

2ikn^ = [fi(n-l)+ß]/l,.1.#+D^..I,      (n g 1). (9.17) 

S is given by eq. (9.7) and the operators 0, and D^ are defined by 

DdF = 2^r - A. - ISSL* dI*, (9.18) 
rÖ      sin2ö      tin2!)   d(t> 

D$F = ±.SL'+ 2COSÖ rf, __   f^^ (9 19) 

sin 0 d(t>      sin2 ö   d(j>      sin2 f) 

with F ~ FJ + Fß + F^. If the vector A(r) satisfies the wave equation and the 
radiation condition, so does the vector 

B(r) = VA/4(r): (9.20) 

urthermore. the radiation patterns AQ of A and BQ of B are related by 

Bo(0<<i>) = \kf*Ao(Q<<l>). (9.21) 

All the above scalar and vector results by Wilcox are valid for any wave number 
A- such that Im k ^ 0. The original papers (WILCOX [1956a, 1956bl) also contain 
bibliographies of previous works on this subject, as well as uniqueness results and 
theorems connecting the scalar case to the vector case. 

A result which is equivalent to expression (9.11) has been recently derived (WI-STON 

el al. [I96S]: WLSTON and BOERVER [1969]) in connection with inverse electrom.icnet- 
ic scattering. 'Let us consider a vector field A(r) satisfying the wave equation and the 
radiation condition and having a radiation pattern A^O, <£), as in eq. (9.11): A{r) 
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may represent a vector potential, or the electric field, or the magnetic field. If r = 
.vi-f.rP + jf, and if the equivalent sources which produce the electromagnetic field 
represented by A are confined within the region rmin ^ r g zmax, then 

sin ada      tw'rÄ0(*, ß)dß, for   z > z 
ITT Jr. J« 

max ■» 

W-r*^      "   u (9-22) 
— | sin ada i 2^JÄ J0 

ik /•*,c+i30 r: 

- -- sin ada i   eik''rAQ{v, ß)dß,      for   z < z^. 

where 
k' = /:(sinacos/?je + sinasin^^+cosaf). (9.23) 

Thus, if the radiation pattern Ao(0, 0) is known for all 0 ^ 0 ^ /r and all 0 $ (j) £ 2K* 

the integials (9.22) give the field everywhere outside the region zmif) ^ z ^ zma, 
which sandwiches the equivalent sources. By rotating the reference axes (*,;•, z), i.e. 
by choosing other paths of integration in the complex a-plane, the field may be 
obtained at all points in space outside the minimum convex surface which envelopes 
the equivalent sources. The analytic continuation of Ao{0, (j>) in the complex Ö-planc 
is given by WESTON et al. [1968]. 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE SPHERE 

D. L. SENGUPTA 

The sphere is undoubtedly the most intensively studied body in diffraction theory 
It is still one of the very few bodies for which an exact solution to the vector problem 
is available. Its solution has been used as a model for developing theories for bodies 
of more general shape. The scattering behavior of spheres has important applications 
n many fields. 

10.1. Spherical geometry 

The spherical polar coordinates (r%0,(p) shown in Fig. 10.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (.v, v, z) by the transformation 

.x = r sin Ö cos 0, 
y « r sin 0 sin (j), 
z = r cos Ö, 

Source point 

10.1) 

F ig. 10.1. Spfwncal gcomclf). 
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where 0s'r<oo, Ogö^Tt and 0 g ^ < 2«. The coordinüte surfaces, r = con- 
stant, are concentric spheres intersected by meridian planes, ^ = constant, and a 
family of cones, 6 = constant. The z-a\is is the polar axis. The unit vectors P, Ö and 
^ are drawn in the direction of increasing r, 0 and $ such as to constitute a right- 
hand base system. 

The scattering body is the sphere with surface r = a. The primary source is a point 
or dipole source located at (r0, 0O, ^0) or a plane scalar wave or a plane electro- 
magnetic wave (with polarization shown in Fig. 10.1). 

Definitions, notation and bibliographical references to numerical tables for Bessel 
and Hankel functions, and for various functions which occur in the asymptotic 
developments, are given iii the Introduction. The notation and definitions for the 
spherical vector wave functions and Legendre functions are those of STRATTON [1941 ]. 
In particular, the following symbols will appear frequently in the exact and approxi- 
mate formulae: 

m = (ika)* 

dx 

cVW-^K"«] (io.2) 

a       W*£) 
" tt\ka) 

*n 

W'ika) *n 

b = W^I 
"    CXka)' 

10.2. Acoustically soft sphere 

10.2.1. Point sources 

10.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a p,>int source situated at r0 = (r0, 0o% 0O), such that 

cikR 

1 ' =    - , (10.3) 
kR 
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the total field is 

V'+V* = if   iiln + lUikr.yaXXkr^h^ikr^ 
n = 0  / = ! 

x (p.(cosÖ0)P.{cosÖ)+2^jPi(cos9o)Pi(cos6)cos[/(^-0O)]!,      (10.4) 

In particular, for a point source situated at r0 = (r0, 0,0), the total field is 

r+r ^iiito+lWcosOWXkrMkrJ-aXKkrJl        (10.5) 
n = 0 

If the source is situated on the surface (r0 = a}f the field r1* P = 0 everywhere. 
On the surface r = a: 

1 1 {y>+ y) =    '    l (2„+ l)P.(cos 9) &^. (10.6) 
k or (kay n~o ««(««) 

In the far zone (r -♦ oo): 

e\kr   oo 

F' + r = ^- Y.(^n^^)n^sO)[jn(kr0)-aXX\kr0)l        (10.7) 

By using a Watson transformation, cq. (10.5)can be transformed into the following 
integral form (FRANZ [1954], LEVY and KELLER [1959]): 

4JD sin THI 

X ^^"fS^^^]^       (ia8) 

where D is a contour running from - oo -f i(5 to x Hi^ in the upper half of the complex 
//-plane and parallel to the real axis with 6 -*§. Similarly, on the surface r = </, 
eq. (10.6) can be written as 

i ^^n = -^f ^^t-^t^d..     (10.9) 
k dr 2(kayjD sinnfi vj^ka) 

Equations (10.8) and (10.9) are the basis for most high frequency approximations. 

I0.M.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available; however, low frequency approximations for the 
various quantities can be derived from the exact results of the previous section. 

10.2.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

At a point in the shadow region the field is given by (FRANZ [1954], LEVY and 
KELLER [1959]); 
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V> + V'~ m-2 e-»'«(»rr0 sin 0)^ *!^f-Z$l±^n 
r {r~a2f(rl~ay 

x f cxp {iCv^-^-ji^l-fcxp {jEv^g+jjg]} 
«=i l+exp(2i7rvB) 

x g^JZ^^:1 (^)+cos^(a/roI}] p +o(w^)], (,0,10) 
[Ai'(-an)]

2 

where 

vn = ^ + c-'1"m«ll- e"Ji,t   "^ 4- a',~l(! +0(m-5), (10.11) 
60m      1490m3 

with /; = I, 2, 3,. . . and *„ are the zeros of the Airy functions, i.e. Ai(-an) = 0. 
Equation (10.10) does not apply on the caustics r = a and 0 ~ K. 

For a point in the illuminated region the field is (LEVY and KELLER [1959], FRANZ 

[1954]): 

v* - v   -i'^e-^w Sin0riexp{i/cC(r2"a2)i+'^""fl2)*]} 
"   - ^«n.    «T,«      i7rrr0sine/j     "     7 *    Tu/T'    2u 

fe" (/* -fl r(ro-aT 

^ exp[iv(27r + 0)-ii^] + exp[iv(27:-ö) + ii7t] 

«=1 1+exp(2ivB7c) 

x ^Py^05! >/^^s:!iöM] [1 HU 0(m-2)], (10.12) 
[Ai'(-«J] 

where the summation over n represents the creeping wave contribution. Vte[h is the 
reflected part of the field and is formally given by (FRANZ [1954]): 

Ken. « -J'i + Ji f (2// + l)^2,W(/cr>) k2^;^)- f^l^^kr,)] o/i, 
JD L /liw       j (I013) 

where the contour D is as defined in Section 10.2.1.1 and Q^ix) = iTtß^.v-iü) 
with C?w(v -i0) as defined in the Introduction (see Section 1.3.5). An asymptotic 
expansion of cq. (10.13) in inverse powers of A'a leads to the Luneburg-Kline series 
whose first term represents the reflected wave according to geometrical optics. 
The creeping wave contribution given in eq. (10.12) is not valid on the caustics 
r - u and 0 -- 0. 

10.2,2. Plane wave incidence 

10.:.:. 1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction 0o, </»0, such that 

I ' = exp [iArfcos (/0 cos 0 + sin ^0 sin ^ cos (0-(/>o)]h (lö-f|4) 
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lig, 10.2. Surface current as a function ol 0 for selected values oika for a soft sphere. 
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the total field is 

THE SPHERE 10.2 

r + r = I iVn + \mkr)-aX\kr)]  F,(cos 0o)P,,(cos0)+ 
«=0 

+21 J—| PiCcos OoKCcos 9) cos [/(«-«o)]) ■ (10.15) 

In particular for a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative z-axis the total 
field is 

|/' + r = IC-imn + OD^-aX1 (/cr)]PB(cos fl). (10.16) 
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On the surface r = a: 

THE SPHERE 10.2 

'  :" ,-'+(', = -   i    l{-m2n + l)^^. (10.17) 
A: cr [ka)' »=0 WXka) 

Computed valuer of ihe srrfiice curren: ., a function of 0 are shown in Fig. 10.2 for 
selected values of ka. In the far field (r -* x): 

S = iI(-ir(2n + l)a,PÄ(cosÖ). 
« = 0 

(10.18) 

Computed values of 5 as a function o( 0 are shown in Fig. 10.3 for selected values 
of ka. 

The back scattering cross section is 

<r=^|f(-ir(,2if + l)a,l2. 
k   » = 0 

(10.19) 

The normalized back scattering cross section a (-fl:) is shown as a function of ka 
in Fie. 10.4. 
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The total scattering cross section 

<rI = pf(2n+l)Kli. 
K* »1 = 0 

(10.20) 

Figure 10.5 shows the normalized total scattering cross section (TT (27ia2)as a function 

-**ka 

cig. 10.5. Normalized total scattering cross section <fT/(2rw,) as a function of ka for a cr»f* spheie 
(KING and Wu [1959]). 

io:.:.:. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative r-axi*. such that 

r = r1** (10.21) 

low frcqae icy expansions may be obtained cither directly or by power series devciop- 
menis of the Bessel and Hankel functions appearing in the exact solution (RAYLEKK' 

[1872]. MORSI; and FESHBACH [1953]). The first three coelhciems appearing in cq. 
(10.18) arc: 

a0 = iArt:i-iAfl~t(;a)2 + ii(A-fl)3^fT(Afl)4-/Ti(^)5-0[(^)t,]l. (10.22) 

ö, - \iika)i{\~Uka)2~Yi(ka)* + Oi{kaf']}. (10.23) 

a: = ^iikafll-^ikaf + OKkaf]]. (10.24) 

where ka     \. 
The scattering fuiictii^n in the direction 0 - 0 \> (SIMOR [l%5]): 

Sii)) = -ka\\-\ka-]ikii)2*y\{ka)y^lUkaf^li\ikü)-*0[\küfyr (10.25) 

Similarl>. in the torw.trd direction M = rr; 

Sl-i = -AJI-I^;.. l(Ati)
:^ iKL; )■-;;( Aw)4-] ;i(At;)^0[ajr]:. (10,26) 
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The back scattering cross section is 

<r ~ 4nazli~Uka)2+¥ikafl 

The total scattering cross section is 

ffT - 4na2[l~i{ka)2 + £{kayi 

(10.27) 

(10.28) 

10.2.2,3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative >axis, such that 

V'1 =e-|k% (10.29) 

the high frequency behavior of the field can be completely determined in both near 
and far zones by applying a modified Watson transformation based upon Poisson's 
summation formula to the exact expressions (NUSSENZVEIG [1965]). The various 
regions of space to be considered are shown in Fig. 10.6. 

\    Geometncoi 
^   Reflection 
\ ^#qion     ^^- 

L't  Region 
\ 

\ Foch 
s ^ TronsitiC" 
\     Ffejnei - Lommel ReqiO"      \ Regioo 

\ \ 
\ \ 

Fig. 10.6. Gwomctncai representation of the \jrious regions in space (KUSSENZVEIG (1965)). 

\:or points withui the deep shadow region  n.H loo close to the Mirfaee v^f the 
sphere (LIVY .nul KII LI.K [ll)59], NLSSIN/VIIG [1965]), 
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where 
y, = 2ln~0s + d 

6, =(/-fl)27r-(^+Ö) (10.31) 
7r-Ö5 =sin'1(a/r)      (Fig. 10.6). 

Eq. (10.30) is valid under the following conditions: 

in ^es<0 <n 

(r-s)»^-1 (10.32) 

(^-|vj)»|vj* 
{n~e)>{kayl 

with v,, and an defined in Section 10.2.1.3. 
The physical interpretation of eq. (10.30) is that the incident rays at their points of 
tangency to the sphere launch a series of surface waves emanating from these points. 
These waves travel along the surface with phase velocity slightly smaller than that in 
free space. As they travel along the surface, they shed radiation along tangential 
directions. The angular damping factor due to radiation for the dominant surface 
waves (/ = 0) is: 

|exp(ivJIy0)| - exp [-^3 3t„m(Ö$-0)] (10 ^ 

|exp(ivA)| - exp[-iv'3aflm{27r-(ös-f^}]. 

If 0 ^ (n-0) £ (ka)'1 (LEVY and KELLER [1959], NUSSENZVEIG [1965]): 

j/^+r - e-4i"m (-2~-2) (fl/r)*exp|>(r2--fl2)*] 

x I(-iyi "^^^^yoW.^)].        (10.34) 

In the lit region, sufficiently far from the shadow boundary, the reflected portion 
of the scattered field in the region 0 ^ 0 ■: 0s~m~l is (KELLERetal. [1956], NUSSEN- 

ZVEIG [1965]): 

L4s(5sin^ ^-fflCos\)_ 

^   («s)4-^(.2    -5sin;)(fl/sr- y ^t ■    1 

1        2^ 

1 1 

Lsin3 w'     24 sin2 «1 cos" 

where 

- ^(cor :)(a V)'- -3 . ',      . /   r, .-fl -—3    | +0[(Aa)-J]|, 
2 2'sin , cos ^ (> sin* . + fl cos%)J I 

(10.35) 

s = r cos vT- UJ sin 1 
; = J(--(;-ü) (10.36) 

u 
s\Vi u   -     cos 'f rt - ''— u '. 
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Etj. (10.35) is the Luneburg-Kline asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of (ka); 
its first term represents the reflected wave according to geometrical optics and the 
remainder represents the correction to geometrical optics (KELLER et al. [1956]). The 
physical interpretation of the geometrically reflected field term is shown in Fig. 10.7. 

P(r,e) 

Fig. 10.7. Geometrical representation of the reflected field. 

The creeping wave contribuiion to the scattered field at a point in the lit region 
sufficiently far from the shadow boundary, such that m"1 < 0 < ^-m"'1, is (LEVY 

and KELLER [I959J, NUSSENZVEIG [1%5]): 

\Z 
c"*1'     /    öM1 exp[i/c(r2-^](e.iiÄ^ exp(ivA) 
(2^     \r2~a2/        (ATsinO)1       I        .^ [Ai'(-aJ] 

+ 

+ Vf-n'V exP(ivnV/ + ii^) + exp(ivn(),-ii.T)| 
LAi(-afl)]- I 

(10.37) 
i   i n^ I 

In the range 0 ^ (^ {ka)1 (LEW and KELLER [1959], NUSSENZVEIG [1965]): 

v;,.  -c ^mCl^l f X ^[ik(r-a2)'] 

xVi^D'v ^xM+\nn~*:\]JM   (1038) 

On the surface of the Nähere. oui>ide ihe penumbra region \[n-0\ •; m~\ an 
accurate approximation is prouded by the Kirchhoff appr*v\jmatum (getmieirtcal 
optic>) and is: 

1   r {V^r)^ fi Tor   0   : L^ m   ' 
k Cr '-2J ^osMcxp(-i/vj cosf)       Tor    0   ' \~-m'\ 

(10.39) 
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Within the penumbra region (NUSSENZVEIG [I965J): 

J d (V>+r) ~ --i_- exp{i^(ö-^)}/U), (10.40) 
k vr m\ sin 0 

where i = /w(^-}^) and the modified Fock function/({) is defined in the Introduc- 
tion. The Fock function/(s) in eq. (10.40) interpolates smoothly the values in the 
lit and shadow regions on the surface of the sphere. However, it cannot be employed 
in the lit region too far beyond (i^-^) ^ m"1. 

Within the Fresnel region and near the boundary of the geometrical shadow such 
that am~l <> z < am (RUBINOW and Wu [1956]): 

r + r ^ -%._ e-
ik:    F(^'n)-M0i e—   , (10.41) 

N 2^ L 7ra J 

where 

i = m((K~(7),       a « (kzlft)*{0-0J. (10 42) 

A/0 = 1.2550743eii,t 

and F{zx/n) is the Fresnel integral as defined in the Introduction. 
In the Fresnel-Lommcl region (Fig. 10.6) and within the geometrical shadow 

(NUSSENZVEIG [1965]): 

ri+rMLT/(—)exp[iAt+2;)]'      (10-43) 

where 

/(s, t, M, v) = L{ut v) + isF(s. f, r): (10.44) 

£(w, v) represents Lommel's approximation (WATSON [1948]): 

L(u,v) = \{,{u.v) + il\(u,vh (10.45) 

wfiere K0(z/, r)f *',(//, v) are Lo.nmel functions of order 0 and 1, and 

f(5, L r) = e*'« f A^2 e-|sVo(r-f.v)d.v + 
Jo Ai(.Ye  Un] 

+ eUn i  '      AI(.V)     ei,xJ(v + lx)dXi (1046) 

Jo AHA-e4"1) 

where 

5 = ma r.       t = m( :-0) 

u - ka2 r ,     [• = ka{r,~0) ~ tu s. 

On the avis 0 = .T: 

1 '-1" -/KG, i/.0)exp   i^ (r+ ^ ) 

(10.47) 

(10.4S> 
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where 

/M,M,0) = l+i5j>« r A5Xci'2x c
H"dX+e^" r^Lt^dx] .   (10.49) 

L     Jo Ai(xe'iin) Jo Ai(xefU) J 

If r < ma (NUSSENZVEIG [1965]); 

l^~-e    7-expr(r+dJ.?.   [Arc-Ör   •    (10-50) 

If r » ma (RustNOW and Wu [1956]): 

V1 + r ~ [l+iM0 ^ -M. ^ + ... ] exp [i* (r+ ^)] .     (10.51) 

where 
A/, = 0 532 250 36 e*1*. (10,52) 

On comparing eq. (10.50) with eq. (10.49) it is found that a Poisson spot of intensity 
comparable to that of the incident wave is evident at a distance r * ma from the 
sphere. 

In a region away from the axis such that r > ma, 0 » ajr, the field is (NUSSEN- 

ZVEIG [1965]): 

x |[l+iMomfl/r-MIm
2(fl/',)2+ • ..]JoC^-^)]- 

-i[l+iMImVr)2+ .. Y—~~Jx\ka{n~0)]+ ...).      (10.53) 
a ) 

in the neighborhood of the axis, for r v   ma, the intensity according to eq. (10.53) 
behaves like Jl[ka(n-0)'\ times the intensity of the incident wave, so that the Poisson 
spot actually corresponds to a Poisson cone of angular opening (Afl)"1 (Fig. 10.6). 

In the far zone (r -♦ x) 

5 = Srcfl.-fScr,w., (10.54) 

where 5fcf, K the contribution due to the reflccieJ field and S^ w s that due to 
creeping waves. 

ForO ^ 0 < n-m~\ 

Sttfl - ~iAflcxr[-2Ai/cos Un/f-H   -     '   ,      4-...). (10.55) 
\      2kii cos-' \0 I 

S^^-c^mUi   "   ^(-n'V-P^-1^^^,   (lo.56) 
Sin 0' i v        n  \    [\\{~y.H)]' 
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More refined expressions for 5fefL and 5cr Wi in the direction t?=0 are (SENIOR [1965]): 

Snn. = -^e-(.+ A + ^ - J>L _ JL ,0^)-]).     (10.57) 

Scr,w. = -e^'mfcöK-D'I   1+ ^ - e-—^ +0(m-6) 
i=o        «=i I       15m 175m ) 

^'(-«J]2        L I 60m     1400m3 ;)J 
-2     «--lo 

[Ai'(-0]2 

(10.58) 

The first three terms in tq, (10.57) were previously obtained by KELLER et al. 
[1956] using Luneburg-Kline expansion techniques. Yhc leading term in eq. (10.57) 
is the contribution due to geometrical optics. The second real term in eq. (10.57) pro- 
duces a correction to the geometrical optics term exceeding 10 per cent if ka < 2.23 
and the third real term in eq. (10.57) corrects the second by more than 10 per cent if 
ka < 5. 

An accurate approximation to eq. (10.58) ba; ed on a single creeping wave alone 
and for ka > 1 is (SENIOR [1965]): 

5cr.w = -e^mA-Ju—^ +0(m-4)! L 
I       '5m2 i[Ai'(-3t,)]2 

xexp \inka~e~*innm*l~ckin n*1 +0(m"3)L (10.59) 
L 60m J 

where 
a, =2.338 10741 ..., 

Ai'(-3fi) -0.70121082.... 

The normalized creeping wave contribution 25'crw/(A'a) as computed from eq. (10.59) 
is shown as a function of ka in Fig. 10.8. 

In the transition region {n~0) ^ m~l the scittering function is (NUSSENZVLIG 
[1965]): 

5^iAV(^fVM^^-^ + 
^sinO/   I      ka(n~0] 

-^m"2 f j       A,(A')    Jü[M^-")-c**i'm(Ä-^]^ + 
L»o Ai(.vc"',,,l 

.'o AKw4**) J 1 

t^'mka I71-0]* ti-in CXP [2llnVni U^-0)l (10.60) 
\sin (>/ i-1        »^ [Ai'(-x,,)]" 

+ 

■fc 
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Zn\6\ 

Fig. 10.8.  Amplitude ( ) and phase ( ) of the normalized creeping wave contribution 
2SQrMJ(ka) in the direction 0 ~ 0 as a function of Aa for a soft sphere. 

In the neighborhood of the forward direction 0 g n~6 <> m~l (NUSSENZVEIG 
[1965]): 

Win Ol I     kii{n~i)) 

+ c*iHm-2{\.9921Jo[ka(n~in] + 0Smm(n~0}J}lka(n~0)]]+ ...}, (10.61) 

Sir.  . c-W. (".-'V i(-l)'i ^.^JoMn-O)]. (10.62) 
^ sin 0/ i  \        «  i [Ai (- jn)y 

In the forward direction 0 = n the scattering function is (Wu [1956J): 

Sin) - JKAtf^I + AUiAflj-^.VW^JAaj-^+f^jA/j + iVö^^ 

(!0.63) 
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where 

Mc = 1.255074 3eiiR,       M, = 0.532 250 3e^ 

M2 = 0.093 521 6, M3 = 0.772 793 e*1", (10.64) 

M4 = 1.099 2e}i\ 

The total scattering cross section is (Wu [1956], BECKMANN and FRANZ [1957]): 

-% - 1+0.996153 19(/:fl)-i~0.35764983(^)^+0.2275982(fca)-2- 
2na2 

-0.0O72753(/ca)-t-0.O07443(/ca)-^+ ...       (10.65) 

10.3. Acoustically hard sphere 

10.3.1. Point sources 

10.3.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at r0 = (r0, 0O, <t>Q) such that 

I/1 = ^_ , (10.66) 
kR 

the total field is 

V'+V-it   I(2« + l)U{fcr<)-fl><'>(fcr<)>!1"(^>) 
11 = 0   /=! 

x [pfl(cosöo)PB(cos0) + 2^^PUcos0o)Pl(cos^ . 

(10.67) 

In particular for a point source situated at r0 = (r0, 0, 0) the total field is 

K' + K' = if (2n + l)PB(cosO)lil,)a'r>)[J,(l(fcr<)-fl;^^r<)].        (10.68) 
11 = 0 

On the surface r = a: 

ri + ^■, = - ,:' r2 I (2«+ l)P.(cos 0) ^J^J. (10.69) 

In the far zone (/• -» x): 

r+r = e     l{-in2n + l)P.{cos0)[Ukro)-aX){kro)l (10.70) 
AT  »i = 0 

By using a Watson transformation eq. (10.68) can be transformed into the following 
integral (FRANZ [1954], LIVY and KELLER [1959]): 

,,1+r = _ 11- ^^')p.(-coS«)fc.tl(Ar>)r.I1(kr<)_ vy h,:Xkr<;\^ 
4.0 sin ^ L h»   (ka) J 

(10.71) 
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where D is a contour running from - oo+i5 to oo + i^ in the upper half of the complex 
//-plane and parallel to the real axis with <5 -♦ 0. 

Similarly, on the surface r = tf. eq. (10.68) can be written as 

V+V -     2ikafJr> —^ Äf^) ^ (ia72-' 

Equations (10.71) and (10.72) are the basis for most high frequency approximations. 

10.3.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results arc available; however, low frequency approximations for 
difterent quantities can be derived from the exact results of the previous section. 

10.3.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

At a point in the shadow region the field is given by (FRANZ [1954], LEVY and 
KELLER [1959]): 

vi^v     >** ,klKf        .  m.xexp{iit[(r2-a2)*+(rJ-fl2)^} 
k2 lrz~a2)Hr2

n~a2)* 

xl 
exp {i[v(,(27f-Ö)-ii7r]}+exp {i[^+ik]} 

» = i i-f'exp(2ivl,7r) 

^[UO^-2)], (10.73) 
expC-ivJcos'^a/O-hcos"1^/^))]^      _ 

where 

vn « fca+c^mA- ^^+21)+ ^      (/?J+63^ + ^)f 0(M-$), 
60mA 1400m^; 

(10.74) 

where /i = 1. 2. 3,... and ßm are the zeros of the derivative of the Airy function, i.e. 
\i'(-ßH) ~ 0. Eq. (10.73) does not apply on the caustics r ~ a and 0 ~ n. 

For a point in the illuminated region the field is (LEVY and KELLER [1959], FRANZ 

[1954]): 

k* (r'-fl'nrj-ö')* 

y exp [iv,(2ff -K?) - jin]+exp [tv^g- 0)+jiir] 
«-i 1+exp (21^71) 

x «Pf-^^L'(^)_+«,s;' <aMJri+0(«-J)]. (10.75) 
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Fjg. 10.10. The scattering function 5 as a function of (J for selected values of ka for a hard sphere 
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where the summation over n represents the creeping wave contribution and Vrtfh 

is the refivCted part of the fiele formally given by (FRANZ [1954]): 

l',ef, = -r + Jij^ + Oo^^^rO [^^r,)- ^^(kr^ d/i, 

(10.76) 

where the contour D and Q{^\0) are as defined in Section 10.2.1.1. An asymptotic 
expansion of eq. (10.76) in inverse powers of ka leads to the Luneburg-Kline series 
whose first term represents the reflected wave according to geometrical optics. The 
creeping wave contribution given in eq. (10.75) is not valid on the caustics r = a and 
0 = 0. 

10.3.2. Plane nave Incidence 

10.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction Ö0) (/)0, such that 

V* = exp {i/cr[cos 0o cos 0 + sin 0O sin 0 cos (<t>~(t>o)]}> (10.77) 

the total field is 

Vt + i* =l\Vn + \mkr)~aX\kr)]\Pn(cose0)PXcose^ 

+ 21 r~, P'ni^s e0)Pi(cos 0) cos [/(0 - 4>0)-]\ .      (10.78) 

In particular for a plane wave incident in the direction of:"       'galive r-axis the total 
field is 

r + P ^t(^\)Vn^\)[jSkr)-a:h[l)(kr)]PH(cosO). (10.79) 

On the surface r - a: 

v,+y, = 7L\1h-m2n+i)y$iJ). (1080) 
(Kö) II=O n;'(KA) 

Computed values of the surface field as a function of 0 are shown in Fig. 10.9 for 
selected values of ka. 

In the far field (r -► :c): 

S = iI(-ir(2ri + lKPB(co50). (10.81) 
n = U 

Computed value?» ot S a?> a function of 0 are shown in Fig. 10.10 for selected values 
of ka. 

The back scattering cros> section is 

^ «^itl-irUn-MKi2. (10.82) 
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The normalized back scattering cross section (rlina2) is shown as a function o( ka 
in Fig. 10.! I. 

-ka 

Fig. 10.11. Normalized back scattering'cross section a (no2) as a function of ka for a hard sphere 
' (SENIOR [1965]). 

ka 

Fig. KM 2. Normah/ed total scattering cross section nr (Zxa*) as a functiori of Aa for a hard sphere 
(KING and WL [1959]). 
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The total scattering cioss section is 

^T = ;if(2'. + I)|a;|2. (10.83) 
Ar * = () 

Fig. 10.12 shows the normalized total scattering cross section aT/{2na2) as a function 
of for. 

10.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative z-axis such that 

Vi = e"**', (10.84) 

low frequency expansions may be obtained either directly or by power series develop- 
ments of the Bessel functions appearing in the exact solutions (RAYLEIGH [1872]). 
The first three coefficients appearing in eq. (10.81) are 

a; = ii(M3{i-K^)2-iiM3+4(M4+o[(^)5]}, (io.85) 

a\ = -ii(M3{l--T%M2 + ii(^)3 + 2J8(^)4 + OL(^)5]},        (10.86) 

fli = -TiTi(^)5{2~H(^)2 + 0[(^)3]}, (10.87) 

where ka < 1. 
The scattering function in the direction 0 = Ois 

S(0) = -|(^)3{l-|f§{M2-lV»'(^)3 + 0[(A'd)4]}. (10.88) 

Similarly, in the forward direction 0 = n: 

S(n) = J(^)3{1 + Si(K'a)2 + ii(^): 4-0[a'fl)4]}. (10.89) 

The back scattering cross section is 

a = V^2M4{i-ii;(^)2 + o[(^)4]}. (io.90) 

The total scattering cross section is 

ffT- W(ka)\ (10.91) 

10.3 2,3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATiONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative r-axis such that 

I'1 =c-lk\ (10.92) 

the high frequency behavior of the field can be completely determined in both near 
and far zones by applying a modified Watson transformation based upon Poisson's 
summation formula to the exact expressions. 

For points within the deep shadow region, not too close to the surface of the 
sphere (LEVY and KILUR [1959)), 
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r + r  m 
(27r)i 

where 

V2-« 
a2   \*exp[iik(rl-fl2)*] 

'       (kr sin 0)* 

r exp{iy,y,+ii)t)+exp(i'!,^-iiff) -K-D'I 
i = 0 n    I A[Ai(-Ä)]2 

(10.93) 

(10.94) 

(10.95) 

y, - lln-Ot + O 

dl -i/+l)27r-(^ + ^) 

TT-0, = sin"1 [üjr), 

Eq. (10.93) is valid under the following conditions: 

\n ^0S<0 <n 

(r-a) > öm"' 
(^-|vj)>|vj^ 

(7r-^)>(^)"1 

with vn and /?„ as defined in Section 10.3.1.3. 
The physical interpretation of eq. (10.93) is that the incident rays at their points 

of tangcncy to the sphere launch a series of surface waves emanating from these 
points. These waves travel along the surface with phase velocity slightly smaller then 
that in free space. As they travel along the surface, they shed radiation along tangen- 
tial directions. The angular damping factor due to the radiation, for the dominant 
Mirface wave (/ = 0) is 

IcxpOv/o)! - exp[-K^^s-0)], 

!exp(ivA)| - exp[-K Wnm[2K-{0,-0)}l 

Ifl) <; {n-0) % {ka)  ] (Uvvand KlXLER [1959]): 

r+r-e-^/J    "* ,) (fl/zfcxplXr2-^)*] 

x i(-i)'i ^m^z0^Uun-e)i   (10.97) 
In the lit region sufliciently far from the shadow boundary, the reflected portion 

ot the scattered field in the region 0 ^ 0 < 0%-m~l is (KELLüR et al. [1956]): 

(10.96) 

*rcll.   - 

<rsin2; V      r.1/     j     .   „,-(.       i    [1+2sin2; 
T ( exp[iA(5-iflsinO]  1- -T- —3~      - 

.4;v(vsin  S + MCO5\)J I      2ka i   sin\ 

2  sm'.cos': 2-\sin; / 26 

1 a 
2\s sm: ; r a cos3 ;) sin ; cos ;. 

+ 0[(Aa)-2]j, ; 10.98) 
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where 

s = rcosw-ia sin f 

; «^ff-^-iv) (10.99) 

sin w = - cos i(7r-ö~vv). 

Eq. (10.98) is the Luneburg-Kline asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of ka; its 
first term represents the reflected wave according to geometrical optics and the re- 
mainder represents the correction to geometrical optics. The physical interpretation 
of the geometrically reflected field term is shown in Fig. 10.7. 

The creeping wave contribution to the scattered field at a point in the lit region, 
sufficiently far from the shadow boundary, such that w"1 ^ 0^ 0s-m~\ is (LEVY 

and KELLER [1959]): 

r     ^il^m/   ^   V^Pt^-^l/e-i^y   cxp(ivA)     j 
"*      {2n)*     \r2-a2l       ikrsmO)*      I        ^i/UAi(-/ül2 {2^)*     \r-a2/        (krsmü)*      \        n" ßn[A\(-ßn)] 

, * exp(ir,y/-fii7r) + exp(iv,rc3/-ii7r) 

i^       nh ßn[Ai(-ßn)] 
+ Vr-n'V cxPVKyi+t™j+e*p{i\\o,~tin) (10.100) 

In the range 0 < 0 £ (kay1 (LEW and KELLER [1959]): 

2     • i 
>;,,. - c-^'mW)1 (-v"   ,) exP[iit(r2-a2)*] 

.1(^1 ^^^^j^O).       (10.101) 
»to        „t-,        Ä[Ai(-A)]2 

In the far zone (r -*■ JO): 

S = SrefL + 5c,w.f 110.102) 

where 5rcf,  is the contribution due to the reflected field and Scf>Wi is that due to 
creeping waves. 

ForO £ 0 < Jt-m'1, 

:;ri.fl  - i/^exp(-2i/vacosUi)(l- -'    1+2cos*'i^+ .    I (10.103) 
I      2^'^     cos i^ ) 

S..  ^ -c^uka I   0  V K-D'i C^l+^M^       (10-104) 
\sin0/ /=o     «=1 /;w[Ai(-/yn)]- 

More refined expressions for Srcfr< and .Vcr w> in the direction ^-0 are (SENIOR [1965]): 

Sfcf) = lkac~2ikal\~   3- -     5     4.    251    +   2:    4-0[(^i)"5j! ,        (10.105) 
I      2ka     2{ka)2     4{kü)}     (^)4 ) 
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S„.w. = -S-mkali-lft jl+ _e4"o (32/J,3-2n- 
1 = 0        « = i I      60m ß„ 

3^9 

xexp [i(2/+l)Tr j/.a + e^iÄm/?fl- ^-1(^+21)+ 
L I 60m/?,, 

+ 140ol^(/?"+63/i"+-i) + 0("r5)l]- (10.106) 

The first three terms in eq. (10.105) were previously derived by KELLER et al. [1956] 
using the Luneburg-Kline expansion technique. The leading term ineq. (10.105) is the 
contribution due to geometrical optics. The 5-term expression for 5refl# shown in 
eq. (10.105) is accurate for values of ka of order 10 or greater, and continues to be 
fairly accurate down to ka ^ 5. For Acr < 3 a 3-term expression obtained by omit- 
ting the terms {ka)'* and (ka)'4 in eq. (10.105) should be used. 

An accurate approximation to eq. (10.106) based on a single creeping wave alone 
is (SrsioR [1965]): 

^r^  = -mkac*1* 1+        , ,(32/if-2lUO(m"4) -     - 

xexp iTtfcfl-e'^^m/^-e4"*    n  -(/?J + 21) + 
\ 60m ji^ 

+ i4(x;^(/?'+63/J'+-,:J-)+0(m'i)r 
(10.107) 

where 
0, = 1,018 79297..., 

Ai(-/M =0.53565666.... 

In the forward direction 0 - n the scattering function is (BECKMANN and FRANZ 

(1957)): 

L Ju VH["(ka) 

'^y^ vdv-2itfc I C.    c2,"," 1,    (10.I0S) 
«Jlu* /€*•* ^///U)/ 

V//! 

where 

^ s 
1 

Cika)     2ka 
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III4 i f»^'* 
CB = -'%-•'"   l+-

e(32/?,'-2l)- 
n \      60mzß„ 

- ^(rfTÄ+^J)+0(m-6)| T^ R^ .   (10.109) 

The total scattering cross section is (BECKMANN and FRANZ [1957], Wu [1955]): 

a 

2na 
^ = l-0.8642(^)"i-1.0052M~4/3 + O[(/:fl)"2], (10.110) 

10.4. Perfectly conducting sphere 

10.4.1. Electric dipole sources 

10.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole located at r0= (r0, ^0, 0O) with moment 
(4^/A)^, the total electric field is 

E,(r)+r(r)=4ffi^e(r|rü)^, (10.111) 

where £ is an arbitrary unit vector and ^tir\rQ) is the electric dyadic Green's function 
for the sphere (TAI [1959]): 

^.(rko) = f f    tcm ^±|- [""^ {M^(r)[M^(r0)-fl(tMiii(r0)] + 
An n-\ m~o    n(n + \) (n + m): 

+ M'MM^ro) - a* M^>(r0)] + ^(^[^(fo) - K /ViJi('o)] + 

+N]^r)iN^(r0)-KN™{ra)},      for   r>r0. (10.112) 

'■'''Mr.) = \k  I    I .„ -2;, +', ("-~,! ![M;>)-flflMi>)]AOr0) + 

+ [AOO - «, iVe(r)]M^(r0)+[W^(r) - h, N<MN<»(r0)+ 
+ [KL{r)-hnNZ(r)-]K^(r0)),       for   r < r0, (10.113) 

where ihc vector wave functions are (STRATTON [1941]): 

.'./£,(,) =T   '"   r,'\kr)l*{coslt)Sm mtd-ZWkr)'1^-*0* mti, (10.114) 
sinf* co'; co sin 

.yo. (r) = "<"+ ') z'JUrWcos 0)COS m* t + 
kr *>in 

+ ,'   '- [rZi"(kr)] f ■ PTicos Ü) ^ «.0 Ö + 
/er er iv s,n 

^.rL.vt^^^^^S'''^' (I0.H5) 
, = 1 or3.andZ'.'V) ^MMK^x) = h'.'Xx). 
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In the particular case of a z-directed electric dipole at r0 = (r0, 0, 0) with 
moment (4^e//:)f, the incident fields are 

£i  = e_ [(rcos g-r0Kr-roCOs(?) / 3  _ 3ifc ^ A:2\ + 
r      /cK L Ä U3     R3 'R! 

+ /^--LjcosO+Zrcosol , 

= e- Rr cos e-r0)LQ / 3  ^ 3iJ _ k>\ JA      1  _fc2n sin 0> 

W; = -iU-     [7 ', - l*'\(r-rocos0) + r0('t- -Mcosol sin 0,       (10.116) 
kR L^K'      R/ \R      R / J 

E; = K; = «i = o. 

The total fields are (BSLKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957], JONES [1964]): 

E'+r = ik11 (2«+ UWfcro)-^''!^)] 

x'^ii'WP.lcosO)^!^'^)^^«).   for   r>r0. 

(10.117) 

«= I 

Ci^t/cr) ^„(cosO)* 

fcr CO 

r + r =iA2X(2n+1)^;(^2
ü) 

^,       for   r > r0 , 

n(n-f-l) 

(10.118) 

ü = j (A^o)2 L (fcr) 
mkt)-b.Ül)(kr)}PJi<:ose)t + 

kr 
[mr)-h.;:''mop^mli)6 for   a ^ r < r0, (10.n9) 

for   a ^ r < r0 .       (10.120) 

For a dipole on the surface (r0 = a) the magnetic field on the surface is 

H^//- -^>'V(2n.l)C"(^)r,>-(C0SÖ)--   1     * (10.121) 
-« (Aci)3 CO      £>(ka) 

and the far held is (BELKISA and WI.INSTIIN [1957], SOMMERFELD [1949]): 

) kR 
(10.122) 
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where the pattern function T{0) is 

m = exp(i^cos0)T
l-   i(-\y(2n + \)-1— ^^ .    (10.123) 

(ka) H'i R  (fefl)       dB 

T{0) is shown as a function of Ö for various values of ka in Fig. 10.13 The function 
T{0) also gives the radiation pattern produced by an annular symmetric slot on the 
sphere, provided its radius is small in comparison with the wavelength and the radius 
of the sphere. Such a 4tmagnetic ring'* is equivalent to a radial electric dipole. 

11(0)1 

30     60     90    120   150   180 

-d In degrees  —* 

0.0 
60 120 

6 in degrees • 

60 120 (00 

-» Ö m degrees 
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For an x-directed electric dipole of moment (Inekfi located at r0 = (r0, 0» 0) 
the incident field is 

tl = e     [Kr- ro cos 0)/3       hk     k n      M     k2\     ik      1 .21   .   n 

\R*     R2      Rl     R      R2 J 

ri      e'*'1 Trro sin Ö / 3       3i;      ;2\       .     /lit       1 , 2\ 
£i = —    —    -1 *   T "   -   s,r; ^ + ' 5 +fc2   cos 0 

i^K I     R      \R*     R2       rJ               PR2 J 

kR 
jkR  r 

COS (j>. 

ikR r 

£;=- 
iic        1        ,21    . 

icR U?      Rz 

ffi      .,^eitÄ riit       1 1 .. //; = i/cV —    r0 sin O sin $, 
kR IR      R2j 

HI - -ikY ~- j      -I (rcos(/-r0)sin </>, 
kR \R      R'J 

Hi = -ikY*- ilk- -   U(rcos0-ro)cos^ 

|Ttfl| 

(10.124) 

-.450 

I*«  H' 1 V  Arvr»htudc « ) and pha>c ( 1 of the far field component E9 <.*> functions ot f> 
procuced b> a raJu; c'tvinc dipole located on the surface of a conducting sphere kr different values 

of Aü(BEIKIS\ and WEIMUIN (1957)). 



m 

and the total field is 

.i2^   2n + \     1 

THE SPHERE 10.4 

r+r =^2X [{^(/ir0)-flBCl,>{/crc)}MÜi(r) + 
*=i n(n4-l) ^T0 

H+ff = k2Y^ 
2n+l     1 r^[{w*'o)~^n*ro)}*:>H 

«=1 n(n+l) <:r0 

+ {«<.r0)-6.Cl,,(fer0)}M^:(r)],       for   r > r0, 

V + r =ik2l J?ltL J-[{A#iii(r)-a.Mi?;(r>}Ci"(kr0)+ 

+ [^lU^-^^iWlf^'C^o)],       for   r < r0. 

(10.125) 

(10.126) 

(10.127) 

(10.128) 

H+W = fc2yf ^±i- — [{/Viii(f)-a.iVi?i(r)Kiu(fcro)+ 
• =i n(ii + l) Kr0 

+ {M:i
1i(f)-fcllAf:?:(f)Kiir(Jtr0)],       for   r < r0. 

in the far zone (r -* x) the components of the total field are: 

E9 = ZHt = k2 — cos 0 f (-i)- ——   - 
kr m=i n(n + l) ^r0 

x \{*M-a.f."(kr0)} P-^) +imr0)-t.?."\kro)} '
P'^I\ . 

L siuö cO      J 

(10.129) 
Jkr 

£t= -2H, = . it2 —sin^f (-ir^il -- 
AT «=1 n(n-f 1) AT0 

W 
x j" W*r0).a.C!i'Wo)} ^^^ ^rC0' 

L r(? sin ö   J 

(10.130) 

For a >'-directed electric dipole of moment (tes/k)} situated at r0 = (r0, 0, 0) 
the incident field is 

e,iÄrr(r-r0cos(?)/3       3i/c     k2\      ik       1   ^l21   .... 
£    = —      ___     —    + -, +^     sin Ö sm ^. 

kR I R IR*      R2      Ä?      K      R2        j 

e'*Ä rrr0 sin 0 / 3       3iit      A'2\   .   „      /i*       I    .z2\        J   .    . tÄ  = -      ! I».. -            sin Ö -f I     -f A  I cos (y   sin <^. 
kR I     R      ^J      Rz      Rl \R      R1        J J 

.AR \k 
£1 - " -    , -f A:2 I cos <6. 

AK LK      /?2        J 

..e"*/.*       1 
//^ = -iA;)'        (    , I r0 «»in (? cos ^^ 

kR yR      R2 
(10.131) 
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//; = -ikY—l- -     |(r-r0cosÖ)cos^ 
kR \R2      R* 

//; = - \k Y — (~ - \] (r cos 0-r0) sin 0, 
kR \R      R2 kR \R      R 

and the total field is 

F-F  = -\k2i }ltL±[iMkr0)-a.C.'XkroYMVM- 

-[«itr0)-b.;i"(fcr0)}iVi^r)],       for   r > r0. (10.132) 

/f4H' = A-^f ilti -i-[;Wfcr0)-a.;i"(Ar0J}.V^(r)- 
»= i n(if+l) fcr0 

-{^(fcr0)-ft„-<."(kr0)}MiU(f)].       for   r > r0, (10.133) 

r+r = -i/^i -^±L -^ [{MilMf)-<i.Mi»};*"(kr,)- 

-{-Vl!i(')-ft.iVi;j(r)}r."(kro)].       for   r < r0, (10.134) 

H^H'= -AJ>f -^±1 i-[{.v;i:(r)-d..v;>)};i"(fcr„)- 

-[.WiiiW-^Ml^r)};:1'^)],       for   r<r0. (10.135) 

and in the far zone (r -* x): 

E9=ZH. = k2C-*smit>i i^tlf-i)"   L 
kr « = 1 n(n-l-1) A.T0 

x  i tum{kr0\-aH^ {kr0)\ -J-ltW^o)-^»!!   (^ro)i 
sin 0 cd      J 

(10.136) 

A;r nTj n(n-i-1) Ar0 

10 sm Ö   J 
(10.137) 

10.4.1.:. LOW FREQLtNCV APPROXIMATIONS 

For a r-direcled dipole situated at (a, 0, 0) on the surface of the sphere (BEL- 
KISA and WUNSTEIS (i957]): 

r(Ö)-3sin0,   as   Aa - 0. (10.138) 

Thu>, to thib approximation, the moment of the electric dipole is increased by a 
factor 3. No other specific results are available. However, low frequency expansion> 
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may be obtained by using the small argument approximations of the Bessel functions 
in the exact expressions given in the preceding section. 

10.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For the z-directed electric dipole situated on the surface of the sphere, the far field 
pattern function T(0) is (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN* [1957J): 

ikacosB 

T(0) -   -   . [e^-^^ + ie1^^"0^,)].      for   in < 0 < K-W"1,(10,139) 
sin 0 

7(0) - 2N rm^e 

where 

i-iUka + i)*   \kacos0 FT \sin 0/ 

x^i[vi(--Ö)Mim7r),      for   Ti-m'1 < Ö ^ ^       (10.140) 

=   = mlO-iTi), 

v, = fefl + me^'ft+OCm"1), 

[10.141) 

with ßi and the modified Fock function g(Q) defined in the Introduction. In the 
range m"1 £ 0 £ in-m'1 (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]): 

2.0 

< 
1.0 - 

orgT(ö)' 

Q in degrees 

Ftg. 10 14. Amplitude and phase o*" the far field component £9 as Junctions of 0 produced by a 
radial electric dipole located on the surface of a conducting sphere for ko      10. < j exact and 

( ) approximate (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN (1957)J. 
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TV) = sinOe*"^^;^!eXP iik^9+JxJ^3 g(il),       (,o.l42) 
N sinÖ 

where 

{' ss -m cosO. 

In the range 0^0^ m~l. T(0) is approximated by the first term in eq. (10.142). 
In the limi* of geometrical optics: 

psint?,       for   0<ö<^ 
10, for   \n<0 <n. 

The approximation to T{0) given by eqs. (I0.139)-(10.143) is compared with the 
exact value given by eq. (10.123) in Fig. 10.14. 

10.4.2. Magnetic dipolesources 

10.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole of moment (4^/^)c located at r0 = 
(r0' ^0' <Po)» ^c total magnetic field is 

H\r) + ir{r) = 4nkVm{r\ro)' *. (10.144) 

where c is an arbitrary constant unit vector specifying the dipole orientation and 
^m(fi',o) 's the magnetic dyadic Green's function for the sphere and is given by (TAI 
[1954]): 

4R«=I m-o    n{n + \) (n+m)! 

+ ^(r)[/VÜI,{r0)-a.iVli!,(r0)] + W'i!I(r)[A<iü(r0)-/.,M,,i!r(rü)] + 

^Si^MlKlirJ-bM'lM]},       for   r>r0, (10.145) 

'Kir\r„) = f I    f £„ 2« + l   («-«.)! ;Dvn;,(.)_ün,v^(r)],v^(r(),+ 
4r n  i m u    /I(M + 1) (rt + m)! 

^[M^rl-^^^K^o)},       for   r < r0. (10.146) 

In rhe purticulur case of a r-directcd magnetic dipole at ro = (r0,0, 0) with 
moment (An k)t the incident fields are 

,,.  „ C'*Ä nr cos O-nMr-r» cos 0) / 3       3'\k      k2\ ^ 
kR I R '/?,      R2      !V * 

-;- (    -   - ) co%V + k2cosO   , 
\R      R~f J 
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1.2, 

10.4 

kR L R \K3      /?2      /?/     K      Rz    ■   J 

El = ikZ   —   ( — - '-[(r-rocosö) -f j1 rl r0cosO   sin 0, 
* kR IW      R)y      0 \R      R2I J 

(10.147) 

H^ = El
f — Eß = 0, 

and the total fields are 

H'+W = ik21 (2«+1) y^0i ["1"-+'-) {W]tr)-fl.fi"(fcr)}Pll(coS 0)? + 

+   '  [«/cr)-fl.C;,,,(/cr)}^"-(",S-0,öl,      for   flgr<r0.      (10.148) 
^r d0        J 

T + r  = k'zivn+l)*?^ i [W/cr)-a,Ci"(fcr)]-"(.C°S0)^ 
»?=l (/cr0)

2   fer 60 

for   A ^ r < r0,       (10.149) 

H' + fT = iA2X(2/i + I)[W/cr0)-flflC!;,)(^0)][^ + 
n= 1 

lci.)(kr)^cos(Odl       for   r>ro) (10.150) 

r + r  = A2Zl(2.+ l)[^r0)-aBCl,^ö)]^
(^ ^0SÖ)^ 

/er (70 «= i 

Tn the far zone (r -> x): 

JAR 

for   r>r0.       (10.151) 

?Pn(cosO) HQ = -rf, = iA2  ,    e^c-9X(-W«{^o)-^Cln(Ar0)]l,^a^.   (10 152) 
kR n = i c;y 

For an .v-directed magnetic dipolc located at r0= (r0,0, 0) with moment (47r;^)Jf 
the incident fields are 

//: - 
r(r-r0 cos 0) / 3       3iA:      k 

R 

//; = 
e 
kR 

";- 

n m kz\   ik    i    ^1    n I +      -    , -f A:"   sin Ö cos (A, 
\R* R2 Rl      R      R2        ] 

in    j 3       3iA: k2\ n      /ik        1       , ,\       n] 

R      \R*      R2 Rl \R      R2        '        _ 

A7?   _ 

r/Tusin^/3       3iÄ:     k2\   . 
cos (p , 

A7? LK      R2        J 
sin 0, 
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E.  = -ikZ  -   i     - - -1 r0 sin Ö sin <p, 
kK \K     R2/ 

Eg = i/cZ — j 21 (r- r0 cos 0) sin 0, 

£1 = ikZ — |     ~ -^ I (r cos 6-r0) cos (f>, 
# kR\R      R2J 

and the total fields are 

n^l «(fl + l) L      ATQ 
+ 

+ ^^ {M:!i(r)-^M^(r)}l,      for   r < r0, 

«=i n(n + l) L    kr0 

+ a,'(A'rü)|^i:(r)~^Ni>)}l,      for   r<r0, 
Aro J 

whereas, 

//; 4- f/;  = —-—^ I (2n +1)/!,, ^J  J ^(cos 0),      for   r > r0, 
/cr0     n=i (fcr) 

i*.-2cos^f   2n+l  j    Cr{kr)ePU<x*e) 
/cr0     n=in(n + l)l Ar dO 

+ R Cn
l)(kr) PUcosO)] 

+ &„——       .    "- '      ,or    r>ro» 
kr        sin 0   i 

...     _ ik2sin0 f   2n + l   ( . C!.n'(Ar) P.Kcosö) 

/cr0     «=i n(n4-l) I kr sin 0 

+ ^Cl"(^^(cos0)|       ^   r>ro( 

Ar oö      I 

£; + £;    =   - A2Zsin0 i(2^1)ßÄ
C;,

/
,(f;)P:(cosr/),      for   r > r0, 

Ar0 «= i 

£i+F   =A2ZsirMf.  '    2n+l   (^ (I'^r) P^cos 0) 

*.T0     .-i n(n+l) I  '     AT        sin 0 

Ar (W      I 

(10.153) 

(10.154) 

(10.155) 

(10.156) 

(10.157) 

(10.158) 

(10.159) 

(10.160) 
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kr0   \=in(n + l)\ "    /er ^ö" 

-Ä. 
AT sin Ö 

for   r > r0 , 

with 

Bn = Ukro)~bnft\kr0). 

(10.161) 

(10.162) 

(10.163) 

For a magnetic dipolc located at r0 = (^,0,0) with moment {4n/k)& the field compo- 

nents in the far zone are (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]): 

JkR 

He = - YE4 = k2 ~- T^O) cos </>, (10.164) 
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 0 in degrees —  e tn degr„5 „ 

Fig. >J.I5. Amplitude ( —) and phase ( ) of the far field component £^ as functions of » pro- 
duced by an A-directed magnetic dipole located on the surface of a conducting sphere for different 

values of Äa (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]). 

where 

7» = i c 
\kü cosO 

Ht = YE, = 

2n+l 

-im 

■k2--r2(fl)sin^ 
kR 

(10.165) 

F^cosÖ) 
ka 

v n   ^.-r.    r       1 ___ 

-=i n(n + \)lCn
]y{ka)     sin 0 

<PnicosO) 

C:\ka)       CO ]■ 
(10.166) 

T2{0) =.- 
. c iku CON d 

ka «=i «(«+1) 

1       ^(cosö)^       i       PlicosOy 

'(ka)       dO       ~ ^(ka)     sinfl' 

(10.167) 

T^'dnd T2(0) as functions of An are shown in Figs. 10.15 a. 'J 10.16. It should be 
noted that the functions T,(^) and T2(0) also give the radiation characteristics (»fan 
elementary (dumb-bell type) slot cut in the sphere because such a slot is equivalent 
to a magnetic dipule situated on the sphere (BELKINA and WEINSTKIN [1957]). 
The pattern functions T^O), T2(0) in eqs. (10.166) and (10.167) are respectively 
proportional to the total magnetic fields //tf(a, i\ \n) and H4(aJK0) induced on 
the sphere by a plane electrom ignetic wave incident in the negative r-dirtction and 
having its magnetic field vector polarizeu in the negative v-direction. 
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10.4,2,2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

10.4 

For an ,v-directed magnetic dipole situated on the sphere (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN 

[1957]): 

™~i™*> do.168) 

Thus to this approximation the moment of the dipole increased by a factor of J. No 
.)ther specific results are available. 

10.4.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an .x-directed magnetic dipole of moment (47t//:)i situated at (a, 0, 0) on the 
surface of the sphere (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]): 

(b) 

\%iB)\ 

60 120 
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-i270 
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|T?(0)| |T2(e 
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\ka co< 0 

- I 
:   Ika cos $ 

-~   *  —F    [e'M»-i.>g(<;)+ie.M|.-..g({|)])      for   irt <(,<„_,„     , 
/ca sin Öv/sin 0 v (10.169) 

7,(0) - 2^imiexp [ii(icfl + i)^ylM,C0,d (—\ 
\sin 0/ 

x [- J\[vx(n^em^mn)VxJ^^-0^ g(\mn)l      for    Tr-m-1 : ^: ä, 

'",Sinö ' (10.170) 

where 

{ = m(0-i4 
{, = m(j7c-0), 

v, = A:fl + mei,,,aI + 0(m"1), 

v, = ücfl+mc^+OCm"1), 

(10.171) 

-,360 

|T2IÖH JH" 

9 in dtgre•» 

\:\g. 10.16. Amplitude ( — ) and phase ( ) of the far field component £, as functions of 0 
produced by an r-dirccted magnetic dipolc located on the surface of a conducting sphere for djtfcrent 

values of Au (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN (I957J). 
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9 in degrees 

Fig. 10.17 Amplitude and phase of the far field component E^ as functions of 0 produced by an 
.v-dirccted magnetic dipole located on the surface of a conducting sphere for ku      10, (— ) exact 

and (• ) approximate (BELKINA and WeiNSTErN [1957J). 

2 OJr^r 

|T2t*:| 

60 120 

 $ «n ^eqre<fs   -—♦ 

Pig. 10.18. Amplitude and phase of the far field conponem E9 *j functions of 0 produced by an x- 
directed magnetic dipole locau.'» on the surface of a conducting sphere for ka   ■■ 10. i— ) exact and 

v ) approximate (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]). 
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and the modified Fock functions/((J) and g(^) are defined in the Introduction; 

.ifcacosd 

T2{0) ~ ^^[c^-^^-ie^^-^O]- 
V sin 0 

_ikocos0 

== [e1*aW-i,,)/f{)+Je,*a(*-'',/({))]1   for « g öS n-m'1. 
kam sin 0\/sinO (10172) 

7r-0\1 

\sin 0/ 

/{im7c)+L/;[v1(rr-e)Xi»wt)},   for n-m"1 S 0 g n. ■/■[v.(«-0)] 

",l"sin'J ' (10.173) 

For large positive values of ^ the function/^) tends towards zero much faster than 
the g{i) function. This justifies the inclusion of the second term in eqs. (10.169) and 
(10.170). In the vicinity of Ö ^ TC the second terms become dominant. In contrast to 
this, the second term in eq. (10.172) and the first term in eq. (10.173) do not have 
any dominant role and are included only for symmetry. 

At Ö = TT: 

TM~ ~T2(7r) 

-TTV exp {i[ka{in~ \) + in]} \~f(imn) + \g{imn)\ . (10.174) 
Lm J 

In the range w'1 -£ 6 £ in~m~l (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]): 

7.(0) „ i^/(r)+ exp[Mco80+i«-g)]/U|)| (10 175) 
w mVsin 0 

m ~ e*'«'^^)-!^^-^^"^^.). (10.176) 
V sin 0 

where {' = ~m cosO. 
In the range 0 £ Ö £ m~ *, Tj(ö) and T2(0) can be approximated by the first icrms of 
eqs. (10.175) and (10.176) respectively. Figs. 10.17 and 10.18 show the comparison 
between the approximate values of 7^(0) and r2(0) given by eqs. (10.169)-(10.176) 
and the exact values given by eqs. (10.166) and (10.167). 

10.4.3. Plane wave incidence 

10.4.3.1, EXACT SOLUTONS 

The exact solution for the scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave by a sphere 
is usually referred to as the Mie series. Descriptions of the solution are available in 
the literature (STRATTON [1941], BORN and WOLF [1964], VAN DE HüLST ;r957]). 
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For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative r-axis, such that 

the total field is 

COS (j) 

(fcr)2 £i 

£i+£;   =- COS(/> 

kr 

-f I i-mn + iXUkryb^Kkr^PUcose), 

n=i «(n + 1) L sjnö 

(10.177) 

(10.178) 

+ 

+ 

+mkr)-bnCXkr)}e-Pl^0M, 
öd      J 

/er  «-i rt(« + l) L 50 

+i{W^)-6,fi"M^^)|. 
sinö   J 

H;+H'r = -i-~^ I(-ir(2« + l)[«fcr)-fl,fl
I>(A:r)]Pi:(cos0), 

(kry  H=I 

»=i        w(n + l) L smö 

(10.179) 

(10.180) 

(10.181) 

m+m = - 

//;+//;= - 

Ksin^ 

kr    n^r    ' rt(n + l) 

üö J 

^f(_i).^|W,r)_Uo.(fcr)^ 
/cr     n=I w(« + l) L 

Vmkr)-a.?."Xkr)}^ß] . 
smO   J 

(10.182) 

^(cos 0) 

dB 
+ 

(10.183) 

The total electric field has been computed and measured by HUANG and Koois [1951] 
in the plane perpendicular to the incident electric field vector at kz =* -47t and for 
small values of A^. Fig. 10.19 shows the total electric field in this plane for selected 
values of ka. 

On the surface r = a: 

^+£;= -C0^i(-i)"(2«+I)^
sö) 

(kaf n= I &"(«*) 
(10.184) 

//i+w;= Kr.i^sin^.,    //;+//;= KT-^ö) cos 0,      (IO.ISS) 
where 

'[{'"■(*«)    sin ( ka »=i n(n + \)lCn
l)\ka)    sin ö        Cn

x\kü) du 
(10.186) 
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Fig. 10.19. Amplitude ( ) and phase ( ) of E^+E* in the plane through the center of the 
sphere and perpendicular to £' for two values of ka (HUANG and KODIS [1951]). 

1        dP]
n{cosO) i        Pn(cosÖ) 

']• lCVyika)       dO CnKka)    s'mO 

(10.187) 

DUCMANIS and LIEPA [1965] have computed 7^(0) and r2(0) for 0 = 0° (5°) 180° 

and ka = 0.1 (0.1) 5.0 (0.2) 10.0. Some typa 1 results are shown in Fig. 10.20. 

In the far field (r -♦ oo): 

e \kr 

£;-=z//;-cos(f.    s^u 
kt 

cikr 

El = -ZHl = sin(/)      3.(01 

where 

nl /J(" + 1) 

r     ^D» rPi(cos 0) _     ^(cos 0) 
c?0 "    sin0   _ 

S2(0)-iI(-ir 2/i + l Piicos 0) f^P^COS 0) 

("0 i=i «(/i+1) L       sin 0 

In th^ back scattering direction 0 = 0: 

s:(0)^ -s2(0)= -if (-in>] + j)(/,^0; 

(10.188) 

(10.189) 

(10.190) 

(10.191) 

(10.192) 
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und in the forward scattering direction 0 = rc: 

S1(Ä) = S2(«)=.-if(n+iX<'.+a.). 
»1=1 

(10.193) 

implying no depolarization in the back and iorward directions. The quantity 
G = 2.Sl(0)/(Ätf) has been computed in amplitude and phase for ka -= 0 (0.02) 50 by 
BECHTEL [1962]. RHEINSTEIN [1963] has computed -i5,

l(0) in amplitude and phase 
for a/A = 0.01 (0.01) 19. Some typical results for selected values of A« are shown in 
Fig. 10.21. Additional data are given by HEY et al. [1956]. 

360 

2.0 

IG! 

1.2 ^200 

-»90  ^ 
•^-•"V at 

Fig. 10.21. Normalized amplitude ( ) and phase ( ) of the far back scattered field as functions 
of^j (BECHTEL [1962]). 

The back scattering cross section is 

* = , ,lIM)"(2n + l)(/>,.-fl„)|2. 
K     n - i 

(10.194) 

(Tl/r h:is been computed for various values of ka (BECHTEL [1962], RHEINSTEIN 

[1963]). A typical normalized cross section al{na2) is shown as a function of ka 
in Fig. 10.22. 

The bistatic scattering cross section is 

*(M) = ^[l5i^)|2cos2^ + |S2(ö)|2siii2«]; 00.195) 
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4-1 

vö1 

ka 

Fig. 10.22. Normalized back scattering cross section ajtna1) as a function of Aa for a conducting sphere. 

(T(0, 0) and (T(ö, in) are plotted as functions of 0 for selected values ofka in Fig, 10.23. 
The total scattering cross section is 

2n 

& «=1 
(10.196) 

The normalized cross section ffT/(«a2) is shown as a function ofka in Fig. 10.24. 

10.4.3.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Low frequency expansions may be obtained hy power series development of the 
Bessel functions appearing in the exact expansions (RAYLEIGH [1872]) or directly 
(KLEINMAN [1965]). The first few coefficients appearing in (10.190) and (10.191) are 

«, = ii(Ka)5[l -](ka)^-Yl(ka)i+^k^f+■\i^ka)i-^ika)6-^si^ka)^' + 

^■l4Ä(k1)"+H^Ji(^)']+0[(*fl),3]. 

h, = -jiM'D + ,yfc«)2+!i(fco)5-T3*(M*+i'M5-iT(fcfl)6-3V<.'(fc«)7- 
-mi^f-iim^n+oukay'i 

«: = 4VM5[i-/1(^)'-4'5i(^)'+^7(M,'+rsgi(fcfl)7]+o[(kfl)IJ], 

/., = -iVi{ka)i[\-:2{kU)2+,la{ka)* + ->6\(ka)i- 
-J|4(M''-,lbi(M7] + 0[(k<i)13]. 
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Fig. 10.23. Normalized bistatic cross sections <T(ö, O)/^1) ( ) and a{9t fa)K7ta*) (- 
functions of 6 for selected values of ^a (KINO and Wu [1959]). 
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f-jg. ID.24. Normali/cd total scattering cross section ffj/f.T«1) as a function of A^J for a conducting 
sphere (VAN J>F HULSI 11957)). 
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^3 = -4ATiM7[l -iöikayuUöikan + OlikaY'l (10.197) 

^4 = - j^Kkam-^MkaY^OlikaY'l 

a5 =  L^(^ + 0[(M13], 11(945)2 K   ' iv   /   J» 

5 165(315)2 K   '        LV   ;  J 

From these, the far fields may be obtained. In particular, to the leading order in ka: 
eikr 

E* ~ (ka)* — [(i+cos0cos fd-il+i cos6) sin <^]. (10.198) 
kr 

In the back and forward directions: 

S(0) = i{ka)3{l-Ä(fe'')2+ii(^)3+^(fc«)4+|i(fc«)5-fmH-Mfcö)6 + 
+i^i(fc«)7-T2^^WI^Wö(^)B-l!öL^i(fc«),} + 0[(M,■1], (10.199) 

S(n) = iikayil+n^kaf+iikaf-^UikayH^Y-^Wöiikaf- 
-faWa)''-ÜW&täW -UrnKkaT] + OEM13].        (10.200) 

The scattering cross sections may be obtained from the above expressions. In particu- 
lar: 

— — /^» 
na 

-T
2 ~ Wan 1 + Ts5-(fc«)2" JlNoikaf - m^ikafl (10.202) 

na 

10.4.3.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave incident in the direction of the negative r-axis such that 

El = JfcriÄ%       Hl = -pYe~lk\ (10.203) 

the high frequency behavior of the diffracted fields may be obtained by applying a 
Watson transform technique to the Mie series solutions. 

In the shadow region {\n + m~l)£ 0 < n and for ka sin 0 :    1, the total field on 
the surface r = a is 

Hi+Hl ~ -i —in* [' i(-l)'{ei"«/(""?.)-iei*"'y(mi;l))- 
N sin (/ un / = ü 

- ,' , — - I (- • )V"',(l(mr,l)+k't*"g{mn,)}\. (10.204) 2nr sin 0 i-u J 
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H; + H; ~ - ^PJ [f (-l)'{e'ta,iff(»"r.)-ie^(mifI)}- 
N sin 6 u=o 

- A 4-: I (-1 )'{e"<,"/('^()+ie'^'/M,)}! . (10.205) 
2m   sin t* i=o J 

where 

ifj = (2/Ä-t-iff-Ö), 
(10,206) 

and the modified Fock functions/(^) and ^(<5) are defined in the Introduction. 
In eqs. (10.204) and (10.205) the summation over / represents the contribution due 

to two groups of creeping waves which are launched at the shadow boundary on 
the surface of the sphere. These waves travel toward the point 0, ^ along a geodesic. 
The dominant contribution is pro "ided by the / = 0 terms which are the creeping 
waves that travel t he distances a(ö—i7c) and a(j7i-0) along the surface before reaching 
the point 0, <t>. Higher order terms represent the contribution due to these waves after 
they have traveled / times around the sphere before reaching the point 0, <t>. For com- 
putational purposes, the / = 0 terms are adequate in eqs. (10.204) and (10.205). 
For large positive values of { the function/(J) tends towards zero much faster than 
the g{i) function. This justifies the inclusion of the second summation in eq. (10.204). 
In contrast to this, the second summation in eq. (10.205) does not contribute appreci- 
ably to the field and is included only for symmetry. Eqs. (10.204) and (10.205) are 
not valid at 0 = 7t. 

For 0 ^ TT the surface rields are: 

\sin 0/ f«o 

x [{H'r> [M* - ö)]/(mifc) + H\l>'[M* - OMmfid} + 

2m' sin 0 J 

H;+H; ~ y cos «^'vW (—--f £(_i)'eiW2'+*'" 
Vsin 0/ i=o 

x [;//\2)[^-^(m^+H<
1
,)'[^-Ö)Mmi|l)}- 

- - ,' -J^TM^-^Mm^+HVtMÄ-öMm^ . (10.708) 
2m  sm 0 J 

[or computational purposes it is sutlkicnt to use the leading terms / = 0 in eqs. 
I in 207) and (10.208). namely (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN [1957]): 
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\sln 0/ 

x \2f{imn)J\lka(n-3)]+ --?— gyimnV^kain-Om .     (10.209) 
L m sinö J 

\sin 0/ 

x \2glimn)J\[ka{n~e)-]~ V"JO^iCM^^ll •      (10.210) 
L m sin 0 -I 

In the forward direction Ö = 7t: 

//i+//J - -ysin^irWe*,(te+i,«!~/(im«)+i^im7E)],     (10.211) 
Im 1 

//i+//; - y COS^TT^IV^^^ [~/(im«)+i^im7r) j,       (10.212) 

which imply that the magnetic field is polarized in the y-direction. 
In the lit region (0 g Ö ^ ^n-m"1) the total field on the surface r = A is 

H = f/refl. + ffcr.w.. (10.213) 

The reflected field is 

(Hi + tfJU. - -2ycos0sin0e-ikflCMa 

T       isin2^        5sin20-sin4ö 1 /in^iA. 
x    1+   -,    +      ~"7?—k~ + • • •   »       (10.214) 

L      2itflcos30       2(ka)2cosbe J 

(w±u*\ OV^A^-I»««.^!       isin20        9sin2ö-sin4ö 1 (W^+WAen. 2r cos^e 1- :-  - --n--2 £- + ...   i 
L      2fcacos30       2(fca)2cosbö J 

(10.215) 

and the leading terms in eqs. (10.214) and (10.215) represent the geometrical surface 
field. 

The creeping wave contribution to the surface field for m'1 £ 0 £ {n-m"1, and 
ka sin Ö » 1 is: 

("e + we)cr.w.  ^ » "7= 
N smO 

x 
r i * 

I(-l)'{exp(i^l+l)/(^/+1) + iexp(ifcafj/)/(m^)}- 
Lm i = o 

1 * 1 " r-fT-; I(-l){cxp(iM,+ l)^(mirl+l)-iexp(ilcii^)5(m^i))    ,   (10.216) 
2m sinvuo J 



u = o 
i +  

mka sin ^/^ 
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(/^ + if;)cr.w. --^-    XC-iyiexpOMz+iM^/i+O+iexpO/cfl^m^)}- 
vsm0 ü=o 

- ^—4--^ f(-OW0Mi+i)/(^+0-icxp(iMi)/(mft)}l .    (10.217) 
2m sinÖ/=o J 

whereas for 0 £ 0 ^ m"1, 

\sin 0/ 

Lm i=o 

+ 7-4-7 S (-^^^'^^^{^/^^(m^^O+M'^^^M,)}!, (10.218) 
/casinö/=o J 

\sin 0/ 

£(-l)Vto<2/«+*«>{^1>^a%(mi;l+J+^2)'(fe^ 

i;(-l)'ciÄfl(2,'1+^HM,,M)/(m^Hi)+M2)MW^^^ 
/^o J 

(10.219) 

For computational purposes it is sufficient to use the leading tcmu / = 0 in eqs. 
(1C.2I8)-(I0.219). For 0 :S ^ m"' these leading terms are (BELKINA and WEINSTEIN 

[1957]): 

W + //;)cr.H, - lYnW^-^sinti-^-]* 
\sin 0/ 

x rAM)ö(jWff)+ 1 j;(^ö)/(^m)l, (10.220) 
L   kaO m J 

\sin 0/ 

x rj;(/cfl%(JmÄ)+ - ^-^/(im^l . (10.221) 
L m    kaO J 

ro- 0 - C. 

W+^k*. - K^mV,(*-^»«sm0 r^mff)+ -'-/(imjr)] , (10.222) 

(//; + //;L.w. - y^^m^e1^-^'1 cos 0 r<7(im7r)-f ^/(imTr)! . (10.223) 

whichy impls that the magnetic field is polarized in the ^-direction. 
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In (he transition region \in-~0\ <, m'1 the total field on the surface is 

//i+//; ~ i —^Lf. [exp {~\ka cos 0)/(-m cos ö) + 
m^sin 9 

+ Z (" O^exp (iMi+ i)/(fi+i)+i exp (ifca^/fo)}], (10.224; 
i = 0 

//; + //; - y
/^ [exp (-iAfl cos e)/(-m cos e)+ 

yjün 0 
00 

+ S(-l)'{expOMi+i)^+i)+iexp(i/c^l)öf(^)}]. (10.225) 

In the hack scattering direction (Ö = 0) an asymptotic expansion of the reflected 
portion of the scattered field, uniform in r, AT ^ r < oo, is (WESTON [1961]): 

F~ -St JJk(r-2fl) 

Ir-a 
H--1 + 

fca     {ka)' 
+ ... (10.226) 

where 

flj - -2i : ir-af 
{2r-a) 2' 

_a(r-a)(lr2-Ara + 7>a2) 

and, in particular, the near field back scattering cross section a = 47r(r-fl)2|£J|2 is 

a = Ana2 /l-I^\2{l +0[(/cfl)-2]}. (10.227) 
Mr-al 

In the far field (r -+ oo) with 0 £ ö ^ TT-/;/"1 the scattering coefficient is 

S2{0) = [S2(ö)]ren. + [S2(ö)Ic,w.. 

The reflected portion is (LOGAN [I960]): 

L      2^fl cos3 \0     A(kaY 

+ 

(10.228) 

1 iÖ     4(fcfl)2 cos6 JO 
-f 

8-H076sm2 i(?+1401 sin4 jo4-210 sin6 jo 
l6(i:fl)4cos,2iö 

(10.229) 

[S:«»] rcfl. 
U.dC-2ifcflcosi0 j    . l-2sm2i0     7sin2i0-2sin4i/) 

2feäcos3iö 4(ica)2 cos*1 }(i 
.63 sin2 40+7 sin4 ^     8-836 sin2 Ui-683 sin4 ^0-84 sin" 40 -' *_+..        __  .-       _ ../    ._    -   + ... 

8{/.a)3cost, U? 16(^)4cos,2i^ 
(10.230) 
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where ihe ieiding terms in eqs. (10.229) and (10.230) are the geometrical optics con- 
tribution. 

The creeping wave contribution is 

2^1^'" ^ 
C^iC^lcr.w. 7^=7; I(-I)/{4(wT,)exp(i^T/)-^(mf/)exp(i^f/)}-f 

vsm 0 t=o 

+   irr ml i(-iy{ip(^/)exp(i^T/)-^(mf/)exp(i/caf/)}, (10.231) 

[S2(ö)]„,.. - 
2m*e*in a 

—=F=~  I(-l)/{p(mT/)exp(iAaT/)~ip(mfj)exp (1^)} + 
v sin 0 1=0 

^iin OP 

+ 

where 

m^sin 0)* 1=0 
X (- l)'{i<?(mr,) exp (i^t^^mt,) exp (i/caf,)}, (10.232) 

(10.233) 
fi = (2/+l)7r + ^ 

and the functions p, q are defined in the Introduction (see eqs. (1.278) and (I.279)). 
For computational purposes it is sufficient to retain the/ = 0 terms in eqs. (10.231) 

and (10.232). However, it should be noted that the functions p decrease more rapidly 
than q with increase in the positive argument, and that for large positive arguments 
the last two terms in eq. (10.232) become comparable to the first two. In eq. (10.231) 
the second summation terms do not contribute appreciably to [S^Ö)]«,,*.; they arc 
retained for symmetry (FEDOROV [1957]). 

For 0 ^tf < nrx (FEDOROV [1957]): 

[S.C'VU. - e'^-^V ( 0.\* 
\sin 01 

x !|^f f) -^>(^Ö)lH(mT0)+5(mf0)]- J;{ka0Mp{mxMp(m^)\ 
\ L   kaO J ka sin 0 

+ 

+ » JjikaO) 

.   kaO 
-JAkaO^qi, 

. J2(ka0) 
^(»iT0)-^(wfo)]-l-i / -.   \[Pif^0)-p(mx0)]\ 

ka sin 0 / 
(10.234) 

[^Wk..-c!^^'2/,iV(\^y 
\sin 0/ 

^(kcH'l     , n  .Jr.,      v    a.   - n     JiikciO)^.      x . ..   . x1j [^(»it^f^mTo)]^ -./2(^)) r/Hmr0)+/J(mfü)] 
_   K</() J ka sm (^ 

+ 1 
J2{ka0) 

-JiikaO) l/>(wru)-/>(/nru)J + i [«/(wTüJ-^mTü)]   ; 
fca sm 0 f 

more refined expressions are given by SIMOR and GOIJDRIC n [1964]. 

(I0.:^5l 
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In the back scattering direction 0 = 0 (SCOTT [1949], LOGAN [I960]): 

[5.(0)]^. = -[S^^ 
I      2ka     2{kaf } 

and (SENIOR [1965], SCOTT [1949]): 

[5,(0)],^. = -[S2(0)]crw. = mWt [l+ -^~(32/?n
3 + 9) - 

(10.236) 

e  '•"     6i lomi ^_-6J 1 
5600m4/?; 

,    ri28/C + 189) + 0(m-6)     , 

x I(-l)'cxp   K^+Oit kfl+eä'-m/?,- ^-—(,9n
3-9) + 

+        l.3^(A6-^+y)+0(m-6))] -mV^f [l+ ^ 
1400«!^ 

e"u,r4a2 

ISm2 

e-'"1^ ^ I ' r 

175m ) [At(-ctn)} i*o L 
/cfl + eiiBman- 

 " + -_«_      +o(m 5 ' 
60m 1400m3 I 

(10.237) 

20r 

2[5.(0)] 
KG     ^ * 

fig.  i().25. Amplitude (-    ) and phase (- --) of the normalized creeping wave contribution 
2l5|(0)lcr>w#/(Arfl) as a function of Au for a conducting sphere (SENIOR (19651). 
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The magnituds of various terms in eq. (10,237) has been discussed by SENIOR [1965] 
and for most computational purposes an adequate approximation is 

[SiWkw. = -[S2(0)]cr.w. = mV"(l+ -^ (32/?J + 9HO(m-4)| 

 -exp[i7r^-e-ii,,m7r/?1~ --^--(/?J-9) + 0(m'6)j.    (10.238) 
ß^Aii-ßi)}2       \ eOmßi } 

The normalized creeping wave contribution 2[S1(0)]cr.Wi/(A'cr) as computed from 
eq. (10.238) is shown in Fig. 10.25 as a function of ka. 

In the forward direction 0 = TT (SENIOR and GOODRICH [1964]): 

S.Ot) = S2{n) = -ii[(^-{4]+2V^">(p<0'+9«<"- i[ii(p">+,'")+ 
' m 

+ eolrc   + y5o   + 15o )j 2 LT4öVro   - 9öirü ;    TtOOr 1   + 
m 

+Ti-öi(-¥^,+JHi^,)+^-ö(95(
1
0)+2is,

l
3,-i5<

1
6,)] + O(m-<,)j- 

-iMVl«^)r[i+^(32Ä+l)+o(wi 

»t-i [Ai'(-a.)]J L      15m2 '\ 

x X(-1)lexp(2k(/+l) lka + ma,eii'+ -^-e4"lj, (10.239) 
1=0 ( L 60m      Jl 

where 

P...=a^rf>'-^.d.x+iire'"^dxi! , 
lN/7r ^ LJo       vv',^) J.,      u-,(.v)     Jlr=o 

lv«tVLJo Vvi(x) -j., H-i(x)       JLo 

"■       lNn.YJ..      K(.v)]Hu-,(.x)J      I,,,' 

""    iNff.vJ..    [Hi(x)]2Lu;(x)J    ),.; 

are as defined in LOGAN [1959]. By neglecting the summations over / and n in 
eq. (10.239), 
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SM = S2{n) 

= - i(2m6 - H) - im4(0.082972 f 0.144019i) - im2(0.385229 - 0.667169i) - 

-0.069342« + 0(m"2). (10.240) 

The total cross section is (BECKMANN and FRANZ [1957], Wu [1956]): 

—H = l+0.0660(Ä:a)-U0.4853(/va)"^ +0[(^)"2]. (10.241) 
2na 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE PROLATE SPHEROID 

T. B. A. SENIOR and P. L. E. USLENGHJ 

The prolate spheroid, along with its companion shape, the oblate spheroid, is the 
most general finite shape for which a substantial number of exact and asymptotic 
scattering formulas is available. Even so, no exact solution of (he vector scattering 
problem has yet been found. 

Whereas the fat spheroid represents an obvious generalization of the sphere, the 
thin spheroid may be used as a model for the wire, which is of considerable impor- 
tance in antenna theory. By bridging these two extremes, the prolate spheroid is a 
vehicle for studying the transition between the creeping and traveling wave concepts, 
and, more generally, constitutes a model for the development and testing of approxi- 
mate methods of analyzing the scattering by still mere complex shapes. 

11.1. Prolate spheroidal geometry 

The prolate spheroidal coordinates ({, ?/, </>) shown in Fig. 11.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x\ y, z) by the transformation 

^»W{(f2-0(l-»f2)}cos^ 
.v-W{tt2-lXl-»l2)}sin«, (li.l) 

where 1 g<J<oo, ~1 £ tj^ l,andO £ <t> < 2?r, The r-axis is the axis of symmetry, 
and the surfaces { = constant, \rj\ « constant and $ = constant are respectively 
confocal prolate spheroids of interfocal distance </, major axis d* and minor axis 
d\/(i2 ~ 0; confocal hyperboloids of revolution of two sheets with interfocal distance 
i/; and semi-planes originating in the r-axis. 

The scattering body is the prolate spheroid with surface i ~ ii* and the primary 
source is either a plane wave whose direction of propagatu? i forms the angle J with 
the positive r-axis, or a point or dipole source located at {io*>h* <Po)- Thelength-to- 
width ratio of the scattercr, i.e. the ratio between major and minor av.cs, is equal to 
si VUf- O- Values of it corresponding to a few typical length-to-widlh ratios arc 
tabulated in the following: 

major axis 
-        100:1 10:1 5:1 2: I 

minor axis 

^     - 1.0000500        1.005 017 K        1.020 620 7        1.154 700 5 

416 
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17 =-0.5 

Fig. 11.1. Prolate spheroidal geometry. 

The definitions and notation for the prolate spheroidal wave functions are those of 
FLAMMER [1957]. Thus the radial functions of the first, second and third kinds are 
indicated by #^{0, c), wherey = i, 2 and 3 respectively, whereas the symbol Smn(c, rj) 
is used for the angular functions; m 7i 0 and n ^ m are integers. The quantities 
f>mn and Nmi, which appear in the i .lowing sections are functions of m, n and c, and 
are defined by FLAMMER [1957]. The parameter c is the product of wave number and 
semi-focal distance: c = ^kd. Numerical tables for prolate spheroidal wave functions 
and relateJ qaamities with the notation adopted in this chapter are given by FLAMMER 

[1957], LOWAN [1964], HUNTER et a). [1965a, b], and SLEPIAN and SONNENBLICK 

[1965]. Asymptotic expansions of prolate spheroidal wave functions can be found, 
for example, in FLAMMER [1957], MüLLER [1962] and SLEPIAN [1965]. 

From the computations which were performed at the Radiation Laboratory of The 
University of Michigan, it would appear that the infinite eigenfunction series rep- 
resenting the exact solutions converge at least as rapidly as the corresponding 
eigenfunction series for a sphere of diameter rfJi. 

111. Acoustically soft spheroid 

11.2.1. Poinf sources 

11.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at r{i = (t0< rj0y 0O), such that 

r1« 
JkR 

kR 
(11.2) 

then (MORSE and FESHSACH [1953]): 
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m = 0  H~m Npy, 

< 5mit(f, i/o^Cc, >y) cos m(<t> - M- (11.3) 

On the surface s = si • 

5{ c{t1l-l)m'?o,%NmR%(c,t,) 

x R<i'(c. Co)Sro(c, ^^(c r,) cos m(^-^o)- (»4) 

In the far field (^ -» JO): 

x ^„(c, rio)SmH{c, rj) cos m(<t> - fa). (11.5) 

When the source is on the positive 7-axis (i/ö = 1): 

*R£\e,t,)SJic.\)SJc,n). (11.6) 
In particular, if the field point is on the surface i = ix: 

l^'+n = 77^—, I rr -TöT'-T ««'^ io)SJ.c, DSjc.,/). (11.7, 

whereas in the far field (J; -» »): 

(11.8) 

11.: '2 LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

General methods (e.g. KLEINMAN [1965a], NOBLE [1962], MORSE and FESMBACH 

[1953]) for the derivation of terms in the low frequency expansions are applicable 
to this case; however, no specific results are as yet available. 

11.2.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at (J;0, ^o^ 0)» sllch that 

F' =        , (11.9) 
kR 
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the geometrical optics scattered field at a point ({, q, <p = 0 or n) located in the illu- 
minated region and in the plane containing the source and the z-axis is: 

where 

F = ([v/{(4f-i)(i-ii)}-(-i)V{^-i)(i-'/2)}]2+(«.'r.-{'j)2}i.      (11») 

^o = {[s/{«f-l)(l-')l))-(-l)V{«o-l)(l-1o)}]2+(f111-io')o)2}i,    ( 1112) 

G   =^W1-!+(-l)')//[^5[(l-12)(l-1?)}. (11.13) 

and 

; = fi = 0, if ^ = 0; 

; = 0,   fi = 1,   if4>~n   and   N/(({^1)(1-^)} < ' 

xN'{({S-iKi-v5!}: 

;«1,   /i = 0,   if^-7:   and   v'{(^-l)(l~v
2)}>   -i^"^- 

i Co^o-Ci i 

xV{(4o-l)0-iü)'' 

The paramecer ?;,, - 1 ^ »;! ^ I, is determined as a function of ?0, ^0, J,;/, {! and (/> 
by the relations: 

---(F0 + F) = 0,       ~(fo + f) > 0. (11.14) 

In the geometrical shadow y*0 = 0. In particular, when the source is at (so, I) on 

the r-axis 

F   = {[v'{(«I-l)(l-'j!)}-v{«2-l)(l-'?2)}]2+(«.'».-«'»)2}t. (H-151 

fo-Wf-iKi-^l+U.n.-W1]*, (Hi«' 

c = :»w,-i+] [^-Id-'rXi-ii)], (Hi** 

and »;, is the positne root of the equation: 

sT^Ct, -s'. W+g. y {({?- iKs'2 - IK» W))   _ + 

{[^{(M -Dd -,•?)}-N :(s::-iKi ■-»i2)}]2+({^l -in)1)* 

+ ..  „.^'z^cAk) = o.    (ii.is, 
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If both source and observation points are on the z-axis (»;0 = >| -- i), 

v* exp {kjio+t-lii)} (11.19) 

in the illuminated region and zero in the shadow. 
A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 

field is retained, is available only for the source on the r-axis. In this case 

y'-VU+y*, (11.20) 

where Kg
s
0 is given by eqs. (11.10, 15, 16, 17) and (LEVY and KELLER [I960]): 

,., _ 2*exploit, y/ftf-l))» exp[(ic/^V{(^-l)(^-^)}] 

.t-o[Ar(~a,)j-[l+exp{2^(l,-1)}]' 

where 

(11.21) 

U*.ß) = ic r^M-d'»-i(WVi'a^lV'({f-l)}* f -,i7.- 

(1122) 

L{>li)=(^-ll)iT1-
iexp[- Tt + Xtit.tlJl (11.23) 

/.(li) = (tl-ltfTf* exp[icT3+Xtl (11-24) 

^+ = ^(»j,, -1)+^.(^, -1),       X; = X„{r,t, »(3), (11.25) 

X* is to be chosen if fy + ii > 0, and X~ if ^-rij, < 0, 

Tj = [({»;-«, <;/)2+K'[«2-iKi-';1)}±N/{(«f-iKi-^)}}J]i.     (11-26) 

y = 2, 3 and the ambiguity of sign in T is removed by choosing the minus sign if 
either J = 2, or j = 3 and ^ + Ci > 0, and the plus sign if y = 3 and {'/-Ki <0. 
The coordinates tjlt ^2 and ^3 are indicated in Fig. 11.2. Eq. (11.21) is valid if the 
observation point is away from both the z-axis and the surface <J = <?!, and if the 

(CM^.O) 

?((.'?.0) 
v-n^o) 

J* 
PetC0.!) 

Fig. 11.2. Geometry for the diffracted field. 
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product of the wave number k and the radius of curvature of the surface <!; = «f i 
at the end points q = ± 1 is large compared to unity, i.e. 

fi 
»1. (11.27) 

The field on the surfac; { = fi may be obtained by applying the appropriate caustic 
corrections to eq. (11.21) (LEVY and KELLER [I960]). 

For a point source at ({0, 1) on the z-axis at a large distance from a long, thin spher- 
oid, such that 

^1 

; ii.28) 

the field at a point (i,, ?/ ,</>) on the surface of the spheroid and near the lip in the 
shadow region {c(\ +r\) : 1) is given by the asymptotic expansion (GOODRICH and 
KAZARWOFF [1963]): 

L^+r, ~ - ^ N^M^ i  i (_ i)'M!(-.r^t (n.29, 
rij r;0      (I-{i2)v(l-»7) II»O «=o\    4r/ 

where JV is the largest integer less than c, and 

1 ^ TAt2X€{n\)1']2m 

log[c{T-ir2)r L(4c)2-+1J    ' 

while in the shadow and near the shadow boundary (c(l +?;) > 1): 

(11.30) 

cc cc0(i~cr2K(i-^) 

«= o m = o L \\~n! c(4c)2n    \\+n! J 
(1131) 

If only the first residue contribution {n = 0) to the surface field is considered, then 
(GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963]): 

/ (r + r) ^ -       e,fl0 ^2-cos[c(l^)]eiiU X (--)2>*£-'".      (11.32) 

for c(I +>;) •< 1 (near tip in shadow), and 

r c1',:o 2 4 

-I 
m = 0 1  l-MMf' f  1 + n W        J ' 
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in the shadow and near the shadow boundary (c(l -1-^) > i), where 

/, = --.. h = Ti2+n), 
k k 

(11.34) 

The parameter L is approximately equal to the length of a geodesic between the tips 
of the spheroid, whereas ll and /i can be approximately identified with the geodesic 
path lengths between the field point anu those points of the shadow boundary which 
lie in the plane containing the field poi:4 and the z-a;'«. i^s shown in Fig. 11.3. Thus 
the various terms in series (11.32) and (I Li3) are eashy interpreted in terms of creep- 
ing waves (GOODRICH and KAZARINOFF [1963]). 

vo 
i'ii,^ »constant 

'A'i'V 

Fig. 11.3. Creeping wave interpretation. 

11.2.2. Plane wave incidence 

11.2.2,1, EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive r-ixis, such that 

r = exp{iA:(xsin; + 2C0s()}, (11.35) 

then (SENIOR [I960]): 

v$ =-2 1  ]U — SÜr^J *-(c' ^5-(c'cos ®s**lc> ücos m^   (11-36) 

On the surface ; = ^: 

^ir + P) - 7 ; -^ X   I^;-- „73.7---: S^cosOS^c.^cos^. 

(11.37) 

In the far field (^ -► GO): 

s =2i I  IT- ^-\is^c-cos ^s-{c-'''cos '"*•      (''•38) 

I'iio total ■.cMltfring cross section is 

»      *     ^2   r Dfi)/ 
(11.39) 
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1 ig. 11.6  Phase of back scattering coefficient S for end-on incidence (SENIOR Il%<>]). 
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For axial incidence (C = n): 

and on the surface { = {|: 
ao   ;n- I 1 z- 1 -SJC-I^M). (11.41) 

This last expression has been computed as a function of fj for selected values of c 
and (J,, and its amplitude and phase are shown in Fig. 11.4. In the far field (f -* oo): 

s-*iiWj:)SJ'-,)S-M (11.42) 

J ig  11.7. Normalized back scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SENIOR f 1966a]). 
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Fig. 11.8. Phase of forward scattering coefficient 5 for end-on incidence (SENIOR (1969)). 
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The bistatic cross section normalized to the geometrical optics back scattering cross 
section <Tr0i is shown as a function of 0 = arc cos rj in Fig. 11,5, for selected values 
of c<J, and of the length-to-width ratio. For the particular case of back scattering 
(ry = 1), arg S is ploUed as a function of c^ for selected values of f j in Fig. 11.6. 
Corresponding values of the back scattering cross section, normalized to <rg 0, are 
shown i i Fig. 1 i .7. For forward scattering (rj - -1), arg S is plotted as a function of 
cZt for selected values of ^ in Fig. 11.8. Corresponding values of the forward scatter- 
ing cross section, normalized to 

10 

to 

io9H 

KT- 

<r in) 

-[IcUrO] 
10 - 

''.. = ■#<!-'!] (11.43) 

0 
r 
2 

TT 
4 

cf. 
8 10 

Fig. 11.9, Normalimi forward scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SENIOR (1969)). 
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where A is the area of the geometrical shadow, are shown in Fig. 11.9. The total 
scattering cross section is: 

^^s^r^FT^i5^-^2-    (IL44) 
k2 «-o iV«, L,/C(c. f,)! J 

The total scattering cross sectio.. »ormalized to 2A is shown in Fig. 11.10. 
to3-, 

fO - 

2A 

10- 

1 

100: f 

' I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

Fig. 11.10. Normalized total scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SENIOR (1969]). 

ii:.:.:. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Tor incidence at an angle T with respect to the positive r-a\is. such that 

l' - cxp{i/.(.Ysin;-+rcos;}), (11.45) 

thei (\svisiAsand KLIISAIAN [l%71): 
\n - m    m        m        n 

{n~iii)\    t   o h   n  ,   u (Il.4aj »    «t   m    l) 
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where CJ%fi = C£hh and C*ktj is given by the recurrence relations: 

r*+. _ 2 [hih-l) j(j~l)rm 
^UKJ ~ 777 ".»~/"r ,,  "T;—r "'j.»-i,i- ,.—r ,-'.M-) + 

h(h + l)-j{j + i)l2h-\ 2/-J 

+ __^_._c(,M+1-   -__        C,,+,yJ (11.47) 

for h £ j and m = 0, 1, 2,.. .: 

for m = 0, I, 2,..., where £' indicates thit the term // = j is omitted from the 
summation; and 

^o.o.o — ^o.O' (11.49) 

iO,       for   m +j odd, 

-^(f.-cosOWl)^  ^('-{.^mf.-cosQ}   _ 
'r+,v..        wv.     '(;+/)! {i(m_j)}!{}(m+i+i)1!(?<{{|) 

for   m+yeven.        (11.50) 

In the far field (; -* x): 

S = ci    i(~icr^Pn)~*t   ictojPfacosIt, (11.51) 
n = o m^o (n- m)i   i   V J = 0 

Sorting from the exact scries solution. BURKE [!966a] has computed S through terms 
0(k6) for arbitrary angles of incidence and observation. 

For axial incidence (C = n)'- 

r~c">i  f (-if)-^'-^"'" v icit.jQWPjin).     (ii.52) 
«-Ö  M-O (/? — /»)I     h = 0   j = 0 

and in the far ticlJ (: -♦ x): 

5 = -c^i-nfii,,. (11.53) 
n     V 

where 

"-= - 1     '    '   ,    IC^PM (11.54) 
»«  <»   (M-;»?):    /  <• 

In particular (Si Mt>K [l%0|): 

"u - ^Pol'/K (11.55) 
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. m 
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] 

(11.56) 

(11.57) 

(II.5V) 

(11.59) 

(11.60) 

where P, = Pj(si) and Qj = ß^lsi). The radius of convergence of eq. (Ii.53), 
regarded as a power series in r^, is indicated in Fig. 11.11. 

o 
E 

Fig. 11.11. Radius of convergence of low frequency expansion for end-on incidence (SEMOR (1961J). 
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The back scattering cross section normalized to <7g.0. computed using seven and 
nine terms in the low frequency expansion (i.e. nm„ = 6 and 8) is shown for two 
typical Cises in Fig. 11.12, whereas the forward scattering cross section a(n) normal- 
ized to the quantity given in eq. (11.43), and computed using eight and ten terms 
in the low frequency expansion is shown for the same two typical cases in Fig. 11.13. 

11.2.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For the scattered field, no specific results are available for arbitrary incidence, but 
for axial incidence, such that 

r-e""1*1, (11.61) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (i, ?/, </>) located in the illuminated 
region {(i2_|)(|-Y) > (<*J-1) with ij <0} is: 

K;.0.= -exp{ic(f-;W)}[^ (11.62) 

where f and G are given by eqs. (11.15) and (11.17), and >/, is the positive root 
of cq. (11.18) with ;0= x>. In the geometrical shadow Kg0 =0. In the far field 
a - ^): 
V =     ^j-^-MpI-uif.^Cl+^+vWf-lKl-^XI-^)}]}. (11.63) 

-si 

In particular, if the observation point is on the r-axis (^ = 1): 

^--^r^!-,^-^. ("-64) 

and in the far field (4 -> x)): 

= _c(tf-l)      2ic,, 
V = - ^   e    • ("-65) 

so that the geometric.il optics back scattering cross section is: 

«v.. = 'J('.c
1-.,r')2- ni.eö) 

rV 

A more refined approximation, in which the dominant term in the asymptotic 
expression for the diffracted field is retained, is available only for the far back scat- 
tered field at end-on incidence (Livv and KIII.FR [1%0J). In this case (fj ^ I, s — / ): 

S - - e 11 +     , , exp 
2i. I    {ii-i^Ai'c-»,)^ 

Ji?r+2ii^| + 

Jo '  I-'/* -'o N \U\~n Ki-'DIJ' 
(11.67) 
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where 

a, =2.33810...,      Ai'(-ai) - 0.701 21 ,... (11.68) 

The total scattering cross section for end-on incidence (C = n) is (JONES [1957]): 

^T - ^2(^-l){l+0.9962[c(f1-^,)]"i); (11.69) 
k 

this results in a good approximation if 

c(tt~tV)>U (11.70) 

For broadside incidence (f = in), such that 

V1 = elkx, (11.71) 

the total scattering cross section is (JONES [1957]): 
„2 

^T - --^ v/^-l[l+0.99626(cv/(ff-l))-^ (11.72) 
k 

where 6 is the hypergeometric function: 

^ = 2/ri(-ii;i;?r2). (ii.73) 

The result (11.72) is a good approximation if 

cv/(^-l)>l. (11.74) 

Values of b for a few length-to-width ratios are tabulated in the following: 

major axis 
  =1:1 5:4 5:3 5:2 5:1 
minor axis 

b = I 0.874 0.761 0.673 0.608 

11.2.2.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface £ - ii is defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (rj, {?,, (l>i)by the equation 

(*- — \     \i 

ff-cos2^' 

and is such that 

ir-l:   K (n.76) 

i.o. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere r, ^^ a, the scattered 
Held may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this sphere. 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive r-axis, such that 

I' = exp |iA(vsin.>rcos:);, (11.77) 
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then 

1 
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«.-o n'm   {n + my. /», (fa) L it-1        -I 

x P:(COS C)/?(COS 0) cos m^ + OK^f -1)-J]> 

where 

(11.78) 

1        r(2n + l){n2 + n-l+m2) 
m'y>    kalCXka) L     (2«-l)(2n + 3) 

+ 

+ (« + m-l)(« + m) ^"(fa) Pr-2(cosO + 

2(2«-1)       e^fa)   ^(cosO 

+ («-ni + l)0i-m + 2) ^"(fea) /7+j<cos()- 
']■ 2(2n+3) ÄiV^fa)   f:(cosC) 

In the far back scattered field (r -» oo, Ö = »—J, (^ = TI): 

_     *    "     (n-m)!  (-1)"  r.,,     ...„  .       1        „.I 
S ~ I    I «„ —- '   ^T,-. -,   1(2« +!);.(««)- ^— aUO 

«.=o »=1»   (n+m)! n; (fea) L ^-l J 

x[p;(cosC)]^0[({?-l)-2]. 
For axial incidence (C = ^r): 

•■~ - ~ I 1!~')\ \(2n + l)Uka)+ ~--aUn)\h(
l,
,)(kr)PJicose) + m 

(11.79) 

where 

kahVUn 

(2W + l)(;r + fi-fl)+ «(«-!)   /i^M  + 

. (2M-1)(2« + 3)        :>(2W-lj CZM 

(«+!){«+ 2) /^'(fcfl) 
2(2« + 3)    /li^MJ' 

and in the far hack scattered field: 

11.3. Acoustically hard spheroid 

11.3.1. Point sounvs 

11.3 II. LXACT SOLI IIONS 

lor a point MUirce at r{)     (J,,. v.». 'At»). >»tteh that 

I ' 
e'tK 

(11.80) 

(11.81) 

1.82) 

[11.83) 

111.K4) 
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then (MORSE and FESHBACH [1953]): 

r+r - GO-, r0) = a f i£- toe «<)- ^^l Oc {<)] 

x R%(c, t>)Sj.c, nJSjc, t,) cos m(<t, - fa). (11.85) 

On the surface 4 = <5i: 

x Sm{ct ri0)Sjct rj) cos m(<t> - ^o). (11 -86) 

In the far field (<!;-► oo): 

x 5mi,(c, rjoJS^ic, //) cos m{(j>-(j>0). (11.87) 

When the source is on the positive z-axis (f/0 = I): 

V'+r = 2i£ J- [RUV. {.)- ^M'JRU>(r. {<)] 

x/l<J>(c,{>)SB.(c,l)SM(f^).      (11.88) 

In particular, if the field point is on the surface s = ^ : 

C' + r = -      2-_ f J- --1—- R»V. WSJf. DSJc. i,),       (11.89) 
c(^-l).=oN01, ^'(Cfi) 

whereas in the far field (^ -» M): 

ri + r = 2c^ J (-i)- rKnV( . ). ^^J^V.W] Sjc, DSU^r,). 
r{-=o  Noll   L Ä^^^i) -I (U90) 

11.3.1.:. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

General methods (e.g. AR and KLEINMAN [1966], NOBLE [1962], MORSE and 
FISHBACH [1953]) for the derivation o! terms in the low frequency expansion are 
applicable to this case; however, no specific results arc as yet available. 

11. VI.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at (i()% >;u, 0), such that 

V =        , (11.91) 
kR 

the gcomctriwal optics scattered field at a point (;, t]% ft> = 0 or n) located in the illu- 
minated region and in the plane containing tfie source and the j-axiN is: 
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where F, FQ» ^ an^ ^i were defined in Section 11.2.1.3. In the geometrical shadow 
KJo. = 0. If both source and observation points are on the z-axis (»;0 = // = 1), 

r exp{ic({o + f-2ii)}  ni93) 

in the illuminated region and zero in the shadow. 
A rnoij refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 

field is retained, is available only for the source on the z-axis. In this case 

y*~ v;,9.+vi (ii.94) 
where KJ.0< is given by eqs. (11^2, 15, 16, 17) and (LEVY and KELLER [I960]): 

r _ 2^exp{TVk}(s
g
lv^t

2-l))^  exp[(ic/{0)v{(^-l)(^-{?)}] 

^(4c)7/6       m - i\m - m2 - m - i2)T 

A/?ll[Ai(-W]2[l+exp{2^(l.-l)}], '   ' 
where 

,.(.,«.i(j--^4,tWv«we,vW-1B.j;v-s^-_-ä5, 
(11.96) 

Ulz) - «f-ijD^j-^xp lkT2+X,(li. -rj)]. (11.97) 

/»(•»j) = «?-»fJ)fr3-*exp [icr,+X*], (11.98) 

^ = ^.(»J.. -1)+^(»J3. -1).      £" = ^i. "Ja). (KW) 

.?* is to be chosen its»/+ {i > 0, and^ if i^ + fi < 0, 

r, = [«»»-s'.u^+WK^-iXi-^iVWf-iKi-fJ))}2]*.   (iiioo) 
y = 2, 3 and the ambiguity of sign in T is removed by choosing the minus sign if 
either y = 2, ory = 3 and {ij + {i ^0, and the plus sign if y = 3 and f^ + Ci < 0. 
The coordinates rj^ rj2 and rf^ are indicated in Fig. 11.2. Equation (11.95) is valid 
if the observation point is away from both the z-axis and the surface f = si. and if 
the product of the wave number k and the radius of curvature of the surface si = st 
at the end points v =» ± 1 is large compared to unity, i.e. 

^—^»1. (11.101) 
it 

The field on the surface i = «Ji may be obtained by applying the appropriate caustic 
corrections to eq. (11.95) (LEVY and KELLER [1960J). 
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For a point source (<J0,!) on the r-axis at a large dist^r.ce from a long, thin spheroid, 
such that 

il>U      dt»!,      ^il^«!, (11.102) 

the field a* a point ({|, if, <l>) on the surface of the spheroid and near the tip in the 
shadow region (c(l+^)<l) is given by the asymptotic expansion (GOODRICH and 
KAZARINOFF [1913]): 

K'+ r ~ ^- C0SM' t5)] i   i i- i)'nwmn,       (,,.,03) 
ci0      7(2(1-/;)} »t-o^ol    4c/ V 

where A^ is the largest integer less than c, and 

B-'\S^m-i7l)]T;       (iuo4) 

while in the shadow and near the shadow boundary (c(l +ri)> I): 

eWl+{o) 

c'QlJ-r,2]. 

- " (feT+v<1+,,j- (lU05) 

^, + V" -       -i-~.~T I   I lU [(-1)" (p      e-1^' +"+ 

{4c)2n     2     \UPI) 

If only the first residue contribution {n = 0) to the surface field is considered, then 

Ci0     ^{2(1-!})} m'O 

+ ^el«/i ^£.«) + 

for c(l +//) < 1 (near tip in shadow), and 

+j(i-{r,)|/-IV,'j+n",l.   (,i,io7) 

in the shadow and near the shadow boundary (c(l +7) > I), where 

/, = -%.      ', = ^(2+IJ).      L = 2
t-. (11.108) 

The parameter L is approximately equal to the length of a geodesic between the tips 
'^f the spheroid, whereas /, and /2 can be approximately identified with the geodesic 
path lengths between the field point and those points of the shadow boundary which 
lie in the plane containing the field and the r-axis, as shown in Fig. 11.3. Thus the 
various terms in series (II. 106) and (II. 107) arc easily interpreted in terms of creeping 
waves. 
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11.3.2. Plane wave incidence 

H ,3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive >axis, such that 

T = expfi^xsinC + zcosC)}, (11.109) 

then (SENIOR [1960]): 

^ = -21  i^—SH1!^^^-^^ (11110) 

On the surface i = <;.,: 

c(4t-l)«-0  n   «       iVmn  RL«^^) 

In the far field (* -♦ oo): 

5 = 2i £    X >- ^^Js^cosOS^^cosm*.     (11.112) 

SPENCE and GRANGER [1951] computed |Sl/(c{i) as a function of 0 = arc cos tj for 
;, - 1.005, 1.020, 1.044, 1.077 with £ = 0o(30o)90o, c = 1(1)3. 
The total scattering cross section is: 

*^f2i t f [SH^5^0080]2*     (,UI3) 

The total scattering cross section normalized to 2.4, where 

-4=i^V{«f->)(^-cos2C)} (11.114) 

is the area of the geometrical shadow, has been computed by SPENCE and GRANGER 

[1951] for selected values of d and J, and is shown in Fig. 11.14. 
For axial incidence (C = ^r): 

and on the surface >; = ^ : 

Amplitude and phase of the surface field are shown for typical values of c and »;, 
in Fig. 11.15. In the far field (i -> x>): 

s =2i I 1- Sr-H s-(c'" ^-^ •»)• (1' ■',7) 
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Fig. M. 14. Normalized total scattering cross section ^aTjA for (a) ^, = 1-005, (b) f, = 1.020, (c) 
^ « j.044 and (d) li = 1.077 (SPENCE and GRANGER [1951J). 

The bistatic cross section normalized to the geometrical optics back scattering cross 
section a%0 is shown as a function of 0 = arc cos t] in Fig. 11.16, for selected values 
of cix and of the length-to-width ratio. Computed results of |S|/(c{i) were given 
by SPENCE and GRANGER [1951], as previously mentioned. Using an integral equa- 
tion approach for his numerical computations, BRUNDRIT [1965] has plotted |S| as a 
function of Ö = arc cos q for clx - 1, 2, 3 and length-to-width ratios varying from 
1:1 to 5:1. For the particular case of back scattering^ = 1), arg S is plotted as a func- 
tion of clx for selected values of ^ in Fig. 11.17. Corresponding values of the back 
scattering cross section, normalized to <rf0i, are shown in Fig. 11.18. For forward 
scattering {f\ - - 1), arg S is plotted as a function of c^ for selected values of vj, 
in Fig. 11.19. Corresponding values of the forward scattering cross section, normal- 
ized to the quantity of eq. (11.43), are shown in Fig. 11.20. 
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Fig. 11.15. Amplitude and phase of surface field for end-on incidence with c  - 5.0 (SENIOR [1969 j). 
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Fig. 11.16. Bistatic cross section normalized to (7,0 as a function of 9 — arc cos >/, foi end-on in.idcii   • 
(SENIOR [1969]). 

rhe total scattering cross section is 

471» 1 r^i'M.) 
'^k^oS [iStlli^-0]2     (,u,8) 

The normalized cross section \<TTIA is shown for selected values of sJ, in Fig. 11.14 
and for selected length-to-width ratios in Fig. 11.21. BRUNDRIT [1965] has plotted ffr 

as a function of Csi(rsi < 8) for length-io-width ratios varying from 1:1 to 5:1. 

11.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive r-axis, such that 

r = exp{iA:(.vsinC + zcosO}, (11.119) 

then (ASVESTAS and KLEINMAN [1967]): 

« = 0 m 0 (n — m)\   1 = 0 fc = o y = o 
20) 
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Hg. 11.17.  Phase of back scattering coefficient S for end*on incidence (SENIOR 11969]), 
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Fig. II. IK. Normalized buck scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SENIOR {19691). 
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Fig. 11.20. Normalized forward scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SINIOR ll%6cjL 

where C*ktJ = CJj,* and C"fcj is given by the recurrence relations: 

'l.h.J 

. (j+iKj+i+i) 
Lift.,C'--^- 2/:v

c'-^-4 

{h+\)(h+i+\) 

2; + 3        C,'Mn"        2V+3        C'>r,i (11.121) 

for h # ; and m = 0, 1, 2. . . .; 
m* I /if, 

cTV, = -V^.^'^cr^U i ^f-- C ,+ 47;',      (n.i::t 
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Fig. 11.21. Normalized total scattering cross section for end-on incidence (SENIOR [1969]). 

for m = 0, 1, 2,.,., where X' indicates that the term h = ; is omitted from the sum- 
mation; and 

CS.o.o = <o = 0, (11.123) 

Ali^il       for   m+jodd. 

uH'"-;)}!{K"'+j+i)rßjUc,) U+0! 

I L \ ij-cosi, / 

\ {,-COSv /J 

-f 
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it sin C 

-(a/)o>/-.)pr-l
1(7J,^)l- 

.(„.JXj.,+,)|P.,Vl(..^). 

-0-.,.,xJ-,+^(i^))]j,   ,«, mW even. 

In the far field ({ -* oo): 

\FI      fft      fft IFI 

S = cf    X(-iO"(f;—^-1   I^o.^Wcos^. (11.125) 
11=0 m = o (n~'?i)!   /=ü j=o 

Starting from the exact series solution, BUP.KE [1966b] has computed 5 through terms 
0(k6) lor arbitrary angles of incidence and observation. 

For tixial incidence (C = n): 

^«c^f    li-kY^l^i   tcSth,jQkit)Pjb),     (11.126) 

and in the far field ({ -► x): 

»i = 0 

where 

".= -Z^^.IQo,,/'Xi)- 
m = o   (n-w)I   ;=0 

In particular (SENIOR [I960]): 

"o = "i = 0, 

"2 = l~PiW+[--~PMl 3e; 
"3  = 0, 

9Öi 

(11.127) 

(11.128) 

(11.129) 

(11.130) 

(11.131) 

75e;       8ii5Q^   oil       75C;IO;   e;   ) 

3 1175 ßj,     nQo\Qo     2ßi      7lJ 
(11.132) 

(11.133) 
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where P] = P](ii) and Q) - Q'^i)- The radius of convergence of eq. (11.127), 
regarded as a power series in c^, is indicated in Fig. 11.22. The back scattering 
cross section normalized to (r|0 computed using seven and nine terms in the low 
frequency expansion (i.e. wm„ - 6 and 8) is shown for two typical cases in Fig. 11.23, 

u 
K 
o 
6 

10 10 

Fig 11.22. Radius of convergence of low frequency expansion for end-on incidence (SENIOR [1961]). 

whereas the forward scattering cross section a{n) normalized to the quantity given 
in eq. (11.43), and computed using eight and ten terms in the low frequency expansion 
is shown for the same two typical cases in Fig. 11.24. 

11.3.2.3. H^OH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For the scattered field, no explicit results are available for arbitrary incidence, but 
for axial incidence, such that 

K1 ^e"'*1, (11.134) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (*;, ^, ^) located in the illuminated 
region {(£2-1)(1-V) > (^-l) with r; < 0} is: 

^■-«'«"-«"■»[(^KiSX1*^)]''    ("■'JS, 

where Fand G are given hy eqs. (11.15) and (11.17), and ^ is the positive root of 
eq. (11,18) with Co = oo. In the geometrical shadow Vl

%0 = 0. In the far field 
(; - x): 

'V-'^^^{-^xn^^^^-m-^^m^ (n.i36) 
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fig. 11.24. Normalized forward scattering cross section at end-on incidence for 10 : 1 and 2 : I 
spheroids (ASVESTAS and KLEINMAN [1967]). 

la particular, if the observation point is on the r-axis (tj - 1); 

and in the far field (s -> :c): 

1 - 

(11.137) 

(1I.13S) 

so that the geometrical optics back scattering cross section is still given by eq. (11.66). 
A more rclincd approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the ditVractcd 

held is retained, is available for the surface field and for the back scattered held. 
In both cases 

r = i.'o.+ •;,'• (ii.i-t9) 
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On the surface i = i, (Ltvv and KELLER [I960]): 

y,   {| y exp ^0. i?)-! exp jXjCl. -0+^(0, -J)] 
"     [(tf-VKl-l2)]*-''      ÄAi(-/?.){!+exp [2^(1.-1)]} 

where Rfaß) is given by eq. (11.96).  In the far back scattered field (^ = I, 
; -* oo) (LEVY and KELLER [I960]): 

+ 
if,      l_   («f-O^CAK-A)]2     L 

(11.141) 
where 

/?! = 1.01879...,       Ai(-^1) = 0.53565.... (11.142) 

If we require that the diffracted field contribution in eq. (11.141) be at most one fifth 
of the geometrical optics contribution, the following inequalities must be satisfied 
(CRISPIN et al. [1963]): 

li/v'tfr-D       !      10:1 8:1 5:1 2:1 4:3 

cSi ^ 575 375 160 33 14 

c^\-mxXi 5.75 5.86 6.40 8.25 10.05 

The total scattering cross section for end-on incidence (C = n) is (JONES [1957]): 

ffT~¥(tf-1){l-0.8640[c(f1-£r,)r*}; (11.143) 

this result is a good approximation if 

ctf, -{r')>1- (11144) 

For broadside incidence (s = {n)y such that 

V{ «c1**, (11.145) 

the total scattering cross section is (JONES [1957]): 

aT - • ,   ;,\;F-1 [I-0.8640I,)(C\«;I-1)H]. (11.146) 

where h is the hypergeomctric function of eq. (11.73); the result (11.146) is a good 
approximation if 

(v ({?-!)> 1. (M.147) 

Values of/? for a few lengtivio-width ratios arc tabulated at the end of Section 11.2.2.3. 
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11.3.2.4. SH\PE APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface £ = £t is defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (rj» #1, 0i) by the equation 

Mi - cos-o i/ 
and is such that 

(JM»1, {iU49) 

i.e. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere r. = at the scattered 
held may ta expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this sphere. 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive r-a\is, such that 

r - exp{ifc(xsin:-fzcosC)}, (11.150) 
then 

m=o «=«   (ft + m)l/ijl,(fea) L Ci-l J 

x A*''{itrjOcos OOcos 0) cos m<t> + 0[(^ -1)*"2], (11.151) 

where 

b   n 1 ((2W+j)[M2(n24-n^l + ^)^2(« + I)2-m2(«2 + «-^]^ 

+ (/ifm-{)(n + m)(/c2t72-fi2 + n-h2) ^^ö) /?,2(cosC) 

2(2«-ir ~ h£'z{ka)  K(cosO' 
+ (« - m + 1 )0i - m + 2)(feV ~ «2 - 3«) hi^{ka) P^ 2(cos 0) (j n 52) 

'2(2/1 + 3) ' " ^V2(M   P^cosC) ) 

In the far back scattered field (r -► oo, Ö = ^-f, 0 = TT): 

s - I i s
0'-:--j-; j^'/-- r^+iw.^)- c2

, ud 
r»=o « m    (ii + m): A),'(fca) L {f-l J 

x[P:(cosC)]2 + 0[(^-l)-2].      (11.153) 

For axial incidence (C = Tr): 

P 

where 

»=o ft;"(*,•«) L {f-1        J 
xft<"(^)P„(coS0) + O[(s

e:-l)-2],      (11,154) 

Mr)= I ((2/Hl)[(kfl)V + «->)-«2(" + l)s] + 

"" '      (A(()X"(«.")I (2/»+3){2n-l) 

+ n(fl-l)(fcV-«2 + M+2) fti"(fc«)     (n+l)(n + 2)(A'a2-«--3«) h["'{ka) 
2'2n-l) ftl-'^M 2(2n + 3) ftiVi(M 

(11.155) 
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and in the far back scattered field: 

»    (-1)" S ~ ^ duvTl r^^D^/ca)- --A- bjn)] +0[({f-l) 
n«o/i!,u(lca) L ii-l        J 

-2 ].    (11.156) 

11.4. Perfectly conducting spheroid 

11.4.1. Dipole sources 

11.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Results are available only in the case ot a dipole on the r-axis and axially oriented. 
For an electric dipole at (cc, ^0 = 1) with moment {4mlk)t, corresponding to 
an incident electric Hertz vector UxkRl{kR), such that 

then (BKLKINA [1957]): 

v((9
c
0-l)« = 0 PinNln L 

(^/f\^){Ä;/1K
;(cT-l)} '^    ; RUXc.^ysUcn). (ii.i58) 

On the surface >; = <!;,: 

2A'2y             ß               1                           1 
H*-\-H* = — ——• VT —i^n -—    ——- - - ~ 

*   *' ' c, KC]-i)(^-ni n%y    P^N,, (m^R^ic,^Mff-o} 
xR'ÜictoKJi:,,). (11.159) 

In the far field (if -> x>): 

elci     i^Y       ' 1 

If the dipole i> oil the -.urface (.,"„ ~ ,',); 

RWcVSjcq) 2k2 Y     r I 

II' als) the observation point i^ on the surface (i —si): 

5,„{c,^). 

(11.160) 

(11.161) 

(11.162) 
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whereas in the far field ({ -► oo): 

HL + Hl - — -~- V (-1)"-   1  S^£l!!L      .       (11.163) 

HATCHER and LEITNER [1954] have computed the quantity 

| ^ y(-.\)n_ A  __ ^ifi(^r) j        /JJ i£A\ 

for c = 1,2 and 3 with ^ = 1.005, 1.020, 1.044 and 1.077. BELKINA (I957J has 
obtained the shape of the radiation pattern for c = 0.9804, 3, 5 and 7 with {, = 
1.000801, 1.005037, 1.02, 1.154700 and 1.341641. 

For a magnetic dipole at (^o»;/o ~ 0 w»^ moment (An/k)^ corresponding to 
an incident magnetic Hertz vector feifcR/(A'/?), such that 

£j = E; - /y; = o, 
(11.165) 

then 

£;+£; = - -24-=- K-i)'"1 — 

x fac, {<)- 5;'(f' J'J «<>, {jl /l<V(f. f>)S Jc. „).        (11.166) 

On the surface i — d: 

"    " ' cV{(^-0«MKd-'»2)}-^   '    P,:NU OcW ^ '  , „„ 
(11.167) 

in the far field (;r -► oo): 

p'f*    -'>I-27    ' i 

x T/O^u)- ^{''i'^uk.fo)! Sln(f,l?). (11.168) 

If the dipole is on the surface (sö - l\), the electromagnetic field components are 
identically zci\> everywhere. 

11.4 1.:. LOW »RFOUFNCY APPROXIMATIONS 

A genera! procedure for the determination of successive terms in the low frequency 
expansion of the scattered field has been given by Sn VLNSON [1953a]; however, no 
*pecsfk results are available. 
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11.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical and physical optics approximations to the scattered field 
are derivable by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 

11.4.2. Plane wave incidence 

M.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For arbitrary direction of incidence,, the coefficients in the vector wave function 
expansion of the scattered field must be determined from an infinite set of infinite 

Fig. 1 i.25. Normali/t\l biick scattering cross section at ciul-on inciilencc for a 10 : 1 spheroid (Sncitu 
elal. (I956J). 

systems of equations (RIITLINGI.R [1957]); no specific results have been found. In 
the particular case of end-on incidence (C = ^r), the coetlicients may be obtair »i| by 
the inversion of a single infinite matrix (SCHULTZ [!l>5()]): this method has been 
used to compute ff <Tg.0. for a 10:1 spheroid at selected values of cvj;, (SIIGIL et al. 
|1956]), as shown in Fig. 11.25. 

Experimental data for back scattering and bistalic cross sections are available only 
lor isolated values of the parameteis involved (see Si.i AIOR [1964]). One of the more 
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complete sets is for end-on incidence on a 2:1 spheroid (MOFFATT and KENNAUGH 

[1956]), and is shown in Fig. 11.26. MOFFATT [1965] has measured the back scatter- 
ing cross section as a function of f for a 2:1 spheroid with c^ = 1.0(0.5)9.0; his 
results for two values of c^ are shown in Fig. 11.27. 

3H 

^.0- 

H 

eBackground Nulling Dato 
•Target Motion Data 

Theoretical 

I ig. ! 1.26. Measured back scattering cross section for end-on incidence on a 2:1 spheroid (Mmmi 
and KENNALGJI [19651). 

11.4.2.2. LOW FREQUHNCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Using the general procedure for the determination of the low frequency expansion 
given by SHVINSON [1953a], explicit results have been obtained for the far field 
corresponding to a plane wave incident in an arbitrary direction and with 
arbitrary polarization such that 

(11.169) 
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^.üb 
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y^X 
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-9ft — 

0^ = 9.0 

9981 MHi 

-«U "" '        1       > 
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C, digr«es 

Fig. 11.27. Measured back scattering cross section normalized to the square of the wavelength 
(in db) as a function of the angle of incidence, for a 2 : 1 spheroid with either H[(—- -) or EH ) 

parallel to the plane of incidence (MOFFATT 11965]). 

where (/, w, /?), (/,,/;?,, «j) and (/2, n^. fh) are three sets of direction cosines satis- 
fying the relations 

M + m^ + n,* = (/2* + w2i? + H2*) A (ISt + mf + nz), 

Izt + nhP + ni* = (Mt + mP + ni) A (/,je + m^ + n^) 

The scattered electric field in the far zone may be written as: 

(11.170) 

-e 
kr 

^    ^  f/     cWcosö)       .   /7(cost/)\ 
. = o n-i L\ 00 sin 6   / 

+ k rPJ(cos 0) 
fo 

- moLM 
P:(cosO)v : 

sinO 
j sin m0   , :ii.i7i: 

K ;• m = 0 «I  L \ do 

Ocos <0 
^ 

-f ma„ 
PTlcosO) 

sin 0 

P^icos 0)\ , *x /|cos/>}04- 
%\\\Q   J 

1 I sin m^> | , (11.172) 

where (r, 0, c/)) are the spherical polar coordinates of the observation point and the 
incident electric field has unit amplitude. Expussions have been worked out (Sir- 
VKNSON [1953b]) for the coellicients ofmB. jimn, a^ and /?mn through terms 0(A5). 
Hxplicitly, 

3tMJ = fc^', + Ä:5L,, (11.173) 

7o: = -U^A/. + A/,-:^,), (11.174) 

*<>, - ~>Lk\r*K^ (11.175) 

7M ^ k'K.U'L,. (11.176) 

x,, - U%, (11.177) 
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aij — *"9oo* d Kx% 

/?22=U5N3, 

11.4 

(11.178) 

(11.179) 

(11.180) 

(11.181) 

(11.182) 

(11.183) 

with all other coefficients zero through 0(^5). The corresponding "barruT quantities 
are obtained by "barring" the Kj, Lj, Mj and A^J = 1,2 or 3. The KJ.LJ, Afj and 
Nj and their "barred" analogues are complicated functions of the direction and polari- 
zation of the inciuent field, and of the spheroid parameters, and their expressions are 
given by (STEVENSON [1953b], SENIOR [1966b]): 

Pi 1   ,!*l    i-1 

K2=- iVrf3 m, 
QV 

P0 

^3   -   U^^l   "o' 
Ql 

(11.184) 

(11.185) 

(11.186) 

..^.ö(,,[22.S(,.w,^(ä.|).?|]t3..,), 

^-»'.•■''•iSh'(»'!"*)^(g-|- 5oe'.n 

3   Q\ 

'-■",-'*%Kl4+5","":'-4C-e;)+'81j- 
L (?? Ö2J 

U, = r. />; P- 

Ar»  =  4.Wo''5"" 

640^'    or/;//;/.  -,;/;,)    ; - //, , 
L Q: (?vJ 

Ö: 

•V. :H,,^5[ (m«, +/»», 
0 

»I'-I 

5/, 
e! 

(11.187) 

+ 5fi/2j , 

(11.188) 

(11.189) 

(11.190) 

(11.191) 

(11.192) 

(11.193) 
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^*4*5m>B' 
^3 ^jh^ilmt+mU-l, 

(11.194) 

(11.195) 

where the argument of the Legendre functions is ^. The constants Kj, Lj, Kfj and 

Nj are obtained from the corresponding unbarred quantities by making the substitu- 
tions 

(/,, w,,«l)^(/2,m2,n2), 

(/i.m2,M2)-* -(/,,/»!,«,), 

and by replacing the Legendre functions with their first derivatives and vice versa. 

In the particular case of end-on incidence, such that 

(11.196) 

cqs. (11.171) and (1M72) reduce to: 

Jkr « dPl
n(cm9) . JJ   ?'((- 0) 

dO 

(11.197) 

£s = 
kr 

£  I"/     dPl
H{co%9)    B   P;(cosÖ)\       ,« 

1 = 1 L\ dO s\n6   J 

(hJ^UtJ*^)™**],      (11.198) 
\ ^ö sin Ö   / J 

with 

cn .-i^j[1-V(22-.«f)]. 

*li-™1 lei5 er)' 
P1 

_ _2_„5 ^1 
13 - e7Sc   np 

^■i'jsi:['-v^-.«|'-«e
e')] 

P1 

P 1 3   - 0 7 5 (      _ ,- ' 

(11.199) 

(11.200) 

(11.201) 

(11.202) 

(11.203) 

(11.204) 

where the argument of the Legendre functions is z^ and all other coeflicicnts arc 

zero through 0(r ). 
By retaining only the dominant term 0(c*) in eq. (11.198), and specialising to the 

case 0 =: 0, we obtain the Rayleigh back scattering cross section (STRUM [1897]): 
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'<«.) Pia*)1 
1   ~L4j6 ff - &nk\l 

QWii)   ßl«,) 
(11.205) 

A numerical approximation to eq. (11.205) has been proposed by SIEGEL [1959] in 
the form: 

a-^v^^-v/ii^r^y, (11.206) 

where v = i^3<Ji({J-l) is the volume of the spheroid. 
The dominant term of the near-zone (AT < 1) field for both axial (C = n) and 

broadside (f = ]«) incidence has been given by Lord Rayleigh (STRUTT [1897]). 

11.4.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a wave of arbitrary polarization incident from the half-plane 0 = 0 at an 
angle f with the positive r-axis, the geometrical optics bistatic cross section in the 
direction (0 « arc cos /;, 0 = 0) is (CRISPIN et al. [1959]): 

<Vo.(fl) = niidi.r \       -^T-J ^ (11.207) 
Ur-cos2(Kf-ö))j 

For axial incidence (C = n), the back scattering cross section is 

»,.,. = «T,...(0)-nr^?^l,) (11.208) 

whereas in a direction arbitrarily close to forward scattering (0 -> TT): 

*,...(") = «(i^,)2- (11.209) 

An expression for the physical optics bistatic cross section is available for a receiver 
in the plane containing the direction of incidence and the z-axis (SIEGEL et al. [1955]), 
viz. 

1-2 -2!^Usi!^1 {11.210) 
2M M2 J 

<Vo.(0) = *t.M 

where 

M = fsin(J(C + ö))v[cf-cos2(i(f-^))}; (11.211) 

this result is only valid if J and 0 satisfy the condition: 

,ani(C+ö).-2^r50J.Ä-0)). (,,.2,2) 
sin(C-ö) 

A more refined approximation, in which an a- ymptont expression for the ditl'racted 
Held is retained, is available only for the far back scattered field with axial incidence 
{fj = I. i ■■* x, ;' = n). If this case, if 

E1 -ie'^.       H' = -yVe  i*:1 (11.213) 
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then (LEVY and KELLER [I960]): 

5 = ~ ^LZV^'' fl+2(ic)^«Mr* 

xexp Uitt + 2'ici, 4 2ic I   j/?1-"!^. ^1 

-Kl(.«(-/'r)r'»p(ap(ä'«)«'/ii{aiy«'-i)i' 

where *i9ßi, Ai'(-«i) and Ai(-^,) are defiacd in eqs. (11.68) and (11.142). 
The total scattering cross section for end-on incidence (C = n) is (JONES (1957]): 

"r--^- ({f-iMi+o.oeöiWf.-r')]"*}: (»-215) k 

this result is a good approximation if 

^(fi-ir1)»!. 01-216) 

For broadside incidence (C = in), the total scattering cross section is 

er „ 2IL f, VfM{l +(cViM)"'J[0.93015-0.86406]} (11.217) 

if £' is parallel to the r-axis, and 

^r - 2nC
2  ii s^f' I! I v t^s^^7)-*[0.9301i5(l -fr2)-0.86406]} (11.218) 

if //' is parallel to the r-a-iii (JONES [1957]); the quantity B is the hypergeometric 
function 

h-iFtihi'^lii*), 01.219) 

whereas h is given by eq. (11.73). In particular., one has thw foilow'ng numerical 
values: 

major axis 
=1:1       10:9        5:4 5:3        5:2        5:1 

minor axis 

I0.930l/>   O.HMOh]   -■ I 0.136 0.204        0.336       0.442       0.535 

[0.9301^(1    I,«)   OMAOh]      1 0.0139    -0.0932    -0.242    -0.361    -0.458 

The results (11.217) and (11.218) are good approximations if 

<Vtff-l)>l. (11.220) 
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! 1.4.2.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface ^ = ^ i > defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (ri? 0,, ^J by the equation 

and is such that 

r' ^a (^y *' 
{f-i>i. 

(11.221) 

(11.222) 

i.e. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere ^ = ay the scattered 
field may be expressed as a perturbation of the .Nation for this sphere. 

The scattered field corresponding to an incideni wave with arbitrary polarization 
a^d whose direction of propagation forms an angle £ with the positive r-axis has been 
derived by MUSHIAKE [1956]. For the particular case of back scattering, the cross 
sections o^ and aL corresponding to an incident electric field respectively parallel 
and perpendicular to the plane of the direction of propagation and the z-axis are: 

where 

+ 0[({f-l)-2],     (11.223) 

tn~kah{
n
x\ka), (11.224) 

the prime indicates the derivative with respect to ka, and (MUSHJAKE [1956]): 

^   S /i" mPJCcos C) * ... j ri ÖPTCcos C) /2w. 
m = 0   n^m l^n SlU ^ i-r« L^/ ^C 

1 Pr{cos4).lB 

vi     sin { 
+ i"  ^(COSC) v,:' 

C. Of 

. /{/+!) 4M1 dPTicos C)      «  m2Pr(cos f)  Jwj 

(Ä:a)        I       f\ (,, sin (, 
(11.225) 

-4^ is obtained from A^ by interchanging mPficos C)/sin s und  -T^lcos cV^C with 
/ = // or/in eq. (11.225), 

(0 sin 0 
1   ■ ■••: '^'^sin^M^ 

Jo \ CO    r 

!>;"=: M\     "" /^'f    '' !>:] shy 0<\(K 
Jt] \ CO CO      ' 

fir = M 1   '^ /T'»«n2^sin^d^ 

(11.226) 

(11.227) 

(I1.22S) 
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M =£. 
(2n + l)(w-m)!(2/+l)(/-m)l 

(11.229) 
M(w4-l)(n + m)!/(/ + l)(/+m)! 

The normalized back scattering cross section at end-on incidence is ^hown tor a 5:4 
spheroid in Fig. 11.28. 

Fig. 11.28. Normalized back scattering cross section for a 5 : 4 spheroid at end-on incidence 
(MUSHIAKE [1956]). 
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CHAPTER 12 

THE WIRE 

O. EINARSSON 

The geometrical shape coiresponding to a thin wire is a finite circular cylinder 
whose cross section is small compared to ^ts length and to the wavelength. The con- 
tribution to the scattered field fron; the end surfaces of the cylinder is assumed to 
be negligible. The wire may, for example, be either a thin-walled tube or a solid 
cylinder with plane end-caps. 

The thin wire concepr is meaningful only for acoustically soft or perfectly conduct- 
ing cylinders. The acoustically soft wire may be treated by the same methods as the 
perfectly conducting wire (WILLIAMS [1956]); however, no specific results are available. 
Furthermore, the existing formulae for the perfectly conducting wire are limited to 
plane wave incidence. 

Thin wire formulae can be considered as combinations of low frequency and 
resonance region expansions (sometimes extending up inio the high frequency 
region). The oldest approach, which we will call "the integral equation method", 
is to obtain solutions by iterations applied to the linearized integral equation of 
HALLEN [1938]. We give only a few formulae related to this method, and for a more 
complete account the reader is referred to the book by KING [1956]. 

The scattering cross section may be expressed as a functional which is stationary 
with respect to small changes in the current distribution on the wire. This approach 
was introduced by TAI [1951], and will be called 4*the variational method" 

For the case of a finite thin-walled tube, theie exists an exact solution of the matter- 
ing problem expressible as an infinite sum of traveling waves (HALLEN [1961], 
EINARSSON [1963]). [n liie thin wire case, each term in the sum can be expanded 
asymptotically and the resulting sum can be expressed in closed form (EINARSSON 

[1969]). Wt designate this and related methods t4the direct method", 

12.1. Thin wire geometry 

The geometry of the wire and the orientation of the incident plane electromagnetic 
wave arc shown in Fig. 12.1. 

The incident wave is linearly polarized with the electric field vector in the plane 
of the direction of propagation and the wire axis; this is no limitation since only 
the component of the electric field parallel to the wire contributes to the far field 
scattering. 

472 
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Although the results are derived for wires of circular cross section, they are also 
valid for non-circular cross sections provided that the cylinder radii.s a is replaced 
by an equivalent radius (HALLEN [1938], FLAMMER [1950]). This equivalent radius is 

z.'-f 2-0 >    z.| 

Fig. 12.1. Thin wire geometry. 

equal to the radius of an infinite circular cylinder that in conjunction with a distant 
concentric conductor has the sarmt capacitance per unit length as an infinite cylinder 
of the given cross section; Venues for some simple geometries are given in Fig. 12.2. 

CROSS 
SECTION 

k—d-^ 
m*. 

k~-d—1 
A Ü 

EQUIVALENT 
RADIUS (d ♦b)/ 2 d/4 0.42d 0 59d 

Fig. 12.2. Equivalent wire radii. 

Su and GERMAN [1966] have computed the equivalc^ t radii for a number of More 
complicated shapes employing an approximate formula given by UDA and MUSHIAKE 

[1954]. 
The following notation will be used throughout the chapter: 

/. - iA7 = TT//;., 

7 =0.577 215 664 9.. .       (Euler's constant), 

>(3) = £ -, = 1.202 056 903.... 

(12.1) 

«=1 n 

Various special functions arc defined and discussed in Section 12.6. For a plane 
incident wave of unit amplitude 

hi - cxp (- ikr($'in 0 sin Ö0-fcos 0 cos ö0)}, 

the scattered far licld is written as 

kr 

(112) 

12.3) 
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12.2. The average back scattering cross section 

The average back scattered return for arbitrary angle of incidence and polariza- 
tion is defined as 

3.1* 3 r*" 
-     ^)si 
Ojrt 

sin Odd, (i2.4) 

where <T(0) is the back scattering cross section related to the polarization of the 
incident wave shown in Fig. 12.1, and is defined by eq. (12.21). Whereas the cross 
section of eq. (12.4) is specified by the component of the scattered field parallel to 
the incident field, the corresponding cross section specified by the perpendicular 
component is id. 

The average cross section has been calculated by Chu (see VAN VLECK et al. 
[1947]) by assuming a simple current distribution along the wire and determining its 
magnitude by equating the real power calculated at the wire surface to that in the 
far field (EMF method). For resonant wires (/ = ink; n = 1, 2, 3,...), the result is 

g _   3  2nL~j-H31og4L + 3y-log2 . 

X2     16n (y + log4L)2 

For long wires, Chu gives a non-resonant formula (VAN VI.ECK et al. [1947]): 

ä       3 27rL-l 
A2     16?r 7c2+4(y+logiJca) 2 ' 

(12.6) 

which does not predict any oscillations in the cross section as a function of wire 
length. 

The result 

c- L6 

)} "457r{log(2//ii)-l}2, 
(12.7> 

which  is valid for short wires (/.. ^ 0.3), has beer obtained by VAN VLECK et al. 
[1947] by means of the integral equation method. 

For longer wires (I ^ \n\ VAN VLECK et al. [1947] give: 

^ =   3-{(r2 + r'2)(27r/.~l) + (G'2 + G'2)[2^-l+y + log4L + 
/.*      16/1 

-K/r-ML log 2) sin 2L4-(i-2y-2 log 4L) cos 2L~(log 2) cos 4L] 4- 

4-(//'2-l-//"2)[2^~l+r-f-leg4L"-(rt+4Llog2)sin2L4 

+ (2 log 4L4-2y-i) cos 2L-( og 2) cos 4L]+ 

■f (G'//'f C'7/")[8L(log 2) cos 2L - sin 2L] + 

+ (r6'+f"G")[77rsinL-2(y + log4L)cosL-2(log2)cos3t] + 

4-(r//'4-r7/")[ncosL-2(v'f-log4L)sinL+2(log2)sin3L]}, (12.8) 
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where 

F'-4-- (,2-9) 

ß= -2y-2log(Ufl), (12.11) 

WL)      _n_r.l 
fz(L)+I2(L)     2Q 

iH(L) 
nL)+£2{L) 

G'=       i^'       -JLc". (12.12) 

C"=    5 
7-^       , (12.13) 

H'=    i    i^zW _*_„", (12.14) 

//"=    2    Fl^W , (12.i5) 

^(x) = J« sin .x+(l-iy-i log L-ß) cos x, (12.16) 

5(x) = Ky + Jog^sin.Y-iTrcosx. (12.17) 

Computed values based on eqs. (12.5), (12.6) and (12.8) are shown in Fig. 12.3. 

12.3. The back scattering cross section 

The back scattering cross section has been derived by VAN VLECK et al. [1947] 
using the integral equation method, and results for normal incidence are given by 
DIKE and KING [1952]. Higher order terms are given by LINDROTH [1955], and one 
of Lindroth's graphs is shown in Fig. 12.6. The curves by VAN VLHCK et al. [1947] 
and by DIKE and KING [1952] are reproduced in KING [1956]. No formulae related 
to the integral equation method will be given here because the results obtained by the 
variational and direct methods are no more complex and seem to be at least as reliable. 

The functional for the far field, 

1 
/(z)/(r')A'(z-r')dzdz' 

_ _J-W-if  

L J-u 

(12.18) 

where 

\        rzV k kR 
(i:.i9) 
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lOr- 

0 75- 

0 5- 

025- 

Fig. 12.3. Average back scattering cross section: (a) integral equation method (VAN VLECK et al. 
(1947]) for //« - 900 ( ),  l/a - 450 ( ) and l/a = 225 ( );   (b) integral equation 

method (VAN VLECK et al. [1947]) for la -= 900 (    - -), Chu non-resonant formula ( ). 

and 
R = xf[{z-zf+a2}. 

m   i 
, ■» 

- \S(0, of. 

(12.20) 

(12.21) 

is used by TAI [1951] to calculate a first order approximation to the cross section: 
although the integral equation related to eq. (12.18) does not possess an exact solu- 
tion, the validity of the numerical results is not affected. The trial function for the 
current distribution is (TAI [1951]): 

l{:) - /0{cos k: cos (L cos tf)-cos /. cos (kz cos ())+ (12.22) 

-M[sin AT sin {L cos 0)~sin L sin (kz cos 0)]], 

where the arbitrary constant /0 does not affect the value of the cross section, and the 
constant A is determined by the condition fSCA - 0. When eq. (12.22) is substituted 
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into eq. (12.18) and approximations valid for small ka are made, one finds: 

SCM)*!^ + -), 02.23) 
MV    yJ 

where 

gc = —— [4 cos 0 cos2 (L cos 0) sin L-(l -fcos2 0) sin (2L cos 0) cos L- 
smlO 

-2Lcos0s\n20cosLl     (12.24) 

0s =  [4cosösin2(LcosO)cosL-(l+cos2^)sin(2Lcos0)sinL + 
sin 20 

+ 2Lcos0s'm20smLl     (12.25) 

yc = cos2 L{ - I +cos 2L cos (2L cos ö) + cos Ö sin 2L sin (2L cos ö) + 

+ i[sin 2Lcos (2Lcos Ö)-cos (?cos2L sin (2Z,cos0)]J- 
l+cos2Ö 3S   Ö 1 

--— cos2 L cos (2L cos ö)+sin 2L sin (2L cos 0) 
2 L  cos' 

x[/l(2/. + 2/.cos0)-^(2^-2Lcos0)] + 

+ cos2(Lcos0)/1(4L)-i[21og(2//ö)-/l(2L + 2Lcos0)-/l(2L-2Lcos0)] 

x !  L sin2 0+ . -     sin (2L cos 0)   cos2 L-sin 2L cos2(L cos 0)   , 
IL cos2 (/ J J 

(12.26) 

7,  = sin2 Z.{ - I + cos 2L cos (2L cos 0) + cos 0 sin 2L sin {2L cos 0) + 

+ :os2 0     -. 1 :- — sin2 L cos (2L cos 0)-sin 2L sin (2L cos 0) 
% 0 J 

; i[sin 2/. cos (2£ cos 0)-cos0cos2^ sin (2Z.cos 0)]} + 
"H-cos2Ö . 2 

i L cos2 

x[A{2L + 2Lcö$0)-A{2L~2LcohO)]'t sin2 (LcosO)A{4L)- 

-il2\og (ll/a)- A(2L+2L cos 0)- A{2L~2L cos 0)] 

sin2 L + sin2Lsin2(Lcos0) , .   .2/1     H-cos20 .   _f L sm* 0 ,       sin (2L cos 0) 
cos20 

with 

/4(JC) - Cin(.v)-iSi(.v), 

(12.27) 

(12.28) 

and Cm (A) and Si (.v) are defined by cqs. (12.68) and (12.66). Computations bised 
on eqs. (12.23) to (12.27) are shown in Figs, 12.4 and 12 5, and are compared with 
the results of the direct irrthod (see Section 12.4). Comparisons between the direct 
method and experimental data are given in Fig. 12.6, from which it would appear 
that the discrepancies evident in Figs. 12.4 and 12.5 are due to failures of the varia- 
tional method. 
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Hg  12.4. Angular distribution of the back scattering cross section for wires with l/a 
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fn the particular case of broadside incidence, a first order approximation has been 
obtained by Hu [1958] using a trial function for the current distribution different 
from and apparently more accurate than that of TAI [1951 ]. The assumed current is: 

Hz) = /o 'C---^^0SL +/l[sin(L--/c|z|)4sin AM-sinL]).        (12.29) 
I    1-cosL i 

The corresponding far field coefficient is: 

S(in, in) = ~L LH>+ jO^in-WC^oyq 
E~\F\ (C-iDy-(A~iB)iE~iF)) 

where 

A= ■ fsi (4JL) + 4(L cos L-sin /.) cos L[loe(2//fl)-Cin (2L)]- 
(1 -cosL)   I 

- ~- sin2 L-2 cos2 L sin 2L\ , (12.31) 

ß = l -    ,{-Cin(4L)-(4Lcos2L-2sin2L)Si(2L) + sin22L}, (12.32) 
(I-cos/-)*- 

C=       1  — [si(4/.)sinL+(l-cosL)Cin(4L) + 
I -cos L I 
t-4(I-cosL-LsinL)Cin(2L)cosI + 4(l~ cos L)Cin (L)cos/.+ 
+ 4(1 cos /.-sin £) log (2//o) sin£+4(1 -cos L)2 log (Ha)- 

- 8-fl(l-cosi.ysinL~-sm22LJ, (12.33) 

D=      -1       {(l-cosL)Si(4L)-Cin(4L)sinL+ 
I -cosL 
-f-4( 1 -cos L-L sin A) Si {1L) cos L + 4(l -cos L) Si (L) cos /- + 
4-2 sin2 A sin 2L). (12.34) 

E = 2(!-cos/OSi(4L)cos^-f-2(l~cos/,)Cin(4/L)sin/,4-4(l-cosZ.)::Si(2Z.)- 

~4/.Cin(2L)sin2/.-f8(l-cos/.)Cin(/.)sin/.+ 

+ 4 sin L[L sin L-2(l -cos L)] log(2//a)- *"      (! -cos L)2-2 sin2 L sin 2/., 
n (12.35) 

F = 2(1 -cos /.) Si (4A ) sin L~l{\ -cos L) C'in (4/,) cos L-4/. Si (7.L) sin2 L~ 

M 1 - cos /.): Cin (2/.) f 8(1 -cos /.) Si (/.} sin /, + 4 sin4 /., (12.36) 

(i -       "      (sin/.-L cos U (12.37) 
! -cost 

//     4(1 -cos/.) -2/. sin/.. (12.38) 
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Fig. 12.5. Anguiur distribution of the back scattering cross section for wires with Ija -■ 150 and fa) 
/'A     0.5, (b) / A     0.8, (c) ///  = 0.9, (d) //A     1 0, (e) Ijl -■ 1.25; ( -) direct method (EINARSSON 

[1969)). ( ) variational method (DE BETIENCOURT [1961]). 

The functions Cin (.v) and Si (.v) are defined by eqs. (12.68) and (12.66). 
In contrast to the integral equation and variational methods, which are limited 

to wires one or at most two wavelengths in length, the direct method gives results 
which are more accurate the longer the wire. The back scattering cross section is 
obtained by putting 0 = 0» in the bistatic scattering formulae (12.46) through (12.49) 
of the direct method. At broadside incidence, the first order formula (12.50) sim- 
plitivN to (UFIMISIV [1%21): 
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I ) experincntal (CHAM, and LHPA ()967J). 
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S(i*< in) = -   --^~      j-.l+(ß0 + log2)(l+iL)-2e2iL(ß0 + !og2)^(2L. irr) 

where ß0, ^ and Tare deftned in eqs. (12.54), (12.55) and (12.65). The results of 
computations based on eqs. (12.30) and (12,39) are compared in Fig. 12.7. 

2,0r- 

^^ 

Fig. 12.7. Back scattering cross section for ^ircs with ka     0.022 at broadside incidence: ( 
direct method (UHMTSEV [1962]), { ) variational method (Hi  (l<»5»J). 

At broadside incidence, the second order futmuhi (12.52) becomes (EINAKSSON 

[1969]): 

^ .2i/. 

'        ß0 + 2log2l 0(0)       02(1) 

x[/(u)f2iL*/\:L. }n)j/0l(2L)~r:(2Mi-(/:(:/., u){UiLr(:/.)n + 

<PX{\) 04(h[0'(l)fo-,L/i(O|J' 

n:.40) 
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lÜr- 

Fig. 12.8. Back scattering cross section at broadside imudence: (a) ka = 0.0314, (■—-) direct method 
(EINARSSON [1969]), ( ) variational method (TAI [1951]), (OOO) numerical solution of integral 
equation   (RICHMOND [1965]),   ( ) experimental   (KOUYOUMJIAN [1953]);   (b)  //a = 900, 
( ) direct method (EINARSSON  [1969]), ( ) integral equation method (LINDROTH [1955]); 
ic)ka = 0.022, ( ) direct method (EINARSSON  [1969]), ( ) first order direct method (Wu 
[1961]), (OOO) experimental (SEVICK [1952]); (d) ka = 0.026 ( ), ka =0.132 ( ) direct 
method (EINARSSON [1969]), <ooo, xxx) experimental (As and SCHMITT [1958]); (e) ka ~ 0.0394, 

( ) direct method (EINARSSON [1969]), (OOO) experimental (CHANG and LIEPA [1967]). 

where ß0,/, g, /;, T, l0l and 0 are defined in eqs. (12.54), (12.56), (12.55), (12.57), 
(12.65), (i2.70) and (12.93), respectively. 

In Fig. 12.8, computations of the back scattering cross section based on eq. (12.40) 
are compared with a numerical solution of the integral equation for the wire current, 
with experimental data, and with the results of a first order direct method formula 
derived by Wu [1961] using the approximation that the vector potential is vanishing 
on the z-axis outside the wire. 

12.4. The bistatic cross section 

The functional corresponding to eq. (12.18) for the bistatic scattering cross section 
is: 

1 

S(OJ)0)~ 

- f     f    /(z.ö)/(r',Oo)K(r-r')drdz' 
_ J-iiJ-v    

Mt >i* 
/v2 sin (/sin ^o       /(r, ^ü)exp(~ifcz cos ^)dr       Hz, 0) exp (-ikz cos 00)dz 

(12.41) 

where K(z-:') is given by eq. (12.19), and /(.:,f'0) and l(z>0) arc the current 
distributions for incidence at angles ^0 and 0, respeetiveiy. The bistatic cross section is 

?('!-'w-W)!j. (1242) 
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No specific results based on eq. (12.41) are available. However, the first order ci'rrent 
distribution of eq. 02.22), from which the back scattermg cross section was derived, 
has been employed by DE BETTENCOURT [19611 to calculate the bistatic cross section. 
The result is: 

S(0, e0) * i [ÄJ Gc{0o, 0)+ ^ Ö.(00,0)1 , (12.43) 

where gc, 9S, yc and y, are given by eqs. (12.24) through (12.27) with 0 -- 60, and 

G^o. 6) = * —0* [sin L cos (L cos 0)-cos 0 cos L sin (L cos 0)]- 
sinö 

2 sir 0 cos L   r     ,,       ,,       n ^      it       <n       [cos ^0 Sjn (^ cos ^0) cos (^ cos (j)« 
cos 0o^ cos 0 

-cos 0 cos (L cos 0o) sin (L cos 0)], (12.44) 

0,(00. 0) - ?i!gjLcos^ rcos ö sin L cos (L C0£ ö) _cos L sin (L cos ö)] + 
i sin 0 

2isin0sinL   r     „ .  /f       ,, v      ,,       m •*• -   i .    [cos 0 sin (L cos 0O) cos (L cos 0)- 
COS   0O-COS   0 

- cos 0O cos (L cos 0O) sin (L cos 0)]. (12.45) 

As in the back scattering case, the result of eq. (12.43) does not seem reliable for 
L > x. 

For 0 # 7r-0o. the far field amplitude coefficient obtained by the direct method is: 

S(0.0o)= „WW:09HF(n^~0!>n_ t (l246) 

[Qo - 2 log(i sin 0)]lQo ~ 2 iog(i sin 0o)] sin 0 sin 0O 

It should be noted that, in contrast to eq. (12.43), the result (12.46) satisfies the reci- 
procity relation 

m0o) = 5(0o,0). (12.47) 

A first order expression for F{0% 00) is (UFIMTSEV [1962J, FIALKOVSKII [1967]): 

tVK 0O) =. 2 c°s2 *0cos2i0P [a0~2 log(cos 40cos io0)y
L«**'*™**+ 

COS0-f COS0O 

•*• [fif(2L,0)sin2 i0sini jft -^U, ff-0o)cos2 40 cos2 10«] 
COS0-f COS0O 

x(ß0-2 log cos J0)(ßo-2 log sin }0ü)eil,,w>%i   :0^t -V 

+ r/o(f?o-:iogcosJ0W(2L.0)ciL(cos#f4> 

^[Qü^L/ojc211]2 

y [(«,, - 2 log cos i0o)if{2L 0o)c:L^,ü- 

- ß(){ß(,   2 log sin W0)ifi2L m2L n-O^'*2 "^l (12.48) 
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where ß0 and g are defined Oy eqs. (12.54) and (12.55). The corresponding second 
order formula is (EINARSSO- r1969]): 

r{a Q.      2cos2iecos2ie0e
iL<cn$+~'"9o) 

(: s 0+cos öo)^(cos 0)<P{cos 0o) 

IjfjO) sin2 jg sin' jgo - ^n-00) cos2 JO cos2 j0oy*'^'-ct"* + 2> + 

(cos 0-i-cos 00)<P2(l)<P{cos 0)4>(-ccs ö0} 

+ mf{Oo)emQOs9*cos90 4) |1+ (UcosJ)(l+cosö0) 
04(i)*(cos ö)0(cos 0O)  l        2(cosÖ+cosö0)ß^ 

x i/2(4Z., 4L cos2 ii})4-/:(4L, 4 Leos2 i(?0)-7(4 Leos? l«)7'(4Lcos2 l^)]! + 

/(0)fe(6>)eiL(cosg+6)      r /i(0)/i(ö0)eil'(cosg(>42) /i(ff"^o)c''Lcos<>0 1 
*2(l)[*4(!)-/i2(0)e4it] Li2(lj*(cos 0)0(cos Ö0)     0(cos O)0(-cos ^0)J' 

(12.49) 

where ß0,/, //, T, /2 and ^ are defined in eqs. (12.54), (12.56), (12.57), (12.65). 
(12.69) and (12.93), respectively. 

For 0 = n-0o, and to the first order (UFIMTSEV [1962]): 

S((ln-0) =  2--       -      - [-1 + 
{ßo-21og(isinÖ)}2sin2Ö 

+ {flo-2log(isin0)}(l+iLsin2:»)+(7(^)+C(7r-(Ol. (12.50) 

where 

G{0) = -(£?0-21ogsiniÖ)^(2L,7r-ö)e2iL(,"cos<h 

x {j    Icos2 if) + iL sin2 0 T(4L sin2 \0)]g(2L. n-0)} + 

+ QoiQo-l log cos iö)g(2L, 0) ju*»*^) 
\-[Qog(2L0)c2iLy 

x[(ßo-21ogsini0M2L,7r-Ö)e-iLcO5<'- 

-ß0(ß0-2 log cos i%(2L. 0)g(2L Ö)e,L,co^ + :,], (12.51) 

and flt), g and Tare given by eqs. (12.54), (12.53) and (12.65). The corresponding 
second order result is (EINARSSON [1969]): 

S{(Kx-0)~ 2l        ,     ,   j-cosÖ+[ß0-2Iog(isin^i 
!ß0-2log(]sm(l)l2sin2(H 

.      .   •  :.     • :„«*>( cos (J)" 1 ■* \L sin  (^-sm  0 
0(cosO)J 

-fC;((/) + G(^-^)  , (12.5:) 
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90 
d  (INDCGREES) 

f ig. 12.9. Angular distribution of Che bislalic scattering cross section for ty,      10 (20 i^i) , /,/      1 50 
aiul(a)//.     0.5, (h)//. -0.75, (c)//.     1.0. (c!)/;    1.25: (       ) direct method (IMSARSSMS (|9f>9J), 

(~ - -) \ariational method (DE BET IFNC OIRI (!9(I|]|. 
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where 

G(0) = - 

THE WIRE 12.4 

%2\L{l-ctn9) 

{f(n~0)+ 
02(1)^2(-COSÖ) 

+ 2iLsin2 eg\2Lt n-0)[lol{lLsin2 Jo)-r?(4Lsin2 i^)]- 
-g2i2L, 7r-Ö)[cos2 iö + iL sin2 Ö T{4L sin2 $0)]} + 

Ä4iL 

with 

+ ^t [Oo-2 log (i sin 0)]/(0)/(7r-fl){l + 

+ ß0"2[sin2 iö r(4i, sin2 i0)+cos2 ±0 T(4L cos2 $0)+ 

+ iL sin2 0 r(4/, sin2 iO)r(4Lcos2 i»)-^!)], - 

 /(0)%-<?)e6it       /   fcQr-e)   e.2,tCM. 
*2(>)[*4(l)-'>2(0)e4't] (*2(-cos Ö) 

_»)e^[ßo_21og(isinfl)]|, 
* (1) ' 

fl0 = -2IogAra-2'/ + iir, 

g{x, 0) = [O0 + l0{2x) + T{2x cos2 iö)]"', 

/0(4L)+T(4Z,cos2iö) m = flo+ 

and in particular 

2/o1(4Lcos2iö)-r2(4Lcos2 iO)-^ 

^o[/o(4L)+r(4LcosriÖ)] 

/0(4L)+r(4Lcos2iö) 

-{ 

\ -« 

2/01(4L cos2 iÖ)+/oi(4L)+/2(4L, 4L cos; i^)- 
~ T2(4L cos2 jd) - r(4L)r(4L cos2 iO)-^2 

ßo[/o(4L)+ r(4Lcos2 iO)]" 

MO)«   öo + 
/0(4L)+r(4L) , -i 

lf 4/ni(4L)-2T2(4L)-^2! 

ßo[/o(4L)+r(4L)] 

(12.53) 

(12.54) 

(12.55) 

(12.56) 

(12.57) 

(12.58) 

the quantities /0, f, /01 and /2 are the amplitude functions of the iterated sine and 
cosine integrals and are defined in eqs. (12.64), (12.65), (12.70) and (12.69), whereas 
0(x) is the linearized split function related to the Wiener-Hopf technique and is 
given by eq. (12.93). 

The normalized bistatic cross sections computed from eq. (12.43) and from eqs. 
(12.46) and (12.49) are shown in Kig. 12.9 as functions of 0 for various values of 
ka, L and tf0. 
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115. The current distribution 

The current distribution of eq. (12.2?) which is assumed in the derivation of the 
back scattering and bistatic cross sections by the variational method is (TAI [1951], 
DE BETTENCOURT [1961]): 

/(*) - - — r-7cW+ HW] . (12.59) 
k    LTt V.       -I 

where 
/c(z) = cos (L cos 0) cos ^2-cos (kz cos 0) cos Lt (12.60) 

/8(z) = sin (I cos 0) sin kz - sin (kz cos 0) sin I., (12,61) 

and 0C, </0 vc and y, are given by eqs. (12.24) through (12.27). 
The current distribution associated with the direct method is obtained by taking 

the Fourier transform of the far field of eq. (12.46) and by expanding the resulting 
expressions asymptotically. The result is (EINARSSON [1969]): 

A~Y 
[(z,eQ)=  [e-|kzcMtf0+^ + fcz^0)-f- 

i^' sin Ool^o -2 log(i sin 0o)} 
+ ^(L-fcz,7ü-Ö0)],   (12.62) 

where 

//    n x exp(ix + iLcosÖ0) f ,    „ *     3,    n xri   .- v •W.v, 0O) = - -^ ^ {g^ 0o) + ^3(.x, 0o)[/n(2x) + 
0(l)^(cos0o) 

+ 2/01(2.YCOS2 i0o)-r2(2A:cos2 i0o)-/2(2jccos2 i00, 2A)-i7i2]}-f 

+ än-0o)^m2-cosM {9(X)0)+fl3M)[/ii{2x) + 
0 (1)0(-COS(?O) 

■f/01(2.v)-r2(2jc) + r(4^sin2 i0o){T(2xcos2 i0o)-r(2.v))+ 

+ /:(2.v, 4L)~/2(4Lsin2 i0o-f 2A'COS2 i0o> 2^ cos2 )90)- 

-/:(4iLsin2 i0o + 2jccos2i0o,4L) + /2(4Lsin2i0o + 2,vcos2iÖo,2.v)-i7i2]}- 

>4(l)-/i2(0)e'4i/:] L< <£(!)[04(l)-/i2(O)e4i/'] l<P{cos00)' <P2(\)<P{-cos0o) 

x{y(x.i))^gXx.0)[llt(2x) + loli2x)-T\2x)^i2{4Li2x) + l2i2xt4L}^ 

-r{4^)r{2.v)-i7i2]}, (12.63) 

and the functions </,/and /; are given by eqs. (12.55) through (12.58), whereas the 
quantities 7. /,, /()I, /n and <P are defined in eqs. (12.65), (12.69), (12.70), (12.71) 
and (12.93). 

Numehc.il values calculated from a version of eq. (12.63), in which the second 
order quantities only are retained in the last term, are compared to computations of 
the variational expression of eq. (12.59) in Fig. 12.10, md to a numerical soluthn 
of the integral equation for the current in Fig. 12.11. 
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•i.O -0.5    ~     "0" 

2li t 

. _ ±  
0.5 i 0 

lit:    12.10.   Amplitude and  phase of current distribution  for % =-• 10'(20ö)90,
f //a = 150 and 

(al //      0.5. (hi //.      1.0: (        ) direct method (1 INARSSOS (196^1), ( ) variational method 
(DE Bim\-Mn HI  (19MJ). 
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0 50 

Fig. 12 :1. Current distribution for broadside incidence on a half-wa .    igth wire (L - 1.57, ka --= 
0.0314): (       ) direct method (EINARSSON [1969]), ( ) numerical solution of integral equation 

(RICHMOND [1965)). 

12.6. Special functions 

The functions /0(JC) and T(x) are defined as: 

/o(.v) = y-Mog.v-iiTr, 

T{.x) ~ c(x)-is(.x) 

where 

- | dc = I d« 

= -e"ilCi(4+iSi(.v)--Ji/r], 

cos c, l., 1   sin - 
Ci(x)=   - |        ^dc,   Si(.v)= /d;; 

the c )sine integral can be rewritten in the form 

Ci (v) --- y-f-log.v-Cin (v). 

12,64) 

(12.65) 

(12.66) 

(12.67) 
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fig.   I MO.   Amplitude and  phase of current  distribution  for 0« = 10 i200)90\ //a == 150 and 
(j» //      0.5, (h) //.      1.0; ( » direct method (I ISARS.VS 1196^]), (-    -) variationa! method 

M)t   BtlltS-   nl KI   Il%l)). 
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 49^ 

Cin (x) -/■ 
Jo 

L-^Jdf. 
'0 « 

The general iterated amplitude function ^(x, y) is: 

liix,}') = c2(jf,>')-W2(-«.^) 

^0 1 -l-T 

^plogCl+xw/y)^^ 
l+M 

with the special cases 

/o.W = hix,x) = <01(.v)   u0,(.x) = r ^e"'-" dt 

-J r'iog(!+I()ei^ 
l+H 

;ll{.x) = MO..v) = (1,(.x)-i.sll(x)=jJ 

-/, 

d^ 

T log(l4-w)   iXUA i e   du. 

(12,68) 

(12.69) 

(12.70) 

;i2.71) 
'o u 

Tables of functions which are the complex conjugates of 1\ iox and /,, are given in 

HALLEN [1955] and in BRUNDELL [19571, whereas the function l2 is tabulated in 

SfRÖMGRiiN [1962]. Some amplitude functions of the itet;Uc\! sine and cosine integrals 

are shown in Fig. 12.12. 

Is;;   12.12. Ampliliulc tuiKiions o('iter;UcJ sine am) tosinc integrals; (;iM ) < (\). ( )     M\ ), 

(b) ( » <((1<A». (        )     soti\). 
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For 1 ^ .v < oo, the rcjl functions c(.v) and s{x) have the rational approximations 
(HASTINGS [1955]): 

21.821899 + 352.0l8498jc2
:f302.757865x4 + 42.242855x64-x8 ]   .   ,. 

449.690326+II I4.97m5x2+482.485984^ 

\r,{x)\ <3xl0-7, (12.72) 

J57.105423 + 570y236280x2"+3227624911.x4 + 40.021433.v6 + .x8J    "' 

\E(X)\ < 5X!0"7. (12.73) 

Approximations which are useful for digital computers are listed in the following 
(EINARSSON [1969J): 

for 0 < JC ^ 1: 

c(.v) =:f{x)cosx-y{x)sinx-hcl(xl   Mx)] < 3x lO"9, (12.74) 

.y(.v) = cj(x)cos A-+/(.V)sin .v+fi2W,   \e2{x)\ <2x \Q~\ (12.75) 
where 

f{x) = - y - log x + 0.25.V2 - 0.010416660.V4 + 0.000231447A-6 - 0.000003C»46.v8, 
(12.76) 

cjix) - - l7r + 0.999999998A-0.055555480.v3 + 0.00I666289.v5-0.000027739x7; 

(12.77) 
for 0 < .v g 2: 

co,(A) =:/(.r)cosA- + (/(A)sinA- + c1(v).    Mx)\ < 8x 10-,ü,       (12.78) 

.V(M(A) = /(v)sin A-y(A)cMsA + ß2(A),   \P.2(X)\ < 6x10'*°,      (12.79) 

where 

J(x) = l(v + logA)2--2
,
47r2-A2(0.l25-2.6()4l6632xl0"3A2 + 

+ 3.857955x 10"5A4-3.87035x I0~7A<,+ 2.6I455X IO^A8), (12.80) 

flix) -  - l;:(y i-log v)-v(0.9999999992-0.0185185 136A2 + 

+ 3.3332344x 10 4v4-4.0422785x 10 V + 3.20i:M6x !(r8A8);       (12.81) 

(„.(V) -   -A   " 

/(UK)5415749|86v8 f 0.4371420242A1' f 7.150169966\4f 20.961 73922A2-  ] 
-3.K5642X54 x \ ,      I * 

^ 0.00541 .S884237AK f 0.4965990580A" f 11.1678393: v4 4 70.3421SH99v * f 1' 

^^.(vK   I^lvlj < 9x10 \ (i:.82) 
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SoiW = -^ 
-3 

f0.009942860283x8+0.8460999768x6 + 14.246573437x4+43.88413692x2 + \ 

+0.54234890641 

^0.003314700857x8+0.3369899234x6 + 8.503549177x4+60.93657000x2 +1 / 

+ß2(x),  Mx)| <6xl0-9; 

for 2 £ x < oo and 1 ^ y ^ x: 

C2(x,y)=fi»y)+et{x>y)n 

S2{x>y) = 9(*>y)+n2(x*y)> 
with 

+ + ■ — arctan 
{2y-x)yfa 

+2^ J ' 
with 

/lo = 0.066349174, ax = 21.8504560, 

-4, =0.163725227, ff2 =   0.770345382, 

A2 « 0.341159970, öJ =   4.55715659 , 

/^ =0.428765629; 

9{x>y) = c{J.xMlx)-5{x)lDg^ - ß0IOg^ - 
X X 

with 

A« - 11202750417, />, = 17.420076, 

Bl = 0.052^9360, /»2 - 0.501312744. 

B2 = 0.42238480:>, ^^ - 3.43966581, 

Äj = 0.24186541») 

(12.83) 

(12.84) 

(12.85) 

(12.86) |ßi(^>')l ^\e2(xiy)\<2x\0-\ 

whereas for 2 g x < oo and 0 ^ .v < 1: 

c2{x,y) = c^Mx-^-^OO^-^-Z^-x-^-ei^-v-r),     (12.87) 

S2(x*y) = c(>'M^->,)+^W^-.v)- ^^--.v)-C2(^x-^);     (12.88) 

ineqs. (12.84) through (12.88): 

fix. y) = i[^(W-.s2(ix)]-r(x)log^ + *% (2- ? +log^) + 
X X     \ >' X / 

(12.89) 

(12.90) 

" 1    2
B\ U***:2^ -Aarctan^^^l , (12.0') 

(12.92) 
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The function 0(3r) is the lineidzed split function: 

*W = exp |f f'  -^ log [Oo+log ~11, (12.93) 

.vherc Q0 is given by eq. (12.54) and where the path of integration passes above ihe 
point -1 and below a and 4-1. In the interval 0 ^ Ö < JTT (HALUN [1961]): 

^T^ * ^ l1-^"1 ,0«<cos2 W + ßo2Li2(sini ^)+ 0(cosÖ)     *(1) 

+ ^o 3nog(cos2 iÖ)(Li2 (cos2 iO)- itC
2)i-2 Li3 (sin2 JÖ)-2 Li^ (cos2 iö) + 2((3)]}, 

(12.94) 

with {(3) given in eq. (12.1); by differentiating with respect to cos 0 {0 £ 0 £ in): 

*'(cosö) ^ „, i\+n2H3Q2
0)     4cosÖrri_l. .. 

-7 f « ßo     ^ r— Lßo   'og cos $$» 
<P(cose) \  l+cosö        sin20 L 0      e 

-ßo^fLi^sin^^-^logcosiÖ)2}]] ; (J2.95) 

the dilogarithm Li2 and the trilogarithm Li3 are defined by: 

Li2 (x) - - f !2lilzi)dT « £ f!     when |.x| S I, (12.96) 
Jo       t »«in 

Li3 (x) = f tiil^dr - S C   when \x\ g 1. (12.97) 
Jo     T «=» w 

The approximations (12.94) and (12.95) can be extended to the interval \n £ 0 < n 
by means of the relations: 

- 0(-cos0){ßo-2log(isinö)}, (12.9b) 
0(cos d) 

J~ = v/(ß0 + 2Iog2), (12.99) 

^(cos 0) _ <P'(~ cos 0) 2 cos 0 

(P{cos0) " 0(-cosÖ)     sin2Ö{ßo-2log(isin0); 
(12.100) 

.ß0-in2ßo!-4;(3)ßo~:!. (12.101) 

Fo. small values of Aä (HALLtN [!956];: 

I 
02{I 

The dilogarithm and the trilogarithm are shown in Fig. 12.13, and the real and 
imaginary parts of the linearized split function [<^(l)] 2 in Fig 12.14. Numerical 
values of [^(1)] "2 and of an auxiliary function useful for interpolation are given in 
Table 12.1, Polynomial approximations for Li2 and Li3 are (FJNARSSON [1969]): 
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ZOr- 

05- 

025            050             0.75             1.00 

X 

Fig, 12.13. The dilogarilhm ( ) and tnlogaruhm ( ). 

{«Ml)} 
-2 

005 0.10 . 0.15 020 ka 

Fig. 12.14. Real (-—) and imaginary ( ) p«rts (in radians) of the linearized split function {0(1)}-«. 

L'2 (*) =f2(x) + tx)t      forö g x g 0.5, (12.102) 

U2ix) ~ in2-f2(\-x)-logx\og{\~x)-c{i-x)%      for0.5<xg lv (12.103) 

where 

\tix)\ < 5x\0-\ (12.104) 

/2(.v) = 0.999999268.v^0.250 10! 283.v24-0.103876764.x:3 + 

+O.O80075448A
A
-0.019452 752 .v5+ 0.109355 762.V6: (12.105) 
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ka 
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0.080 

0.085 

0.090 

0.095 

0.100 

0.105 

0.110 

0.115 

0.120 

0.125 

0.130 

0.135 

0.140 

0.145 

0.150 

0.155 

0.160 

0.165 

0.170 

0.175 

0.180 

0.185 

0.190 

0.195 

0 200 

9.18195 

7.73618 

6.88188 

6.27173 

5.79634 

5.40680 

5.07690 

4.79093 

4.53874 

4.31336 

4.10979 

3.92435 

3.75421 

3.59718 

3.45150 

3.31576 

3.! 8879 

3.06963 

2.95747 

2.85161 

2.75146 

2.65651 

2.56631 

2.48048 

2.39867 

2.32058 

2.24594 

2.17450 

2.10605 

2.04039 

1.97734 

1.91674 

1.85845 

1.80233 

1.74826 

1.69612 

1.64581 

1.59724 

1.55031 

1.50495 

Table 12.1 

The linearized split function 

ReW/W)} 

0.978425 

\m\\l0\\)) \m\<)-xm\)) 

3.24373 0.017995 
3.25549 0.970336 0.025706 
3.25435 0.963496 0.031392 
3.24673 0.957253 0.035899 
3.23514 0.951371 0.03958! 
3.22089 0.945732 0.042636 
3.20475 0.940269 0.045187 
3.18721 C.934941 0.047320 
3 16862 0.929717 0.049097 
3.14925 0.924579 0.050568 
3 J 2927 0.919511 0.051768 
3.10883 0.914502 0,052731 
3.08804 0.909543 0.053480 
3.06699 0.904627 0.054039 
3.04>76 0.899749 0.054425 
3.02441 0.894903 0.054655 
3.00298 0.890087 0.054742 
2.98153 0.885297 0.054701 
2.96007 0.880531 0.054541 
2.93865 0.875787 0.054273 
2.91728 0.871062 0.053907 
2.89599 0.866356 0.053450 
2.87480 0.861668 0.052910 
2.85372 0.856996 0.052295 
2.83277 0,852340 0.051611 
2.81195 0.847699 0.050864 
2.79128 0.843072 0.050059 
2.77077 0.838460 0.049201 
2.75042 0.833861 0.048296 
2.73024 0.829277 0.047348 
2.71023 0.824706 0.046360 
2.69041 0.820149 0.045338 
2.67076 0.815606 0.044284 
2.65131 0.811077 0.043202 
2.63204 0.806562 0.042096 
2.61296 0.802062 0.040967 
2.59407 0.797576 0.039820 
2.57538 0.793105 0.038657 
2.55689 0.788650 0.037479 
2.53859 0,784210 0.036291 
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CHAPTER !3 

THE OBLATE SPHEROID 

T, B. A, SENIOR and P. L. E. USLENGHI 

Although many exact scattering formulae are available for the oblate spheroid, 
numerical results are almost non-existent. Furthermore, only a few asymptotic 
formulae have been derived, and no exact solution of the vector scattering problem 
has yet been found. 

The fat spheroid represents an obvious generalization of the sphere, and the thin 
spheroid becomes a disc in the limiting case of an eccentricity equal to unity. 

13.1. Oblate spheroidal geometry 

The oblate spheroidal coordinates (i, tjt (j>) shown in Fig. 13.1 are related to the 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates (JC, }\ z) by the transformation 

.Y = K'{;' + 1)(I~/7
2
)}COS^ 

(13.1) 

where 0 g { < x, - I ^ >/ g I andO £ $ < 2;:. The r-axis is the axis of symmetry, 

/i?» 0.366 

£'0.57/     ^« 
t?-0,5 

I     \)--0.5 

Fig. 13.1. Oblate spheroidal gcomerty. 
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and the surhices i = constant, /; = constant and (j) ~ constant are respectively 
confocal oblate spheroids of interfoca! distance ä, minor axis di and major axis 
f/v/(i;2 + l); confocal semi-hyperboloids of revolution of one sheet with interfocal 
distance cf: and semi-planes originating in the r-axis. 

The scattering body is the oblate spheroid with surface J = Cj. and the primary 
source is either a plane wave whose direction of propagation forms .he angle f with 
the positive j-axis, or a point or dipole source located at (^0, //o, ^o)- The length-to- 
width ratio of the scattered i.e. the ratio between the minor and major axes, is 

i./v'(4f+i)- 
The delinitions and notation for the oblate spheroidal wave functions are those 

of FLAMMER [1957]. Thus the radial functions of first, second and third kind are 
indicated by R{J*(-icy i£), wherey =1,2 and 3 respectively, whereas the symbol 
Smn{-\c, rj) is used for the angular functions; m ^ 0 and n ^ w are integers. Tlie 
parameter c is the product of wave number and semi-focal distance: c = ikd. The 
quantities pmn and f!mn which appear in the following sections are functions of m, 
n and c, and are obtained from the quantities pm„ = pmnic) and Nmn ~ Nmn{c) intro- 
duced in Chapter 11 and defined by FLAMMER [1957] through the relations: 

Pmn = Pmni-'^l ^,nn =  ^(-If). (13.2) 

Numerical tables for oblate spheroidal wave functions and related quantities with 
the notation adopted in this chapter are given by FLAMMER [1957] and LOWAN [1964]. 
Asymptotic expansions of oblate spheroidal wave functions are found, for example, 
in FLAMMER [1957] and MüLLER [1962]. 

Owing to the scarceness of computed data, no reliable statement can be made on 
the rapidity c( convergence of the infinite series of eigenfunctions representing the 
exact solutions. 

13.2. Acoustically soft spheroid 

13.2.1. Point sources 

13.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at r0 = (^o, '/o- ^o)» such that 
JkR 

r = --» 
kR 

(13.3) 

then 

R < i»/ 
-IC, Is",    - O-i^icJ R^i-lc.K.) 

x Xm*\ - »<*. Vo).Vm,( - ic\ n) CON m{(j) - (p{)). (13.4) 
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On the surface i = c^: 

Oi C{i\ + 1) m^O n = m Nmn R^X - Ü', if,) 

xÄ^-ir, i(f0)Smw(-ic, ^o)^n(-ic, ^)cos m(0-^o)-   (13.5j 

In the far field (^ -+ oo): 

re m = o ««w    N,tm  L /?!;;(- ir, if,) J 

x ^«( - "N '/o)^r.( - if, //) cos in{<t> - 0o)' (• 3.6) 

When the source is on the positive r-axis (//0 = I): 

r + r = 2i J J- ki/Mc. ic<)- S'r vJ^-ic ic<)l 

xRi^-if, i{>)S0B(-if. l)So.(-ic, »/)• (13.7) 

In particular, if the field point is on the surface s = Ci: 

i^i + n=-7^---: l ~- -(3)l [-r-Rtt{-ic,iio)So.i-ic,l)S0l,(-ic,r,), 

(13.8) 
whereas in the far field (f -+ oo): 

xScC-ic, l)S0l,(-ic,»;).   (13.9) 

I3.:.t.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

General methods (e.g. MORSE and FESHBACH [1953], NOBLE [1962J, KLEINMAN 

[l%5a]) for the derivation of terms in the low frequency expansion are applicable to 
this case: however, no specific results are as yet available. 

UM.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at (s0, %, 0), such ihat 

ikR 

P =        . (13.10) 
kR 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (;. ^, 0 -- 0 or TT) located in the illu- 
minated region and in the plane containing the source and the r-axis is: 
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eWa+Or/       F 2F2     v.       F       2<;fG\l"* 

cF0 

where 

\(l+L + 7JEL^\(l+f.+^i)r
i,     (mi) 

Fo = {yiiti+m-tä-i-iyMl+m-nlVY+^nt-to'h)2}*,   (13.13) 

G = 1^,-1-.(-D'l^+^l-^X.-^). (13.14) 

and 

y = A = 0, if <£ = 0; 

; = 0, Ä = 1,       if 0 = ^ and x/{(<J
i + l)(l-^)} < 

<l(^-^)/(fo'/o-;.)lv/{(4o+n(i-^)}; 
j = l,/i = 0,       if0 = TT and V/(((J2 + 1)(1~^)} > 

>\{in~ii)l{tono'-tl)\s/{ii2o+m~n2o)}> 
The parameter »/i, -1 g^ g I, is determined as a function of «Jo, fo» £♦ ^ M ^nd 
^ by the relations; 

-l(f0+f)~o.   3: — (^o + ^-O,        ^ 2{fo + f)>0. (13.15) 

In the geometrical shadow KJ0 = 0. In particular, when the source is at (;0, 1) 
on the z-axis 

F = {U/{({f+l)(l-^)}-v/(«2 + IHI-';2)}]2 + (vc
t'j1-^)J}t.   (13.16) 

Fo = [({?+i)(i-»;?)+«■ »J.-fo)2]*. (13.17) 

G-f W.-l+|/fi-'(I-«j'Xl-<»?). (13.18) 
Cl Vl + 1 

and //, is the positive root öf the equation: 

Vf-^fo, +{, w+n, v{(;f+1)(^+i)(i -ii2)] 
{[<Hi1, + m-nz,))-^{(i2+m-'i2)}yHi,n,-i>!f)i 

C(4f+iKi-»»?)+({. »j.-io)2]* 
If both source and observation points are on the r-axis {tj0 = /; = t), 

r  =- ^PW^-^,)} (n,0) 
<[vc

l. + st-2i1+2;1(;,(-;,)(i-1J1)(^+|)] 

in the illuminated region and ^ero in the shadow. 
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A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field is retained, can be derived by means of Reliefs theory of diffraction; however, 
no specific results are available. 

For a point source (^o» 0 on the z-axis at a large distance from a flat spheroid 
(almost a disc), such that 

^»1,   c»l,   c%<U (13.21) 

the field at a point (^, >/, 0) on the shadowed portion of the surface of the spheroid 
is given by the asymptotic expansions (GOODRICH, KAZARINOFF and WESTON [1963]): 

(K' + D-—(l-V)-*? \- '13.22) 
e'. ^o *~'o\+R„e2'c 

for If'/jl   ' I and »; < 0, 

r) pirio " T 

x {exp {ic(l -V(i "VM/Wr * + i exp {ic(l +^(1 -^)))[/W]-^}   (13.23) 

for (\/(l -n2) > 1 and -1 < q <* -ö < 0 with S arbitrarily small, and 

oc c£0    t   rj  « = o 1-f Äfle' 

for cVO -'Z2) < 1 and tj < 0. in the preceding expansions, 

r. ('''+n - c ---17— I T-irirc (|3-24) 

2"«!/ w + j) 

i',+i(2/i-'-l)! 
24,,+I/I!äV 

and /V is a positive integer; how large A^ may be once c is chosen is not known. The 
preceding residue series may be physically interpreted in terms of traveling waves, as 
has been done for the thin prolate spheroid; for details, see GOODRICH, KAZARINOFF 

and WESTON [1963J. 

13.2.2. Plane wave incidence 

13.2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For incidence at an angle C vvith respect to the positive j-axis, such tha^ 

r = exp {^(.v sin i+r cos C)}. (13.29) 
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then 
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x Smn{- k\ cos C)Smn(- u\ rj) cos />/<£. 

On the surface (f = ^ : 

f /{/• + i/s) = „. "    y   v e     -      - —   - 

x SWJW( - ir, cos C )5mfl( - ir^) cos ///<£. 

In the far fiele! (i -* oo): 

S = 2i X    f  £~ SJ ~ "^ ,s''' S,Mrt( - ir. cos 0Smn{ - ic, ^ cos m^. 

The total scattering cross section i.> 

For axial incidence (C - TT): 

(13.30) 

(13.31) 

(13.32) 

(13.33) 

and on the surface s = w • 

~2 ( (r+n « TY*V i ^     ^ \      ScC-ic -i)s0fl(-k^).     (13.35) 

In the far field (^ -♦ oo): 

(13.36) 

The total scattering cross section is: 

= 11    '   [5('"if-i4,,V(-ic.-.)r (.3.37) 

IVJ \2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For incidence at an angle J with respect ui the positive ;-axis, such that 

y = exp (iA(.vsin C + -cos C),. 

then (ASVISIAS and KIIINMAN (l%7J): 

(13,38) 

r-«■•■•■£    ii-c)'^'    "['"l   V   fr(:V/ß»(iss)P'(<j)c'«^. (13.39) 
11  0 m  u [n - m)     1  0 A  it /  o 
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where C",,.; = C^JJ4, and C,\y is given by the recurrence relations: 

0+l)01+/+l)^ (A + IKA+Z+I) 
27 + 3 

for // # y and /» = 0, L 2,..,; 

27 + 3        ^^^ 2A+3 '^'-d (        ' 

for w = 0,1,2,.. .   where ^' indicates that the term /; ~ j is omitied from the 
summation; and 

Q».o. o ^ ^o.o» ^ 13.42) 

0,       for m +j odd, 

. -El -^ (if, -cos tn2j+i)(J-')l M-*'™ MM' -««o) 
2,"+l (i+/)!{l(«-i)}!{i(m+,/+l)}!öKifi) 

for m-fy even.       (13.43) 
In the far field ({ ~+ oo): 

\9f — fW     Iff Iff 

S = -icf    I {-cY{ii' - $~   l   l CT.o.jP'jin)cos l*.       (13.44) 
.1 = 0 « = 0 (/? — //?)!   .' = 0 j=o 

Starting from the exact series solution. BURKE [1966aJ has computed S through terms 
0(^6) for arbitrary angles of incidence and observation. 

For axial incidence (f = n): 

r = c"<f i(-cr<',1;,~n)~mi t'.^.mwM    (13.45) 
« = o « = o (/; —m):   h-o j-o 

and in the far field (£ -* oo): 

S=-"I    K-cY--/',,    ICt.o.jPM (13.46) 

13.2.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results arc available for arbitrary incidence, but for axial incidence, 
such that 

r = c'ik\ (13.47) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (s,'/» ^) located in the iilummatcJ 
region ((,;'+ I)(l -i;*) > (^;+ I) when ^ < OJ is: 

Is    = 
if»'. 

cxp ;.;(f-;,r,,); [(1+ -.^—-Ul f   yC')] (!  ,4H) 
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where Fand G are given by eqs. (13.16) and (13.18), and 7, is the positive root 
of eq. (13.19) with ^ « 00. In the geometrical shadow KJ0t = 0. In the far field 
(i ~> 00): 

V = - '^^expf-icK^^l+^+VWf + lXl-^Xl--^)}]}.     (13.49) 

[n particular, if the observation point is on the z-axis (>/ ~ !): 

Ks
e « - —lllL^e'^-2'0, (13.50) 

and in the far field (c; -♦ co): 

Sgo = -^i±i]c-2k«\ (13.51) 

so that the geometrical optics back scattering cross section is: 

fff... = ^«l+{r')2. 03.52) 

A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field is retained, can be derived by means of Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction; 
however, no specific results are available. 

The total scattering cross section for axial incidence (C = TE) is (JONES [1957]): 

*T ~ =~«!+l){l+0.9962[c({1+<;r,)r*}: (13.53) 

this results in a good approximation if 

c({l+{rl)»l. (13.54) 

13.2.2.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface f - ^ ii defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (^i, (^, 0,) by the equation 

\(fJ-fCOS2(?,/ 

and is such that 

Jf+l»l, (13.56) 

i.e. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere rj = a, the scattered 
field may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this sphere. 

For incidence at an angle { with respect to the positive r-axis, such that 

Vx = exp{iA:Cx:sinC + 2cosC)}, (13.57) 
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then 

x Äi1 ^^/^(cos OOcos Ö) cos m^ + 0[(f f + J)- 2]t 

511 

(13.58) 

where 

1 r(2«4-l){«2 + n-i + m2)     (« + m~ I)(A? + W) 

(2w-l)(2rt + 3) 
+ 

2{2n-\) 

x<  h^(ka) P:.2(cosO + (n~m + \){n~m + 2)h[l\ka) ^(cosp' 

h^2{ka) Wcosl) 2{2n + 3) h^ka) ^(cosO'J 

fn the «ar back scattered field (r -* ooj) = n-C, (f) ~ n): 

S ~ I   i^!"-'"!-; ^ [i(2« + l)J.(*a)+ ^-a^C) 

(13.59) 

,To .fm   (n + my. h(
n
u(ka) ff + l 

x[P:(cosC)]2 + 0[(^4-|)-2]. (13.60) 

For axial incidence (C = n): 

^ - - I j^y- r(2« + I);;(M- -^^ fl0n(7r)l ^,^T)Pfl(co3Ö) + 
« = o/iin(/:ö) L {f + l J 

(13.61) 
where 

«o«(^ 
1 

kah^ikaj 
'(2n + \)in2 + n + \}      n(n-l)   h(

n
x\ka) 

L (2n-l)(2w+3) ~    2(2/i-l) /il^M + 

(FI + 1)(«+2) Äi^a)- + 
2(2n + 3) 

(13.62) 

and in the far back scattered field: 

5    y (-,)', 

n%hix\ka) 
[x{ln + \)Uka)+    -1 - a0llwl +0[(^ + l)-2].       (13.63) 

S3.3. Acoustically hard spheroid 

13.3.1. Point sources 

LUJ.I. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at r0 ~ ({0, ^0, 0O), such that 

IkR e 
(13.64) 
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x /O-ir, if >)Sw/t(-ir, »/0)5wn(-ic-, 17) cos m(0 -0o). 

On the surface I = ^1 * 

^i x '        r 1 

r(ff + lji-oA^^'(-i.;i^)^(      ^ 

in the far field (f -♦ x): 

(13.65) 

(!3.66) 

X'S'w.nC-if^ü^mnl-i^ ^) COS w(</) - 0O). (13.67) 

When the source is on the positiv« --axis (v0 - I): 

^  +j   --12.«-   Kon(-'^K<)--^r/        .. ^on(-^'|s<) 

xC>(-ifJs%)5j-irJ)S0„(-i<-,>;). (13.68) 

Tn particular, if the field point is on the surface { = «Ji: 

(•(fJ + l)««oNo« «o«(-"'MCi) (13 69) 

e'r- ^ (-i)" 
i'C   n = 0   N0n 

whereas in the far field ({ ~> oo): 

L /O-tcMf.) J 
x50lI(-if, I)50B(-ic,ir). (13.70) 

13.3.1.2. LOW FRHQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

General methods (e.g. MORSE and FESHBACH [1953], NOBLL [1962], AR and KLEIN- 

MAN [1966]) for the derivation of terms in the low frequency expansion are applicable 
to this case: however, no specific results are as yet available. 

I.U.IJ. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at (s0, /;„, 0), such that 
JkR 

V'1 = 
kR 

(13.71) 
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the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (f, //, 0^0 or n) located in the il- 
luminated region and in the plane containing the source and the r-axis is: 

Ko =       1(1+       + -i T"    {+      +   i~i\      - (13.72) 

where F, Fc, G and //l were defined in Section 13.2.1.3. In the geometrical shadow 
J'g 0 = 0. If both source and observation points are on the J-axis (//0 = ^ = I), 

exp{ir(£0 + £-2<9
e
l)} Ko.=   .   .   twmto^-^n     2  _ (13.73) 

in the illuminated region and zero in the shadow. 
A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 

field is retained, can be derived by means of Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction; 
however, no specific results are available. 

For a point source {i0, 1) on the r-axis at a large distance from a flat spheroid 
(almost a disc), such that 

c5»l,   Ol,   c%<:U (13.74) 

the field at a point (^, tj, (p) on the shadowed portion of the surface of the spheroid 
is given by the asymptotic expansions (GOODRICH, KAZARINOFF and WESTON [1963]): 

r+r^'^iV)-^ —^ (13.75) 

for jr!//|      I and r; < 0, 

(Co «-ol+KflC*1* 

+ iexp{ic(l+v'(^^))}[/('/)]"n"i}   (13.76) 

f    Cv^'l -^2)   > I and - 1 < ^ ^ -«5 < 0 with d arbitrarily small, and 

^U.)  j2n'K s   ^j. 

fsco     '    'Z   n^oU/^e 

for ('^(1 -f/2)   : I and w < 0. In the preceding expansions, 

'      /(.;)= 1+v(!"'';). (13.79) 

r + r~e-       -l/^I —'^r- (13.77) 

l-sO-V) 
K-im»)! 

22"(/i!)J TB.0 = ";2;>r. ('3-«o) 
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^-^^v^' (13-81) 

and JV is a positive integer: how large N may be once c is chosen is not known. The 
preceding residue series may be physically interpreted in terms of traveling waves, 
as has been done for the thin prolate spheroid; for details, see GOODRICH, KAZARI 

NOFF and WESTON [1963]. 

13.3.2. Plane wave incidence 

13.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the positive >axis, such that 

r = exp{i£(;csin C + rcosf)}, (13.82) 
then 

x Smn(~\c, cos C)Sm„{-'icy n) cos nj(p. (13.83) 

On the surface f ~ fj: 

KI+T'S=       —-     V    Ye    —   -      -  
~ cit2

[ + \)J?oni'm
m'Rmn R^i-kAt,) 

x Sm„( - it\ cos OSmni -'^n) cos m^. (13.84) 

In the far field (£ -* oo): 

5 = 2i f    f   V 5;!'^ ^ Smf,(-ic, cos C)Smn(-ic, i?) cos m0,    (13.85) 

and the total scattering cross section is: 

'r ^ I    I $ l^'^^l Sj-ic, cos Ol ^ (13.86) 

For axial incidence (C = TT): 

^ = -21  J- S^^ -I)tW-iA^      (»3.87) 

and on the surface { = ^ : 

K'+ r = T.V Tx I fl" -D<3>'/ '•    . v S0"(-ic' - OSj-ic»»).   (13.88) 

In the far field ({ -» oo): 

s=2i i«'- S'f"''■ •!'! so"( -if • - • )s»-( -ic' ^    c3-89' 
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and the total scattering cross section is: 

4T *   i  r^'Mcic,) i2 

Using an integral equation approach for his numerical computations, BRUNDRIT 

[1965] has plotted the amplitude \S\ of the far field coefficient of eq. (13.89) as a 
function of rj for cj(%]+{) - 1, 2,4 and length-to-width ratios varying from 1:1 
to 1:5, and the total scattering cross section tTT of eq. (13.90) as a function of 
cV(M + iM<?N/(4i + i)g 8),for 1:1,9:10,4:5, 3:5, 2:5 and 1:5 spheroids. 

13.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For incidence at an angle C with respect to the poi itive z-axis, such that 

V1 = exp{iA:(xsinft-zcosC)}, (13.91) 

then (ASVESTAS and KLEINMAN [1967]): 
\n — mm       m        wi 

^ = eic{I   i(-f)"^-'')----I   I   S C^QlOOP'/.,)cos/0.        (13.92) 

where C^HJ = C^j.^ iinci CT.hj ^ given by the recurrence relations: 

r«+i _ 2 rh(h~l) }(j-~l)rm 

Ä(/i4-l)-/04-l) 12/1-1 2j-\ 

, o+oa+HD^      (/i+i)(/i+/+i)      n 
2; + 3 2fi + 3 

for // ^ j and /« = 0, 1, 2 . . .; 

for m = 0, I, 2,. .., where ^' indicates that the term /1 =7 is omitted from the 
summation; and 

C;Uo = <o = 0, (13.95) 

Afj = 0, form+jodd; 

2M+l (Km ^)}!{Km+/+l)|!eKi{i) (/+')! 

. j^cosC Um-MJ^m.i (i.^^) * 
\ L \i<Ji~cosC/ 

+(;+,)(m+/+l)PJ.1(^.^)l-^ 
Vid-cosJ/j      V^f+O 

L I        \ i^-cosC / ' if,-cos { /) 
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-("-7)ow+u(pr+i(
,:i^^ 

for m+y even. (13.96) 

In the far field (<; -► oo): 

t - m   m       m 

S--ic£    i(-^(v'    '')",    2   ICo.yP/Wcos^. (13.97) 

Starting from the exact series solution, BURKE [1966b] has computed S through 
terms 0(A6) for arbitrary angles of incidence and observation. 

For axial incidence (C = TT): 

V'-c^l    K-c)"^1""^   -S   IC^jQSVPM       (13.98) 

and in the f r field (c -* oo): 

S = -icf   I (-.)"(if1--''rm f CJo^P/,,). (13.99) 
« = o m = o {n-m):   j = o 

13.3.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No specific results are available for arbitrary incidence, but for axial incidence, 
such that 

K1 = e~Ur, (13.100) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point (f, rj, 0) located in the illuminated 
region {{c2-H)(l-V) > (;f 4-1) when >/ < 0} is: 

'■■•-«'MF-{''')![(,+(-^)('+i-i)]"' <'3■"", 

where fand G are given by eqs. (13.16) and (13.18), and /;l is the positive root of 
eq. (13.19) with ;0 = 00. In the geometrical shadow KJ0 = 0. [n the far field 
(s -* co): 

^0. = ^^'expI-i^^^l+^ + VU^ + Ull-^Xl (13.102) 

In particular, if the observation point is on the r-axis (q = 1): 

und in the far field ({ -» oo); 

C =        '    j      e^-2'", (13.103) 

S,,. »-^liÜe-^'. (13.104) 
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so that the geometricjil optics back scattering cross section is: 

*,.„,—^(f.+'iT1)2- (13105) 
rV 

A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field is retained, can be derived by means of Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction; 
however, no specific results are available. 

The total scattering cross section for axial incidence (C = n) is (JONI-S [1957]): 

"r - 2^-(^ + l){l-0.8640[c{|1+,71)]"*}; 03.106) 

this result is a good approximation if: 

r^+iT1)»!. (13.107) 

I;.3.2.4. SHAPF. APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface i - ii is defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (rj ,0^ ^j) by the equation 

ri^a(    (b*\\ (IH08) 
Uf + cosMV 

and is such that 

^+1>1, (13.109) 

i.e. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere rl = a, the scattered 
field may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this sphere. 

For incidence at an angle ( with respect to the positive z-axis, such that 

r = exp{i/t(jcsin(4-zcosC)}, (13.110) 

then 

m-Ofi^m    {n + m)\ h„}(ka) L Ci + 1 J 

x h(
H
l *{kr)p;(cos OOcos 0) cos m^ + 0[(^ +1)"2], (13.111) 

where 

I )(2;n-1)[(^)2(«2 + «-If m2)-w2(«+l)2-m2(/j24-rt-3)] 

{ka)Xu(ka)\ (2M + 3)(2rt"l) 

(« + m-l)(/J + m)(A2</2-«2-f/? + 2) h(
n
iy(kä) ^2(cosC) 

2(2n-\) h^ka)   ^(cosO 

+ (n-m + \){n~mi-2)(k2a2~n2~}n) hl
n
ty(ka) P:.2(cos:)| ip) 

2(2«+ 3) h^ika)   /^(cosOl* 
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In the far back scattered field (r -+ oo, 0 = TI-C, ^ = 7t): 

n     £    £     (n~m)\   (-1)"   ["_     ^if/l  x        I     L   ,rx1 

m=o n-m   (H + w)! /i;"(/ca) L ii + 1 J 

x^cosOr + OK^-H)'2].      (13.113) 
For axial incidence ({ = 7t): 

V'~-t 4Sr\ \(2n + mka)- ~— M«)l Ai,,(«:r)/',(cosÖ)+ 
»-oA;"(fca)L fi + 1 J 

+ 0[({J + 1)-2],   (13.114) 
where 

I ((2«+l)[(ka)J(n2+n-l)-«2(n+l)2] 
0"        Ufl)3Al"««i) I (2fl + 3)(2rt-i) 

+ n(n-l)(fe2a2-n2+n + 2) fci"'(kfl) + (>i+l)(w+2)(fc2a2-n2-3n)/^"'(fca) 
2(2n-l) Al'Jiifcaj " 2(2n+I) W^t 

(13.115) 
and in the fur kick scattered field: 

S - I iTvf, ri(2« + I)/:(M+ V2~- M^l +0[(ff + l)-2].    (13.U6) 
«=o/i; '(fco) L {, + 1 J 

13.4. Perfectly conducting spheroid 

13.t.'. Dipole sources 

13.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

Resul s are available only in the case of a dipole on the r-axis and axially oriented. 
For an electric dipole at (io» fo := 0 with moment {4nelk)i, corresponding to an 
incident electric Hertz vector fe,*Ä/(/:/?), such that 

//;= -k2cYC - (l+-L) J-^^ + lXl-i,2)}, # kR \      kR/ kRV " (13.117) 

then 

«;+«; = - 

i/j = «; = £; = o. 

2k1Y      2 1 
K-O'T- ^tl+l).?o      ß,mR In 

f7*Z i D< • >, 

R'M-ic.HJ Si, 
Wtf + lRWX-k.it,)} 

;; {jfi+iittn-icii,)) 

xO-'f.'i.) RV:{-\c.ii>)S„{-ie.i). (13.118) 
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On the surface { = {|: 

C>/{UO+1K{I+1)}-o Pi.«,, L5{, J 

xJCHci^Sj-M). (13.119) 

In ihe far field ({ -♦ oo): 

^+//i= > /,l^^(-,r,--V 

.'■ j./jijriDd)/ 

y?V;(-ic,iW- 

{v'^+lO-ic^.)} 
Sj-k,n). (13.120) 

If the dipole is on the surface (^0 = {J: 

ic-r'-V [^ {v^f+i^-ici^nl"' 
x^-ici^S.^-io.^). (13.121) 

If also the observation point is on the surface (^ = Zi): 

2k2 Y 

*     *    c({f+l)-= 

2fc2y   ' K-i)' n- I 1 

U; !  {vd + IR^-ici^)}' 
si 

-1 

xjO-ici^Sj-M),       (13122) 

whereas in the far lield (^ -> -JO): 

x SlB(-k^/). (13.123) 

For a magnetic dipole at U0, )]0 ~ I) with moment (4nlk)z* corresponding to an 
incident magnetic Hert/. vector £cikRl(kR). such that 

'^^^^iR^2^-^ (.3.-24) 

t: = t; = //; == o, 

then 
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2k2Z 

" oo!   ^if'l^-^ii.)] ^>(-ic,i^)S1%(-ic^). (13.125) 

On the surface { = {,: 

«;+«; = 2fc2 ^/  :w    1     O-^.iW 
'■2v'{(^+1 Ktf+)(4i +?)} -?0

( l)" P.^U Ä'Ä-if. ü.) 5'"('"''n)' 
(13.126) 

In the far field (<J -» 00): 

e'^    2ii-27     * I 
£;+£; =e    ,     ^(-i)"^1 

(C vCfo + l)«-« ^inNu 

x   '/O-ic, i{0)- 5;)!"
ic' ^J /CHc i«o)l 5 J- ic, ^    (13.127) 

L R^-iciJ,) J 

If the dipole is on the surface ({0 = ^J, the electromagnetic field components are 
identically zero everywhere. 

13.4.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

A general procedure for the determination of successive terms in the low frequency 
expansion of the scattered fteld has been given by STLVENSON [1953a]; however, no 
specific results are available. 

13 4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Although the geometrical and physical optics approximations to the scattered field 
are derivable by standard techniques, no specific results are available. 

13.4.2. Plane wave inddence 

13.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For arbitrary direction of incidence, the coefficients in the vector wave function 
cxpan ion of the scattered field must be determined from an infinite set of infinite 
systems of equations; no specilk results have been found. In the particular case of 
axial incidence (C = TI), the coefficients may be obtained by the inversion of a single 
infinite matrix. 

I U.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

Using the general procedure for the determination of the low frequency expansion 
given by Sn VINSON [1953a], explicit results nave been obtained for the far Ikld 
corresponding to a plane wave incident m an arbitrary direction and with arbitrary 
polarization, such that 
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where {/, my n), (ll, m,, «,) and (/2, w2, «2) are three sets of direction cosines satis- 
fying the relations 

/jjfc + m^ + ^f = (/2^ + tti2f+/i2£)A(/i-f m^ + fif), 

M-f w2^"M2f = (/i + mi> + nf)A(/,je + m1j) + M,f). 

The scattered electric field in the far zone may be written as: 

(13,129) 

_.     e1*' £    £ 17     ^(cosr/)       s   P:(cosÖ)\ E*~Tr\lnl [(*** -V J +m^ "sin ö   ) C0S "^ 
w.j^_äwB^))sinmi        (i3l30) 

\ cd sinö   / J 

\ rÖ smö   / J 

where (r, Ö, ^) are the spherical polar coordinates cf the observation point. rd the 
incident electric field has unit amplitude. Expressions have been worked out (STEVEN- 

SON [1953b]) for the coefficients amil, ßmny & nH and ßmn through terms 0(^5). Ex- 
plicitly, 

«oi = k'K^h'L^ (13.132) 

«02 = -l'c5(M1+Af2~2M3), (n.!33) 

«03 ~rhk5ä2K*, (13.134) 

3tn = k'K^k'L^ (13.135) 

al2 = iit5/V;., (13.136) 

«13 ~*USä2Ki, (13.137) 

/y,, = k*K2 + ksL2, (13.138) 

/*.: = jfc'/V,. (13 139) 

ßi^,'io^2K2t (13.1.40) 

«22 -^(M.-M,), (13.141) 

/?>: *-ik5NS9 (13.142) 

with all other coefficients zero i ough 0(A5), The corresponding ^'barred ' quantities 
arc obtained by "barring" the ('j, Lj, \fj and Nj,j « 1,2 or 3. The A'^, Lj, M, 
and .V: and their "burred" analogues are complicated functions of the direction and 
polarization ot the incident field, and of the spheroid parameters, and their expres- 
sions are given by (SriviNsos [i953b], SüMOR [1966]): 
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where (/, m, /i), (/j, /w,, w,) and (/j, nil, «2) are three sets of direction cosines satis- 
fying the relations 

(13.129) 
l^ + m^ + tttt = (/2je-f/M2^-f H2i)A(/f+m^-f nf), 

Iji + mrf + nit = (/i + m^ + nfjA^ifm, f + rtjf). 

The scattered electric field in the far zone may be written as: 

_,     c"' ^   ^ 17     ^P:(cosö) ,    s   P:(cosö)\ 

+ (^ « .m,wn ^)) sin mJ , (l3,30) 
\ oO sind   1 J 

_, e'" v   v TZ-   5/*r(cos«)       a   Pftx*e)\ E* ~ - jr Jo.?. Lr- -VJ -m/L» -tr)cos m^ 
4(^^l)+wam,^))sinMJ. 03,3,) 

\ cd sinö   / J 

where (r, Ö, 0) are the spherical polar coordinates of the observation point and the 
incident electric field has unit amplitude. Expressions nave been worked out (STEVLN- 

SON [1953b]) for the coefficients aMB, ßmn, ötmn and ßmn through terms 0(ä:5). Ex- 
plicitly, 

«oi = k3K3 + k%, (13.132) 

ao2 - -i/c5(M1+A/2-2Af3), (13.133) 

«03 =Th>k5d2K3, (13.134) 

«t, - k*Kf+k%, (13.135) 

a12 =i/c5iV2, (13.136) 

«13 = 4~ök5d2Ktt (13.137) 

/?,, = k3K2 + k5L2, (13.138) 

ßl2 = ik$Nit (13.139) 

ßn~vkksdzK2t (13.140) 

«22 =U5(MI-Af2), (13.141) 

ß22 = ik5N3, (13.142) 

with all other coefficients zero through 0(A'5). The corresponding "barred" quantities 
are obtained by "barring" the A'^, Lj, Mj and ^ , 7 « 1,2 or 3. The A:y, Ly, My 
and /V, and their "barred" analogues are complicated functions of the direction and 
polarization of the incident field, and of the spheroid parameters, and their expres- 
sions are gren by (STEVENSON [1953b], SIMOI [1966]): 
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Q} (»3.1<»4) 

"      'ß?' (13.145) 

'■ - ^ si !'■ [-v-v^g -1) - f f] .5.,) ,„.»„ 
4800   cy L    l +m' 4 IP?   G»; 

+7^J' '53-148) 

(13.149) 

M2 = zM5 

8640 iK"-')|-".g]. (.3..50) 

4320       Q» (13.151) 

^^TgU0""^"^!4-5'^]' (13.152) 

(13.153) 

-W5/...   .    ..P,2 

720 Ql 

where the argument of the Legendre functions is (if,). The constants Kj, Lj, Mj 
and Nj are obtained from the corresponding unbarred quantities by making the sub- 
stitutions 

(/j, m,, wj-♦ (/2, ^2, fli) (13 155) 

and by replacing the Legendre functions with their tirst derivatives and vice versa. 
In the particular case of axial incidence, i>uch that 

E1 = *t~ik\      H* = -pYe-ik*t (13.156) 
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eqs. (13.130) and (13.131) reduce to: 

kr n-i L\ d6 sinß   I 

\ ^ö sinö   / J 

523 

with 

^12 

P1 

«13 = -TTT^   TT« 
öl 

'■-^'i-5g)' 

(13.157) 

(13.158) 

(13.159) 

(13.160) 

(13.161) 

(13.162) 

(13.163) 

where the argument of the Legendre functions is (i^j), and ail other coefficients are 
zero through 0(c5), 

By retaining only the dominant term 0(c3) in eq. (13.157), and specializing to 
the tase Ö ^ 0, we obtain the Rayleigh back scattering cross section (STRUTT [1897]): 

36 
mix) md (13.164) 

A numerical approximation to eq. (13,164) has been proposed by SIEGEL [1959] in 
the form 

%-'••'( 
i+ exp{-V(i-;{r2)}\? 

*v/(l+*.  ) )■■ 

(13.165) 

where v = i^3siUi +1) is the volume of the spheroid. 
The near-zone (kr < 1) scattered fields have been derived by TAI [1952a, b] for 

the case of axial incidence (C » n) and through terms 0[(kr)2]. The dominant terms 
in the surface field expressions for the case of broadside incidence (C = \n) have 
been given by BoLLMHN [1950]. 
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13.4.2.?. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a wave of arbitrary polarization incident from the half-plane 0 = 0 at an 
angle f with the positive z-axis, the geometrical optics bistatic cross section in the 
direction (0 = arc cos ^, ^ = 0) is (CRISPIN et al. [195^]): 

^«..(!*,'■ [{1TJ^]' (O..«) 
For axial incidence (C - TI), the back scattering cross section is 

^^XO^pl^]2, (13.167) 

whereas in a direction arbitrarily close to forward scattering (0 -► 7t): 

»....(«) = "(i^,)2- (13.1«) 

An expression for the physical optics bistatic cross section is available lor a receiver 
in the plane containing the direction of incidence and the z-axis (SIEGEL et ai. [1955]), 
viz. 

^) = ",,J4-2S^V^. (13.169) 

where 

M = c[sini(C + Ö)]v/{^-fcos2 liiC-0)]}; (13.170) 

this result is only valid if C and 0 satisfy the condition: 

tani(C + O) = 2^+COS^-0-)1. (13.171) 
sin(C-ö) 

A more refined approximation, in which an asymptotic expression for the diffracted 
field is retained, can be derived for the back scattered field with axial incidence by 
means of Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction; however, no specific results are 
available. 

The total scattering cross section for axial incidence (C = n) is (JONES [1957]): 

oj - 2^2(cf + U{l+0.0661[r(^1+^r,)]"i}; (13.172) 

this result is a good approximation if: 

cCi.+fr1)^!. (13.173) 
13.4.2.4. SHAPE APPROXIMATION 

For a spheroid whose surface { = si is defined in terms of the spherical polar 
coordinates (r,, tf,, (/»,) by the equation 

,-, =.,(    ^     )'. (13.174) 
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and is such thai 

{f-M>l, (13.175) 

i.e. the spheroid departs only infinitesimally from the sphere r1 = a, the scattered 
field may be expressed as a perturbation of the solution for this sphere. 

The scattered field corresponding to an incident wave with arbitrary polarization 
and whose direction of propagation forms an angle f with the positive r-axis has 
been derived by MUSHIAKK [1956]. For the particular case of backscattering, the 
cross sections ffy and (T1 corresponding to an incident electric field respectively 
parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the direction of propagation and the 
r-axis are: 

^-^2;W2I^ (13.176) 

where 

C = kah<n
l\ka), (13.177) 

the prime indicates the derivative with respect to ka, and (MUSHIAKE [1956]): 

f    f fi" mP:(cosO f .,    fi ^r(cosC) 2m      1 PTicosO   iml 

« = o «»m l(w      sm (,      /=m        LC/       df {/     sin C        J 

i- ^(cos c) £ , r i / r/(/+.) _ i       /(/^    j ^ 
k 

C    : (13.178) 
(i      sin C J) 

A1 is oblained from A^ by interch.mging [/«/'"(cos O/sin C] and [-^"(cos O/^CJ 
with/ = « or/ineq. (13.178), 

i"1   //1PW   /''PW pmPm\ 
("» 'r' +/H

J.^f'   sin'Odö. (13.179) 
. „ \ r1«    r» sin2 ().' 

I*n /tip"* rPm       \ 
{    " Pr+     ' C)sin2Ödö. (13.180) 

,4m • - i      < '» 

JIUl 

/;r -A/ " /T sin 20 sin OdO, (13.181) 
Jo  ti) 

( (2/i+l)(/i-/M)!(2/+IH/-m)! . 18 

«(« + l)(« + m)!/(/+l)(/ + m)! 
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CHAPTER 14 

THE DISC 

F. B. SLFATOR 

By virtue of its geometric simplicity, its status as a separable surface and limiting 
case of the oblate spheroid, and its complementarity to the aperture problem, the 
circular disc is rmenaMc to a wide variety of analytical treatments. Since Babinet's 
principle (see Introduction) permits the trivial conversion of results for the aperture 
into corresponding ones for the disc, nearly all the literature on the former problem is 
pertinent here, and many of the formulas and curves included hereafter were originally 
derived for the aperture and converted via the above-mentioned principle to forms 
appropriate to the disc. Furthermore, since the transformation which takes the oblate 
spheroid into the disc is continuous, the exact results for the former body are easily 
modified to apply to the disc. 

14.1. Disc geometry 

The separable coordinate system which contains the disc as a coordinate surface 
is the oblate spheroidal system (f, rj, <j>) described in the preceding chapter (see Fig. 
13.1). The disc itself is specitied by the extreme value ^ = 0 and its radius is a - 
\ci, so that r, the product of wave number and semi-focal distance, is now ka. Aside 
from these modifications, the geometry of the system is identical to that of the oblate 
spheroid, and the eigenfunctions employed in the exact solutions are again the oblate 
spheroidal functions. Explicit forms for the limiting values of the radial functions, 
R{m{*\~xc* iO), and of their first derivatives, are given by FLAMMER [1957]. 

In some instances a cylindrical coordinate system (/7, 0, z) is preferable to the 
spheroidal system, and the disc is then located in the plane r = 0 with center at the 
origin. 

As in Chapter 13, the primary source is either a plane wave whose direction of 
propagation forms the angle f with the positive r-axis, or a point or dipole source 
located at (^0, vu, <t>0). In particular, for normal or axial incidence, either L, - n 
or //„ = 1. 

14.2. Acoustically soft disc 

14.2.1. Point sources 

U.M.I. KXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a point source at r^ = (,;„, Vo. ^o). such that 
528 
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^«C—. 04.1) 
kR 

the total field is 

m=o«=«NOTnL /?ir;(-KM0) J 

x O-ic* i{>)S^{-ic, ^)5M„(-ic, rj) cos m{(t> - fa). (14.2) 

On the surface { = 0: 

er     >' c £o£mf}m Ä^(-ic,iö) 
x 5mn(-^» 1o)Smn(-»f»»/) cos m(^-0O). (14.3) 

In the far field (f -♦ oo): 

K'+r» — 2Z iE-4p-kv(-ic.ifo)- 

Slr^SÄ"",(-if-'*o)\ SJ<-"'no)sj,-ie,n)cos»#-* 
«„»(-ic.iO) J 

;c(^+r) = .-2' I  L ^-'^^So.c-ic.o^-ic.,).    (i4. 
^ f   - = oN0„ ^„'(-if, lO) 

6) 

o). 

(14.4) 
If the source is on the positive z-axis (ifo = I): 

y'+y = 2ii -^ to-irj«.)- gj^^^-icj^)] 
"=oi90nL Ää^-ic.iO) J 

xO-^i{>)Sow(-ic, OSo^-M), (14.5) 

and, in particular, when the observation point is on the surface f = 0: 

-2i ^    1    iC(-ic,if0) 

whereas in the far field ({ -► oo): 

v'+y* - ci^i (:ir [o-i^üo)- S^-'S^-^ifo)] 

xS0w(-k-, l).S0,(-i(^). (14.7) 

14.2.1.2. LOW 1 RtQUKNCY APPROXiMATIONS 

No explicit results arc available. Various authors (see, for example, BAZRR and 
BROWN [1959]) have considered general low frequency methods in relation to this 
problem, but final results are given only for the special case of plane wave excitation. 

i4 2.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

In addition to results obtained by rigorous asymptotic theory, a variety of results 
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based on KirchhoflTs formula (see, e.g., BOUWKAMP [1954]) are available. The latter 
arc here included primarily for historical reasons, and though they have found con- 
siderable application, their accuracy is difficult to predict. 

The scattered field is: 

4nJJ l   dn\ r /       r    dnj 
(14.8) 

where r is the distance from integration point to observation point, the normal /) is 
directed from the disc into free space, and the integral is over both faces of the disc. 
KirchhoflTs approximation is to assume that the values of the total field and its 
derivative are those of the incident field on the geometrically illuminated face, and 
are zero on the shadowed face of the disc. This approximation is valid for the "black*' 
disc; however, it has been applied to both soft and hard discs. The resulting normal- 
ized scattered field amplitude was computed by LOMMEL [1884] for a point source on 
the axis and the observation point on the opposite side of the disc, selected results 
are shown in Fig. 14.1. 

-Iö4 

Kig. !4.l. Nornu'Ii/ed scattered near field intensity behind the disc for point source on axis with 
k:it    710, t-    2V.8and(a)A.'      50.5. {bUr     42.9. (c) Ar   - 37.3: Kirchhotfapprcumation. 

• •• Kirchhof double layer. experimental (BEKEH (1953al). 

Approximafioiis based on Rayleigh's formulas (see» e.g., BOUWKAMP [1954]) lead 
to the Kirchholf double and single layer results, i.e. respectively: 
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Vt - 1   ± V dS, (14.9) 
27rjj      en \ r J 

v1 =* ii±       (;      d<>, (i4.io) 
2nJ J u\    r 

where the integration is over one face of the disc, the normal is directed into the 
illuminated region and the upper (lower) sign obiains according as the observation 
point is on the same (opposite) side as the source. The validity of the approximations 
(14.9) and (14.10) has been discussed by BOUWKAMP [1954] and BEKEFI [1957]. 

For a point source on the z-axis at (p = 0, z = z0), such that 

JkR 
1^- , (14.11) 

kR 

an approximate expression for the scattered field at (^ z) with 0 > z > -z0 and 
kz()  s 1 based on eq. (14.9) is (BEKEFI [I95>]): 

V^ U:2
ü + p2r^Kp[~ik(z-s{zi 'ra2))]+ Z[(z2 + a2)(z2

0 + a2)r* 

xcxp\ikl^{=^ct2) + s{z2 + a1)^      /[ )] 
L    \ 2s(z +a)/j 

L    \v(z2 + tf")'      a     \(z2 + «2)/ V/J 

which is valid provided that 

|K;i       fZ    sinh-'f0). (14.13) 
za + a2 \z/ 

Results of approximations based on eq. (14.12) are shown in Fig. 14.1. If the observa- 
tion point is also on the axis, an approximate evaluation of the double layer formula 
yields (SiviRiN and SIAKKL [I952J); 

r \        :.,       :;!     kz2J I l-oi r2 8ra 

fi (1-^ | ^        . .:        1 cxp|l^(z2^r)J.     (14.14) 

vvhorc.is the corresponding result for the single layer formula is: 
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^-r,-   £   +5,2-4___i_(1_3l£)le'»<"+ 
V        L     I zo      zl    k^l    k\z0\ \       | z0 /J 

* M z*        2zl      »zi      khl ' 

b\z0\\ \z0\    }     ft|z0|\ |z0l     /Ji    ' '   NV ;; 

(14.15) 

SEVERIN and STARKE [1952] have compared values computed from eqs. (14.14) and 
(i4.15) with experiment; typical results are shown in Fig. 14.2. 

2.0n 

Fig. 14.2. Normalized scattered near field intensity on axis behind the disc foi point source on axis 
with /^o = 396 and c = 8^: Kirchhoff double layer, Kirchhoff single layer, • • • exper- 

imental (SrvFRis and STARKE (1952J). 

Rigorous asymptotic tesults are a ailable only foi:»source on the axis of symmetry. 
Using an asymptotic development of an exact solution of the Sommerfeld type, the 
total field in the region of geomeirical hadow resulting from *He source of eq. (14.11) 
located at ({0, f;0 = I) is (HANSEN [I9(>^]): 

1 
V ^ ~ -exp[k'(N'n-K2) + N(l+^)J] 

2c 
.•-(IK2)'']' 

x |     n+x(i-^))![;,,(fv(i--j2))--i.; uN'(i--j2))i       + 

+ (l-v'n-72)),[J0(<v(lVl) + i-',('Vl-''J))l I 
vd+^sd+^+xd-^+Nin+^Mi+^K'-n1)}'" 

(i4.;6) 

In pariicular, if the observation point is not too near the  vis, i.e. k, = O(r) (HANSI N 

(l%2. I964J): 
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sec i(Ö2 + jS)+cosec i(ö2 - /J) ,fcr2 (14.17) 
^'•2(l+(r2/fl)sinö2)} 

whereas if the point is near the axis, i.e. kp — 0(1) (HANSEN [1964]): 

exp 

k(, 

where the geometrical quantities are defined in Fig. 14.3. The above forms take ac- 
count only of singly diffracted rays. A partial asymptotic expansion can be constructed 

K- - ^yp£)) i/^TTV(sin Wo(fcp cos^ (I4.18) 

Fig. 14.3. Geometry and nolation for asymptotie theory. 

by taking into account rays diffracted p times at diametrically opposite points on 
the edge of the disc. For points within the geometrical shadow and not too near 
the axis [l:p - 0(f)), the contribution of the ray diffracted p times (p = 2, 3,. ..) 
is (HANSEN [!%;,: 

rc2ir+iinp-,cosj/?__sin^ 

r    Ar0 _l6tN
/7rr. l + sm/^ 

(sin i^, 4-cos U^, ekri 

\      1 -sin Oy       ^{kr{{\ +(rl/u) sin Ox)} 

sin l^-f-cos^K ekr' \ 

1 -sin ^2       \ {^2(1 + (''2/«) sin (?2)}) 
(14.19) 
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14.2.2, Plane wave incidence 

14.2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an incident wave whose direction of propagation makes an angle ( with the 
positive r-axis, such that 

V'1 = exp {tt(x sin f+z cos f)). (14.20) 

then 

m = ö n*mNmn ^(-JC, lO) 

x 5mn(-ic, cos C)Smn(-ic, ri) cos m0. (14.21) 

On the surface <? - 0: 

^(Fi + F$) = - - I    Z ~ !  
üf C m = 0 n = m ^ ^(-^ 10) 

x Smn{ - ic, cos C)Smn( - ic, ^) cos m0, (14.22) 

and in the far field (<; -► oo): 

S = 2i £   f ^ Sr^S 5^"ic'cos 0^~ir' ^ cos w*-   (l4-23) m = 0 n = WiVMW O-IC, 10) 

The totrJ scattering cross section is 

" = Sl   2#rrii^|:S„,(-ic,cosol2. (14.24) 
For normal incidence (C = n): 

r = -2f -Jl S"^Ä^(-ic,i{Ä^^ (14.25) 

and on the surface { = 0: 

-f(r+r) = - 2 £ J-     .,.  V   .mS0w(-ic, -1)SJ-M),     (14.26) 

whereas in the far field (i -> oo): 

Computed values of |S| ^re shown in iMg. 14.4. 
The total scattering cross section is: 

fc'.fo^.LIR^-ic.iO)! 

and its normalized form is plotted as a function of c in Fig. 14.5. 

(14.28) 
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90     0 
6 (in degrees) 

30 60 
6 (in degreei) 

Fig. 14.4. Amplitude of far field coefficient ior three disc sizes: exact, (a) KirchhofT double 
layer (SPENCE (1949J). (b) Kirchhoff ringle layer (SEVERIN 11952]). 

1.0 n 

0.9- 

ZwQ* 

0.8- 

Fig. 14.:v Normalized total scattering cross section (BOUWKAMP 11954]). 

!4.:.:.:. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an incident wave whose direction of propagation makes an angle C with the 

positi\c r-axis, such that 

\l ^expliMA-sinC + rcos;')], (14.29) 
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a complete low frequency expansion of the scaltered field at the point (<£, ??, <j>) is 
(ASVESTAS and KLEINMAN [1967]): 

K' = eJ^ f (-c)" I -^- I   £   E ^VoXi«)^) cos s0,      (14.30) 

where the coefficiems D";5 are determined from the recurrence relations: 

 2 pfr-s)^.,   ^f^s) 
r(r+I)-rO-fl) L2r-1    r*',,'     2^-1 

, r # /;m = 0, 1,2,.. ., 

n«+t.5  2 fK'—s) nm.s    , t{t~s)   mtS 
Ur, t : 77 ; ".     ■— ~ ^r- 1,1+  "T   " " ^r, f- 1 "~ 

(i+iX^m-i) (r+i)(r+S4-i)    s ■ 
- — is, t+i -        - ^r+l.t 
2t + 3 2r+3 

(14.31) 

AV
1

** = -r ?^)x)^^
+,'*+^^+,,^   m = o, 1,2,..., (14.32) 

r«0 Qj(i0) 

<^ = <0, (14.33) 

( -£5(-l)V^ + l)0-5)!/>?(sec C) cosm C      r 
^ 5     —rr—Ly-- ~~—-~ * .   for   m + r even, 
/ir* « 2"+1(/+S)!{Km-0}.f{Kw+r+l)}!e;(iO) (14.34) 

v0,      for   m + ^odd, 

and the prime in eq. (14.32) indicates that the term with r = i is to be omitted from 
the summation. 
In the far field (f -► oo): 

oo n n-m        M        r 

■iI(-^+,I 7^—T:I K-ifs!/>„";•;F;^) COSS^.    (14.35) 

and the bistatic scattering cross section is: 

„fa *) = W £ (-c)" I K..^ C, (14.36) 
w=0 m=0 

where 
n „n-fft        m        I 

K=l r—- I   K-irslD^PfWcos^. (14.37) 
m=o {/i —m): <=o ä = O 

and the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. 
For normal incidence (C = TT), the coefficients v4r

m•^ DJ;;' vanish for J / 0, thus 
eliminating the summations over s. 
In the far field ({ -► co): 

S = -if (-c)"+' I ------i f DS.f/'M (14.38) 
«=o m=o(n-m)! «=»0 
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where the coefficients i)J;f
0 are given by eqs. (14.31) through (14.34) with C - n. 

The bistatic scattering cross section is still giver by eq. (14.36), but with 

n MH TH        tn 

(14.39) 
/n=o (n — m)i r^O 

Explicitly, the far field coefficient is: 

L525 

2ic5 I" I 

n   .525 

^{' 
105     9n2 

123 /127 20 
P, + !       -        I P  f (-^/   - ^ + ~) Pol +0(c6)| . 

\567     9^2/ \2025     9K2     nV     j 1 
(14.40) 

An alternative formulation, in which the incident and scattered fields are expanded 
in Fourier senes in the azimuthal angle 0, has been developed by several authors 
(see, for example, WILLIAMS [1962] and BOERSMA [1964]). For arbitrary intiutnce 
and in the far field (^ -> oo): 

S = X ^ cos m^, 
at = 0 

(14.41) 

where 

_ £Bt4
w+1m!(m + l)!c2>Hfi(v/I^7smO,, 

-[- 
7r(2m)!(2m + 2)! 

2m + l+(2m-l)(sin2C-^2 

2(2m-l)(2m + 3) 
^^--^tc' + OCO], (14.42) 

and ^j is the Kronecker delta {5ltl ~ 1, ^mfi = 0 for m ^ 1). The normalized 
total scattering cross section is: 

a* m*o L(2m)!(2m + 2)!J 

L     i r2(2m2 + 3^-{-2)       sin2 H 

I L(2m-n(2m + 3)2     2m + 3j 

+ c 

(2m-l)(2m + 3) 

4 r32m6 + 144m5 + 136m4-364m3-960m2-758w-213 

+ 

(2m-3)(2m- l)2(2m + 3)3(2m + 5)2 

8m3 + 32m2-f40m + 19    .     w m + 2 

- + 

(>j-l)(2m4 3)3(2w + 5) 
-sin  C + 

(2m + 3)2(2m + 5) 
in4c] +0(c6)j. 

(14.43) 
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BAZER and HOCHSTA&T [1962] have given explicitly the first two Fourier components 
(m = 0 and I), HEINS and MACCAMY [1960] have obtained similar results for the 
surface field. 

For normal incidence (£ = TT) and on the illuminated face (BAZER and BROWN 

[1959]): 

114.44) 

in which the first few coefficients are: 

,     2if     /I      4\   ,     1/7      8\   3 

i 1        2      16V   4     i /143      44      32v   , +        -    , +    Ac- ~     , +   J(5 

V24     n2      TT4/ 71*900     9n2      7r4f 

+ 

900     97C- 

2171 104      64\ 

\720     40507r2     97r4     TT0 
(14.45) 

2        3/1 '12     37r2' rt\9ü     BrV 

\80      I357r2     3^4/ 

.42= -  'c4--1   c5
+( 

,    -     1
iW0(O, 

72        ÖOTT ^240     3071-' 

^= -r6oö^+0(f7), 

(14.46) 

(14.47) 

(14.48) 

and the remaining coeftkients are 0(c'8). 
In the far field (<; -> oo): 

c ^f      2i       /I      4      1   . 2/A   :    2i/4      4      I   .  2.A   3^ 
S=-      :\-     c+\    -    , -    sin  (M (  -     |    -    , -    sin  ^|c + 

71  I 7r *3       TT"      6 ' TT \9       ^      6 ' 

4       -       +     4 I      ~       sur ^+      surr»   f - 
LT:4      97r-      15      MTT      15/ 120 

:i [16       S 71        /  2 19 \      , ,      I     . 4il1   s 
±~     r +        +        > - sin-^4-        sin4^'   t-+ 

n LTT4      3.T-      075      y}n'     270' 120 J 

[112        2        64       44S        /  16 S 1  \      ^  , f-  j + _       _ .|_ ... - sin' 0 + 
!9r4      315      r:h      6757r:      US*2      37r4      105' 

H   f    ~    ' Jvin4,M-     '    sinn^l i04 0(c7)!, 
2:0      30;r' 5040 

where f'     arc cos >/. 

114.49) 
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The normulizcd total scattering cross section is (HURD [1961]): 

2nad 
=    , [ 1 4-0.039 160 c2 - 0.000 748 9 c4 -0.000 260 2 ch + 

+ 0.000009206(:8 +0.000(K)! 846(•I0^-O((',2)];       (14.50) 

numerical values computed from this series agree with the exact results of BOUWKAMP 

[1954] to within one percent for c < 2.5. 

14.2.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No explicit results are available for arbitrary incidence. For normal incidence, 
results have been obtained by KirchhofT theory, geometrical theory of diffraction 
(KEI LER [1957]), rigorous asymptotic methods (JONES [1965a], HANSEN [1964]) and 
variaiional techniques (LEVINE and Wu [1957]). 

The amplitude of the far field coefficient computed from KirchhofTs single and 
double 'ayer formulas is compared with the exact result in Fig. 14.4. The normalized 
scattered field amplitude is shown as a function of the distance along the axis behind 
the disc in Fig. 14.6, and «s a function of the radial distance in the plane r = 0-f 
in Fig. 14.7. 

2.on 

2.0 n 

Fig. 14.6. Normali/ed scattered amplitude on axis behind disc with (a) c     Xt and (b) c     4.7: 
KirchholV double layer, KirchhofT single layer,  ••• experimental (SEVERIN (l()52j). 
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v. 
V1 

2.0 

1.5 

f.0- 

0.5- 

o 

^Uv 
^ \ 

I ( ' 1 
I v 

0 
-4 

• .:-»• ^ i . 
-2 0 2 

V1 

t.5 

1.0- 

0.5- 

(b) 

' ■■■ 

-4 -2 0 2 

Fig. 14.7. Normalized scattered amplitude on r = 0-f with (a) c =* 3^ and (b) c ~ 4^:  
double layer, Kirchhoff single layer, • ••experimental (SEVERIN (I952J), 

Kirchhoff 

For a plane wave at axial incidence (C = n), such lhat 

(14.51) 

an approximation for the far field coefficient based on an integral equation formula- 
tion is (CASE [1964]): 

S ^ iic 
JiicsinO)    .y0(csinör 

.   sin iO sin ±0 
0(c sin 0)1 

sin 40  J ' 
(14.52) 

where 0 is the spherical polar angle: cq. (14.52) is valid for 0 < JTT, and for 0> in 
the symmetry relation 5(^-0) = S(0) may be used. In the far field and in the back 
scattering di ection (HANSEN [1964]): 

i ..[,-; i 2ir-iiii 

L+hl    +0(f■,, 4r     Ac'yjnc 

The normalized total scattering cross section is (JONES [1965a]): 

zmr 
1      cos(2c-in:)     7 sin(2c-.W A 

4c* 4<\ TIC (Ac\'nc 

+ sin (4c-JTT) 1 

16c4 M^c4 

(14.53) 

4-0(c-J).       (14.54) 
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The first three terms of this expression have also been derived via a variational 
formulation (LEVINE and Wu [1957]) and via the geometrical theory of diffraction 
(KARP and KELLER [1961]). Numerical values computed from the first three terms 
of eq. (14.54) agree with Bouwkamp's exact values out to three decimal places 
for c £ 4.0 (LEVINE and Wu [1957]). 

Rigorous asymptotic results are available only for a plane wave at axial incidence. 
Using an asymptotic development of an exact solution of the Sommerfeld type, the 
total field in the region of geometrical shadow and away from the axis resulting 
from the incident field of eq. (14.51) is (HANSEN [1964]): 

K~J    f        _e^+^ sin^cosj^ 
J2n\j\krMHrJ«)™0x)) sin 0, L    •M,,   ^ 

+ -,, ^:-0 . ™V>^ [. .Ur^] ,        (.4.55) 
N {Ar2(H-(r2/a)smö2)} sin Ö2 I 

where the geometrical quantities r,, r2, 0l and Ö2 are shown in Fig. 14,3, and 

Mr. 0) = —V ^-sin 0) ( - +sin o\ ?lB-?— 1 (14.56) 
csin2öL \r /      2(fl/r+sinÖ)J 

represents the second order term in the contribution of the singly diffracted rays. 
A partial asymptotic expansion can bt constructed by summing the contributions 
due to rays diffracted p times at diametrically opposite points on the edge of the 
disc. For points within the geometrical shadow and not too new the axis, the con- 
tribution of the ray diffracted p times (n = 2, 3 ) is (HANSEN [1964]): 

r rr LXdcJnc] 16^ 
p« + iu ein i/i _t.^c in 

n+zAi.tfi)]- 
ciArs^iu siniOj+cosM 

yj{krx{\ +(r1/fl) sin 0,)}        I -sin Ö, 

-^+cosi0j[1+/>j flj)]j (1457) 

where 

V/UT2(1 +(r2/a) sin 02)}       1 -sin 02 

"6a/r + 3 '     '^      l  ; ' 
c \~i\n0 

31-19p     I [a A' 1 tiAto, 
"       4 2(r+Sinö)    J (,4■5, 

represents the second order term in the contribution of the ray diffracted p times. 
In the region near and including the axis, a caustic correction must hi made. The 
result, for the first two terms of the singly diffracted field, is (HANSEN [1964], BUCMAL 

and KELLER [I960]): 

V - iel*fl(sini(?l+cosiÖ1po,) + ^!^,>) + 
-f leifcWsin l^ + cosi^K/^' + c-'O.       (14.59) 
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where 

/C = H(o2,(-Ti)e"iT'. 
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(14.60) 

(14.61) 

IL sm^, 2 8 J 

ImO, IsinO,     J ) 

Oil H(
0
,\T!) + 

]n\'\T2)}, 

rn = (fcr„+   .'--We..        («= 1   or   2). 
\ sin OJ 

(14.62) 

R1,-'' = -e"T' [ {ico*2h Ti+km 0,- 1)T2--isin 0 
IL sm02 2 8 

sin ^2 2 sin Ö2 
(14.63) 

(14.64) 

For the üeld of the doubly diffracted rays near the axis, only terms of order c0 are 
given. The result is: 

y2 - 
e 'V" T- sinÖ1.- (sini01+cosi(?l)e^Ä{)

,,+ 
IöC/TTC Li -sin 0i 

+   li?ii.. fsin i02 +cos i^^'^Äi2^ .      (14.65) 
l-sinÖ2 ■j 

The above forms based on asymptotic treatment of the exact solution agree with 
resuK: derived from variational methods or the geometric theory ordiffract!onwheiever 

comparison is possible. 

14.3. Acoustically tmrd disc 

14.3.1. Poinl souncs 

i4 Vl.l. tXACT SOLUTIONS 

{:<>r a point source at r0 = (^ '/u- ^o)» swh ^at 

I ' - 
kR 

(14.66) 

1 he total field i> 

x Ä^ - if, ic > KV^( - u. '/o)^( - ii\ *l) cos m(0 - </>.,)       (14.67) 
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On the surface { = 0: 

(14.68) 

In tlie far tkld (.; -> oo): 

<V(-ic.iO) J 
(14.69) 

If the source is on the positive r-axis (J;0 = I): 

foNtol /^'(-ic.iO) J 

x R^X-ic, i«>)So.(-ic, i)S0,(-k, „),      (14.70) 

and, in particular, when the observation point is on the surface ? = 0: 

r+r = * f -L ^'^ ^(-ic i)s0n(-ic, ^      (i4.7i) 

whereas in the far field (i -*> oo): 

i;     n^O   f)0n   I «^(-IClO) J 

xSo^HclJSj-M).       (14.72) 

14.3.1.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source on the z-axis at ({0, rj0 = I), the normalized total scattering 
cross section can be formally written as (JONES [1956]); 

<TT, = -RcT   ^   So'2 Im I    
2M- ll.o(2n + l)!(2n + 3) »=o(2»H-l)!(2rt + 3) 

. |i(> (, +    'L) ?, +i ^ _  ft^.')  1 .„j +o«-)(   (.4.73) 
I \      2« + 5' c        L4     (2«-f5)(2« + 7)J     ) 

which is \alid if 

io>U      iü>i^J 'U.74) 

only the tirsl inequality is significant a* low frequencies. The first summation in eq. 
(14.73) corresponds to plane wave excitation, whereas the second summation is a 
correction due t»t the finite distance of the source. The coefficients An, Bn and Cn 
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are specified by an infinite system of linear equations; if the system is truncated at 
/i = 1, i.e. AHy Bn and CH are set equal to zero for /i ^ 2, then: 

7
J „ .^ r14.iC2+(cW-2 /1+ 27^c2\i (      (14i75) 

xa2     21n2 L     25 \       100     /J Ina2 

14.3.1.3. *!IGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

No results are availab!e for an arbitrary location of the source. For a point source 
located on the axis of symmetry at (f 0, fo = 0> suc^ ^at 

F1 = — , (14.76) 
kR 

the total field in the region of geometrical shadow is (HANSEN [1962, 1964]): 

 (i-vo-m^Mi-^HWu-»2))]    + 

+ _ (nV(i-'>2))i[./oMi->?2))+i./,Mi->?
2))] __\       ü477) 

va+^+vo+^+Vd-^+vui+aa+^xi-i2)}!" 
In particular, if the observation prut is not too near the axis, i.e. kp = 0(c): 

2krQsl2n I   ^{kr^l +(rI/fl) sin 0,)} 

_ seci(ö2 + ff)-coseci(ö2-/?) elikf3| (14 78) 

VfMH-^Msin^} T 
whereas if the point is near the axis, i.e. kp = 0(1): 

V ~ ^^P^ ft (l75 (cos VmP - 5).   (14.79) 

where the geometrical quantities are defined in Fig. 14.3. The above forms take 
account only of singly diffracted rays. A partial asymptotic expansion can be con- 
structed by taking into account rays diffracted/? times at diametrically opposite points 
on the edge of the disc. For points within the geometrical shadow and not too near 
the axis (kp = O(c)), the contribution of the ray diffracted p times (p ~ 2, 3, . ..) 
is (HANSEN [1964]): 

] z 
f n kr0     L 2N^rc . 

r-i 
(cosl/? + sin J/?)"1 

,ikri 

x   -■ (cos W, -sin iO,)'' -f 
V{^i(l+('-iMsin^)} 

+ L_l_ (cos ^-sin i^,)"1] . (14.80) 
v/{/.r2(l+(r2;ö)sin^)l ^ ) 
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If the point source is located at the center (p = 0, z = 0 + ) of the disc, the total 
field obtained by the geometrical theory of diffraction is (KELLER [1963]): 

V „ ? (2nc sin 0)'*   ± e s (14.81) 
kr 'I    cos (in-iß)     sin(i7r-iÖ)J 

where r and 9 - arccoi rj are the spherical polar coordinates of the observation 
point with origin at the center of the disc, the upper sign applies in the shadow 
region In < 0 S n and the low -r sign in the illuminated region 0 i£ 0 < in. 

14.3.2. Plane wave incidence 

14.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave incident at an angle C with the positive z-axis, such that 

K1 = exp {ik{x sin f+z cos ()}, (14.82) 

the scattered field is 

« = 0  n = m      Nmn   HlJi-lClO) 

x SWB(-ic, cos C)5wn(-ic, rj) cos m<t>. (14.83) 

On the surface { - 0: 

Cm~0  « = m      NmH  KJi^-lClO) 
(14.84) 

In the far field ({ -> oo): 

S - 2i S    I ^ ^f--— ^( - ic cos «SJ - ic, r?) cos m^. (14.85) 

The total scattering cross section is: 

-T = ^ I    f ^ fS"-^ -U-iccosoT. (14.36) 

For axial incidence (C - n), the scattered field is: 

^ = -21  J   ^n!!""' S ^-ic- i0)So.(-u-- - l)S„,{-ic. u).        (14.87) 

and en the surface ,; = ü: 

\'_ 1 

c.%f}0, Rgyi-k,iO) 
I'+l' = " I -i-  „„.,- .    .„. S0n(-u-, -l)S0„(-iclf,),        (14.! 
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whereas in the far field (c, -* oo): 

(14.89) 

The total scattering cross section is: 

^ = ^^-[^'^Sc,(-ic.-l)l2. (.4.90, 

A variety of results for the field on the disc surface and along the axis have been 
computed by LEITNER [1949], MEIXNER and FRITZE [19^9], BRAUNBEI: [1950] and 
SfcVERiN [1952]. Selected results are shown in Figs. 14.8 through 14.11, together with 
high-frequency Kirchhoff approximations. 

2.0 

Re.V 

1.0- 

Im.V 

o  

Fig. 14.8. Real and imaginary parts of scattered field on upper surface (r « Or) for five different 
disc sizes (LEITNER [19491). 

The amplitude |S| of the far field coefficient is shown in Fig. 14.12 for various values 
of r, and the normalized total scattering cross section is plotted in Fig. 14.13. 

14.3.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an incident wave whose direction of propagation makes an angle C with the 
positive r-axis. such that 

P = exp{i/:(.vsinC-hrcos;)}, (14.91) 

a complete low frequency expansion of the scattered field at the point (v, >;, <j)) is 
(ASVISTAS and KLIINMAN [1967]): 

or» cr n - m       m       m        t 

is = ck{I(-0"I , '    -I  I  lo^QWrM™*«!».    (14.9:) 
n    0 m- 0 {n — m)\ t    0   r-0   s    0 



Fig. 14.9. Normalized total field on sirfaces (a) J ^ 0+ and (b) r = 0- for c      10: exact, 
 Kirchhoff double layer, -.- Kirchhoff single layer, ••• experimental (SEVERIN [1952]). 

45 n 

lig. 14.10. Amplitude and phase of total field at center p     0 of illuminated face iz      0    i: 
exact,    -- KirchhotT single layer, edge-current theory (BRALNBEK [1950]). 
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Fig. 14.11. Amplitude and phase of total field at center /> = 0 of illuminated face {z — 0-f): 
 exact, Kirchhoff single layer (MEIXNER and FRITZE [1949]). 

12- 

to- 

8- 

|S|   ■ 

6- 

4- 

2- 

T 
30 

r 
60 

0 (in degree») 

Fig. 14.12. Amplitude of far field coefficient for three disc sizes; 
layer (SBVERIN II952J). 

— exact, Kirchhoff single 
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10 

Fig. 14.13. Normalized total scattering cross section: exact (BOUWKAMP 11954]), Rayleigh 
(see eq. (14.104)). 

where the coefficients D*\s are determined from the recurrence relations: 

2 
/•(r+l)-f(/-fl)L2r~l 

y      1 r)w••,   4. 

+ 
2/-1 

(/ + l)(/+s + l)ftlB(Ä       (r+rj(r+5 + l)nm.s tyn, s      \ 

2r+i 2r+3 

r#r,       w = 0, i.2...,      (14,93) 

r.»      ^ ~ L  "-/.T: ^r.f       + L ^,'7^; ^' + ^^        »        m = Ü, 1, 2 . . ., 
r-0 (2r(l0) ''-oQJClO) 

nO.O _ 0 

(14.94) 

(14.95) 

r" = (-l)Xv7rcoswC (t~*)\ 
' *     "" 2a'+l{i(m"-/)}!{i(m + i+l)}!ß;(i0) (r + .s)! 

x[(m-r)(/-s-l)Pf%I(secC) + (m + ( + l)(/ + 5)P,,_l(secC)])   for m + r even, 

= 0,       for   m + /odd, (14.96) 

where V' in cq. (14.94) indicates that the term with r = 5 is to be omitted from the 
summation. 
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In the far field (c -> oc): 
öD n        nN~m      m       f 

S = -il(-cr' I - ''- - S   X(-l)VO?;fW,coS^. 

and the bistatic scattering cross section is: 

where 
n-0 

M M""'" m f 

m = 0 

K = I r- -r, I   I (- 1 )s.'! O";,' ^(fl) cos s*. 
m-o(w-m)! f=o s-o 

(14.97) 

(14.98) 

(14.99) 

and the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. 
For normal incidence (C = TI), the coefficients A"''5, D*t

s vanish for 5^0, thus 
eliminating the summations over s. Explicitly, the far field coefficient is: 

S = - ^ (p.W+ic2[PiM+4PM+ f- SPM+Olc*)].    (14.100) 
dn \ 25 9; ) 

An alternative formulation, in which the incident and scattered fields are expanded 
in Fourier series in the azimuthal angle (^ has been developed by several authors 
(see, for example, WILLIAMS [1962] and BOERSMA [1964]). For arbitrary incidence 
and in the far field (<; -► oo): 

S = £ S« cos m^, (14.101) 

where 

S„= - 
eIK4

w+ {m !(m j-j )!c^+^/ (VA - ^sin Cfcos C 

i(2m + l)T(2m+3)! 

*,     2;n-l-|-(2m + l)(sin2 C-^/2)  -.21,.       3    ~, 4/! /..^^x 
x    i-  -     ^ --,J    -f --^+ -   ^.oc3 + 0c4)   , (14.102 

L 2(2w + l)(2m+5) 9n J 

and <)w 0 is the Kronecker delta (t)0t0 = 1, ^m,o = 0 ^or '" ^ 0). The normalized 
total scattering cross section is: 

n\ -1 x- .4w ^4 

m    0 

l-r( 
\(2 

z. • ^.^      ...r 4m+,m!(m + l)! V cos':sin'"'C(2m + l !  -- 
L(2m + l)!{2m43)!j 

~8 sin2C\ 
.4-    ■  - -   + 

j..s\2     :>»i4.s' 

4/?j': + 2m- 
(2m + l)(2m^5)2     2m+ 5 

4/32m,,+ l44m?i + 24m4-156m34-1236m2 + 175Xm-3ll 
-ft4! ,—  --■   - , 4- 

(2m-"l)(2m-hl)2(2m + 5)J(2m + 7)' 

-f 
8iirV32m2+4w-53 

(2m-hl)(2m-f5)3(2m-f7) (2m + 5)':(2m-H7) 
sin2C+ "?3 s.n1;) fO(c") 

1 n».i-4-M2ni>i4-7^ / 

114.103) 
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Explicitly, for normal incidence (BOUWKAMP [1954], BAZER and BROWN [1959]): 

^ = ifl ri + ic' + ilic*+ Ä - ±\ cSO(c«)l .    (.4.104) 
Ina1     21nl L     25       6125        \496125     SITC2/ J 

Results of computations based on eq. (14.104) are shown in Fig. 14.5. Formulas based 
on Fourier series expansions are also available for the surface field. 

For normal incidence (C = n) and on the illuminated face (BAZER and BROWN 

[1959]): 

(^1+I/,X=o+ = l+-Ißn'(^"+^ 04.103) 
n  n = 0 

in which the first few coefficients are: 

r> -i 1     2 2l       1 1 4. i ; I 

9n       120       22571 :257rC      \5040     81^2/ 

323i    7/I 38   \   8 

44100^        \362880     2025^2/ 

B     7297C3/ 

+ /    269i 

^ 5715360;: 

I   *.    19i 
6      20       15JI       336       1050« 

+ LI ?_] c»+ _ 63L c' + O^10), (14.107) 
\12960     135)i2/        2381400 

lc'+ l0i. cJ + —c4+  76i- c'l +0^'°), (14.108) 
14       21«       216        567«    J 

ri+.7.c»+.?.?L/| +O(c,0)> 114.109) 
L     18        81«    J 

600 L 

35280 

BA~      cH      +0(c10), (14.110) 
3265920 

and the remaining coefficients are O^'10). An alternative formulation for the surface 
field in terms of an infinite series of Legendre polynomials has been given by DLHOOP 

[1954]. 
In the far field {c -* x): 

}T.      I 10 9;: \ 2S0       84' 

A5r} 5        '       27"  560 SO 3K
2
' 
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i   / 131      9    2     >f \   7     1/68        4    2 

10^12450   175        126/        90 \45rt2     9n2 

-i^_^6 + TV(l+^c8+0(c9)jt (14.111) 
1760 1232 

14,3.2.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an incident wave whose direction of propagation makes an angle f with the 
positive r-axis, the only results available are the following expressions for the normal- 
ized forward scattering cross section (LEVINE and Wu [1957]). For the angular region 
away from the axis (sin f bounded away from zero): 

Ina Icos fl 4c2|cos", Cl     TIC (cos CU/sin C I C\ 4c2|cosJ fl     7rcz|cos ClVsin f 

x sin [2c(l -sin C)]-(1 +sin C)'i cos [2f(l +sin C)]}. 

whereas for near-axial incidence (sin C « 0): 

(14.112) 

— -^ 1 — 
2 sin (2c-i^) 

27rai|cos Q Cv TTC 
-Jo(2csinC)- 

1 

1 

4c2 

- -■ cos[2c(2 + sin2;')]J0(csin20.      f 14.113) 
nc 

For axial incidence, a variety of results have been obtained using the Kirchhoft' 
approximation or its various modifications. However, these have in large measure 
been superseded by the more accaratc results obtained from an integral equation 
formulation by VVESTPFAHL and WITTE [1967]. 
In the far field and near the axis (c sin 0 ^ 1): 

it- 5 

S --7,(0 sin 0)-c£c-*'S„ + O(t~2), (14.114) 
sin (J « = 0 

where 0 is the spherical polar angle (i; = cos Ö), the Kirchhoff approximation is 
represented by the term outside the summation, and 

So = I'M'* sin 0), 

5, « TTV^^VoMnö). 

S: = -y\{l^n-lc*u')J0{i^nO)-'lH\csinOJl{cs\nü), 

S^ - C4    r(C     f3e2ir)y0(rsin^) + csmf/c2'fJ,(<sin^)l , 
2N r L^ 2/r     8      ' 

S ^ 2^ 256   / 

(14.115) 

(14.116) 

(14.117) 

(14.11K) 

(14.119) 
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s'-35([''v*,Ms',"+1Trt""]J"("i"9,+ 

+ 4c sin Bin"1 e6ic-fe2k) J^c sin 0) + 12c2 sin2 9 t2icJ2{c sin 0)1.        (14.120) 

In the far field and away from the axis (c sin 0 > 1): 

S~ -]/_£_ j;<:-*a[SB(0)e-|c8,nfl+*u+Sn(-0)elcsln,,^is] + O(c-*), (14.121) 

where 

yfl^Zs/ÜZi'™«). (,4.122) 
sin 9 

e2lc + Jiii 

S.W»,,-^-——x. (14.123) 
VWl-sinO)} 

5,(0) = _^1_- + S/ilz^) f, + _1_) . (l4.124) 
27r^l-sinfl)        4sin6>     I     2sm0/ 

5,(0) =     ,    ei"     - [^ +ie2i' ^ - J- + ——)1 , (14.125) 
4x/{w(l-sin0)} L K      2      \2     sin 0     i-sinO/J 

S,(0)=   -   ,.L..... r-«-+ie-(5--i- + --l-\l-. 
87rv(l-sinö) L      TT      2      \      sin 0     l-sin0/J 

^ N/( 1 -sin 0) /59-27i + 33_9i + 24^ +   39-9» (14 126) 

128 sin 0   I     8 2sin0      sin20/      128 sin3 0* 

S40) = e"i,^ -   - [«-e-+ e--(l7- -2.^ + —4-)-e- \53^ + 
16N

/{7f(l-sin0)} I 47r \        3in0     l-sin0/ L   64 

+ —           ,      -3(1-sin 0) 2+ — 
8sin0     8sin^0     4(1-sin 0) 2 sin 0(1-sin 0)J I 

(14.127) 

The first term of expansion (14.121) was derived earlier by BRAUNHCK [1950) 
using the KirehholT formula with a more refined approximation for the field near the 
edge. Other expansions have been obtained via the geometrical theory of diffraction 
by KiM-UR [ll>57] and via a:: asymptotic solution of the exact boundary value problem 
by HANSIN [1964]. The latter's results are analogous to those presented lor the soft 
disc in Section 14.2.2.3, but their regions of validity are somewhat in doubt. 

The normalized total scattering cross section is (WLSTPFAHI and Wim: [1967]): 
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..fri ^ i—      sin(2c-i^)~c"21- + -cos4c) + 
ITM* cjnc \4     TT / 

+ |-cos(2c-iR)+ --cos(6r-i7r)l - 
c\'nc L8 2n J 

-3 r 45       sin 8c      5,1 1     rsin(10c-i7r) , 
-C    3 ■ +    r- + — Sin 4C      +  -r-T-rn      ^_i-

4-   + 
LI024      4n2       ST: J      CVTTC L      I6n* 

+  1-sin(6c-i7t)+ ~sm(2c-i?r)+ ~3- cos(2c-Jff)l . (14,128) 
327r '    2048 2048 J 

The first four terms of this series have been determined also by LEVINE and Wu 
[1957], HANSEN [1964] and JONES [1965c]. The form given by Levine and Wu contains 
a value i replacing the coefficient | in the term 0(c"*) of eq. (14.128). The results 
of Hansen and Jones, however, corroborate the value given here. 

14.4. Perfectly conducing disc 

14.4.1. Dipole sources 

14.4.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For an arbitrarily oriented electric dipole located at the point Co» '/o» ^o) 'n toe 
oblate spheroidal coordinate system and with a moment (4ii£/k)t, corresponding to 
an incident electric Hertz vector 

nl = e-~i = 2iil   lg- KXi-ic, i{<)/C(-ic, iU 
kR m = 0 R«« iVwl, 

x S^-ic, »j)Sj-ic. IJ0) cos »#-^o). (14.129) 

the electric Hertz vector IIJ of the scattered field can be split into two parts, 

n't~nl+n2, (14.130) 

whose rectangular Cartesian components are (MEIXNER [1953]): 

nUMl = -i(c.±i<v) I emLm cos m{<t> - fa). 
m-O 

nl = -i^ Z c« ^m cos m(^-0o). 
m = 0 

niiin^-e*1* i (/«iv.t,e-'-'♦-*" 
(14.131) 

m~ - x 

n: - o. 
where 

xS^-ic^S^-icrjo), (14.132) 
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xSJi-k.^iSj^-icno),       (14.133) 

(«-».lcv,„   N„,    RJi-lC.lV; 

Vm = [^m-1 + N1,+ 1]-
,[2cÄ7m + ie-i*'>(c;(+icy)Z;M.I+ie,*<'(c,-ic,)£m+I], (14.135) 

Ln--icCM =     I     -L^|rJ£ük)SM(iV_i,,ö)Sn.(-ic)a(14.136) 

"■ -' tl..- ■ -,.-?,.„il^lwsu-if•0,s-<-i'■''•,•,,4■'3,, 

For the notation on the spheroidal wave functions, see Chapters 11 and 13. Here 
the summations are over values of ;* § |w| such that w-w is even or odd as noted 
and the functions £m, Mm and Rm are even in m. When the dipole is located on the 
axis (i;0 = 1), these forms simplify to the extent that 

Lw-Z:i(J = Mm = A7(>l = 0,      for   m > 0, (14.139) 

implying that the only non-zero i/'s are: 

l/0 = f« cr . (14.140) 

t/, «-^Ve-'^c.+ic,), (14.141) 

u-= /-V6'*0^-^ (14-142) 

If ihe electric dipole is on the axis at ({„, I) an;! is axially oriented, the only non- 
vanishing component of the total magnetic field is: 

RXi-u.ii.KJ-io,). (14.143) xRVi'l-ii-.KJ 
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If the observation point is on the surface of the disc ({ = 0): 

whereas in the far field (i -» oo): 

, _ e«    2ifcJK     " (-1)"- I" (1) «'.'.'(-iciO) 

i0) 

^^(-ici^S.^-ic,,). (14.145) 

If the dipole u on the surface of the disc ({0 = 0), the field at an arbitrary point is 

^»(-ir.iO 

On the surface (<f = 0): 

z/i +^ = ^ y Mr1       O"ic,i0) 

whereas in the far field (f -* oo): 

5lfl(-ic,^). 

SI(l(-ic,iy), 

(14.146) 

(14.147) 

*        *        Cf        C      n?OpiHÜt/(dlWR\*aX~k,U f)Uo 
(14.148) 

For an axial magnetic dipole at (ij0, tj0 = 1) with moment (4rt/Ä:)f, corresponding 
to an incident magnetic Hertz vector fe'**/^/?), so that 

£j - £i = Hi = 0. 

the total electric field is 

(14.149) 

x/C(-ic',ii<) /?(rV{-^ic>)5lB(-u-^/). (14.150) 

On the surface of the disc (; -= 0): 

7       "     c^K^+D.^o,),^,.    R'^-ir.iO)     ■" 
(14.151: 

and in the far field (I -» oo): 
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£'+£•=—      — -   f   ^" 

x kW-ic, 'W- SS-1!-"!«i^-«. 'Wl S^-ic.n).     04 152) 

If the dipole is on the surface (^ = 0), the field is identically zero everywhere. 
For the case of an electric dipoh at an arbitrary location but oriented parallel 

to the plane of the disc, a solution has been derived without the aid of spheroidal 
functions by INAWASHIRO [1963], using a technique developed by NOMURA and 
KATSURA [1955]. If the dipole is located at (x0,y0t z0) = (p0, <J>Q, Z0) and is oriented 
in the .v direction, so that the incident eltctric Hertz vector is 

\kR 

/7i= —i, (14.153) 
kR 

the Hertz vector of the scattered field is 

/7e
s = 77^/7,, (14.154) 

with 
77, = (77^0,0),       772 = (772x,772,,0), (14.155) 

where 

nt, = -c"1 I   I C-S:O»,z)cos»i(^-0o). (14.156) 
m = 0   n = 0 

^=4 I   I kvUl. + UHl,)™ mtHUXU + U^) «* m*) TOP, z). 
2y     2r m = o n = o i cos sin       j 

(14.157) 
and 

SXfK r) - f MrtW^+iP exp T- v?~7 |Z11 d{, (14.158) 
Jo %'(<;'-<) L a] 

A: = -£„£ *rt>r,       (% = I;ß« = 2,   for   /» ^ 1), (14.159) 

ß:=-!«/>:. (14.160) 

<C = (2»i + 4«+l)Sn/.u,.-u). (14.161) 

/C = (:m+4/1 + l)(-irl/2./mt2,(<); (14.162) 
' n 

I ( - DT-ir ' sin (,„- l)^u + ,4:M sin (m+ 1)0,,] 
tl." = "" ,               - -.       ("i §2).    (14.163) 

y (-in B:-'-O:
M

) 
n    C! 
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£ (- 1)"[/C-' cos (m- l^o+A:*1 COS (m + i)0o] 
yU) = «^o . _   >       (,„ g 2).   (14.164) 

£(-1)^'sin 2^0 

ü<') = "^— , (14.165) 

n = 0 

J(-l)"(2/l« + ^cos2*0) 
I/',2) = "r 0-__        , (14.166) 

f(-ir(B?-B,2) 
11 = 0 

5:(-i)xicos^o 
(/j,2' = - f^L-^ . (14.167) 

n«0 

The A"," are elements of the inverse of the matrix [G,"), whose elements are delined 
by the expressions (NOMURA and KATSURA [1955]): 

GZ = (2»K+4s+lXff,-iff2). (14.168) 

<,, = j * J"'*L'+S)JJ!i±^Jti{^5, (14.169) 
ae-c1) 

that is, the X"s are solutions of the infinite systems of equations: 

(14.170) 

I CCAC = (),.,,       (s,r = 0,1,2,... cc; 
n-0 

^s = 1,   dav = 0       for   s ^ i),       (14.171) 

for m = 0, I. 2 Explicitly: 

X*Q = 1- fcl
r- (     » M r-i0.0?.49298rV0.()057643r4 f 

■fi0.0004768c5+0.0002861c(, + i0.0001657c74- ... 

AH, = - 'r2 -  } c* -f 0.0251032c4 - i0.0025078(' + 
6 9ä 

-f 0.001 1928co + i0.0002944f7+ . . . 
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^o =■'■ -8TöC4~i0.0004547c5-f0.0000352c6-i0.0000362f7-f ... 
X% - -0.000168 5c6+ i0.0001007c7 + ... 

X0
0l - -i-c

2-    -c3  !-0.0002587c4-i0.0005016c5+ ... 
30        45/1 

*?, = i-^—i&c'-iommbc5*... 
A2\   — 70C 23 lC    T"  • • • 

X?, = -0.0000361 c4+ ... 

X%2 = "0.0001323c4-i0.0000505c5-f .. . (14.172) 

X0
l2 = -0.009365Gc2-0.0002405/+ ... 

^2 = l-7Vc2+... 

X0
0i = 0.0001685c5 + i0.0001007c7+ .. . 

^oo = 1—2Vt:-^-5^-«0-0075450c5 + ... 

^ 10  — 10^ 23lL    ^  • • • 

Xo
20 = -0.0000361 c4+ .... 

When the dipole is located on the axis (p0 = 0) and oriented in the x direction, 
the coefficients a* vanish for m > 0; the non-vanishing coefficients are: 

a« = ^(-ir(4.4-l) S -t^ + ^ (^PhXP{k\zo\y      (14.173) 
v2 p=op!(2n + p+i)!\2|z0|/ 

The imaginary part of series (14.173) converges for all !z0|, but the real part only for 
|r0i ^ a. For |r0| < ay the real part may be written as 

iMO = (-im^ivi. ^ f ^mv^r:^ /Nl r(2n+i)^ü   r(^+i)r(i-.n+^) 

x F |M-(/ + i, «-M; 2/i+i; --1 ■) , (14.174) 
\ l+/i2/ 

where // = |rn!/ö. 
The surface current components for p0 = 0 are: 

//Jr. io = ± ^ fc2[.4(/)) + fl^)±q/i)]sin0, (14.175) 
c 

"♦L-   ... = ±,y *2[^/')-8(/.)±r(/.)]eos0. (14.176) 
i' 

where the upper (lower) signs correspond to the Illuminated (shadow) side, and 

.•l(/.-) = <-'T       :.   .1    t{-l)"[<,-]ß:,r,
1
2,ln-".«+!;l:l-i';/«:), 

l7.u-,rtni . o 177) 
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^) = - A F-Ti -TT^Vf (-O^r^-^w+^i; 1-pV),   (14,178) 
2ca   Lml-p /ö )J II=O T(l--pV)J 

*'--^('+s)'""- (14.179) 

Fromeqs. (14.175) and (14.176) it follows that the surf ace field is parallel to thedipole 
moment for ^ = 0, in, n, JTT. INAWASHIRO [1963] has computed the normalized sur- 
face field intensity along these radii for c = 1, 3 and 5 for various \z0\/a; typical 
results are shown in Fig. 14.14. 

I ig. 14.1}. Normali/cd surface field components on a disc vsith c     1.0 (or an electric dipole on the 
axis with moment in the v direction for various ^ Ui; upper curves are for r     0   , lower curves for 

0 -: (a) along .v-axis. (b) along v-axis (INAWAMURO (l%3))- 
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The normalizeil total scattering cross section with the source on the axis is 

Ina1 c'Q      LT-O4H+I   ",   "    2  "   ' J 

561 

+ 11   i~\r\n-m)[(n + m + VaM~iB0
nV\2r- 

-i(« + m + ;)fln
0
t,(ß;+,t/,1

2r]j- 

where 

-V{ö2+4)J ' 

(14.180) 

(14.181) 

and the asterisk indicates the complex   onjugate; computed values are shown in 
Fig. 14.15. 

2 On 

Zwo2 

0 5- 

Hg. 14.15. Normalized total scattering cross section for an electric dipole on the axis with moment 
m the x direction, for various r«'u (INAWASHIRO (1963)). 

14.4.1.:. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For an arbitrary incident held, the first few terms in the low-frequency expan- 
sions for the far field components can be written as (EGG:MANN [1961]): 
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AkR        2 e      cUo) /D        ,    _        .v      M,sin0 

kR    n Ufl 4a- 

15     L3    ' 3it      \     by ex 

+ j _T >:| s,n 0 cos 01 --sin2 0     5YE\,    cos 0- 

~ —=lsin0) +//!sin3öll , (14.182) -  5r£;+- 

\ia2 
ei;K c2 

//; = YF9 * 7n   '-- cos 0 \ -- (Px cos 0 + F, sin 0) + 
A:K   TT 

2 3 nr .   f. (,c?£     ,5£!.      2 ^    4^i • 2JL + -c3      - sin b 3  — +4 -^ cos" ^4-4---sin" </>- 
45     Lit I    ^r ay c.x 

-4/^ + 
r^|sin0cos0) -3ysin2^icc^ + ^sin0)]| 

(14.183) 
£; = /y; = 0, (14.184) 

where w = A' ^e// is the angular frequency. Here the quantities Px, Py, A/, are the only 
non-vanishing components ol the induced electric and magnetic dipole moments, 
which are expressible in terms of the incident field as: 

3 L        30    \ k    rz'        k    cy J     9n       JA = vr.:..ü 

r,=y^l/(^-^ + ^+l^ .(14.,86) 
3       L       30    \ k    iz£        k    ex/      9K       J.X  >   .-  O 

M. = -8flJ [//!-  '-r (3//i+ -1, ^1 ~ "V/Zil . (14.187) 
3     L   "    10     \     *    it2   (\-2/     9K        JXÄyas,o 

In the special case where an electric dipole of moment (4nv.ik)$ is located in the 
plane of the disc at (.v0, .r0, 0) and oriented parallel to the.r-axis. the induced elee'ric 
dipole moment becomes: 

3    K2 /vK    I \(kR)2     kR       ' 

r lc>\\2(    3      -3i   +l-2i^)- 
30     L     MA/?)2     A/? ' 
/   45 45i 15        30i     ti\n    .r 
\{kR)4     (AK)'     (A«)2     A« ' J 

2(1-iAK)- (    3  , - ^   ~l)(A.Y()) 
HkR)-      kR       r 

«i    , 
9?r 

(14.188) 



Mz -liY- kxQ - |(l -i^)-f-1 c2 (-3-;2 - i
1- -4 + 31^) - - c3(l-iitÄ)j, 

3    R2       kR I 10    \(kR)2     kR J     9n f 
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whereas the induced magnetic dipole moment is: 

kx* — :f!       I      I I1-      ■:     ll 

\{kR)2 

(14.189) 
where 

R = M+yD' (14.190) 

In the case of a magnetic dipole of moment (4n/A')f, located in the plane of the disc 
at (.Y0 , yc, 0) and oriented parallel to the z-axis, the far field is still given by eqs. 
(14.182) to (14.184), where now: 

leifl3 

(kR)2 

(14.191) 

Pv  = 
l^ky^k*[(\~\kR)+yc2i^-~+6^^ 
3o>R3 I 30    '(A/?)2     AK /     9^ J 

Pv  =   -'VoP., (14.192) 

'      3K: kR \ 10    \    (AR)2     kR J 

4*   ,.3/1       .,   n       , l   D.^ -      cV-ikR-(kRf)] , (14.192) 
97r J 

and R is given by eq. (14.190). 
For an electric dipole with moment {4nclk)St located on the axis of symmetry at 

(0, 0, r0) and oriented parallel to the .Y-axis, the total surface current density when 
both rc and a arc small compared to the wavelength is (GRINBLRG and PlMtsov 
[1957]): 

Jy 5: 0. (14.195) 

Similarly, if the dipole is oriented along the r-axis, the only non-vanishing com- 
ponent of the total surface current density is: 

Jr*     '^  h('f~':2)+  'tan-h^-^' (14.196) 

where i   ((" the dip^ile is magnetic with moment (4;: k)z: 

J.t*    ^   l^1^"^1  .   ■  tan      i 
zkR'  I   :,-,+ </- R >        R       >      N (</--/'-)' 

I inally, observe that the ICMIIIN (14.172) represent low-frequency expansions o\ ihc 
soiiitiiMi given b\ iNWVASHiRd (1%3). 
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14.4.1.3. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

The only explicit high-frequency result available is for an electric dipoie at the 
center of the disc and oriented normal to it. This case has ueen treated via the Wiener- 
Hopf technique (TANG [1962]) and by means of the geometrical theory of diffraction 
(KELLER [1963]). For an electric dipoie with moment (47ie/^)f? the singly diffracted 
magnetic far field at a point (r, 0) off the r-axis is (KELLER [1963]): 

H]
4=  —lp        {cos(fcasinÖ-i?r)[±sec(iff-iÖ)-cosec(iR-i0)] + 

4m\/(2nka sin (7) 

J i sin {ka sin 0-i7r)[±sec(i7r-iö)+cosec(irf-iö)]},      (14.198) 

where the upper (lowtr) sign applies when 0 £ 0 < $n (in < 0 £ n). If theoKerva- 
tion point is on or near the axis, a caustic correction must be applied and the result 
simplifies to 

//! = - KC-^-_ j (ka sin 0). (14.199) 

The scattered field, including the diffracted rays of all orders, is the sum of a 
geometric series and has the form 

H*~[1+ü;ü] "*■ (,4-200) 

14.4.2. Plane wave incidence 

14.4.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

14.4.2.1.1. Arbitrary incident direction 
The solution for this case is again most conveniently expressed in terms of Hertz 

vectors (see Section 14.4.1.1). If the incident direction is in the (JC, z) plane and makes 
an angle C with the positive r-axis, then the incident field vectors for the two standard 
polarizations can be written in terms of spheroidal functions as: 

£1= (0,1,0)^, //!= -y(cosC,0,-sinor, 
£{, =(-cos(,o,sini;)Ki,    /*!( =-y(o, i,(nr. 

where 

Vx - cxp ;iA(.vsinC + rcosC)} 

— II ^'-/O^ (14.202) 
m - O  n   m      Nmn 

The scattered electric Hertz vector is: 

77; = /7,-f/72. (14.203) 

where (MIIXNER and ANDRUIWSKI [1950]): 
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nl
xl = 0, (14,204) 

nU = -k  I K&mc;^*, (14.205) 

^11 = 77-^   I  Vm(i.tr,c;lWm*. 04.206) 
k   COS{ m=-oo 

//;„ = 0, (14.207) 

Hi   =-i*:  £ {Um+,-Um.l)i-"<Pm^,r,c^m*, (14.208) 

n2
y   = -lik I (l/n+, + ü..^i-*,«, ^ c)e""* (14.209) 

with 

Vmi. = -r r --' "---'l . (14.210) 

^H = -^ r^ULtir-j] , (13.211) 

Vm,~(-l)m*lV.m„      Umi~(-\)mü.mi, (14.212) 

l/m(j,'?;c;0= l-^.^c;« 

= (-1)" I   ^--J- ^'^^^(-ici^U-ic.^S.U-ic.cosO, (14.213) 

iu^:)=^,„(c:o=-ic^m(^:c;^| 

= /   n»+i y   (-U" S^-ic,0)S-M.(-ic,cos{)    n4,|4) 

-4l ^. O-'ciO) 

*,JC ,,:<) = *-„(^;r) = (-!)" I   ^i)- S"''''"'! 
..T«l ^m.   O-^.'O) 

x /C(-"% ii)SM(-ic. »;)S-m.(-'c. 0). (14.215) 

V'„(<) ='/'.,.(<■)= -if'^„U'.^i): 

oo     /    : v« .(-irI   (^ir5MB(ricO)5.m^ic,0) 

Another spheroidal wave-junction solution has been derived without the use of 
Hcrt/. vectors by FI.AMMLR [1953]. The problem has also been solved for arbitrary 
incident direction by LIR'I: [1960] using sets of paired integral equations. The 
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formulas given are not sufficient!) explicit to make their ase for computation practical, 
though certain numerical results are included in the article. 

Still another exact solution for arbitrary directions of incidence md polarization 
is provided by NOMURA and KATSURA [1955], who employed hypergeometric poly- 
nomials rather than spheroidal functions. If the incident fieid in rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates is: 

E1 = (-£2 cos C, £,, £2 sin f) exp [ik{z cos C-Kx sin 0}. /14 ^ 
H1 = - y(£i cos f, £2, £1 sin C) exp {ik{z cos f+ x sin 0}* 

where { is the angle between the direction of propagation and the z-axis and £1(^2) 
is the component of the incident electric vector perperidicular (parallel) to the plane 
(*, z) of incidence, then the incident electric Hertz vector is: 

Di^ ~ /--i , £,, 0) exp [ik(z cos C + x sin C)}. (14.218) 
k* \cos f / 

The electric Hertz vector of the scattered field is again written in the form of eq. 
(14.154), and its non-vanishing rectangular components are: 

nlx  = ^— l    I A:s:4p> 2) cos mt, (14.219) 
A: cos C "»=0 M=0 

co        er 

n,y   =E,k-2'£    lA:s:Ap.:)cosm<t>, (14.220) 
m=0   n=0 

n2y) w. = o « = o L cosmcp sin m<pj 

xß:srT(p,r),       (14.221) 

where 

S:.(/.. --) = |" ^W^^otpU^-c* :) d;. (14.222) 

= 1      A-:, (14.223) 

fC = - l/22r(2m-f4/i+l)im+2,(csin:), (14.224) 
r K 

/C-l2(2m + 4W + l)7M + 2((((), (14.225) 
1 n 

and the X"f are defined in cqs. (14.171) and (14.172). Further. 

1^"= -f,r ,5.      5.!-       (»1 = 2.3,4.,..). (14.226) 
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W - T^~ ^l
±S^ '       (^ = 2, 3,4,...), (14.227) 

74°-A2 

U\" --E^-'t^-A'-, (14.228) 

u(2)=   El   ^zd« 1       fc3cos{ Bl~Bl ' 

in the far field: 

i/2   e1 ikr     » 

where: 

(14.229) 

^ = - rP-r %' (^-230) 
A:3 cos C B«1 

(Z?:). = I ? c ^- £ (-in [2C: cos m*+ 'Csin m£Um+i(,(c sin %      (14.231) 
FTT      Krm = 0 n = 0 

- c ^- I (- if I ['o: cos H.0 + 'D: sin m«];-+„(c sin fl).      (14.232) 
n    kr m=o «=0 

2c: = m^i. - ie ,)iC- rr—; "4" (14-233) fc2 cos C 

'C-i^u^.-l/L'i,)!»:, (14.234) 

■D: = ik(t/i.,i1+i/iL,i,)B:+ ^ /»:. (14.235) 

lD: = - ifcd/^', + leMB,-. (14.236) 

On the surface of the disc (4 =0), the scattered field components are: 

£;HM>^>']L' (14-237) 

Hi-±ikyj|-(ir.)J        . (14.238) 

H;=+ifcy(fw)J       . 04.239) 

where the upper (lower) signs pertain to the illuminated (shadow) side, and 

Ifw).!         =1    I (2Ccos m^+ 'Csin m*) ^ +0). (14.240) 
\CZ lr = 0+       m = 0  n = 0 dl 

Ifi^),! =1    iCorcosm^ + ^sinm^)^-^, (14.241) 
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dz 
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= )/V 1)V/ö)V VrMm + " + i -/i;i; 1-pV).      (14.242) 

The normalized total scattering cross section is: 

II. = 2 l/? i2 Im { £ i" f ^^„^„(c sin 0}- (14.243) 
2na f n a «=o  11=0 

No results computed from the above formula are available; there is, however, a 
wealth of experimental data for the back scattering cross sections of electrically-thin 
discs, particularly for incidence normal to the disc and for glancing incidence with 
the electric vector parallel to the plane of the disc. Typical results for the latter case 
are shown in Fig. 14.16, and RYAN and PETERS [1968] have proposed an empirical 
forn ula to fit such data. 

Fig. 14.16. Measured amplitude of back scattered far field coefficient for glancing incidence C     Irr) 
with electric vector in the plane of the disc: disc thickness / - 0.00355/., ooo (HEY ct at. [1956]); 

/     0.00272A, ••• (Radiation Laboratory; unpublished). The curve is only to guide the eye. 

14,4.2.1.2. Normal incidence 
For an incident plane wave propagating in the direction of the negative r-axis 

such that 

5' = ie"us
(       H

1 = -V.pe"'1. (14.244) 
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the Hertz vector of the scattered far field in eqs. (14.204) to (14.209) reduces to the 
components (MEIXNER and ANDREJEWSKI [1950]): 

/7J = ~/:-2^^;c;7r)H-fe(71(^o(f,'/;c) + 02(f^;c)cos2^],       (14.245) 

n; = kVx{c)4>2(t.,; c) sin 20, (14.246) 

vith 

Ufc) = -k -3 (14.247) 

Formulas for the back scattered field and the back scattering cross section have been 
given by SCHMITT [1957]. Experimental data for the back scattering cross section as a 
function of c are shown in Fig. 14.17. 

4- 

3- 

nrv 

2- 

1- 

t 
X 
X      « 

XX XX 

Fig. 14.17. Measured values of normalized back scattering cross section for a disc of thickness 
/ - 0.00355A (HEY ct al. 11956)). 

ANDRIJEWSKI [1953] has computed the surface field on both the illuminaed and 
shadiuv sides and the far field for c = 10, und the field at the center of the disc as a 
function of c (see Fig. 14.18). 

The solution involving the hypcrgeomctric functions gives the following resulh in the 
case of normal incidence (C = ~, /T, - 0; see cq. (14.217)) (NOMURA and KAISLRA 
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A (a) Illuminoftd 
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^-\ ^^^ Shadow Sid* 

0 • i i .. i— , 

Fig. 14.IH. Intensity and phase of magnetic field at the center ip     0) of the disc (ANDHLJFWSM 

[1953)). 
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[1955]). The electric Hertz vector of the scattered far field has the spherical com- 
ponents 

HI = I 2 e- c cos 0 sin ^ £ {'D^^c sin 0)+ 'D^^c sin 0)},       (14.248) 
r x  kr « = 0 

n*=\' -,- c cos 0 ^ {'D„0j2l,(c sin e)-'D1J1,^{c sin 0)}, (14,249) 
1 n  kr n = o 

where the Z)'s are defined in eqs. (14.235) and (14.236). The normalized electric field 
intensity in the plane perpendicular to the incident electric vector is 

/.(LO) = i«|icos20|£{,D,0
J-2,(<sinO)+,D,2;2.+ 2(csinO)}|2(     (14.250) 

£1 n = 0 

whereas in the plane parallel to the incident electric vector: 

I2(k, 0) = irr ~ 11 {'DlUc sin 0)- lD2J2n+2(c sin 0)}|2. (14.251) 
JD|   H = 0 

Graphs of these quantities for various values of c are shown in Fig. 14.19. 

p 

!    i 

i q \pr> \ei4/ 

LV— 8      _\     / 

rt> ■xf'»Yi 
Y— s—A/ k^- % ^ Z^TTTT ^J 

W \Xs^~ ̂ W\ n 
\jßr~- ril/ 

b<A\ AjkÄ 
hm Wr\ 

I ig. 14.IM. Scuttcrcü electric licUl intensity in plane (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the incident 
electric vecto»- (NOMCRA and KATSURA [1955]). 

The normalized tot;.' scattering cross section is 

Imx"        1 n <r 
(14.252) 
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and is sho»vn as a function of c in Fig. 14.20, along with variationai approximations 

(LEVI^E and SCHWINGER [1950]). 

Z.On 

Fig. 14.20. Normalized total scattering cross section: — low frequency: , , 
Levine and Schwinger variational approximations (NOMURA and KATSURA [1955]). 

The normalized total surface current density on the radii parallel and perpendicular 
to the incident electric vector (^ - 0 and {n, respectively) is: 

where 

_ ([Im (a(x) + /?(.x)±i}]2-f [Re {aCx) + /J(x)}]2,       for   <* = 0, 

[Im {.(x)-/i(x)±i}]2 + [Re Hx)-«x)}]2,      for   ^ = \n. 

a(X)Äl/?   f   (i-..x)-*f(-ir'DM-n^+i;!;'-^ 
r n a El »i=o 

/((.v) = I12    '-- x{\ - x)-« f (-1)" 'D2J{ -„. « + J; i; 1 - x), 
f n a Et «^o 

with 

x = p2la\ 

(14.253) 

(14.254) 

(14.255) 

(14.256) 

the current being parallel to the incident field on both radii, and the upper (lower) 
Mgn pertaining to the illuminated (shadow) side. Computed values based on eq. 
(14.253) are shown in Kig. 14.21. 

Several variational solutions have been developed for the elcclromagnelic disc 
problem with normally incident plane wave. Most of these are useful only in the 
extremes of the frequency range. One  vhich might be termed exact, since it gives 
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Illuminated 

I ig   14,21. Norma!i/ed total surface currcnl density on (a) radius 6     0 parallel and (hi radius 
<i»      J.7 perpendicular to the incidei.l elcctn. vector (NOMIRA and KAISIRA (1V55)). 
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reasonable accuracy over the entire range, is the expression for the normalized total 
scattering cross section (HUANG et al. [1955]): 

"T      (*c     HP-2Q+R\  _   J^J     JIJJ       ^ 

27ra2      9n       \ Q2-4PR ) 
(14.257) 

where 

+ l    -      c+    _ +(2-Tc 2)So(2c)- r S1(2c) + 
L    2n      4nc 8 4f 

Q - [(S-t-'V.^)- J.,,(2t)+ (<- |: + V»)j"'j,(l)d/1 + 

L 7C 

(14.258) 

2 2 

c 2c    2 

(14.259) 

li»!   14.22.  Normali/cd total scattering cross section: exact,       cq. (14 257), — - 
I CNine and Schwinger /croth-order \anational approximation, Kirchholf approximation 

(Hi/ANoclat. (N55]|. 
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R = (l + 'c-2)J0(2c)+ 1 Jl(2c)+ (Jc- A _lc-3\ rc
yo(/)drl + 

8 4^ ^2      4c     16       /j0 J 

+ i 
.27r       47rc 8 4c' 

.2c 

^-i-^3)!?^]' (14-260) 

and ' 0 and 5! are Struve functions (see, for example, WATSON [1958]). A graph of 
this result, along with the exact solution of Andrejewski and several other approxima- 
tions, is shown in Fig. 14.22. 

14.4.2.2. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

14.4.2.2.1. Arbitrary incidence 
For an incident plane wave whose direction of propagation makes an angle f with 

the positive r-axis and "'hose electric vector has unit amplitude and makes an angle 
(t>1 with the plane of incidence (r, .v), trie spherical components of the scattered 
far field are (EGGIMANN [1961]): 

ifcr 

£^ = -Z/yj ^  f3{j sin </>' sin C sin Ö + f cos 0' cos C sin ^J- 
nkr 

-*- sin 0' cos 04-4,
5c

2[(32-6 5in2 C)cos 0' cos { sin 0-(32-lOsin2 C) 

xsin 0' cos 0-f sin ^(2 cos 0' sin 2C sin 20-(2+ 3 sin2 C + 8 cos2 0)sin 0' sin C) + 

+ sin2 0{ - 10cos 0' cos : sin 0 + (lO + 4 sin2 C) sin 0* cos 0)-3 sin3 0 sin 0' sin C]}, 
(14.261) 

cifcr 

£J = ZH^ ^ -    (x cos ^{j(cos 0' cos J cos 0 4- iin 0' sin 0)-l- 
nkr 

4-4
l
Jr

2[(32~6 sin2 C) cos 0' cos J cos 04-{32- lOsin2 0 sin 0' sin 0 + 

+ sin ^sin C((6-8sin2 0)cos0, cos C + 4sin 0'sin 20)- 

-6 sin2 ^(cos 0' cos J cos 0-1-sin 01 sin 0)]}. (14.262) 

The components of the induced surface current density for 01 = 0 are (LUR'E 

[l%0]): 

jt * 16i>V(!_ ^)VCos;Cos0+ kpsin2:] , (14.263) 
3::    V      iif \ 4a ! 

(14.264) 

and for c/)1 = ir: 

j   .  _S')' J!-''*! r(2~sin:C)sin0f i^ (3-2sin2;)sin;sin20l ,(14.2 65) 
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J, * - - r (l - p~] "*p sin f+?ic (2-sin2 f- ^ (1 -2 sin2 C)) c^s^l . 

(14.266) 

The induced dipole moments of the disc (see Section 14.4.1.2) are given in ten~, of 
the incident field components at the center by (EGGIMANN [1961]): 

'■-H'^rfoH'Sr']*0* .16..:. 
3 

for the electric dipole moment, and 

Mr = ^a3 Tl - i(2 + sin2 f)^- - c3] Hfa 0, 0), 
3     L     10 9K    J 

for the magnetic dipole moment. 
The normalized total scattering cross section is: 

aJ   =    .,28i4_ {1 +(| SIn
2 0!-1) sin2 f+^[(22-5 sin2 f) 

2na2     277r'|cosC| 

xcos2 C cos2 0' +i(88-54 sin2 C-5 sin4 {) sin2 tp1]}. 

14.4.2.2.2. Normal incidence 
For a plane incident wave 

T = ie"l*%       //'■ = -¥$€-*% 

the spherical components of the scattered far field 're (BOERSMA [1964]): 

(14.267) 

(14.268) 

(14.269) 

(14.270) 

(14.271) 

s\n20\c2 + E: = Z//1 ^ -4c  cos 0cos0e    (l + * (l- -3 sin2 o) 
* 3n kr\       15 \       16 / 

/       llsin2^     3sin4m   4      128 j"/       175\ __69sin2ö 
1 32 128   /     ^ 4725 L\      67r2/ "       128 

)2Sl\       32n2'      \\024     Ibn2' 

„v- 
7312 /.     399sin2/*     525sin4/h   4 

16 

105 

35 sin4 0     5 sin6 0 

512 2048 J 
512 

1559: 
+ 

635 sin4//     85sinNl     l5smMf/ 
+       -      -f 

4096     SI92    65536 J    9r  L  25 l    44 

H  8i 

18375 { 1S2S 58496 
)i4 -ftV)!, M4.2?:) 
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ikr t Q    / c „:-2 
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kr\      15 I    16 / 

5 /  21 sin2 ^  7 sin4 ö\ 4  128 T 

5 V    32     128 /   4725 L 

16 L    21 sin2 9 
f —   1 -f- 

105 \ 32 

99 sin4 f?     15 sin6 Ö 

175     123 sin2 Ö 
128 

+ 

+ 
512 2048 

'I   6       512    r     9317     /1265     385\   . 2n 

J 155925 L      327r2      11024     S^2/ 

1639 sin^9 _ 319^in6 Ö     55jin8 0 

4096 8192 65536 
c24- ?LvMi^(i-—) J 9^     L      25\ 22    / 

+ 
7312 A ^ 385^1? + 1575sin4^\  J +      . j 273 

18375 I 914 58496    /    J / 

The polar components of the total induced surface current density are (Bouw- 
KAMP [1950]): 

16irc 

(14.274) 

^ (/, _ Pi f, + \ /7_ A c>+ J_ (664-188 "1 +9 <) c*. 
r       az\      15 \      a2/        42001 A2       a4/ 

+j/J[,+]5o(148-,5äc2])+0(c7)- 

3R    sJ-(pV)'      2a       l5\       a      4a ^ 

(664-352-<+27^--3^)c*+ 
\ a2        a*     2 a6} 

(148-29^)/I j+0(C
7). 

flic induced electric dipole moment of the disc is (EGGIMANN [1961 ]): 

P = l6uh fl* 8c2+ 8i c3
+ ,6c4+ 176! c^^ftOJ.   (14.276) 

3       L      15       97r        105       225^    J 

The magnetic dipole moment is identically zero. 
The normalized total scattering cross section is (BOERSMA [1964]): 

4200 

21 

3* 
-f 2,rMl + 

1 
150 

(14.275) 

Zmr 

128   4 

27;/ 
22 ,     7312 4    / 60224        64 \    6 f   r+        f4+ ( -      J f6-f 
25       18375        \496125     81^/ 

+ |.ms,92   _   2464|(,+ 1 

M 260653625     :()25;r' J 
(14.277) 

144 2 V IIKiH I RICH I NC V APPROXIMATIONS 

14.4.2..VI   Arbitrary rncidcnce 
I or .in incident wave propagating in a direction parallel to the (r, :) plane 
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and making an angle £(< irr) with the positive >axis, and an angle JTr-C with 
the positive j'-axis, such that 

E1 = & exp {'tk(y sin f-f 2 cos f)},      (£ polarization), (14.278) 

the non-vanishing components of the scattered far field in the half-plane (x = 0, 
z > 0) are (UHMTSEV [1958a, b]): 

ikr 

+ iTf7W+(^)/  '(<5) + f+WF^)/ + -(c5)V2(y)}, 

whereas for an incident wave such that 

H' = yi exp {i *(>• sin C-f 2 cos f)},      (// polarization), 

(14.279) 

(14.280) 
then: 

J*r 

E; » z//; = iic~ {[G"(W+W/-+W~c+(ö)c;-(^)/f ^y^y)^ 
Ar 

where: 
+i[C - (Ö)C W - +(c5) + G *(e)G-(ö)f + +(c5)]y2(y)}, 

^ ^ /f, for   <A = i^, 
Uf,      for   0 = -iff, 

7 = c(sinö-sin <5), 

f1^) = GHO)* -- exp[2if(I±sinf?)-fii4 
y4 " 

C^) = 27r■"*c"•ll,,      e^d^/, 
Jo 

A1 = ^(cosi^+siniO), 

/±±W = ^ 
±cosJ(^-l-Ö)±sini(<5-(9) 

(14.281) 

(14.282) 

(14.283) 

(14.284) 

(14.285) 

(14.286) 

(14.287) 
sin <5~sinö 

Results (14.279) »jnd (14.281) include effects of multiple diffraction and are valid 
for all C and 0 less than \n and bounded away from zero, provided that \y\ * I. 
If both C and 0 arc small, then 

r:; = -///; - Ji/' If/- -^)-~/ + "WVI(y)+ir/-"(^)+/+-(r>)]y:(r)! (14.288; 
kr 

for /:' polarization, and 

z//; = F; = }ivf' {[/" 4^)-/++(W,(y)-ii[/- V')+/4 +(r))V2(v)!    n4.2K9) 
kr 

for // polarization. 

J 
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For the fields in the half-plane (JC = 0. r < 0), the functions/""" and/'+ should 
be respectively replaced by/+ + and/+ ", and the right hand sides of eqs. (14.279) 
and (14.281) should have the opposite sign. For forward scattering (C = 0) with 
incidence not too near normal (£ bounded away from zero), eqs. (14.279) and 
(14.281) reduce respectively to: 

Jkr 

£;= -Z//; = iic2C
rf-(C)f+(OcosC, 
kr 

Jkr 

£; = Zf/; = iir2V
rG-(0C+(0cosC. 
kr 

(14.290) 

(14.291) 

For back scattering with C bounded away from zero: 

£; = -z//; - ic 
{([f^-O]2!!-sin 0 + [f'(-{)]2(l+sin 0)^,(7)+ 

4 sin f kr 

+ i([£+(-0]2(I-sinO-[£"(-C)]2(l + sinO)^(v)} (14.292) 

for E polarization, and 

ir       e*ikr 

El = Z//; = ----- -- {(-[C+(-0]2(l +sin C)-[C-(-0]J(l -sin OWvH 
4 sin t  kr 

+i{-[C+(-0]2(l +51,. 0+[G-(-Oy(l~sin QVM (14.293) 

for H polarization, whereas if J is near zero: 

eik' T   1 1 
£; = -ZHl - Jic— \~-~ Jt{2chinO~Ü2i2c sin {) 

AT Lsin C 
(14.294) 

for £ polarization, and 

Jtkr n 

El = ZH\= -Vic 
kr 

1 
J,(2c sin {)+iJ2(2r sin C) 

Lsin C 
(14.295) 

for //polarization. The results of some computations based on eqs. (14.292) through 
(14.295) are shown in Fig. 14.23. 
The scattered fay field for normal incidence and for all values of </> has been derived 
by UMMTSEV [1958b). 

The geometrical theory of diffraction yields the following expression for the nor- 
malized back scattering cross section (BECHTEL [1965]): 

.      * (\±-]    jc-2^n:+ii.+ Aqp JJ^cMn;-^    ^ (14296) 

16rr" sin f i \      sin C/ \      sin J/ 1 

where ti.e upper (lower) sign corresponds to //(£) polarization. A comparison of 
values computed from eq. (14.296) with experimental data is shown in Fig. 14 24. 
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(in db) 

(in db) 

-«J 

fig. 14.23. Normalized backscattering cross section in the plane x     0 for a disc with c — 5.0 and 
(a) E polarization, (b) H polaiization (UFIMTSEV [!958al). 
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10 log ^ 

-10H 

5 (in degrees) 

Fig. 14.24. Normalized back scattering cross section of a disc with c — 8.28 and £ polarisation: 
geometrical theory of diffraction, ||| bounds on measured values (BECHTEL [1965]) 

14.4.2.3.2. Normal incidence 
For the incident plane wave 

(14.297) 

approximations analogous to those of the Kirchhoff double and single layer results 
(see eqs. (14.9) and (14.10)) yield the following expressions for the normalized bistatic 
scattering cross section (FRAHN [I959:I]): 

aJAp = i (i -Sjn2 o cos2 0){1 -sin (2c sin 0)}, (14.298) 
na nc 

oJ&P = 4 (cos2^-sin20cos2 0){l-sin(2csmö)}, (14.299) 
na nc 

where {0, <i>) are the spherical polar angles. It' the surface field is approximated using 
half-plane (i.e. edge) currents, the double and single layer results both give (FRAHN 

[1959a]): 

a^P = 4 {1-cos Ö sin (2c sin O;}, (14.300) 
nu nc 

which is independent (f .p and valid only at points not too near the axis (c sin 0 >\). 
At points on or near the axis in the far field and lying in the.vz plane (NEUGEBAUER 

[1952]): 

(14.301) 
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whereas in the xs plane (NEUGEBAUER [1952]): 

r - -iexp{i/cN(z2 + a2)} 

' \?h'° b?^))+wfw) '■ (v(?-WI •     (I4■M2, 

Expressions similar to those of eqs. (14.301) and (14.302) have been derived by 
BEKEFI and WOONTON [1952]. 

The physical optics approximation to the scattered far field is (BELKINA [1957]): 

^.•.^^(iii^cos^ (,4.303) 
^r       sin 0 

£r = _ ^ L^M^cosOsin^, (,4.304) 
kr       sin 0 

implying 

£50- = — icJ^c sin d) cot Ö, (14.305) 
kr 

Ep
v
0' = 0. (14.30o) 

BELKINA [1957] has compared the physical optics and exact values for the far field 
amplitudes in the planes ^ = 0 and ±n. Correction of the physical optics surface 
field by the introduction of an approximation to the edge behavior modifies the 
above forms as follows (UFIMTSEV [1958b]): for 0 g 0 g ijr 

_,     e1*      UAcsinO)     .72(csinö)l        . ,tJt*^ 
£; - — iic \  l\        } - i~—7^ cos 0, (14.307) 

kr       I   sin }r> cos \0   ) 

r. . - e- iic m™*l +i^sine>| sin 0; (14.308) 
kr      \   siniö cos iö   ) 

and for 1 R g f* g TT 

„.     e'^..   (/.(csinö)    .J2(cshÖ)]        . /t. IA^ £^ ^    - \\c \~  -i -^ ' cos 6, (14.309) 
kr      \   cosiö siniö   I 

e'*'      (J^csinO)    .^2^ sin 0)1   .    . /^ ,^ 
ES iic  —v  +i    -   ' sin $, (14.310) 

kr      I   cos \0 sin \0   \ 

UHMTSEV [1958b] has computed these (and other) approximations to the scattered 
far field as functions of 0 for selected c and $ and has compared them to the exact 
results. 

On the axis behind the disc (p = 0, z < 0), the KirchhofT approximation provides 
a closed form expression for the scattered field at all distances (ANDPEWS [1947]). 
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For the incident field of eq. (14.297), 

El = iexp{i^ + N/(^ + «2))} (l-exp{-i/c(z+N/(^+«2))}+   ,, ?    J • 

(14.311) 

the amplitude and phase of which have been computed by ANDREWS [1947] at fixed 
points on the axis as functions of a. The analogous expression obtained from the 
Kirchhoff double layer result (see eq. (14.9)) is (FRAHN [1959b]): 

El = ~Z//J =       *    2exp {ifc^+fl2)}, (14.312) 

whilst the single layer result (see eq. (14.10)) is (FRAHN [1959b]): 

El = -Zn; = exp {\k^(z2 + a2)} (l £-_ +i ^—^! . (14,313) 1   NV ;M      2(22 + a2)      2it(z2 + ö2)ii 

Alternatively, by assuming that the surface field near to the edge is locally that of a 
half-plane, both the double and single layer results give (FRAHN [1959b]): 

compared with which MILLAR [1956] gives 

E'x = -e-'- + i exp {iAN'(--' +a2)} ((l- _    i-   Y- 

_        ?        /l+        "       yi (14.315) 

Z//; = e-'-'-i exp {ifcN i-.' + a1)} [(l + -  ," - 2 V- 

--;     ^    ,   (l-      ,    ?      2-VM (I4-316) 
v/(r+fl2)\     vV+fl2)/ I 

and 

£; = El = //; = f/; = o. (14.317) 

The normalized total scattering cross section is (JONLS [1965b]): 

, = 1 - sin(2t'-i^)+   2 I ' ~      cos4c   - 
Zna' t\ nc c   \4     2K / 

~     , '      j1 sin(6c-|,T)+27cos(2(-i7i)j +0(c"3).   (I4.3IS) 
4c's nv \n 4 I 
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SESHADRI and Wu [1960] have given an expression which differs from the above in 
having J (instead of ^-) for the coefficient of the final cosine term. Which form is 
strictly correct has not yet been determined. CHANG [1955] compared the various 
expressions then available, and the quantitative significance of each term in eq. 
(14.318) has been examined by SESHADRI and Wu [1980]. 

On the lower surface (z - 0-) of the disc (BEKEFI [1953b]): 

ZH\ = i sin 14> i tm(kp)mJm.2{kp), (14.319) 

ZH) = 1 - £ tm(kPr k(M+ f-^-1(/cp)+./w- 2(Mcos2 4   (14.320) 
m=0 I Kp ) 

where 

n^±i)^ (14J21) 
r(i)    cm'!m! V ; 

On the upper surface (z = 0 +)t the field is the negative of the above. Eqs. (14.319) 
and (14.320) imply 

ZWX = ieic sin 20{J2(fcp)+O{c" % (14.322) 

ZH; = l-leif{Jo(M + ^(Mcos20 + O(c-,)}, (14.323) 

and FRAHN [1959a] has given results which differ from these in having factors 2"* 
in place of {. Computations based (essentially) on trte first few terms of eqs. (14.319) 
and (14.320) have been made by DUNHAM [1964]. Alternatively, using edge-current 
theory with p <^a (MILLAR [1956]): 

- f expliAvV + a2)^, (- Y ^   2x)| +0^-'),       (14J24) 
kp \yj{p +a)n 

Z/Y; = i - ^ jeiccos2 0 [jo(M-^(M- ^{3Ji(M-^(M}] + 

+  2 exp {i/cv'(p2+a2)j sin2^^, L.'f.-A] +0(c-l)1 (14.325) 
kp \v(/r+flz)/l 

and if, in addition, kp > 1 (MILLAR [1957]): 

-.-- + ZWX =    1/ -    sin 2^      r— + .- 
2r nkp \  (a-p)* (fl + ^ 

2/)c L (u-p) 

1    re
i'(<a~/,)-ii'f 

+ ,  ■   -r     vi-(4fl
2-2^-2p2) + 

2pc L (u-p)s 

ciA(j + /j) + iiR 

+ --;    --T-(4fl2 + 3/)fl-h2p2) ) +0(c"*). (14.326) 
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\kia~f)) + i'in a'*(J + /')~ Üf i 
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--      I/-     cos2(/>   .-(— - + M' 
2kp r nkp [   (a~py    \  a        a-pf 

,«(a-|*>-jij: 

(14.327) 
aiilt(ö + p) + iiR 

(afp)1  / 

More generally, for 0 < p < a (MILLAR [1957]): 

2v',r  \sl{k(a~p)}     \pl  ^{k{a + D)} 

+     '    e^'fU^a-p)}]!, 
v 2nc ) 

ZHl ~ |- 4 e^^U/^-p^J + isin2^--.^   -- - 
v7rl ^{k{a-p)} 

(14.328) 

- jcos2 0 n t\k(a + pj- iln 

~       COS 

where 
p \[k(a + p)}     yjlnc 

f(T)=J^e^dp 

z<l>cik{a+p)Fy{2k{a-p)}]\,  (14.329) 

(14.330) 

is the Fresnel integral. Results of some computations based on eqs. (14.328) and 
(14.329) are shown in Fig. 14.25. 

(o) .. 2-0l (b) 
0.4- 

-ImZHy 0- 

-0.4-r 

ReZH 

*..*' 
ReZHu 

i.o- 

0.5 —I— 1 I 1 I 
0       02       0.4   v 0.6       0.6 1.C 

VQ 

-ImZHy 0- 

-0.4 

Fig, 14.2.** Scattered magnelic field component //' on the surface r -  0 I of the disc for (a) (ft    0 
(b^ ^ - J.T: exact,... high frequency approximation (MILLAR [!957|). 
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SEMMNFINITE BODIES 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The three semi-infinite bodies considered in this part, namely the paraboloid and 
hyperboloid of revolution and the circular one, are shapes for which an exact solution 
to the scalar (and, for particular cases, to the vector) scattering problem may be ob- 
tained by the standard procedure of separation of variables. However, exact solutions 
are also known for other serrd-infinite scatterers. such as the quarter plane (RADLOW 

[196K 1965]), the elliptic cone (KRAUS and LEVINE [1961]) and the half-cylinder 
(EiNARSSONetal.[1966]), which are not presented in this book. Furthermore, a gen- 
eral method exists for deriving the solutions of scattering problems from the solutions 
of potential problems if the primary sources are dipoles or multipoles located at ihe 
common vertex of arbitrary conical surfaces which are the boundaries of scattcrrrs 
that are either perfect conductors or lossless dielectrics (POTEKHIN [1958], POTI KIIIN 

and TARTAKOVSKH [1958]). 
The circular cone is important because it is the shape of the nose of many airplanes 

and missiles; parabolic reflectors find widespread applicatio:i to antennas and 
radiotelescopes, and both parabolic and hyperbolic reflector arc used in Cassegrain- 
ian antennas. The cases considered are those in which the primary sources are either 
on the convex or the concave side of ihe scattering surface; the former case is of special 
importance for the cone, and the latter for thr paraboloid. 

It has often been conjectured tha* for a plane electromagnetic wave axially incide-.i 
on a convex semi-infinite body of revolution whose entire surface is illuminated, the 
back scattered physical optics held should yield the exact solution. This has only been 
pro\en for the paraboloid (Son NSTED [1955]), but there are indications that it may 
also be tr.ie fot the con,; (see, for example. Small et al. [1955] and Chapter 18). 

The concept of rudar cross section needs clarification for a semi-infinite body, be- 
cause both the distance of the observation point from the scatterer and a characteristic 
dimension of the scatterer tend to infinity; this topic has been discussed by BRVSK 

[I960] among others. The reader is referred to Chapter 9 for the definition of acoustic 
cross section. 
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CHAPTER 16 

THE PARABOLOID 

P. L. E. USLENGH1 

The convex infinite paraboloid of revolution is especially interesting in diffraction 
theory because it is the only known body with variable curvature for which the 
exact scattered field produced by a plane electromagnetic wave at axial incidence 
is equal to the geometrical and physical optics approximations. 

Both convex and concave paraboloids are important in scattering and antenna 
applications. Although only the convex paraboloid is here considered in detail, an 
outline of the available literature on the concave paraboloid is given in Section 16.5. 
It should be noted that a time-dependent study for the acoustical case has been 
performed by FRIEDLANDER [1943]. 

16 1. Geometry and eigenfunctions for paraboloid of revolution 

The parabolic coordinates (f, q, <#)) shown in Fig. 16.1 are related to the rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) by the transformation 

x - 2N/£f cos 0» 
^ = 2V^sin(/>, (16.1) 

where 0^(J<oo,0^^<oo, and Q ^ <f> < In. The z-axis is the axis of symmetry 

<t)Z TT 

Tig. 16.1. Parabolic geometry 
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and the surfaces c, ~ constant and // - constant are paraboloids of revolution with 
foci at the origin O == (.v = 0, v ~ 0, r == 0), whereas the surfaces constant 
arc semiplanes originating in the r-axis. The metric coefficients, as denned in Ap- 
pendix C, are 

h< = N/H^       K = v 1 +^       ^ = 2^, (16.2) 

It is also useful to introduce the spherical polar coordinates (r, 0, ^), for which 

r = £ + >/,       ö = arccos^. (16.3) 

The scattering body is the convex paraboloid with surface tj = ni- The principal 
radius of curvature of the surface in the plane ^ = constant and at the point 
(s> '/i. (t>) is 

p1=^) = 2^^ + ^ (16.4) 

while the other principal radius at the same point is: 

Pi = Piii) = 2*1«+^ (16.5) 

The Gaussian curvature therefore is 

^PiPi -2({-fi?,). 

In particular, at the nose (£ = 0, >; = ijj: 

Pi = Pi --- fyi - 

The primary source is located on the convex side of the scatters, and is either a 
plane wave whose direction of propagation forms the angle a with the positive z- 
axis, or a point or dipole source located at (fo> '/o» M- If ^e product krji of the 
free-space wave number k and the focal length ?/, of the scatterer is very small (very 
large) compared with unity, one speaks of low (high) frequencies; alternatively, the 
terminology "thin" (^fat") paraboloid also appears in the literature. No detailed 
low-frequency results are presently available for the convex paraboloid. 

No generally accepted definitions exist for the eigenfunctions which occur in the 
solution of the wave equation by separation of variables in parabolic coordinates. The 
more widely used symbols are those of BUCHHOLZ [1953], PINNEY [1946] and FOCK 

(1957; '965, Chapter 3]. In this chapter the notation of BUCHHOLZ [1953] is adopted, 
except in a few form ilas where Pinney's notation is retained because of existing 
numerical tables. The eigenfunctions w^z) and U'^z) of BUCHHOLZ [1953] are 
related to the Whittaker functions MTiUl(z)and H/

rii/i(r)by: 

^^ (16.6) 
w

(r(z) =z-}H;jM(r), 
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where T, ß and z are any complex quantities; their Wronskian is 

Wr(z)j m^-m^f W[-\z) = {zr(i{l+M-z)]-\ (16.7) 
QZ QZ 

It should be noted that BUCHHOLZ [1943a, b; 1947] uses the same symbols of eqs. 
(16.6) for different functions; thus: 

{m^(z)}1943a,bjl947 = (^)V.i.(^) = Vi^O+^H 

/ff\i __ (^.6a) 

Detailed studies of m^^z) and w^z) are found in BUCHHOLZ [1953; see also 1943b, 
1947]; the book by BUCHHOLZ [1953] also contains an extensive bibliography. 
Asymptotic formulas are also found in ERD^LYI and SWANSON [1957], and addition 
theorems have been developed by HOCHSTADT [1956b]. 

The eigenfunctions 5Jf(z) and V^z) introduced by PINNEV [1946] are related to the 
functions (16.6) by: 

SJCr) = z^c-^Lfc) = ^±ltL)w((0       (2)f 

V?(z) = z^e'^Utiz) = 7r-,e^^r(/i+v+iyi,l-4(l+^(zcTlÄ).      (Im z § 0), 

where //, v and z are any complex quantities; their Wronskian is 

SJ(z) A v:(z) - V!(z) y Sfc) = ± -- i:~^P >      Oni z ^0).   (16.9) 
dz dz nz    r(v + l) 

The properties of S^z) and P^C-) have been studied in detail by PJNNEV [1946]; see 
also .vfiRiMANOV [1948a, b]. MORTON [1952] has published numerical tables of 
KVx) Vn(h'l S^{iy) and K^(ir) to seven decimals for >• = 0 (0.1) 1.0 with either 
m = 0 and // = 0, 1, 2, 3, or m = 1 and /; = 0, 1, 2. MORTON [1953] has given eight- 
decimal tables of U0

n(\y) with /; = 0, 1, 2, 3; Ul
n(iy) with // - 0, 1, 2; U2

n(iy) and 
U*{iy) with H = 0, 1, for.r = 0 (0.1) 2.0. 

The eigenfunctions ;, Ci and ip of FOCK [1957: 1965, Chapter 3] are related to 
the functions (16.6) b.: 

iiu.s.t) =e-ii"W::
iif(m), 

:.(!/, s, /) = cxp [-iiff(l + Js)- i^XiK- iiO. (16-10) 

v{u< s, r) = r(J(.v-fl+i/))c(i/, v. r). 
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16.2. Acoustically soft CODTCX paraboloid 

16.2.1. Point sources 

16.2.1.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

The Green function for a point source located between two coaxial and confocal 
paraboloids has been given by BUCHHOLZ [1953; Section 18,2]. 

For a point source at ((S0, tj0 ^ ri^ 0O), such that 
AkR 

^1=--, (16.11) 
kR 

then 

r+r=-i f e^-^f  ' *dTr(i(i+w)+T)r(i(i+tt)-t) 

xm<
t
fl)(-2i^<)>v[',)(-2i^>) 

m^K-likrit) x 

where 

ml-i(-2ib/<)- ^f   ^y^-Xkri*)] w^i-lik^l      (16,12) 

|yj<i(i+|n|). (16.13) 
On the surface (rj - rj^: 
fi 1 « r-yn+ico 1 oo /.-y^+too 

    ^ e5^-^ dTr(i(l + n)-T) 

In particular, if the source is on ün r-axis C<J0 = 0): 

I/' + r = - w[0)(-2i/c<J)   m(..0
T

)(-2t^<)- 

" ^r^^ *-!i-™n<)] ^(-2.^>) -4- .   (16.15) 
>vl:;("2iKr/,) J COSITTT) 

with 
IVol < h (16.16) 

and on the surface (rj = ^J: 

v(^ + n!       = -  - f'r04"i^r(i-T)<>(-2i^W^^ (16.17) 
<ty i,«5i ^iJ-y(,-t« >vL;(-2i^J) 
16.2.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at P0 = (so- *1o *£ tJi* Oo - 0), such that 
JkR 

V'1 = -   , (16.18) 
kR 
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the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region of 
the >' = 0 plane is 

r = - cxP{?feKpop»)+(ptp)]}r/ll M + 2(pip)\ 
KPoPi) L\     (PoP,)     PiCOSiA/ 

.^^i^jg^f^)]^ (16,9) 

where (PQPI) and (P^) are respectively the distances between the source P0 ^nd 
the reflection point Pj s (xjjO,zj ?- ({,, ^/t, 0! = 0 or TI), and between Pi and 

Fig. 16.2. Geometry for reflected field. 

the observation point P = (,Y, 0, z) = ({, ^, ^ = 0 or TT) (see Fig. 16.2); the principal 
radii of curvature pl and ^ are gJven ^y eQs- (16.4) and (16.5), the reflection angle 
ip is given by 

•A = arccos {(<;, •H?1)"
i[4(N/|^~N/^l)

2-f(f0-iy0-{t+^i)2ri 

x[2/{1{o^-N/'?i«o-'/o+{i+fli)]}.   (16.20) 
and Jf, is a root of: 

[V^^o^-v^(^-^o + ^ i-Vi)][4(V^o-y^ 

Formula (16.!9) is applicable if/:/>,. 2 ^ 1- In the shadow region, Kg.0. = 0. 
For a point source on the axis of symmetry, an asymptotic analysis of the exact 

resultr of cqs. (16.15) and (16.17) has been performed by KLANTE [1959] and by 
IVANOV [1962J, 

For a point source of strength given by eq. (16.18) and located on the z axis 
(so = 0)' an^ for an observation point P s (f, r/j, </>) located in the illuminated 
region ({ < tjo-rji) of the surface f] ~ rj^ 

r+l!;xpMP0P)}co 

1, k{P0P) 
(16.22) 
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where 

^ = arccos[^-j%c,--^1-O[4^1+0;o-'7,--^:]"ij ■        (16.23) 

Result (16.22) is the leading term in the high frequency expansion of (16.17), provided 
that P is not too close to the shadow boundary, i.e. that (IVANOV [1962J): 

cos ^ »(kp,)-* = [2fch *({+'h)iri. (^6.24) 
where p! is the principal radius of curvature given by eq. (16.4). 

On the surface ^ = ^^ in the shadow region, and for a source located at a suf- 
ficiently large distance from the nose of the paraboloid, such that 

ty/o-li)»^!)*, (16.25) 

then (IVANOV [1962]): 

V' + n!     -i(^i)"*K«+^i)^o-'/i)]^/(ö)ei*L,        (16.26) 

where 

L^^ttt + nM + ^oirio-riM + ntlog^:^^^,        (16.27) 
v7o+v(»o-»;i) 

O = U/f f [PiCO]-4 fl+ '-Vdr = (/c^Mog y^Lt'lA      (,6.28) 

/^^f) is given by eq. (16.4) and/(/)) is the Fock function defined in the Introduction 
(see eq. (1.267)). The distance L is the length of the optical ray path from P0 to P 
(see Fig. 16.3): 

L = (PÜP]) + P?P, (16.29) 

Tig. 16.3. Geomcny for surface Jickl m the shadow, uith point source on the axis of symmetry. 

where (P()P,) is the distance between the source at P,, s (c,, = 0. »;„) and the point 

P, ~ (J, = '/o~'/i - '/i. 0) on the shadow boundary, and P, P is the length of the 
are of the parabola between P, and the observation point P s (:. v,. </>). 
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On the surface ^ = f/i, in the shadow region, and for a source located near the nose 
of the paraboloid, such that 

kilo-ri^Zikrjrf., (16.30) 

then (IVANOV [1962]): 

( 
Ijyi+v*)      -K^.r^+^^-VpO^i-i^)} 

>i = ni 

where 

' f  «Jlzyo)^'dt.   (16.31) 
VnJ-x    ^,(0 

(16.32) 

(16.33) 

(16.34) 

M'I(/) is the Airy function in Fock's notation defined in the Introduction (see eqs. 
(1.265)), and the geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 16.3. 

The total field in the shadow region at points near the surface tj = tji, such that 

%-*!)* W, (16.35) 

is given by (IVANOV [1962]): 

4s'7rA: 

J-.l H»i(r) J 

when inequality (16.25) holds, whereas 

r-r - ~ *   iknJm+ntär^wpm^im)) 
4X nk 

f   »-if'-yo)! niO-y)-   /{viit-y) eiD,rd?,   (16.37) 

when relation (16.3«)) is satisfied. The quantities L D, /.,, /), and y^ are respectively 
uivenbycqs. (16.27). (16.28). (16.32), (16,33) and (16.34), 

y-'-^ikn^ 
*1i 

(16.38) 
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w, and w2 are the Airy functions in Fock's notation defined in the Introduction (see 
eqs. (1.265)), and the geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 16.4. 

Fig. 16.4. Geometry for observation point in the shadow region, with point source on the axis of 
symmetry. 

An expression for the total field at all points in the deep shadow region that is 
particularly useful for numerical purposes is the residue series (IVANOV [1962]): 

n~iw[(in) 

where 

^o,-^nAS^^^   

(16.39) 

(16.40) 

(16.41) 

ö2=(i^j'2[p.(t)]-*(l+ Tj+dt 

(Mi)* log v^i(Vf+y(«tjji)  
U^+V^-^iWvio+V^o-ii)) 

V^I+V^I+II) 

(16.42) 

and tn is the w-th root of the equation H't(/n) = 0 thai has a positive imaginary 
part. The distance L2 is the length of the optical ray path from P0 to P (see Fig. 16.4): 

/-: - (PoP,)+ P,P2 + (^Fx 

The coordinates of P0, P,, P2 and P arc shown in Fig. 16.4. 

(16.43) 
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The result (16.39) may be rewritten as (IVANOV [1962]): 

* (7)VwaipOJiiTPi+cp.i'a+w. (1««) 

where ^ and ^2 are the distances of P, and P2 from the z-axis (see Fig. 16.4): 

^=2V^,       d2^2s/i^;9 (16.45) 

Pi(ii) and piiiz) are given by eq. (164), Z)2 is given by eq. (16.42), and p is the 
reflection coefficient function defined in the Introduction (see eq. (1.278)). 

16.2.2. Flaue wave incidence 

16.2.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane 'vave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the ;» = 0 plane and 
forms the angle a with the positive r-axis, such that 

V1 = exp {ik(z cos a+x sin a)}, (16.46) 

then (BUCHHOLZ [1953]): 

^ = -i- S (-i)V^f Vn4ia0dTr(Ki+«)+t)r(Ki+«)-T) 

x (tan i«)2r ^U^h) m^i-mtWli-likrj),   (16.47) 
wl"}(-2i^1) 

where 
|yJ<i(i+W). (16.48) 

On the surface (r  ^ //,): 

a ^ /•-yrt + ioo 

iT=iri nr]l sin an 

00 /»-yrt + ioo 

I (-D-e"*        dTr(i(i+it)-T) 

xOani«)2'^-^^.   (16.49) 
wL'K-Zik,,) 

Under the restriction 
a < JTC, (16.50) 

(he result of eq. (J6.47) may be rewritten either as (BUCHHOLZ [1943b]): 

"    ^ (/-fn)!,    ix»   •!/.„.. 1^2«+1 P = ^(cos i^"21   I v— ^(-l)V(tan 1«) 
i'0 »»0    n: 

y ^1»Ml'Ä.)   W'JU1(, +i((-2ifc,) cos m   (16.51) 
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or in the alternate form (HORTON and KARAL [1950]): 

,_2" - Mr«!^^^ 
(»0  n = 0  (/ + «)! 

x -S^5i(-2ifcO^(2i^)cos(^).   (16.52) 

On the surface (rj - »jj) and for a < ^TT: 

fC^+r) 
1 = 'H ittfi 

(cosi«)'2!   S(-i)"E,i'(tani«) 2« 4 I 

l««0   M»0 

x^y^cosf/^.   (16.53) 
Kl(2i^,) 

In particular, for axial incidence (a = 0), such that 

V1 = eik\ 
then: 

S0o{2\kni) e0/ ^SS(-2i^)Ko0(2i^), 

which may be rewritten as: 

K" = -  ^-'Si(2M+iCi(2^) ei^-,) 

i7c-Si(2Mi)+iGi(2^,) 

where Si and Ci arc the sine and cosine integrals, 

„., v      f'sinr . _, x f" cos/ , 
Si (x) = - d/,       Ci(x) ^ - dr. 

Jo    / J*     t 

On the surface (*/ = py,): 

r'/ Iwi TT^,   K0
0(2iA:M,) 

cxp[iA:((J + ^,)-ii7r] 
%/iri7C-Si(2^1)4-iCi(2b/1)] 

(16.54) 

(16.55) 

(16.56) 

(16.57) 

(I6.5K) 

In the far field U + q -» x) and for axial incidence (LAMB (1906;. KU.SLR >:{ al. 
[195(>]): 

where 

.4 = 

(16.59) 

(16.60) 
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The coefficient A is the ratio between the exact field V* and its geometrical optics 
approximatioii Vl^: 

Ä~V*IVlc,. (16,61) 

The amplitude and phase of A are shown as functions oikt]l in Fig. 16.5. 

Fig. 16.5. Amplitude (-) and phase (--)ofthcnormalizedf'ar fold, for axiai incidence 
(KELLER et al. (I956J). 

16.2.2.2. HIGH IKEQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the r - 0 plane 
and forms the angle ^ with the positive z-axis, such thai 

V1 = cxp {'\k(z cos a + .Y sin a)J, (16.62) 

the geometrical optics scattered Jicsd at a point P located in the ihuminated region 
of the y = 0 plane is: 

C..-^i-:(P,,>))(l+
2n>'P)C0Sn 

[' /', COS l//M /^ ' 

xexp;i^[(P,P) + r, cosa + .v, sin a]},   (16.63) 

where (P, P) is the distance hetween the reflection poisu P, -- (.v,, 0, r,) ~ (^»h *<bi 
zr. i) or TT) and the ohscr\alh>n point V - (v, 0, :) - (i, q. (j) - 0 or n), 

(PtP) -- [(.v-.v^-Vlr-r,)2]1, (16.64) 

the principal radii o? airv. ture /», and /i: at P, are given by eqs. (16.4) and (16.5), 
the reflection angle i// is given by 
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sin a cos a 
^ = arccos {-— —- + 

v/(l+»h/{i)      Jil+Silll) 
(16.65) 

and ^ is a root of: 

y/Tx sinaf ,/i^cosa = py^lif-^fg-iy-f £i+i?i)] 

x[4(V^-V^T)2+(«-^^+'?.)2]'i.   (16.66) 

Formula (16.63) is applicable if kpl > 1 and kp2> 1.  In the shadow region, 
yg.o. = 0. In particular, for back scattering (^ =0): 

«■ - - ^ 

P\P2 

+2(P1P)][p2+2(P1P)] 

The geometrical optics Lack scattering cross section is: 

^.o. = 47c((J1+^l)
2- 

For a plane wave at axial incidence (a = 0), such that 

— exp {i/c[(P1P) + z1 cosa + X! sin a]}. (16.67) 

(16.68) 

(16.69) 

the scattered field is given by the Luneburg-Kline expansion (KELLER et al. [1956]): 

r ^ exp {i/c[(OP)-2^]} l {ik^r I «jn Low-1—^T+1» (16-70) 
j^o     L(OP)(l-cosö)j n = 0 

where (OP) is the distance between the focus O and the observation point P (see 
Fig. 16.6), 

(OP) = (OP1)+(P1P) = {^^(P^) = r
2l1— +(P1P) « t + rj, (16.71) 

1-COSÖ 

0 is the angle that the reflected ray Py P forms with the positive r-axis, and 

Fig. 16.6. Gcomclry lor reflected field at axial incidence. 
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aon = - Zay«» (« g 1), 

605 

(16.72) 

(16.73) 

(16.74) 

The first few terms of the expansion (16.70) are: 

r~~ 2i?, 

I    Hl   LV     '      nJM      2^tL      (OP)(l~-cosö)J I (OP)(l-cosö)    ' v   "    '      'IJM     2^1     (OP)(l 
(16.75) 

Fora =s 0, result (16.63) is equal to the leading term of eq. (16.75). Tie amplitude and 
phase of a normalized quantity obtained by retaining the first three terms (through 
n - 2) in the infinite series (16.70) are shown in Fig. 16.7, when the observation 
point is in the far field ((OP) -> oo). 

I.bn rlO 

~     -0.8 

_ ho.e 

■0.4 

— —-^^ -02 

05 
—\ r— 
15 2.0 2.5 3.0 

Fig. 16.7. Amplitude (-) and pharc (  -) of the normalized far field, through 0[(/tt/,)" ^ 
(■vtiURctal. [1956]). 

16.3. Acoustically hard convex paraboloid 

16.3.1. Point mwi's 
16.3.1.1. IXACl  SOLUTIONS 

The Green function for a point source located between two coaxial and confocal 
paraboloids has been given by Bunmoi.z [1953; Section 18.2]. 

For a point source at (*;0, f]0 ^ t]x, (j)()), such that 

r - 
MR 

:H 
(16.76) 
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then 

r+r = i  " 

7t n= ~ A 

THE PARABOLOID 16,3 

in(^~^o) J)-T) )     'rdtr(Ki+n)+T)r(Ki+n) 

xm(
r"
,(-2i^<)wiw)(-2i^>) 

x L<«^m-i|<)-^f~|^ (16.77) 

where 

|y„l<i(i+W). (16.78) 

On the surface (rj = rj^: 

(r + n,=„ = v   I e1"**-*0'!     ,MdTr(i(i+n)-T) 
71^ i n = - oo *  - ••,, - i r. 

xm:">(-2i^J^(-2i^>)n^^^-v.   (16.79) 

In particular, if the source is on the r-axis (c0 = 0): 

r + r 
r - yo+1« 

v - Vo - i x. 
W'0'(-2ik{) m^i-likn*)- 

wlQ
t

)(-2i^|1) J cos (TIT) 

with 

I'/ol < i 

(16.80) 

(16.81) 

and on the surface (^ = ^,): 

^   "        TTHJ.^^ V'       ^   ^ W(^1K-0r
)(-2i^I)- 

V 82) 

l(..3.1.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a point source at P0 = (4'0, f/0 ^ ^, $0 = 0), such that 

JkR 

1 ' = ~- , 
kR 

(16.83) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region 
of the y = 0 plane is: 

>.cxp{ifc[(P0P1)+(PlP)]}f/l+ (P.P) +  2(P1P) 

fc(Pc,P,) [( (PüP,)        />! COsf 

(P.P)      2(P1P)cosi^ 
x |1+ ^ '   ' + 

(PoP.) Pi 

-i 
,   (16.S4) 
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where {P0P,) and (?! P) arc respectively the distances between the source P0 and the 
reflection point P. s (x,.0,rj = ({i,i?n ^i =0 or n). and between Pi and the 
observation point P = (A',0, Z) = (f, >;,</> ~ 0 or TT) (see Fig. 16.2): the principal 
radii of curvature pi and p2, the reflection angle ij/ and the coordinate {, are given 
by cqs. (16.4), (16.5), (16.20) and (16.21), respectively. Formula (16.84) is ap- 
plicable 'rfkplt2 > 1. In the shadow region, Kg.0. = 0. 

For a point source on the axis of symmetry, an asymptotic analysis of the exact 
results of eqs. (16.80) and (16.82) has been performed by KLANTE [1959] and by 
IVANOV [1962]. 

For a point source of strength given by eq. (16.83) and located on the z-axis 
(Co = 0), and for an observation point P s ({, »h, 0) located in the illuminated 
region (i < //c-'/i) of the surface q -= q^ 

{{r+n,.J..o. = 2^»^; (16.85) 

this result is the leading term in the high frequency expansion of (16.82), provided 
that P is not too close to the shadow boundary, i.e, that (IVANOV [1962]): 

cos^X^,)^ = [Ikrt^ii+ritfy*, (16.86) 

where the angle of incidence ^ is given by eq. (16.23), and p, is the principal radius 
of curvature giver byeq. (16.4). 

On the surface ^ = f|l, in the shadow region, and for a source located at a suffi- 
ciently large distance from the nose of the paraboloid, such that 

fcO/o-'h) >(/"/.)*, (16-87) 
then (IVANOV [1962]): 

(y^y%=nt - i^-'K^+^w^-^)]-^^^       (16 88) 

where L and D arc given by eqs. (16.27) and (16.28), and g{D) is the Fock function 
defined in the Introduction (see eq. (1.268)). The geometrical interpretation of Z, is 
given iij eq. (i6.29) (see also Fig. 16.3), 

On the surface q ~ //,, in the shadow region, and for a source located near the nose 
of the padboloid, such that 

M'/o-^Ua-'/i^ (16.89) 
then (IVANOV [1962]): 

x i r ^.O-A'c^dr, (1690) 

v7rJ_,     w'M 

where A,, /^ and y0 are given by cqs. (16.32) through (16.34). wx{i) is the Airy 
junction in Kock's notation defined in the Introduction (sec eqs. {\.2t:>)\ and the 
i!wv netr\ of the problem is sh^'vn in Fig. 16.3. 
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The total fteid in the shadow region at points near the surface ?/ = r/t, such that 

kitf-nd&M* (16.90 
is given by (IVANOV [1962]): 

4%/nk 

f   ^-^-^^(l-^le^d/,   (16.92) 

when 

Hno-ldXkmf, (16.93) 
whereas 

V' + v* -   ^.-(/c^yK^ + ^^-nexpOfcL.-ii^)- 
4x/7rfc 

x f00 w^^vo) kO-)')" --^w/r-y)] eiDl,dr,   (16.94) 

when 

Krjo-ridZiknrf. (16.95) 

The quantities L, A /^ , Dj, r0 and y are respectively given by eqs. (16.27), (16.28), 
(16.32), (16.33), (16 34) and (16 38); w{ and us are the Airy functions in Fock's 
notation defined in the Intrcd^jtion (see eqs. (1.265)), and the geometry of the 
problem is illustrated in Fig. 16.4. 

An expression for the total field at all points in the deep shadow region that is 
particularly useful for numerical purposes 's the residue series (IVANOV [1962]): 

r + r - AcikLi Y -*^'n) eioJ"t (16.90) 

where A, L2 and D* ire given by eqs. (16.40) through (16.42), and /„ is the /Mh root 
of the equation w\(in) = 0 that has a positive imaginary part. The geometrical 
interpretation of/-:/ is given by cq. (16.43) (see also Fig. 16.4). 

The result (16.96) may be rewritten as (IVANOV [1962]): 

l.i+1.^_exp{iA(P(1P1)},/-2 v , 
WP„P.)       r <:(P,P)U 
MPoP,)      ' *>(P:P) 

(:;■'■' 
<i   'I ^7):)exp{i^[P(P2 + (P,P)]-f]i^},   (16.97) 

where />,(i'i) and /^({j) are given by eq. (16.4), f/, and </. by eqs. (16.45), /)2 by 
eq. (16.42), (/ is the reflection coellicient function defined in the Introduction (see eq. 
(1.27^)), and (he geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 16 4. 
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16.3.2. Plane wave incidence 

16.3.2.1. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the >> = 0 plane 
and forms the angle a with the positive z-axis, such that 

V1 = exp {ik{z cos a + x sin a)}, (16.98) 

then (BUCHHOLZ [1953]): 

K8 = —!— z (-ire^fISM icodTr(i(i+«)-fT)m(i+fi)-T) 
71 Sin Of «=--oo •/ ->n-iao 

x (tan ia)2? ^it^1^ m^i-my^i-likrj),   (16.99) 
w^i-l'ik^) 

where 

y=i(l+|n|). (16.100) 

On the surface (rj = rjt): 

(r+n,-,^-—--   I (-i)V"*("7"+lwdTr(Ki+«)-t) 
71^! Sin a «==-<» J-yn-loo 

x (tan ia)2t .__^L~ 2i^)..„ .      (16101) 
W^iV^-^^) 

Under the restriction 

a < irr, (16.102) 

the result of eq. (16.99) may be rewritten either as (BUCHHOLZ [1943b]): 
uo        no 

^»(cosia)-2^   E (-^-!(-l)%i'(tania)2"+' 
1=0 n =0     n! 

x -^l^Äl w^ (16.103) 

or in the altcrnaic form (HORTON and KARAL [1950]): 

1" = -(cos br21   I ^-1)"',-! eii'(tan ia)2'+' 

r(2iAif,) 

On the surface ('»/ = j/i) and tor x < <«: 

OM V,. =   ^(cosi.r2!   ^(-l^i^ania)2-^^^^    cos(W. 
mu r-o «o (^^^,(21^,) 

(16.105) 

^21^,) 
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For ktii = 0.25 and a = 36.9°, HORTON [1953] has plotted the amplitude and phase 
of expression (16.105) as a function of k£ for 0 g A'i g I and (j) =-■ 0, ^TT, TT, JTT. 

Starting from eq. (16.104), HORTON [1953] has developed some considerations on 
the far field; in particular, he has proved that as rj ~> oo, the scattered field on the 
r-axis {£ = 0) depends only on the mode / = « = 0. 

In particular, for axial incidence (a = 0), such that 

V'1 = cik\ (16.106) 
then 

r ' " ^^^(-mwS^kn). (16.107) 

which may be rewritten either as: 

v* ^ i^Si(2^) + iCi(2^    cikii.n) 

exp(2iÄ7l)/^i -[iTr-Sip/c^Hi 0(2^,)] 
(16.108) 

or in the form (SCH*. .STED [1955]): 

where 

r- iz~sKkQ)+ia(kQ)    __   eltcc+,-ey    a6I0 
exp(2i/://I)/^i~[^-Si(2^I) + iCi(2^1)] 

6 = 2^/^, (16.110) 

Si and Ci arc the sine and cosine integrals of eqs. (16.57), and J, is the coordinate of 
the point P, SE ({1,1/1, (/>, = </>) at which the straight line from the focus to the 
observation point intersects the paraboloid (see Fig. 16.6), and is a root of: 

2[ilinj -t + n-ii-ih = [4(N
/{//-v

/{1^)2+({~i?-C,+^)2]*.     (16.111) 

On the surface (;/ = ;/,): 

i S^-liki) 

16.112) 

(V'-f Vs) 

cxpli/c^-fv,)} 
'"exp{2i^J}-/^1[!^-Si(2A//1)4-iCi(2A//I)] 

and, in pariicular, at the nose of the scatterer: 

r '' 

The quantity (16.113) is plotted as a function of A^ for 0 :i Av/, < 4 in Fig. 16.K, and 
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is compared with the corresponding quantity for a hard sphere of radius 2^,, equal 
to the r?Hius of curvature of the paraboloid at the nose. 

20-7 

Fig. 16.8, Amplitude of surface field at the nose {$ — 0, rj ~ qj for the paraboloid ( -), and for 
the tangent sphert of radius Itj^—) (HORTON and KARAL [1950]). 

In the far field (*; + '/-> oo) and for axial incidence (LAMB [1906]; Keller et a). 
[1956]): 

where 

l"s = B5iexp{i/c((j4-;;-2/;I)}, 

oo        _ir2      -i — 1 

(16.114) 

ß- r2 + 4i^Ie-21*'" P    -"-dtl    . (16.115) 
L JjJkJt  t     J 

The coefficient B is the ratio between the exact field V* and its geometrical optics 
approximation K*0: 

B=V*IVl0.. (16.116) 

The amplitude and phase of B are shown as functions of A//! in Fig. 16.9. 

- ,-.J 

fig. h».V. Ampütiulc (    ) and plia>c ( -   > of the normalized far field for axial incidence 
{KtLLtRetal. IIV56J). 
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For axial incidence, ihe bistatic scattering cross section as derived from eq. (16.109) 
is (SCHENSTED [1955]): 

ff(Ö) = 4«{fl+i;1)
2C 

= 4^(sin iO)-4C (16.117) 
where: 

C = i{l+(^t)
2[{Si(2Mi)-i«}a + {Ci(2^I)}

i] + 
+ 2^1[{Si(2^1)-i7r}cos(2/c.7l)■~Ci(2^1)sin(2^1)]}'^   (16.118) 

and 

ö = arccos^ (16.119) 

is the angle that the line from the focus to the observation point forms w jh the 
positive r-axis. In particular, the back scattering cross section {0 - n) is: 

ff«4rorfC (16.120) 

The quantity C is the ratio between the back scattering cross section and its geo- 
metrical optics approximation; it varies monotonically from 0 25 for k*}x = 0.5 to 
unity for kfix - oo. 

16.3.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the ^ = 0 plane 
and foi ms the angle a with the positive r-axis such that 

V1 = exp {ik(z cos a + x sin a)}, (16.121) 

the geometrical optics scattered field at a point P located in the illuminated region 
of the y = 0 plane is: 

K.. = I (' + ^(PlP) )(l+ 2(P^0-S *)] "'exp {i*t(P. PHz. cosa+x. sin a]}. 
L\      ^, cos^/\ f)2       Jj 

(16.122) 

where the distance (PjP) between the relleclion point P, s (jr,, 0, z,)- 
(si» ^i» ^i = 0 or ^) and the observation point P SE (X, 0, z) = (£, rj, <l> = 0 or TI), 

the principal radii of curvature />, and P2 at P!. the reflection angle ^ and the coor- 
dinate L, are given by eqs. (16.64) through (16.67), and by eqs. (16.4) and (16.5) 
withu = s,. Formula (16.122) is applicable if A/), > 1 and/:/>2 : • I. In the shadow 
region. J^,. = 0. In particular, for back scattering (y/ ~ 0): 

I?: =1 PJP2- expJiAftP.PH-MCosx + .v.sinot]}.    (16.123) 

The geometrical optics back sc«» ring cross section is: 

a^.^M^+li)2- ('6124) 
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For a plane wave at axial incidence (a » 0), such that 

F1 = c"", (16.125) 

the scattered field is givep by the Luneburg-Kline expansion (KELLER ct al. [1956]): 

P ^ exp {ifc[(OP)-2^]} l {ikmr l aJn L^f1     J     . (16.126) 
« = 0 j = o      L(OP)(l-cos0)J 

wliere the distance (OP) between iht focus O and the observation point P is given 
by eq. (16.71), the angle 0 that the reflected ray P^ forms with the positive z-axi« 
is shown in Fig. 16.6, and 

ojn -ijaj-un-t,      U*Un*\)t (16.127) 

«oo = 1- 

(n ä 1), (16.128) 

(16.129) 

The first few terms of the expansion (16.126) are: 

2^ l,s -exp{i/c[(OP)-2^]}   1 
(OP)(l-cos0) I 

--Lr1+/   *.  J + ...J. 
2krjl L      (OP)(l-cosÖ)J 1 (OP)(l-cosö). 

(16.130) 

For a = 0, result (16.122) is equal to the leading term of eq. (16.130). The amplitude 
and phase of a normalized quantity obtained by retaining the first three terms 
(through n ~ 2) in the infinite series (16.126) are shown in Fig. 16.10, when the 
observation point is in the far field ((OP) -> co). 

O-i rlO 
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I ig  16.10. Amplitude (    ) and pha • (-   )ol ihc norniaüfcd far Tscld, through OllA*,,) 

(KniiR et al. [I956J). 
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16.4. Perfectly conducting convex paraboloid 

16.4.1. Dipole sources 

Results are available only in the case of an electric dipole located on the r-axis. 
For an electric dipole at (<J0 = 0, »;0 ^ ?/,) with moment (47re/^)£, corresponding 
to an incident electric Hertz vector {exp(i/f/?)/^/?}f, the components of the total 
tield are (BUCHHOLZ [1948]): 

^■-^(HK (I6IJ2) 

£,=//. = //, = 0, (16.133) 

H* - :— ; dr T-—- i Mt.i(-2i^<)- 

-^f^ (16.134) 
^^(-21^,) J 

w here 

|y| < 1. (16.135) 

On the surface (/; = t}x): 

H^ I dr 
2f/ov^,J-/-i.     r(l-T)sin(7iT)       'iV '(^J^.^-m^,) 

(16.136) 

The surface Held produced by an electric dipole located on the z-axis and parallel 
to the A-axis has been derived by KORBANSKIV [1968]. 

16.4.2. Pliwe wan- incidence 

IM.M. FXACT SOLUTIONS 

Tor a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the y - 0 plane 
and forms the angle 7. with the positive r-axis, and whose magnetic field vector is 
parallel to ihe r-axis. such that 

£l = (£ cos a~z sin a) exp \\kiz cos a + .v sin x)L 
(16.137) 

// ' = Yp exp \ik(z cos a-f .v sin x)|, 

the components t>f the incident, scatlcred and total fields may be expanded in Fourier 
series (LIKK M^57j; Ft;v'k and FIDOROV [1958]; see also FixK [1965]. chapters 3 
aiul -): ihti-. lor the total field: 
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where 

with 

/>«   . 

11=1 

«=i 

«=1 

H, =f i/i"»sm(n0), 
n=l 

n=l 

■;    ' 2v/{^+i,)} Lfc    Ör ']' 

£r=-(4fc>rrijc„.i+    i 

//tn) = y - (^'W 
2iv{{({+i?)} U    ^ 

1 OD^ 
-«G. 

wl',) = - y 
2fv

/{i|({+^)} LA:    ci 

(n)_ Y{4k2^)in 

2V^ 

-i- /iG„ 

F.. = 

('„ =■-- 

. i+fc -„.., '■■ i + ,, L-. 0"--- 
4 \ < s<'/                4A: Vs      «,,/ 

i>+^ "... o«,- ,,..■. K >• 
4 \ < j( f;                4K \< ^      (7// 

(16.138) 

^6.139) 

(16.140) 

(16.141) 

{16.142) 

(16.143) 

(16.144) 

(16.145) 

(16.146) 

(16.147) 

(I6.14S) 

(16.149, 
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and Ön-i »s given by eq. (16.149) with Qn_y replacing P,,-^ The potentials Pll.l 

and On-1 are given by: 

P^-PU + P;.,,      Q^i^Qi-i+CUi. (16.150) 

where 

Pi-, = —— (4k2^1-"> f TpiWdx. (16.151) 

QUi = -P^- (4kW""' f" «pi(T)«lr. (16.152) 
7i/c sin a J.^ 

i"»-! = -4— (4fc2^)i<'"", f00 Tpiwpswdt,       (16.153) 
nksina J»^ 

V- (4k2^)'(1 -"' f* nqfc)pl(x)dx, (16.154) 
in a J.a 

Q:..-   
2 

Ttfe sin 

with 

pi(t) = (nJ+T2)-1(tani«)iTa(n+iT))r(i(n-iT))m<.";i
1.>(2i^Kn

i;
1,(2ik'/), (16.155) 

plir) = (n
2+T2)-,e*"(tan ia)itr(i(«+it))./i'';,,,(2ife«)w,."ji

,
t>(-2iki,). (16.156) 

2T r(i+Kn + it)) 

qfr) = e " »"T( 1 + i(n - itR(t, ,,){*$„., ^ikijX, -„,( -2ikij)- 

- K« + it)'«^, + ^^i^y.»»«, + ,„( - 2ifci,)}.   (16.! 58) 
and 

^»?)«{[<,-^("2i^)]2+K«2+T2)[w^ 
(16.159) 

If P^_,, Q^i or P^!, gj_j are used in the previous formulas in place of P,,^, 
Qn-x* then cqs. (16.138) give the incident or scatlertd field components, respectively. 

In particular, the total magnetic field components on the surface {q = rji) are: 

//. =    -,y   1/  r?'_-. T (iania)iT{nt^)-T(T, -0)}dt, (16.160) 
4nsin a f £ + >/,;_, 

'/*-      *.      I     (lan^nT^^+TXr,-0)}dT, (16.161) 
4^ sin a j _ , 

where 

Hr^/)) - r0{T)-f ^(-D^'Vlc^i-^Vk'^]. (16.162) 

(!,"(T) = :(-i)'t,r(i(«-ir)M,(T.^)m,.%i
,

t
,(2ifci)vv,."^,(-2ik1l). (16.163) 
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t[2y(t) = -(-ir>-it)r(K«-it)^^ (16.164) 

t0(x) = tV\T) = r^H (16.165) 

and</„(T, ^^isgivenbyeq. (16.159)in which»/ = r^. 
For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the >• = 0 plane 

and forms the angle a with the positive z-axis, and whose electric field vector is 
parallel to the ^-axis, such that 

El = P exp {ik{z cos a+x sin a)}, (16.166) 

Hl = Y(i sin x—jt cos a) exp {ik{z cos a + x sin a)}, 

the components of the incident, scattered and total fields may bz expanded in Fourier 
series (FOCK and FEDOROV [1958]; see also FOCK [1965], chapter 4); thus, for the 
total field: 

where 

£. -X^sinM), 

£, = f £<"' sin («0). 

£♦ =i£;0)+f E^'cosH), 

H; = iHj0)+ f H^ cos («0), (16.167) 

«♦ = f Hj'sin^), 

4    2V{{{{+.j)}U  a,       "J 

c.   HW" r'^i+NCi        (16.169) 

£r =(v2ff"(C,.1+nO-.). (16.170) 

„(^.y.H^^riL^       1 (,6.,-;.) 

)=y   (4^)'"    [1^1 17 

2S [,,{$ + ,,)} Ik    Ci J 

"'*"'= ">■ , ^'-(D-.-wF.). (16.173) 
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The auxiliary functions CH^l,DH.ltFn and Gn are still given by eqs. (16.145) 
through (16.159), with the exception of eq. (16.157) which k now replaced by: 

rfW = rtW- "ItL e^-'> £$£% ■ (16.174) 
2T r(n-i(«+it)) 

For axial incidence (a = 0), such that 

El = J?elÄZ, (16.175) 

then (SCHENSTED [1955]): 

(0 ^ (16.176) 

where (OP) is the distance between the focus O and the observation point P (see 
Fig. 16.6), and the coordinate {, of the reflection point Pl = (sV'h, 0i = 0) is 
a root of: 

2{^'1) -i+n-tt-K = [4(N/{if-V^)2+({-i-c.+';,)23i;        (16.177) 

in terms of the observation angle Ö, 

B 1+COSÖ /i/riTo^ 
{i «^i: ;• (16.178) 

1-COSÖ 

The exact result (16.176) is identical with the geometrical optics scattered field. The 
bistatic scattering cross section is (SCHENSTED [1955]): 

a(0) = 4^^ -t-^h)2 = 4^(sin i^)"4, (16.179) 

and in particular, the back scattering cross section {0 = n) is: 

v^Antf, (16.180) 

A result equivalent to eq. (16.176), but expressed in a much more complicated form, 
that is as an infinite series involving the functions Sl

n and ij,, had been previously 
obtained by HORTON and KARAL [1951]. 

164.2.2. HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 

For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the v - 0 plane 
and forms the angle * with the positive r-axis, and whost^ magnetic field vector is 
parallel to thcr-axis, such that 

£' - (jf cos n~ z sin a) exp [\k(z cos x f v sin x)}, 

//' = )'$ exp ']\k{z cos a i- x sin a)}, 

the total magnetic Held on the surface (// ~ ?/,) is (FOCK [1946]; 1 <>( K and FIDOROV 
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[1958]; see also FOCK [1965], chapters 2 and 4): 

H*~Yy G{u) sin 0 exp {\k(z cos a + x sin a)}, (16. 182) 

H^ ~ YG{u) cos </» exp {\k{z cos JC+X sin a)}, (16.183) 

where G(u) is defined in the Introduction (see the second of eqs. (1.275)), and 

u = k(yjl;rii sin a cos (fr-tji cos a){fc2ih({+fh) s'"2 a}"*s (16.184) 

Results (16.182) and (16.183) are valid in the illuminated, penumbra and deep 
shadow regions, provided that (krj^ > I. In particular, in the illuminated region 
and far from the shadow line Jt = ^(0) given by the equation 

y/tx cos (j) = ^irji cot«, (16.185) 
such that 

k{ril cos oL-yJfyi sin a cos 0) > 1, (16.186) 

expiessions (16.182) and (16.183) become: 

Hi - 2Y1/ -5-1- sin 0 exp {ifc(z cos a + x sin a)}, (16.187) 

Hj o* 2Y cos (j) exp {i/c(z cos a-tx sin a)}, (16.188) 

which coincide with the geometrical optics approximation. 
For a plane wave whose direction of propagation is parallel to the y = 0 plane 

and forms the angle a with the positive r-axis, and whose electric field vector is 
parallel to the r-axis, such that 

E'1 = $ exp [ik{z cos a + x sin a)}, (16.189) 
H' = y(f sin a-A cos x) exp {ik{z cos a + x sin a)}, 

the total magnetic field on the surface (»; - tji) is (FOCK and FEDOROV [1958]; see 
also FOCK [1965], chapter 4): 

- • - lit' 

IL ^ Y \       '    exp {\k{z cos a-f x sin a)}   1/     G{u) sin a sin2 (j>- 

~iF(iO(^ir,[^^i(C + '/l)sin2a]icos(/)j,       (16.190) 

//^ ^ ) c\p  \k(z cos 2 + x sin ^))   1/ -   G(i/) sin a sin (/> cos (^ -f 

4-if(:/)(^/l)",[A^;)(c + »/l)sin:G(]*sm0{,       (16.191) 

\\lv !c / (//)anü G'(») are defined in the Introduction (sec cqs. (1.275,)), and // is given 
In cq. (16.184). Results (16.190) and (16.191) are valid in the illuminated, penumbra 
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and deep shadow regions, provided that (fc^)* > 1. in particular, in the illumirated 
region and far from the shadow line so that inequality (16.186) is satisfied, eqs. 
(16.190) and (16.191) become« 

2Y -   
//{ exp {i/c(z cos a + x sin s)}{Ji sin a-yjrji cos a cos ^), (16.192) 

Hj ~ 2Y exp {\k(z cos a + x sin a)} cos a sin 0, (16.193) 

which coincide with the geometrical optics approximation. 
For axial incidence (a = 0), the geometrical optics scattered fie d is identical to 

ihe exact result of eq. (16.176). 

16.5. Survey of concave paraboloid 

The field produced by a point source located anywhere on the concave side of an 
acoustically soft or hard paraboloiu has been studied by BUCHHOLZ [1953], from 
whose results the exact solution can be extracted in the form of an integral representa- 
tion or of an infinite series, in a previous work, BUCHHOLZ [1943a] had examined 
the case of a point source at the focus. 

Low frequency results, corresponding to the case /:>h < 1, ^ave ^cen obtained 
by STONE [1967] for both soft and hard bodies, when the point source is on the axis 
of symmetry, and for i urce and observation points either both in the near field, or 
one in the near field and the other in the far field. 

High frequency results, corresponding to the case Z:^ > 1, have been obtained by 
STONE [1967], who has given the total surface field at points far from the nose of a 
hard paraboloid, as produced by a point source located on the axis and far from the 
focus; Stone has interpreted his asymptotic results in terms of geometrical optics. 
A Luneburg-Kline expansion for the field produced by a point source at the focus 
of a soft or hard paraboloid has been derived by KELLER et al. [1956], HOCHSTADT 

[1956a] has considered a point source on the axis of symmetry, and has devoted 
special attention to the behavior of the field at or near a caustic. 

For the case in which the primary field is a scalar plane wave, an exact integral 
nprcsenlaticn of the solution has been given by BUCHHOLZ [1953], and high fre- 
quency expansions have been obtained by HOCHSTADT [1956a]. 

The exact electromagnetic field produced by an electric dipole located on the axis 
of symmetry of a perfectly conducting concave paraboloid has been derived by 
BLCHHOLZ [194HJ. The cases of an electric dipole at the focus and oriented (i) parallel 
to the symmetry axis, or (ii) perpendicular to the axis, or (iii) perpendicular to the 
axis and backed by a dummy rctlector have been considered by PINNIY [1947], who 
ha? given the exact solutions as infinite series of eigenfunctions. The field produced 
by an electric dipole at the focus and perpendicular to the symmetry axis has also 
been studied by SKAISKAVA [1955], who has obtained an integral representation for 
the exact solution as well as high frequency results, and by rorK [1957; 1965, chap- 
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ter 3], who has expressed the exact solution both as an integral and as an infinite 
series, and has derived high frequency expansions. 

If the primary field is a plane electromagnetic wave, an integral representation of 
the exact solution may be obtained from BUCHHOLZ [1953]. 
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CHAPTER 17 

THE HYPERBOLOID 

P. L. E. USLENGHI 

The hyperboloid is the only separable shape among those considered in this book 
for which no exact solution is presently available. However, in the acoustical case it 
would be possible to apply a technique similar to that used by BLOOM [1964] for the 
hard hyperbolic cylinder. The hyperboloid degenerates into a cone when the inter- 
focal distance becomes zero. 

17.1. Hyperboloidal geometry 

The coordinates appropriate to this shape are the prolate spheroidal coordinates 
(£,?;, (j)) shown in Fig. 11.1 and related to the rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
(*, }\ z) by the transformation 

= W{{^-l)(l-r)}cos0, 

= W{{«2-l)(l-';2)}sin^ (17.!) 

where 1 g { < x, -I S ^ ^ ' andO ^ 0 < 2^. The z-axii is the axis of symmetry, 
and the surfaces i =■- constant, |^| = constant and <t> = constant are respectively 

..A 
I 

L. * 
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confocal prolate spheroids of interfocal distance d, major axis t/{, and minor axis 
*V(£2~ 0' confocal Hyperboloids of revolutirn of two sheets with interfocal distance 
d; and semi-planes originating in the z-axis. 

The scattering body is the hyperboloid of revolution with surface q = ^ = 
cos t'i > 0 (see Fig. 17.1), and the primary source is either a plane wave whose direc- 
tion of propagation is parallel to the (x, z) plane and forms the angle C > vl with the 
negative z-axis, or a point or dipole source located either at (^0, /0, f/)0 - 0) on the 
convex side or at the focus {x0 = j 0 - 0, z0 - \d) on the concave side of the hyper- 
boloid. The constant c is given by: r = \kd, 

17.2. Acoustically soft hyperboloid 

17.2.1. Point sources 

For a point source at P0 = (^0, ^0, (j)0 = 0), such that 

JkR 
V'1 = 

kR 
(17.2) 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P = (^ //, ty = Oor ^) located in the 
illuminated region is: 

exp{ifc[(P0F1)-i-(PiP)]} 
MPoPi) 

r go. 

([,+ <p'p) + 2^p) iri+i
p"p) + «P.PJCOS^.-II-» 

IL   (PpP.)   fl.cos^JL   (PoPi)       '>,     Jf ' 
(17.3) 

where (PoPi) and (P1P) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and 
the reflection point P,, and between P, and the observation point P (see Fig. 17.2), 

tig.  P.-. (icoman I'oi lie rcllcctcd licUI with poim MHir^c inc:Jcncc. 
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(+ if A-, and x have the same sign; - if x, and ^ have opposite signs), (17.4) 

al is the radius of curvature of the scatterer's surface in the (x, z) plane, evaluated 
at P,: 

^1 is the other principal radius of curvature at Pp 

a. =^ U,;./'lT^ (,7-5) 

^'/-N/Wf-^X»-^ (17.6) 

and the coordinate c{ ib determined as a function of f0, j/y, {,»/,;/, and r// by the rela- 
tion 

■?■   [(PoPJ-HP.Pfl-O. (17.7) 

The result (17.3) is applicable if AT?,      I, and this is always ii.e case if 

^ (I-//I); >1. (17.8) 

in the shadowed region. I',..,, ~ 0. 
In particular, when bolh source and obscrvaiion points are on the r-axis: 

(17.9) 

where either c,, ~ 1  if :u > ~],J or //„ - -1 ifz() < - U/, and either c      I if 
: > - \(l or */ ^   - I if r < - U/; in the far field (tj - - 1, c -> x): 

p    = „ '""''i exp{i((c-f2^,-s'o»/(,)} m.m 

If the source is at the focus (.vn -- yu - 0, r0 -   - Ul) and the obscrvaiion point is 
on the r-a\is: 

p    ^ _ '-'Ji cxp [idl-+://,-;f;)I (17 11) 
*0 ~       »+>/. dl-s'/) 

and in the far field (i/ -- - 1. i ~> / ): 

rs  ^ _ i-'/i exp;ic(: t 2//M nt (17 r) 

it-»/, ic 

lor a source located at the focus i.v,,      r,,      t), r,. "(/). the vtailcrcd lielti is 
ghen bs the lunehiitg K-io. expaiiNion (KIIMK et al. [I '5.'»]l: 
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r~'-.p«M9M f^j-i r-^-l' I'»». '. ("..3) 
/c(QP)>v n=o j=9 L/c(QP)wj    1=0 

where (QP) is the distance between the focus Q at 2' = id and the observation point 
P (see Fig. I7J), 

Fig. 17.3. Geometry for the reflected field with a point source at the focus P0 ~ Cv0 = v0 = 0,r0 — —hd) 

W« 1+^(^-005 0), 

0 is the angle that the reflected ray Pl P forms with the positive z-axis, 

(17.14) 

•ji« 

I 

2/ 
-(2./ + 0(/+l)«/-1.,+ 1..-1+2^U + 0Vi..,«-. " [ + 1*,,, A2. 

O + r-DO' + f)^.,,,_,,„.,],   (I g/<n), 

«„„ = - I "l fl/M ( ; ) (-I)'".      (0 S / S 2«; .■! § 1). 

"uuo  —   ~" *' 

(17.15) 

(17.16) 

(17.17) 

and the binomial coefficients Q) in eq. (17.16) are understood to be zero unless 
0 < /* <; Q(. The first few terms of the expansion (17.13) are: 

A(QP)u- 1.      2^,1      I-//l vv2/ 

«...i      A+^L^U..! (,7.18) 
fc(QP)H'\l-^        H/ 
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For a source located at the focus P0 = (x0 = Jo» ^o = i^J fo = fJo ^ 0 on ^e 
concave side of the hyperboloid, the geometric optics scattered field is: 

r - - cxpii/cKPpP^+CP.p)]} /rI+ (P^P) ^ 2(P1P)-[ 

m?i) IL     (PoPO     a.cos^J 

xri+i^_?Mf^ip, (17,9) 

where the geometry is shown in Fig. 17.4, J, and ^ are given by eqs. (17.5)and (17.6), 
Ci by eq. (17.7), and 

cos ^j = 
2(P0P i)f Ci+'/i 

(17.20) 

Fig. 17.4, Geometry for the reflected field wif'1 a point source at the focus PQ = (X0 —y9~0t z^ = Id). 

The result (17.19) is applicaHe if A'^j > 1, and this is certainly the case if eq. (17.8) 
is satisfied. 
in particular, if also the observation point is on the r-axis, 

r    _ _ H-*/, exp{ic(l-2iyr+^)} 
1-//, .(1+^) 

(17.21) 

where either c = 1 if r < W/, or ^ = 1 if r > jr/; in the far field (rj = U i -> x): 

(17.22) 
1+A;, exp{ir({~2iy1+I)} 

»« n      =     —     —     ■ - —     , 

1-'/. 
rg.o 

cS 

17.2.2. Plane wave incuknee 

lor incidence from the half-plan*' </»., = 0 at an angle C with respect to the negative 
r-avis (see Fig. !7.5). such thai 

I ' ~= exp {- iA(.Y sin C + r cos J)J , (17.23) 
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Kig. 17.5. Geometry for the reflected field with plane wave incidence. 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P = (c, //,</; = 0 or n) located in the 
illuminated region is: 

VH    = - 
al cos ^j. 

1+2(P1P)cos>t-H^ 

b,        Ji 
xexp {iA'DPjP)-^, sinf-z, cosC]},      (17.24) 

where (P, P) is the distance between the reflection point P, =: (.v,, 0, r,) = (sV'/i. 
0, = Oor 7r)and the observation point P, ^7, and/?, are given by eqs. (17.5) and (17.6), 

cos ^ 
1 

(+ if 0,^0;    - if (/>, - TT),   (17.25) 

and c, is the root of 

</     _ at], \li\ -1 sin C - <;, v 1 -n\ cos C 

^P.P)'"/>'/,N
/{(^-l)(^-lHi--v2)}-(c,^-ViMl-^)' 

(* = -ft if 0, - 0,       ^ = - 1 if 0, = TT; 

/)' - + j  jf 0 = 0,,       /)' -  - 1  if 0 * </,,).        (17.26) 

In the shadowed region, J'^.     0. 
In pariicnlar, for axial incid Mice (i -- TT) and obsersation point on the r-axis: 

\ -n\ 
cxp [ic^/.-c//)}. 

10/1-25///, 

where cither v. - I il'r   •     \tj, or ij = -I ifr ■    -'(/. 

(17.27) 
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The geometric optics back scattering cross section is 

nc '       '2,„ ^2. 
^.o. = 7-2 fai-ff/'/i); 

in particular, for axial incidence (C = n): 

nc 'tv    / -l\2 
/.2 

(17.28) 

(17.29) 

17.3. Acoustically hard hyperboloid 

17.3.1. Point sources 

For a point source at P0 = (<;0, //0, <f>0 - 0), such that 

AkR 

Vx = 
kR 

(17.30) 

th*; geometric optics scattered field at a point P = (<!;,?/, ^ = 0 or n) located in the 
illuminated region is: 

fc(PoP.) 
'K.o. 

iJ
P'?)+   2(P.P) ]|-n   (P.P)  ,^(P.^cos^-i ></rl+.(PIP)+ 2(PIp)-|r1 

IL (PoP,)        (7, COS^lJL (PoP.) J/ ,   (17.31) 

where (PoP|) and (P, P) are, respectively, the distances between the source P0 and 
the reflection point P,, and between ?l and the observation point P (see Fig. 17.2); 
cos J/^!, a{, hl and ^ are given by eqs. (17.4) to (17.7). This result is certainly valid if 
cq, (17.8) is satisfied. 
In the shadowed region, V^, = 0. 
hi particular, when both source and observation points are on ihe z-axis: 

rs   =      (l_-^T)cxp{ic(2*;L-{0^o--^)} 
K 0    c[2nx(\ HrtonJ-ii+ninono+m' 

; 17.32) 

where cither ^, = 1 if r0 > ~ U/ or //0 = -1 if r0 < - U/, and either i = I if 
: > - Ui or A/ = - 1 if J < - Ui: in the far field (// =- -1, ^ -♦ x): 

I-//,2 exp{k({+2vi--Co'to)} 

14-^-2^,^0^/0 ci 
(17.33) 

If the source is at the focus (.v0 = r0 = 0, :0 = ~\ii) and the observation point is 
on the rsLxis: 

>; 
.,    _ \->u cxp{u'(!+2»;,--^/)} 

+ '7i c(\-in) 
i 17.34) 
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and in the far field (^ = -!,{-♦ oo): 

v*   = \z!!l exp{ic({+2>?1-H)} ^ 

For a source located at the focus (x0 = y0 = 0; z0 = -id), the scattered field is 
given by the Luneburg-Kline expansion (KELLER et al. [1956]): 

^(QP)w „to A Lfc(QP)wJ    ttt,  '" V        ; 

where (QP) is the distance between the focus Q at z = id and the field point P (see 
Fig. 17.3), wis given by eq. (17.14), ajtn withy / 0 is given by eq. (17.15), 

2n-j i     •   \ n-\   ln-}-l 

00..=-S  S^«   J   (-D-'+I    I ^.,,.-.(-1)—' 
j^l   5 = 0 \t~S! j-0      s = 0 

(0^ /g 2n;/j ^ 1),      (17.37) 

0000=+1, (17.3S) 

and the binomial coefficients (J) in eq. (17.37) are understood to be zero unless 
0 ^ ß g K. The first few terms of the expansion (17.36) are: 

p^exp{i[^(QP) + 2^1]}|-1+   i   /i-3>7M»v-;+  1\ 

A(QP)u' L      2(^,1       1-//J w2J 

«      ^      /i±lLj\ + ..l (l7J9) 

For a source located at the focus P0 = (JC0 = v0 = 0, r0 = id\ so = '/o = 0 on 

the concave side of the hyperboloid, the geometric optics scattered field is 

p     - ^^iIAJ^rOrI^Mr]r/jf /T        (PjP)   ^    ^(PiP)_"] 
MPoP,) " IL     (PoP.)     ö/cos^J 

.,   ^expji^PoP^^^P^)]}!-^ (P.P) _   2(P1P) 

1+ (P.P) ^^P.Pjcos^,^" 

(PoPi) /' 
(17.40) 

where r/,, />,.:, and cos <//, are given by cqs. (17.5), (17.6), (17.7) and (17,20). respec- 
tively (sec Fig. 17.4). The result (17.40) is applicable if M,      1. and this is certainly 
the case if eq. (I7.S) is satisfied. 
In particular, if the observation point is also on the r-axis. 

r    ^ m/i ^P lic(l-2*;,-f^)l (17 41) 
1-*/, c(i+^) 
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where either <; = I if r < jrf, or >; = 1 if r > i^; in the far field (f; = 1,^ -► oo): 

|/»   = 1 tül cxP{ig({"2>?i tl^ (17.42) 

17.3.2. P/flwe were incidence 

For incidence from the half-plane <^0 = 0 at an angle J with respect to the negative 
r-axis (see Fig. 17.5), such that 

r = exp{-ifc(xsinC^zcosC)}, (17.43) 

the geometric optics scattered field at a point P = ({, »^ </> = 0 or ir) located in the 
illuminated region is 

xexp {ifc[(PiP)-.xl änC-Zi cosC]},      (17.44) 

where {?i?) is the distance between the reflection point P, s (x,,0, z^s (g^ ^^ 
(/>! = 0 or TT) and the observation point P, and a,, 6,, cos i/^ and {j are given by 
eqs. (17.5), (17.6), (17.25) and (17.26) respectively. This result is certainly valid if 
eq. (17.8) is satisfied. 
In the shadowed region, V^0t = 0, 
In particular, for axial incidence (C = TT) and observation point on the z-axis: 

X + tf-ltWi 

where either <; = 1 if z > ~i(/, or »; = -1 if z < -\d. 
1 he geometric optics back scattering cross section is still given by eq. (17.28) and, 

in the particular case of axial incidence (C = n), by eq. (17.29). 
A more refined approximation based on the Luneburg-Kline method is available 

only for axial incidence (C = n). The incident field 

V1 - efkr (17.46) 

originates the scattered field (ScHENSTtD [1955]): 

r -exp{iA[rt+(P1P)]}[r0+^r-I+O(c-2)], (17.47) 
where 

= -u|/'"-|,-"',(,+^--4C)+(1+/.r')(/,
+ßU 

' r /jj/i, i    B    \ 8/»i      /i,/ V,     / 

L.4/r:      .4/), yB-pi      B'J      3ß3 J) 
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hl = ,+ i(-P4?.       fc2=p1+iM4. (,7.50) 

(17.51) 

ß  =-3—,-, (17.52) 
^(l-'lf)' 

c = - .vrS;*^--1)' (,7-53) 3I/I 

0 =-^',.(5-4^ (17.54) 

P,=v/{(^-1)(l-»;?)}, (17.55) 

(PjP) is the distance between the reflection point P, = {x^y^ ~ 0, .?i)^ (si^/i, 
</>! = 0) and the observation point PEE (X, V = 0, z)s (<f, rj, (j) ^ 0), and u, is a 
root of the equation: 

^^i ^^+?i|/(({?M)({2.l)i-?!j. (17.56) 

A comparison of result (17.47) with the physical optics approximation is found in 
ScHENSTrn [1955]. 

17.4. Perfectly conducting Hyperboloid 

17.4.1  Dipole sources 

Geometrical and physical optics approximations are easily obtained in the case of 
a dipole on the r-axis and axially oriented; the considerations of this section arc limited 
to this simple case. 

For an electric dipole at P0 H (A'0 = rn = 0, r0 g {(h}\) with moment (Anr. k)z 
corresponding to an incident electric Hertz vector zclkR/(kR), the incident field is 

cikR / i \    r 

(17.57) 
//; = //; = 4 = o. 

In the physical optics upproxtmation, the total magnetic field tangential to the sin face 
)}      »/, at the point P, ~ (sV '/i- 0J) is: 

(// )      = .^^.cxpjiMPoP,)] rN '.(--Dd-,;;)} 
,>P,' " fc(P0P.) MP»P,) 

1+       ' 
MPoiMJ 

17,5«) 

where (PtlP|) is the distance between the source point P„ and the observation point 
IV- P.. 
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If the dipoic is far from the reflection point P, (i.e. ^(PoP,) > I), such that 

//■ „ _^yexPM??Pi)} ^'{«f-OCrlf)} (,759) 
* '      fcfPoP.) fc>oP^ 

the geometrical optics scattered field is: 

(W5)     ~ _^y <Vi(^- 'Xl -f?)} exP {ifc[(PoPl)+(Pi P)]} 
*g"' «PoP.J A(P0P,) 

i+if'p) + 
2(pjp); 

(P0P,)       öiCOSl/',. -     (PoP.) bs       J)      l       ; 

where (P, P) is the distance between the reflection point Pi ~ ({i, //,, 0, = (/>) and 
the observation point P = (<!;, ?;, 0), and v>, is the angle of incidence; cos ^j, aly Z>, 
and c, are given by eqs. (17,4) to (17.7). The result (17.60) is valid if A'A, > I, and 
this is always the case if eq (17.8) is satisfied. 
If the observation point is on the >axis, the field is zero. 

For a magnetic dipcie at P0 s (;c0 = r0 = 0, z0^ idqt) with momeiit (4n/k)z 
corresponding to an incident magnetic Hertz vector &eik*/(kR), the incident field is: 

£l•'!•■^«('^'«)^w^-|,<|-'',|• 

£j = £; = w; = o. 
(17.61) 

In the physical optics approximation, the total magnetic field tangential to the surface 
»7 = »;, at the point P, ■= ({,, q,, (/>,) is: 

ill)      .,,.2|/cf->  cxp^PoP,)} 
~ -k ^?-«? ~T(P7P:)~ 

£2 

i'/i 1 + 
ik(PoP,) 

'•2(i-';f) r 

_  i     IT,    Sc^^-foVo)"] + 

MPoF^JL fc2(PoPi)2      J 

'•'(l-'jf)  r    ,-2     „     r/- -       > (, 3i -t 111 + .->0P?)^ L'"(--,,--(?""-^^)i!+A-(P0P,) - ^P. J" 
(17.62) 

«here (PuP,) is the distance between the source point P0 and the observation point 
P=iP,. 

If the dipoic is far from the reflection point P, (i.e. A(P0P,)  ■• I), such that 

r ^ ^ exp {i«,(PoP,)l i\ {(cf- 1)(! -r,)} (|7 63, 
* '       kiPoP,) fc(PuP,) 

the iieometrical optics scattered field I" 
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(El    ~    fcJz5/M--I)(l^^ <«P{ifc[(PBP,)+(P,P)]} 
l*,0• feCPpP.) tCPoP,) 

(P.P)   ,    2(P,P) H.tv^_'r + 
(P.P)     ^P.^cosiA, +    + 

(PoPO       fl.COS^J.       (PpP,) h, 

-i 
(17.64) 

where (P, P) is the distance between the reflection point Pj = (i^ ijly ^l = <j)) and 
the observation point P - (f, ^y, ^), and ^j is the angle of incidence; cos ^ ö,, ^ 
and Ji are given by eqs. (17.4) to (17.7). The result (17.64) is valid if/r^ > 1. and 
this is always the case if eq. (17.8) is satisfied. 
If the observation point is on the z-axis, the field is zero. 

If the magnetic dipole is on the surface (i0 ~ l,rj0 = //i), the exact electromagnetic 
field components are identically zero everywhere. 

If the electric or magnetic dipole is oriented along the r-axis and located at the focus 
Po & (XQ ~ yo = 0, to ~ id) on ^e concave side of the hyperboloid, and if 
^(PoPj) > 1 and kb !> 1, then the geometrical optics scattered field is given by eqs. 
(17 60) and (17.64) respectively, in which ^ is replaced by (-^j) and ^ by { -hi). 

17.4.2. Piane wave incidence 

For a wave of arbitrary polarization incident at an angle C with respect to the nega- 
tive r-axis, the geometrical optics back scattering cross section is: 

*K.o. = *C>i-i'?;'7,)2' 07.65) 

where .;, satisfies the relation 

formula (17.65) is a good approximation if 

tan; = - ni 1/ C,    ; ; (17.66) 

For axial incidence (C ~ n). 

and this is a good approximation if 

'* d-VI)     I- 117.69) 

A more refined approximation based on the Luncburg-Klmc method is available 
only tor axial incidence (. ~ n). The incident field 

r = ie'4%       ii^fYc1'' (17.70) 
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originates the scattered field (SCHENSTED [1955]): 

£$ - cxpiiklz^iPJ'MEo + EiC-1 +0(c-2)l (17.71) 

where 

•cos </>/>j-l-sin (^), (17.72) 

E, = iil/J'r (firJ-i:Q -■ AC ). 2-£±P-P>{l-h;r- 
f /.,/!, IL    B     \8/)f     (I+-4)/.,'       8p, B2 

r J 

COS ifrpi + 

- (.    4. , U,   + r—  cos0s  , (17.73 
V,      1+.42/ 2{i+A2)h2] I 

24ß 

{5A*+\)OA2~])' 
p{

y        ' 8/1(1+/I2)/?,    . I   \      .4-+1       /      p, 

>(cos0^-f-sin0^) + />,=_    2(cos0^4-sin0^)+      ^f, (17.74) 

^ = -sin^i + cosc^;«, (17.75) 

s= -"    ,(co^.«+sln0^)+ '^~, £, (17.76) 
l-f-.4* .4- + 1 

//,. //:, A, B, C\ D and /», arc given by eqs. (17.50) to (17.55), cx is a root of ci|. 
(17.56), and (PjP) is the distance between the reflection point \y{ s= (r,, ij, r, ) = 
--(si. '/n ^J ^ ^) and ^^ observation point P~ (.v. r, r)^ (s, V' </,)• 
A comparison of result (17.71) with the physical optics approximation is found in 
SCHIN'STED [19551. 

For the a.xially incident field of eq. (17.70), the bistalic physical optics cross section 
in a direction parallel to the (v, r) plane and forming the angle i) - arc cos q with the 
positive r-axis is (Snciii et al. [1955]): 

this formula is N.iüd for 

T<: . -,.: /.     1 +cos(A "2 ._ ,-4 
: I'/i-'/i   )  (1-     ^ : -)    : (»''•» 

<r- r    2 arctan x (      'M. (17.7s I 
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In particular, in the back scattering direction (0 ~ n) formula (17.77) gives the geo- 
metric optics result of eq. (17.68). 
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QiAPrER 18 

THE CONE 

J. J. BOWNtHN 

The cone is the limit of a Hyperboloid as the interfocal distance shrinks to zero; 
however, the prolate spheroidal coordinates appropriate to a hyperboloid prove to be 
of little use in the analysis of the boundary value problem for the cone. An exact solu- 
tion in spherical coordinates, on the other hand, has been intensively studied and has 
yielded important information concerning diffraction at a lip. Nevertheless, many 
features of the asymptotic behavior of the exact solution remain to be explored. 

18.1. Cone geometry and preliminary considerations 

In terms of the spherical polar coordinates (r, 0, 0), which are related to the Car- 
tesian coordinates {x\ \\:) by the equations 

x ~ r sin ^cos 0, 

r - rsin^sin.^, (18.1) 

z ■-= r cos 0, 

ihe surface of the cone is defined as 0 ~ 0,, where \n ^ 0, ^ n. The exterior half- 
angle is therefore ^,, and the (imerior) semivcrtex angle is ^ = TT-^,. 

The primary source is a point oi dipole source located at (r^». ^0, </>„) with 0 5; % s 
g (^j, or a plane scalar wave or a plane electromagnetic wave incident from the direc- 
tion M0, (/>„. These configurations are illustrated in Pig. 18.1. The plane electromagnetic 
wave has arbitrary polarization as showi in Fig. 18.1c, and, in addition, the dipole 
source may be of arbitrary orientation. Although the considerations of this chapter 
are confined lo the exterior problem with tf, g U, the exact point or dipole solutions 
are also applicable when ff, < U. 

Most of the approximate analytical results for the cone consist of asymptotic field 
evaluations in the quasi-optic range (wave number A -♦ / ). The quasi-optic effects 
;:re expected to comprise (FitsiN (1959)) geometrical-optics (primarv and redevtcd) 
contnhuuons, a diffracted wave due lo the cone tip, creeping waves around the cone 
body, and transition phenomena at the boundaries of the domains of existence of llic 
various \avc types. Fhe geometrical-optics bmndaiies for the com* ate tlu* lollowing: 
I or M, ■ M0 ■ n ■l',. Mich thai a geometric shadow region exists, the opt<cs bound- 
tries are at i^ ?. ^(l (shadow boundary) and f j2^, ;: ^n| (reflectioi? bound- 
.ir>); and for /'„ - T ^,. such thai no geometric shadow exists, the reflection 
boundaries are ti     21^    ,- * //„ and t*     \20     r   0{)\. 

up 
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Source Point 

M.*) 

Incident Scoior 
Plone Wove 

'.0,^) 

incident 
Electromagnetic 

Plane Wove 
/ * 

Fig. 18.1. Geometry tor fa) point sources, (b) scalar plane wave illumination and (c) electromag- 
netic plane wave illumination. 

Fundamentul to the eigenfunclion expansions in the sequel are the positive roots 
(or eigenvalues) p and q defined by the equations 

and 
P^icosO,) = 0 (18.2) 

(^OOVfcosO^O, (»M 
respectivciy, with m = 0, I, 2 All the roots of cqs. (18.2) and (18.3) are real and 
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simple (MACDONALD [1900], HOBSON [1931], ROBIN [1957-1959]); detailed biblio- 
graphical references to numerical calculations are give, in Section 18.5. The notation 
(i!dp)P"{QOs0x) and (d2fdqd0l)F^(cosei) wi)l he understood to mean 
[(cV()v)/,;r (cos^)]v:=i,and [(d^CvdO^P^cos 0^],..^ respectively. Also frenuently 
occuning are the MEHLER [1881] conical functions ^(cos^) defined as 

C(coso) = Pr^i(cos0). (18.4) 

The properties of these functions are outlined in Section 18.5, where, in addition, other 
special functions that arise are discussed. Finally, we make use of the Heaviside step 
function //(a), where 

/ .     /I       for   a > 0 
^Mo      for   a<0 

and the sign urn function sgn(a) = ± 1 for a ^ 0. 
Because of the practical interest in cone-like structures, a considerable body of 

experimental data is now in existence; however, due to the great difficulty in sorting 
out the effects of various base terminations, no attempt has been made to cite experi- 
mental results. For a review of available data, see KLEINMAN and SENIOR [1963]. 
Many of the theoretical results contained in this chapter are based upon unpublished 
memoranda written by the author (BOWMAN [1963]). 

18.2. Acoustically soft con« 

18.2.1. Point sources 

For a point source at (r0, ^0, 0O), such that 

ikR 

r=   —, (18.5) 
kR 

the total field is (FELSEN [1957a]): 

y^' y —*  IXcos m(</.-0o) f M2v+mkr<)hi:)(l<r>)Gl,      (18.6) 
TT ni-0 J c 

where 

= ^/(v^ + nPneosM |V(-coSfl>)- ^t^Jj} PncosoJ 
'   r(v-m+l)sm(v-m)rL P^icosO,) 

(18.7) 

and C is the co lour shown in Fig. 18.2. An alternative representation of the total 
Held as an cijicnfunction expansion is (FitsiN [1957a]): 

I '+»-=     2'     I .„cos m{4.- MUlp+Wrikr^'Ur.) 
sin M| n,  o p-o 

P;(i:os0)P^(cos0o) 
' (^v7^)/>;;(cos(^H^(»/>;,(cos/^}, 
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Im v 
A 

->2 
-Re v 

Fig. 18.2. Contour of integration C in the r-plane. 

which may be written as 

r+r = 2if ccosmW-^I ^^)C(^>)^os^(cos0o) (189) 

f'^cosa^sinada 
Jo 

The summations in p extend over all positive roots of the equation 

P^cosö,) -0. (18.10) 

Expressions for the surface field r(r'-f ys)lcO are trivially obtainable from eqs. 
(18.8) and (18.9). 

If Ar -■: 1 and A:r0 1, the representation in eq. (18.8) is rapidly convergent and 
the dominant term leads to 

I'+V 
s      jjlfcro-li,,,       ^(kryt Ppl(cos0)Ppl(cos0o) 

krosinO, 2'"-,r(ri + l) (^^^.(cosö.K^p,)^.^^.)' 
(18.11) 

where /?, denotes the first zero of /^(cos fi,) and 0 < /?, < I for 90' < 0l < ISO . 
The above equation makes explicit the behavior of the field near the tip. 

In the region 0-\-0u < 20l -h, which excludes the domain of reflected waves, the 
scattered field is (FIISIN [1957al): 

r 
lks /T0 »i    O 

V .„.cos >»(</>-(/>„) I   dv.v lu,,;, n\   "Hll\kr)H\lx\kr0) 
tanh ^.v 
cosh ^.v 

KTlcos tf)K7(cos (/())K,m( -cos 0i) 

l{ J f m + i.v)/'!J f m -i.v)A:7(cos (*,) 
IH.12) 
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and for Ar .     kr. . ■■ ! with ^4 0Q not too close to 20, -TT (see e.g. FELSEN [1957b] 
••nd KM I I R et af. [1956J, example 8): 

\s ~ 
k2rr0 

i+I irr-v-    nWS-l)+ß}ls) (18.13) 
«-i {likr^nl s=i J 

where 

S ~ -in £ r
fn cos m 

m-- 0 

/ JL    J. ^^'\i     lanh nx   A "(cos Ö) ATCYcos 0o)^x (- cos 0,) 

J y        cosh TT.V r(j 4- m -f ix)r(2 + m - ix,A"(cos öj) 

(18.14) 

and ß is the Beltrarni operator 

ß -    1 -   (; sin(; 6'  -i 
sin 0^0        ^     sin20d(f) 2 * (18.15) 

The field in eq. (18.13) has the appearance of a spherical wave emanating from the 
cone tip. In the case of a thin cone (#, % TT), a first order approximation to S is 
(FELSEN (1957a]): 

i 1 
log [sin2 \ö] cos 0 +cos 0o 

(18.16) 

For a poini source on the axis of symmetry (00 = 0), eq. (18.6) reduces to (FELSEN 

[1955]): 

r + K 'fdv2v+I>v(AT<)/it,,(A-r>) 
w(- sm VTT 

^(-cosöy-^-^^cosö)]. 

(18.17) 

while eqs. (18.8) and (18.9) simplify respectively to 

r+r= ~2i y (2^+,,^^)ÄV,(^ 
" sin 0, P>o      p;(cos Ö,){dldp)Pp{cos 0,) 

I   [7y cos a)]2 sin a da 

(18.18) 

(18.19) 

where the summations extend over the positive zeros/? of/^,(cos ^,). The series ex- 
pansion of eq. (18.18) dates back to CARSI AW [1910] and is also related 10 the solu- 
tion presented by MA( DONAID [1902] for an axial (or vertical) electric dipole. 

For 0V ..: 0. m the region <> •   2^,    -T. the scatleied field is: 

. A\("COS/M s       -   ^      1   dwlarihrrve   "ir^krW^ikr^KJwstK    x      ^ 
2ks rr0Jv Ajcos// 

.     (18.30) 
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and the quantity 5 appearing in eq, (18.13), which determines the diffracted field due 
to the cone tip, becomes 

S = -i f "d.x.xtanh nxKJcos 0) **(   C0SÖ|). (18.21) 
* o 

The approximation to S in eq. (18.16) remains valid for ^0 = 0. 
FELSEN [1959] has treated the two-dimensional problem of a radiating ring source 

coaxial with the cone axis (see Fig. 18.3). The total field Kdue to a souu: distributed 

Ring Source 

■r+i 

Fig. 18.3. Geometry for ring source excitation. 

around a circle of radius a with an angular variation/(0O) is obtained from an in- 
tegration of \' as 

Jo 

with a = r() sin ^0. If the source function is sinusoidal, i.e. 

m = 0, 1.2  ./(.M-|cosw*i 
isin »?</>0l 

(18.22) 

(18.23) 

then the total field lis given by 

V-- Za^^l fdv(2v+l)</V(U.)/iV)(Ar>)GI, (18.24) 
U:n ntcpK'c 

where C is the contour shown in Fig. IS.2 and (/, is defined as in eq, (l8.7). 
For Ar     kr0      I. a consenient decomposition of the total field is 

y= >a+».„-I., (IK.:5I 
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where V6 is the field diffracted by the cone tip and Kg.0. is the total geometrical optics 
field. The remaining term Vtr. represents a transition field that provides a continuous 
field behavior across the various geometrical optics boundaries where the diffracted 
wa • becomes singular and the reflected waves undergo finite jump discontinuities. 
A creeping wave contribution to the far field is absent as a consequence of the special 
ring source excitation. In the region 0-\-Bo < 20! -n outside the domain of specular 
reflections, the diffracted field in the far zone is (FtLSEN [1959]): 

o (cos m<t>\ cik(r+^ r       tanh nx    ^(cosö)^(cos eo)K
m

x(-cos 9J 

\sin mcp) i^Arr0 J0 coshrcx r^ + m + ixyiJ+m-ixjK^cösö,) 

(18.26) 

Although the above integral is convergent only for 0 + 00 < 201-7r, FELSEN [1959] 
has shown that the angular dependence of the far-zone diffracted field must be the 
same for all angles in 0 ^ (0, 0o) rg flp In principle, therefore, one may calculate the 
diffracted field from its integral representation (18.26) valid for the restricted range of 
angles and then employ the resulting closed form expression everywhere. The advan- 
tage accrued from this conclusion, however, is diminished by the fact that the integral 
is difficult to evaluate (even approximately) in terms of known functions, and a 
closed form expression valid for all angles is not available. For (sin 0. sin 0O, sin O-J ^0 
the geometrical optics and transition fields arc given by (FELSEN [1959]): 

.aeiar~i*) fcosm^) 

krs/{2nkrQ sin 0 sin 00} Isin mcf) 

x [/(ro,7r-|0-^|)~/(ro, 71-20,+0 + 0o)- 

-[{-\)m{l(ri).n--0-0()}-l{rOi7i'-20l+0-0Q)-I(ro,n-20l+0o-0)}l 
(18.27) 

with 

'('•o>*) = ^.('VHU'V*). (1«.28) 

W^o. ») - -2^iv(3f)ciirocmi, (18.29) 

r        c1"11 
c*kri\ (18.30) 

i 
w - N krü sin }^|,       G(u) -   * c"'>H* e"" d/i. (18.31) 

n ( i -i|v 

The properties of G(u) along with /(r0, a) are discussed in Section 18.:^. h should bo 
emphasized that the above results for rp,rt. and r,r. are valid only if both source and 
observer are located away from the axis of the cone and provided the cone apex angle 
is not small. If any of these restrictions are relaxed, different asymptotic expansions 
of the tick! must be obtained; for example, if 0 z. 0 the dominant geometrical optics 
result is (FIISIN [m)]): 
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1^,... ~ -~ e'«*'-*""' jC0S '"^jjexp {-ikr0 cos 0cos 00}Jm(AT0 sin 0 sin 0o)- 
kr (sin m^Jl 

18.2 

sm (20^ -Öo) exp {_i/cro cos ö cos (20j _7r)} 

sin ö0 

x^m Oo sin 0 sin (2^! -71)^(71-20, +0O) . 

18,2.2. P/^t' »rare incidence 

For a plane wave incident from the direction ^0, 0O such that 

V1 = exp {-i/:r[sin (?sin Ö0 cos ((/>-</)0) + cos 0cosOo]}, 

e total field is (FHLSEN ri957al^ 

v   — exp j-i^rlsin Vsv 

the total field is (FELSEN [i957a]): 

1   f cm cos ii#«^) f dv(2v+ l)e-^v"jv(/cr)C1, V* + \ ̂
5 

where 
i7rw = o 

(18.32) 

(18.33) 

(1834) 

,   nv + m + lUV^cosM 
Oj = —-^n—   —  

r(v - m +1) sin (v - m)n 
P:"(-cos 0,)- ^-ZS^Lp}- Pv-""(cos 0.) 

(1S.35) 

and C is the conto.ir si,   /n in Fig, 18.2. An allernative representation of the total field 
as an cigenfunclion expansion is (FELSEN [1957a]): 

r rvs = -2  x ^cos m(^-0o) x (2/>+IK*nPm 
sin (y, w»o p>o 

x ^(cos^Pj'CcosÖo) 
(c^^^cohÖ.Kcl/^^cosö.) 

(18.36) 

(18.37) 

18.38) 

which may be writkr as 

r + r = 2 ic.cos,,.«/,-^)! t-
i^(^)Oc"sO)Ocos00)< 

[P;(cos ?)]-sin ad* 
Jo 

The summations in p extend over all positive roots of the equation 

l-xprcssions for the hiirfucc field C(\'% \ \s)'Cti are trivially obtainable from eqs. 
(18.36) and (18.37). 

If AT : I, the represeniation in eq. (IS.36) is rapidly eomergent and the dominant 
term leads to 
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where pi denotes the first zero of ^(cos Ö,), and 0 < ^ < 1 for 90° < Ö! < 180°. 
The above equation makes explicit the behavior of the field near the tip. 

In the region Ö + 0O < 10^-ny which excludes the domain of reflected waves, the 
scattered field is (FELSEN [19S7a]): 

V*~n^^ 5 e«cos m{<p-<t>0) Cdx x*^ t~***H\l>{kr) 
r 2kr        m=o j0        cosh TCX 

x ^(CQS e^jcos 0o)ic;(-cos el) .    (18 4C) 

r^ + w + ix^i + m-ix^CcosÖ,) * 

and for kr> 1 with 6 + 0Q not too close to 2Ö1-7r (see e.g. FELSEN [1957b] and 
KELLER et al. [1956], example 8): 

where S is defined as in eq. (18.14), namely 

tanh nx    K^cos Ö)/c;(cos öo)^x(-cos Oj) 00 /»QO 

S = — k Y< emcos '"(^"^o)     dxx 
m = 0 J0 l0        coshTtx r(i + '«^iv)^(i + '"-ix)^(cosöi) 

(18.42) 
and B is the Beltrami operator 

]     d      nd        I      a2 

ß =   -       - sm 0  - +     ~ ■ - 
sin O'dö        dO     sin2 0 dcp2 

The field in eq, (18.42) has the appearance of a spherical wave emanating from the 
cone tip. In the case of a thin cone (0, « TT), a first order approximation to S is 
(FniSEN [1957a]): 

S* *  ■ 1  ~     . (18.43) 
log [sin  ±6] cos 0-f cos ^o 

liquation (18.43) docs nol account for the singularity in P as 0 + 0Q ~* n: in this 
case, it is necessary IO include the accompanying geometrical optics and transition 
fields. In particular, for a thin cone (0l % TT) and AT > 1, the scattered field may be 
decomposed as 

»'   - Id+Kcn. + K,., (1844) 

where Tj is the diffracted field due to the cone tip, rfef1. is the field reflected from the 
surface of the cone according to the laws of geometrical optics, and \',,. is a transition 
field that provides a continuous field behavior across the geometrical optics boundary 
0     r. - 00. The ditfracted field to first order is obtained from eqs. (18.41) and (18.43): 

eiAr i 1 
la - , : (IMS) 

kr  log [siVWI] cos (J + cos 0,, 
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and, provided kr sin2 $6 < 1 and (sin 0, sin 0O) ^ 0, the reflected and transition fields 
are given by: 

VfHi + Kr A^7^ a_L _ , (18.46) fl- (27r/crsin0sinÖo)ilog[sin2^] ^ 

with a = Ö + ^o-71 an(i 

^a) = 40.{i%«)H-/ir.(r,4 (18.47) 

ltAr<*)= -2mri{a)Qikreos\ (18.48) 

/,r.(r, a) = i;: sgn (a) \G{W)- ~] e1*', (18.49) 

w = y^rsinilal,       C(.. = ~ e"2iM'2 T     e'^d//. (18.50) 

The properties of G(w) along with /(r, a) are discussed in Section 18.5. Equation 
(18.46) is valid provided both source and observer are away from the cone axis. Such 
a restriction is no problem if both source and observer are located within the back- 
ward cone because in this instance only the diffraction term contributes significantly 
to the far field. If, on the other hand, either the source or observer is near the surface 
of the cone itself, eq. (18.46) is not valid. On the boundary 9 = n-00: 

F8 v_*i  . (18.51) 
(Ikr)* sin 0o log [sin2 tf] 

For a plane wave incident along the axis of symmetry ^0 = 0, such that 

Ki = e-i*rcoS* (18.52) 

cq. (18.34) reduces to (FELSEN [1955]): 

r+P = Ji f ur ?V*1 t^^Ukr) fp^-cosfl)- ^"^^^^(co^)! , (18.53) 
.'c    sin vrr L Pv(cos0,) J 

while eqs. (18.36) and (18.37) simplify respectively to 

r-fP :=-~2    yi2p+\)e~iipnJp(ki)   ~ Ppi^sO) _ 4) 
sin 0i pto pV     p;(cos OWWPJcos 0t) 

lUr^ll^ (18.55) 

[^p(cos *)]2 s'n *doi 
Jo 

where the summations extend over the positive zeros p of Pp{cos 0,). 
For 0o -* 0. in the region 0 < 21^ -n, the scattered field is: 

P - 1    ^   c  ',, f,dA.vtanh.':.ve-J^//,i;
,(Ar)A.\(cos0)fl,("COS^,). (18.56) 

' 2kr J0 A^cosU,) 
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and the quantity S appearing in eq. (18.41), which determines the diffracted field due 
to the cone tip, becomes 

S = -i Tdxx tanh nxFx{cos 0) K*(~cos0^ . (^.57) 
Jo K^cosOi) 

The approximation to S in eq. (18.43) remains valid for 0O ~ 0. 
For ÖQ = 0 and /:r > 1, the scattered field may be decomposed as in eq. (18.44) 

with the diffracted field given by; 

ei*. 
Vd~—S (18.58) 

kr 

where S is obtained from eq. (18.57). Although the integral in eq. (18.57) is conver- 
gent only for 0 < 20, ~^, it can be shown by a proof paralleling FELSEN [1959] that 
the angular dependence of the far-zone diffracted field must be the same for all angles 
in 0 g 0 g 0,. In principle, therefore, one may calculate the diffracted field from the 
integral in eq. (18.57) valid for the restricted range of angles and then employ the 
resulting closed form expression everywhere. In practice, however, the integral is 
difficult to evaluate in terms of known functions, and a closed form expression valid 
for all angles is not available. For (sin 0 sin 0^ # 0, the reflected and transition fields 
are given by: 

Ken. + Kr. - ~±~ (J -icot 0, + J cot 0) r(r, a), (18.59) 
v/sin0\da / 

where a - TT - 20, -f 0 and 

r(r,a)« rrcn(r,a)+7;r(r,a), (18.60) 

Tre(l(r.y) = ff(*)\ tan-exp(i(Arcosa + i7r)4.iiAT-n—aj K^ifcr-"  *), (18.61) 
*  2nkr       I cos a I       \        cos a / 

1    2nkr I w J 
(18.62) 

with 

it  --- N Ar MM I x'. (18.63) 

Ihc runction A^ is the moditied Bcssel function of the third kind and of order J. 
Properties of the ("unciion /'(r. 7) are discussed in Section 18.5. The transition func- 
tion not onl\ cancels the smgularrl) at 0 --- 20; - TT in the diffracted wave term, bin 
also properl) ct»mpcnsates for the jump discontinuity in the reflected wave. Away 
from the geomelrical opius boundary 0 - 20, - 71, such that Ar sin2 x I, ihc reflect- 
ed field is 
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K rcfl. 
r sin Ö I      kr \4 sin a     8 sin a     8 sin a/ L(^r)2J j 

(18.64) 
which becomes, for 0 ~ fl, (observer on the cone surface): 

Ken. - -c-ikrco*e>. (18.65) 

The incident field (18.52) is thereby cancelled as required. It should be emphasized 
that the above results are valid only if the observer is located away from the axis of 
the cone and provided the cone apex angle is not small. 

For O0 ~ 0, tf = 0, the back scattered far field is 

/BS - -       dx 
ikrj0 

x tanh nx ~-x~     i; + - '^ 
K^cosOi)      y/2nkr\ 

~ ~icoiOt\l{rfotl      (18.66) 

where a = n~20 and /(r, a) is defined by eqs. (18.47) through (18.50). The term in- 
volving /(r, a) is important only for a wide cone Öj « in, in which case both source 

10   i 

K)0H 

IO-'H 

.o2H 

100 ^ 
et 

140* 160 

Fig. 1N.4. Normali/cd nosc-on back scattering cross section o/X* as a function of 0, for a soft cone: 
(        ) wide cone and (—) thin cone. 
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and observer lie in a transition region. For 0{ » VTT, a first order result is given by 
(FLISEN [1955], see also FELSEN [1953]): 

l/BS ^ _eUr sin 0^1 -viTe"*lRwC(w)],      w < 4 
cikr        1 

ikr (2ö7-7r)2' 

(18.67) 

where w = -yArcos 0, and G(vv) is as defined in eq. (18.50). A plot of the magni- 
tude and phase of the quantity in brackets in eq. (18.67) is provided in Section 18.5, 
Fig. 18.17b. It may be noted thai when ^ = ^TT, eq, (18.67) yields a back scattered 
plane wave appropriate to reflection from an infinite flat plane. For a thin cone 
(0, « TI), eq. (18.43) remains valid for 0o = 0, 0 = 0. 

For 0Q = 0 and for a wide cone 0l « ±n, the back scattering cross section is, from 
eq. (18.67): 

I2 

er*—~—-, (18.68) 

whereas, for a thin cone 0( % TT, eq. (18.43) leads to: 

(7 » ^        - •. (18.69) 
t67r[logK7r-01)]2 

The cross sections given in eqs. (18.68) and (18.69) are plotted in Fig. 18.4 as func- 
tions of (),. 

18.3. AcoMstically hard cone 

18.3.1. Point sources 

For a point source at (r0, 0O9 (/>0), such that 

JkR 
K1 =        , (18.70) 

kR 

the total field i> (C ARSI AW [1914], FII.SIN [19574): 

F^r- 1   V^Cosm(^-0o)( dv(2v-fl)./v(^T<)/f(v
,,(^>)G:,     (1H.7|) 

\\ here 

(;   ^ _lw/(v4-»i + 1)/i;m(cos0.r) 

y (v-m ' 1) sin (v-m);r 

;1. ( ci)s()^ ja^Hvr-cos.M   ,.k,os,, ^ (|s7:, 
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and C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.2. An alternative representation of the total field 
as an eigenfunction expansion is (CARSLAW [1914], FELSEN [1957a]): 

Sin öj m = 0 q>0 

P7(cose)P:(cos0o) 

which may be written as 

m = 0 q^O 

PJ(cos0l)(^/^^1)^(cosö1)
, 

Jq(fer<)^1>(fcr>)/?(cos ^(cos gg) 

[PJ(cos a)]2 sin ada 

(18.73) 

(18.74) 

The summations in q extend over all non-negative roots of the equation 

(18.75) 

The root q = 0 occurs only for m ~ 0 and leads to a term ifo^r«)^© )(/:r>)coseci^/1 

in the eigenfunction representation of V^+V*; the remaining roots in q are positive. 
Expressions for the total field on the surface are trivially obtainable from eqs. (18.73) 

and (18.74). 
If AT < 1 and AT0 > 1, the representation in eq. (18.73) is rapidly convergent and 

the dominant terms lead to 

e''"
,o r 

kr0 

-^-^^cos^-Mikrr 
smQtl"*' fki+i) 

Pllicos0)P[
qXcos0o) 

- +1 1 ,       (18.76) 

where qi denotes the first zero of (5/^!)/^(cos i?!) and 0 < ^j < 1 for 90  < 0l < 
< 180°. The above equation makes explicit the behavior of the field near the tip. 

In the region 0+0Q < 20,-TT, which excludes the domain of reflected waves, the 
scattered field is (RISEN [1957a]): 

tanh nx   _, 
= -r- -- I ':,„ cos m{<t>-4>o)     dxx -anh 'tV'"H!J|W)W!^'-o) 

2KN /TQ m-o j0        cosh nx 

Km
x(co$ 0)K;,(cos ^oXd/dOO^-cos 0,) 

x 
r{\ -h m + L\)r(J + m - UXd/dÖ,)^(cos 0,) 

18.77) 

and for Ar.      Ar.     ■ I with 0 + 0o not loo close to 20,-TT (FELSLN [1957b], see 
also Kn i! K c( ill. [1956], example 8); 

r 
k2rrlt n   i (2\kr<) n\  *   i 

(18.78) 



(18.79) 
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where 
co 

5= -in £Bmcosm{(l)~<t>0) 
m-0 

x rd;cjctanh7rx   ^(cos g)Xg(co8 goXd/^J^-cos BJ 
Jo       coshTTX ni+w+^ni+w-^Kd/döOKJCcos0,] 

and B is the Beltrami operator 

\     d   .   nd         1      (}2 

B = sin Ö — + — . 
sin d dO        dd     sin2 0 d(t>2 

The field in eq. (18.78) has the appearance of a spherical wave emanating from the 
cone tip. For a thin cone (Oi « n): 

S &         2—- [1 +cos 0 cos ö0-f 2 cos (0- '»o) sin 0 sin Ö0](l +sin2 1^)+ 
(COSö + COSÖQ) 

4i sin4 iö      I                 n     -,     6 sin2 0 sin2 0o 1 n    / • 2, c\   1-1 . + ■: : - — I cos Ö cos 0O~3-         -~-~ inog(sm^)~f| + 
OS 0o) J 

+ ^^ --7—5 cos (0-0o) sin Ö si" ^oWl +cos 0 cos 0O) + 

(cos 0+cos 0o)   L (cos 0 + cos 0o) 

8i sin4 jS 

(cos0 + cos0o) 

+ sin2 0 + sin2 0o][log(sin2 ^) + !]- 

-Trisin4 IS [Xdxxt-nh7rX(.x2 + J)2/Cx(cos0)Art(cos0o)/(x) + 
J o cosh TT.X 

+ 21;: sin4 icS cos (0-</>o) Tdx* ^-h~X(x2-f i)/C.;(cos 0)/C.J(cos 0o)/(-x) + 
0        cosh 7r.x 

+ .  ^:-"   2iy --cos2(0-^o)sin2f)sin20O' i 18.80) 
24i sin4 4(5 
     .     -     ._ m<: 5^/i - tit A sir 

(cos 0 + cos 0O)5 

where/(.v) is defined by 

f{x) =4(l-log2)4-2.x2/r(.v). 
(18.81) 

FW-IO'+D^Ki+DV.v2]-'. 
n^ I 

The definite integrals appearing in eq. (18.80) have not been evaluated in terms of 
known functions. However, they are amenable to numerical calculation since the in- 
tegrands arc positive real functions of x that decay exponentially for large x. In 
addition, upper and lower bounds may be placed on the integrals since 

0^/(.x)-V(0)^2.x2F(0), 

where F(0) = 0.4144.... If O is sufficiently small to warrant the omission of higher 
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order terms, eq. (18.80) reduces to the first order approximation given by FELSHN 

[1957a, b]: 

S*        ism  i<)      [i+CosÖcosOo + 2cos(0-0o)sinOsinöo]. (18.82) 
(costf + cos^of 

If, on the other hand, ^ ^ 0 and ^0 % 0, eq. (18.80) may be approximated by 

5 « \\ sin2 \ö[\ +2 sin2 {0 + 2 sin2 \00+4 sin2 $3 (I-logsin \ö) + 

+ 4 cos (^-rW sin l^sin iö0]-m sin4 ^ Tdxx tanh ^(.v' + i^.v).       (18.83) 
J 0        cosh nx 

For a point source on the axis of symmetry (00 = 0), eq. (18.71) reduces to (CAKS- 

LAW[1914], FELSEN [1955]): 

2JC   sin VTT 
PX-cosOH^/^P^O)]. 

PlicosOi) J 
(18.S4) 

while eqs. (18.73) and (18.74) simplify respectively to 

2i    y (2q + 1 l^^K'l^^Wcos I 

sin Ö, ./ o     P^cos 0, )(<7<?<7jP^cos Ö,) 

[Pjcos a)j2 sin a da 

sin Ö, ./ o      P„(cos 0l )i(}/dq)P]
q(cos o\) 

r+r - 2ix U^MlXkr^p^co^o)^ (18 86) 
.,-o 

'o 

where the summations extend over the non-negative zeros q of/^(cos 0\). The series 
expansion of eq. (18.85) dates back to CARSLAW [1914]. 

For i){) - 0, in the region 0 < 20l -TT, the scattered field is: 

r-     ■"*-   I ^iA^vtanh7rA-e-•vV/S;.V^^//l;V^o)A\^osÖ)^(~COS^,^   (18.87) 
2AN/T()J0 KKcostf,) 

and the quantity .V appearing in eq, (18.78). which determines the dilfracled field due 
to the cone tip, becomes 

.V - i I   d.v.v tanh 7r.vA\(cos 0) K*[~'co* ^ . (|s.8S) 
.'o ^(cosf/,) 

The approximations to .S in eqs. (18.80), (18.82) and (18.83) remain valid for 0{) - 0. 
In paniailar, for a liiin cone (^ ^ TT), eq. (18.82) becomes 

.V ^ Jisiir l.>sec4 W'. (18.89) 

li isi \ [1959) has treated the two dimensional problem of a radialing ring source 
coaxial with the cone axis (see Fig. 18.3). 1 he tola! field I due to a sinusoidal ring 
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source of radius a = r0 sin 0o is given by eqs. (18.22) and (18.23) and by eq. (18.24) 
in which G, is replaced by G^. Explicitly, 

K = 2fl jC0S '"^j f dv(2v+ l)Ä(kr<)/,<"(fcr>)C2. (18.90) 
Ism m(p}Jc 

where C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.2 and G2 is defined as in eq. (18.72). 
For A1*     kr0 : • 1, a convenient decomposition of the total field is 

^= K*K.o. + K. (18.91) 

where 1 d is the difTracted field due to the cone tip and ^g.0l is the total geometrical 
optics field. The remaining term K,r. is a transition field that provides a continuous 
field behavior across the various geometrical optics boundaries where the diffracted 
wave becomes singular and the reflected waves undergo finite jump discontinuities. A 
creeping wave contribution to the far field is absent as a consequence of the special 
ring source excitation. In the region 0 + 00 < 20x -n outside the domain of specular 
reflections, the diffracted field in the far zone is (FELSEN, [1959]): 

»      . 2   (cos mM ei*<r+ro, 

Isin m(f>} \k rr0 

x r^tanhTLX    *:Tcos^ 
Jo      ' cosh^.v ni + m + i^ni-fm-kXd/döJK^cosö,)0 

Although the above integral is convergent only for 0 + 0^ < 20, -TT, FELSEN [1959] 
has shown that the angular dependence of the far-zone diffracted field must be the 
same for all angles in 0 ^ (Ö, 0o) ^ 0,. In principle, therefore, one may calculate the 
diffracted field from its integral representation (18.92) valid for the restricted range of 
angles and then employ the resulting closed form expression everywhere. In practice, 
however, the integral is difficult to evaluate (even approximately) in terms of known 
functions, and a closed form expression vJid for all angles is not available. For 
(sin 0, sin 0O, sin 0,) ^ 0 the geometrical optics and transition fields are given by 
(KM SIN [1959]): 

■ -flc"*'-^ (cos »101 

fc/y \2nkru sin 0 sin 0()} (sin mfy) 

x [/(r() .^-10-^Ij + Zf^, 71-20,+0-{-0o)- 

-i(-tnf(rü,7r-0^0o)+/(ro,7r~20I+0~0ü) + /(r(>^-201+0o-0)}L(l8.93) 

where /(r(). x) is defined by eqs. (18.28) through (18.31). This result is valid only if 
both source and observer are located away from the axis of the cone and provided 
the cone apex angle is not small. If any of these restrictions are relaxed, different 
asymptotic expansions of the field must be obtained; for example, if 0 ^ 0 the domi- 
nant geometrical optics result is (FIISIN [1959]): 
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i (     - -   I    :    ^j[exp{--i/cr0cos^cosöo}Jm(/crosinÖsin(?0) + 
kr I sin m<^ 

+ l/^i2!^ exp {- ikr0 cos 0 cos (20, - 0O)} 
'       sin 0o 

xJm[/crosin0sin(20t-0o)]^-2Ol+0o)  . (18.94) 

18.3.2. Plane ware incidence 

For a plane wave incident from the direction Ö0. ^0, such that 

r = exp{-iA:r[sinÖsin0ocos(^-0o) + cosöcos0o]}, (18.95) 

the total field is (FELSEN [1957a]); 

r+r = ;1   f e^cos m(0-^o) f dv(2v + l)e-}iv,lyv(/cr)C2, (18.96) 
ITTw-O ^C 

where 

G   = -H nv+m + l^y-^cos 0,) 
r(v~m + l) sin (v-w)7r 

x k-f-cosö,)- y/^^-l-^-^-'Ccosö,)! (18.97) 

and C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.2. An alternative representation oflhelcial field 
as an eigenfunciion expansion is (FELSEN [1957a]): 

V> + V' =   ~l- l e.m<:osm{4>-4>0)l(2q+\)c-i'-'*ill{kr) 
Sin 0l m-O q    0 

x P;(cosö)P,m(coS((0) 

which may bo written as 

(18.98) 

r+r = :: f ,„^„^^1 ^y^n^o)p;(Cos00) (|899) 

[P,w(cos a)]2 sin ada 

The summations in q extcn<l over all non-negative roots of the equation 

(r/cVMp;m(cos rM = o. (18.100) 

The root (/ = 0 occurs only for /;? = 0 and leads to a term /0(Ar)cosec2 U?, in the 
eigenfunction representation of I '-fT5; the remaining roots in y are positive. 

Expressions for the total field on the surface are trivially obtainable from eqs. 
(18.98) ami (18.99). 
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If AT < 1, the representation in eq. (18.98) is rapidly convergent and the dominant 
terms lead to 

r+ y* » -V^e-^cos i±1M(kr)l _      ^.(cos ö^cos 0O)     __   +1 

sin^^'^r^^i)        Pfao&B^ldqMPlicosOy 
(18.101) 

where ^l denotes the first zero of (dldOi)Pl
q{cos O^andO < ql < 1 for 90° < tf, < 

< 180°. The above equation makes explicit the behavior of the field near the tip. 
In the region 0 + 0Q < 20! -TT, which excludes the domain of reflected waves, the 

scattered field is (FELSEN [1957a]): 

r = n ]/£. e"^ l zm cos m(^0) f 'dx.v ta^ ^H^kr) 
1 2kr        m = o J0        cosh nx 

x   ^?(cos 0)x;(cos OoW/dOWA-cos 0})   . |0 

r(i + m + i.x)r(i-f m-ixXd/döjK^cosö,) ' 

and for kr "  1 with 0 + 0o not too close to 20, -n (FELSEN [1957b], sec a.so KELLER 

et al. [1956], example 8): 

r ~ ^ [i+i J    n {*i*~n+B}1 s,      (18.103) 
kr L     «=i (2i^r) n! 5=1 

where .S is defined as in eq. (18.79), namely 

00 /»CO 

S = -in Y€m cos m((/>-(/>0)     dx: 
m = 0 J Q 

tanh TT.V 
x - 

cosh nx 

x   ^^cos_0)C(cos 0oXd/d0l)^(~cos 0.) g 104) 

r^+m+ixJAl + m-ixXd/doOKncos 0.)' 

and B is the Bcllrami operator 

B = sin0   - + -   , -- . 
sin 0 d0        cO     sin2 0 ccp2 

The field in eq. (18.103) has .he appearance of a spherical wave cmanaling from the 
cone lip. For a thin cone (0, ä TT), approximations to S are given by eqs. (18.80) 
through (18.83): in particular, the first order approximation is (Fn si N [1957a, bj): 

S*      '•,Sin   '(       ri+cos0cos0o-f2cosW;-0o)sin0s)n0„]. (18.105) 
(cos0 + cos0or 

Equation (18.105) does not account for the singularity in V* as (0 + 0o) -» rr: in 
this case it is necessary to include the accompanying geometrical optics and transition 
fields. For a thin cone (0, ^ n) and AT ;   1. the scattered field may be decomposed as 

I s _ 
= id+^.,,+1;,,- (is.""') 
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where Vd is the diffracted field due to the cone tip, K^f,. is the field reflected from the 
surface of the cone according to the laws of geometrical optics, and Klr. is a transition 
field that provides a continuous field behavior across the geometrical optics bound- 
ary 0 = n~00. The diffracted field to first order is obtained from eqs. (18.103) 
and (18.105): 

Akr 

Ki- — —?ism Ji     [i +cos o cos 0o + 2 cos (0-0!) sin 0 sin Ö0];       (18.107) 
kr (cosö + cosö0)3 

and, provided kr sin2 ±6 < 1 and (sin 0, sin 0O) ^ 0, the reflected and transition fields 
are given by: 

Ken+Kr. - 
~e-*l,cfiin2 sin2 id 

Kcot0 + cot0o) - + 
da (2^fsm0sin0o)* idx2 

+ |(1 +-1V cot2 04-A cot2 0o) + er cot 0 cot 0O1 /(r, «)- 

2e~li'lsin2^cos(0-0o)ra2      ,,     ^ rt,a 
     - -—? ir. _r„^ !       —|(cot0+cot0o)  

(27ritr sin 0 sin 0O)*       Löa2 dot 

-i(l + 11 cot2 0 + H cot2 0O)+Ä cot 0 cot 0O] /(r, a), (18.108) 

where a = 0 + 0o-7r and /(r, a) is defined by eqs. (18.47) through (18.50). Equation 
(18.108) is valid provided both source and observer are away from the cone axis. 
Such a restriction is no problem if both source and observer are located within the 
backward cone because in this instance only the diffraction term contributes signifi- 
cantly to the far field. If, on the other hand, either the source or observer is near the 
surface of the cone itself, eq. (18.108) is not valid. On the boundary 0 = n-00: 

f 2kr 
\ 

i2 

sin 0O Skr 

+ 2 c s(0-0o) 1- -1   (l+3cot20 
Kkr 

,l (18.109) 

For a plane wave incident along the axis of symmetry 0o = 0, such that 

y\  ^ c-iArco^ (18.110) 

eq. (18.96) reduces to (Fasi-N [1955]): 

^(-cos^) r+r« Jifdv^+V^fcr) 
Jc    sin vn 

/\(-cos0)+ 'v\   ^"""PJcosO) 
P;(cos01) 

(18.111) 
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while eqs. (18.98) and (18.99) simplify respectively to (SIEGEL and ALPERIN [1952], 
FELSEN [1955]): 

Vt+V**— lLi2q + l)e~*l**JJkr) l^SPl8)    , (ig.m) 
si.. öM^o '      PAcosOMdldtiPfcosOJ 

(18.113) 

-'/, 

,t0     [P4(cos a)]2 sin ada 
Jo 

where the summations extend over the non-negative zeros q of/^(cos O^. 
For 0o = 0, in the region 0 < 20,-71, the scattered field is 

Ks - - ]/-- e-ilK ^dxx tanh nxc'ixHH\lx\kr)Kx{cosO) **[~™sli),    (18.114) 
r 2kr        J0 /C^cosO,) 

and the quantity S appearing in eq. (18.103), which determines the diffracted field 
due to the cone tip, becomes 

dxx tanh TTX/UCOS 0) M^-—») • (18.115) 
o K;(cos OJ 

The approximations to 5 in eqs. (18.80), (18.82) and (18.83) remain valid for 0o = 0. 
In particular, for a thin cone (0, « TT), eq. (18.82) becomes 

SÄiisin2i(5sec4ia (18.116) 

For 00 = 0 and ^r > 1, the scattered field may be decomposed as in eq. (18.106) 
with the diffracted field given by: 

K, ~       S (18.117) 
kr 

where S is obtained from eq. (18,115). Although the integral in eq. (18.115) is con- 
vergent only for 0 < 7.0, -TT, it can be shown by a proof paralleling FELSEN [1959] 
that the angular dependence of the far zone diffracted field must be the same for all 
angles in 0 g 0 g 0,. In principle, therefore, one may calculate the diffracted field 
from the integral in eq. (18,115) valid for the restricted range of angles and then em- 
ploy the resulting closed forn expression everywhere. In practice, however, the in- 
tegral is difficult to evaluate in terms of known functions, and a closed form expression 
valid for all angles is not available. For (sin 0, sin 0,) # 0, the reflected and transition 
fields are given by: 

KefL + lu. ^ —!~('1  +Jcot0I+'cot0) T(r,a), (18.118) 
N sm 0 v« ' 

where * = 71-20, -+-0 and r(r,a) is defined by eqs. (18.60) through (18.63). The 
transition function properly compensates for the singularity at 0 = 20,-71 in the 
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diffracted wave term and for the jump discontinuity in the reflected wave. Away from 
the geometrical optics boundary 0 = 2^ -TT, such that (kr sin2 a) > J, the reflected 
field is 

K'ts\nO I      AT U sin a      8 sin«     8 sin«/ [(kr)2}) 

(18.119) 
and for 0 = 0, (observer on the cone surface): 

V + K«,. ~ e-1"—' (2+ f ^ +0 f-1  1] . (18.120) 
l      kr sm Ö, L(Ar)-J I 

It should be emphasized that the above results are valid only if the observer is located 
away from the axis of the cone and provided the cone apex angle is not small. 

For 00 = 0,0 = 0, the backscattered far field is (see also, FiisiN [1958]): 

1BS- --      d.v.Ytanho-;      --    ;-T^  .   v +Jcot^l   /(r,^, 18J21) 

where at = n-20x and /(r, *) is defined by eqs. (18.47) through (18.50). The term 
involving /(r, a) is important only for a wide cone ^j ^ 47r, in which case both source 
and observer lie in a transition region. For 0X % ITT, a first order result is given by 
(FIXSI-N [1955], see also FHLSEN [1953]): 

Vm - eiAf sin (?,[! ~K2nQ~yxnwG{w)\       w < 4 
ikr   

,L     N (18.172) 
r,js^ -c 1     ,,      w>4 

ikr (20^-K)2 

where w - - s/kr cos ^, and G{\v) is as defined in eq. (18.50). A plot of the magnitude 
and phase of ihe quantity in brackets in eq. (18.122) is provided in Section 18.5, Fig. 
18.17b. It may be noted that when W, = ^TT, eq. (18.122)yields a back scattered plane 
wave appropriate lo reflection from an infinite plane. For a thin cone (0, ^ TT), 

cqs. (18.80), (18.82) and (18.83) remain valid for 1^ = 0, /; - 0. 
For 0o - 0 and for a wide cone fi, * \n, the back scattering cross section is, from 

eq. (18.122) (Fii.siN [1953, 1955J): 

whereas, for a thin cone 0, 

er % 
nQO^ftt 

(18.123) 

n. . cq. (18.116) leads 

64^ 

to (Ft! SIN [1953, 1955]): 

(18.124) 

A more general expression for the back scattering cross section is given by (Scrrs- 
sriD [1953), SiKiii. et al. [1953a], SKüU et al. [1955b]): 
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i2 

<T = I>7 
»-ifl« 2 

[Pfl(cosa)]2sinada 
Jo 

(18.125) 

where the summation is over the non-negative zeros of P,1 (cos ö|), but only a finite 
number of terms must be included since the infinite series diverges. Despite this draw- 
back, special summation techniques have been employed (SCHENSTED [1953], SIEGEL 

et al. [1953a], SIEGEL et al. [1955b]) to yield second order results in the wide cone and 
thin cone approximations: for a wide cone 0l « ITT, 

;.2(l-4cos2ÖI) ax        — 
16;r cos  Oy 

and for a thin cone (/J, ^ rr), 

(18.126) 

er ^ /  sin4 i^ [ 1 - 2 sin2 i(5 (1 + 4 log sin #)]. 
4;: 

(18.127) 

iO 

io0H 

10 

'0-2H 

io-sH 

io-4H 

io5H 

90" 
—I—- 
szo' 

*, 
■^ 180 

I \£.  If«.5. Norm;il«/cd noM-on back mattering cross section o-X* as a function of (I, for a hard cone: 
{        ) first order and (—) second order theory for wide cone, ( ) first order and ( ) 

second order theorv for thin cone. 
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In the case of a thin cone, however, eq. (18.83) leads to 

*}. 4 

4n 
- sin4 i^ Fl +8 sin2 id (1 -log sin iS)~ 

I 

~47rsin2i(5f 
Jo 

'dxx^Jhlx^ + iyfix)\,      (18.|28) 
cosh nx J 

where/W is defined in eq. (18.81). Equations (18.127) and (18.128) have not been 
shown to be in agreement; the difficulty lies in evaluating the definite integral in eq. 
(18.128). The cross sections given in eqs. (18.126) and (18.127), as well as the first 
order approximations of eqs. (18.123) and (18.124) are plotted in Fig. 18.5 as func- 
tions of Ö|. 

18.4. Perfectly conducting cone 

18.4.1. Electric dipole sources 

For an arbitrarily oriented eleclric dipole at (r0, 0O, ^0) with moment (Anelka, the 
total electromagnetic field is 

e{f)+!?(f) » 4ff*är,(r|r0) • *. 
H\r) + H%(r) = - 4;ri KV A ^e(r|r0)  t. 

where t is an arbitrary unit vector and ^('i'o),s ^e electric dyadic Green function 
for ihe cone: 

it IsinÖ^      ^/Isinöo^o        ^U 

I   \f?r2        /      r drdO     rsmO drd<t>\\    \drl        I 

*o_J.L + .io £Lj^i 
r0 firod0o     r0 sin 0O dr0d<t>0}    k 

and where V A ^c(r|r0) is given by: 

4n 
k 

4- -0 v   ^- +      7 A   ^-^ I --^ , (18.130) 

2 I   IrV2        /      r (V(^     rsinö cV(tyllsin0o (ty0 

ööol   A-       Isinö rty       öo/l    \<>^       / 

+ d(>     .-•     +_>0 ^    | rot/, (I8)31) 

r0 drod0o     r0 sin 0O OrQd(j>0\    k 

In eqs. (18.130) and (18.131) the scalar functions (/, and U2 are (FtLSEN [1957aJ): 

Vt.2 = { i^cosm(0-0o)f dv  •'+|;^r<Ku(itr>)C1.2,     (18.132) 
WKI-O JC.       V(v-fl) 
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r(vfm4-l)P;w(cosg<) r .   r(vfm4-l)Pv"m(cosö<) 
r(v-m-M) sin (v-m)7r 

x [p.-^-cos e>)- ^ir00!.^ P:"(cos e,)] ,      (18.133) 
L Pj^COSÖ,) J 

r ,   r(v+m + l)Pv-"(cos0<) 
O2 = -jit ——  

r(v-m + l)sin(v-m))i 

^- pv-(cos e.) ,      (18.134) 
Hfl      '   V    VU!>''U 

PH-COSfl»)- ^  
--P.-^cosO.) 

and C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.6. Alternative representations of t/j and U2 

n 

•♦■•«>»> 

C' 

 Re» 

Fig. 18.6. Contour of integration C encircling the positive poles in the v-plane. 

as eigenfunction expansions are (BAIUN and SILVER [1956]): 

2i 
t/, = i(«-«o)I   ^lj^'-<)Äin(^>) £ £M cos m(. 

sin i)x m-o P>Q p{p+ 1)" 

p;(cos ö)Pj(cos Öo) 
(iVM^iQosOWItpWQOsOt) 

sin tJ, m  0 <,>(» q{q+ 1) 

P7(cos^)Pr(cos0o) 

(18.135) 

* J 1 n P^cosO.M^AVÖ.^cosö.) 
(18.136) 
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which may also be written as (TAI [1954], BAILIN and SILVER [19^6]): 

*cosm(<t>-<t>0)l ^1^    " 
IH = 0 

U, = lif .„cosm^-^I J^<W^(^^L^, (I8,37) 

''>0    p(p4-l)J '[P;(cosa)]2sin2(da 

"^   «Kf+l) ('[*?(«» »)]2 sin *d« 
Jo 

The summations inp and g extend over all positive roots, respectively, of the equations 

V(coSfl1)-0. , 
(die0,)p-'"(cosel) = o. 

If kr < 1 and Ä:r0 > I, the representations in eqs. (18.135).   i (IS. 136) are rapidly 
convergent and the dominant terms lead to 

£■•+£'-ike "^""^ N^^'"'    (Mg/giV/jgjg^ 0)p;,(cos g0)(g0 ■ g) 
rosin«!     2"-'^,+« /';i(cosÖIK^P1)P/„(cosÖI) 

(18.140) 

H+r la-e'*"-*'"" v^)"-   To./™«.  52   „,^^,1"' fccosOO^-^XcosOj] 
rcsinfl,     2"-2r(9,+i) 

xr,+ ii+_J_iir(^A_(#0.£)n 
L     ^i ^Ö     ^iSinÖ cvf)JLsinÖ0  ^0o cöoJ 

x P^cos 0)Pli{cos d0) cos (0-^o) 08.141) 

where /?,.</, denote the first zeros of /ytos f?i)and {d/cO^P^cos Gi), respe^ i ely, 
andO <■/?, < 1,0 < ^j < I for 90 < {^ < 180°. The above equations make explicit 
the behavior of the electromagnetic field near the tip. 

For r s* r0, in the region (0+0o) < (20, -TT) which excludes the domain of reflect- 
ed waves, the scattered portions of the functions U: and tT

: may be written as 
(pLLSts [1957a]): 

L^ ^ -ih\y(kr)h[r(kr0)y COSm(0'^[tan^ManiÖotan:4(^^)r-- 
m -1 m 

-     *' - i£wcosm(0-(4o)f'-d
2
VV   mh**e-~'H\lUr)H\x

x'(kr0] 
JKN rr0 m  o J0 A* 4-1 cosh rr.v 

x    ATlcos^Ocos^^^cosÖ.) 14,, 
/(} 4 r» + j.v)r( i + ;?> - i.v)A:;(cos Ot) * 
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l/<2 = iCW'^ro) I cosm^   tsl [tan i6 tan ie0 tan2 ^-"1)]"- 

2kyjrr0 «=o J o * + i cosh ?rx 

x    ^(cos 0)K?(cos go)(d/dgi)gg^ gO   . 14 

rCH'w + ix^i+m-ixXd/d^^xCcosÖ,)' 

and for Jtr> > kr< > I, with (ö+ö0) not too close to (2ÖJ ~7t) (FELSFN [1957b]): 

where 

V,.2 - Vr— f,+ ^ rTT*-^ nWs-^+B}]/?,.,, (18.144) 

R, . j f   ggügfaM [tail ^ tan ^ tan2 ^„-0,)]- + 
/M=I m 

d^jc tanh ^JC 

^o x2 + i cosh^x 

K^cos O^jcos 0o)A:?(~cos OJ) 
K r{i+m+ix)rii f m-uj^cos^i)' 

R2= ~il ^L'!!^lo)[taniötani0otan2K^-ö1)r + 
m = i m 

• £ //    i \ f00 dxx   tanhTrjc 
+ TTI X ^ cos m{<t> - ^0)      -y— -—-— 

m = l J0   X   +J COShTTJC 

A^cos O^icos öo)(d/döJ)^(~cos ö^ 

(18.145) 

(18.14M 
r(i + m+ix)r(i + w - i^fd/dö, )^(JOS ^x) 

and ^ is the Behrami operator 

I     C  .   n d 1      d2 

sin Ö (^        ^     sin2 0 d(j>2 

Equation (18,144) leads to an electromagnetic field that has the appearance of a 
spherical wave emanating from the cone tip. Since 

1 sin,;.1   - J1-..1 tanw4ö = 0, (18.147) 
9j 

j -       -    sin »/-    - —-,-- 
Lsin 0 cO        (0     sin2 0- 

the Mjmmations involving tan"'^ in eqs. (18.145) and (18.146) contribute only to the 
leading order term in eq. (18.144). In the case of a thin cone (0! « TT), a ttrst order 
approximation to /?, and /?: i> (FFLSIN [1957a, b]): 
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Ä, % i sm2 id tan ±9 tan i^o 11 + 1 cos (0-0o)» 
\      COSO+COSOQ/ (18.148) 

R2 * -i sin2 id ( +tan jötan i90 (\+ 
2- "i cos(</»-^0)). 

Icosö + cosöo V       COSÖ+COSÖ0/ ) 
For a radial electric dipole at (r0, 60, 0O) with moment (47re/^)^0, the total field is 

I   \ar2        /      r drdB     rsind drdfl       r0 

Isin 0 of       dß}     r0 

where V% + V* is the point source solution for an acoustically soft cone ^see Section 
18.2.1). The particular case of a radial dipole located on the axis of symmetry (0O = 0) 
was treated by MACDONALD [1902]. If the radial dipole is on the surface (0O = 0^, 
the total field is zero everywhere. 

For a dipole on the suKacc (0O = 0i) with t = dl> the non-zero components of the 
total far field are 

E, = ZH, = —^-- f Bm cos m{<i>-4>0) I -^±i- e-*"" /- [^./..(kro)] 
rrosm01i»=o p>op(p+i) dr0 

(a/50)/7(cos 0) «e1"        *     i ,.     . , x .>J—i—V /. . y m  cos m((A-iio) 
(a/Sp^cosO,)     r sin Ö sin2 <;, ».= t 

x l Ü+Lc-^^kro)-,-^^^—. (18.150) 

—4ie ikr 

E.~-ZHt= ^r  I'" sin m(0-^o) I  4^ e_1"" 
rr0 sin t/sin y, m=i p>o p(p+\) 

x "- [r0jp(kr0)] —t\^rJ~r + ._—. £ m sin m(^-0o) 
^r0 (^p)racos0,)     rsin  Ö!»«^! 

,tM(?+i)e    ^^^/a^^p^coso,)- (18151; 

If a circumferential dipole (that is, t = ^0) is on the surface, the total field is zero 
everywhere. 

For an x-directed dipole of momem (4^c/^)i located on the axis of symmetry at 
(r0, 0,0), the incident field is 

£   -     - 0   - , - -r -        -f     - -- + k2   sm 0 cos ^, 
kRl R \R5      R2      Rj      R     R2        J 

H      eikR Trro sin 0 / 3      31*     k2\      A      /ik       !    . . 2\       J       . £•   « - .   - -0         _        sm 0 +    , +k2   cos 0 cos (^ , 
kR L     Ä      \ä3     R2      RI \R     R2        I        } 

E; = «^P-   V+^sin^, (18.152) 
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ui       ..veUR/ifc       1 \        .   fl   . 
Hr - ikY — I 1 r0 sm Ö sin <b, 

kR \R      R2! 

W; = -\kY *~ (J - ^j (r cos fl-r0) sin 0. 

'itÄ /iit       1 \ 
//; = -iity 

and the total field is 

I \cr / r     öröö        r sin 0 on r0 dr0 

H+W = -i/l-yjpsin0f4 +^1 +0" — +*— -!(^) + 
(18.153) 

d\ 1    a 4i^(d^+#cos^iU^|rft,äl 
I   sin Ö ^0; r0 ^r0 

where 

= 1 f dv-^1-  Mkr<W)(kr>) 
~ 2JC    v(v + l) sin VTT 

p;(_cos0)_^Z.^)p.(cos0)' 
PXcosO,) 

(18.154) 

,1, =        dv 
"     2JC..    v(v 

2v+l   UkrM'XkrJ 
+ 1) sm v^ 

(d/da^Pifcosö.) 
(18155) 

and C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.6, Alternative representations of /l, and A2 
as eigenfunction expansions are 

•t, =    2i     I(2p+!)^T<)/.';,(/tr>) ,    P'(C0SÖ)     , ,(18.156) 

.1,=   ~2i   y(2</ + l)/,(AT<)/iin(AT>)   , ^(cosö,) j 
sin«,"»   ^      "v        " v       ^(cosö,Kt»2/^'?0l)/

,^cosÖ1) 

which may also be written as 

/1| = 2JIAM;^>)/>;(COS0)) (|8|58) 

''>0  I '[^(cosan^inada 
Jo 
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^ = 2iZ^^)^(cosö) (18l59) 

q>0   ) '[P^cos a)]2 sin «da 
Jo 

The summations in p and q extend over the positive zeros of /^(cos (?j) and 
(d/dd^Plia* el)t respectively. 

For r ^ r0, in the region 6 < 20i-ni the scattered portions of /J, and /12 may be 
written as: 

A\ = -ii/i(
o
1)(fcr)/i(o

1)(fcro)tani0tan2K^-Ö1)4- 

+ -~!L= C 4^- tanh nx .-H^kr)H\[\krQ)Kl(.os 0) ^f^-', 
2kjrr0J0 x2 + i ^(cos^) 

(18.160) 

A*2 = iiÄ(
0
1)(/cr)/i(0

!)(fcr0)taniÖtan2K7t-öI) + 

+ —^ f 4^- tanh ^ e—//li>(/cr)/fli>(/cr0)^(cos 0) 
2kyJrr0J0 x2 + i 

x(d/dg1)^(-coSe1); (18161) 
(d/dfl.^iC-os 0.) 

and for AT» > A-/-< > I, with Ö+Oo not t00 c'ose to 20, -n: 

("1+ I r,.,1;,-- I! M'-l) + ß(l)} 1 r,.:. (18.162) 
L     n=i (2IAT<) n! S=M J 

ei*(r + ro) 

where 

r, = ii lan iö tan2 ^TT-«,)-! ( " ^tanh nx A'J(cos 0) A'x(i~-0S ?^,   (18.163) 
Jo .^ +i A'^cosÖ,) 

/, = -^itaniötanMfÄ-ö,)-!     --— tanh TTX/C! (cos ö)' -    -— ", 
Jo A-2 + i (d/dÖ^/C^cos^,) 

(18.164) 

and Ä(l) is the operator 

0(1) =    l~ ll sinO V-. (IS. 165) 
sinö^        dO     s'm20 

Equation (18.162) again leads to an electromagnetic field that has the appearance of 
a spherical wave emanating from the cone tip. For a thin cone i0[ « TT), a first 
order approximation to T, and /% is 

T, 5: -r, ^iisin2}<5taniö(2+tan2i(?). (18.166) 
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18A2. Magnetic dipole sources 

For an arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole at (r0, 0o, <t>0) with moment (4?r/A)c, 
the total electromagnetic field is 

Hi(r)+mr)^4nk^m(r\r0)'t9 

F(r)+F(r) - 4^iZ V A ^m(r|r0) • ^ 
(18.167) 

where c is an arbitrary unit vector and '^(rlry) is the magnetic dyadic Green func- 
tion for the cone: 

^y»   /   .      \ f     ^ ^ 1    ^  l(     ^0 I t        £   \   rr 

k \smO d(p       oQnsin0o dij>0 d0o} 

U>2       /      r drdO     rsinB drd<l>n    \crl        I 
+   ^ 

+ h. „bl^ + .__io füi. rrot/2 (18.168) 
r0 crov0o     ros'in0o cr0d(p0\    h2 

and where V A ^(rlfo) is given by: 

+ (. L /. _# ^(,0 (4 +fc2) + «c... £L + „#o   ...üi ^, 
lsinÖ(0        r^Jl     WQ        J      r0 crod0o     i^smöu cr0d(l)0}    k 

(18.169) 

The scalar functions L\ and V, arc defined in eqs. (18.132) through (18.138). 
If AT ^S 1 and AT0      1, the representations in eqs. (18.135) and (18,136) arc rapidly 

convergent and the dominant terms lead to 

/•„smO,     2'"   TO/.+J) 

f-     Ö   c 0 (V 

L      f/i CO     (j) sin f) r//). c^0     sm^o f-^-o-J 

xP^cos^XcosO.OcosW;-^) , (18.170) 

El \E* - 
rosin^,        2/"   'np.-f}; 

x [P+löp.V ^iP^icosr^p^tos^H^n• *) 
P^cos^Hr'^.^^cos^,) 

(IS.171) 
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where /», and ql denote the first zeros of/^(cos ^i) and {dldQx)Pl(cos öj), respec- 
tively, and 0 < /?, <\,0 < qx < 1 for 90° < ^0 < 180°. The above equations make 
explicit the behavior of the electromagnetic field near the tip. 

For the region ö-f ö0 < 20,-TT which excludes the domain of reflected waves, 
exact and approximate expressions for the scattered portions of Vx and Ui are given 
in eqs. (18.142) through (18.148). 

For a radial magnetic dipole at (r0, ö0, (j>Q) with moment {4n/k)t0, the total field is 

I   \dr        1      r drdO     rslnO drd<t>l       r0 .tutn^ 

E'+r-ikzi-L-t-t*]^-, 
(sin 0 d0       dO)     r0 

where V^V* is the point source solution for an acoustically hard cone (see Section 
18.3.1.). 

For a radial dipole (2 = P0) on the surface (0o = Oj), the field components in the 
far zone are 

— 2iei'r    ^ 
H, = - YE4 =   -i^- l em cos m^-M I (2q + \)t'^'jq{kr0) 

rr0 sin öj m=o q>o 

{d'ldndO^icosO,) 

Ht = YE, --      -f~-- S '«sinm(^-^o)I(2<? + I)e-ii,'/,(*-o) 
rr0 sin ösm 0X m=i ^>o 

x 
P"(cos0) 

(d2ldq~dOl)mcoseu 

where the summations in q extend over the positive zeros of (d/d0i)P^m(cos Ö,). 
For a circumferential dipole (£ = 0O) on the surface (00 = Öj), the field compo- 

nents in the far zone are 

«. = - ^ =     .  f:--- I'«sin m^-W Z -7 ^ , e'i""^fcr<') r sin 0 sin 0, »1=1 p>op(p+l) 

Ocos 0) 416'"       "        ■      ,*    j.* 
(C'dp^cosl),)     nosm1!),^, 

xI   ^Le-^-'lCroAM   fW7(««»)    , (18,74) 

//,- »'£,=  2^ f £„cosm(0-^)I   2/+-'-e-J,'V,'*'o) 
r sin W| »>-o p>o p(p+ I) 

(dim^os 0) 4ieilr *     2 ..     . . 
x ■—  - ' - ■ >   m cosw((*-Oo) 

{WpWicos 0,)     rr0 sin2 0, sin O^-i 

„I   2? + «.e-*"" ö-[roA(tr0)]   ,    ^
COs0)        . (.8.175) 
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P (cos Ö,) and where the summations in p and q extend over the positive zeros of P'p 

(d/d&i)Pgm(cos (?,), respectively. 
FELSEN [1959] has treated the problem of radiation from a narrow, axially sym- 

metric, circumferential slot (see Fig. 18,7) located on the cone surface far from the 

Fig. 18.7. Geometry for radiation from circumferential slot. 

tip and excited with an azimuthal electric field distribution £+ whose amplitude varies 
as cos AW^O or sin m(/)0. In this case the source distribution may be thought of as a ring 
of radially directed magnetic dipoles on the cone. Expressions for the dominant geo- 
metrical-optics field, including the transition behavior at 0 « Tt-^,, are presented 
for kr > ^r0 > 1. The related problem in which the slot is excited with a radial elec- 
tric aperture field distribution £r, corresponding to a ring of circumferential dipoles, 
is also treated. Explicit results are given only for the special case of uniform field 
excitation (£r = 1), although both the difTracted field (see especially, FELSEN [1957C]) 

and the geometrical optics contribution, including transition behavior, are considered. 
For this case of uniform field excitation, BAILIN and SILVER [1956] have computed 
the field patterns from the exact series representation of the normalized far field com- 
ponent given as (see also VAN BLADEL [1964]): 

A     P>O/?(/>+!) P (clip)Pp(cosOi)i 

where the summation extends over the positive zeros of ^(cos 0,) and 

i  75   Ve"" 

MkrJ    r 

(18.176) 

(18.177) 

with r0 denoting the constant voltage across the narrow circumferential slot. The 
field patterns of \E9.A\ presented by BAILIN and SllvtR [1956| for Qx = 165° with 
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Fig. 18.8. Normalized far-Held amplitud« \£9IA\ for 0, - 165 , and (a) kr{, « 50n, (b) kr0 = 5.T, 
(c) kr»     .Vr and (d) AT,, = n (BAILIN and SILVER [1956]). 

kr0 -- SOTT, 5^, 3n and n are reproduced in Fig. 18.8. For the case Ö, = 165°, kr0 ~ SOn 
in which the series representation of eq. (18.176) is slowly convergen;, the results of 
BAILIN and SILVüR [1956] were found by GOODRICH et al. [1958] to be in good agree- 
ment with the simple geometrical optics result: 

[£»l.o. - K/'-I/*^ 0 > 7r-0o.(18.178) 
r  r   2n sin 0 

Radiation patterns for other slot excitations and/or configurations located far from 
the tip are given in GOODRICH et al. [1958] and GOODRICH ei al. [1959]. These last 
references contain refinements to the geometrical-op»ics approximation based upon 
an application of Fock theory to the surface of the cone (GOODRICH [1958]) and 
physical optics for the tip diffraction contribution. Transition phenomena arc no! 
taken into account by these methods. 

For an .v-dircctcd dipole of moment {4x1 k)& located on the axis of symmetry at 
(r0. 0, 0) the incident field is 

//; = 
eUK [r(r~rocos0) / } 
kR R 

n     y\k    ir\    Ik     i     ,^ 
XR*    R'    RI    R    R2 

tkK r 
C 

kR 

sin 0 i 3       Mk     k:\   .   tx     nk       1       , ,\ 
I      - -     ~        smli-f        -    , -f A'   cosO 

R      W      R2       Rf \R      R*        / 
c tkH ik 

* kR \R 

vOS (f) , 

I 

R1 -■) sm (/). (18.179) 
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JkR 

£'  = -IKZ       I     -   ■ I/n sin 0 sin 0.. 
kR \R      R2) 

cikH i\k       1 \ 
Ei = iAZ -   I     -    ,1 (/*-rocos0)sin0, 

kR \R     R2/ 

clkR /Ik      \ \ 
El

s ~ \kZ ~     I     -     -| (r cos^-r0)cos 0, 
kR \R      R2} 

(18.180) 

and the total Held is 

1   sinö dB) \ W       J 
*QOS <b    d2       - s'inch   d] r    d  ,     , . .f Ö _ __r   -0 1   .      _. (r0A2), 

r     drtd       rsin Ö c» r0 ^ 

I \dr2       ! r    drdO       rslnO drl 

-ikZle ~ n+<t>cos(t> J,- -    (r0/l2), 
I   sin 0 dOf r0 dr0 

where the scalar functions/I j and /12 are as defined in eqs. (18.154) through (18.159). 
For the region 0 < 20! -TT which excludes the domain of reflected waves, exact and 

approximate expressions for the scattered portions of /^ and A 2 are given in eqs. 
(18.160) through (18.166) 

18.4.3. Plane ware incidence 

For a plane wave of arbitrary polarization incident from the direction ö0, 0O, such 
that (see Fig. 18.1c) 

£' = {d0 sin /i + ^0 cos/?) exp {~iÄ:r[sin ö sin ö0 cos(^-0o) + cos Ocos00]}, 
H* - y(Ö0 cos ß~(p0 sin^)exp {-iAr[sin ösin öocos(0-(/)o) + cos Öcos Ö0]}, 

(18.181) 
where 

0O = ^ cos 0O cos ^ö+^cos (^ sin </)0-£ sin 0Q, .^ ^ 

^u = - i sin </)Q + ^ cos 00, 

the lolul field may be written in terms of the Debye poleniials (u, v) as: 

fc' fts - \k/. - -j      r+  M- , -f^2   +    -       + - v -  (ni), 

t   \rr-        /      r CriO     rsinO PrtW W\nO       W 
(18.183) 
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For the cone, the Debye potentials (w, v) are 

18.4 

m sin sin m(^-^o)cos j5 (--"-) + 
\sin 00/ 

+ cos m(^~^o)sin ß (—-L)l .      (18.184) 

^ = 7 I ^ f dv -fV:hfjv(^)c-*,M fcos mit-to) cos /? (§) - 
^m = 0    Jc.       V(V+1) L \(5ö0/ 

-wsinm(0-^o)sin^/-^-)l ,      (18.185) 
\sin 0o/J 

where 

G,   =   -iTT 

(18.186) 

G2 = -i« 

/Xv+m^l)/,v""(cosa<) 
r(v-m + l)sin (v-/»)7r 

L ^"(cosö,) J 

r(vf-m + l)jPv"w(cosÖ<) 
/"(v - m +1) sin (v - m)n 

x ["/..-(-cosö,)- L^A)^(-^.)p,--.(c05Ö>)l,   (18.l87) 

a iu C is the contour shown in Fig. 18.6. Alternative representations of («, v) as 
eigenfunction expansions are 

u=     2\      Z     y   2p+y c-^jp{kr)rp{cosO) 
~ k sin Oi m = o "p>o /7(p+1) (^W,)P;(cos Ox)(dldp)Pm

p(co% (?,) 

msinm{<t)~<l>o)cosß   "(C0S Öo)+cos m(0-0o)sin/? (1  P;(cos(?0)l (18.188) 
sin^0 ^0 J 

t;  = 
-2iy -     r   2^+1 e-^ikrWicosO) 

k sin 0l m = o  „to ^ + 1) /^(cos 0t){d2ldqWt)P%(co% Oy) 

x Fees m(0-*o)cos/? '   l^(cos0o)-msinmi<j>~<t>o)sinßP*(cOs0ü)], (18.189) 
L f^o sin 0o   J 

which may be written as 

2i  ' c^if%{kr)P;(co$0) 

fc"- = 0   '>0p(/.+ l)|   [^(cos a)]2 sin ad. 
•'0 

x \msmml4>~h)eo*ß   p(COS^o)+cos m^-^sm// t   />r(cosÖ0)lf (18.190) 
L sin0o c00 J 
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v^y j^ e:^^)^(co^_._ 
k mM0  <f>%(^ + l)r[P;(cosa)]2sinada 

Jo 

x ["cos H#-^O)cosß--- P7(cos00)~msm m((t>~<t>0)sinß P*(— ^l. (18.191) 
L d0o sin^o   J 

The summations in p and q extend over all positive roots, respectively, of the equations 

VCcos^O, 
(3/^p;w(cos0,)==o. 

On the surface 0 = 0,: 

i i/rZ   dÄ'     \  d ,    . 
E9 + E9 = —- — + - ~~{rÄ}% 

sin 0,  d(p      r cr 

"*+"'* = -~ T12 W+ik YA' (18-193) rsm Oi 8rd<j> 
*2 

//;+//;-(~+/c2)(r/i'), 

where 

k sin 0, «=o ^To p(p+1) {d/dp)f^(cos 0,) 

x fm sin m(0-^o) cos /? P^-SM .Kos m(^-^0) sin /? -- P?(cos 0o) I , 
L sin 00 ($0 J 

^=   ^   1^1   2^i     2  ^^^1--. (18.194) 
A- sin 0, m = o   ^o ^ + 1) {d2ldqdOt)l^{cos 0,) 

x ["cos w(0-0O) cos /? ™ Pj(cos 0o)- m sin m(^-0O) sin // ^C0S öo)l . 
L d0o sin 0o   J 

If AT •< I, the representations in eqs. (18.188) and (18.189) are rapidly convergent 
and the dominant terms lead to 

£' + £,, Je-*1'"   xs<*rr"'    PHilpM<IO]f'„{<**0)Pl,l{co*00)smß 
sin»,   2'"-,r(>, + i) P^cosO.^Wp,)?„(«>$0.) 

Hi+Ir ^ iyl!r ^^^-^^'^^-^i-' 

\      (it (Y/,     f/lsin0l ^/Isin^, <Vo ^o' 

x />^(cos0)/-;;cos0u)cos(^-^o),   < 18.196) 
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wliere ;>!, t/, denoie the firrt zeios of/^(cos Bi) and {dldOx)Pl{cos ÖJ, respectively, 
and 0 < /?! < I, 0 < ^i < 1 for 90° < ^i < 180°. The above equations make ex- 
plicit the behavior of the electromagnetic field near the tip. 

In the region Ol d0 < 20,-71, which excludes the domain of reflected waves, the 
scattered portions of (M, V) may be written as: 

Akr 

- ,.-:-„- Isin{»#-0o)+^i:taniÖtaniÖotan2Kn-ö1)r- 
K rstn Ö0m=i 

;.v tanh nx 

o A -r i cosh nx 

e-^HWikr^icos ^Ä^-cos 0,) 
r(i + /n + i.x)/'(i + /« - ixj/C J(cos 0, j 

m sin micp-^o) cos /? -—- — +cos m 
sin 0n 

(0~0o)sin/?:^-^(cos0o)l, 
d0o J 

(18.197) 

^ « ._le'' _  J cos {m(^-^0)+/?}[tan {0 tan i00 tan2 J^-ö,)]«^ 
fc rsm 0n w = i 

ffKl/'« T/1/« n«^ r öxx tanh ^ 
k  f 2kr      m-o mJ0 x2 + i cosh 7I.Y 

e ^H^ikr^icos 0)(d/u0I)^( -cos 0,) 
H14-/« + i.v)r(i + m-i.v)(d/d0l)^7(cos 0,) 

cos m(f/> - ^o) cos //    - K"'(cos 0o)- m sin m(0 - 0o) sin P   x~ 0 

d0o sin 0Ö ;in 0Ö   J 
(18.198) 

and for kr     I with 0 + 0,, not loo close to 20, -TT: 

{n\ i') 
k'r «i (2IM-) «!  s M 

(U,«),        (18.199) 

where 

-   V sin {m((/i-^.) + /^[tan tfian 10O lair 1(^-0! )]'"-■ 
-'" ()o „Pi 

^ N'.      jw   dv.v   lanh^v ^'(cos 0)0-0^0,) 

"'t-" "» o ^: r-1 cosh nx r(\ + /» } iv)r(i + »i-i.v)K7(cos 0,) 

x  |/>; si*i/?;((/>-(/)„) cos/>    * (,  +cos/;i(0-0o) sin/i       K"'(cos 0O) 
L sin 0O d0o 

18.200) 
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SJJ = . JL £ cos {m(<^-^o)+/?}[taii ifl tan i^tan2 K«-Ö1)]'w" 
sin()0m=i 

-^y y s   r -— tanh E ^(cos^Xd/döOK^-Cösö.)  
«=o mJ0 x2 + i coshTix f^ + m+ix^i + m-ixXd/dö^/C^cosÖ!) 

x    cos m(0 - ^0) cos jS — XJ(cos 60) ~ m sin w(^ - 0o) sin /?   ^^       —   , 
L d00 sin 0o    - 

(18.201) 
and B is the Beltrami operator 

B = — sm (9 — + . 
sin 0 dO        69     sin2 0 df2 

Equation (18.199) leads to an electromagnetic field that has the appearance of a 
spherical wave emanating from the cone tip. Since 

LL 1 sin0- ~ -^—1 tan"*^ - 0, (18.202) 
Lsin 0 00        80     sin2 0J 

the summations involving tan" ±0 in cqs. (18.200) and (18.201) contribute only to 
the leading order term in eq. (18.199). 

For 0 + 0o < 201 - jr. the non-zero components of the scattered üeld in the far zone 
are 

£J = ZHj =       Sj, 
kr (18.203) 

ihr 

£;- -z/n = —52. 
kr 

where 

s. ^i^iu  iz ll ^ 

S.=    i    ^-ll-iZ^, 
sin 0 dtp dO 

with (11. sidelined as in cqs. (! ;.200)and (18.201). For ji = U (iiicidcnt magneiic 
Held perpendicular in the cone axis) and 0, « TT (thin cone): 

/ii j*'   dv.v   tanh TT.V K!(cos OjK'^cos 0U) 

log (sin2 \ö)%' (,   v2 4- i cosh TT.V 1 +</(.Y)/log (sin2 \ö) 

4i sin' Ul , .     . V/J COS ((/) - f/)0)( I + cos 0 cos 0()}, 
(cos 0 +COS 00)* 

^   ^ 4isin2 \(Win((/>-(/>0) (18.205) 

(cos{H-cos0(1)
2 
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where g(x) is 

with/(jc) defined as in eq (J8.8i). The definite inlegraJ in eq. (18.20:$) has not been 
evaluated in terms of known functions. However, if <5 is sufficiently small to warrant 
the omission of higher order terms, eq. (18.205) reduces to the first order approxi- 
mation (compare with eq. (18.43)): 

~ i tan ^0 tan ^0 
1 ~ log (sin2 $5) cos 0 + cos 0O ' ^ 2Q7) 

52 « 0. 

On the other hand, for /? = 0 (incident electric field perpendicular to the cone axis) 
and 0l ^ n (thin cone): 

4 ?    JMjirrtf 

(cos 0+cos 0o)2     (cos 0+cos 0O)4 
S, ^ -isin2 }(5sin(^-^0)| -■ + 

I(cos0+cos0o)z 

/i         /.      /i      ■ ?/i ^    8 sin2 l<5fk~iog(sin2i^)]/. 2/        2n\ 
x(1 +cos 0 cos 00 + sin7- 0o)+ — ?A      2 LJ (sin- 6 -sin2 0O) + 

(cos0-fcos0o) 

+ 2^ sin2 iS ( L ~ -l~_ 1) rdxx ^^ ^(cos 0)^(cos 0o)f(x)\ - 
\sin 0 d60     sin 0o dO/Jo        cosh ^.v / 

24 sin 0 sin 00 

(cos0+cos0o)4 

• 4.c •   ^/i    x \ ^4 sin t/sin (y0 /,o^0v ■ i sin4 \d sin 2(0 - 0O);-—  0-, (18,208) 

„ ■ -»itl  2sin0sin0o \2sm2\ö       .*.*/* n      n\ 
S2 * -i sin' jd  ~ + —     . sm 0 sin 0o(l +cos 0 cos 0O)4- 

Ucos 0+cos 0O)
J     (cos 0H-COS 0o) 

+ 4 Sin: i,5[l "!og(sin
5

2 ^ sin Ö sin (/0|4(1 H-cos 0 cos ö0)+sin2 0+sin2 00]- 
(cos0-f-cos0o)

5 

-^ sin: ^ f Vxx tanh ^ (x2 + i)A'i(cos 0)^(cos O0)f(x)\ - 
.'0        cosh TT.V ; 

• • 2is      /A    i x I^C^+C080^8^) 24 sin2 j'^ 
-ismM(>cos(0-0o) - ■ ,+ — 

I (cos 0 + cos 0O)3      (cos 04- cos 0O)
5 

x [2(1 +cos 0 cos 0o)+(sin2 0 + sin2 0o) cos 0 cos 00 + 5 sin2 0 sin2 0O] - 

-8sin2l(1[,^,0g^ 
(cos0-fcos0or 

+ 2^sin21*5 (r    P   -        ]       ) rdxxVdnh*X KUcosinKlicosOjml - 
wO P00     sin 0sin 0O/JO        cosh TT.V I 

.  . 41C       ., .     . x  24 sin 0 sin 0o   fl+cos0cos0o -ism  }(U%os2(0-0o) -f 
(cos 0-l-cos 0o)4 I cos 0 + COS 0o 

+ i tan2 10 tan2 i0ü(2 + cos 0 + cos 0O)! , (18.209) 
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where/(jf) is as defined in eq. (18.81). Again, thr definite integrals appearing in eqs. 
(18=208) and (18.209) have not been evaluated in terms of known functions. If, how- 
ever, ö is sufficiently small to ignore higher order terms, eqs. (18.208) and (18.209) 
reduce to the first order approximation 

^ -4isin2i(5sin(0-0o) 
{cos0 + cos90)2 

-2is\nHS V121® 
S2 &      - --—[sinösinÖ0-l-2cos(^-^0)(i+cosÖcosö0)l 

(cos(?-KosÖ0r 

FHLSEN'S [1957a] first order approximation, after some trigonometric reduction, is 
identical to that in eq. (18.210). For 0 x0,P0 *0, eqs. (18.208) and (18.20C) may be 
approximated by 

S, « -isin2i(5sin(^~0o)[l+3sin2i^ + 2sin2iö+2sin2iÖo], 

S2 ^ -i sin2 i(5[sin $0 sin iö0 + cos (^-^0)(1 +3 sin2 i^ + 2 sin2 i(?+2 sin3 {00)], 

(18.211) 

Equations (18.207) and 08.210) do not account for the singularity in £s as 
(^ + ^o) -► n; in this case it is necessary tö include the accompanying geometrical 
optics and transition fields. For a thin cone {0l ä n) and £r > I, the scattered field 
may be decomposed as 

r = £d + £refl. + £fr., (18.2'2) 

where £d is the diffracted field due to the cone tip, £rcfl. is the field reflected from the 
surface of the cone according to the laws of geometrical optics, and £,r. is a transition 
field that provides a continuous behavior across the geometrical optics boundary 
0 = n~~00. For ß = ^TT, the diffracted field to first order is obtained from eqs. 
(18.203) and (18.207): 

£^0^ i tan i/) tan R. (|82I3) 

kr log (sin2 $6} cos (?+cos ^0 

and, provided Arsin2 ^ •:: 1 and (sin ^ sin ^0) ^ 0} the reflected and »rri?v {?■?>« 
fields are given by: 

£rffl -h£k   - -P       , ,      ( '   + i cof 0~; cot 0U 
(Ar)2

v (sin (I sin 0o) log (sin2 \ö) \py I 

x l//cr/(r,a) + d e^    - ' Pykrl(t.^       (18.214) 
f 2n k2r^ (sin 0 sin ^0) log (sin2 J^) er f 2n 

where a - 0+0o~n and /(r, a) is defined by eqs. (18.47) througli (18.50). On the 
boundary 0 = /7-^0: 
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r ^ ^ ^r. i   ___. |i - i l/jL e*jR cot 0O! + 
jtrsin^o log (sin2 ^) I      2 r 2itcr i 

f Ö  ;__.->/!^fIül    ^(l- \l± e^cosecOo- ~±~\ . (18.215) 
N Ikr sin Öo log (sin2 ±b) \      f Tritr 2kr\ 

For // = 0, on the other hand, the diffracted field to first order is obtained from eqs. 
(18.203) and (18.210): 

_       .e1^ 4sin2i<5sin(^0) 

ikr     (cosÖ+cosö0)2 

,ikf 2 ein2 4/5 
4 ^ —     1  [sin (> sin 0O + 2 cos (^ - 0O)(1 + cos ö cos ö0)]; 

i^T (cos 0+cos ÖQ) 

(18.216) 

andt provided kr sin2 $6 < I and (sin (?, sin ö0) # 0, the reflected and transition fields 
are given by: 

ErefU + ^lr, ^ ^ Jfsin^-^o)!/—/(r, a) + 
'  271 

26''* sin21(5 

(/cr)V(Lin^sinÖo) f 27r 

.    2ei,nsin2^     3 .   ,,     . .1 kr r/     x 

»^'^(sm OsinOo) ' In 

+ «? , • 2e'i:^"-i— {^o+e, cos (0-0o)} |/^ /(-•,«),      (18.217) 
iA'/'N/(sin 0 sin ö0) r 2^ 

where a - ^+^o~^ ^(^ ^f) «s defined by eqs. (18.47) through (1^.50), and 

1- vV(r.-^'ot(?v  -4cotöö ~), 
sin 0o \ra" en da/ 

B -   - *   -   ~ f ^ -] cot 0-| cot öo) + -     1° - i- oot 0{) - J cot ö), 
ik sin ^o ir \t'* *     sin 0 \^a / 

<   „   =   ;    ,   -jCOlfl^      -jCOttfo  

-1(1 J cor Of I J cot2 f/0-
0

H cot 0 col Ö0 +1), (18.218) 
^ ^ i ^ i i    T 

("i = ;  , ~ h COt ^ ' - - J cot (;0 
f - 4-  - - '- 4- 

rx' Tx ra     sin tf sin 0g iA: vr 

■f j'oi V tvt2 (/+ V- ^t2 ^ö+-V *-0fc ö cot 0o+6)' 

On ihc boundary 0 = 7r-^0: 

,.,      ,cari 2;: e'^TsinMi) .   /;     1X   Ae
iAr 4A:rsin2 lo  .   ^     .  x /:   - ^        I .,        '   sm((/;-0o)-0 ,     '   sm(f/>-^0)- 

lAr r Ar        sin*- ^ Ar     sm* Öo 
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-$ N      ,  -   -   1 (3 cot2 00 + 1) + 
jlkrmO        \      Skr 

+ 2cos(0-^o) ["1+ — (Öcot2Ö04-ll)ll. (18.219) 
L      Skr J) 

The above expressions for the reflected and transition fields are valid provided both 
source and observer are away from the cone axis. Such a restriction is no problem if 
both source and observer are located with the backward cone because in this instance 
only the diflraciion term contributes significantly to the far field. If. on the other hand, 
either the source or observer is near the surface of the cone itself, the above results 
are not valid. 

For 00 < 7r-0,, so that the entire cone is illuminated, and /? = 0 (incident electric 
field perpendicular to the cone axis),, the physical optics bistatic scattering cross 
section is 

_ /2 tan4(,>[(l-f cosOcos0o)~l-cos((/)-^o)sin ^sin 0O]
2 

7i [(cos 0-fcos ^u)
:-tan2 S{s\n2 Ö + sin2 0o + 2 cos(</)~0o) sir; 0 sin 0Ü}]3 ' 

(18.220) 

provided 0 + 0o < 20,-7:. which excludes the region of specular reflections. It is 
interesting to compare the physical optics cross section with the cross section obtained 
from the exact theory, i.e. 

^(K0;0o^o) = / (I^J' + IS;!2), (18.2211 
71 

where SU2 are defined in eq. (18.204). For a thin cone (0, ^ n) and // - 0, the ap- 
proximation in eq. (28.211) with 0 ^ 0, 0O ^t 0 leads to 

<r(0,(Mu.0o) ^ 

:t   "  sin* iiifl +6sin: i^-Msin2 }0 + 4sin: 40o-f 2 cos (^~^o) sin 10 sin U^], 
(18.222) 

whereas, »or 0,  * T. 0 ^ 0 and 0O ^ 0, eq. (18.220) becomes 

.V,(0. ^0,,,^,) - 

^ ''  sin4 Uvfl r 6sip: U>^4siir 10 f 4 sin2 t0(, t 4 cos (0-0(,)sin I0s;n 10O]. 
Z (18,223) 

I heu' two appro\iinaiions ditler i^tily in the term nuohing ^os((/> - <!>0}. ami for axial 
incidence (0,,     iM the two results are in complete agreement to this order of ap- 
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proximation. For bac  scattering 0 = 0O> 0 = ^0J eq. (18.220) reduces to (SPENCER 

[1951]) 
A2 k\   4,/,     sin20\-3 

„.0. = —tan4 (HI n)    . 
\6n \      cos 61 

(18.224) 

The back scattering cross section given in eq. (18.224) is plotted in Fig. 18.9 as a 
function of 0 for various cone angles. 

i 

Fig. 18.9. Normalized physical optics back scattering cross section opoJk% as a function of Ofo. 
various cone angles 0X (SpENCEft[I95l]). 

For /i = JJT (incident magnetic field perpendicular to the cone axis), and 0, % :: 
(thin cone), with 0 + 0Q not too close to TT, eq. (18.207) leads to 

*(M;0o,*o)* ^       ^^Vo (I8.225) 
47t[logi(;r^l))2 (cos0 + cos0o)2 

which becomes, for back scattering [compare with eq. (18.69)]: 

«r« t- 2
,an4

2
}9. (18.226) 
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Ii is interesting to note that for this polarization [fi = JTT), a result analogous to eq. 
(18.225) is also rigcrousJy obtained in the case of scattering by a seioi-infinite cylin- 
der whose circumference 2na is small compared to the wavelength; indeed» the cor- 
responding half-cylinder result is obtained upon replacing i^-^i) in eq. (ld.225) 
with ka, where ka <\, An attempt to regard the thin cone as an approximation to a 
thin semi-infinite wire dates back to MACDONALD [1902], who treated the case of a 
radial electric dipole located on the axis of symmetry (see eq. (18,149)). 

For a plane wave incident along the axis of symmetry 0o = 0, such that 

Ei = jfc-i»!^ (18.227) 

eqs. (18.184) and (18.185) for the Debye potentials reduce to (GORYANOV [1961]) 

cos^ 
'lie 

u = dv Jvy   f   P^-cos Ö) ^7 '- P^cos Ö)   , 
]rj      V(V+1) sinVTT        L ^(COSÖ,) J 

r = - y 
sin^f A   2V+1   c'*iv"yv(kr) 
Ik 

dv 
c    v(v+l) sin VTT 

(18.228) 

[PK-COSÖ)- 
(d/dO^P^-cosO,) 
Id/do jPi(cos0j 

Pi(cos 0) 

^(cos 0) 

while eqs, (18.188) through (18.191) simplify to 

ksinÖiP^o p      {dldOJPiicosOWIWPpi&xOi) 

v = ^ysM V (2. + i)e-*^/(W-^™---P^^)-  
/c sinöM>o ,v     PjCcos^XoV^^^cosO,)' 

and 

(18.229) 

U  » 
2i cos 0 r.-iiP« W^^PiCcost; 

^0 /.91" 

[Pp(cos a)]2 sin a da 
Jo 

2iV sin <i> v.    e 
K q 

-iiqn %{kr)PUcosO) 
>o CBt 

[P^(cos a)]2 sin orda 
Jo 

(18.230) 

where the summations in p and q extend over the positive roots, respectively, of 
^(cosOJand (iVcO^cosO,). 

On the surface 0 - j. (SENIOR and WILCOX [1967]): 
r i    f*1 A' 1 

£; + £; «COS0J /       (r/1)-- , 
LAr cr sin jy|J 

//; + //;= -Vcost^ [ (V'1') + /I   . (18.231) 
Lfcr sin ^, (V 

//; + //;  - - ^ sin^f^    +fc2|(rr), 
k ' rr ' 
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where 
2     v (Ip+iyV'Mkr) 

sin Ö, j»>o  {dldp)Pl
p{co$ Ö,) 

Zl V   (2^1)e-^^(fcr) (18,232) 

sin 0! «>o (d2ldq80i)Pi
q{cos 0jj ' 

SENIOR and WILCOX [1967] have computed the surface field components S* C^, 
0- defined by 

£i+£J ^cos^^, 
i^i+Z/J- rcos^^, (18.233) 

where the actual formulae for 6^, ^ and $r are evident from eq. (18.231). The 
components were computed in real and imaginary parts, amplitude and phase, as 
functions of krf 0 < kr £ 30, for a sequence of values of 01 spanning the range 
150° S 0i ^ 172i0. Their results for the amplitudes and phases, with the phases rela- 
tive to those of the physical optics approximation, 

[^]P.o. =2cos01e-^cos^, 

KVU = -2e-'*-MÖ', (18.234) 
KVU= -2sin01e-i*'co^\ 

w plotted in Figs. 18.10 through 18.12^0! « 150°, 165° and 172]0, corresponding 
to cones of half-angle ö = 30°, 15° and 7^°, respectively. 

For 0o = 0, in the region 0 < 20!-TT, the scattered portions of (it. v) are 

u* ^ _       r_ tan 10tan2i(^-0I)+ - -V — e*,H 

2k2r k    f 2kr 

x C d,vv tanh nxe-*x*H\lx\kr)Kl
x(cos0)^-(-~cos()i\ (18.235) 

Jo   -v' + i ^(COS0,} 

x f -d;^ .anh^-e"''-^^^^«^^0.),      „8.236) 
.0 v +i (d/d01)/C.|(cos01) 

and the scattered field in the far zone is (GORVANOV [1961J): 
ik, 

E; = Z/t; = cos </>       LJ(0), 
iAr 

ei4r 

£; - -Z//s = -sin0      L,(0), 
ikr 

(18.237) 
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Fig. 18.11. Amplitude» (a) and phases (ö) of surface field components f$9 (——), 4>(*-") and S>r 
( ) for Ö, = 165° (SENIOR and WILCOX [1967J). 

where 

in which 

L^)«^'      ^+i sec2 iö tan21(^-0,), 
sin 0     dO 

vO      $mO 

r = ■      tanh KX KUcos 0)      , , 
Jo x2 + i KlicosO,) 

r = f    d;vv ianhnxKUcosO) 
J0   .Y*+J 

(18.238) 

.i^.  „(d/döJ/CiC-cosö.) 
(d/döJ^M^) 

(18.239) 
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Fig   18.12. Amplitudes (a) and phases (b) of surface field components (fe (- 
( ) for dj = 172i0 (SENIOR and WILCOX [1967J). 

(b) 

-),$+(—) and i\ 

The functions /. 1.2(0) are real, positive, and increase monotonically with increasing 
0 in the interval 0 £ 0 < 20i-n. GORYANOV [1961] reports of extensive numerical 
calculations of/., >2(Ö) for 0 £0 S 2(?1~ä-20

>960 ^ 0l ^ 178°, AÖ--= 2Ü, A0, =2°, 
and a reproduction of his data appears in Fig. 18.13. The far fields according to physi- 
cal optics are also presented in the form 

Jkr 

[£J]p... = Z[//;]p... = cos 0 rr LPA0), 
ikr 

Jkr 

[^]p.0. = -Z[//Jp.0. = -sin 0 .    Lp.o,(0), 
\kr 

(18.240) 
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where 

Lv.o(0) = 
— sin2 0i cos 0l 

4 cos \0[cos (0l - JO) cos {0l + Ul)]1 ' 
(18.241) 

and graphs of the quantities (Lji2/Lpo)- 1 plotted as functions of f^, are reproduced 
in Fig. 18.14. GORYANOV [1961] concludes that the difference between the true far 
field and that predicted by physical optics increases uniformly with angle away 
from the back scattered direction and that the dilference never exceeds 10 percent 
of the value computed with eq. (18.237) for 0 ^ 20^71-71/90. 
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angles it ((«nuvwm [!9(.| ]>. 
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For 00 = 0 and kr^> lf the scattered field may be decomposed as »n eq. (18.212) 
with the diffracted field given by: 

£d [0 cos 0^(0)-^ sin (H2(Ö)] (18.242) 
\kr 

where L^O) and LiiO) are obtained from eq. (18.238), Although the integrals in eq. 
(18.239) are convergent only for 0 < 20i -n, it can be shown by a proof paralleling 
FELSEN [1959) that the angular dependence of the far-zone diffracted field must be 
the same for all angles InO £ 0 £ Oi.ln principle, therefore, one may calculate the 
diffracted field by means of the integrals in eq. (18.239) valid for the restricted range 
of angles and then employ the resulting closed form expressions everywhere. In prac- 
tice, however, the integrals are difficult to evaluate in terms of know»1 functionr. and 
closed form expressions valid for all angles are not available. For (sin Ö, Uri 0,) ^ 0, 
the reflected and transition fields are given by: 

£rcfl.+£... ~* 
COS (j)     I 

krJtinO \ 

d2 

--^cotö      +Jcotö1     ) 

-0 
COS (/> 

Ary'sin 0 
-J cot0+|cot0 

COL 

i/\/sin 0 [(£-= QOX0 + lQOi0x 
/     ks\ 

r(r, a)- 

rA- 1 
+ - 

sin 0_ 
rr(r,a)- 

sin 0 (V_ 
/'7(/',a), 

(18.243) 

where a - 7r-20J+0 and T(r^) is defined by eqs. (18.60) through (18.63). The 
transition function properly compensates for the singularities at 0 ^ 20, -TT in the 
diffracted wave and for the jump discontinuities in the reflected wave. Away from the 
geometrical optics boundary 0 = 20, -TT, such that kr sin2 a :■  I, the reflected field is 

^rcfl. ',(o0|/si 

f   SI 

Sin ^ib-cos« 

sin 0 

x [ -fsin a cos 0    14- 
kr 

3cot0l _ 3cot0 

4 sin a 8 sin a 

7 cot 0 

+ 3 cot a 

; T.       '   /3cot 0,      7C( 
- 0 cos * cos f/H I + ' - 

L      kr \4 sin i       S si 

S 

1 cot a 

cot a\' 

sin a/_ 

sin ^      S sin y. 
+ 

0 sin 0 ■f 
i   /7cot 0,      7 col 0      1 col y.      cot -A 

Ar \4 sin a       S sin a      S sin a      sin0' 

I -sin 0 sin a 

sin 0 sin a cos 

I 

in a V 

:os a/_ 

^O 
Ukif. 

; IS.244) 

and t\>r \\ ■-- 0, (obscner on the cone surface): 

E'*E,vtl -Öc-^—'cos^, cos ./>':-  '   a)U)] +0 
'       kr sin 0, (AT 

(IS.245) 
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with the tangential components equal to zero as required. It should be emphasized 

that the above results are valid only if the observer is located away from the axis of 

the cone and provided the cone apex angle is not small. 

For 0O = 0, the total field along the axis 0 = 0 is (FFLSEN [1955]): 

kr or i_p 

+ 

which may also be written as 

rzoH 
LP>O 

*\l(ti+&-*"" f 
U>o SI 

-iipn     r/pC^P^-COSO,) 

sin pn (5/3n)Pl(cos 0, )J 
+ 

jJik^ldO^Pli-cosö,) 

sinqnld^dqdÖ^PUcmO^i 
(18.246) 

E'+F^ je 
kr dr I p(p+l)e-iipVU/cr) 

prof'[P^cosa^sinada 
L       Jo J 

+ 

-fi 
I       n T01 I ' 
\9     \   [P;(cos a)]2 sin ada 
L      Jo J 

18.247) 

and the summations in p and q extend over the positive zeros, respectively, of 

P^cosfl,) and (rVr0,)P<J(cos Oj). The back scattered far field is (see also, FELSEN 

E"8 = 

[1958]): 

= i-5i-!cot2xöI-
4r 

2iAT 1 7tJ0 

-^'IW;'' +icoto,)^i/^/(r.,<)+ 
2A: r \Pa / tV F 2n 

2/cr \(?a / r 27r 

dxx(x2 + i)sinh TIA* | 

(d/döO&osö,)]2) 

18.248) 

where a = ^-20, and /(r, a) is defined by eqs. (18.47) through (18.50). The terms 

involving /(r, a) arc important only for a wide cone 0, « JJI, in which case both 

source and observer lie in a transition region. For 0, ^ JTT, a first order result is given 

by (FiisiN [1955], sec also FFISIN [1953]): 

EBS - -jeeikrsin0l[l-N27rc"iiVG(H')], 

E BS c 

i/vT (20,~ff)2, 

vv < 4 

w > 4 

(18.249) 

where w ~skr cos 0j and (i{w) is as defined in eq. (18.50). A plot of the magni- 

tude and phase of the quantity in brackets in eq. (18.249) is provided in Section 18.5, 

Fig. 18.17b. It may be noted that when 0, === J«, eq. (18.249) yields a back scattered 

plane wave appropriate to reflection from an infinite flat plane. For a thin cone 

(0, ^ n), eqs. (18.208) through (18.211) remain valid for 0O = 0, 0 - 0, 
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For 6*0 = 0, the physical optics bistatic scattering cross section in eq. (18.220) 
reduces to 

)} tan4<5(l-fcosÖ)2 

TT [(lTcosf?)2-tan25sm2Ö]3 ö'p.oXft 0) = - F/rrzr^r^TiT^^isi» (18.250) 

and by some trigonometric transformation, eq. (18.250) can be shown to be in agree- 
ment with SIHGCL et al. [1955a] and with the result of GORYANOV [1961] (see eq. 
(18.240)). For i) = 0, eq. (18.250) reduces to the widely quoted nose-on back scat- 
tering cross section (SPI;NCER [1951]): 

;2 

(rpo «~tan4<5. (18.251) 
lÖTT 

For a wide cone ^ ^TT, the back scattering cross section is, from eq. (18.249): 

^-   / (18.252) 

whereas, for a thin cone flj » n, eq. (18.210) yields the first order expression: 

A more general expression for the back scattering cross section is given by (HANSEN 

and SCHIFF [1948], ScnrNSTED [1953], SIEGEL et al. [1953a, 1955b], MENTZER [1955]): 

G 
A Zw     /»flT ~ ZJ 

>0 f'cP^cos :)]2 sin ada    ^ 0 f'cP^cos a)]2 sin ad« 
Jo Jo 

(18.254) 

where the summations arc over the positive zeros ofPl
p(cos O^and (d/dO^Pfaos ^,), 

but only a finite number of terms must be included since the infinite series diverges. 
Despite this drawback, special summation techniques have been employed (SCHKN- 

sri'D [1953], SUGF'L et al. [1953a, 1955b]) to yield second order results in the wide 
cone and thin cone approximations: For a wide cone 0, » J/r, 

^(i-^cWfl,) (18255) 

l6ncos  Oi 

and lor a thin cone (tf, * n), 

rr ^ /   sin2 l()[U6siir l^] (18.256) 

in agreement with cq. (18.222). It should be noted that the physical optics result in 
cq. (IS.251) is in agreement with the exact theory for both wide cones: 

(7 p.O. 
16;: cos2 (^ 

[l-2cos-> feos4M ...| (18.257) 
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and for thin cones: 
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'p.o. sin2 l^[l f 6sin24(H25sin4 4(5+ . .,]. (18.258) 

The cross sections given by eqs. (18.251), (18.252), (18.253), (18.253) and (18.256) 
are plotted in Fig. 18.15 as functions of 0,. 

to 

2 
io H 

to3H 

to 4H 

.o^ 

•00* 120 
Ö, 

140 160' 

I t^. IS.I^. Normali/cd nosc-un back scattering cross section rrA- as a function o( 0l lor a perfectly 
..i>iuhkfiii^ cone: (        ) physical optics, ( —) first order and ( ) second order theory for wide 

cone. I    -    t first order and (    --    ) second order theory for thin cone. 

18.5. Special funclions 

[lie Icgciulre fimclion /'"{cos i\ ) is an entire function of v. Tor // real and // < I, 
or for it an intcecr, the zeros of/'['(cos/',) in the r-planc are all real and simple 
(Roms [VW], see also \I\( DONAID (hXK)] and HOHSON [1931 ] who take / real and 
//     <M. f he posiii\e zeros p and if defined, respectively, as roots of the equations 

/'/"(cos^,)     0. (KS.259) 

(T ^l)/^",(eos(/|)   -- 0, (IS.:M»J 
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with /« = 0, 1, 2»..., are fundamental to eigpnfunction expansions involving conical 
boundaries. Because of the relation 

/T(cos 0,) = (-)"• g.v+ü?±l.Jp;-(C0S o,). (18.261) 
r(v-m4 1) 

the functions ^(cos Ö,) and {dfdOi )Py(co<i 0^ possess the same zeros as />
v'"m(cos 0l) 

and {fl/dO^Py^QOS (>,), respectively, along with the 2/w zeros v = -w, -m+1,..., 
m-l of r(v4-m + I)/r(v-w+l). Since 

PficosOt) = PZ^iicosO^ (18.262) 

the positive and negative zeros are related: For each zero \     e also have - v0 - 1 as 
a zero. Various analytical approximations to p and q for arbitrary m may be found 
scattered in the references, but for a general review, see ROBIN [1959], 

From the Wronskian relation 

P:(cos Qx)fn O-cos ^-O-cos 0X) ~ Ocos 0,) = 
dt/, a0] 

(18.263) 
_ 2 sin(v-m)^ r(v+m + l) 

n     sinö,      ^(v-m + I), 

it follows that 

O-cosö,) = - 2 ""(r/^ ';;''+W + !! \l ^(cosO,)]".       (18.264) 
TT      sinö,      np-m + l) LdO, J sinö,      r(/?-m + l) Laö, 

i ^(-cosö.) = 2 sin^-mk n^ + m-f 1) . 265 
^   * 7T      sin^,      f^-m-fl)     ,v        ' J 

It may also be demonstrated that (see, e.g., BAILIN and SILVER [1956]) 

I racos a)|  sm ada =         ''x .  . '       ^        " (18.266) 
•/oL pv 2^+1        ^j fl/i 

^Vnm/ ^2 . Sin öl   ^^(COSÖ,) _„, n. /ao^^x |   [P7(cosa)jSm xda =  '       qy       l  P^{cosOt), (18.267) 
''o 2^ + 1       dqdOy 

Equations (18.263) through (18.267) have been employed in deriving alternative ex- 
pressions for the eigcnfunctions expansions for the cone. 

Some numerical tables for the rootsp or </ are available and are based upon different 
computational methods, including asymptotic analysis (PAL (1918, 1919), MORTON 

[1947], CARRUS and TREiftNiiLS [1950]), power series in the argument 0, (HALI 

[1949]). power series in the index v (SILGIL ct al. [1951. 1952, I953bj), numerical 
integration of the Mehler-Dirichlet integral representation (WATLRMAN [1963]). and 
trigonometri; series expansion for the Legendre function (WILCOX [1968]). FAI 

[1918. I9I9J calculated the first five values of p and q for rt, = 15 , 30 . 45   and 
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m - 0, I, 2; his tables were later con-ected by HORTON [1947]. For w = 0, HALL 

[1949] presents the first three roots/? for 1 + cos 0! = 10"2 and the five first roots/? 
for 1-f cos^! = 10"3, 10"4, 10"5; in addition, the corresponding values of the 
normalization integral in eq. (18.266) are given. For w = 1, CARRUS and TREUENFELS 

[1950] tabulated the first fifty zeros/? every 5° for 90° g Öl g 175° and the first fifty 
zeros q every 5° for 90° £ Oi < 130°. Also tabulated were the normalization integrals 
in eqs. (18.266) and (18.267). Errors in the Carrus-TVeuenfels tables were noted by 
SIEGEL et al. [1951]. For the special value Ö, = 165° with w = I, the first nineteen 
zeros/? and the first fifteen zeros q, along with the normalization integrals, were re- 
computed by SIEGEL et al. [1952,1953b]. These were again recomputed with even 
more accuracy by the Institute of Numerical Analysis, University of California, 
Los Angeles (see SIEGEL et al. [1953a]). For this same value of Ö, = 165° and m = 1, 
the first thirty zeros /? and q were later presented with a stated accuracy of seven sig- 
nificant figures by WATERMAN [1963], and to the same accuracy, the first fifty zeros 
were provided by WILCOX [1968]. Comparison of the results in these last two refer- 
ences shows agreement in the values of/? to six and usually seven significant figures. 
However, for q the values in WATERMAN [1963] are consistently lower than those in 
WILCOX [1968], with the difference showing up in the fifth decimal place for the higher 
order zeros. No explanation for the discrepancy has been found, although on the 
basis of re-evaluating the Legendre function at each of the two proposed values for 
the zero, WILCOX [1968] concludes that his values are more accurate. The first five 
zeros of/ycosß,), /^(cosO,) and (d/dflj/^cosfl,) are plotted in Fig. 18.16 as 
functions of0i for 90° g ö, ^ 180°. 

The MEHLER [1881] conical functions /^(cos 0) are defined in terms of Legendre 
functions by the equation 

K^icos if) = /TU^cos 01 (18.268) 

where JC is a real parameter and /H = 0, 1, 2, The principal properties of these 
functions can be deduced from the general results concerning :he Legendre functions 
(see e.g. ROBIN [1957-1959]); in particular, from eq. (18.262) we observe 

Km
x(cos 0) = K*x(cos Ö), (18.269) 

implying »hat /^(cos 0) is an even function of JC, and from eq. (18.261) we obtain 

K^'cos 0) 
(*2+iK*2T:r..[*2^(2m~r j 

For 0 ^ f; < TT: 

KncosO) = ,  2    _ 2   0r     rT _      .^ 08^0) 

K:m{cos0) = (    l) inn" 10 2Fl{i + ix.\-\x: m+\;sm2 W) - 

T     mitl[t       4.v2+l:        , (4.K2 + IJK4X2 + 32) . 4lil 1 
tan"1 UM I +       , sin* W+       , sm4 Jtf + ...   , 

r! *   L       l!2*(m+!)        *       2f24(w + l)(m f2) J 
(-IT 

ml 
18.271) 
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where 2Fj is the Gauss hypergeometric function; in particular, for m = 0: 

i^cosf^ l+i ^^ sin-i.. (18.272) 
««i 22>!)2 

It is clear from eqs. (18.270) through (18.272) that /^(cos Ö) is real and that 
A'A(cos 0) > 0. For 0 = n, Kx{cos 0) displays a logarithmic singularity, and an expan- 
sion suitable for 0 x n is 

Kt(cos 0) -    cosh nx   log tan2 i0-dix) + 

+ ,. ,4.^^,(4^^)    J^+(2.-jncos2„i0 Uogm>ie_g(x)+ £ 211 
«   ! 2  {n\)~ L !i=i sj) 

(18.273) 
where 

^) = 2I 4x2--2«+l 

«=lf?[4.x2-f(2/i-02] 
is the quantity that appears in eqs. (18.205) and (18.206). For *sin0> I: 

(18.274) 

X:(cos 0) 
(-x)me pi~xe    r 

['-V'-^-'t')]-   "8-2's' (2nx sin Ö)1 

For 0 + 0o < zr, an integral of particular importance for diffraction by thin cones is 

'd.v.v ,anJ ** Wcos «cos 00) = (2"')! /   
Sin"0 Sir,;&+,. 

cosh nx n    (cos i/-hcos 0oY
m  I 

(18.276) 

which is a generalization of the result given by MEHLEft [1881] for w = 0. Other per- 
tinent integrals are given by FiLSIN [1956]; in particular, for Ö+ö0 < n: 

f.      tanh^x, ,    ..^ ,     m^/     rt .     2  1-f cos(?cos(?0 civ v (.v" + i)^(cos 0)A',(cos 0o) - -; n 
0 , 

TT (cos r + cos 0O) •' u        cosh nx 

'd.v.v tanh7:A'(.v2 + l)/CUcosö)fC;(cosfW - 
i) COsh TT.Y 

(18.277) 

= 4     s,n.ös,n^     [4(]+cos(icosf?o) + sin
20 + sin~0()],     (18.278) 

TT (COS 0 +COS Ö0)" 

i"   d.vv   tanhTT.v    . , 1 tan ;<i tan |0() A;(cos0)A|(cos0()) ^ 
.',, A" 4 | cosh ^.v n cos 0-1-cos 0O 

(18.279) 

to which mav be added 

d.vv   tanh rrv .,, ^, , 
N;(COS 0)K;(COS0U) = 

.; cos i r.v 
2 larr WMan: \0U 

;:    cos M »■ cos (/,, 

2 1 4 cos {) cos r/,, 
cos 0 4 cos J,,      (cos fJ I CON M,,)'. 

(IH:V0) 
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r&xx tanh nX(x2 + k)2Kx(coB 0}KX(COS 0o) = 
Jo       co^h ^x 

24   sin2ösin2Ö0 M-cosÖcos i90 /10*oi\ 
—   ,   , .        (lo.2ol) 

n {COSO + COSOQ)      n{cosO+cosdQy 

Hull lurIhei similar inicgrals ca.i be obtained by employing the recurrence formulas 

I(i   ) m col o\ K* - -[(x2 + i)-f m(m-l)]/c; 

i** ,lHlli  Kiiki 1*1)1(11(1011 

1     ^ sinM1*   ~   n\ ] K^tf + ÜK*. (18.283) 

I lu' liintiion /(r, t) guvcrning certain geometrical optics and transition phenomena 
is (ivllmnl by (he lotlowing equations: 

(18.282) 
rm- 1 

/(A«) = /„.„.(r^j + ^.^a), 

V>J2T 

(18.284) 

(18.285) 

/(f (r, a) - rri sgn (a) \G(W)- - ~L] eik\ (18.286) 

w - s//crsini|ot|,       G{w) =   pe-2^2 T     e^2 d/i. (18.287) 

Physically» the angle a determines some geometric ! optics boundary at 2 = 0. The 
function G{\v) is related to the Fresne! integral discussed in the Introduction by 

G(w) = -y.e-2iw2-*'l*F{wj2) (18.288) 

so that its principal properties may be deduced from the general results concerning 
the Fresnel integral. In particular, for u'; I (away from the geometrical optics 
boundary): 

G(vvJ 
„iln 

\\\'ln 1+1 
L 1 •3'--(2«-iy 

fl   I 
2\n (Aw2)1 (18.289) 

and the transition function /lr.(r, a) in cq. (18.286) is therefore very small for points 
well away from the geometrical optics boundary; i.e. for krsln2 Ja > I: 

r   t     . ^ncHkr~in)   '    l-3--'(2^-') 
/„ (r, a) - - N > 

yjlkr sin Ja«   1   [4rtr sin2 iaj" 
18.290) 
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On th^ other hand, an expansion suitable for w « 0 is 

G(w) = e-2iMJ-2l/2e-i'Vy    -S-~41WJ      ; (\s.29\) 

thus, for points close to the geometrical optics boundary, i.e. for kr sin2 ja < 1 the 
total function /{r, a) behaves as 

;(r,a)= ^^ i',, -.Tie1*—'-^c^V^rsiniaf L-l4^L?!n!M'.  (18.292) 
v/2^sini^ «-oJ-3 •••(2« + l) 

The singular part in /{r, a), represented by the first term in eq. (18.292), yields a field 
contribution that is exactly cancelled by a corresponding singularity in the diffracted 
field due to the cone tip. The remaining forms in eq. (18.292) are regular and free of 
jump discontinuities on the geometrical optics boundary a = 0. The phase and ampli- 
tude of both G(w) and 

- W^e*1* d^ = [1 ~jbie~*l*wG{w)] (18.293) 
dw 

have been plotted by FELSEN [1955,1957c, 1958, 1959] and his -esultsare reproduced 
in Fig. 18.17. Also shown in Fig. 18.17 are the amplitudes of the leading asymptotic 
approximations to G{w) and [1-v/27r exp(-ii7r)w6XH')] for w > 1 as determined 
from eq. (18.289). On the basis of these plots Felsen concludes that transition effects 
are appreciable only for w < 4. 

The function T(r, a) governing geometrical optics and transition phenomena for 
axial incidence (except when Ö, -+ in) is defined by the following equations: 

rM)= Trcf,(ra) + 7;r(r,a), (18.294) 

Wr, «) = //(a) l/tan aexp {i{kr cos a + i/r) 
r Inkr 

(,.,   sin2a| ^   /,..   sin2a\ ,      Q . 
xexp J:IAT~ Ki [iikr I ,        (18.295) 

(        cos a i       \       cos a / 

TJr.x) ~ -^(a) + iv(-a)][/tan 1|a|ei;Ä-^> \e^%(~\yV2)~]/* 
r    27TA7' L f 2 

eil«" 

W J 

(18.296) 
with 

u- - v/X/'sin i(a|. (18.297) 

The function A', represents the modified Bcssel (or Macdonald) function of order i. 
The angle y determines the geometrical optics boundary at a = 0, and for axial plane- 
wave incidence, * - n-2(^+0. In the region AT sin2 Ja. > 1 well away from the 
optics boundary, the transition functioi1 yields a negligible contribution to the iield 
since it hehaw  as 
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In this same region, kr sin2 ia > 1, we have 

T^-ff-^^^Uol^]. (,8.299) 
fcr(sm a)* I      8/cr sin a L(/cr)2J I 

On the other hand, for points close to the optics boundary, i.e. for Ar sin2 i« < 1 
and kr > I. the total function T(r, a) behaves as 

T(- a) « iMa)-+i''(-^e ' +    V"e  ' (J    + 
fer^sinjsej)* (2fcc)ä[cos ia]MrU) 

+ e   -(ifcr)1 sin ia- sin2 lo(+ .. .j .       (18.300) 

The singular part in r(r, a) represented by the first term in eq. (18.300), leads to a 
held contribution that is cancelled by a corresponding singularity in the diffraction 
field due to the cone tip. The remaining terms, to this order of approximation, are 
regular and free of jump discontinuities on the geometrical optics boundary ^ - 0; 
however, the higher order terms do contain jump discontinuities at a = 0, so that for 
smaller kr the function 7(r, a) would have to be modified in order to obtain an ap- 
propriate uniform asymptote expansion for the field. 
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B,   VECTOR RELATIONS 

A, B, C, D are arbitrary vector fields;/and y are arbitrary scalar fields. 

General formulas: 

(1) A   BAC = B  CAA = C  AAB 

(2) AA(BAC)~(A- C)B~ {A - B)C 

(3) ^A(BAC)+BA(CA^)+CA(^Aä) = 0 

(4) (AAB) '{CAD) = A' [BA{CAD)] - (A • C)(B • D)-(^ • D)(B • C) 

(5) {AAB)AiCAD) = (^ABD)C-(^AB-C)D 

(6) V(^) =fVg+gVf 

(7) V-(/4) = ^-V/+/V-/i 

(8) VA(/4)= V/AA+ZVAA 

(9) V(^ -B) - (/I ■ V)B + (B- V)/< + ,4A(VAB)+-BA(VA^) 

(10) V-(/4AB) - B-VA/i-/<-VAB 

(11) S7A(A AS) - AV • B-BV -^ + (B • V)^-(^ • V)B 

(12) VAV/=0 

(13) V-VA^ - 0 

(14) VAVAA = VV-^-V^ 

(15) V2/- V-V/ 

(16) VfU))-1'1 Vu 

(17) V2{m*JV2g + tfV2f±Vf-Vg 

(18) V2(/4) -/V'/i f .4V2/-f 2(V/- V)/< 

(19) VV • (,//!) - (V/)V • ^ +/VV '4 + (V/' V)A+(A • V)V/+V/A{VA/1) 

(20)  VAVA(/^) = /VAVA^-/^v2/+(v/)v•/^ + 
^-v/A(VA/^)-^(/i • V)V/-(V/- V)/l 

710 
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Special formulas: 

If r = rf is the radius vector from a fixed origin and f is any constant vector, then 

(21)   Vr=/» 

{22)   Vr = 3 

(23) VAr = 0 

(24) V(l/r)=-f/r2 

(25) V • (/Vr2) = -V2(!/r) - -4m5(r)? 

where   ^(r) = 0   if   r 96 0,   and ^(r)df = 1 
»'.ill space 

(26) V-(f/r)= -f-P/r2 

(27) VA[fAf/r2]= -V[f-P/r2],       if   r ^ 0 

(28) V2(f//') = 0,       if   r ^ 0 

(29) VA(FA/I) = f(V-^)4-f A(VA^)-V(f-^j 

Integral relations: 

Gauss' theorems: 

(30) f V/QL^ = f/ÄdS 
J v J S 

(31) iVAdv = \ AHdS 

(32) j VA/ldr - ) ÄA^dS, 

where the volume r is bounded by the closed regular surface S with unit ncruiul A 
pointing outward from r, and the partial derivatives which appear in the integrands 
are continuous in the interiors of a finite number of regular regions of which r is the 
sum. 
Substitution of special vectors in Gauss' theorems >ields various Green's theorems, 
such as 

(33) f(/V2</ + V/.V<,)dr = f/?dS, 
*'» Js in 

(34) ((/V2<y~fyV2/)dr - j   (/f -g f) dS; 
J v Js \  in       ax I 

for other Green's theorems, sec Appendix 1 in VAN BI.ADII. (reference [10] of Ap- 
pendix A). 
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Stokes* theorems: 

(35) I ÄAV/dS = 0/d/ 

(36) \VAA'fidS~ & Adl 

(37) \[(fiAV)AA]dS « - (j) AAöI 

(38) f (V/A V</) • fidS = (fi /% • dl 

= -| ^V/d/, 

where the open regular surface S is bounded by the contour / whose line element dl 
is oriented in the positive sense with respect to the normal A to 5*, and where the 
various partial derivatives in the integrands are continuous in a region containing S 
in its interior. 

Dyadics: 

The formal multiplication AB of two vectors A and B is called a dyad; by definition: 

(39) AB  C = A(B  C),      C  AB = (C  A)B, 

If ß = BJ + ByP + B:t is a linear vector function of ^ = AxJt-\-AyP + AJt then the 
relation 

/^\      [0XX 
(40) {Byj = lgyx 

may be written as 

(41) ß = ^-/J, 

with the dyadic operator # given by 

(42) V~ffxx*i+ßxy*p+ffxJ* + 

thus, '//' represents u tensor of rank two. 
We may also write (42) in the forms: 

(43) V * JtCt + fGy + iG, 

6X* + Gyf + G:t 

where the G are the row vectors and the G' the column vectors of the matrix [.</,,; 
of (40). In particular, the identity dyadic is given by 

(44) /   - iif.^-fff. 
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A list of useful relationships for dyadics may be found, for example, in reference 
[10] of Appendix A; here we only give a few differential operators. 
In rectangular Cartesian coordinates (JC, y, z): 

(45)   VA-iiUtUt*.)* 
\   dx       cy       vzl dy 

= V{Ax*)+V(Ayp)+V{Ati) 

,*,X tr, ^      A ^      A ^      A (46) v4V =    - i+       P+ -   f 
dx        dy        dz 

v (1 d 
(47) V-r^ =      Gx+  '  Gy+     Gz 

dx dy dz 

(48) ^-V - jeV-^ + ^V-G. + fV-G, 

(49) V A ^ ^ (^ - dGA +$ (^ - ^ +f (^ - ^) 
\ dy       dzl       \dz       dxl       \ dx       dy / 

= (VAG;)i+(VAG;)^-f(VAc:)f. 

In circular cylindrical coordinates (/>. ^, z) we may write, in analogy to (43): 

(50) V = pG. + tGt + zG: 

then: 

(51) VA-h* +*  (1  +f'')^ 

(52) V-/;=('.!. '']Gil+
]'1G*+ ™' 

\f)      dp* p   d(l>       dz 

= /v • G;- -^j /U [v • G;+ *M 0+(V • G:)* 

,53,   V.:. ^(' '^ - ^) ^(^ - ^ +i (
C* + '> - ' ^) 

w> (0       cr '        \ dz       fp/       \p       tp      p i'(p f 

= /VAC;+ ^^A^J/U/VAG;~ ^/.A^J^+VAG^ 

and in particular 

IM)   V/> = , ^0.       V^ = ' jtp,       Vf - 0. 
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In spherical polar coordinates {r, 0, ^) we may write, in analogy to (43): 

(55)   & = PGr+9G9+$Gt 

then: 

= G;P+G;ö+ö;^; 

(56)   VA-Ul + 't + ^l)* 
\ 8r     r dB     r sin 0 d<t>/ 

= IVA,- l-(A9e+A^)] f+ ["7^+ -{Ar9-A4cote4)\ d + 

+ rv^+ -04r-M9 cot ö)#j ^ 

V     drl r\dO I rsinÖ  d<i> 

= (V • C;- ^>) ^ [v • C;+ 1 (g^-g» cot Ö)] 0+ 

+ rv-c;+ | (^r+^ cot ö)1 0 

(58)   VAf^-^r^ +cot^^--L   ^] + 

+  VAGO+ '(c;A0cot^-c;Ad) ö+ 

+ [VAC;- '(Ct^^A^ 

and in particular 

(59)   Vf = ^^^ VÖ = 1 (^ cot 0 - Of),      V0 - ~ 1 (0P 4- W cot (0- 
r r 



C.   ORTHOGONAL CURVILINEAR COORDINATES 

Let //,(.v, r, r), Uzi* >'» ^)« w3(^ >> z) be a right-handed system of orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates, and let IJJ be a unit vector tangent to the coordinate line w,, 
oriented toward increasing uh and such that ut AÜ2 - A3. The metric coefficients 
//,, //,, h5 are given by 

dzy 

the line element ds by 

(2)    (ds)2 = X ^(d«,)2 

/ = 1,2, 3, 

I ~ 1 

and the volume element dt; by 

(3) dv = klh2h3du1   .du3. 

If/is a scalar field and A Is a vector field with components A; = A ' Ä,-: 
3   1   Pf 

(4) V/=l'  ^Ä... 

(5) 

(6) 

V-A = 
ITT 

.C'M, C'M2 C'WJ ']■ 
VA/<=    '     \.f (Ä^J)-n'-(fr2/lJ)lö1 + 

«2 «3  L<'</2 < W3 J 

+    '    ["/-(A,/(,)-/  (/'^.Olö^ 
/13/I,   U'"3 (Ul J 

+ , '     17  (M:)- /  (/',^.)1"3. Hi«: L<«| ci, J 

['•.(^^ ^)+ '1 (h*h< ^) + '■' ('''^ '^y 
1A3 Lr«, \ /ii    rw,^      ^J'2 \ A3    «^«2        ^"3^ ^3    ^'3 - 

(7)     V'/ 

Formula (6) is valid only if the coordinate systems (JT, r,r) and («i,//2.^3) are 
cilhcr both right-handed or both left-handed. Otherwise, the right-hand side of cq. (6) 
must be multiplied by minus one. 

Particular formulas for the eight coordinate systems adopted in this book are given 
in the following: for other coordinate systems see, for example. MOON and SFI NO R 

(IMM). Field Theory Handbook (Springer): Moish and FFSHBACH (1953), Methods 
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of Theoretical Physics, chapter 5 (McGraw-Hill); MARGENAU and MURPHY (1943), 
The Mathematics of Physics and Chemistry (Van Nostrand). 

1. Rectangular Cartesian coordinates: 

(8) ui = xy   u2 = y,   Wt, =- z;    - oo < JV, >% z < oo 

(9) hx ~hy = hz = 1 

(10) vf=dl*+dlp+6fi 
dx       dy       dz 

ÖD V.A = 8±' + BA + ^ 
dx       dy       dz 

\Sv      dz)       \f)z       Ox}'     \dx      dy/ 

2,    S2f . B2f , S2f (13) V2/=   -i + ./ + 
ox       dy       dz 

(14) V2A = (V%)^ + (V2/I>.)i) + (V2/Ir)£. 

2. Circular cylinder coord!nates: 

(15) u) = />,    «2 = </>,    w.i =z;    0^/><oo,    0 ^ (p < 2n,    —oo<z<oo 

x = /^ cos 0,   y = /? sin (/>,   r = z;   /> = x(x2 + y2) 

(16) /J, = 1,   ^ = p,   Ä,« 1 

(17) /l/; =/l^cos 0 + /!^ sin 0,   /l^ =/4y cos 0-/1^ sin </>,   A. - A. 

Ax = /l^, cos 0 — /l^ sin </>,    /Iv = /l^ sin </> -f- /4^ cos 0, 

;i8) 
f?p     /> f v     p vy 

0 (l (' 
= .v      -v 

d(t>        dy    ' dx 

Ox 
= COS 0 

d      sin <^   (? cos 0   0 

dp 
= sin (^      4- 

/)     dfy     dy dp p     d(l> 

(19)   V/^'V ^^^^ 
t> /> d(t> 

(20)   V • /< = 
1   P 

p dp 
(HJ + 

cz 

1  (\4.     Tvt, 

/>  (Y 
-f 

rz 

(21)   VAV4 = - -      *   /H- 
L/^  r^        rz J 

r.2) v1/-* :(/7)-f', r7.+ f( 
/> i p \   dp'      p' ((j)"      rz* 
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(23)   V2A = |V2.4 
'     t>2 

2  ^ 

(v^-?+3t)w^i! 

(24) V-/? = ~,   V-^ = V-f = 0 

3. Elliptic cylinder coordinates: 

(25) », = M,   1^2 ^ r»   "3 - -I   0 ^ w < oo,   0 g r < 27r,    ~oo < r < oo 
x ~ \d cosh M cos r,    v = W7 sinh u sin r,   2 = z 

d = interfocal distance 

also:   { = cosh w,   y/ = cos r;    1 g f < 00,    — I g i; g 1 

(26) /iM = /iw = i(/(cosh2 w-cos21')*, hz = 1 

(27)   V/= - (cosh2w-cos: 

-.f^ (28)   VA~ ^(cosh2 i/~cos2 c)'x L- [(cosh2 «-cos2 ^Uj-f 

•{-     [(cosh21/-cos2 IO^J   + 
h ) ^z 

(29)   VA/I = I 2 (cosh21/-cos2 rf1 ^: - ^ 
r^r       ('zj 

w + 

+     ^ ■-    (coslr w-cos" r)  !     *   t? + 
L rz      (/ r« _ 
2 

+   .(cosh2 11-cos2 r)   * 
d 

iAl      ; 4M     .-l, sinh \i cosh u - /<M sin v cos rl Ä 

cosh2 M - cos2 r J 
-f 

L(W        cr 

(30) V-y = 4, (cosh' .,-cW r)  ' f{ + '}{] + P"{ . 
</* Mir     (Vv     rz* 

4. Puraholk cylinder coordinates: 

(31) i/, = i,    i/: - ^%   1/,     r;     -  /  < z < x,   ()<//< x,    - x < z <x 

x - ;f:: -v:),    r     ^/.    r - - 

(32) /i. -• /[„ - ic2f r»'.    /i: - I 
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(33) v/^wrigi+?«) + ?« 

(34) V ■ ^ . ({■+,')- ji [({'«,■)%]+ j W+rt^j) + ^ 

(35) VA^ . [(i!+rt-'~! - ^-'j i+ [—' -if+v'T1'-^ 

+({.+,T.[k.k + ^]. 
9 + 

5. Spherical coordinates: 

(37) u! 

.X 

(38) *, 

(39) A, 
A, 

A, 

(40) 

= r,   M2 = ^   M3 = ^;   0 <; r< 00,   0 :S Ö g TT,   0 g ^ < 27r 

= rsinöcos<6,   >'=^ r sin ösin ^,   z = rcosÖ;   r = >/(x
2 + >'2 + z2) 

= 1,   ^ = r,   /?* » r sin Ö 

= ^xsin öcos^r/lySin Ösin <^ + >l, cosO 
= Ax cos Ö cos ^ + /ty cos Ö sin </> - /4Z sin Ö 
= Ay cos (t> — Ax$m $ 

= .4,. sin (? cos </> + /l^ cos Ocoscp- A^ sin 0 
= /<r sin Ö sin ^ + /lff cos Ö sin ^ + A^ cos ^ 
= y4rcosÖ-i40sin 0 

yd      z d 
fU 

CO 

ex 
■-< 

( 

vy 

l z 

X   Ü 
- +      ■ + 

r dx     r dy     r Cz 

xz 0      yz  d 

p   civ      /)   r\r        (nz 
-pf; P-j(*2+y2) 

d      ? 
= x v - 

dy    ' Cx 

.    .        .  c1      1        -        . t5       sin 0    d 
~ sin w cos a     +    cos ^ cos i      - -    - 

'^      - ^     r sin 0 ?$ i'r 

.  .    .  T       I       n .    . ?       cos 0   c1 

sin t^ sin 0      +    cos 0 sin 0      + 
(V      r CO     rsinO Pip 

n C      sin 0 c 
cos 0     - 

( r r    CO 

(41)   Vf='{>+] Cfd+      ,      ty 

Cr       r c'J       r sin 0 < </> 
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1   <? , 2.x .       1       a, . _. .       1      dA (42)   V^»^(r^r)+ 
r ^r r sin 0 dd 

(sin<M,)+-i-^ 
r sin 0 d<t> 

(43)   VA^ «-JL \-{s\n9A4)- 
rsinOldO * 

dA$ P + 
r Lsin 0 36     dr     * ] 

(44)   V2/- 

+ 

1   ^ 

r2 dr \    or/     r2 sin ö aö \       ^/     r2 sin2 0 dd1 

2 dA, 

d(t)z 

SA
*\>+ 

\ r2  dB      r2sin2ö r2 sin Ö ^/ 

\      *    r2smd dd      r2s\n2e   *    r2sm0d<t>/ 

(46)   Vf = 2,   V-d = C?tö,   V# = 0 
r r 

r r r 

6. Prolate spheroidal coordinates: 

(47)   M, « w,   1^ = ^   M3 = 0;   0 ^ J/ < 00,   0 g r g TT,   0 ^ 0 < 2n: 

A- = j(/ sinh M sin i? cos ^,   y = i^ sinh u sin i^ sin <\>>   z ~ \d cosh u cos r 

</ = interfocal distance 

also:    s - cosh M,   ^ = cos r;    ! ^ <J < oo,    -1 ^ ^ ^ 1 

(48) fc{ = w(^)
2),. '', = Jrf(yj-v)*' ''* = i4(<2-Dd-r)]' 

(49) v/=;K=: -,2)-» r^-DI'7{+(1-^)''7*] + 

+ :;[(^-i)(i-rr)]-'<y
i* 

a i(p 

(50) 

2/ i-r)' + 1 r".) ' - ,", 
il^i'-i)'/ L<"i;     ^•-»;" 

1 ! '" '* 
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+ i[«'-iXi-rtl-,£4- 
7. Oblate spheroidal coordinates: 

(53)   «! = M,   M2 = ^   W3 = </>;   0 ^ M < 00,   0 g ^ g TT,   0 g </> < 27r 

x ä Jc/ cosh u sin u cos 0,   y = i^ cosh u sin i; sin 0,   z = id sinh w cos f; 
(/ ~ interfoca! distance 

also:   { = sinh u,   t] = cosv,   0 g f < oo,    -1 ^ >/ ^ 1 

(54) /,{= ^(l^2)1, h, = id^fy\ ht = m2+m-i2)? 

(55)   V/= 2^ + ^)-» r(^+1)i^|+(i_,;^^1 + 

+ 2
lm

2+m-n2)yi^j 
a dq) 

^^-mKu-^^h^m 
-!«■<. 

,;(«--'-''«-'^-(ft;)'(;:^4-,)4+ 

('*.':■)■■■•]* 

■f 

+ 
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(58)   V2/=   je + r,1) 
I' 

4 
H-„[(«■'+od-'/2)] 

8. Parabolic coordinates: 

^2 

(59) », ~ {,   W2 = V'   "3-0'   0 ^ c < oo,   0 ^ // < ou,   0 ^ ^ < 27r 

x s! 2s/if] cos <#>,   ^ == 2V/^ sin 0,   z = Z-rj 

also:   f, = N/2f,   i2 = ^2//;   0 ^ ^ < oo,   0 g f2 < oo 

(60) "^f;")'    ^=f ■-")'   ^-W 

(6i) v/=<{+,,)-'({t.^,A) +i{f"rlf-0 

(62)   V.^(UV-+   2^X({ + 

""—[({:,)'(i:
+;)-'-w'r"*]i+ 

+«+'/)" 
^ l 

+ - 

<"""'-^'-'[;;(^K(%')] -f 
1 

4^ ^ n.A-' * 
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